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FROM OPINIONS OF PREVIOUS EDITIONS

The Right Hod. W. E. Gladstone.—" Dr. Salmond's 'Christian

Doctrine of Immortality ' is an able, trwth-loving, and, from

many points of view, comprehensive work."

Professor A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D.— "The confusions

created by these attempts [to traverse or modify, in various

directions, the traditional, and what seems the natural,

sense of the New Testament] imperatively required to

be cleared up by subjecting the New Testament state-

ments to a fresh analysis and interrogation. This has

been done by Dr. Salmond, and in no part of his book

are the qualities which distinguish his work, the exhaustive-

ness, the candour, and the imperturbable judicialness, so

conspiciious. ... It will not be easy to break the serried

ranks of the author's arguments, and no serious attempt

appears yet to have been made to do it."

Principal Cave, D.D.—"The book steps at once into the front

rank, and even into the first place."

Professor Marcus Dods, D.D.—"Professor Salmond has rendered

a service which merits the amplest recognition. Worthy of

recognition are the courage which chose a subject bristling

with difficulties, the patience and resolution which have

weighed, sifted, and disposed of these difficulties, the method

and scholarship which fit him to be a safe pioneer, the fair-

ness of mind which inspires confidence, the lucidity and
completeness of treatment which tell of a thorough digestion

of the entire, multifarious material connected with the

subject. The volume presents one of the very finest

specimens of biblical theology that we have."



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

npHE eye of man looks wistfully to the end. Life, like

-L love, believes in its own immortality. Heart and mind

cry for light upon what is beyond the grave. Nor do they

cry in vain. They have their answer in themselves. They

have it in highest measure in those words of the Lord Jesus,

into whose clear depths men have never ceased to look since

they were first spoken, and from which they have never

burned unsatisfied.

It is the primary object of this book to ascertain what

these words disclose of man's future. It does not undertake

to examine the belief in immortahty in its relations either to

science or to speculation. The rational proofs which have

been elaborated in support of the hope of a future existence

have their own interest, although it does not lie in the logic

of the case. The heart has reasons of its own better than

those of the understanding for its assurance of immortality.

It has also its own presages of what that immortality will be.

So far as these have any place in Scripture, they come within

the scope of this book. But no attempt is made to follow

out the philosophy of the subject.

Nor is it proposed to prosecute the inquiry beyond the

teaching of the Bible. It is of interest to notice the results

reached by students of Scripture who examine its words in

a frank and unbiassed spirit, while they do not accept its

Til



Viii PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

conclusions as final. But it is not the purpose of this book

to go into any examination of the reasons which such students

give for preferring other views of man's future to those which

they confess to be found in Scripture. The present inquiry

limits itself to the question, What is the witness of Scripture

on the subject ? The words of Christ are to me the highest

authority, beyond which I seek no other.

Even thus limited, the inquiry is one of utmost difGculty.

The questions at issue are so grave, and the field into which

they lead one is so extensive. All the progress which this

century- has seen in the historical interpretation of Scripture

has only made it the clearer how much we require before we

can be sure that we have got to the very heart of Chrisf's

teaching, and understand His words precisely as He meant

them, neither more nor less.

For convenience' sake the subject of the book is described

as the Christian Doctrine of Immortality. But it will be

seen that the word " Immortality " is used in the large sense

which Paul gives it when he speaks of " this mortal" putting

on " immortality." Life, eternal life, the immortality of the

man, not the immortality of the soul, is the message of the

Bible, ahke in Old Testament and iji New, in Christ and in

apostle, in John and in Paul.

The book is the outcome of a course of Lectures delivered

in -Edinburgh, the thirteenth series of the Cunningham

Lectures connected with the Eree Church of Scotland. In

preparing the matter for the press I found it necessary in

some respects to change the form and arrangement, and to go,

into a more extended investigation of certain questions than

was at first contemplated. But the Six Books of which the,

volume consists correspond generally with the six: original

Lectures.

I have to thank the members of the Cunningham Council

for the honour done me in appointing me to the Lectureship.
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They have placed me under a double debt of gratitude by

their forbearance with me in the unusual delay in publication

—a delay due to circumstances which it is needless to explain.

I could wish that now, at the end, the book were worthier of

their considerate kindness.

I am indebted for much to some whose teaching I en-

joyed in earlier days, and to many whose writings I have

read with profit. To all my benefactors, known and un-

known, I express my cordial thanks. On the Old Testament

side of the inquiry I owe more probably than I am quite

conscious of to my dear and valued friend, Professor A. B.

Davidson, of the New College, Edinburgh, whose rare insight

into Scripture has been an education to so many.

The questions with which this book deals are not

questions to be taken up lightly or disposed of easily. No

one who understands their seriousness will be in haste to

write of them. The sense of their gravity and difficulty has

deepened as the work has proceeded. Even now it is with

hesitation that the volume is issued. The studies which its

preparation have occasioned have been at times a severe and

anxious discipline. The result h.as been to confirm me in the

conviction that the teaching of Christ and the whole burden

of the Christian Kevelation make the present life decisive for

the future. But this result has not been reached without an

acute sense of the attractiveness of other views of man's"

destiny which are held by many earnest men, and of the

limitations which the God of Kevelation has placed upon our

knowledge of the future life.

S. D. F. SALMOND.

r AberbAen, October 1895,



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

THE few months which have passed since this book was

published, have not given opportunity to do much in

the way of revision. Some expressions which were thought

to be too strong, and others which were found open to

misunderstanding, have been modified, A few references

to new literature have been given, the indices have been

somewhat enlarged, and a brief Kote has been added to

the Appendix. With these exceptions the book remains in

this second edition what it was in the first.

I am well aware that much requires to be done in order

to complete the inquiry. This volume is occupied with the

testimony of Scripture, and the Biblical Theology, The wit-

ness of reason, the place given in literature to the faith in

immortaUty, the philosophical aspects of the subject, and the

history of opinion, are but partially dealt with. Above all,

the theology of the question calls for a larger statement

than I have been able to give at the close of the Biblical

inquiry, God willing, I may have something to say of these

things hereafter.

Meantime I take this opportunity of thanking those

many kind readers, not a few of them in distant lands and

differing widely from me in belief, who have sent me com-

munications on the argument or the conclusions. I wish

also to express my great indebtedness to those, both at
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home and abroad, who have reviewed the book, and in doing

so have said much by which I hope to profit. Among my
most generous critics I have the honour of reckoning Mr.

Gladstone, who in the interesting series of articles which he

is contributing to the North American Review (April, p. 442)

makes some remarks on certain words in my closing pages.

I refer to these in order to say that in those sentences I

have nothing in view that would go beyond the broad prin-

ciples stated by Bishop Butler,

& D. F. SALMOOT).

Aberdeen, Mtvy 1896,



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

CONSIDERABLE additions have been made to the litera-

ture of the subject since the publication of the second

edition of this book, a year ago. They include Mr. Charles's

Booh of the Secrets of Enoch, Mr. Beveridge's translation of

Bishop Dahle's lAvet efter Doden, Holtzmann's Lehrbuch der

neutestamentlichen Theologie, Atzberger's GescMchte der christ-

lichen Eschatologie innerhalb der vornicdnischen Zeit, and other

contributions of importance. These have not been overlooked

in the preparation of this new edition. The book, however,

remains practically what it was in the former issue,

I have again to express my very sincere sense of the

value of many of the criticisms which have been brought

under my notice. Among more recent reviews for which my
cordial thanks are due, I may refer to those in the Theologische

Literaturzeitung, La Cultura Beligiosa, Church Quarterly Review^

Theologisches Literaturhlatt, and Le Chrdtien ^vangdique. Nor

should I omit to acknowledge the courtesy of Professor Goldwin

Smith in the Forum, far apart as is his way of regarding the

great questions of the Euture Life from that which is followed

in these pages.

S. D. F. SALMOND.
Aberdeen, May 1897.



PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION

SINCE the last edition of this book was issued the stream

of writing on the great questions with which it ventures

to deal has flowed on untiringly, as it is likely always to

do. Contributions of great value have been made to the

discussion of these questions, and they have been of so wide

a range as to have left scarcely any part of the inquiry

untouched. There has been abundant opportunity, therefore,

for reconsideration and revision.

Some of the larger philosophical aspects of the subject

have received able and independent treatment in such works

as those by Professor Josiah Koyce on The Conception of Im-

mortality \ Professor WilHam James on Human Immortality ;'

and the late Principal John Caird on The Fundamental Ideas

of Christianity. The relations of the Christian belief to the

scientific thought of the time have been suggestively handled in*

a number of books, among which may be mentioned Mr. John

'

Fiske's Man's Destiny, and Dr. Newman Smyth's The Place of

Death in Evolution. Large additions have also been made to

the literature of the "Ethnic Preparation." These include

the important work by Professor Williams Jackson on Zoro-

aster the Frophet of Ancient Iran; the second volume of

Professor C. P. Tiele's Geschichte der- Religion im Altertum his

auf Alexander den Grossen, Professor Morris Jastrow's Religion

'

of Babylonia and Assyria, and Erik Stave's Ueber den Mnfluss
xiil
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des Parsismus auf das Jitdentum. To these also belong the

series of Boohs on Egy;pt and Ghaldcea, edited by Messrs.

Budge and King, the Semitic Series, edited by Professor Craig

of the University of Michigan, and the second series of

American Lectures on the History of Eeligions. Nor must we

omit to notice the second volume of Eohde's Psyche, the com-

pletion of Professor Karl Geldner's Avesta, Professor Flinders

Petrie's Religion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, and the

splendid British Museum Facsimiles of the Papyri of Hunefer^

Anhai, Kerasher, and NetchemeL

The materials for the study of the Biblical theology of the

subject have been enlarged by the publication of Professor

G. B. Stevens' Theology of the New Testament, the completion

of Professor H. J. Holtzmann's Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen

Theologie, and the series of volumes by Professor Arthur Titius

on the Neutestamentliche Lehre von der Seligkeit Some of the

doctrinal questions have been reviewed in such books as Bishop

Welldon's The Hope of Immortality, Professor J. Agar Beet's The

Last Things, and Dr. 0. H. H. Wright's The Intermediate State,

Within the last few months, too, Professor 0. Clemen of the

University of Halle-Wittenberg has pubKshed a volume under

the title of Niedergefahren zu den Toten^ in which the Lutheran

view of the Descent to Hades is strongly reaffirmed, and the

claim is made that the dogma should have a larger place in the

teaching of the pulpit. Besides all these publications, and

others which might be added to the list, there is the important

contribution made by Professor Charles of Trinity College,

Dublin, in his Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life in

Israel, in Judaism, and in Christianity. In the view which it

gives of the rise and growth of the Hebrew faith in an after-

life, this book proceeds on a chronological arrangement of the

Old Testament writings which goes much beyond what the

data at our command can scientifically make good. But these

learned Jowett Lectures have a value apart from that, and are
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of special interest in the account which they give of the

literature and the ideas of Judaism.

In preparing this new edition, therefore, I have had the

advantage of comparing the conclusions to which I had been

led with those advocated by others who have written more

recently on these important questions. I have also had the

benefit of further criticisms by scholars familiar with the

subject, among which mention should be made of the articles

contributed by Professor C. Bruston to the Bevue de Thdologie

et des Questions religieuses in May and September of last year.

In sending forth the revised edition I make grateful

acknowledgment of my obligations to the writers to whom
I have referred above and to many more who have made me
their debtors.

S. D. F. SALMOND.

Aberdeen, 23rd March 1901.



PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION

rriHE present edition differs in little from the one imme-
-^ diately preceding it. That edition was carefully revised

and re-set, and it has not been found necessary to make much

change in it. Nor have the additions which have been made

to the literature of the question during these two years been

so large or so impprtant as to require very special considera-

tion. There are some publications, however, which have a

particular interest in relation to certain aspects of the subject,

and these have not been left unnoticed. Among others may

be mentioned Dr. Bigg's Critical and Exegetical Commentary

on the Upistles of St. Peter and St, Jude ; Professor Sayce's

Gifford Lectures on The Religions of Ancient Egypt and

Babylonia; Hort and Mayor's Clement of Alexandria^ Mis-

cellanies, Book vii. ; and Charles's The Booh of JuMleeSj or The

Little Genesis. In this new edition of the curious book on

which Dillmann bestowed so much splendid labour. Professor

Charles gives weighty reasons not only for regarding it as the

work of a Pharisee, but also for claiming for it an earlier date

than has been generally assigned to it. Instead of taking it

as a product of the first century of the Christian era, he

places it between the year of the accession of Hyrcanus to

the high-priesthood (135 B.C.) and his breach with the Phari-

sees some years before his death in 105 b.o. This gives a

new interest to the representation of Jewish belief which we
find in its pages, and to the relation of the Christian doctrine

to that belief.

S. D. F. SALMOJSTD.

Abeedben, March 1903.
svi
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Ut deos esse natura opinamurj qualesque sint ratione cognoscimiis, sic

permanere animos arbitramur consensu omnium nationum.

—

Cicero.

Le Christianisme n'est que la rectitude de toutes les croyances univer-

selles, I'axe central qui fixe le sens de toutes les deviations.

—

Sainte-

Beuve.

Truth, which only doth judge itself, teacheth that the inquiry of truth,

which is the love-making or wooing of it—the knowledge of truth, which
is the presence of it—and the belief of truth, which is the enjoying of it

—is the sovereign good of human nature. The first creature of God in

the work of the days was the light of the sense, the last was the light of

the reason, and his Sabbath-work ever since is the illumination of His
Spirit.

—

Bacon.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTOEY

BY the Christian doctrine of Immortality we understand

the doctrine of the future life taught by Christ and

His Apostles, and deposited in the records of the Christian

revelation. In these records it is given, not in continuous,

but in occasional statement ; not in scientific, but in popular

form. The language in which it is conveyed is not that of

dogma or the schools, but that of common life and familiar

intercourse. In the method, too, in which it is delivered,

and in the terms in which it is expressed, it has the impress

of ancient times and Eastern ways. It has never been easy,

therefore, for minds of later date and different habit to con-

strue it with certainty in all its parts; neither has any

interpretation of it ever secured unqualified acceptance among
Christians themselves. In its broad outlines it has been

found sufficiently definite and distinct. But in some of its

elements, and these not the least important, it has been felt

to be less obvious. In these it has always been in some

measure the subject of debate and the occasion of marked

differences of opinion, even within the Church itself.

Upon the doctrine, as given in these records, there has

grown up a great theology, and that theology has not been

altogether the same from age to age. In its central affirma-

tions it has been, on the whole, a uniform theology. But it

has not been exempt from change. It has had its history,

and that history is now one of the tests of its truth. It has

varied to some extent in its averments. . It has varied also

in its centre of gravity. That was placed first in the Mil-

lenarian doctrine. The belief in Christ's Second Advent has
s
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been called the oldest of all Christian dogmas. The hope of

His return, which fills so large a space in the New Testa-

ment, took a like commanding position in the earliest Christian

thought. The whole conception of the Last Things revolved

round the Person of the Christ who was to come. The whole

theology of the Future was in this sense Christological. The

literature of the first two centuries is so charged with Millen-

arian ideas as to prompt the conclusion that they formed

part of the common faith of the sub-Apostolic Church.^

But as the years grew, and the idea arose that the king-

dom of God might realise itself in a Christianised State, the

Millenarian doctrine, with its related dogma of the two

resm-rections, fell away to the rank of individual Christian

opinion, and the interest passed elsewhere. The eschatology

lost its Christological character; and in the later Patristic

period one of ' the ruling ideas came to be that of an inter-

mediate state, in which righteous souls of pre-Christian

times waited for their deliverance. The Scholastic era, again,

engaged itself to an inordinate extent with the circumstances

of this intermediate state, its distinct divisions for different

orders of the dead, its purgatorial fires, and the fates of souls

in their places of waiting. Then came the theology of the

Eeformation, sweeping away with the blast of its vigorous

breath the accumulations of enslaving dogma and vain defini-

tion which had long held the human mind with their terror.

It shifted the interest from the middle condition, and fixed

it on the final states of heaven and hell. In our own time

attention has become concentrated on the ultimate problems

of the future life,—the finality of the offer of grace, the

extension of opportunity into the other world, the question

between annihilation, restoration, and eternal retribution.

To determine how much of this theology of the ages is

entitled to acceptance, and what the Christian doctrine itself

is, we must go back to the deposit of truth in the New
Testament. In this, our first object must be to ascertain

what Christ's own teaching on the subject was. We have

^ Gieseler, DogmengescMchte, p. 233, etc. See also Hagenbach, History of
Okristicm Doctrines^ vol. i. p. 303, Clark's translation.
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therefore to examine the testimony of the Gospels, and we

must do this in a way to meet the demands of a just criticism.

We shall then have to investigate the doctrines taught in the

apostolic writings, particularly in those ascribed to Paul and

John, and the conceptions underlying these writings. We
shall do this with the view of discovering what are the points

of contact between their teaching and that of Christ Himself

;

whether they add aught to His words, or simply reproduce

and expand what was given seminally in these words

;

whether the statements of each group of writings are the

same throughout ; whether those of all combined amount to

a definite and self-consistent doctrine.

But it is obvious that there are questions of vast im-

portance which are preliminary to all this. The Christian

doctrine can be rightly interpreted only when it is read in

the light of the ideas of the time and the land in which it

was given to the world. Hence it becomes necessary to know
the beliefs, opinions, and methods of expression, whether

native or acquired, which were current in the Judaism of the

period. The Christian doctrine, too, can be understood only

when it is looked at in relation to other doctrines of the

future life which preceded or accompanied it. It makes no

claim to be an absolutely new doctrine. Christ was not the

first " to stamp the ideas of immortality on the minds of men
under the forms of heaven and hell." ^ He nowhere asserts,

neither is it asserted for Him by those whom He commis-

sioned to speak in His name, that the truth which He
inculcated was something wholly novel and without ante-

cedents. What is claimed for Him is, that He " brought life

and incorruption to light through the gospel" (2 Tim. i. 10,

RV.) ; and this He did by giving lucidity to what was obscure,

completeness to what was fragmentary, certainty to what was

but possible or probable. Hence we must ask what was the

teaching of the Old Testament on the subject of a future

life ; for it was on the soil of the Old Testament revelation

that the New Testament revelation rose, and it was to the

^ See Mr. Fowle's paper on " Christianity and Immortality," in the Ctmiem-
porary Eemew^ May 1872, p. 723.
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Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms that Christ and His

apostles appealed.

Nor is this hj any means all. Behind the question of

the relation of the New Testament doctrine to that of the

Old Testament, there is the question of the relation of both

to the conceptions which prevailed among the nations. For

if there was a special preparation for the Christian doctrine

in Israel, there was also a preparation for it in the Gentile

world. "The history of Christianity," says the late Dr.

Dollinger, speaking of the plan of one of his most elaborate

works, " necessarily presumes, for the bare understanding of

it, an acquaintance with the history of the pagan and the

Jew. The question, What soil did Christianity find to build

on ? To what doctrines and systems of thought could it

attach itself ? What circumstances paved the way for it,

and forwarded and facilitated its expansion ? What obstacles,

prejudices, and errors had it to overcome ? What adversaries

had it to encounter? What evils to remedy? How did

paganism reach after Christ ?— all these questions, on the

importance of which it were superfluous to waste a word

here, admit, as it appears to me, of a satisfactory solution

only through an exposition penetrating as deeply beneath the

surface, and of as wide a horizon as the present." ^ What
Dr. Dollinger says of Christianity in general is emphatically

true of its doctrine of immortality, and that for more reasons

than one.

Some of those peoples of the old world who possessed a

large and comparatively mature doctrine of the future, were

in contact with Christianity, either directly or through

Judaism. The influence of Greek thought and language

upon Christian thought and expression, is a subject which is

only beginning to be investigated with any adequacy. But
that Gr^co-Eoman ideas told from the first in some degree

upon Christian theology, is indisputable; and it is one of

the great questions for the present day whether, or to what
extent, the Hellenic spirit made a contribution to the sub-

* The GentiU mid the Jew in the Court of tJie Temjple of Christ, DaTnell's

translation, vol. i, p. iii.
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stance or to the form of the truth which is enshrined in the

New Testament. Nations like the Egyptians, the Babylon-

ians, the Assyrians, the Persians, the Phoenicians, had associa-

tions with the Hebrews, which at times were both intimate

and influential, and it is natural to conclude (though the

conclusion must be carefully verified in each case) that they

left the stamp of their minds and words upon Hebrew
thought and Hebrew language. It is necessary, therefore,

to study their religious notions, beliefs, and phraseologies, if

we would interpret the operation of the Spirit of revelation

in Hebraism, and through it in Christianity. Apart, too,

from the influence which may have been exerted by the out-

side nations upon the forms of Hebrew and Christian faith,

it is only by examining the beliefs of these nations that we
shall see how far the mind of man advanced on the way to

a doctrine of immortality ; at what point Christianity took up

the Ethnic theory ; how and in what sense it gave clearness

to what had been indistinct, adequacy to what had been

partial, certainty to what had remained doubtful, and practical

efficiency to what had been morally inoperative.



CHAPTEE II

IDEAS OF THE LOWER KACES

THE Ethnic Preparation, therefore, must be our first subject

of inquiry.

The field ^^hich opens for us here is immense. It is also

one beset with difficulty. A rapid review is all that can be

attempted. There is much in it that must be passed by, or

barely mentioned. It abounds in questions of the deepest

interest and the utmost difficulty, for which answers are being

strenuously sought. Some of them are purely historical, and

in these it is reasonable to hope for more light and greater

certainty than we possess at present. Others are more

speculative and of a nature that gives us small encourage-

ment to expect clear and definite solutions. The latter,

nevertheless, are the questions on which the most positive

opinions are apt to be formed; and the more hypothetical

such opinions are, the greater is the tenacity with which

they are held.

How did the idea of a future life originate ? Was it a

divine gift bestowed upon primitive man by his Creator,

which, as it travelled down the ages, became broken up, per-

verted, or lost in some races, while in others it was retained

in comparative purity, and with all the capacities of growth ?

Or did it only emerge in course of time, as was the case with

the ideas of art and science ? Did it appear first in a rudi-

mentary form, and then gradually unfold, and take shape,

and gather precision ? Was it the product of man's gifts of

reflection and imagination ? Did it rise in the incapacity of

primitive man to think of one who had been living as having
utterly ceased to live ? Or in his thoughts on the mystery
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of sleep ? Or in what is its genesis to be sought ? How did

man come to think of a soul, and to ascribe to it a continuance

which failed the body ? Did he begin by imagining himself

to have a " double," or to be possessed by a ghost tenanting

his body, yet distinct from it, and making itself visible at

times ? Or by fancying the forms which he saw in dream

or vision to be the dead themselves in surviving, shadowy

figure ? ^ And are our present ideas of the soul, its nature

and its destiny, but the slow natural result of a process which

started at that point, and in course of time dropped the

notion of the material structure of the ghost-spirit, and other-

wise purified the conception ? Is it the case, again, that

wherever the idea of an after-life is discovered, the idea of a

retributive future also appears ? Or is it rather the case

that the conception of rewards for virtue and penalties for

vice in the other world was a later development of the

belief ?

These are but some of the problems which are in debate,

and for which a variety of solutions are proposed. The

solutions naturally differ, according as the problems are

approached by students from the different sides of history,

philosophy, language, and anthropology.

Of these questions we shall only say that hasty general-

isation mars much that is written upon them, and that, as

regards some of them, we are not yet in a position, if indeed

we ever shall be, to venture upon positive conclusions. The
reports of travellers and the researches of inquirers have to

be much more rigorously sifted ; the dates of documents,

inscriptions, and historical remains have to be much more
exactly determined; the testimony of language has to be

^ Count D'Alviella makes much of the "assimilation of dreams to reality,"

aud of the idea of the "double." "The only possible explanation," he says,

"an explanation which must present itself spontaneously to the mind of the
savage as soon as he endeavours to remember his dreams and to give himself

some account of them,—is that man is composed of two parts, one in some way
enclosed in the other—one external, formed of the body which remains station-

ary during sleep ; the other internal, which could cast the body like a garment
and go its way, as the Greenlander expressed it, *to hunt, dance, and pay
calls'" {Hihlert Lectures, p. 77).
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much more carefully estimated. Happily, it is not necessary

for our present purpose to find answers to all these questions.

"We are concerned not with speculation, but with the inter-

pretation of historical testimony. To the student of religious

ideas the temptation is ever at hand to try to go behind the

available material. It is a temptation which few are able to

resist. It plays into the hands of those, of however different

tendencies, whose ambition it is to get at the primitive

religion of humanity. It is the object of one important

school to establish the dogma of a primitive Petichism,

gradually developing into a rude Polytheism, and refining or

condensing into Monotheism. It is the object of a very dif-

ferent school to establish, largely by an analysis of language,

the dogma of a primitive Monotheism, or something approach-

ing that, of which Polytheism is a degradation. But both

almost equally push beyond the mark. Savage races have

no history ; and language, however far it may take us, does

not carry us to the very beginnings of things.

So it is with the belief in immortality. The data at our

disposal lead us a long way, but they do not help us to

ascend to the origins. They make it possible for us to say

what ideas prevailed at the earliest historical point among
the races which have had a history, and to trace the changes

in these ideas along the course of history. Where history fails

us, we gain something from language and custom. But we have

not enough to place the absolutely primitive within our grasp.

Looking, however, to the testimony of history, archaeology,

and language, we seem justified in saying that certain broad

facts appear. First, there is the fact that, so far as investiga-

tion has gone, belief in some sort of existence after death is

found to be a catholic belief of humanity. To some this

seems too large an assertion to make. A mass of evidence

has been collected which is supposed to disprove the uni-

versality of religion, and to show that even at present tribes

exist that are entirely destitute of religious ideas.^ It is

1 See, especially. Sir John Lubbock's Prehistoric Times, as illustrated by
Ancient Remains and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages, and bis

Origin of Civilisation,
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even maintained with great display of learning, that religion,

so far from being a primitive and universal characteristic of

man, is only a comparatively recent element in his life,—an

acquired social habit, a kind of "paradox," as Professor Max
Miiller expresses it, which " only once, or possibly twice . . .

did enter into his heart/' the birthplace of which may have

been Phoenicia, or perhaps India.^ Mi*. Doughty tells us

that even now it is with great difficulty that the nomad

Bedouins can conceive of any existence beyond the grave.^

Wellhausen^ affirms that the heathen Arabians previous to

Mohammed's time had no idea of a future. Dr. 0. Schrader

does not admit that there is sufficient evidence to show that

the Teutonic branch of the Aryan race in prehistoric times

had any definite belief in a future existence, or even paid

any religious honour to departed ancestors. He questions

whether we are entitled to speak of an " original Indo-

European belief in immortality," or of a primeval Indo-

European ancestor-worship.* And it has been no uncommon
thing for travellers to imagine that they had discovered

communities destitute of the idea or instinct of another life.

^ See Gruppe's Die griecTiischen Gulte UTid Myihen, and the criticisms in

Max Mliller's Naiural Jieligion, p. 74, etc.

^ Arabia Deserta, i. p. 240 and p. 445, etc.

^ Skizzen und Vorarheitenj iii. p. 164.

* "As for the Teutons," he says, "the question as to their belief in a life

after death, and the worship of the spirits of the departed among them, deserves

fresh critical investigation. The main point to be determined, is the extent of

the influence exercised on the Teutonic world in this matter by Grseco-Eoman

or Christian views. Then, and not till then, it might be possible to decide

whether such conceptions as that of the Norse Valhalla, of elfs and dwarfs,

—

in which Kuhn indeed {K. Z. iv, 100) would see spirits of tribal-heroes—of the

"Wild Hunter, All Souls' Feast, Hel, the goddess of the dead, etc.,—can be

considered as belonging to the primeval Teutonic period."

Then, speaking of the larger question and of the historical conclusions

deducible from the facts, he remarks that '* the first thing we have to insist

upon once more is, that all linguistic evidence which has been brought forward

in support of an original Indo-European belief in immortality ... is either so

demonstrably false, or at least so unsafcj that it cannot be expected to throw
any light on the question here under discussion."

"The cardinal point," he continues, "seems to me to be, whether the belief

in the continued existence of departed ancestors, and the duty of continuing

to honour them by means of offerings to the dead, which we have encountered

in several quarters of Indo-European territory, are so firmly rooted there from
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But the evidence on which writers like Sir John Lubbock

rely has been very differently handled by others.^ The cir-

cumstance that a people or community may appear not to

have this conception at some point of their history, does not

warrant us to say that they never have had it. There may

have been degradation and loss as well as purification and

gain. The negative reports of travellers have in many cases

been found to have been hasty and mistaken. Once and

again they have been retracted by their authors themselves.

Philosophers like Darwin, explorers like Sir Samuel Baker,

historians like Niebuhr, missionaries like Moffat, have gone

conspicuously astray in their observations, and have shown

us how easy it is to err in this matter.^ Nearer acquaintance

with suspected tribes, and the reports of the most recent

inquirers,—in many instances men who have spent years

among savage or barbarous communities,—tend rather to

prove, not only that these tribes and communities have their

own ideas of a prolongation of existence after death, but that

their ideas are richer than one might venture to surmise.

Thus it has been with many of the ruder peoples in Africa,

South America, and the remote islands, and even in races so

low in the scale as the aborigines of Australia and Tasmania.

In some cases misconception has arisen by applying

modern standards where they are not in place. The Bechu-

anas were at first described as never having heard of the

immortality of man ; and no doubt that was true enough of

an immortality after our ideas. But it by no means followed

the beginning of all tradition that we are compelled, on the ground of the
resemblances to be found in the modes of conceiving and practising ancestor-

worship, to regard them as primeval, i.e. Indo-European."

"I am of opinion," he adds, "that this is not the case, at anyrate not so

long as no satisfactory explanation of Greek ancestor-worship, quite apart from
that of the Indians, is forthcoming" {Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan
People, Eng. trans, pp. 424, 425).

^ Quatrefages, L^es^jtce humaiiie ; Roskoff, Eeligionswesen der rohesien

NatuTVolker; Max Muller, Introduction to the Science of Religion^ p. 277, and
Natural Religion, p. 81 ; Tylor's Primitive Culture, i. p. 422 ; Waitz, Anthro-
23ologie der Naturvolker, i, p. 323.

2 Max Muller's Naticral Religion, p. 82 ; Tylor's Primitive GuUure, i.

pp. 418, 423.
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that these Africans had no idea of a future existence. On
the contrary, they beheved that the dead existed as shades.

In other cases a certain peculiar reticence on the part of the

savage has occasioned serious misunderstanding. A curious

example of this, referred to by Dr. Tylor, is the experience of

Mr. Sproat, who spent two years in Vancouver's Island, in

familiar intercourse with the Ahts, studying their minds and

ways of living, before he became aware that they had any

notion of a future existence. Then he discovered that they

had been concealing from him " a whole characteristic system

of religious doctrines, as to souls and their migrations, the

spirits who do good and evil to men, and the great gods

above all."
^

In short, so many cases of seeming exception have broken

down under rigorous scrutiny, that we are safe to conclude

that there has been no people without this belief.^ Belief

1 See Moffat's South Africa, p. 261 ; Tylor's Primitive Culture, i. pp. 419-

423. "It is true also, and, I believe, it has never been contested," says

Professor Max Miiller, " that even the lowest savages now living possess words

for body and soul. If we take the Tasmanians, a recently extinct race of

savages, we find that, however much different observers may contradict each

other as to their intellectual faculties and acquu-ements, they all agree that

they have names for soul and souls, nay, that they all believe in the im-

mortality of the soul" {Anthropological Religion, pp. 187, 433, 434). For the

case of the Australian blacks, see the same, p. 423, etc. For the races of the

Western Pacific, see Dr. Codrington's volume, The Melanesians : Studies in

their Anthropology and Folk-lore. He deals specially with the Solomon

Islands, the Santa Cruz group, the Banks and New Hebrides, New Caledonia,

and the Loyalty Islands. He brings out the prevalence of the belief in the

tindcUo, or ghosts of the deceased, in the power of these ghosts, and in the

necessity of making offerings to them. For the ideas of the pre-Christian

Teutons on the under-world and the state after death, Grimm's Deutsche

Mythologie (chaps, xxv.-xxvii.) and W. Miiller's Gesckickte und System der

altdeutschen Religion (p. 385, etc.) may be consulted. Some curious things

bearing on the belief of the ancient Germans in a future life and on tbe

existence of a form of the doctrine of transmigration among them, are given in

Sepp's Die Religion der alten DeutscJieUj p. 394, etc.

^ "A belief in the persistence of life after death," says M. Renouf, "and
the observation of religious practices founded upon the belief, may be dis-

covered in every part of the world, in every age, and among men representing

every degree and variety of culture " [Hihhert Lectures, p. 124). In his Gifford

Lectures, delivered in Aberdeen, Dr. E. B. Tylor, than whom we have no more
cautious student, stated that after examining very many of the passages in

books of travel and the like, in which it was asserted that tribes existed who
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in some sort of existence continued after death is something

far short, of belief in a real and positive immortality. But

all evidence goes to show that the former at least is normal

to the human mind; that practically it is as universal as

religion itself ; that even in the case of the rudest races it

must be regarded as one of their most general mental

possessions. Witness is borne to this not only by express

statement, oral and written, but by the general prevalence of

such ideas as that of the lingering or the return of the ghosts

of the departed, and by widely-extended, persistent custom,

—

the honours paid, to the dead; the placing of food near them
;

the burial of weapons and attire with them ; the sacrifice of

wives, slaves, subjects, and prisoners, with the view of con-

veying intelligence to the deceased, or of securing for them

continued attendance and service.^

But a second fact presents itself, which so far qualifies the

had no notion that a man survived death, and always finding that the bottom

dropped out of them, he had given up the idea of discovering any such people.

^ The custom of laying the dead in a uniform direction, east and west, in

their graves, which was carefully observed by the Australian tribes and others,

may also belong to the same order of things. It is supposed to have originated

in the belief that at death the soul went to a new abode, which was imagined

to be in the west, in the way of the setting sun. It may also be noticed that

in Uganda, while the bodies of the common people are cast out unburied, those

of the great are mummified in a rude way and interred. A house is then built

over the place, and certain of the wives of the deceased, taking up their

residence in huts near it, remain there "all their days to watch the departed

spirit." "These women,'' it is added, "are supposed to hold converse with,

and also to be possessed of, the spirit of their late husband " (A. M. Mackay,

Pioneer Missiojiary of the 0. M. S. in Uganda, pp. 196, 197).

Count D'Alviella, speaking of the remains found in the cave of Spy, ascribes

a belief in an after-existence even to the men of the mammoth age. "These
contemporaries of the mammoth and the cave-bear," he says, "whose energies

one would have thought would have been wholly absorbed in the straggle for

existence, still found time to attend to their dead, to prepare them for their

future life, and to offer them objects which they might have used for them-
selves, but which they preferred to bestow on the dead for their use in another
life. The custom of placing arms, implements, and ornaments in the tombs
may be regarded as general among the ancient cave-dwellers, as it still is amon»
all savages who bury their dead. It implies the belief in the survival of the
personality after death, and the idea that the future life will be a repetition of

the present ; or, at anyrate, that the same wants will be experienced, the same
dangers incurred, and the same enjoyments tasted there as here " {Uibbert

Lectures, p. 16).
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first. The practical universality of the belief in some sort

of a life after death does not exclude belief in an absolute

cessation of being for some. Not all who have believed in

a continuance of life have allowed all and sundry to be heirs

of it. Many tribes have limited it to the men of rank

among them, and have held that the souls of the common
people become extinct on the death of the body. Others

have regarded life as reserved for the good, and absolute

cessation of being as the destiny of the evil. Yet another

class have supposed the soul to survive the event of death,

but to be liable, on its way to the other world, or in that

world, to be overtaken by a second death, which is its end.

The Tongans furnish an instance of the first phase of belief,

the Nicaraguans of the second, the Negroes of Guinea, the

Greenlanders and others of the third. The aristocratic feel-

ing and the sense of caste have told upon the belief, even

among the lowest races, and have occasioned the coexistence

of- the idea of extinction with that of survival.^

A third fact which appears is, that this belief has been

shaped and coloured by the cHmate, geographical position,

and circumstances of different races, but that in most cases

it has taken the form of a belief in an under-world and a

shadowy existence there. The home of the departed has

been placed by some on earth itself, and by some in the

skies. As a general rule, savage races have thought of it as

some deep or distant part of earth. Eaces in the stage of

barbarism, as well as the races of culture, have conceived

of it as apart from the scene of their present existence. To

the Baperi of South Africa, the place to which souls return

after death was a cavern, that of Marimatle. Maori legend

figured it as at the base of a great precipice. Australians

on the one side of the world, and Finns on the other, have

thought of it as an island : in the one case an island beyond

the sea, in the far West ; in the other case, as we find it in

the Kakvala, their national Epic, the^sland of Tuoni beyond

the river Tuonela. In the reHgious systems of the Mexicans

^ Waitz, Anthropologies ii. p. 191, etc. ; Tylor, Primitive Culture^ ii. p. 22,

etc., and the authorities referred to there.
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and Peruvians, again, and in the ruder ideas of the lower

American races, the sun has been thought of as the future

abode of the distinguished ; while among tribes like the

Polynesians of Tokelau and the Guajcurus the moon has

been similarly regarded.^

But the idea which has prevailed far beyond all others is,

that the abode of the departed is a Hades or subterranean

receptacle. This is the idea that would most naturally

suggest itself to men as they gazed down into the grave

which wrapped their dead from their vision. It is a con-

ception which in point of fact has been found to extend all

the world over. It is common to the hardy German tribes,

the savages of North and South America, the Zulus of Africa,

the Italmen of Kamchatka, the Samoan islander, the Asiatic

Karen, the Egyptian, the Babylonian, the Hebrew, the Greek,

and the Eoman.

K. fourth fact is, that the purity of this belief has been in

proportion to the purity of the idea of God and the standard

of moral feeling. That the belief in a future life and the

faith in God should move together, and that the one should

become richer and more definite as the other grows in

strength and elevation, is what we should naturally expect,

and it is what is borne out in the main by the witness of

history. We should also naturally anticipate that as the

moral life rises, and a people's ideas of virtue and goodness

become more and more distinctly ethical, the conception of

the future life will become in like manner ethical, and the

idea of a retributive future assert itself. And this has

undoubtedly been in general the case.

The question, however, of the extent to which the belief

in the future life as a life of moral issues and judicial

^ Tylor, Frim-itive Culture, ii. pp. 70, 71. He compares the description in

Plutarch's De facie in orbe lunce of the "virtuous souls who after purification

in the middle space gain their footing on the moon, and there are crowned as

victors." An analogy to this curious belief is also found in the Manichean
speculations on the purification of souls as effetted by their being taken up
first into the sun, then into the moon, and finally into the perfect air, which is

a pillar of light. See the Disimtaiim of Archelaus with Manes. Clark's A nte-

Nicene Library, xx. 284, 285.
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compensation or award has prevailed, at what point it g®'

originated, and how it has advanced, is one of the greate?"

intricacy and difficulty. It is by no means easy to get

in each case, at the real original belief, and disengage it

from modifications due to foreign sources. In not a few

instances things which have appeared to belong to the

pristine form of a faith have become suspected. Christian

or Mohammedan influence has been found to have acted

where at first it was not supposed to be an element in the

case. Lower races have sometimes taken over the beliefs of

higher races, and have retained them perhaps in corrupt

form. In the case of the Karens, for example, we have the

notion of the shadowy dead in an under-world, and alongside

that the notion of a judge of the dead, Tha-ma, who sends

the meritorious to heaven and the evil to hell. The former

is, with reason, taken to be the native belief, while the latter

is supposed to have been borrowed from the Hindu doctrine

of Yama.^ Different students, again, have applied very

different ideas of morality to the problem. So it has

happened that very different verdicts have been pronounced

upon a people's beliefs, and scholars of deserved repute have

committed themselves to positive denials of the existence of

any moral quality in conceptions of the future life where the

evidence, more justly estimated, points the other way.

The case appears to stand thus : It is certain that the

liigher races have had a distinct doctrine of a retributive

future along the line of their history. In some it has been a

singularly high and pure doctrine ; in others it has been less so

;

in others still it has been strangely rudimentary and imperfect

In various instances there has been a period of confusion and
decline in the ethical sentiment, when earlier and better

views of the future have become dissipated and degraded.

But the belief in a retributive future has by no means been

limited to these races. It has taken hold of barbarous

peoples, and it has not been foreign even to savage life. It

may be too much to claim for it that it has existed in some

^ Tylor, Primitive Culture, ii. pp. 91-93, and the authorities cited there

;

"Waitz, Anthropologie, ii. pp. 171, 191, iii. pp. 197, 845, etc.
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^^^ xi wherever the belief in a future life at all has appeared.

-^^t a few races have been declared destitute of it by com-

^^etent authorities. It is said to be absent, for the most part,

^f not wholly, from the South American religions. The world

^of the dead, as imagined by the Basutos, the Dahomans, the

Hurons, and other tribes of similar rank, seems to be a world

in which no account is taken of the conduct or character by

which its denizens were known in the world of the living.

In many cases the conception of the other life seems scarcely

to have risen above that of a perpetuation or reflection of this

life, sometimes an idealised edition of it, and sometimes a

wasted and gloomy copy of it. The Zulu looked simply for a

repetition of the existence he had led here, with all its

familiar ways, its cattle and its kraals. The African of the

South-West thought of the unseen land as like the present

world, yet a dreamland with perpetual day. The Dahoman
fancied it like the earth that now is, yet a shadow-land, a

veritable deadman's land.^

But, on the other hand, there are many cases in which

the idea of a connection between man's life here and his

position there, if not definite and precise, discovers itself at

least in incipient form. It also takes different shapes.

Occasionally, though very exceptionally, it appears as a belief

in a simple reversal of things, the rich here becoming the

poor there, and vice versd} Oftener it becomes the belief,

however rude and undeveloped, that man's life there will be

the result of his life here. But more frequently it is dis-

covered in the process of disengaging itself from lower ideas,

and adapting itself to distinctions which seem non-moral when
measured by later standards, but which, looked at historically,

are relatively moral, or contain the promise of morality.

Even among the lower tribes we find the conception, that

man's place in the other world is affected by his deeds in this

world. The deeds in question may be, as in the case of

certain Indian tribes, only those of skill and enterprise in

hunting; or, as among the Greenlanders, those of bravery and
distinction in the fight with the whale ; or, as in other

1 Tylor, ut suja. p. 80.

.

" As in Kamchatka. Ihid^i p. 83,
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instances, deeds of valour and patriotism. But when courage,

exertion, and endurance come to be distinguished as praise-

worthy, and their opposites—cowardice, effeminacy, idleness,

and the like—as unworthy, and when it is believed that one's

condition in the other world will be determined by the part

he plays in these things on earth, we are entitled to say that

there the idea of a retributive future is present, in however

inchoate a form.

It may be too much, therefore, to afifirm that this belief

is a universal belief, or an original element in the idea of a

future life. It may be that some races have never risen to

this moral conception, and that, in the lower stages of the life

of many a people, conduct here and condition there may not

have been definitely associated. It is possible that in cases

not a few, among which the Khonds of Orissa and the old

Norsemen may perhaps be placed, the idea of a future of just

awards has not been a native idea, but one acquired by con-

tact with higher civilisations—Egyptian, Indian, Babylonian,

or Christian. But, on the whole, we have reason to say that

its rudiments are discovered at times among the ideas of

savage tribes j that in many nations it shows itself at a

comparatively early period, though in an elementary and fitful

form ; that it is doubtful how far back it can be traced ; and
that when it appears in anything like its proper purity,

definiteness, and continuity, it is as an expansion or differen-

tiation of an earlier and less distinct belief.

It would be much to know the date at which it emerged,

and the way by which it came in upon the consciousness of

humanity. It may be, as some think, that it does not appear

definitely until we reach Egypt. And it may be that the
J

advance from the simple idea of a future existence to the

higher faith in a moral Hereafter, was made through an in-

termediate stage of thought, namely, the belief that the things

which bring weal or woe in the life before death would also

bring weal or woe in the life after death. But this is all

imcertain. To fix the point at which this faith was reached

or recovered, in the case of any particular race, is a task well-

nigh beyond us. To fix the point at which it becomes
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visible in the general history of humanity is something still

more difficult. We are far, as yet, from being in a position to

say, with any measure of certainty, whether the different forms

in which it shows itself among the various races of mankind

can be carried back to a single source, or are to be regarded

as the independent results of the reflection and experience of

the several peoples. But in whatever way it came about, and

at whatever date, the rise of this faith upon the mind of any
people was an event of almost matchless moment in their

history.



CHAPTER III

INDIAN BELIEFS

PASSING, however, from the ideas of the lower races,

which our limits do not permit us fui^ther to inves-

tigate, we shall look at the beliefs of those higher races

which are of most interest to the present inquiry. In some

cases it is the nature of the beliefs that creates the special

interest. In other cases it is not only the nature, but the

connections of the beliefs. The question of the points of

contact between the ideas of different peoples is one of the

utmost importance. It is also one which demands for its

proper statement greater caution than it often receives.

Observed similarities of belief do not necessarily imply the

derivation of belief. We must be able to trace a distinct line

of historical transmission before we are entitled to say that the

ideas of one people are derived from those of another, or in-

fluenced by them. Even when the line of transmission is made
clear enough, we have still to ask how much has been derived

—whether the substance of the belief, or only its form.

Anthropologists have often fallen into error by hastily in-

ferring that the deities of one country have been borrowed

from those of another, while aU that they had warrant to say

was, that certain attributes of deity have been transmitted.

But the same applies to the present question. The contact of

nations, in certain cases, may have influenced the form in which

the belief has been expressed, without affecting the substance

of the belief, or requiring to be regarded as its efficient cause.^

We take first, then, the case of Indian thought. The
relevance of Indian belief in such inquiries, it is true, is

1 See T. W. Rhys Davids, The Hibhert Lectures, 1881, pp. 3, 4.

21
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questioned. Dr. DoUinger, for instance, allowed it no place

in his review of the Gentile preparation for the Jew and the

Christian. His reason was that the religious thought of

India, whether Brahmanic or Buddhistic, had always been

aloof, and continued to stand aloof, from Christian thought.

But apart from the question whether any influence of Indian

thought is traceable in Hebrew, Greek, or Christian thought,^

on which there has been much extravagant speculation, those

Indian beliefs are of so peculiar an order, of such interest

both in their minor resemblances and in their larger contrasts

to Christian beliefs, and of such importance as the faith of

vast millions of men, that it is impossible to pass them by.

In them we see what the mind of a singularly acute and

speculative race achieved, and how far short it came of the

Christian doctrine. In them, too, we have the great advantage

of being able to follow with remarkable certainty the course of

a great system of thought in its development from simpler to

more complex forms ; in the changes which it underwent ; in

its advance and in its decline ; in its purity and in its debase-

ment ; in its hold or lack of hold upon the life of the people.

^ Burnoufa theory, put forth in his Scietice of Religion^ that the distinctive

doctrines and practices of Christianity can be traced back to a primitive Aryan

religion through Mazdaism and the Vedic books, scarce calls for mention.

Kecently, however, Mr. Arthur Lillie, in his Influence ofBuddhism on Primitive

Christianity
J
has made a hold venture in the same direction, attempting to show

that Christianity was originally Essenism, and so essentially influenced by

Buddhism. A more reasonable discussion of the alleged influence of Buddhism
on Christianity is given by Professor Paul Carus in the Monist for October 1894.

He points to the general resemblances between certain parts of Christ's teach-

ing and parts of Buddha's, between incidents in the life of the one and
incidents in that of the other, and between the general ethical spirit of

Buddhism and that of Christianity. He is of opinion also that there were

various channels by which Buddhism might have penetrated into Palestine

—

lines of old commercial connections, official legations of a missionary nature

which Ashoka's rock-inscriptions show to have been sent from India into

Western Asia, and the like. But he recognises the diff"erencps between the

two religions in all that relates to immortality, to God, to a Divine Fatherhood,

and related doctrines. He notices, also, the fact that there are remarkable
resemblances between Buddhism and the philosophy of Lao-tse, which
caniiot be said to be dependent the one on the other. He admits, therefoi-e,

that the theory of the indebtedness of Christianity to Buddhism is a mere
hypothesis. See also the summary in Berry's Christianity and Buddhison,

Appendix ij,
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As far back, then, as our records carry us, the Hindu is

seen to be a believer in an after-existence. Whether he had

this belief;, or what his belief was, in the long ages which lay

behind these records, it is impossible to say. It is supposed

that his primitive faith was a system of Animism, which had

gradually developed into Polytheism by the time to which

the Vedic hymns belong.^ But this is matter of conjecture.

The one certain fact is, that from ten to fifteen centuries

before Christ (a date which, early as it is, indicates a com-

paratively advanced stage in Indian civilisation and religion)

the Hindu looked for a future existence. The Kig-Veda, which

takes us back all that distance of time, makes this clear.

There are passages, indeed, in which the future looked for

may be only a future to be realised on earth, in the con-

tinuance of offspring.^ But there is more than this. There

is distinct evidence of a belief in a real existence in an after-

world,—a belief which may have been stimulated by the

inability of the primitive mind to think of non-existence, by

the special inability of the son to think of the father as

annihilated by the stroke of death, and by the respect and

awe, resulting in worship, with which dead ancestors were

regarded.

Much is uncertain about this belief. We cannot tell

whether, in the earliest historical stage, the after-existence

was definitely conceived of as an endless existence ; neither

can we say whether from the first there was a clear moral

distinction between the life of the good and the life of the

bad. It is difficult to judge how far the belief penetrated

the mass of the people ; although it appears that, at a later

stage at least, the eschatology took a greater hold of the people

than the theology. It is doubtful, too, what conceptions

prevailed on the nature of the existence, particularly as

regards the bodily form—whether that was thought of as

something into which the soul developed, or something which

the soul entered as an occupant.

The Vedic literature is not easy to deal with, including

^ So, for example, Rhys Davids ; see his Hihhert Lectures^ p. 13.

2 Muir's Sanskrit Texts, v. p. 285, note.
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as it does so large a number of hymns and Brahmanas, ex-

tending over so long a space of time. The Kig-Veda alone

is made up of over a thousand hymns, and these of different

dates ranging over hundreds of years. We may discount for

the present the conclusions sought to be established by the new

criticism which is represented by Professor T. Eegnaud's Le

Rig~V4da et les Origines de la\ Mythologie indo-euro^6enne.

This criticism would change the sense of many of the most

important terms, making them express only ritualistic ideas,

and emptying them of all moral or mystical applications.

But the oldest of these Vedic hymns, few as the significant

passages in them are, make it plain that the Hindu of those

ancient times, living in a comparatively simple condition of

society and looking at things with the open eye of the childhood

of his race, held firmly by the faith of an after-existence or

immortality, into which he conceived the fathers to have

passed ; which he had learned to ask from the gods as a boon

for himself ; which he believed to be obtainable by certain

performances, ceremonial and other,—by drinking the Soma
drink, by offering sacrifice, by observing rites, by liberality to

the priest ; which, also, he identified in some way with the

divine life, so that he thought of it as a going to the gods, a

companionship with the gods, an entrance into light, a passing

into " that everlasting and imperishable world where there is

eternal light and glory." ^

In the later Vedic hymns the belief is more variously

expressed. It begins to assume at once a more speculative

and a more sacerdotal form. It shows elements which
developed by and by into the pantheistic idea, with its

abstract theory of the future, its elimination of the personal

existence in that future, and its gloomy view of life. In

these hymns, however, we have the distinct conception of a

realm or society of the dead, with its own king, Yama, who
dwells, and the fathers with him, in " the highest heaven,"

and grants ''• long life among the gods." Here, too, expression

is given to the idea of a retributive future. There is a life

of happiness, a realm of light, in the presence of the gods
1 Rig-Veda, viii. 48. 3, Ix. 113. 7, etc.
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for the good; and there is an "abyss," a "nethermost dark-

ness/* for the evil. The rewards and punishments for the

future are described for the most part in unspiritual terms,

and are conditioned by ceremonial rather than moral per-

forman ce on earth. But there are occasional utterances

which go far beyond this ; and the most notable fact of all,

perhaps, is that, in its earliest form, the belief in the future

is a cheerful and hopeful belief, expressive of a joy in life

and a desire for life. There is no hint of the wish to be rid

of the burden of existence ; no suggestion of a previous life

of the soul, or of the rebirth of the soul in the body of man
or beast. The Vedic hymns have nothing to say of trans-

migration, or any dread cycle of births and deaths.^

But Indian thought did not pause at this point. Eather

from this point it began to run a course which ultimately

brought it almost to the opposite pole. The Brahmanas

show us the first steps. Certain ideas, which exist, indeed,

in the Vedic hymns, but are only nascent there, assume

distinct form in these prose-works. The power of the priest,

the virtue of sacrifice, the whole sacerdotal element, begin to

bulk largely. Sacrifice commands the other world ; it makes

the gods themselves immortal. The life in the after-world

becomes more definitely a life determined by the present. It

has its certain rewards and punishments. These are spoken

of in two ways, which, however, come to be one. They are

the natural results of the acts of this life, of the same nature,

whether for good or for evil, as these acts ; and they are

decided, both in kind and degree, by these acts. But the

acts in question are the sacrifices which are performed here.

So the man is said to enter at death a world which he has

made for himself, and he is said to be born after death with

the sacrifices which he has offered.

V These sacrifices are the determining powers. They can

deliyer the man from the earthly body, and obtain for him a

new libdy of spiritual quality commensurate with their worth.

The boon of the future is still regarded as personal existence,

1 Rig-Veda, i. 31. 7, v. 4. 10, vii. 57. 6, ix. 113. 7, etc., x. 14. 8, and similar

passages. See also Muir's SanskHt Texts, v. pp. 226, 284, 285, 306.
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the continuance of the individual; and the after-life still

seems to be thought of as one life. But other ideas now

begin to emerge, which must soon prove fatal to these.

Man's future is made dependent on knowledge or on works.

He who satisfies the requirement, possessing the knowledge or

performing the ceremonial works, is born again after death,

and attains to immortality. He who fails to satisfy the

requirement is born again, but only to die again. The

highest reward, too, is connected with union with Brahma

or some other deity. The man who attains to this union

and only he, becomes exempt from deaths beyond death, and

reaches a final state. "He who sacrifices with a burnt-

offering arrives by Agni as the door to Brahma ; and having

so arrived, he attains to a union with Brahma, and abides in

the same sphere with him." ^

These ideas had a natural development, and one that took

different directions—theosophical, sacerdotal, metaphysical.

We see it in the Upanishads,—those later products of the

Vedic thought, so congenial to certain moods even of the

modern Western mind,—books of which Schopenhauer

declared that they had been the solace of his life, and

would be the solace of his death.^ We see it also in the

Laws of Manu, and in the philosophical systems. All became

dominated by the belief in transmigration, and all followed

the pantheistic solution of the universe. The latter became
the refuge of thought from the terrors involved in the

former. The appearance of the doctrine of transmigration

revolutionised the older Hindu view of life, both present and
future, and it did this in the way of weariness and despair.

How it came to Hinduism, or at what precise time, we know
not. Some look upon it as a form of belief natural to the

human mind, which has shown itself in all races at one stage

or other of their history, and had been held by the Aryans
before their dispersion. Others see no ground for the

supposition that the Aryans brought it with them when

^ S'atapatha Brahmana, xi. 4. 4. 1.

2 Sacred Books of the East, vol. i. p. 61, and Max Miiiler's N'atural IleUgioji

p. 18.
'
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they entered India, and question whether it was an oiiginal

Aryan belief at all.^ What is historically certain is, that it

had possession of the Indian mind by the time to which the

Upanishads belong.' In all probability it is of much older

date. For when it appears, as it does in some of the earlier

Upanishad books, it is in almost perfect form.

So congenial, too, was it to the Indian mind, that when

once it was accepted, it seems never to have been questioned.

The various systems of philosophy occupied themselves with

it.^ They taught that men's deeds lived after them and bore

fruit, and, therefore, that a succession of births must be. But

they claimed at the same time to open up ways of deliverance.

The Vedantist sages professed that, by the wisdom which

they had to impart, a man's " works " could be neutralised or

destroyed, so that nothing should remain to make a rebirth

necessary, or to preclude the final happiness which had to

wait for the exhaustion of these " works." And the masses

of the people were under the spell of the same doctrine, find-

ing in it, perhaps, some explanation of the inequalities of life,

perhaps at times even a measure of solace in the miseries of

life, but for the most part oppressed by its terror.

In a way, therefore, which we can at the best but dimly

surmise, the Hindu came to think of his soul as in a sense

eternal as well as immortal. Its existence in any particular

man in any particular generation of earth, was but an incident

in its history. It had existed previously, and it would exist

afterwards in some other man, some god, some animal, or

some inanimate thing. It was so associated with the ideas

of form and occupancy, that the thought of a disembodied

existence for it was scarcely entertained. In the multitude

of bodies through which it was to pass, each successive form

of existence, whether it was to be high or low, of greater

or less degree of trial and misery, was determined by its

^ Tylor's Frimitive Culture, ii. pp. 1-10; Ehys Davids' Hibtert Lectures^

pp. 73, 74 ; Fairbairn's Studies in the Philosojyhy of Iteli^on wnd Hisioi-y,

p. 140 ; De la Saussaye's Lehrhuch der Heligionsgeschickte, i. p. 375.
'^ On these systems see some important statements in Max Miiller's The Six

Sysie-ms of Jridian Philosophy^ and Macdoneirs History of Sanskrit Literature,.
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deeds in the preceding ; and any unworthy thing to which

the soul might commit itself in any one of those interminable

passing modes of existence, brought it down from any height

of attainment to which it might have painfully struggled.

It would have been strange indeed if so heavy a view of

existence had been simply accepted or finally acquiesced in.

Something was needed to mitigate it. Belief was found in

the thought of the loss or absorption of the individual life.

The idea of union with Brahma becomes more definite and

more extended in the Upanishads. Brahma is now the only

Keality, the One Being, the World-Soul, the only Soul ; and

individual existence is a semblance or an evil. To become

one with Brahma is to attain to blessedness, and oneness with

Brahma is realised by knowledge. Men incapable of this

knowledge fall back on works of sacrifice. By these they

obtain reward, but not such as can endure. The performers

of works, the mass of men, become repeated food for death.

They cannot extricate themselves from the weary chain of

existence. This comes, and rest with it, only to the select

few who rise to science or the highest knowledge of Brahma.

In the theosophy of the Upanishads, therefore, the idea of

eternity is added to that of immortality. The soul is eternal,

but only as a part of deity or the universal soul ; and personal

existence is a delusion to be mastered, a burden to be got rid

of. The individual soul emanates from the World-Soul ; its

doom is to pass through unnumbered changes of form ; its

blessedness is to be reabsorbed by science into the great

bosom from which it came.^

The ideas which are expressed on the theosophical side

in the Upanishads, present themselves also in the Laws of

Manu on the ceremonial side. In these the sacerdotalism

of the Brahmanas exhibits itself full grown, and rules the

future world. In these we come upon a large and intense

doctrine of recompense and retribution. There are rewards

and punishments for all acts, and these rewards and punish-

ments are determined by the priest on the ground of sacrificial

^See the dialogue translated in Max Miiller's History of Ancient Sanskrit
Literature^ pp. 22-25.
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service. There are heavens for the reward of merit, and

hells for the punishment of demerit ; and there is the succes-

sion of births following on the processes by which, in these

heavens and hells, the good and the evil belonging to each

previous existence are exhausted. The Hindu philosophies

took up the same ideas, and did not soften them. With all

their differences in other respects, they taught the same

doctrine of the prior and after-existence of souls, the sub-

jection of souls to countless births and deaths, the misery of

individual existence, the blessedness of the loss of conscious,

personal life, the dependence of the final beatitude on science

or knowledge.

This is the general strain of Indian belief. This also is

substantially its final position. It was a belief with a pan-

theistic backgi'ound, with a tremendous social order,—the

system of caste,-—and with a no less tremendous imagination

of the grasp of the retributive principle on human life. There

were two later developments of it. But they did not change

it either materially or permanently. Buddhism was one of

these. It was an attempt to establish a religion without a

God, and to inculcate a lofty code of virtue apart from the

hope or fear of the judgment of a moral Governor. !For this,

as well as for the vast number of its adherents, it is one of

the most remarkable movements of thought of which we have

any record. Nor is its doctrine of the future its least title

to this distinction. Much as it has been investigated, it is

by no means yet an open page in the history of thought,

either as to its origin or as to its genius. It was essentially

an ethical reaction, but with its drift as such it introduced a

world of new ideas, which are difficult to grasp in their full

meaning and relations, although their general scope is clear

enough. The rise of this new faith may not have been due

simply to the kind of revolt against the Brahmanical ritual

and despotism, the system of caste, and the intolerable com-

plications of ceremony and sacrifice, which has been largely

given as its explanation.^ It emerged, indeed, in a section of

^ Oldenberg's Buddha, p. 170, etc., and pp. 391-411 ; Oman's Indian Life,

p. 222, etc.
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India which was less subject than others to the Brahmanical

yoke.

Other thmgs enter into the account of its beginnings.

It originated among a people that had lost their first vigour,

their satisfaction with religion, their zest for life, and had

become worn, weary, disputatious. It met their case, and

it did so by taking over so much of the spirit of their time

and circumstance that it is itself justly regarded as " pessimism

pure and simple, and as the direct progenitor of the modern

Grerman systems." ^ It adopted unquestioned much that was

in Brahmanism—its views of man, of the calamity of existence,

of the succession of births and deaths, and much else. It

taught that all life, whether of gods, or of men, or of brute

creatures, is essentially and finally the same ; that each form

of life is " merely one link in a series of successive existences

and inseparably bound up with misery " ^ and that man's

great object must be to get rid of individual existence.

It was another attempt at escape from the terrors of the

idea of existence which held the Hindu mind, and it pro-

ceeded to a large extent on the principle of pouring the new

wine of its reforming ideas into the old bottles of traditional

Brahmanism. It proclaimed rest as the only happiness ; and

it aimed not so much at the improvement of life and society

as at release from both. Its watchword was deliverance,

" As the vast ocean, disciples, is impregnated with one

taste—the taste of salt, so now, my disciples, the law and

doctrine is impregnated with one taste—the taste of deliver-

ance." ^ It offered deliverance, above all, from the misery of

transmigrations, as Brahmanism did. But the deliverance

which it preached was one that meant the setting aside of the

Brahmanical priesthood, ritual, and gods, and the substitution

of the higher principle of inward moral conditions for the

lower principle of outward ritual performance. It agreed

with the teaching of the Upanishads, which placed knowledge

where the Brahmans placed sacrifice ; but the knowledge

^ Sully's Pessimism, p. 38.

= Sir Monier Monier-Williams, Buddhism, p. 90,

* CuUavagga, ix. 1.
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which it inculcated was not the knowledge of God or the One

Soul, by which union with the Divine was to be reached. It

was the knowledge of the real nature of things, a knowledge

which had to be accompanied by purity, universal love, and

the nobler moral qualities.

It retained the old Brahmanical faith in ascending scales

of heavens and descending scales of hells ; but the principle

on which its graduated systems of rewards and punishments

proceeded was ethical, not ceremonial. It spoke, too, of

union with Brahma, as Brahmanism did, and taught it to be

every way possible for the man who is " kind and full of love,

and pure in mind, and master of himself," to become united

with Brahma after death. But, at least in its first stage, it

did not present this as the highest attainment. It taught

that even this was but a transient condition, which would

end again in rebirth. Its final beatitude, its perfect life, the

only condition superior to all risk of rebirth, is expressed by

the terms Nirvana, Arahatship—terms which it is scarcely

possible for the Western mind to understand. The noble

Path, which is the condition of beatitude, and embraces the

"noble conduct of life, the noble earnestness in meditation,

the noble kind of wisdom, and the noble salvation of freedom,"

has Arahatship as its end,—a state which is better than

heaven ; and the goal of all is Nirvana, the " going out " or

"extinction," which expresses perhaps neither the negative

idea of the annihilation of the soul, nor the positive idea

of its eternal blessedness, but the going out of "desire,"

or the extinction of " craving," with the quenching of " the

fires of lust, hatred, and delusion," which are the issue of

" craving." ^

This beatitude of Arahatship is the last attainment of a

system of moral and intellectual self-mastery, in which there

are three stages—a lowest, meant for those who are to

remain in the world, and including most of what is ordinarily

understood as moral duty; an intermediate, embracing the.

^ On this see especially Rhys Davids, tit sitp. pp. 100-107, 207-217 ; Olden-

berg's Buddha^ pp. 267-285 ; Buddhagosha^s Parables, by Rogers and Max
Miiller, Preface, p. xvi, etc. See also Appendix, Note A,
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former, and carrying it forward to the abandonment of the

world; and a highest, which, taking up both these others,

goes far beyond them, and rises to the freedom of the Arahat.

The condition of Arahatship, therefore, becomes more in-

tellectual than moral. It is the condition of a sevenfold

perception,—an insight into the seven great facts of the

impermanence of things, non-individuality, corruption, the

danger of evil-doing, sanctification, purity of heart. Nirvana.

Progress, therefore, is dependent upon knowledge, and first of

all on the knowledge that things are transient ; that neither

creature nor creator is more than a temporary form ; that the

gods and their heavens endure no more than men and their

earth : that in no order of being, human or divine, is there a

soul, or self, which lives when the body or form perishes.

In all this the central position belongs to the conception

of Karma.^ The place occupied by the idea of transmigration

is uncertain. While it has been usually regarded as an

integral portion of Buddhism, it is a question whether it

formed part of the original Buddhist doctrine. Its presence

and its power are unmistakable in later forms of Buddhism

;

which forms also differ greatly among themselves in the

various countries in which they have established themselves

—

Nepal, Mongolia, China, Tibet, Japan, Burma, Siam, Ceylon.

The new spiritual elements succumbed to the heavy hand of

the traditional beliefs with which they had connected them-

selves. The ethical religion became a vast sacerdotalism.

The old doctrine of the soul, too, reasserted itself, with most

of its consequences. The faith which began by teaching

men to seek the kingdom of God within them in pureness,

charity, and mercifulness, in course of time spoke of a heaven

into which the soul might have entrance through the physical

terrors of Jaganath's feast, and taught the dogma of an

endless passing from existence to existence in brute as well as

in human forms. But Mr. Ehys Davids affirms that the

transmigration of souls was not taught by Buddha himself,

and that the only idea of transmigration which can justly be

1 Rhys Davids, ui sup. pp. 91-94, 115 ; Oldonberg's Buddha, pp. 48, 242,
etc.; Monicr-WiUiams' Indian Wisdom, pp, 57, 77, 80, 329.
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ascribed to original Buddhism is that of the transmigration of

character.

Be that as it may, the dominant and distinctive doctrine

is the doctrine of Karma, The thing that makes the future,

the one thing that remains after death, is this Karma, this

" deed," this " act-force "—the result of the bodily and mental

acts of the individual, the sum of his good and evil deeds.

Each individual is the link between two immeasurable

successions of individuals, the product of the one, the cause or

impulse of the other. But the connection is not that of soul

or personality.^

Buddhism offered a heaven which was independent of

the hopes or fears of a conscious future, and had no relation

either to God or to a surviving self. The questions, " Shall I

exist in the ages of the future ? " " What shall I be in these

ages ? "—were questions which wisdom had to forswear. The

wise were to live in the practice of the virtues which should

make them free, which were " untarnished by the hope of any

kind of future." The desire for a future existence was one

of the " fetters " which had to be broken. Other religions

have taught the certainty of a blessed immortality as the

reward of righteousness. This one taught a blessedness

which was the reward of the destruction of this desire of

a future life, and which was impossible where such desire

lingered. Its heaven was one in which " the roots of new
existences were all destroyed," and the man is " from the lust

of future life set free."

^ "There is at work in the world," says Bishop Coplestone, "a force by
which these elements on which life depends, these faculties and characters,

—

form, consciousness, sense, perception, mental energy,

—

terid to recomhine. Nc
sooner has a man died, and his life-elements been scattered, than they enter,

under pressure of this force, into new combinations, A new life is the result.

There is a fatal tendency to reproduce life (its name is Karma^ a fatal attraction

by which the elements of life cling to one another. And so no sooner is a man
dead, by the dissolution of his life-elements, than becomes into being again, by
their recombination. For during life he has set in motion that fatal force—all

lives set it in motion, and the world is full of it (the conseq^uences of action)

which causes recombination. It remains, after the man is dead, as a kind of
desire for new life, and animates, as it were, with the desire to recombine those
broken elements of life " {Buddhism, Primitive mid Present, in Magadha and in
Ceylon^ p. 114).

3
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It had, nevertheless, its doctrine of rewards and punish-

ments. It was a very pronounced doctrine, and, on the

retributive side, a very terrible one. It had its four-and-

twenty heavens on the heights of Maha Meru, and its great

hells beneath the earth. These, it is true, being material

heavens and hells, were to pass away like other things. Yet

the hells are described in terms of horror, as regards both the

nature and the duration of the punishments endured in them.

The fool who commits sin is said to suffer in the other world

the pain of one who is struck with iron rods, fed with food

like a hot ball of iron, thrown into a blazing pyre, killed with

iron hammers, cast into dense darkness, boiled in iron pots,

and the like.^ Though the hells are not everlasting, the

penalties are so prolonged as to be incalculable. "A man
throws a perforated yoke into the sea. The winds blow it in

different directions. In the same sea there is a blind tortoise,

which, after the lapse of a hundred, a thousand, or a hundred

thousand years, rises to the surface of the water. Will the

time ever come when that tortoise shall so rise up that its

neck shall enter the hole of the yoke? It may; but the:

time that would be required for the happening of this chance

cannot be told, and it is equally difficult for the unwise being

that has once entered any of the great hells to obtain birth

as man." ^

These rewards and punishments were the things that held

the Indian mind. The few might rise to the philosophic

doctrine, but it was otherwise with the many. A Nirvana

which could be attained only by working out a complete free-

dom from all desire, was a thing for the sage or the recluse,

not for the ordinary man. The latter turned to the simpler

belief, and sought nothing beyond it. There was nothing

beyond it that seemed obtainable by him, and it was itself

sufficient. For the wicked man, there was the dread of those

hells. For the righteous man, there was the hope of those

heavens, and, though they might not be the highest possible

^ Sacred Books of the Hast, x. 123, etc.

^ See Spence Hardy's Manual, p. 459, and Berry's. Christianity and
Buddhism, pp. 82, 83, with the passages quoted there.
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good, they were enough. " The Euddhist believer who did

not feel in himself the power to renounce the world, could

console himself with coming ages; he could hope for this,

that it might then be vouchsafed to him, as a disciple of

Mettayya or one of the countless Buddhas who shall come

after him, to don the garb of a monk, and to taste the bliss

of deliverance." ^

- Buddhism bad also its substitute for the. doctrine of a

conscious, personal immortality. It proclaimed an after-life

of relativehappiness for those who attained a certain measure

of goodness. Such as answered the requirement were des-

tined, when they died, to be born again into a better condi-

tion of being in one of those heavens. Even this was not

blessedness, being a condition still within the mesh of exist-

ence. For the fully enlightened, therefore, Buddhism pro-

claimed the eternal rest of Nirvana ; which, however it may
be interpreted, meant at least the cessation of the personal

life, the end of the weary way of individuality.^ In none of

the conditions which might be entered after death was there

any real identity of the self. There was no continuing con-

sciousness ; there was no soul in our sense ; there were only

certain mental qualities, transient like the body with which

they were connected. Buddhism had its theory of identity ;
^

but it was the continuance of Karma, not that of the con-

scious self, that made the individual of the present the same

as the individual of a former existence ; and what made the

individual of the now the same with the individual of an

after-existence, was the transference of Karma from the one

to the other. Even this shadowy form of individual identity

had to give way, and Karma had to be destroyed in order

. that final perfection might be reached. The last future, the

object of all hope, was a future ia which the individual survived

only in the effects of his acts, in the mingling of his small good

with the vast sum of good, in the addition made by his self-

denials to the happiness of the generations who follow him.

^ Oldenberg's Buddha, p. 387.

2 Ibid., pp. 263-285, and 427 ; Rhys Davids, ut sup. p. 254.

^ See Appendix, Kote B.
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The old religion renewed its strength, and in its turn rose

in revolt against the Buddhist reform. On the field of India

the conflict between the two ended in the decisive victory of

the former. The revived Brahmanism restored the old faith,

only slightly modifying it. It brought in the new idea of

Avatars, or manifestations of the divine in the human. But

it did not drop the ancient doctrine of the absorption of

the human in the divine, the final emancipation by union

with the divine. It asserted the old dogma of transmigration,

and gave it a still more terrible form. It taught that the

souls of men, after the dissolution of the body, pass into one

or other of a multitude of modes and spheres of being—into

one of the many heavens and the condition of a god, into one

of the hells and the condition of a demon, or back to earth

and into the condition, it may be, of animal, plant, material

object, or ghost. The state into which the soul enters on

each new birth is determined by its actions in the previous

existence, not by the sum of these actions, but by each singly

in its turn ; so that, the power of all the goodness attributable

to the soul in the prior existence being exhausted, any one

evil deed dooms it to rebirth in some retributive form. Nor
is there any escape but for the few who come to perfect

knowledge of the divine essence.

This, then, is the conclusion of Indian thought. Death is

not man's end. He has a Future, but of how dread an aspect

!

The early faith in an immortality with the gods, in which the

individual continues to exist, disappears. For the mass of

men the Future is one in which the soul passes from shape to

shape, wears out body after body, and works out its retribu-

tion, in a hopeless struggle with its demerit, in a perpetual

effort to burst the mesh of existence. For the select few it

is a Future which means with the Buddhist the extinction of

individuality in Nirvana, and with the Brahman the absorp-

tion of the individual soul in the Universal Soul.



CHAPTER IV

EGYPTIAN BELIEFS

WHEN" we pass from India to Egypt we come upon another

group of beliefs of great and varied interest. In some

things they approach the Hindu ideas ; in others they stand

far apart from these. At certain points the two seem to

touch each other in their views of the constitution of man,

the condition of the dead, the honours due to the departed,

the position belonging to sons as celebrants of the father's

funeral rites. These coincidences are so remarkable as to

suggest contact between the two classes of ideas. But there

appears to be no positive evidence of any such exchange of

thought between the valley of the Ganges and the valley of

the Nile at a sufficiently early period. These similarities

may simply be the result of the same mental instincts

operating independently in different peoples. In any case,

the Egyptian beliefs have a character entirely their own.

The peculiax order of these ideas, their extreme antiquity, the

precision with which they were elaborated, the range and

duration of their influence, their points of contrast and

correspondence with Jewish and Christian beliefs, give them

a very distinct place in the history of religious thought.

They are the ideas of a people, who issued probably from

the interior of Asia, and moved southwards, crossing by the

Isthmus of Suez or by the Eed Sea ^ into the Nile VaUey and

mingling with a different race there ; a people who stand

alone among the races of the old world, whose origin is so

great a problem that they have been variously pronounced to

^ Recent discoveries by Mr. Flinders Petrie are in favour of the latter course.

See the JBdbylonian and Oriental Becordy June 1894,

37
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be of Aryan, Semitic, and Nigritic stock/ whose very language

seems to defy classification ;
^ a people of almost unrivalled

genius, whose achievements in art, architecture, and mechanical

contrivance are still the wonder of the world ; to whom we

owe the Sphinx, the Colossi of the Plain of Thebes, the

temples of Edfou, Dendera, and Philse, the might and con-

structive perfection of the Great Pyramid, the unapproachable

magnificence of the Eameseum and the columned hall of

Karnak ; a people given to letters, who have left us, in the

Precepts of Ptahhotep, the still earlier moral writing found

with these Precepts in the Prisse papyrus, and parts of the

Book of the Deady perhaps the oldest pieces of literature in

the world ; ^ a people of an antiquity so remote that their

monarchy carries us back two thousand years before the

Hebrew' exodus, and their civilisation stretches away into

ages which seem fabulous ;
* withal, too, a people docile and

peaceful, lovers of flowers even more than of letters, and of

an exceptionally religious temper, with whom the worship of

the gods, the thought of death, the fears and hopes of the

future, were a large part of life.

The Hebrew race was resident for a length of time in

Egypt, this land of mystery. The connection between the

two countries was of a very definite kind at more than one

period. Egypt and Greece, too, were not strangers to each

other. In various ways it was at least possible for Egyptian

thought to come into relation to Greek and Hebrew thought,

^ Their Caucasian origin is now strongly affirmed. How strongly may be

seen, e.g.j in Budge's The Mummy, pp. 1-3.

2 Semitic according to Benfey, Ebers, Brugsch, Erman, Wright, and many
more ; both Aryan and Semitic according to Lagarde ; in affinity with Accadian

according to Strassmaier ; Hamitic, a family by itself, according to Renan.
2 Tiele, History of Egyptian Religion, p. 4. The Precepts of Ptalihotep claim

to have been written in the Fifth Dynasty, and the Precepts of Kaquemna in

the Fourth. This may be only a literary device, however, and these writings

may not he earlier than the Twelfth Dynasty, or about 3000 years B.C. The
oldest MS. is not older than 2500 b.o. We have Babylonian clay tablets of

much more ancient date, perhaps 3000 years older. The question is whether

these can be regarded as literature.

* Their history takes us back some forty centuries before Christ ; their

civilisation, many centuries earlier. The only civilisation that can compete in

this respect with the Egyptian is the Ohaldcean, which is probably older still.
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and so to the forms in which Christian truth has been ex-

pressed. It is of the utmost importance, therefore, to ascertain

what the ideas of this people really were on the subject of

the future life, and whether they had any influence on the

races who became the depositaries of Eevelation. Happily,

there is abundance of material, both monumental and literary.

The Egyptians wrote not only in books, but on tombs, palaces,

temples, and every kind of monument. So we have reliable

records which let us into the secret of Egyptian thought and

Egyptian practice three or four thousand years ago. To a

very large extent, too, we can fix the order of the facts to

which these bear witness. Thus we are able not only to

determine the nature of these ideas, but also to trace the

course of their development.

The belief in a future life was so associated in ancient

times with the Nile Yalley, that the Egyptians had the repute

of being the first people who taught the immortality of the

soul. In no ancient people was this belief earlier or more

firmly planted. In this case, too, the belief was of a very

definite kind, in its own way both exact and complete, and in

very close and evident connection with the theological con-

ceptions of the people. These conceptions, as they are known
to us, are an extraordinary mixture of the noble and the

ignoble, which makes the Egyptian religion one of the most

perplexing problems.^ It may be that its real genius was

monotheistic ; that the loftier and purer elements in it were

the older ; and that it was essentially monotheistic at least

^ It is acknowledged even by those who deny the original monotheism of the

Egyptian faith, that the farther back we go the simpler the religion is, and that

at least the instructed regarded the multiplicity of gods not as separate deities,

but as so many manifestations of the hidden God. Tiele, for example, holds

indeed that the degradation which is seen in the Egyptian religion is really a

** retrogression to the earlier standpoint" of the worship of natural objects as

living beings. But he confesses that "the position that fetiehism and the

worship of natural objects and phenomena as such is nothing but the vulgar

corruption of an originally much purer religion, nowhere appears to receive

more striking confirmation than in these ancient Egyptian records " {History of

the Egyptian Heligion, pp. 82, 83, 222). Those who take the Egyptian religion

to have been pantheistic urge among other things the affinity between pantheism

and magic. Too little attention has been given, however, to the henotheistic

form of belief in discussions of the Egyptian faith.
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to two thousand years before Christ. But" in any case it

must have been an indeterminate monotheism, unable to

withstand polytheistic and pantheistic degradation. It is

admitted by those who contend most strongly for the original

purity of the rehgion, that within the historical period belief

in the unity of God did not preclude the worship of a

plurality of gods ; and it is certain that the quasi-pantheistic

strain overbore the monotheism.

Be it as it may with the primitive spirit of the religion,

the fact remains that, whether on an earlier monotheistic

basis or not, there rose in course of time a vast corrupt

polytheism, and that, when Christianity came across it, the

most conspicuous feature of the religion was a gross system

of zoolatry. The gods of Egypt had become a countless

multitude. Every village had its sacred animal and its patron

deity; every hour had its special divinity. This theology

varied from time to time, one great crisis in its history being

marked by the removal of Set from the Egyptian Pantheon.

The doctrine of the Future, too, varied with the doctrine of

God. Two groups of deities, originally separate, the K9. or

sun group, and the Osiris group, became united by the

identification of Osiris with the sun. This change in the

theology had its effect upon the eschatology, in which the

central place was assigned to Osiris.

Purther, as the sublimer elements of the theology sank

beneath the baser, and the quasi-monotheism yielded to the

pantheistic leaven, not only did the old religion lose its

ethical quality and become materialised, but the whole con-

ception of the after-Ufe declined in definiteness, hopefuLiess,

and moral power.

What, then, did this Egyptian doctrine of Immortality, of

which so much has been said in the old world and in the new,

amount to ? The tombs are our great sources of information.

The papyrus rolls, which have been recovered from these

tombs in vast numbers, the inscriptions on statues and walls,

the writings on sepulchral cases and wrappings, form for

the most part chapters of the famous Booh, of the Bead—
the extraordinary collection of prayers and formulse- for
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the guidance and protection of the deceased in the after-

world.

There are other writings from which we gather some-

thing,

—

Hymns, Tales, the Booh of Knowing that which is in

the Tuat or the Booh of being in the Underworld, the Booh of

the Opening of the Mouth, the Lamentations of Isis and Neph-

thySj the Booh of the Breaths of Life, the Precepts of Ptahhotep,

etc. But the Booh of the Bead, or the Funeral Bitual, as it

was less appropriately termed by Champollion and De Eoug(5,

« is our chief authority, and these others are in general agree-

ment with it. To modern eyes, much that is in this book

appears strange, confused, and paltry. But who that thinks

of its grey antiquity, and of the place it had in the faith and

reverence, the hopes and fears of a great people, can look

upon it without interest or without emotion ? In its present

shape it may not go behind the seventh century before our

era. But long before it assumed the form of a book, it

existed in separate chapters. Its manuscripts take us back

to the fourteenth or fifteenth century B.C. ; its texts are found

earlier far, inscribed on monuments, tombs, amulets, mummy-
wrappings. Some of its chapters are assigned to the period

of Hesep-ti, the fifth king of the first dynasty, or to that of

Menkaura of the fourth dynasty.^ There is reason to say that

sections of it belong to times older than the oldest Egyptian

history and as remote as the earliest Egyptian civilisation.

To the people of the Nile Valley this most ancient volume

was pre-eminently their Sacred Book, the one that was more
to them than any other, the one that held the secret of all

the beatitudes of a future existence. " If one knows this

book thoroughly and has it inscribed upon his sarcophagus, he

will be manifested in the day, in all (the forms) that he may
desire, and entering his abode, will not be turned back."

This was its virtue, as it is declared at the close of its open-

ing chapter. " If this discourse is learnt upon earth, or is

written upon the cofiBn," says an early rubric, "he (the

deceased) may come forth upon every day that he pleaseth

and again enter his house without impediment. And there

^ Budge, The Mummy, p. 208.
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shall be given him bread and beer and flesh-meat upon the

table, of El; he shall receive allotment in the Fields of

Aarru, and there shall be given him there wheat and barley,

for he shall be flourishing as when he was upon earth." ^

Fortunately there is no lack of copies of the most im-

portant chapters of the Book of the Bead. They are distri-

buted by the hundred among the museums of Egypt and

Europe. But notwithstanding the mass of evidence at our

disposal, and the careful investigations of many scholars of

the highest critical faculty, the Egyptian doctrine remains far

from clear or certain.. The corruptions of the texts are

serious, and the interpretation is in many cases doubtful.

The chronological arrangement of the different chapters is a

problem of the greatest difiieulty. Even the sense of the title

which stands at the head of the book is a puzzle.^ It would

be misleading, therefore, to say that a complete or consistent

rendering of this eschatology has been made out. Uncertainty

and difference of judgment still attach to various points in it,

and not least to its doctrine of migration. With these quali-

fications, however, its outlines may be given as follows.

In the first place, it is clear that the Egyptian idea of

the future was emphatically one which associated with it the

conception of life. Everlasting: life. is before the justified.

1 See Davis, The Egypticm Booh of the Dead^ pp. 59, 60 ; Renouf, Proceedings

of tJie Society of Biblical Archceology^ vol. xiv. p. 221.

2 Our leading Egyptologists have all tried their hand on this title Per-em'

hrUf Peri-em-hrUf Per-m-hrUj Pert em hru, PirH-Tn-hrHj as it is variously

reproduced. They have rendered it in different ways, e.g. "going out from

day," *' the going out of the day," "manifestation in the light of day," "out-

going by day,*' "going forth like the day," "going out in the day." They
have also attached very different ideas to it, e.g. that of the passage of the soul

from this existence to the next, the going out of life, the soul's journey from

the night of the grave to the light of a new life, "the beatification of the

justified," as Tiele puts it, "aftcrthe night of death and conflict. " Perhapsit

is, as Kaville and Budge think, a purely technical or conventional term, the

precise import of which is now beyond our reach. See Budge, The Mummy^
p. 209 ; Davis, The Egyptian Booh of the Dead, pp. 61, 62 ; Tiele, History of the

Egyptian Meligion, pp. 22, 23 ; Maspero's The Davyti of Civilisation in Egypt wnd
Qhaldceaj Eng. trans, p. 199 ; also Pleyte's Chapitres Supplemeniaires du Livre

des Marts ; Budge's The Booh of the Dead : The Chapters of Coming Forth by

Dan/, and the splendid facsimiles of the Papyrus of Ani and the Papyri of

H-wnefer^ Anhai^ Kerasher, and N'etchemet, issued by the British Museum.
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The term which is almost habitually applied to the departed

is one {mwMu) which designates them the living. The sarco-

phagus itself is called the lord of life. The water of life is

given to the deceased by Osiris, or by the goddess Nut, " that

the soul may live." An enormous place is assigned to pro-

pitiatory oblations, and those other religious services in behalf

of the departed, which all the world over have been witnesses

to the belief in the perpetuation of life. The man who passes

in righteousness into the other world is described by a phrase

which is taken to have some such sense as the " Yesterday

which sees endless years." A term {maa-x^ru, madcheru,

madtheni) is attached to his name, which means " the justi-

fied," or the " triumphant." ^ The title given to the coffin in

one of the oldest inscriptions is the chest of the liviTig {hen en

dnchiu). However difficult they felt it to explain its condi-

tions, however they varied from age to age in their ideas of

its nature and its scene, the Egyptians believed from first to

last with an intense belief in the continuance of life. The

persistence of life, the exchange between death and life, the

thought that life must live, and that personal life here means

a personal survival hereafter—these were the primary and

most constant elements in the Egyptian faith. " It is only

evil spirits," says M. Eenouf, " who are spoken of in the

sacred writings of the Egyptians as ' the dead.'" ^

In the second place, we find that this life of the future

was to the Egyptian so substantial a life that he thought of

it always as in some sense material. The idea of pure, dis-

embodied existence, or of an immaterial soul in our sense, was

strange to him. The man, who by dying parted with his

body, did not thereby become pure spirit; and one of the

objects of the ceremonies connected with death and burial

was to restore to him his bodily organs in a form suited to

his use in the other world.^ Where other nations have dis-

^ But others think it means *' exercising authority," or " speaking truth by

the word." See Renouf, Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archceology, vol.

xiv. p. 217.

2 m sup. p. 128.

^ See Budge, Egyptian Ideas of the Future Idfe, pp. 76, 77.
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tinguished the abiding Self from the physical environment,

and have risen to the idea of an abstract personality, the

Egyptians thought of a concrete personality—a substantial

Self continuing in a material form.^ The soul had its own

appropriate body. The very shadow of the man was regarded

as something substantial.

Further, we see that an elaborate and singular anthropo-

logy lay at the basis of the eschatology. In a certain sense,

though not in our sense, the man consisted of two distinct

constituents, body and soul. But as the soul was not

immaterial, as we think of it, so it was not a unity, as we

conceive it to be. What we term soul embraced several

things, which were distinguishable from each other, and all

distinct from the body. They remained in connection with

each other and with the body during the earthly existence,

but parted after death and went their several ways. These

included the /zear^; the Ba (which most resembles our soul,

l)ut is represented as needing food and drink) ; the Sdhu (the

form of the dead); the ;\;w, or Khu, the "luminous," the

intelligence, as some understand it,^ a " spark from the divine

fire," as it is described by Maspero,^ a kind of lustrous figure

of the mummy, or, as others think, the spiritual substance of

the Ba ; the xaih or shadow, which could separate itself from

the man at death. There were also the Kd, which gods no less

than men were conceived to possess ; and the Osiris, in which

some recognise a name, and others a real constituent, and

indeed the more properly immortal constituent, of the man.*

The definitions of these terms are by no means certain.

The Sdhu, for example, is explained by some as the term for

the natural tody. How the several parts of the man were

related to each other, is also left in obscurity. It does not

appear that the Egyptians themselves ever made this clear.

^ Wiedemann, Die Religion der alien ^gypter, p. 126.

2 Eenouf takes it to mean not "luminous," but "clear, diatinct, glittering,

coruscans," and so "bright, splendid, illustrious, glorious" {Proceedings of the

Society of Biblical Arckceology, vol. xiv. p. 216).

^ Egyptia/fh Archceology, p. 108.

* On these terms see Budge, Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life, pp. 163-167
;

Flinders Petrie, Religion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, pp. 30-33, 178.
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Two or three of these constituents seem practically the same,

and it is a reasonable conjecture that they were survivals of

different conceptions of the nobler, enduring constituent of

man, which had prevailed in different localities in prehistoric

times, and had subsequently become combined.^ The most

important ideas are those expressed by the terms K6, and

Osiris, The former is the man's double, something similar to

him ; not identical indeed with him, but living with him or

in him, and so hke him that the Kd of the child has the

appearance of a child, and the Kd of the man the appearance

of a man. It is defined as being to the man what word is to

tho2ight or name to form. It is also described as the spiritual

body. If this is correct, then we see that the Egyptians drew

a broad distinction between these three—the natural body,

the spiritual body, and the soul. The human Osiris, again,

corresponds to the mummy, but is immortal. When death

ensues, the body becomes the corpse or x^y figured as a dead

fish, and the first duty of the family is to see to its embalm-

ment and entombment. But the Kd enters on a separate

existence and an independent activity. It can reanimate the

corpse, and so revisit its former home on eartL To it also

the funeral offerings and prayers are addressed. The Kd,

which was figured by the symbol of two human forearms,

with hands at right angles to these, or by a fuU human form,

with a staff and a characteristic sign, was the exact image of

the body, invisible yet material; subject to hunger, thirst,

fatigue ; carrying on the functions of the body, but relieved

of the restrictions on mere bodily movement; yet not im-

mortal in the proper sense, but capable of death. It differed,

therefore, essentially from the Ba, This latter, figured by
the symbol of a bird, a kind of crane or human-headed hawk,

could quit the earth, which the Kd could not do. And,
though it could live only where it found that which fitted

its nature and functions, its destiny was a new world. The
locality of the Kd was the place where the mummy rested.

The Ba and the Khu could rise to the gods and live in their

light.

^ See Wiedemann, Die Meligion der aZten ^gypter, p. 128.
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There was a special realm of the dead, too, with a special

deity to preside over it. It was the land of Mentiy as it

appears on the oldest tombs, or Amenti as it is given in the

later form—the hidden place ;
^ it was Ker Neter, the nether

world.2 The realm itself is called by a variety of expressive

names—the " Hall of the Depth," the " Land of Knowledge,"

the " Friend of Silence," the " Concealer of the Kesting," and

many others.® In most cases the divinity of the realm is

represented as a goddess, the spouse of Osiris, the mother of

all that die, who receives them into her arms and assigns

them their places in her deep domain.* But one of the

chief peculiarities of the Egyptian doctrine was the way in

which all was made to centre in Osiris himself, the god who
represented the principle of good, both physical and moral,

and who was in conflict with Set, the representative of evil.

In its nature and its possibilities, however, this after-

existence in which the Egyptian had so deep-rooted a belief,

was neither a better order of life than the present, nor a

more spiritual. It had its supreme beatitudes and its final

glory. But, apart from these, it did not rise above the level

of the earthly existence. In some things it was beneath it,

so that the notes of fear and regret break out now and again

in the descriptions of it. In a very real sense, it was a

dependent life. Its highest elements depended for their con-

tinuance on the continuance of the bodily form. Hence the

care with which the Egyptians sought to preserve the body

by embalmments, and the pains spent on the erection of

strong and secure resting-places for their dead. Hence, too,

the placing of statuettes of the deceased in the tomb.

The several constituents which made the personality of

the man in the other world were also all dependent for their

perpetuation on due provision for their wants. None of them
subsisted of themselves. Left to themselves, all tended to

^ Or, as some explain it, the immovable land.

2 Tiele, however, is doubtful whether KerNeter, or Gher-Isfutery is ** properly

a subterranean tract ** {History of the Egyptian Heligion, p. 72).

3 See the list of names given by Brugsch in his Beligion imd Mythologie der

alien u^gypter, Zweite Ausgabe, pp. 227, 228.

* See the Inscriptions quoted by Brugsch, ut sup. p. 229,
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decay, enfeeblement, and ultimate destruction. The soul

might outlast the body ; but in its time it would perish like

the body, and the man would sink into another death, which

meant extinction. So means had to be supplied for the

support and prolongation of the being of the surviving man
in all its parts. Food and drink had to be provided for the

Kd, lest it should suffer from hunger and thirst. To attend

to the necessary funeral offerings was one of the most sacred

cares of the family and friends of the dead. Oxen were

sacrificed before the tomb, and the choice parts presented for

the use of the deceased. Jars of water and vessels of wine

or beer were deposited there. Instructions were given in the

Book of the Dead ^ for the performance of this primary duty.

Magical formulae were also used, in the belief that the repeti-

tion of these would make the deceased certain of the requisite

provision.

Under the influence of the same conception the custom

arose of making the funerary statuettes which were known as

the Ushebte or Ushabtij the "Answerers," these being buried

with great men that they might answer for them, and take

their place in labour when they were called to work in the

Blessed Fields.^ And with food and drink it was needful to

provide suitable shelter. Hence the tomb, the " everlasting

house,'* in comparison with which the earthly dwelling-place

was but an inn, was constructed on the plan of a home, with

its rooms for the soul and the Kd, Poor as this notion of the

nature of the future life must seem, its powet over the mind of

the people was vast, and the idea of the Kd was at the heart

of all. " In consequence of this belief," says Erman, " they

mummified their bodies, they built their indestructible tombs,

they established endowments for the sacrifices for the dead,

they preserved statues and household goods in the tombs

—

in short, it is to their faith in the Kd that we owe all our

knowledge of the home-life of the people." ®

The idea of a future judgment for all men was a cardinal

1 E.g. chaps, cv., cvi.

2 Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, Tirard's trans, p. 317.

^Ihid., pp. 307, 308.
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point in the Egyptian conception of a future life.^ This made

it a distinctly moral conception. The soul, which seems to

have been thought of as coming from the gods, had a retri-

butive future before it. It was for Osiris or for Set on earth,

and its deeds here decided its future. Osiris was the judge.

Everything turned upon his judgment. The justified one was

identified with him, received his name, enjoyed his protection

and guidance, and became himself an Osiris.

When the dead man reaches the Hall of the Double Truth,

according to the representations of the Book of the Dead, he

is before the throne of this divine judge. The goddess Maat,

the goddess of Justice, Truth or Law, is there holding a

sceptre and the symbol of life. The scales are set, the man's

heart in the one, the image of Maat in the other. Horus

watches the index ; Thoth or Tehuti, the god of letters, takes

the record. The standard of judgment is high. It covers all

the great requirements of truth, purity, righteousness, charity,

piety. Above the balance are the forty-two assessors whose

office is with the forty-two great forms of sin. The departed

makes his confession. It takes the form of a negative state-

ment, denying his guilt in respect of these sins. His con-

science or moral nature, symbolised by the heart in the scale,

speaks for him. If the judgment is favourable, he regains

the use of hands, limbs, and mouth ; he receives back what he

had lost by death. His soul, his 'Kk, his shadow, are restored,

and he begins a new life. If the judgment is unfavourable,

he bears the penalty of loss and pain.

But this is not the end. A long and arduous probation

lies before the justified. The immediate result indeed of his

approval in the judgment of Thoth is the recovery of the

faculties and instruments of a real and efficient life. In the

Booh of the Dead large mention is made of the giving back of

the heart, the mouth, the memory ; of the setting of the limbs

in motion again ; of the reuniting of the soul with the body

;

of the obtaining of breath, and the like. But all this is in

* The idea itself can be traced back at least to the fourth dynasty, or about

3000 B.C. It does not appear in picture form till about 2000 years later.

Budge, Egyptiom Ideas of the Future Life^ p. 120.
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the first instance with a view to the equipment of the justified

one for discipline and confiict. There is a long way of trial

before him with dangers of many kinds, from venomous beasts

and from evil spirits, with untold possibilities of injury and

loss. The Booh of the Dead speaks at length of these—of

snake and tortoise that have to be withstood, of the crocodile

that comes to deprive the man of his magic power, of reptiles

that have to be repelled, of the serpent Apep, the foe of Ea.

Through these and other perils the justified is called to fight

his way with the help of his revivified powers, his spear, the

magic formulae and all the minute and circumstantial directions

of the Book of the Dead, Only when this is accomplished is

the full promise of the other world made good to him.^

We have little to show either how or at what period

these ideas took shape. We have no adequate means of

judging whether they originated in a moral conception of

life; whether at any particular stage in the history of

Egyptian faith they assumed a positively moral colour ; or

whether they ever stood at a greatly higher level than that

on which we now find them. We know them only as they

are seen mixed up with the multitude of things artificial and

mechanical which surprise us in the Booh of the Dead. But

the fact that man was regarded as somehow the subject of two

courses of probation, and so of two judgments, indicates how
grave the Egyptian people once felt the issxies of life to be,

and how great the boon of immortality.^

^ Tiele, History^ ut sup, p. 70 ; Book of tlie Deady chaps, vii., xxxi., xxxii.,

xxxvi., xxxix., xl., xli,, etc.

^ Some recognise a profound moral principle in these ideas, which became

obscured and degraded as the Egyptian religion decayed. '

' We have two
distinct systems of tests," says Mr. Brimmer, ** for the soul. One, the purely

moral one, in which the soul is judged by its conduct on earth ; the other, with

a deeper significance, the measure of the soul by its own conduct through the

spiritual world. This latter test required a perfect knowledge of the soul's

powers, an unshaken confidence in its absolute union with Osiris, and a firm

resolution to overcome all the obstacles which impeded its progress. In this

respect the soul had its salvation in its own keeping, no god intervening to help.

This is the underlying principle of the Booh of the Dead, which expresses a

profound thought in a dramatic form. . . . That this faith degenerated in

later days into a mere dependence upon the magical power of charms and
incantations was a natural accompaniment of the decay of religion. That which
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Can the Egyptian doctrine of the retributive issues of the

after-existence be more exactly defined ? Only in part, it

seems, and much less certainly on the side of the condemned

than on that of the justified.^ By their identification with

Osiris,^ and with other deities, by the gift of knowledge, and

by the use of the proper formulas, the justified can triumph

over every obstacle and danger. They enjoy a life similar

to that of earth, real and substantial as it is. They receive

food from the table of Osiris in Eistat. They pass into the

happy fields of Aaru, Aarru, Aalu, or lalu as it is variously

given, from the gates of which the sun comes forth in the

east.

But these Elysian plains, in which the corn is seven

cubits high, and the old employments are taken up anew, are

only the beginnings of their reward. Their powers are so

enlarged that the universe is open to them. They can rise

above the human order and limits of existence ; they can

assume other forms—those, for example, of the turtle dove,

the serpent, the bird Benmi (possibly, though not certainly,

the Phoenix), the crocodile, the god Ptah, the golden hawk,

the lotus-flower, the heron. They can enter the society of

the gods and look upon the sun. The reward of good has its

stages and degrees, and these are expressed in a variety of

ways. The justified drink of the water of life ; ^ they become

was in its essence a liigh and beautiful conception of the life and progress of

the soul, became in the end distorted into a terror which could be allayed only

by blind adherence to the letter of the ritual" {Egypt: Three Essays on the

Uistory, Religion, arid Art of Ancient Egypt, pp. 40, 41).

^ There is an obvious reason for the comparative uncertainty regarding the

fate of the wicked in the fact that the J3oo?c of the Dead takes it for granted

that those for whom it is meant will pass the judgment successfully.

2 On the question of the antiquity of this idea of identification with the

god, see Renouf, Hihhert Lectures, p. 184 ; De la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der

keligioTisgesGhichte, Erster Band, pp. 291, 292. It is found on the coffin of

King Menkaur^ (Mycerinus) of the fourth dynasty, whose date may be about

3033-3600 E.G. "From the time of the Middle Empire,'* remarks Erman,

"the deceased is addressed directly as the Osiris iV. W.^ as if he were that god

himself ; and the epithet is always added, of true words, because formerly the

if;o?'c?s of Osiris had been found true in the dispute with his enemies" (Life in

Ancient Egy2Jt, p. 308).

^ "The most usual representation of this," says M. Renouf, " is the picture
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spirits of light ; they reach the point at which the sun is

born ; they go in towards the circle of the gods ; they enter

the bark of the sun ; they have the light of the glory of

Osiris; they obtain perfection in the bosom of the sun.^

But of the condemned different things are said. The

terms of their destiny are gathered from the statement of the

things over which the justified triumph, the beds and nets of

torment, the Neminat or block of execution, the food of filth,

the grasp of the " devourer of the under-world." The punish-

ments of evil have also their different degrees, and hell has its

many different compartments. Amongst the descriptions given

of the fate of the wicked is that of a " second death," and other

expressions occur which may point to annihilation as their

end. But there are some which denote rather a never-ending

death. Thought may have been less formed, and less con-

stant on the subject of the punishments of the future than on

that of its rewards.^

But it remains that, wherever these punishments come

distinctly into view, they are described in words as heavy

with terror as the language can furnish. The terms and

figures of speech which are used in speaking of them are

those which were most associated in Egyptian thought and

in whicli the goddess Nut ponrs out the water of life to the deceased, from the

interior of a sycamore tree. In a picture puhlished by M. Chabas, the deceased

kneels before Osiris, and receives ft'oni him the water of life from a vessel under

which is written dnch ha, ' that the soul may live.' The picture is taken from

the mummy of a priest who lived twelve hundred years before Christ " {Hibhert

Lectures, p. 141).

^ Sook of the Dead, cha.'ps, c, civ., ex., csv., cxix., cxxiv., cxlix.; Tiele,

History, ut stip. pp. 29, 70. " To be with the deity," says the latter, " and to

be like him, is, even in this, the oldest development of the doctrine of im-

mortality, what constitutes salvation."

^ Wiedemann inclines to the conclusion that " continued individuality " was

denied to the wicked. "The immortal elements were divine," he thinks, ''and

by nature pure and imperishable ; but they could be preserved from entering

the Osims, from re-entering the hull of the man who had proved himself

unworthy of them. The soul, indeed, as such, did not die, although personal

annihilation was the lot of the evil-doer in whom it had dwelt." He admits

that a kind of hell is referred to in the book Am D-tat, but thinks that

exceptional. The "belief in a hell," he says, "appears to have existed at

times only, and to have been coniined to certain classes of society" {The

Ancient Egyptian Doctrine of Immortality, pp. 55, 56).
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Egyptian experience with absolute joylessness and misery,

To the Egyptian living in a land in which brilliant light and

smiling skies made the joy of life, nothing was more sug-

gestive of unrelieved loss and woe than an existence on whicl

the sun could never shine ; and no figure is oftener appliec

to the final fate of the condemned than that of exclusior

from the light, banishment into utter darkness. " To sit ii

everlasting darkness—a phrase that irresistibly recalls the

outer darkness of the gospel—and to be forgotten, were th(

most dreadful ideas to the mind of the good Egyptian, th(

friend of the light who his whole life long esteemed no effon

that he could make too great, if he could thereby immortalisi

himself." i

One question of great interest on which opinion hai

changed, is that of the migration of souls. Herodotus, as ii

well known, makes an important statement on this subject

" The Egyptians," he says, " maintain that Ceres and Bacchui

preside in the realms below. They were also the first ti

broach the opinion that the soul of man is immortal, an(

that, when the body dies, it enters into the form of an anima'

which is born at the moment, thence passing from one anima

into another, until it has circled through the forms of all th

creatures which tenant the earth, the water, and the air, afte

which it enters again into a human frame, and is born anevi

The whole period of the transmigration is (they say) thre

thousand years. There are Greek writers, some of an earlie

some of a later date, who have borrowed this doctrine froi

the Egyptians and put it forward as their own. I coul

mention their names, but I abstain from so doing." ^ Tt

testimony of Herodotus was long accepted without questio:

or simply with the reservation that it applied only to tl

unjustified ; and it was understood to be confirmed by seem

depicted on the tombs.^ It was customary, therefore, to ss

^ Tide, History^ ut sup. pp. 69, 70.

2 Book II. c, 123, RawUnson's translation.

^ One of these paintings, for example, is supposed to represent the dismisi

of an unjustified soul into the body of a pig. See Rawlinson's Rerodoti

vol. ii. pp. 195, 196, and the plates in Wilkinson's Manners and Customs of i

Ancient Egyptia/rhs»
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that this doom of metempsychosis or metensomatosis was

believed by Egyptians to be a main element in the punish-

ment of those who failed to pass the
^
judgment of Osiris,

and that the Greek doctrine was borrowed from Egypt.

But this is no longer the case. It is the general opinion

of scholars that there is no real resemblance between the

Egyptian doctrine and the Pythagorean, and no reason to

suppose that there was any connection between them. As it

is now expounded, the Egyptian doctrine differs essentially

both from the Greek doctrine and from the Indian, having no

relation either to the need of purification or to the doom of

punishment. It is simply a doctrine of the assumption of

other forms by the deceased, in the sense of a privilege of

the justified, a capacity limited to them and exercised at

their will.

There appears to be little in the inscriptions or the

paintings that can be said to bear out the older view,

while the testimony of the Booh of the Dead applies to some-

thing essentially different. That Boole speaks largely of

metamorphoses which became possible in the other world.

But they are changes of form of which the just dead are

made capable ; and the chief, if not the only, object of these

changes seems to be to secure the dead against the attacks

of evil spirits and enemies of other kinds, and enable them to

escape their malign devices. The Booh of the Bead has

chapters about " performing all the desirable transformations,"

about transformations into a golden hawk, into a sacred hawk,

into the chief of the royal circle of the gods, into a god giving

light on the paths of darkness, into a lotus, into Ptah, into a

Phcenix, into a bird Shenti, into a soul, a swallow, a snake, a

crocodile.^ It has also one long chapter on " giving per-

fection to the shades, allowing them to walk in the Great

Eoom, to go out day by day in every shape that will please

them," etc.^ But it seems to say nothing of an expiatory or

purgatorial transmigration of wicked souls into animal or

other forms.

* Chaps. Ixxvi. to Ixxxviii. in Davis' Eug. version of Pierret's translation.
2 Chap, cxlii.
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At the same time it is perhaps premature to take this

question as exhaustively investigated and finally settled.

Herodotus may very well have mistaken the real character

of the Egyptian doctrine, or he may have got a misleading

account of it. But it is at least conceivable that some form

of the doctrine of transmigration may have been developed

in the later periods of the Egyptian religion in connection

with the gross zoolatry. Whether it was so, or whether the

doctrine of transformation was always a doctrine applicable

only to the justified, may be made more certain by further

study of the texts and further discoveries in picture, inscrip-

tion, or writing.^

It is possible that opinion altered on this as on other

things in the course of time, and that the later stages of

popular Egyptian thought differed greatly from the earlier.

We see, at anyrate, that the general conception of the future

life changed, and did so to its hurt, as the general idea of

religion changed. As the latter became more pantheistic

and materialistic, and zoolatry with its attendant super-

stitions usurped a larger place, the former lost its hopeful-

ness, the outlook became sceptical and gloomy, and the

thought of the reward of righteousness decayed. Amenti
was the land of heavy slumber, darkness, and sorrow; the

water of life was for those who tarried on earth ; the true

wisdom was to follow one's desires here.

This is the gloomy spirit which finds expression, for

example, in the words spoken from Amenti by the wife of

Pasherenptah :
" Oh my brother, my spouse, cease not to

drink and to eat, to drain the cup of joy, to enjoy the love

of woman, and to make holiday ; follow thy desires each

day, and let not care enter into thy heart, as long as thou

livest upon earth. Eor as to Amenti, it is the land of

heavy slumber and of darkness, an abode of sorrow for

those who dwell there. They sleep in their forms; they

wake not any more to see their brethren ; they recognise not

their father and their mother ; their heart is indifferent to

their wife and children. Everyone (on earth) enjoys the
^ See Appendix, Kote 0.
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water of life, but thirst is by me. The water cometh to

him who remaineth on earth, but I thirst for the water

which is by me. I know not where I am since I came into

this spot; I weep for the water which passes by me. I

weep for the breeze on the brink of the stream, that through

it my heart may be refreshed in its sorrow. Por as to the

god who is here, * Death-Absolute ' is his name. He calleth

on all, and all men come to obey him, trembling with fear

before him. With him there is no respect for gods and

men ; by him great ones are as little ones. One feareth to

pray to him, for he listeneth not. No one comes to invoke

him, for he is not kind to those who adore him." ^

The dark and hopeless thoughts which find utterance

here are in significant contrast with the feeling which shows

itself in many recorded prayers. " Grant that I arrive at

the country of Eternity, and the regions of the justified;

that I be reunited to the fair and wise spirits of Kerneter,

and that I appear with them to contemplate thy beauties in

the morning of every day."^ The longing and the hope

thus expressed in words addressed to Osiris, which are

inscribed on a stel^ of Boulaq, appear again and again in

the Booh of the Dead. " thou who beamest in the top of

heaven, grant me to arrive at the highest point in the sky

^ This remarkable passage Las been repeatedly published and translated.

It is given above as Renouf gives it in his ffibhert Lectures (pp. 241-243),

referring to Sharpe's Inscriptions^ i. pi. 4. Maspero reproduces it thus: "0
my brother, withhold not thyself from drinking and eating, from drunkenness

and love, from all enjoyment, from following thy desire by night and by day
;

put not sori'ow within thy heart, for what are the years of a man upon earth 1

The West is a land of sleep and of heavy shadows, a place wherein its in-

habitants, when once installed, slumber on in their mummy-forms, never more

waking to see their brethren ; never more to recognise their fathers or their

mothers ; with hearts forgetful of their wives and children. The living water,

which earth giveth to all who dwell upon it, is for me but stagnant and dead
;

that water floweth to all who are on earth, while for me it is but liquid

putrefaction, this water that is mine. Since I came into this funereal valley I

know not where or what I am. Give me to drink of running water ! , . .

Let me be placed by the edge of the water with my face to the north, that the

breeze may caress me, and my heart be refreshed from its sorrows " {The Davm
of Civilisation, p. 113).

2 See Brace, The Unhioion God, p. 20.
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for Eternity, through the dwelling of thy favourites, to be

united with those august and perfect ones in the Netherworld,

to go out with them to see thy splendours when thou risest."

. . .
"

JST. in the Netherworld, make him to be in the Amenti,

and subdue evil; place thyself as a protector behind him

against his sins ;
place him among the venerable and august

ones ; may he be united with the souls in the Netherworld

;

may he sail about in the fields of Aarru, and at last may he

travel with his heart gladdened . . . the Osiris N. is with

them in the Amenti, his heart is gladdened " (chap. xv.).

Theoretically the Egyptian beUef in immortality became

a highly ethical belief. It should have exercised, and prob-

ably to some extent and for some time did exercise, a

strong and healthy influence on the life of the people. But

the moral power which properly belonged to it was to a large

extent neutralised by the fatal part allowed to magic. It was

by the use of magical rites and formulae that men expected

to become victors over almost every form of evil, whether

in this life or in the future. These things everywhere

obtrude themselves upon our view. They are of the most

puerile and degrading nature, and they evidently exercised an

immense and most pernicious influence on Egyptian life.

They robbed the doctrine of immortality of its moral energy.^

There is much that is still far from clear or certain in

the Egyptian doctrine of the Future, as in the Egyptian
religion generally. At the earliest point at which anything
like objective evidence is available, the Egyptians are seen

to be already a highly developed nation, far beyond the

stage of pupilage in science, art, literature, administration,

and the various elements of an advanced civilisation, and in

possession of a formed and established religion. But there

is no pathway by which we can ascend with sure foot to the

beginnings of that religion. And so it is in particular with
this special article of the religion, the faith in an after-

existence.

^ On the subject of the magical practices of Egypt, their antiquity, variety,
and influence, see Budge's Egyptian Magic in the series of " Books on Egypt and
Chald^a."
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We can trace it back some six thousand years. We
read it on the oldest monuments and writings. We find

prayers for the good of the soul in the other world on the

stelae of a priest of the second dynasty, who may have lived

some four thousand years before Christ.^ We see a curious

symbolism associated with this faith from the remotest period,

that of the Scarabseus, the sacred beetle which was to the

Egyptian almost what the cross is to the Christian, the

emblem of renewal and continued existence, which is so often

found in the wrappings of the mummy or in the place once

occupied by the heart of the dead.^ But the origins of the

behef are beyond us. Some seek them in the most familiar

phenomena of nature. " The conception formed by the

ancient Egyptians in regard to the fate of souls after death,"

says Tiele, " is derived from what they saw daily happening

to the sun, which was to them the most complete manifesta-

tion of the Deity. The sun set in the west and rose again in

the east, or, put in mythological form, the sun-god, conquered

by the powers of darkness, passed at eventide into the realm

of the dead, waged there a triumphant contest with numerous

enemies, and rose again in the morning with full radiance as

if new born. With the human soul it was the same."^ All

such explanations, however, are only so many more or less

probable conjectures.

There are diverse elements, too, in this doctrine as in the

religion generally, which are scarcely less difficult to under-

stand than are the origins. They may be due to the different

ways in which the exuberant symbolism of the Egyptian faith

was taken by ruder and by more educated minds. They may
also mean that different ideas, derived from various sources,

were added from time to time to the original belief, or that

in the historical period there did not exist one common form

* Myers, Scarabs^ p. 8.

^ See Myers, Scarabs, p. 61, etc. ; Erman, ut sup. p. 315. At later stages
in Egyptian history other emblems were used. Mr. Budge notices, e.g., how
the frog is often figured on lamps of the Greek and Roman periods, and how
" one is known which has the legend eyw et/« avaarao-iSt ' I am the resurrec-

tion'" (The MumTMf, p. 2C5).

* History
J
ut sup. p. 22,
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of faith throughout the land. In any case the mixture of

elements is there to complicate the question.

We have enough, however, to show that the belief under-

went great changes, and we can recognise broadly the line of

their movement. In the monuments and paintings and

writings of the earlier periods it is a simple but vivid belief

in the perpetuation of existence after death, and in that as

the perpetuation of the individual existence. Even down to

the twelfth dynasty (about 2130 B.C.) it seems to retain this

simplicity, not going much beyond the thought of an extension

into the other world of the kind of life enjoyed in this world

—a life continued under material conditions, and dependent

on the provision furnished in the offerings. These offerings

are the frequent subjects of text and picture, and for a length

of time the idea of death and all that is associated with it is

subordinate to that of the continuing life.

But from the twelfth dynasty onwards the prominent

things come to be death itself in its awful aspect, the funeral

ceremonies, the shadow of judgment, the perils of the soul in

its journeys and conflicts in the under-world. The old thoughts

which were at the root of the whole faith survived. They are

found expressed in the Theban and Ptolemaic periods as well

as in the Memphite. But they acquired a moral complexion.

"From the calm assurance of purely material happiness

which the earliest Egyptians loved to dwell on, there de-

veloped itself a keener sense of the trials through which the

soul must pass, together with a higher ideal of the future

life, a stronger conviction of the moral qualities and acts

essential to the justification of the individual." ^

At what precise point in its history the Egyptian faith

in a future life became a distinctly moral faith, with a

deiinite conception of a retributive future, is not easy to dis-

cover. The moral idea of life and its issues may have

existed in some form, before it was clearly expressed on tombs

or in writings. But we find little trace of it in the times of

the Old Empire or in those of the Middle Empire. The
paintings and inscriptions even of the latter period show

^ Brimmer's Egyptf p. 24.
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little to suggest that the people of those times had any

distinct anticipation of judgment, or that their rehgion taught

the fear of hell. But in those of the New Empire (from

1530 B.a) all is different. The thought of judgment, the

conviction that the future life is more than a simple ex-

tension of the present life, the behef that the awards of the

former are distributed according to the good or evil of the

latter, everywhere declare themselves.

It was a great epoch in the progress of the people when

the general belief in an after-existence took the definite form

of a belief in the moral order of life, the responsibility of

man, and the retributive character of the future.^ The

doctrine, however, also degenerated, and gradually declined

in purity, certainty, and vitality. Its decline was helped by

a general decay in the religion as a whole, by the entrance

of pantheistic or quasi-pantheistic ideas, and by other things.^

The result was that Christianity, when it came in contact

with it, found little in it that was not despicable and inimical.

The Egyptian faith, both in its religious and in its moral

elements, had sunk so low that it had become an object of

^ It is observed that, while the images of the gods are seldom seen in the

tombs of the older Empires, they meet us on all hands in the sepulchral temples

of the New Empire. Tiele concludes, therefore, "that at this time religion

was much more powerful than in the preceding periods." He thinks we may
say that it covered the whole field of life, political and social as well as personal

and domestic ; and that this advance in the conception of immortality was a

consequence of the advance in religion and theology. He would connect it also

with the introduction of the belief that the dead man becomes Osiris. But this

is more doubtful. {History, ut sup. p. 185.)

2 The seventeenth chapter of the Booh of the Dead holds a somewhat

peculiar position in the collection. In it we find statements of a quasi-

pantheistic kind, which speak of an identification of the deceased with the

gods in terms approaching those that are applicable to the idea of an absorption

of the deceased in deity. We can scarcely call these, however, more than quasi-

pantheistic. There is nothing in them really on a level with the Indian idea.

Even those who, like M. Chabas, recognise pantheism in the Egyptian

religion, admit that it is an entirely special kind of pantheism. It is only

"with great reserve," as Tiele justly says, that the term can be used of

the Egyptian faith. It is perhaps put most correctly when it is said that

"Egyptian logic saw no difficulty in the belief of the individual existence of

the soul while that soul was identified with Osiris. This identification was

therefore as far removed as possible from the Buddhist idea of Nirvana

"

(Brimmer's Egypt^ p. 27 ; Tide's History^ nit sup. p. 216).
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ridicule to heathen writers ; and early Christian authors saw

in it nothing but a base and corrupting system of animal

worship. We have an interesting instance of this in the

recently recovered Apology of AristideSy one of the earliest

of all the arguments addressed to the Eoman emperors in

defence of the new faith. There the last and worst place is

assigned to the Egyptians, the worshippers of beasts and

creeping things, the people who have surpassed all others

upon earth in evil and ignorance, in hardness and impurity,

and have " erred more than all men." ^

^ See Appendix, Note D.



CHAPTER V

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYBIAN BELIEFS

OF greater interest even than those of the Egyptians, are

the ideas of the Babylonians and Assyrians. These

nations were of the same stock with the Hebrews, and we
shall not be surprised if the religious conceptions of the latter

are found in not a few points to resemble those of the former.

The popular ideas of the Hebrews on the subject of the soul,

death, and the future, are traceable, in point of fact, to those

of the Babylonians and Assyrians, or may be carried back,

along with those of the Babylonians and Assyrians, to a still

earlier centre of thought from which all three were derived.

The Assyrians and the Babylonians are taken together, both

having substantially the same tongue, religion, literature,

culture, and science. Babylonia was the mother country

;

and, except for a few centuries, it was the ruling power. But,

in the judgment of the great majority of scholars, the primi-

tive population of Babylonia itself was not of Semitic, but of

Turanian or Ural-Altaic stock,^ the dominant race at the

earliest date which we can reach being a people to whom has

been given the name of Sumerians ^ or Accadians,^—a race of

^ The Turanian relationship is questioned by Gutschmid, Haupt, etc.

Others connect the earlier inhabitants with the Kossaeans, another non-Semitic

people. Tiele thinks they are at least of the same race as the Elamites and
non-Aryan Medes, and to be classed -with the "Mongoloid races" of Peschel.

Professor Terrien de Laconperle pronoimced their language akin to the Chinese.

M. Maspero considers it doubtful which of the two races, the Semite or the

Sumerian, was first "at the mouths of the Euphrates" {The Dawn of Civilisa-

tioThf p. 551). Some suppose the Semites to have come from the north ; their

origin Is now sought rather in Southern Arabia.

^ By Oppert, Friedrich Delitzsch, etc. The term is taken from " Shumeru,"
an old name for Southern Babylonia.

3 By Hincks, Lenormant, Sayce, and most English scholars. M. Hal^vy
disputes the existence of this Sumerian or Sumero-Accadian people.

61
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highlanders who had come down from the elevated region of

Elam, or from some of the north-eastern parts.^

The capital of this Sumerian or Accadian people is under-

stood to have heen, at one period at least, Ur of the Chaldees,

the sacred city of the moon-god, whence Abraham came;^

and the culture, both of the Assyrians in the north and the

Babylonians in the south, seems to have been derived from

them. But at a very early date there was an irruption of

Semites, and the language of these Semitic conquerors became

the language of the conquered land, while the ideas of the

conquered were adopted by the conquerors. The supremacy

of the Semite race, however, does not appear to have been

won once for all. In all probability there was a struggle

between the old people and the new, which lasted through

several reigns, and was marked by occasional revivals of

Accadian power. But by the time of Sargon i.—a date

which, as we have every reason to believe, takes us back to

3750 or 3800 B.a—the conflict was ended, and a fusion had

been effected between the two populations. At how much
earlier a date this assimilation took place we cannot tell;

neither do we know precisely what each of the two races

contributed to the whole in which they combined.

"We have the materials for forming a general estimate of

what manner of people this was about four thousand years

before Christ. Their civilisation even then was in many
things an advanced civilisation. How much farther back it

goes, we can at present only conjecture. But it is at least

^The phrase *'Sumir (Shiimir) and Accad" often occurs in princely titles.

Its precise force is disputed, though Accad is now generally taken to mean
Upper Chaldsea, and Sumir, Lower Chaldsea. It may, perhaps, have expressed

at first an ethnological distinction. The Snmerians themselves probably were

settlers in the land, who came, as it is thought, from the mountainous region of

N"orthern Central Asia. Who the aboriginal inhabitants were we know not,

neither can we say how far back the Sumerian influence goes. " Such a date,"

says Mr, King, "as six or seven thousand years before Christ is not an extra-

vagant estimate for the foundation of the earliest religious centres [Nippur,

Ur, Shirpurla, etc.] in this country" {Babylonian Religion and Mythology, p. 2).

^ The identification of the Uru or Urum of the cuneiform inscriptions with

the Biblical Ur is still questioned by HaUvy and others. But it is supported

by Oppert, Schrader, and many more, who in this follow Rawlinson,
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as old as the civilisation of Egypt, perhaps older. Eeeent

discoveries make it clear that, in the earliest stage known to

us, it was a more developed civilisation than was formerly

thought. Even then the people were able to produce great

and imposing works of art, of which the green diorite statue

of the high priest Gudea is an example. They were proficient

also in some kinds of bronze work. They liad a remarkable

faculty for gem-cutting, and they were a musical race. We see,

too, that culture found its first home with them in the south,

rather than in the north, in such cities as Uruk, Ur, Larsa,

Sergal or Kaluna, which have been identified more or less cer-

tainly with the Erech, TJr, EUasar, and Calneh of the Old Testa-

ment, and in the sacred city of Eridhu. Further, it is clear

that their art, their literature, and all things else have the stamp

of a genius as distinct from the Egyptian as the great alluvial,

corn-producing plain of the two rivers differs from the strip

of land between two deserts which is watered by the Nile.

As regards religion, the faith of Accad was at first appar-

ently a Shamanism like that of the Siberians and Samoyeds

of the present day.^ Every object was believed to be possessed

by a spirit. Some of these spirits, or powers of nature, were

elevated above others into the rank of gods—Anu, the god of

the sky ; Hea or Ea, the god of the deep ; Mul-il, In-lil, or

Mulge, the god of the under-world, or the god of earth and
Hades, and others. Epithets applied to deities became by
and by the names of new deities, and the sun, under a variety

of designations, was made a supreme object of worship. It

was perhaps at this stage that the Semite settlers in Sumir,

who had adapted themselves more or less to the religion of

Accad, made their influence felt, and a sacerdotal Eeformation,

something like that of Brahmanism, occurred.

A process of modification, transference, and amalgamation

seems to have taken place between the two religions, and the

triad of primary gods came to be Anu, the God of heaven

;

^ Some have affirmed a monotlieistic basis for the religion. This was Lenor-
mant's position. But the evidence is very slight, taken as it is so much from
the supposed original sense of the word llu or El (De la Saussaye, Manual^ ut

sup. p. 481).
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Bel, the creator or demiurge ; and Hea, the god of the waters,

the lord of the wave, the king of the deep. A second triad

also was introduced, embracing Sin or Nannar, the moon-god

;

Samas or Shamas, the sun-god ; Eaman (Eamman), the air-god.

Assyria, at the same time, had its special and supreme god,

Assur, who was not worshipped in Babylonia. Beneath these

were many other gods of high rank, Adar or Ninip, and Ner-

gal, gods of war ; Gibel, the fire-god ; !N"ebo, the god of light

and civihsation ; the goddesses or consorts of the gods, Anat,

Belit, Davkina ("the lady of the earth," the wife of Ea),

Mngal, Shala, and others; and a multitude of spirits—spirits

of heaven, spirits of earth, spirits of the nether-world, etc.^

The religion, rude as in many respects it was, never sank

to the level of the gross zoolatry which marked the last

degradation of the Egyptian faith. On the other hand, it

never rose to any great height in purity or spirituality of

conception. It never became a monotheistic faith. Little or

no trace is discoverable of the recognition of one all-supreme

god. The later worship of Merodach is still far short of that,

though it has some resemblance to it. It is, at the best, a

henotheistic. religion, one deity being singled out for special

or exclusive worship in one place, and another in another.

The same terms of exclusive adoration are applied to different

deities in different centres. The religion had a variety of

elements in it, drawn from different peoples, and it passed

through great modifications. Of these the most important

probably was that connected with the worship of the Sun.

In the oldest Sumerian faith, the first place seems to have

belonged to the moon-god. But at a later, though yet very

remote period, and probably under Semitic influence, the sun-

god prevailed. Marduk or Merodach absorbed many other

deities, and became as much the supreme Babylonian god as

Assur was the supreme Assyrian god. With this Merodach,

the " glorious one among the great gods," the one whose word

was the word of Anu himself, the best thoughts of the Baby-

lonians on a future existence are connected.

1 See King's Babylonian Heligion and Mythology
^ pp. 11-26

; JastroWi

Religion of Babylonia and Assyria
j pp. 145 fl\.
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With all the mass and confusion of deities, a deep

religious sentiment pervaded the people. This is seen in the

hymns which have come down to ns. These ancient Accadian

hymns, which Lenormant has named the Chaldaean Eig-Veda,

are among the simplest, purest, and most impressive of all the

remains of ancient piety. Older, perhaps, by a thousand

years than any song that can be claimed for David, they read

almost like the devout and penitential strains of the Psalter

of Israel. They are heavy with the thought of sin. The

men who speak in them cry to their gods with the bitter

confession of misdeeds and faults, of sins committed which

they knew not, of omissions in which they walked and knew
not. They tell of a divine wrath that strikes them, of the

misery of weeping and no one coming, of afflictions which

hurl them into the roaring waters ; and they appeal to a

merciful God not to abandon them, but to scatter their sins

to the winds, and tear their misdeeds in pieces like a garment.

It may be a terror of the results of sin, rather than the

spiritual sense which makes the Hebrew Psalms stand alone

in the religious literature of the ancient world. But it is a

piercing sense of sin at least as a destroyer, that gives a deep

and singular value to these Accadian hymns.^

What is of more immediate interest to us, however, is the

fact that we possess the Lay of Mar's Descent to Hades, a

poem of curious interest, which gives us some insight into the

old Chaldsean views of the other world. It has reached us

only in Semitic form. But it is supposed to have Accadian

matter as its basis.^ It tells of the love of Istar, the Baby-

lonian Venus, for Du-zi or Dumuzi (another form of Tammuz,
the Babylonian Adonis) ; her passionate grief when he dies

;

her journey to the under-world in quest of the waters of life

;

how she comes to the gates of Hades and obtains admission

^ Translations are given in Becords of the Past^ especially vol. iii. Professor

Sayce takes a higher view than some others of this consciousness of sin, and
speaks of it as a "new feature in Chaldaean religion," as if it marked the first

recognition of the moral significance of the evil that exists in the world [Hibhert

LectureSj p. 352). Maspero understands it difi'erently. See his Dawn of

Civilisation^ p. 682. See also Jastrow, ut su;p. pp. 312-327.

^ Sayce, Hihbert Lectures^ p. 221.

s
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there ; how she has to strip herself, according to the inexorable

law, of part of her attire at each of the seven gates ; how at

last she penetrates within the abodes of the dead—a dark

and cheerless tract where dust is the food of the unhappy

shades, and a grim queen reigns who smites her with many

diseases, and imprisons her until she is sprinkled with the

waters of life, and brought to the light again by a messenger

of the gods.

This Lay is taken to form part of a larger composition ^

which also has an important bearing on the Babylonian ideas

of the after-life—the great Epic of Isdubar, Gisdhubar, or

G-ilgames, which we owe to the ingenuity of the late Mr.

George Smith in piecing together a number of disconnected

tablets. The Epic sings of the deeds of the hero Gilgames

;

his friendship with Ea-bani, who dwells in the mountains and

has a mysterious power over the beasts ; his victory over the

tyrant Humbaba ; the scorning of Istar's love ; his triumph

over her revenge ; his sickness and his sorrow for Ea-bani's

death ; his wanderings on the way to the dwelling of an

immortal at the mouth of the rivers ; his obtaining the secret

of life from Hasisadra ^ there ; his hearing the story of the

Deluge ; his return to Erech ; his renewed lament over the

unhappy lot of Ea-bani in the deeps ; his prayers to Hea and

Maruduk for Ea-bani's admission to the seats of the blessed.

The interpretation of these ancient tales, and many things

connected with them, are yet unsettled. But their value as

witnesses to the beliefs of the people who wrote and read

them, is independent of the question whether they are to be

taken as legends with some historical foundation, or as Sun

and Zodiac myths.^

^ Dr. A. Jeremias, however, contests this, and endeavours to prove that

there is no real connection between the Lay and the Epic. See his Die Baby'
lonisch-Assyrischen Vorstellungen vom Leben nach dem Tode, p. 6, etc. The
hero's name was read as Isdubar by Mr. George Smith, and has been current in

the forms of Gisdubar, Gizdubar, Gistubar. Other renderings have also been

given. But all are superseded now by Gilgames or Gilgamesh, which is the inter-

pretation given hy Mr. Pinches. Gilgames is identified with the sun-god of the

Accadians. See the discussions of the poem in Jastrow, ut sup, pp. 467-517.
2 Probably the Xisuthros of the Greeks.

^ The former view is represented especially by George Smith ; the latter by
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It is impossible -to overestimate the importance of the

fact, if it be the fact, that behind the Babylonians and

Assyrians, those mighty nations who played so great a part in

the old world, in many respects making one people, yet so

distinct in type that they have been termed respectively the

Chinese and the Eomans of the ancient East, there was this

other race, of different lineage, speaking an agglutinative

language, the probable inventors of cuneiform writing, a

devout and cultured people, who left the deep impress of

their civilisation and religion upon the Euphrates Valley. Of

almost equal importance would be the fact, if the counter-

theory should come to be established, that the people whose

footsteps we discover in the Euphrates Valley before the

historical period, were themselves Semites, and that to them

we owe writing, agriculture, astronomical calculation, naviga-

tion, and architecture. The weight of authority is on the

side of the former view,^ and it makes the question of the

religious ideas of the Babylonians and Assyrians more interest-

ing, but at the same time more difficult than before.

The interest of this question of the Babylonian and

Assyrian faith lies in many things—in the extreme antiquity

of the ideas ; the vast religious influence which made Babylon

the Eome of the old world ; the effect of the civilisation and

the pioneer science of Chaldsea upon the general civiHsation of

the nations; the special connection between Babylon and

Israel, both at the beginning and at the close of the Hebrew
history. The difficulties of the question are not less than its

interest. They rise out of the nature of our materials, the

fragmentary and disintegrated condition of the clay tablets

Lenormant, Sayce, etc. For a brief, popular account of the Epic and the Lay,

see King's Babylonian Meligion and Mythology^ pp. 147-199.

* The prevailing view, however, that the moEst ancient inhabitants of the

land spoke a non-Semitic language, is contested by Hal^vy, Guyard, PognoD,

Friedrich Delitzsch, and others. A good statement Is given by Professor J. F.

McCurdy in an article on "The Sumerian Question " in the Presbyterian and
Meformed Review, January 1891. He agrees generally with those who think

that **the race whom we know historically as the principal users of the

cuneiform characters were also their inventors and the chief founders of the

Semitic culture." See also iiis History, PropTieiyy, and the Monuments^ vol. i.

pp. 87-95.
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which preserve our texts, the mixture of Accadian, Baby-

lonian, and Assyrian elements, the uncertainty of the render-

ings of many of the recovered characters, the unsettled

chronology. It is one of the greatest triumphs of modern

skill and perseverance that these difficulties have been so

largely overcome. We cannot indeed claim the certainty of

result which may be claimed for Egyptology ; but we can say

that at least the broad outlines of the Babylonian religion are

now tolerably clear.

Fortunately, if it is often difficult to elicit the testimony

of our witnesses, they are not wanting in number. The

Babylonians were a literary people. They seemed to have

practised most kinds of composition. Of the value of their

literature we are not yet in a position to form a certain

judgment. So far as it has been studied, it has impressed

minds very differently. It contains much that is trivial and

tedious, and much that is rude and gross, but also things that

are nobler and better. It must have been, at anyrate, an

immense literature. The Babylonians had their histories,

theix mythologies, their legal, agricultural, proverbial, astrono-

mical, and astrological works. They had their poems, like

the Hymns, and the great Epic already referred to, and the

story of the war in heaven between Tiamat and Merodach.

They had also a vast magical literature, including many
curious books of speUs, such as those which came from the

sacred school of Eridhu, and which have been found so like

the Atharva-Veda of the Hindus. So far back as the time of

Sargon I. libraries were founded in Agadhe and others of

their chief cities, and at a later date the Assyrian monarchs

continued the work of collectors. It is from one of these

libraries, the great library of Assur-bani-pal, stored in the

palace of Konyunyik, that we get most of our material. The
papyri which once filled its shelves have perished, but its clay

books have been recovered in thousands, and have unlocked

the secret of a buried faith. These, however, are by no

means our most venerable authorities. The remains dis-

covered at Telloh, in Southern Chaldgea, by M. de Sarzec so

late as 1881, and now deposited in the Louvre, take ug
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behind even the reign of Sargon i., and help us in some

measure to see how men lived, believed, and worshipped in

the land of the two rivers at a period so remote that the

cuneiform writing was but in its infancy then.

What, then, were the conceptions of this great people on

the subject of the future life ? Like the Egyptians, the

Babylonians were a reHgious nation. But if the religion of

the former had its inspiration from the other world, and the

thought of death and judgment ruled their life, the religion of

the latter concerned itself mainly with this world. The gods

of the Babylonians were gods of the living. The Babylonian

mind moved withiu the circle of the substantial interests of

the present. The people were quick to snatch the good

which this existence offered. They were not without a keen

sense of the inconstancy of human things, the bitter shortness

of their time, the dark shadow of the evil that haunted man's

Hfe. But they were not given to anxious anticipation of the

future, neither did their thinkers wrestle with the problems of

an after-existence. The present world filled their vision and

occupied their thoughts. Their early literature gives no

evidence even of the practice of ancestor-worship among them.

This world was the scene of the divine awards, each man
receiviug here good for his merit and evil for his demerit.

The reward of the gods was the earthly boon of strength,

prosperity, long life, the blessing of children. The curse of

the gods was sickness, defeat, sudden death, childlessness.

And these awards were given according as men acted rightly

or wrongly towards gods and men, in the observance of rites,

the performance of sacrifice, the offering of prayer, the

practice of truth, justice, and self-control.^

They had their thoughts, however, of something beyond.

These thoughts were sombre and vague. They lacked the

distinctness and certainty of the Egyptian beliefs. The
Babylonian notions of another world were necessarily con-

ditioned by their notions of life and the soul, of death and

the dead. The oldest tablets show us that the latter were

^ See the prayers of Tiglathpileser, Nabonidos, and Sargon in Jeremias, Die
Babylonisch-Assyrischen Vorstellungen wm Leben iiack dem Tode^ pp. 46, 47.
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rude and materialistic. The soul and the breath were yet

one in idea. The man was conceived to have his " double
"

or semi-material shade, the ehimmu, which corresponded in

the main with the Kd of the Egyptians. Death was the

"breaker," the "divider," the "judge," the "enemy." A
companion, the " burner," went with it. It was the close of

the full, substantial, joyous life. The dead were the "in-

visible" and the "feeble." The grave was their rest, and

dreary as were the ideas connected with it, to miss it was

yet the worst of evils.

When the dead were buried, jars containing food and

drink, dates and other fruits, wine and other liquors, were

buried with them. The dead man had his spear, his javehn,

his token of office at his hand, in his last resting-place ; the

dead woman had her combs and cosmetics. But while

provision was made in this form for the deceased, the Baby-

lonians had not the anxious care which the Egyptians had

for the continuance of the body. They built no such stupen-

dous, time-defying tombs as the " everlasting houses " of the

dead in the Nile land. They did not concern themselves

with elaborate embalmments ; they even practised cremation.

They thought that the dead body was threatened by demons,

against whose assaults they sought to protect it by prayers

and magical arts ; and they ascribed to the ehimmu the power

of movement. They believed it to be able to quit its tene-

ment and to return to it ; capable also of exhibiting affection

and gratitude to mindful friends on earth, and resentment to

those who cared not for it. Above all, the ehimmu of an

unburied man was a thing of terror. It might roam about,

bringing trouble wherever it wandered. Spells were the

protection against it.

The world of the dead was the world of ghosts. It was

called by a variety of names—the " lower earth," the " great

city," the " dwelling-place," the " pit," the " land beyond," the

" house of darkness," the " place of corruption," the " land of

no return."^ It was conceived to be subterranean. It is

^ See the list of names given in Jeremias, ut sup. p. 61, etc. ; also, and
especially, Jensen, Die Kosmologie der Bahylonier, p. 215, etc. Jensen dis-
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described at length in the Lay of Tstar as an under-world to

which there is a descent ; and terms are applied to it which

represent it as deep beneath the solid earth. It is described,

too, as the " far land." In a lamentation over Tammuz it is

said that Samas has caused the hero to vanish into the land

of the dead^—the " far land which one sees not." This " far

land " seems also to be thought of as in the remote West.

So in the Homeric poems we read of a voyage of Odysseus to

the West in order to reach the departed, while yet the resting-

place of the dead is an under-world Hades. These appear

to be two inconsistent ideas of the realm of the departed

which had prevailed at different times. But they may only

mean that the entrance to this subterranean home of the dead

was imagined to be at the extremity of the known world, in

the farthest West.^

It must be confessed, however, that much remains doubt-

ful even as regards the Babylonian conception of the locality

of the abode of the dead. It has been supposed, for instance,

that the idea of an under-world of the departed is mixed up

with that of a world-mountain. In various religions the

abode of the gods has been identified with a world-mountain.

The Hindus had their Meru and their Kailasa ; the Persians,

their Alburg bounding the earth to the north : the Greeks,

their Olympus. So the Babylonians had their Karsag-

Kukiira, the "mountain of the world," or the "mountain of

the land," as it is termed in the inscriptions. One of the

titles given to the supreme Assyrian deity, Assur, is that of

" King of all the assembly of the great gods " ; and, as

appears from Berosus, the place of this assembly of the gods

was conceived to be a mountain. This mountain was placed

in the mysterious North or North-East.^ It is understood to

be referred to in Isaiah (xiv. 13), when the Babylonian king

is represented as speaking of exalting his throne "above the

tingiiishes between the Sumerian names and the Babylonian, and corrects

Jeremias at various points.

1 Jensen, ut sup. p. 226.

2 Jeremias argues in favour of the South, as a land of mystery to the Baby-

louian, ut sup. p. 61.
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stars of God," and sitting upon the " mount of the congrega-

tion in the sides of the north." ^ But a mountain is also

associated with the lord of the ghost-world in particular. A
bilingual hymn, for example, which is supposed to proceed

from Nipur, one of the chief centres of Babylonian religion,

speaks of " the mighty mountain of Mul-lil, Im-Kharsag (the

mountain-sky), whose head rivals the heavens " with the

"pure deep land as its foundation," which lies among the

mountains " like a strong, wild bull," while its " horns glisten

like the splendour of the sun." ^

These things, and others of like kind, have been taken

to mean that, at some period in the history of Babylonian

ideas, the abode of the dead was connected in some way
with the seat of the gods. Some have thought that it

was imagined to be a great house within the mountain of

the assembly of the gods ;
^ some, that a belief in a subter-

ranean Hades existed alongside a belief in a Hades and a

Paradise of the gods on a great northern mountain ; * some,

that the world-mountain which was the dwelling-place of

the gods, was supposed to be situated at the entrance to

the under-world.^ It is possible that here again we have

an instance of the fusion of two earlier ideas, originally

distinct, and coming from different sources. But it may
also be that this whole conception is simply a modification

of an earlier way of thinking, according to which the gods

^ See Delitzscli, Chcyne, etc., on chap. xiv. 13, in their Commentaries on

Isaiah.

^ Translated hy Sayce, Hihhert Lectures, p. 362.

2 So Jeremias, p. 61.

* See Sayce, HiUbert Lectures, pp. 359-364.

^ Schrader, who thinks it conclusively proved by Lenormant that the Baby-
lonians had the idea of an Olympus of the gods, is of opinion that they con-

ceived this mountain-abode of deity to be "situated in the Ar^llil district, i.e.

at the spot where lies the entrance to the lower world." He refers specially to

a passage in Sargon's KhorsabM inscription, which runs thus :
" I'a (Aos), Sin,

Samas, Nebo, Adar, and their exalted consorts, who amid the house Charsag-
galkurkurra {i.e. the house of the mountain summit of lands) of the Aralli

mountain in eternity are born, founded gleaming sanctuaries, artistically

wrought cells, in the city DAr-Sarrukfl " {The Cuneiform Inscriptions and the

Old Testament, Eng. trans, ii. p. 79. See also Delitzsch, JVo lag das Parodies?

p. 117).
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dwelt on earth, and the earth itself was imagined to be a

mountain.^

It is supposed, too, that the Babylonians thought of the

habitation of the dead as a great city, and gave it the name
Su-dlUj "mighty city," corresponding to the Hebrew Sheol.

If this were certain, it would give us at once a very remark-

able conception of the world beyond, and an interesting point

of contact with Hebrew ideas. But as yet it can scarcely

claim to be more than a pleasing conjecture.^ There is, how-

ever, another and more certain name for the abode of the

dead. It is the name Arali or Ar^lii, the equivalent of three

characters which are understood to mean the " house of the

land of death." ^ This land of the dead is imagined to be

enclosed by walls, and to be encircled by the river of death,

Datilla. It is under the rule of deities of its own. There

is a king of Ar^lii, the Mul-il or Mul-nugi referred to above,

the " lord from whom is no return," otherwise named Irkalla.*

There is also a queen of the same, known as Niu-ki-gal,

" queen of the great country," and, though less frequently, as

Allat or Allatu,^ who receives such titles as these :
" lady of

the deeps," " lady of the magic wand," " lady of the righteous

sceptre." The gloomiest possible aspect is given to this

under-world. It is peopled by demons, the most terrible of

^ Seethe argument of Jensen («f sup, p. 204, etc.), and his criticisms of the

supposed connection between the Babylonian idea and Isaiah's " mount of the

congregation."

^ Friedrich Delitzsch has the credit of proving, as some think, that the Baby-

lonians called their under-world Su^lu. See his ParadieSj p. 121, etc. He is

followed by Jeremias and others. Schrader, however, denies that the name has

yet been made out in the inscriptions. See his CuTi&iform Inscriptions^ ut sup,

ii. p. 80. Jensen also rejects the word. See his KosmologiCj ut svp. p. 222,

etc.

^ Sayce, Sihbert Lectures^ p. 3. Jeremias (p. 59) asserts that the inscriptions

make no mention of a laiid of AralA. Delitzsch {Paradies, pp. 102, 118) and

he both take it to be a special name for the "mountain of the world " or the

"mountain of the gods," This is refuted by Schrader (ii. pp. 79, 80) and Jensen

(p. 230).

^ Irkalla is the name which occurs in the Lay of Isiar's Descent. It is taken

to be a "Semitic form of a proto-Chald£ean word." Sayce, ut sup. p. 154.

^ Allat appears also as the spouse of Nergal, and Nergal as the god of the

under-world, with the epithet "lord of the deep waters."
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whom are the seven spirits of the Abyss, termed Anunaki,

the enemies of Hea, who watch jealously over the waters of

life in Aralu.^ Darkness, dust, relentlessness, are the things

that most belong to it. The first of these, its dreary dark-

ness, is the note that oftenest recurs when it is described.^

The Babylonian doctrine of the future life rose but little

above those rude and cheerless ideas. More has been claimed

for it, but the claim is not made out. The spirit of the old

Accadian Penitential Psalms was lost in the trivialities and

inconceivable superstitions of the popular mythology and

magic. Worship became a stupendous ritual. Its virtue lay

in rigid attention to the last letter of a prescribed ceremonial.

Everything was believed to turn on portents, prodigies, horo-

scopes, amulets, exorcisms, and an immense system of signi-

ficant gestures and formulae. The vast place which was

usurped in Babylonian life and thought by the faith in spells

and incantations debased the religion and clouded the eye

when it turned to the future.

It has been claimed for the Babylonian doctrine that it

was an ethical doctrine of considerable strength. Its under-

world has been interpreted as a scene of moral decisions, not

a mere place of detention. But the evidence for this is

scanty, and the little that is offered is doubtful.- Sentences

occasionally occur which are supposed to imply a belief in

the penalties of the future—"may the great gaoler keep

thee," " may the shadow of the dungeon be thy resting-place,"

and the like. Istar, too, is represented as suffering loss and

^ Jeremias, p. 72.

^ It is thus described in the Lay of Istar—
"1. To the land whence none return, the region (of darkness),

2. Istar, the daughter of Sin, (inclined) her ear,

3. yea, Istar herself, the daughter of Sin, inclined (her) ear

4. to the house of darkness, the seat of the god Irkalla,

5. to the house from whose entrance there is no return,

6. to the road from whose passage there is no return,

7. to the house from whose visitors the light is excluded,

8. the place where dust is their bread, (and) their food is mud.
9. The light they behold not, in darkness they dwell,

10. They are clad like birds in a garment of feathers.

11. Over the door and the bolt the dust is scattered."

(Sayce's translation ; compare Schrader, -ut sup. i\. p. 156.)
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^ain in the under-world. When she enters its gates she is

stripped of her robes ; when she gets into the palace of the

"lady of the great land" she is given over to Namtar, and

is visited with diseases in punishment of her crimes in the

upper-world. Istar is supposed to be, to some extent, a

personification of those who go down to death, as is the case

with the Osiris of Egypt. What is said of her fate in the

under-world is taken to hold good of the lot of others ; and

it is inferred ^ that the Babylonians believed that the dead

had to appear naked before the god of the under-world

;

that he, as judge, determined their lot there ; and that the

condemned were taken by Namtar to a place of imprisonment

and pain. But all this does not carry us far. At the most,

it indicates only the dim and hesitating beginnings of a

belief in a retributive future. There is no distinct doctrine

of rewards. The evil and the good alike enter this dark

land of detention, and together they dwelt in it.^

It has also been asserted that the Babylonian doctrine

included the idea of a resurrection of the dead. But this^

* See Jeremias, tU sup. p. 76.

2 It should be added, that of late the Babylonian cylindrical seals have been

cited as witnesses to the Babylonian belief in a future judgment. In a paper,

entitled ^* The- Babylonian Seals," contributed to Scribner's Magazine (January

1887), Dr. W. Hayes Ward refers to these as dealing in many cases with the

soul and the under-world. Mr. T. Tyler regards Dr. Ward's statement as

probably exaggerated, but mentions at least one remarkable seal, which seems

to him clearly to exhibit the disembodied soul under judgment in the lower

world. It represents a ** figure, half-man, and half-bird, being led to the god

by the figure in front of him, and pushed on by the figure behind. The rear

and fourth standing figure, instead of lifting his empty arms, carries a victim

for sacrifice. The god is distinguished by streams flowing from his abdomen,

while near them are several fishes, to indicate that it is water that is delineated.

The god would seem to be Hea, deity of the waters of the lower world." Dr.

Ward thinks that the person under judgment is being changed into a bird for

his offences. But Mr. Tyler shows that the figure is simply intended to repre-

sent the person as brought up unwillingly for judgment, it being the Babylonian

habit to give the disembodied soul a semi-hirdlike form. There is an attendant

who seems to wait for the pronouncement of the sentence ; the instrument of

punishment appears to be in this attendant's hand ; and the severity of the

judgment is gathered **from the shrinking away of the soul, and from the

position of its hands." See Mr. Tyler's communication on "The Babylonian

Idea of a disembodied Soul," in the Babylonian and Oriental Eecordj vol. i.

No. 4.
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too, is true only in a very limited sense. It is mainly an

inference from the attributes of the god Marduk or Merodach.

This deity certainly had a very high and singular place in

the Babylonian Pantheon, and seems to have been, like the

Mithras of Persia, a form of the sun-god. He is celebrated

as the " merciful one among the gods," the " protector of the

hosts of men," at once the healer of the sick and the restorer

who " brings the dead to life." But the appeals made to

him in both characters seem to keep within the limits of the

faith in incantations, and the life to which he raises is only

the life of earth.^

In the ideas connected with Merodach, and in others of

more occasional occurrence, we may recognise the dim and

uncertain sense of a better future and the points of attach-

ment for a clearer hope. In the Epic of Gilgames the ghost

of Ea-bani is represented as rising to heaven and dwelling

with the gods. Mention is made, too, of an Island or Islands

of the Blest, and the way thither is described. In these is

the abode of the immortal man, Pirnapistim,^ who escaped

the Deluge. There is a resting-place for heroes, who, by the

power of the gods, might be saved from death and trans-

ported to happy fields. And there are hints of a fountain

of youth and a tree of life at the extreme limit of earth,

which it was given only to one like Gilgames to reach.^

Above all, the point of issue for a better hope may per-

haps be discovered in the idea of the waters of life in Ar^lfi,

and in that of " the land of the silver sky," which the Baby-

lonian prayed he might enter. But the better hope did not

come. Ea-bani was more than man. In Pirnapistim, the

Babylonian Noah, we have a case of translation or exemption

from death, and what is said of him seems to have no relation

^ "Whatever might have been the sense afterwards attached to the ex-

pression," says Professor Sayce, "in the early hymns it means nothing more

than a belief in the power of spells to restore the dead to life" {HiUert

Lectv/res, p. 358).

2 See Jensen, ut sup. p. 212, etc. The name has been variously read

Shamashnapisting, "Sun of life," Sitnapishtim, "the Saved," and now Pima-
pishtim or Pirnapistim.

^ Jereraias, ut sup, pp. 89-93 ; Maspero, The Daurn, etc., ut sup. p. 583.
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to the other world. Exceptional things might be surmised

for a select few, for heroes, and for those who were half-

divine. The warrior, too, who dies in battle and obtains

honourable burial might have some satisfaction. But the

misery of the unburied was inexpressible. And the future

which awaited the mass of men, good and evil alike, prince

and slave together, was an existence which was scarce ex-

istence, in an under-world which was a land of forgetfulness,

a habitation of shades, uncheered by the light of day, and

without distinctions of lot according to worth. The deceased

Ea-bani, called up from beneath like a blast of the wind, is

asked by the hero to say how it fared with the dead. He
cannot reply. To open the earth and tell what he had seen

of the sorrows and woes of the dead, would make his friend

faint away, and overthrow him with terror.^

^ An important discussion of the Babylonian views of life after death will be

found in Jastrow's Religion of Babylonia aTid Assyria, pp. 556-611.



CHAPTER VI

PERSIAN BELIEFS

PASSING- from the Babylonian faith to that of ancient

Iran, we come upon another great type of belief which

is of vast importance, both for itself and for its relations. It

is one of the highest, perhaps the very highest and purest, of

all the old Ethnic religions. It is a faith with a singularly

clear and decisive doctrine of future retribution, and with a

profound conception both of good and of guilt. It is the

faith of a people whose historical connections, both with Jew
and with Greek, were such as create the presumption of a

communication of ideas. It is the opinion, indeed, of many

inquirers that Persian modes of thought and Persian behefs

have made their way into both the Old Testament and the

New, and have given form and colour to important sections of

Christian doctrine.^ Nor are the historical relations of the

Persian confined to the Hebrew and Hellenic races. They

extend to other peoples, notably to the Babylonians. The

Persian, indeed, was the immediate heir to the civilisation, the

ideas, the influence of the Babylonian. And the position won

^ Among recent statements on this subject may be named Canon Oheyne's

articles on "Possible Zoroastrian Influence on the Religion of Israel" {The

Expository Times, vol. li. pp. 202, 224, 248, etc.), and the chapter on the
*' Rise of Doctrine of Judgment after Death," in his Bampion Lectures, p. 381,

etc.; also papers by the Rev. J. H. Moulton in the Thinker for 1892, The Ex-

pository Times, vol. ix. pp. 352-359, the Critical Mevieio, vol. x. pp. 323-330
;

Dr. L. H. Mills in the Nineteenth Century, January 1894, etc. See also the

careful statements in Stave's Ueber den Mnjluss des Parsismus auf das Juden-

ihum. Stave regards Parsi influence on Judaism as historically possible, but

his conclusions do not go beyond Kuenen's position, viz. that *'the germs which

lay hidden in Judaism -were fertilised by contact with a religion in which they

had arrived at maturity."

78
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by the Persian people in the conflict of nations was one of the

greatest.

Taking them, not in the limited sense of the inhabitants

of Persia, but in that of the great Iranian race, we have in

them a people who swept over an immense extent of Asia

between the two great seas, the Caspian and the Persian Gulf,

and between the flats of the Tigris and the heights of the

Hindu Gush. Their history, too, is a long and changeful one,

covering the great space between the ninth century B.C. and

the seventh century A.D., and running its eventful course

through the ancient Median Empire, the Persian monarchy

of Cyrus, the brief Macedonian dominion, the kingdoms of the

Parthians and the Sassanids. Sir "William Jones has said of

Iran, that in remote antiquity it was " the true centre of

population, of knowledge, of languages, and of arts." ^ How-
ever it may be with this high claim, it is certain that on

more than one occasion services of the highest moment to

the progress of humanity have been rendered by Iran. Among
the earliest and greatest of these services was its repulse of

the Scythian inroad, which threatened the Assyrian Empire.

By this it saved the Semitic race from being overwhelmed,

and secured the civilisation of the world.^ On all accounts,

therefore, the Persian ideas demand careful attention.

It is by no means easy, however, to ascertain what these

ideas were, and how they stood related to those of other

nations. Many questions connected with the rehgion of

Persia are yet in suspense. It is not that sources of informa-

tion fail us. We have not only the testimonies of foreign

writers, but also the religious books of the people and

important inscriptions. Hard as was the problem pre-

sented by the interpretation of these books and inscrip-

tions, the labours of scholars like Anquetil-Duperron, Kask,

Burnouf, Spiegel, and others have made their contents ac-

cessible. But our difficulties arise out of the obscurity

which shrouds the origins of the religion, the changes

through which it passed in the lapse of centuries, the late

^ Schaff-Herzog, Encyclopcediaj iii. 1808.

^ Von Ranke's Universal Sistory, p. 95, '
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date of some of its documents, the mixed character of the

contents of all.

It is connected with the name of Zoroaster, the Greek

form of the old Iranian Zarathrustra. But everything

bearing on Zoroaster is so disputable that some scholars of

mark banish him from the realm of history, and pronounce

him a legendary being, or a mythical personage, a Persian

god endowed with human attributes.^ An opinion so extreme ,

is the refuge of despair. But even among those who are of

the opposite view, some of the most reliable students find the

objective evidence so dubious that they hold the historical

existence of Zoroaster rather as an inference from the char-

acter of the religion.^ The uncertainties attaching to his date

are so great that some place him near the time of Moses,

others assign him to about 1000 B.C., and others make him a

contemporary of Confucius, Buddha, and Pythagoras.^

Neither is there much agreement as regards what he did

for the Persian faith, except that he was not the creator of

the Iranian religion, but the reformer of an older system of

belief, or the adjuster of differences between two systems. It

is supposed that in his time there existed two distinct stages

of culture, with two distinct cults,—a higher cult of Ahura-

worshippers, or worshippers of a supreme and wise deity, and

a lower cult of Daeva-worshippers, or worshippers of evil

spirits. And what he did, it is thought, was to construct a

new form of faith and worship with a dualistic view of the

world corresponding to the dualism in belief, the victory bemg

with the Ahura cult and the higher conception of deity, and

^ Especially J. Darmesteter and E. Meyer,

2 So Spiegel and De Harlez. See De la Saussaye, Lehrbuch der Heligions-

geschichte, ii. p. 2*3.

2 Most probably he arose in Western Iran somewhere in the brilliant period

to which Buddha, the prophets of Israel's captivity, Solon, Thales, and

Pythagoras among the Greeks, etc., also belonged. Professor Williams

Jackson, in his Zoroaster the Prophet of Ancient Iran, refers him to the latter

half of the seventh century b.o. He concludes that he began his ministry at

the age of thirty, and died by violence at the age of seventy-seven. He thinks

Zoroaster's teaching had hold of Iran when the Jews were carried into captivity,

but speaks very guardedly of the relations between Israers faith and Zoroastrian

doctrine.
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the DaSvas or evil spirits being snnk in the idea of one great

spirit of evil, Ahriman.^ But what the precise beliefs were

which he reformed or readjusted, and what his work of

reformation or readjustment amounted to, are questions to

which only hypothetical answers can be given.

For our knowledge of the religion which is associated

with his name we are dependent mainly on the two great

sacred books of Mazdaism, the Avesta ^ and the Bundehesh or

Bundahish. The second of these is so largely occupied with

questions of cosmogony that it has been called the Genesis of

Zoroastrianism. It is of extreme interest for theology as a

whole, and not least for the doctrine of immortality. It is,

however, of late date, not earlier than the third century of

our era. It contains at the same time older matter with

which criticism can work, and it contributes both to the

interpretation and to the completion of the system of religious

beliefs which is given in the Avesta.

As to the Avesta itself, which is of supreme importance as

our primary authority, it is unfortunately the case that in

many things of great moment, both in its history and in its

testimony, our knowledge is limited and uncertain. The

question of the land of its birth is yet undecided, opinion

being divided between Eastern Iran and Media in the North-

^ In his explanation of the Zoroastrian faith, Professor K. Geldner relies

mainly upon two things : First, the fact that iu the old Indian religion the

word <Uv(i meant god or good spirit, while in the Avesta da&va is apjilied to

evil spirits. Second, the fact that the term asnra, which is a term for deity in

the older Yedic liymns, denotes evil spirits in the later hymns ; while in the

Avesta the corresponding term, ahura^ is a designation of God, especially In

the name of the supreme God, which unites the Ahura with the adjective

mazddo^viise. The two terms, deva-asura and ohura-daHa, thus came to

have opposite meanings in the Hindu religion and the Zoroastrian respectively.

Professor Geldner thinks this difference arose out of an ancient distinction in

the ideas attached to deva and asura, both words having originally been names
of deity, but expressing different conceptions of deity. He holds the difference

to be the key to the Zoroastrian doctrine, and endeavours to trace the history

of the difference in idea in the formation of rival religious parties and in the

ultimate reconciliation. See his argument in the Ency. Brit. xxiv. p. 821, etc.

2 We have the advantage now of possessing in its completion Geldner's

critical edition of the Avesta texts, with its selection of variants, and its careful

account of MSS. See Avesta^ the Sacred Books of the Bards. Edited by Karl

F. Geldner.

6
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West.'^ Still more obscure is the question of its date, some

placing it comparatively late, others asserting a very high

antiquity.2 It is but a portion of a much larger sacred

literature, and has been subject to much redaction. It comes

to us in the form which it finally took under the Sassanids.

It is a collection of writings of various degrees of interest,

and of dates which it is impossible to fix with any measure of

precision. But the heart of the whole book is the series of

Gr^thas or hymns, which profess to give the direct and express

utterances of Zoroaster himself. The foundations of the

reHgion must be sought in these hymns, and these are by

far the oldest section of the Avesta. Their contents, their

style, their archaic language, are thought to point to a high

antiquity.^

The religion which is contained in these remarkable books

^ The older view, represented by Burnouf and others, was in favour of

Eastern Iran, or more definitely, Bactria. This gave way to the opinion,

strongly advocated by Spiegel, and supported by Darmesteter, De Harlez,

etc., that Media was the home of the language and the book. More recently,

as in the case of Geldner and Geiger, the Bactrian theory again finds favom*.

Different portions of the collection may have come from different quarters.

^ De Harlez is of the former opinion, Geiger, on the other hand, holds the

book as a whole to be very ancient, and to bear witness to a civilisation older

even than the Median era. Dr. Mills thinks that the historical parts cannot

possibly be later than seven or eight centuries before Christ ; that tho later

genuine parts may be placed between the seventh century and the third century

B.C.; that there are additions "indefinitely later" ; but that the hymns are as

old at least as the oldest parts of the Rig-Veda. A new and startling turn,

however, has been recently given to the whole question by the publication of

the third volume of the late M. Darmesteter's translation of the Avesta, in

which he argues that the book as we have it is later than the conquests of

Alexander, and belongs to the period between the first century before our era

and the fourth century after it. But see the criticisms of Darmesteter, and

1 he careful discussions of the date of the Avesta, the antiquity of the Mazdean

faith, etc., in Stave, ut sup. pp. 1-50.

^ The date even of the oldest texts in the Avesta is brought down by some

to the Sassanid age, Dai-mesteter's final conclusion, as already indicated, is in

favour of a late date. Professor Geldner's opinion is that all who hold by the

liistorical existence of Zoroaster must also hold that the G^thas proceed from

him. He would claim for them, therefore, a date as high as about the four-

teenth century B.C. Dr, Mills thinks that criticism points to a date between

1500 and 1200 B.C., and that a still remoter age may perhaps be inferred from

the circumstance that Mithra, Agni, Indra, Soma, and the Pitarasdo not appear

in them. See article "Zend," Chamhers^s Encyclopcadia,
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was confined, with few and slight exceptions, to the people

of Iran. Though it has but a few adherents now in Persia

itself, and survives chiefly in India in the monotheistic

development of the Parsi faith, it held the Persian mind till

the end of the Sassanid dynasty, when it sank beneath the

wave of Mohammedan aggression. The overflow of the

Sassanid Empire was so complete, that within a century of

the event the conquered Persians had almost all become, by

choice or by constraint, adherents of the faith of the Arab con-

querors. Those of them who held by the old religion had to

leave their own country in quest of a new home and freedom

of worship. " That home," says Darmesteter, " they found at

last among the tolerant Hindus, on the western coast of India,

and in the Peninsula of Guzerat. There they throve, and

there they live still, while the ranks of their co-rehgionists

in Persia are daily thinning and jlwindling away." He
adds that they " settled first at San^an, not far from DamS,n

;

thence they spread over Surat, Nowsari, Broach, and Kam-
bay; and within the last two centuries they have settled

at Bombay, which now contains the bulk of the Parsi

people, nearly 150,000 souls." On the other hand, the Parsis

still in Persia, who were reported to have numbered nearly

100,000 souls a century ago, have sunk to "8000 or 9000
souls, scattered in Yezd and the surroTinding villages." ^

The faith of this great people seems to have been a

strange commixture of elements, higher and lower, polytheistic,

dualistic, monotheistic, the origins and relations of which

make a difficult, perhaps an insoluble, problem. In its escha-

tology, as in its theology generally, it has features which

suggest indebtedness to other faiths. There are resemblances

between the Avesta and the Vedas which lead some to regard

the religion of the former as deeply influenced by that of the

latter.2 There are things which point, as some think, to

* Sacred Books of the East, vol, iv. p. xi. Later estimates make the whole

number of Parsees in British India under 74,000.

^ Especially Haug, whose views, however, on the relations between the

Zoroastrian faith and the Hindu are not accepted by Darmesteter, De Harlez,

Mills, Geiger, etc.
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the presence of Turanian ^ elements ; and others which, in the

opinion of skilled students, make it debtor to the Semite, not

only in its monotheistic strain and its doctrine of creation,

but in its teaching on the future life. It is a complex

system, in which other than primitive Iranian ideas find a

place. Nature-worship, ceremonialism, mythology, appear in

it to lie side by side with spiritual doctrine, and with a high

morality which magnifies truth above all else. 'No single

theory of its rise, no single definition of its genius, seems to

meet its circumstances. It is neither a simple case of evolu-

tion from a ruder and more primitive faith, nor merely an

older theology reformed. It is probably both these things

and has undergone important changes in the direction of more

concrete conceptions of deity, an elaborate ritual, and an

active priesthood.

All that is said of its theology in general is true of its

eschatology in particular. Its whole conception of man, the

soul, the future life, is ruled by its conception of deity. Its

doctrine of deity is dualistic, but not in the sense of an abso-

lute or endless antithesis between two equal powers. There

is a spirit or divinity of good, Ahura-mazda (Ormuzd), the

god of light, order, purity, and right ; and there is a spirit or

divinity of evil, Augro-mainyush (later Ahriman). Each is

eternal, and each has creative power. But the might of the

latter is not unlimited, neither is his dominion for ever.

Evil is not eternal a parte post, though it is eternal a parte

ante. With each, too, are associated certain powers or

beings as his ministers and instruments. Ahura-mazda is

attended by the six " sacred, immortal ones," Amesh^-spentS.

(represented later by the seven Amshashpands), the embodi-

ments or personifications of great ideas—the ideas of good-

ness, purity, perfect sovereignty, wisdom, completeness,

immortality. With these, too, is "fire," Atar, the minister

or the son of Ahura-mazda. ISo Angro-mainyush has his

' De la Saussaye {lit sup. ii. p. 19) refers especially to the custom of exposing, -

instead of burning or burying, the dead as a possible link of connection with

the religion of the Steppes, and thinks that Turan was at least able to influence:-

Iran from Babylonia, Media, or some part of Central Asia.
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servitors—the DaSvas or demons, the Drujas or deceivers,

the Paraikas or seducers.

The history of the world is the history of the antagonism

between these two. Their conflict is seen in the material

world and in the spiritual. Its special theatre is the moral

life of man. Man, the work of Ahura-mazda and the possessor

of the high gift of freedom, contributes by his every activity

to the triumph of the one or the other. His protoplast,

Gayomart (i.e, " mortal life " or " human life "
; later, Kayu-

mars, Kaiomorts), was slain by Angro-mainyush, by whom
also the first men, the offspring of Gayomart, were beguiled.

So man's life is a fight against evil, both physical and moral.

There is a moral meaning in his every act, and for everything

he comes into judgment hereafter. Mazdaism is not a religion

of grace and forgiveness, and for man*s guilt there seems no

remission. But it is possible that his good deeds may have

merit sufficient to counterbalance his evil deeds.

The ancient Persians had rigid and peculiar ideas on the

subject of the disposal of their dead. The practice of burning

or burying their dead, which prevailed among the Indo-

Europeans, was condemned by their sacred books. Their

custom was exposure—a custom which seems to have origin-

ated in the sense of the sacredness of the elements and the

uncleanness of the corpse. Fire, earth, water. were too holy

to be brought into contact with the defilements of the dead.

Burial and burning were deeds for which there was no atone-

.ment.^ The corpse was laid out on some hill-top, with a

layer of stone or brick to separate it from the earth, or in a

Dakhma, a round pit-like building erected for the purpose. It

seems to have been also the practice to expose the dead naked,

" clothed only with the light of heaven." So it is said that

" whoever throws any clothing on a dead body, even so much as

a maid lets fall in spinning, is not a pious man whilst alive,

nor shall he, when dead, have a place in the happy realm." ^

1 Farg. i. 13.
'^ Farg. V. 61. The modem custom, however, is to uuver tne dead with old

clothing, the older the better. Darmesteter contrasts the practice of the Greeks,

who dressed "the dead in their gayest attire, as if for a feast." But he adds
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When a man dies, and his body is exposed to be the food

of bird or beast, his soul crosses the Bridge of Chinvat (cinvato

peretush)j the Bridge of the Gatherer or Accountant.^ For

three days, good spirits and evil, paradise and hell, struggle

for possession of his soul.^ Then the reckoning of his life is

taken. The conscience of each man confronts him. The

good thoughts, and words, and deeds of the man of truth

appear in the form of a fair maiden of glorious race ; for the

man of falsehood there is a corresponding apparition of the

evil things of his earthly life.^ Three destinies lie before

the man. If the good in him prevails over the evil, his way

is to paradise, Gar6-dem§,na, the abode of song, which is the

dwelling-place of Ahura-mazda. If the evil is judged to pre-

vail, he sinks into Duzakh, the abyss tenanted by the spirits

of evil, " down into the darkness of the earth-spirit, down

into the world of woe, the dismal rea-lm, down into the house

of hell"; there he suffers the pains of his sins.* If the

balance is equal and the judgment indeterminate, there is an

intermediate state,^ in which he is reserved till the decision

of the last day.

The religion of Persia, however, was a religion of hope.

One of its greatest ideas was that of a new era and a new
world. It looked for the end of this present world with all

its evil, and the establishment of the '* desired kingdom," in

that "the difference is only in appearance ; for after the fourth day, when the

soul is in heaven, the rich garments are offered up to it, which it will wear in

its celestial life" (Sacred Books of the Mast, iv. p. 65 ; see also pp. Ixxxix-xci,

and Farg. vi. 51).

^ Tiele q^uestions this explanation of Chinvat. He thinks, too, that the

idea of the bridge was "borrowed from the old Aryan mythology, and was

probably originally the rainbow " {Outlines of the History of the Ancient

ReligionSj Carpenter's translation, p. 177). On the Bridge of Chinvat or

KinyB.d see, among other passages, Farg. ziii. 3, xviii. 6, xix. 30. It was

supposed to extend over hell and to lead to paradise ; to widen to the length of

nine javelins for the souls of the pious, and to contract to a thread for the souls

of the wicked, so that they fall off it into hell. Darmesteter refers to the

analogous cases of the Sirath Bridge of the Mussulman, the Yorkshire "Brig

o' Dread," etc. Sacred Books of the East, iv. 212.

2 See Farg. vii. 62, and Darmesteter's note.

8 Yast xxii. See Appendix, Kote E. ^ Vend. xix. 90-110.

^ At least according to the Pahlavi books, wher© it is called ffam^taMns^
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which heaven and earth shall be one. The earlier doctrine

taught that this consummation was not far off. It spoke of

a final struggle for which all things were preparing, in which

Ahura-mazda was to triumph over the Da^vas and their lord.

It spoke, too, of a universal judgment thereafter to be held

by Ahura-mazda, issuing in the casting of the spirit of evil

and all the wicked into hell, and the reception of the good

into the fellowship of the god of light and into the happiness

of the kingdom in which the sun shines for ever.

There were developments of this eschatology, some of

which are of great interest. The earlier theology changed.

It took a more concrete and in some respects less spiritual

form. The worship of the elements attained a larger place.

Auahita, the goddess of the waters, Tishtrya, the god of the

dog-star, !Nairy6-sanha, the fire-god, and others, partly sur-

vivals of the old Aryan Pantheon, partly, perhaps, foreign

additions from Chaldsea and elsewhere,^ became objects of the

popular homage. Above all, a central place in the faith and

adoration of the people was given to Mithra, the sun-god.

Yet all these ranked only as the Yazata or "worshipful,"

Ahura-mazda retaining his pre-eminence.^ With this there

was a great extension of the ritual and legal elements in the

religion—a vast enlargement of the functions of the priest-

hood, and a minute elaboration of ordinances, especially those

of ablution. With this, too, the eschatology underwent im-

portant changes. It ventured into great detail, and broke

away into some new directions.

One of those later doctrines, unknown to the G^thas, was

that of the Fravashi This is the subject of Yast xm., the

iFarvardiii Yast, the first eighty-four sections of which speak

of the powers of the Fravashis generally. The latter seventy-

four sections deal with the Fravashis of the heroes of Zoro-

astrianism, beginning with the first man, and ending with the

Deliverer. The term is of uncertain meaning,^ but expresses

^ Tiele regards Anahita as a Semitic importation,

^ See Tiele, Outlines oftJie History of the Ancient Religions, p. 170.

3 Supposed by Tiele to be "the ee^rlier grown"; by Geldner, to mean
"confession of faith."
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an idea something akin to that of the Egyptian Kd, the Indian

Pitri, or the Latin Genius. It was perhaps the Iranian modi-

fication of the idea of the double^ one of the most widely

diffused of all ancient ideas. It was perhaps in some sense

the heavenly type of the individual. It has been described

also as " the inner power in every being that maintains it

and makes it grow and subsist." ^ It was not confined indeed

to man. It was ascribed on the one hand to inanimate

objects, and on the other hand even to the " sacred im-

mortals." Occasionally, at least, it is also found identified

with the stars. But in the case of man it indicated his

immortality, or rather the fact that neither in its beginning

nor in its end is his existence limited to his stay on earth.

His Fravashi was in being before his birth, and it continued

in being after his death. It was the soul of the dead or his

surviving double, and it was also his genius or protecting

spirit.®

There were also other ideas which became very prominent

in the later faith. One of these was the idea of the Haoma
or Homa drink (corresponding to the Indian Soma), which

brought life.* There were the doctrines, too, of the coming

^ "Everywhere we find expressed or implied the belief that each person is

double ; and that, when he dies, his other self, whether remaining near at hand

or gone far away, may return, and continues capable of injuring his enemies and

aiding his friends" (Herbert Spencer, Fortnightly Remew, 1870, p. 537).

^ So M. Darniesteter. He thinks also that the Fravashis were originally the

same as "the Pitris of the Hindus or the manes of the Latins, that is to say,

the everlasting and deified souls of the dead" ; but that "in course of time

they gained a wider domain, and not only men, but gods and even physical

objects, like the sky and the earth, etc., had each a Fravashi" {Sacred Boolcs of

the East, vol. xxiii. p. 179). See also De la Saussaye's Lehrbuch der Jteligiom-

gcschichte, ii. p. 20, etc., and the authorities cited there.

3 In this latter sense the Fravashi applies only to the faithful. "Un-
believers," says Professor Geldner, "have nofravashi" {Ency, Brit. xxiv. 823),

The idea of the "guardian angel," which afterwards obtained a large place in

Judaism, does not appear in the Gathas.

* Two Haomas are distinguished, the earthly Haoma, which is- golden, and
is first among healing plants j and the heavenly Haoma or Gaokerena, which
grows in the sea Vouru-kasha among the ten thousand healing plants. The
dead are made immortal by drinking of the Gaokerena on the day of the

resurrection ; Bundchesh, 12, 12 j 59, 4. See Sacred Books of the East, i.

pp. Ixix and 72,
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of a great prophet or saviour, Soshyant (Saoshy^nt, and later,

Sosioch) ; the raising of the dead ; the distinction of millennial

stages in the final story of earth ; and in the end a general

restoration. The limited duration of the world and the

renovation of the earth may be said to rank among the

most characteristic tenets of Zoroastrianism. In their simpler

forms they belong to the older stages of the religion. The

work of restoration was to be done by Saoshyant, but he was

to be helped in the work by pious men. " We sacrifice/* it is

said in the Zamyad Yast, " unto the awful Kingly Glory,

made by Mazda . . . that belongs to the gods in the heavens

and to those in the material world, and to the blessed ones

born or not yet born, who are to perform the restoration of

the world. It is they who shaU restore the world, which will

(thenceforth) never grow old and never die, never decaying

and never rotting, ever living and ever increasing, and master

of its wish, when the dead will rise, when life and immortality

will come, and the world will be restored at its wish ; when
the creation will grow deathless,—the prosperous creation of

the Good Spirit,—and the Dru^ shall perish, though she may
rush on every side to kill the holy beings ; she and her

hundredfold brood shall perish, as it is the will of the Lord
"

(Darmesteter*s translation).

The developed eschatology, therefore, took this form. A
crisis was hastening, when Ahriman was to triumph for a

time. But it was to be followed by the advent of Sosioch,

the Persian Messiah, the conqueror and the judge. His

coming was to be heralded by the appearance of two prophets,^

whose eras should each be a millennium. With the advent

of Sosioch at the close of the third millennial period, the dead

were to be raised to life. The resurrection was to be a pro-

cess occupying a certain length of time. It was to begin

with the return of Gayomart, the protoplast ; then the earliest

members of the family of man, Mashya and Mashyoi, were to

rise ; then others, until all should be complete by the end of

^ Called Ukhshyat-creta and Ukhshyat-medah, or Hushedar and Hushedar-

>mah, begotten of Zarathrustra, as Saoshyant himself. iSacred Books of the East^

vol. xxiii. p. 195.
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fifty-seven years. With this the general judgment was to

come, with the separation of the evil from the good. A
purgatorial fire was also affirmed, through which just and

unjust alike should have to pass, gentle for the righteous,

terrible for the wicked, but terminating in the restoration of

all. On this was to follow the final combat between the evil

spirits and the good, in which the former were all to perish

but Ahriman himself and the serpent Azhi. The final acts

would be the destruction of those two by Ahura-mazda and

Sraosha, the priest-god ;
^ the purgation of hell itself, and the

renovation of the earth by a purifying fire.

The Persian doctrine of immortality had some remarkable

points of affinity with the Christian doctrine. It used some

of the analogies which are familiar to us in the New Testa-

ment. It met the difficulty regarding the rising of the body

by pointing to the case of the corn and the buried grain.

But the relations in which the Persian doctrine stands to the

Christian are yet far from being decided. The developed

doctrine belongs to a late period, although its roots are

certainly in the older books. Its foundations were laid in

a conviction of the moral issues of life, and in a sense of the

dread realities of demerit and guilt, such as no other ethnic

faith seems to have attained to. . There was a spirit in it

which should have made it mighty and enduring. But it

missed its mark. There were weak and beggarly elements in

it which proved fatal. Its best parts were complicated and

lowered by things both senseless and gross, like its pre-

scriptions regarding the hair and the nails.^ Its noble

maxims of truth and holiness, its lofty conceptions of life

and death and the future, were well-nigh buried in an in-

^ Bundehesh, 76, 11.

2 The Vendidad devotes Fargard xvii. to this subject of the hair and the

nails. These, when cut and so separated from the body, become dead matter,

the prey of the demon and all uncleanness. They are delivered from Ahriman

by the use of certain spells and prayers. Zarathrustra asks Ahura-mazda what

is the "most deadly deed by which a man most increases the power of the

DaSvas." Ahura-mazda replies thus : "It is when a man here below, combing

his hair or shaving it off, or paring off his nails, drops them in a hole or in a

crack." Darmesteter refers to analogies among the Esthonians, the Gauchos of

the Chilian pampas, etc. Sacred Books of the East^ iv. p. 186.
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tolerable mass of puerilities and absurdities. It spoke

much of immortality, but thought of it as a gift contained

in a certain drink. It had the great conception of a resur-

rection of the dead often on its lips, but it burdened it with

crude explanations of the method. Each of the elements

was to give back its own contribution to man's body; the

earth was to restore the bones; the water, the blood; the

fire, the life.

Like the theology, the eschatology aimed high. The

theology strove after a monotheistic view of the world. It

did this in various ways, and finally by the conception of

Zvran aharana or Boundless Time ^ as the supreme divinity,

above both Ahriman and Ormuzd.^ The eschatology also in

^ It is admitted that the doctrine oi Boundless Time as the supreme divinity

belongs to the latest period of Zoroastriauism. Tiele [Outlines^ p. 107) says of

it "that it is probably no earlier than the time of the S^anidae, and is an

attempt to restore Monotheism, which was endangered by the application of

dualism to the conception of deity also." The criticisms of De la Saussaye

[Lelirbuch der EeUgionsgescMchtej ii. p. 49) on the position claimed for this

abstraction in the speculative reduction of dualism to unity, deserve notice.

Dannesteter {Sacred Books of the East, iv. p. Ixxxii) says that "the reflective

spirit that has given rise to Mazdeism never rested, but continued to produce

new systems" ; that "when the Magi had accounted for the existence of evil

by the existence of two principles, there arose the question how there could be

two principles, and a louging for unity was felt, which found its satisfaction in

the assumption that both are derived from one and the same principle." He
thinks that this abstract, monotheistic principle got different names among

different sects—Space, or Infinite Light, or Boundless Time, or Fate. He
further points out that Time, according to the Persians, was twofold— "there

is the limited Time that measures the duration of the world and lasts 12,000

years, which is Zvran daregho-huadata, 'the Sovereign Time of the long

period,' and there is *the Boundless Time,* Zvran akarana." See also

Farg. xix. 9.

2 The worship of Mithras is of interest here, which had a place in Rome half

a century before the Christian era, and rose in influence until it became, near

the close of the third century A.D., a rival which the Church had some reason

to fear. It appears to have come from Persia, but had ceased to be, if it ever

was, a strictly dualistic form of faith by the time it reached Rome. It had

become a monotheistic faith, acknowledging in Boundless Time the source of all

things, in Ormuzd the deputed administrator of the universe, corresponding

to Jupiter, and in Ahriman the god Pluto. Mithras is held to be a mediator

between god and man, something like thb Logos, both creator and judge. See

the important work by Professor Franz Cumont of the University of Ghent,

Testes et Monuments Figures relati/s ausc M-ysthres <^e Mitkra. M. Cumont is of
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its own way strove after a lofty, consistent, ethical, hopeful

doctrine of the future. But both failed, and failed so com-

pletely that we have now to contemplate the remarkable

fact that "the purest religion of antiquity (except the

Jewish) should have almost perished from the earth." ^ The

theology was from the first an eschatological theology. The

G^thas themselves are mainly eschatological hymns. But

the canker of sacerdotalism seized the heart of the religion.

Even the idea of God receded, and passed into the background

in the later forms of the doctrine of immortality.

The nerve of this lofty theology was cut, the moral

energy of this far-reaching eschatology was dissipated, by

a relentless ceremonialism and an overwhelming casuistry

which confused the conscience. Penalties in this world and

penalties in the world to come were declared for every

offence. The doctrine of repentance was also taught. Con-

fession and the repeating of the Patet or formula of penitence

saved the offender, except in the case of certain inexpiable

sins, from the penalties of the future world, though not

from those of the present world. But the moral sense was

blunted by the artificiality of the penalties, and by the

inequalities in the punishment of different crimes. It was

blunted still more by the financial value which in the latest

stages was put upon men's deeds, and the financial equivalents

exacted as atonements for men's crimes.

Purity, which was pronounced the greatest good, next to

life itself, was regarded more as a physical state than an

inward quality. It became a ceremonial condition, acquired

by ritual purifications, regulated in matter, degree, and

opinion that the adherents of the Mithraic faith held the soul of man to have

lived in the highest heaven before birth, and to have been under the necessity

of leaving its original habitation and travelling through the seven planetary

spheres. From each of these it took some taint, and it got rid of these acquired

vices -by making the same journey after death, returning to each sphere what it

had carried from it, and at last attaining to an everlasting residence with the

gods in the eighth heaven. It was dependent on Mithras for its knowledge of

the way and its safety in the course. And Mithras gave his help only to those

who on earth fulfilled his commands and practised purity in thought, word,

and deed,

^ Brace, The l/nknown God^ p. 197.
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duration by the nature of the defiling object as much as by

the character of the persons defiled. It was mixed up in

thought with the belief in demons and possession. Its loss

was due to the demon's work in the man. Its recovery was

effected by the demon's expulsion.^ Processes of cleansing

entered more and more deeply into the whole conception

of religion. They became extraordinarily burdensome and

complicated ; most of all in the case of the uncleanness

contracted by contact with a dead body, the cure for which

was the " nine nights " Barashnum.

Much of the people's thought was engaged, too, by

questions of attire. The man who continued for three

years without wearing the sacred girdle " made the unseen

power of death to increase." Spells ruled the people's lives,

both here and hereafter, and were the prescribed refuges

from most dangers and ills. Everything came to turn at

last upon the power of the priesthood. The secret of

victory over evil was sought, not in the help of deity, but

in the virtue of sacrifice ; and sacrifice itself consisted of

two things to which equal efficacy was ascribed, offerings

and spells. The Parsis have been called " the ruins of a

people," and their sacred books " the ruins of a religion."

The doctrine of the future which is taught in these rem-

nants of the sacred books of Mazdaism is the ruins of an

eschatology.

' The impurity which is dealt with in the YcndidM inay he deserihed, says

Darmesteter, **as the state of a person or thing that is possessed of the demon
;

and the object of the purification is to expel the demon" (Sacred Books of the

East, iv. p. Ixxxvi),



CHAPTEE VII

GREEK BELIEFS

THEEE is, however, another great people, the Greek people,

who have left their mark, as perhaps no other people

have done, upon the wide world of thought. The people of

whom came Homer, Pindar, and Plato, have a place which

can never be forgotten in the history of belief on the subject

of man's future. Of all the nations of antiquity they were

the most modern-minded. Their ideas and their vocabulary

have been laid under heavy contribution by the makers of

Christian theology. In their reasonings we see the highest

achievement of ancient speculation on the soul and its

immortality. Their historic period reaches to eight hundred

years, if not to a thousand, before Christ. The literature

which they have left us is not only an incomparably rich

literature, but one that is free from many of the difficulties

attending the study of the literatures already referred to.

Their religion, too, has been the subject of long and careful

investigation, and its main features are readily recognised.

Here, therefore, we feel upon more certain ground.

Not that everything is clear to us even in this Hellenic

faith. On the contrary, in the religion generally there are

not a few questions which are yet in suspense ; and in the

eschatology, in particular, there are things which continue

to be of disputed interpretation. The origins of the religion

are obscure, and it is still matter of debate what influences

told upon its formation and development, and in what degree.

Some insist upon its native, national character, and restrict

the foreign elements to very little.^ Some deny the opera-

^ So K. 0. MuUer, who allows little more than a modicum of the Phrygian

element.

94
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tion even of Phcenician influence, or reduce it to very modest

dimensions.^ Others make much of it.^ A very large place

used to be claimed for Egyptian influence ; the tendency now
is to limit that influence greatly, and to allow it less of a

direct and more of an indirect action. Eecent investigation

also raises new questions as to possible connections between

the religion of the Greeks and that of the Assyrians and

Babylonians.^

The naturalistic elements again, while freely recognised,

are variously construed. Some who allow them a very large

place in the religion as it is seen in historical times, think they

point back to a prehistoric monotheism. Others contend that

they imply an earlier and larger nature-worship. The pro-

bability is that the Greek faith had gone through great

changes before its historical period. What these changes

were we cannot determine. But even those who think that

the Hellenic religion in the Pelasgic era was of no higher

order than the Vedic and Germanic religions, admit that

when it passed that stage its development was quicker and

better than that of most faiths ; that the gods were conceived

less as nature-powers and more as conscious, personal agents

;

and that the polytheistic level was so far transcended by the

conception of one sovereign God, Zeus, on whom all other

gods depended, and whose counsel was accomplished in all

events. With this " monarchism has touched the borders of

monotheism." ^ In like manner, Greek thought on the

subject of the future had no doubt passed through great

changes during the prehistoric period. But by the historic

period it had long gone beyond the animistic stage, if it ever

had such a stage, and the soul-cult or spirit-cult had given

place to higher forms of homage and celebration, of which

departed ancestors and heroes were the objects.

^ Petersen takes this side. See his important article in Ersch und Gruber,

Ixxxii.

^ This is the case with Curtins in his GriecMsche GescMchte. De la Saussaye

is of the same way of thinkiug, though less positively. See his Lehrbuch, ut

sup. vol. ii. p. 68, etc.

^ See Appendix, Note F.

* Tiele, Outlines, p. 215.
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The Hellenic esehatology had its points of kinship with

the great eschatologies which have been already mentioned.

It had also some features which distinguished it sharply from

them. One of its most marked peculiarities was the loose

connection in which it stood with the theology. Such belief

as the people had in a future existence was the product of

their poetry and philosophy rather than of their religion.

The bards and the sages of Greece were in this respect the

priests and the prophets of Greece.^ Hence it happened,

that while the speculative thought of Greece provided the

most systematic proof and the loftiest exposition of the soul's

immortality, the people as a whole kept by the old mytho-

logies, and faith in that higher immortality never became

cordial or general. Another characteristic of the Greek idea

of the future was its neutral or non-ethical tenor. As it

entered into Greek worship, it also counted little as a moral

force telling on Greek life. " While of all ancient peoples

the Greeks," it is said, " had the profoundest faith in the

reign of moral law, no ancient people seemed so little con-

scious of any religious connection between the present and

the future life."^ They had the strongest sense of the

retributive hand that is laid upon men's lives. But it was

the sense of a retribution which was at work in this world,

not one which followed men also into a future life.

The interest of these Hellenic ideas is greatest at two

very different stages in their career, the Homeric and the

Platonic. "We see them in their earliest hterary form in the

Iliad and the Odyssey. Apart from all questions of origin,

unity, and integrity, these poems are an invaluable witness to

the belief and sentiment of the Hellenic people in their most

ancient historical period. And though the two poems have

distinct characteristics, and the Odyssey indicates a deeper

sense of the problems of existence than the Iliad, they have,

with certain incidental differences, substantially the same

doctrine, if doctrine it can be called, of man's future. It is a

hesitating, cheerless, fragmentary doctrine. It is also an

^ See Welcker, Oriechische Gotterlehre, ii. 6Q.

2 Fairbairn, Studies in the History and Philosojphy of Religion ^ p. 168.
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inharmoaious doctrine, with elements which refuse to unite.

Its inconsistencies are palpable. They axe explained partly

by natural difficulties of thought, partly by derivation from

different sources. What the belief meant is best seen by

looking at the Homeric ideas of life, death, and the souL

The Greek people had an almost unrivalled zest for life.

And to the Homeric Greek life is the bodily, substantial life

of earth. It is not unmixed satisfaction. There is a cloud

upon its brightness, a pitiable narrowness in its space, a

penury in its fulness. It is dependent on the gods, and the

gods are fickle, grudging, deceitful, ofttimes beguiling men,

and bringing on them many sorrows. It is bound by a Fate,

a Moira, which may be in the hands of Zeus, but which makes

men helpless. It is dogged by a dread Mischance, an AU,
which takes calamitous forms of blindness and infatuation.

There is an irony in it which bears men to the heights of

success and attained desire, only to mock them on the moment
with defeat and destruction. A sense of the futile and the

burdened breaks through it all, a yearning after tears (ifiepos

jooio), which is most felt by the greatest heroes. But with

all this, it is to earth, as earth comes to man in the benignant

air and golden light of Hellas, that the Greek looks for his

true home. The throbbing, tangible existence that now is,

with its familiar activities, its domestic charities, its sub-

stantial joys, the glory of arms, the affairs of soldiery, the

engagements of hospitality, makes life in aU. its strength and

fulness; and this bright world of sense is the theatre of

man's real being.

Deathj therefore, is the worst of evils, and it is stronger

than the gods. Zeus himself weeps tears of blood over the

doom of Sarpedon, which he sees, but, even in his own death-

lessness, cannot avert. Sometimes, it is true, death may be a

negative boon. Mishap jnay so pursue a man that there is

no longer any spirit in him that he should desire to live and

see the light of the sun. But even when it takes one from

the intolerable woes of the present^ it has no hope in it for

the future. There is a softened death, which comes by the

gentle darts of Artemis and Apollo. It is the happiness of

7
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the Syrian isle in which Eumseus spent his childhood that the

Archer-god visits his people, when the measui^ed number of

their days is completed, and removes them by his tender

arrows. But in itself death is horror. The darkest designa-

tions are heaped upon it. To the reflective, brooding Hindu

the world is little and life is a burden. To the quick, sensitive

Greek life is joy, and the world is its genuine scene and

proper minister. To be on earth is to live; and death is

the sorest of ills, because it takes man away from earth and

Hfe.

Yet death is not the end of man. Something survives.

That is the important point, although what does survive

is not the full, real man. The idea of the extinction of

existence was never congenial to the G-reek mind. It was

only the few whose thoughts in any age took that direction.

Literature and inscriptions bear witness to an intense and

constant belief in the persistence of being. So it is with the

Homeric poems. They nowhere teach or suggest that death

means annihilation, but always that it implies the con-

tinuance of existence, though an existence short of life.^

When a man dies, the soul or -^jryxv flies away by the mouth

or open wound, and this survives. Its flight leaves the body

mere flesh and bones (o-ap^ koI oa-Tea), and brings the man's

substantial life to its close. That Life cannot be regained.

"Kine and goodly flocks," says Achilles, "are to be had for

the harrying, and tripods and chestnut horses for the pur-

chasing; but to bring back man's life neither harrying nor

earning availeth, when once it hath passed the barrier of his

lips."^ But the '^v^ij itself passes into the other world, and

continues to exist. This '^v^i] is not soul in our modern

sense. The ideas of soul and spirit, the distinctions between

the material and the immaterial, with which we are familiar,

are foreign to the Homeric poems. The yjrvxv is more a

physical thing than a mental ; material rather than im-

material; apprehensible, yet shadowy. It is the bond or

^ One lias been found bold enough to chaUenge tliis, but he stands almost

alone in his doubt. See Kammer, Die Mnheit der Odyssee, p. 610, etc.

2 Iliad, ix. 406-409, Leafs trans.
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principle of animal life, something more than breath, but

less than mind or spirit.

There are other terms for the seat of the intellectual and

emotional powers, or for these powers themselves-

—

v6o^, ^rop,

Ovfio^i, (f>p€V€<: efiirehoij KpaSlrj^ Krjp, <Tri]6o<?j fievo'i. But the

Homeric idea of life is so bound up with the idea of lodily

life, that when this '^v^v, which is itself neither intellectual

nor moral, but physical, is parted from the body, the powers

expressed by those other terms, the powers of mind and feel-

ing, come to nought.^ The activities denoted by the terms

^Topt KpaStTj, v6o% etc., reside in the ^peve^^ and the <^pev€<;

subsist only here. " Oh, strange
!

" cries Achilles, " in the

House of Hades is soul and image {^vyr) f^<^^^ eiSmXov), but no
wits (<J3pepe<i).

" ^ There is one instance, indeed, in which the

"wits" continue unimpaired (^/)ez/69 efiireSoc) in the. under-

world, and with them mind and discretion (voov nreirvva-Oai)^

It is that of Teiresias :
" Theban Teiresias, the blind soothT

sayer, whose wits abide steadfast. To him Persephone, hath

given judgment, even in death, that he alone should have imder-

standing; but the other souls sweep shadow-like around."?

His case, however, is an entirely exceptional one. Even the

^u/^d?, which is associated with the '»^y;^»?, and the departure

of which, like that of the '^vx^» ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^® ^^® cause or

sign of death, has no after-existence. The terms are so far

interchangeable that the dvfio'i may be spoken of as descend-

ing to the other world ;^ but it is nowhere described as con-

tinuing there. On the contrary, it is sharply distinguished

in this respect from the '^Jrv^tj^ and the latter alone is repre-

sented as resident in the other world. ^

What makes the future so dark an anticipation, is the

poverty of the existence which is expected there. It is not

^ On the points noticed thus far, see such passages as Iliadj viii. 123, ix.

409, xi. 334, 682; also i. 193, iv. 470, v. 671, xv. 163 ; and Odyssey, xviii.'

228, xxi. 154, etc.

2 jiiad, xxiii. 103, 104.

^ Odyssey, x. 493-495, Butcher and Lang's trans.

^ Iliad, vii. 131.

** Odyssey, xi. 221, 222, Here the dvp.6s is what leaves the "white bones"
when one dies, and the ^vx'f} is what "flies away and flits like a dream."
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that the body is regarded as the superior of the soul, so that

when the former perishes the real self comes to end.^ Neither

is it that the soul is thought of apart, and the flight of it felt

to be the passing of the self into inferior conditions.^ The

later idea of the supremacy of the soul and the misery of its

present position of imprisonment in the body is ahen to

Homer, and it is only incidentally that any word is uttered

expressing any such feeling. These ancient Epics do not

distinguish between part and part in man, or between the

visible man and the real man. It is the living man as he is

seen in his breathing, thinking, active corporeity, that to them

makes the real man and the only self. The Greek of those

old times did not think of body and soul as the Egyptian did.

He- did not suppose the continuance of the latter to be depen-

dent on that of the former, as the Egyptian imagined it.

Neither did he strive, with the Egyptian's anxiety and laborious

ingenuity, to preserve the corpse, or to provide a tenement

for the soul. But he did not think of mind as subsisting and

acting without a physical connection, nor did he conceive of

the soul as in itseK the personality.

. Two ways of speaking of the personality lie side by side

;

one which seems to identify it with the body, another which

seems to identify it with the '^vx^ ^^^ inhabits and animates

the body.® These different modes of expression may be

traceable to the conception of a double attached to or resident

in man.^ But the main fact is that the lodily is so much in

the foreground in the whole conception of life, that leiTig, so far

^ Nagelsbaeh takes the view that the Ego ceases to be when the body dies.

See his Bomerische Theologie^ p. 388, a most scholarly and indispensable book.

Oompare also Welcker, Griechische Gotterlehre, i. 811, and Rohde, Psyche, i. pp.

4, 5. De la Saussaye speaks of the body as the proper man, Lehrbuchj ut sup.

li. 99.

2 Grotemeyer holds the fvx^ to be the Ego. See his Vomer's Grundansicht

D<m dcT Seele.

^ irdWiis 5* ItpBljiovs ^u^As "Al'Si irpotayj/ev ijpibcojfj a^oi>s 5^ i\(hpict, revx^

K^vea-ffip, Iliady i. 3 ; iravuvxI-V y^P A^o^ Harpo/cX^os ffeiXoio ypvxh ^^etrr^^ei,

fcKTO 8k diffKeXov atrCj, Iliad, xxiii. 105, 107. On the other hand, eh Skcv

aitrbs iyiijv "AtSi Keddbj/Mij Iliad, xxiii. 244, and such passages as Uiad, xi. 262,

263, xiv. 456, 457, xv. 251, 252.

* See Eoh.de, Psyche^ i. pp. 5-7 ; and compare Autenrieth's Note in Nagels-

bach, ut 9up, pp. 381, 382,
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as it has worth and meaning, is corporeal being. ' Apart from

the living body the mental faculties, consciousness, memory,

and emotion, sink into dormancy and enfeeblement. Only

one thing can restore them to even a momentary activity—^

a draught of blood, in v?hich the life was thought to be.

Death is so hopeless an evil, because it ends real life by the

disjunction of the "^^vx?; and the dissolution of the ^pive^.

The real man is the man of flesh and blood, partaker of the

tangible existence of earth, and what subsists in the Mereafter

is only an attenuated edition of the man.

In that Hereafter there is a gathering place for the de-

parted. It is the house of Hades ; and that is an under-world.

The descriptions of the locahty naturally vary. It appears to

he beyond the dark tract called Erebos. In some passages it

seems to be situated in the distant West, beyond the earth-

encifchng stream. But the usual representation places it in

the heart of the earth or under the earth (viro Kevdeat 'yair}^)}

It is ruled by special deities. It has its own king. Aides, the

implacable, of all the gods the most hateful to mortals ;2 and

its own queen, Persephone the dread.^ Zeus, the father of

gods and men, has no dominion vrithin it.* Its condition is

painted in the darkest colours. It is a place " desolate of

joy." Its plains are barren ; its rivers are rivers of hate,

sorrow, lamentation, and fire; its trees are poplars.^ The

sun never pierces its gloom ; everlasting night weighs heavily

upon it ; it is a horror to the gods themselves.

^ Eggers {De Oreo Jlomerico) holds that the Homeric poems speak only of one

abode for the departed, and place it in the heart of the earth. Mr. Gladstone's

view, as given in his Homer and the Homeric Age, is rather in favour of the

Western locality. Yoss and Kitzsch (see especially the Aivmerhungen zur

Odyssee of the latter, iii. p. 187) affirm a subterranean Hades with a western

entrance beyond the Ocean stream. Volcker and Welcker (see especially the

latter's Griech. GoUerlehre, i. p. 799) recognise two different ideas of the locality.

^Biad, ix. 158, 159.

^ On this Queen of the shades, see especially Preller, Demeter mid Perse-

phone
j p. 9.

* One passage {Odyssey, xi. 300-304) is thought by some to be out of har-

mony with this ; see Gladstone, Homer and the Homeric Age, ii. 210. But it

is doubtful whether it implies even a limited extension of the dorinnion of Zeus.
^ " The frailness, fragility, and inconstancy of the poplar tree," says Ruskin,

"resembled the fancied ghost people."
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The existence to which the departed are doomed is dreary

like the place. The y^v')(aL survive as etSwXa, images or

shades of what the men were on earth. With the dwellers

in the house of Hades all is unreal, indigent, unsubstantial.

The people of that lower world are " pithless heads " (dfi€V7)va

Kaprjva) ; they are like smoke or vapour ; they flit about like

shadows. They are so thin and intangible that, like a phan-

tom in a dream, the mother of Ulysses thrice eludes the hero's

grasp. They are witless (ac^/^aSee?), heartless {aKrjpioi), lacking

the full-voiced speech of intelligence. The clang of the dead

in Hades is like the noise of vultures, or the gibbering of bats,

squeaking all around. They have all that they had on earth,

but in reduced, deceptive form. They can be recognised,

though they cannot recognise. They have no spirit {6v^6<;)
;

yet, in their vacant way they can mourn, and wish, and hate.

They follow vaguely and emptily the old pursuits of the

upper-world, and they are capable of a momentary return to

quick, conscious, rational life. They taste of blood, and the

tides of intelligence, recollection, perception, feeling, volition

come back upon them.^ They wake up for a brief space as

from a heavy trance, and understand and speak with intelli-

gence. Their condition is altogether valueless, fantastic,

-inglorious. The most indigent position on the sunlit earth is

better than all the doleful mockeries of Hades. The lot of

the meanest hind in this world is to be preferred to kingship

in the world of the departed. Thin, impoverished copies of

their former selves, the dead endure an existence stripped of

all that is desirable, emptied of all the glory and fulness bf

real life.

Has this existence in Hades any moral relation to the

earthly life ? Except in unsteady form and limited degree

the Homeric future is not a retributive future. There is

neither a heaven nor a hell for men as such. All go down
equally into Hades; all have the same gloomy existence in it

—Agamemnon and Achilles with their basest serfs ; and

' In the last book of the Odyssey a conductor of the dead appears, and

Agamemnon seems to recognise Araphimedon T,vitliout the help of the hlood.

But this second Nekyia is too doubtful to disturb the general view.
'
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there is deliverance for none. The deities who rule the

under-world, do so without respect to piety or impiety.

There are some things which seem to go beyond this, but

they do not carry us far. There is the case of Minos, sitting

as judge in Hades, and listening to the pleading of the shades.^

But apart from the suspicion attaching to the section of the

Odyssey in which Minos appears in this character, the passage

probably does nothing more than represent him in the

fictitious exercise of an office which was held in its reality on

earth. He is a judge who pronounces blank decisions on

blank disputes, and his judgments have to do not with the

deeds of men in their former life on earth, but with differences

which take place among them in Hades itself. There are the

cases of Cleitus,^ whom "the golden-throned Dawn snatched

away for his very beauty's sake, that he might dwell with the

Immortals," and Ganymede,^ " caught up to be cup-bearer to

Zeus, for the sake of his beauty, that he might dwell among
Immortals." But these are cases of assumption to the society

of the gods. There are the instances of Castor and Pollux,*

where we have an ebb and flow of being, heroes who are

shades the one day, alive the next. There is Herakles,

whose elh(o\ov is in Hades, while he himself (avro^) is

with the gods;^ and there is Teiresias,^ as mentioned

above, who by the grace of deity retains consciousness and

reason. But these are uncertain and partial testimonies,

even if original.

There are also the more significant figures of the Erinyes,

those dread embodiments of the might of moral law and the

avenging power of the passions. Out of some dozen passages,

however, there is but one that seems to carry us beyond the

present life.^ The exceptional passage is the one in which

^ Odyssey, xi. 568-571. ^ Odyssey^ xv. 250, 251.
s Iliad, XX. 232-235. * Odyssey, xi. 300-304.

^The passage in Odyssey, xi. 601, etc., which speaks of Herakles and his

shade, are doubted, however, even by ancient critics.

^ Odyssey, x. 493-495.
"^ Iliad, ix. 454, 567, xv. 204, xix. 87, 258-260, 418, xx. 232, xxi, 412;

Odyssey, ii. 135, xi. 279, xv. 234, xvii. 475, xx, 78. See also Iliad, iii. 278,

279.
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Agamemnon invokes Zeus and Gala and Helios, and with

them also the Erinyes, who,

" In realms of nether night,

Mark each hold sinner and chastise the falsely swearing wight."

—Iliad, xix. 258-260.

In every other case in which they appear their penal ministry

has earth for its scene. If it is too much, therefore, to say

with some^ that the occurrence of one or two exceptional

cases may indicate the existence of a larger faith, it is

probably too much to deny with others ^ that the Homeric

poems anywhere suggest the belief in a judgment of the

departed. The penal cases of Tityos, Sisyphus, and Tantalus,

in the eleventh Odyssey, it is true, cannot be relied on, as

they are, in all probability, post-Homeric interpolations.^

But the conception of the oath, the action of the Erinyes, and

the mention of a Tartaros, suggest at least glimpses of the truth

that moral awards await men hereafter, and that the penal

consequences of conduct follow them into the other world.

The early Hellenic doctrine, therefore, is hesitating, frag-

mentary, inconsistent, barren of hope, divorced from vital

religious interest. It affirms an after-world, which is a

joyless land,* wrapt in murky gloom, the dark shadow and

spent copy of this world, in which men continue to exist as

the wretched images of their former selves, perpetuating the

character which was theirs on earth, engaging in the old

pursuits, but all wearily and feebly—the judge deciding

unreal cases in an unreal assize, the shadowy hunter driving

shadowy beasts with shadowy club. It is a world so inane

and unwelcome that only one thing is worse than to be a

denizen of it. That one thing is the woe of being left

unburied, the greater woe which compels the shade to hover

homeless between earth and Hades, a misery to itself and a

terror to others. The baldness of the doctrine is unrelieved

by any of those speculative ideas by which men elsewhere

^ E.g. "Welcker. ^ ^Q- Nitzsch.

^ See especially Kitzsch, Anm.erJmngen, iii. p. 304, etc.

* dreptr^a x^P^^t Odyssey, xi. 94, etc.
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have sought to give to similar conceptions a more definite and

more ethical character. The dogma of metempsychosis, which

has seemed to other peoples to solve much of the mystery of

being, and to explain the sorrows and inequalities of human
life by interpreting the earthly existence as a penitentiary for

past evil and a probation for an after-life, has no place in the

thoughts of these early Greeks. In the Homeric ideas there

are hints of a richer and more positive doctrine. But they

are only hints, and they look only to the destinies of excep-

tional classes or individuals, not to those of men generally.

At the best the idea of the moral issues of life appears

only in indistinct and contracted form. It also moves more

in the direction of the penalties of the future than in that of

its beatitudes. There is a Homeric paradise in the Elysian

plain. But it is only at " earth's farthest end," near the

ocean ; it is reserved for a few favourites of the gods, like the

fair-haired Menelaus ; the privileged few enter it by an act of

bodily translation ; and the right to its joys is not determined

by moral considerations.^ There is a Homeric hell, in the

Tartaros of the IHad, which is described as a distant murky
abyss, with its gates of iron and its floor of brass, lying as

deep beneath Hades as the earth lies deep beneath heaven.-

Sins are punished there, but they are the sins of insurgent

and defeated immortals—Kronos, lapetus, and the Titans.

There is the harrowing picture of the shades of Tityos, Tan-

talus, and Sisyphus suffering ceaselessly the heaviest of all

conceivable penalties—the grinding pangs of defeated effort

and resultless toiP But this again belongs to a section of the

poem which is generally regarded as the work of some later

Ehapsodist, and at most it applies only to the case of a few

surpassing criminals. The mass of men pass into Hades, the

evil with the good, the slave with the prince ; and from

Hades there is no deliverance. Eewards and punishments

are distributed by the gods, but it is in the form of good

fortune or evil on this side of death. Homeric thought on

the subject of the future practically stopped short at this

conception of a Hades-existence as the common lot for all

—

,
iv. 563, etc. ^ Hiad, viii„ 13, etc. ^ Odyssey, xi. 576-600.
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ail existence so emptied of the strength and fulness of life

that nothing could dispel its gloom, no honour or consideration

within its dark domain could make it tolerable.^

Greek thought never rose clearly and continuously above

this. So far as the faith in a future existence possessed the

mind of the people it kept by this level. In certain points

an advance was made upon the early belief, but it was neither

a steady nor a permanent advance. So far as the literature

reflects the mind of Greece, it must be said that, notwith-

standing the nobler ideas which find occasional expression in

the poets and the philosophers, there was a decay in the

power and vivacity of the belief. The conceptions, for

example, which appear in the Hesiodic poems, are in all

essential respects on the same plane with the Homeric. The

main point of difference is that there are some things in the

former which may point to a change in the belief, and suggest

an earlier stage at V^hich there was a more definite faith—

a

faith in a higher life for man after the close of his measured

time on earth.^ Death came like a sleep to the men of the

golden race, and it made them like the gods, partakers in

their invisible rule and immortal life, yet generically distinct

from them, tutelary demi-gods {Saifiove^), with a more limited

sphere than the Olympian divinities possessed, protectors of

men, the " police of the gods " taking note of right and

wrong.^ The men of the silver race, less loyal to the gods,

had their abode under earth, but obtained honour, though of

inferior kind, and became the blessed in the under-world.*

1 See Tyler, The Theologij of the Greek Poets, pp. 197-201,

2 See Robde, Psyche, i. p, 102.

^ Works and Days, 116, etc. On the Hesiodic idea of the dal/j,a3v, see Rolide,

Psyche, pp. 69, 70, and Grote, History of Greece (edition of 1869), i. pp. 67-70.

Some connect the Hesiodic doctrine of guardian dgemons with the Oriental

doctrine of angels. Grote speaks of them as "generically different from the

gods, but essentially good, and forming the intermediate agents and police

between gods and men." He thinks"'that here we have the " seed of a doctrine

which afterwards underwent many changes, and became of great importance

;

first as one of the constituent elements of pagan faith, then as one of the helps

to its subversion." Some, but without sufficient reason, question the genuine-

ness of the line, o'£ {so, <pv\da-<rovcriv re 5kas Kal <rx^T\ta ?pya.

* Works and Vays, 141, etc. On the remarkable expression, rol fih
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The inen of the heroic race, too, became heirs of a happier

life in the Islands of the Blest, where the bounteous earth

yielded her stores three times a jear.^ But for the men of

his own age, the iron race, there is in Hesiod no word of

hope, no elevation to the immortal life of the gods, no

translation to happy isles, but the dark, inexorable doom of

descent to the under-world held by the relentless Aides.^

Neither was the belief helped by the early philosophical

schools, except that in Anaxagoras the idea of the soul as a

physical thing yields to the idea of mind, and the way is

prepared for a rational proof of a future life for man. The

Lyric poets, again, are silent on the subject, or keep within

the limits of the popular Homeric beliefs.^ But a contribu-

tion of some moment was made by the Mysteries,^ The

importance of the Eleusinian Mysteries in relation to the

Hellenic view of the future is seen in what is said of them
in Greek and Eoman literature. " Thy Athens," says Cicero

to Atticus, " seems to have produced many other excellent

and divine things, but nothing more excellent and nothing

better than those Mysteries, by which from a wild and savage

life we have been trained and raised to a higher humanity.

They are truly called initia, for it is through them that

we have learned to know the beginnings of life. And

IvorxObvioi fi&Kapes $P7jtoI KtCKiovrai, see Kagelsbacli, JSIachhomerische Theologies

p. 412, etc.

^ Works aThd Days, 157, etc. Heyne interprets lines 166 and 167 as mean-

ing tliat all the heroes passed to these fxaK&puv vrjcoi. With more reason

Welcker and others think that a distinction is drawn between those who
perished in war and those who are described as reaching the Islands of the Blest

by the act of Zeus. Nagelsbach {KacTihoTnerische Theologie, p. 410) remarks on

the absence in Hesiod of any doctrine of a judgment in the future world. He
points out that the men of the golden race and those of the heroic enter no

Hades, but continue their life, the former on or about earth, the latter in the

Islands of the Blest ; and he takes the descent to Hades to be itself retributive

in the case of the men of the silver and brass races,, ,

^ Works a/nd Days, 174, etc. ; Shield of Hercules, 151, etc,

' See, e.g., Anacreon, Fr, 44 ; Theognis, 567, 705.

^ On these see Welcker, ^ffmcA. Gotterlehre, ii, p. 511, etc.; Lobeck, Aglao-

phamusj p. 69, etc. ; Kiigelsbach, Nachhom. Theol. p. ' 397, etc. ; Dyer's The

Gods in Greece, p. 122, etc.; Percy Gardner's New, Chapters in Greek History,

chap, xiii.; Lenormant's articles in the Contem/porary Hevi&w, 1880, etc.
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we have received from them not only good reason why we

should live with joy, but also why we should die with a

better hope." In the Phcedo, Plato gives the opinion that

" the founders of the Mysteries had a real meaning and were

not mere triflers when they intimated in a figure long ago,

that he who passes unsanctified and uninitiated into the world

below will lie in a slough, but that he who arrives there after

initiation and purification will dwell with the gods." Among
references of different kinds which he makes to the same

subject in others of his writings, he also mentions it as a

tradition " firmly believed by many " and " received from those

learned in the Mysteries," that the crime of murder will

be punished in the world below, and also that " when the

perpetrators return to this world they will suffer what they

did by a compensation of nature, and end their lives by the

hand of another."

Nor is it only philosophic writers like Cicero and Plato

who speak to the significance of the Mysteries and the truths

they were understood to convey. On the walls of the LescM

at Delphi, Polygnotus painted the punishments endured in

Hades by those who passed out of life uninitiated. Poets,

Sophocles and Pindar among the number, sang of the privilege

of initiation as if on it the whole blessedness of immortality

depended ; and orators and writers of various ranks refer to

the rites in a similar strain. To die, as Plutarch expressed

it, was to be initiated into the greater Mysteries.^ It is a

remarkable circumstance, at the same time, that in the

Greek epitaphs little is found to suggest that the Mysteries

had the importance which is ascribed to them in the litera-

ture, or that the higher conceptions of the future life which

they are understood to have communicated had materially

affected the general belief.^ It is but a measured value,

^ For the above, see, e.g., Plato, Phcedo, 69, PhmdruSy 244, Gorgias, 497,

liepiib. 364, Laws, 870 ; Pindar, Thren. 8 ; Isocrates, iv. 28 ; Cicero, Zegg. ii.

14, 36 ; Plutarch, De Aud. Poet. p. 27.

2 "In all the Attic epitaphs which have come down to ns," says Professor

Percy Gardner, "we discern not a trace of any such doctrine as we should have

been disposed, from such indications (in the literature), to attribute to the

College of Priests who conducted the mysteries. When the next world is
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therefore, that can be safely claimed for them. Yet there is

every reason to believe that they had to do with the things

of the after-life, and that one of their main objects was to

inform and influence the Greek mind on the subject of

immortality.

In what way and to what extent they did this, however,

is not so clear. Very different estimates have been made

of these remarkable celebrations. Writers of a former time,

Warburton in particular, regarded them as repositories of

fragments of a primeval revelation. Scholars of our own
day have spoken of them as teaching a lofty, spiritual doctrine,

especially on the unity of God and the moral awards of the

future life, Eut there seems to be no ground for believing

that there was anything like a theology connected with them.

The instruments which they employed seem to have been

symbolic rites, or dramatic representations which conveyed

impressions of truths rather than doctrinal statements. They

added to the general belief that man survives death, the

special belief that the initiated have a privileged position

in the after-world, and enjoy an existence which is life. It

was not their object to inculcate any profound doctrine, to

preach a pure monotheism, or to break positively with the

popular faith. But they rendered the great service of giving

the hope of a better immortality ; and they did this, not by

dogmatic, but by spectacular and ceremonial teaching; not

by repudiatiag the common belief, but by enlarging and ele-

vating it.

The Orphic Mysteries differed from the Eleusinian in

their foreign origin, and in the pantheistic ideas at their

basis. In them, too, the conception of the future was

different. The idea of the body as the shackle and hindrance

of the soul, an idea so alien to Homer, had appeared in the

circle of Orphic thought. The soul was regarded as a part of

at aU spoken of, it either appears as the Homeric realm of Hades and his bride

Persephone, or else is mentioned in the vague language of the philosopher as

aether and heaven. The inference seems inevitable. We are strongly warned

against attributing too much influence over the ordinary mind, or any very

lofty and spiritual teaching " {New Cheaters m Greek History
j p. 333).
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the divine, a particula aurce divines, for which the body in its

limited and perishable condition was no fit organ, but a grave

or prison.^ With this came the dogma of transmigration.

The ex;istence of the soul in the body was its punishment for

sins in a previous condition ; and the doom of its sins in the

body was its descent into other bodies, and the postponement

of its deliverance.^

When all is said in qualification of extreme statements

which have been made on the subject, it must still be allowed

that the Mysteries marked an important stage in the history.

of the behef, the Eleusinian in brightening it, the Orphic in

moralising it. The latter, too, gave a new certainty and a

new gravity to the whole conception of a future life. They

made the soul a divine thing, and the departed something

different from mere shadows of their real selves. But they

did this at the sacrifice of the distinct individuality of man.

In the great poets we also find something added to the

belief. The most considerable contribution to its invigoration

is made by Pindar rather than by the dramatists. Yet in

none. of the Greek writers is stronger expression given to the

simple belief in continued conscious existence after death

than in j^schylus and Sophocles. With them the dead are

in two senses the " mighty dead." It is of the princely

dead that they speak, not of the common herd of men. And
they make these dead half-divine, endowing them with the

powers of answering prayer, receiving sacrifice, and acting on

the world of the living for good or evil.^ King Darius is

described, not only as blessed (^a/captV?/?), but as godlike and

divine {la-oSalfKov, ^eo?) in Hades.^ Mind or thought is

spoken of in terms which go far beyond the Homeric idea

of the soul or i/^v^'?- -"-^ ^^ something which the devouring

jaw of fire cannot consume even in the dead.^ On the other

hand, the old Homeric conception of . the cheerlessness of the

t ^rb (rCofM ffijfjLa. See the important passage in Plato, CrcUylus, 400.

2 See especially Lobeck's AglaophamuB, p. 465, etc.

8 choeph, 6, 130, 147, 455, 479, etc.; Mectr. 446; Ajax, 1144, etc.

^Persce, 634, 645.

° ^p6vTi/Ji>a rod davdvTos oO da/xA^Ei Trvpbs fiaXepb. yvd$0Sj Ghoej)h. 323 (320).
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Hades-life persists. The dead dwell in densest gloom, and

enjoy only the shadows of their former greatness and

honour.^

The thought of reward or blessedness in the other world

scarcely appears. There is, indeed, one distinct reference to

that in Sophocles, in a frag^nt which seems to express the

Eleusinian hope of a thrice happy life for the initiated.^

But even when it might be most expected, as in the case

of the tried and purged (Edipus, it is not foimd. All that

the Chorus asks or contemplates even for him, is that he

may have an easy death ; that the Furies may not punish

the evil which he has done unwittingly ; and that Cerberus

may not detain his soul "at the threshold of Dis."^ All

through, it is the penal aspect of the future existence that

faces man in the tragic poets, when there is more expressed

than the universal misery of the under-world. Not even in

the house of Hades is there freedom for man ; not even there

can man escape his evil deeds ; even in it there is a " second

Zeus," who " to the dead assigns their last great penalties." ^

In this as in other things there is a difference between

Euripides and the authors of the Agamemnon and the

Antigone. In Euripides we find a mixtui'e of ideas, but no

clear note of personal conviction. So far as it is possible to

discover the poet's own attitude to the belief, it seems to be

that of the sceptic or agnostic, if not that of the positive

gainsayer. But his dramas speak now the voice of the

popular faith, and again that of the philosophy of Anaxagoras;

now that of Orphic thought, and again that of the Sophist.

Some of the dead enjoy the honours of heroes in Hades.^

^ I^ersce, 835 ; Choeph. 346, etc. ; Fr. Sisyph. 216, etc.

^ This interesting passage is as follows :

—

Gi TpLo-oK^ioi kgIvoi ^porojv ot raura

SepxdivTSS riK-rj /ioXcSo"' is ^Atdov' roiffde yap fiovois iKel ^iju ^(ttl^ tols 5' dWoKTi
irduT iK€i KttKd. Brunck's Soph. ii. p. 244 ; Plutarch, De Aud. Poet p. 27.

^ (Ed. Ool. 1551, etc. See Wunder's edition, and Hermann's Note; also

Nagelsbach, NacKkom. Theol. p. 412.

^ 0^5^ /iT/V "AiSou 6avCjv *p&YV f'-o.Ta.iov ahlas wpd^as rdde, Kd«-et SiKd^ei

rdfJt.'ir\aK'^fiad\ ws \6yoSj Zeds, &Wos 4v Kafiovciv ^aTdras 5£«:as, Supp. 228.

See also Supp. 415 ; and Plumptre's I'he Tragedies of ^scliylos, pp. 225, etc.,

406, etc.

^ Eecuta, 530.
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Yet in Hades Priam knows nothing of the suffering of

Hecuba.^ The possibility of good for the pious in the other

world is sometimes doubted, sometimes affirmed.^ The whole

question of an after-life is put as a question unanswered.^

At death the soul returns to the air, its creative element, and

parts with its independent existence. The mind of the

individual does not survive his death, but, falling back into

its original, it shares in the thought of the universal mind.*

Nay, man himself is nothing, and sinks into nothing.^

It is in Pindar, however, that the Greek mind is seen in

its deepest religiousness. Another atmosphere is about us

in the Odes of the noble Boeotian. The things of the future

are much on his lips ; and, while he speaks often in con-

formity with the old Homeric sentiment, he rises far above

it. " There is nothing," says K. 0. Miiller, " in which Pindar

differs so widely from Homer as in his notions respecting the

state of men after death." ^ Eleusinian, Orphic, and other

ideas deeply influence him, and the whole conception of the

future obtains at his hand a new magnitude, new definiteness,

new moral relations. The soul is from the gods, and what

survives in the other world is that soul itself, no reduced,

unconscious image.^ The future existence is one of moral

awards for the evil and for the good ; not for the exceptional

^ Troades, 1306. ^ McesHs, 756 j Androm. Fr. 885.

^ tIs oWev el t6 ^rjv jjAv icri Ko/rdavelv, rb KardavGiV 5^ ^ijv k6.t(i) vofJ.l^€Taij

Foly. Fr. 634. On which see Plato, Gorgias, 492.

* 6 vovs tQv KaTdav6vT03v f^ fikp otf, yvih/jLTjv 5' ^xet dddyarov eh Addva.roi' cddip

i/MTrea-dbvj Hel. 1013. See also Ckrysipp. Fr. 833, and Nagelsbach*s remarks,

ut sup. p. 461.

** KardavCiv 5k irds dvi^p yrj Kal ffKtd. rb [iTi^kv eh o-bbku fiiireij MeUagr. Fr,

537.

^ History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, Eng. trans, p. 229.

' Thren. 2, t^ov 5' ^n XelireTai aKovos etdtaXov rb ydp iari (ibvov iK Oeiov,

K.T.X. Donaldson recognises the influence of the doctrines of Heraclitus and

Pythagoras in this remarkable passage, and gives the sense thus: "By a

happy lot, all persons travel to an end free of toil. And the body, indeed, is

subject to the powerful influence of death ; but a shadow of vitality is still

left alive, and this alone is of divine origin ; while our limbs are in activity, it

sleeps ; but when we sleep, it discloses to the mind in many dreams the future

judgment with regard to happiness and misery" (J. W. Donaldson, Findar's

Fpinician or Triumphal Odes, p. 372).
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feWj but for all. It is a life of happiness and knowledge

for the initiated. " Blessed is he who has beheld them [the

mysteries], and descends under the hollow earth ; he knows

the end ; he knows the divine origin of hfe." ^ It has its

Islands of the Blest for the virtuous,—not for a few

favourites of the gods, but for all the pure. While it is

night here, the sun shines there, and happy souls pursue a

Hfe of free and joyous activity.^

There is a judgment, too, not for the perjured only, or

for a few surpassing criminals, but for all men and all their

misdeeds. " The souls of the wicked, when they die here,

forthwith suffer punishment; and some one beneath the

earth, pronouncing sentence by a baleful necessity imposed

upon him, declares the doom awarded for offences committed

in this realm of Zeus."^ I^othing finds stronger, more fre-

quent, or more varied expression than the contrast between

the destiny of the righteous and that of the unrighteous.

" The good lead a life without a tear among the honoured of

the gods, whoever habitually delighted in probity." * " The
souls of the impious flit about beneath heaven on earth in

murderous pains, under the yoke-straps of evils from which

is no escape; but those of the pious dwell in heaven, and
singing, chant the Blessed One in hymns." *

The sense of the grandeur of the soul and the fates con-

tained in its moral life takes form in other ideas which appear

in Pindar. In its nobility the soul is appointed to more than

one birth. It is subject to a discipline of expiation and

purification in this world and in the next. Souls that go

down to Hades and atone for past offences, return to earth

and become great men, wise men, heroes. Souls that pass

three probations in the earthly life and in the after-existence,

and keep themselves from aU sin, enter Hades no more, but

^ Thren. Fr. 8. = Thren. Fr. 1.

^ Olymp. ii. 5 (105). See Donaldson, Pindar^s Epinician or Trivmphal
Odes, p. 17.

** Olymp. ii. 65 (120), etc. See Donaldson, ut sup. p. 18.

^ Thren, Fr. 3. Dissen and Donaldson suspect the genuineness of tlie

passage, on the doubtful ground that the diction and the sentiment are not
Pindaric.

8
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rise to those happy scenes where Peleus and Cadmus dwell,

whither also Thetis brought Achilles. "As to those from

whom Persephone receives an atonement for past sin, the

souls of such she restores in the ninth year to the sun above.

From them spring illustrious kings, and men swift in might

and greatest in wisdom ; and in the aftertime they are called

sacred heroes by men." ^ " Those who thrice in this world

and thrice in the other world endured to keep the soul from

all wickedness, accomplished the path of Zeus to the tower of

Kronos ; there the gales of Ocean breathe around the Islands

of the Blest, and flowers of gold flash." ^

Pindar's successor in the lineal descent of thought was

Plato, the Greek prophet of the Ideal and the Eternal. The

great ideas of the soul's dignity, its vitality, its independence

of the body, its divine origin, its probation, the judgment it

has to endure, the inclusion of all souls, good and evil, small

and great, in the moral awards of the future,—ideas which

are taught in some measure by the Tragic poets, and more

largely and constantly by Pindar,—reappear in Plato, and

rise in him to their loftiest exposition, their most consistent

and most ethical application. With Plato is for ever associated

the great Athenian preacher to whom the reasonings of the

Dialogues are ascribed. As to Socrates himself, some un-

certainty will always attach to the question of his personal

belief. " The closing scenes," says Dean Stanley,^ " which

Plato has invested with such immortal glory, can never be

forgotten. The Hebrew prophet, the Christian martyr, might

well have couched their farewells to the audience before

which they, like him, often pleaded in vain, almost in the

same words :
* The hour of my departure is arrived, and we

go our ways. I go to die, and you to live. Which is better,

God only knows.' " The calm, the simple cheerfulness with

which he waited his death, the hope which he expressed in

his last moments that beyond the grave he should meet the

true judges, and the poets, and the heroes of ancient time,

and pursue with them the search into truth and wisdom,—
1 Thren. Fr. 4. 2 Qiy^np. ii. 67-73 (122-130).

3 The Jewish ChurcJi, iii. pp. 217, 218.
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these things and others in the records of his trial and death

bespeak a clear and expectant faith. In Xenophon's Apology^

on the other hand, he counts his decease a kindness of the

gods as a timely relief from the disabilities of old age ; but

says nothing of immortality.^ Even in the Platonic Apology,

while he thinks there is cause to hope that in either case

death will be a gain, he does not decide which of two things

it may be—an endless sleep, or a journey of the soul to

another world.^ Some doubt, therefore, may remain.^

But Plato himself, at least, is more assured. He looks at

the belief in different aspects in a number of Dialogues. In

the Meno, for example, he introduces it in connection with its

basis in tradition. In the BepuNic he supports it by the

remarkable argument, that if the soul survives the attacks

made upon it by its own diseases, those of cowardice, injustice,

intemperance, folly, much more may its vitality be proof

against things which wear out the body.* In the Timmus he

deals with it in the light of the soul's divine origin, and

in relation to the idea of transmigration. But it is in the

Phcedrus, the Symposium, and the Phcedo that he gives his

most characteristic exposition. Each of these great Dialogues

handles it in its own way,—the Phcedrus regarding the soul

as a principle of motion and a prior existence ; the Symposium

1 Sects. 6-27. ^ ggcts. 40, 41.

^ See Zeller's Socrates and the Socratic ScJiooIs, pp. 147, 148, Reichel's trans.;

Sir Alexander Grant's Ethics of Aristotle, i. pp. 161-163. Grote contrasts "the
tranquil ascendency and rational conviction, satisfied with the past, and
welcoming instead of fearing the close of life," which are ascribed to Socrates

in the Phcedo, with the fact that in the Apology, "when addressing the

Dikasts, Sokrates not only makes no profession of dogmatic certainty, but

expressly disclaims it" (Plato, vol. ii. pp. 195, 196). Jowett admits that

"the silence of the Memorabilia, and of the earlier Dialogues of Plato, is an
argument to the contrary." His conclusion, however, is on the whole in

favour of the sage's personal belief. "Yet in the Oyropcedia," he says,

"Xenophon (viii. 7, 19 fol.) has put language into the mouth of the dying

Cyrus which recalls the Pkcedo. and may have been derived from the teaching

of Socrates. It may be fairly urged that the greatest religious interest of man-
kind could not have been wholly ignored by one who passed his life in fulfilling

the commands of an oracle, and who recognised a divine plan in man and
nature (Xen. Mem. i. 4). And the language of the Apology confirms this view,''

{The Dialogues of Plato, etc., vol. i. p. 425).

* Book X. 610, D-E.
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looking mainly to its present existence; the Phcedo unfolding

the grandeur of its after-existence. It is the Phcedo^ above

all, that gathers into one the finest threads of Plato's varied

reasonings, and completes his high argument.

In many respects the Platonic doctrine marks an advance

which cannot be too highly appraised. Set forth as it is with

the logical resource and the literary art of this masterpiece of

Plato's genius, a Dialogue which has all the unity of a great

drama and all its perfection of form, the Platonic doctrine far

surpasses the previous attainments of Greek thought on the

subject of a future life. Its burden is something very different

from the old belief in a shadowy continuance of pithless,

gibbering shades. It gives a new meaning to the dim

vaticinations of things eternal, which sought vague but per-

sistent expression in the popular faith, and to the stronger

sentiment which found voice in Orphic and Eleusinian

mysteries, in Tragedy, and in Pindar. " The Tragedy of the

Greeks," it is said, " is not * rounded ' by this life, but is

chiefly set in decrees of fate and mysterious workings of

powers beneath the earth." ^ But this imperishable Dialogue -

infuses into the anticipations of the Tragic poets a force and

a reality more than their own, by providing them with a

rational basis and a logical form. Its message is the intima-

tion of a hope which rests, not on instinct only or feeling, but

on reason. Planting it on the deep fomidation of the immuta-

bility of moral distinctions, it makes the whole conception of

the future an ethical thing, telling with an influence which it

never had before on men's thoughts of the present life.

The Platonic doctrine is first and last a doctrine of the

persistence of the soul. The wealth of Platonic logic and

Platonic imagination is spent upon the proof of this one truth,

at whatever cost to other kindred truths. The arguments by

which it is sustained—arguments taken from the soul's desire

and capacity for knowledge, its simple and indivisible nature,

its essential vitality, its habit of command, the law of con-

traries or the " circle of nature," the power of reminiscence,

and the like—seem strange to us now. Of much that they

* Jowett, The Dialogues of FlatOj i. p. 418.
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build on we are ready to say that it is transparently verbal

and unreal. But they were relevant to the thought of the

time; and there is something in them—a temper and an

attitude—which is better than themselves. Some of them,

those taken from the ethical considerations of the soul's

aspirations and the need of moral readjustment, have a per-

manent value.^ The most distinctive of them all, the one

that turns upon the question of eternal ideas, has conspicuous

drawbacks. It bears upon the prior existence of the soul

rather than its after-existence ; it rests upon a number of

assumptions regarding the existence of ideas and their relation

to the. soul ; and it is applicable to other living creatnres as

well as to man.^ 3ut it, too, is more than it seems. " To

deal fairly with such arguments," it is justly remarked, " they

should be translated as far as possible into their modern

equivalents. ' If the ideas of men are eternal, their souls are

eternal ; and if not the ideas, then not the souls/ Such an

argument stands nearly in the same relation to Plato and his

.

age as the argument from the existence of God to immortality

among oui^selves." ^

The Platonic doctrine is not only the reasoned affirmation

of a future life. It is a serious and consistent assertion of

^ See what is said by Jowett of Plato's use of these arguments, as compared
with the reasonings of Butler and Addison from the " moral tendencies of man-
kind," and " the progress of the soul towards perfection." It is justly add«d

that Plato earns belief " for his fictions by the moderation of his statements ; he
does not, like Dante or Swedenborg, allow himself to be deceived by his own
creations" {Dialogues of Plato^ i. pp. 421, 422).

2 In assuming, for the purpose of his argument, the existence of "eternal,

self-existent, unchangeable Ideas or Forms," Plato has also to assume, as Grote

explains it, " the congeniality of nature, and inherent correlation between these

Ideas and the Soul : . . . the fact that the soul knows these Ideas, which
knowledge must have been acquired in a prior state of existence : . . , and the

essential participation of the soul in the Idea of life, so that it cannot be con-

ceived without life, or as dead." Hegel's view that Plato did not think of the

soul as a separate thing, but understood it to exist essentially as "the Univei-sal

Notion or Idea, the comprehensive aggregate of all other Ideas," and that the

"descriptions which he gives of its condition, either before life or after death,

are to be treated only as poetic metaphors," is rejected by the historian of

Greece as too refined, though it throws light on some particular expressions.

Flato, vol. ii. pp. 190, 191.

^ Jowett, lit sv>p. i. p. 420.
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the retributive order of that life. It preaches a judgment

after death for all souls according to their deeds on earth ; a

heaven for the pure, and a hell for the impure; a just

gradation of rewards and punishments ; and an exact corre-

spondence between the sin and the penalty. It includes also

an intermediate state, with processes of penance, discipline, and

purification. It adopts the traditional ideas as the vehicle of

its message. It speaks of the " Islands of the Elest," where

the good enjoy the fellowship of the gods and see the wonders

of the heavens as they are ; and of a Tartarus in the interior

of the earth, the dark scene of woe; into which pour streams

of fire and water and mud. It distinguishes different fates

for different kinds of souls. Those who m the judgment are

pronounced neither evil nor good are committed to the

Acherusian Lake, to dwell there until they are absolved. The

incurably corrupt are hurled into Tartarus, to be for ever

imprisoned there. Those who have been guilty of offences

.not irremediable are consigned to the same Tartarus, but only

for a time, until they find mercy with those whom they have

injured. Those who have been eminent in righteousness are

" released from this earthly prison and go to their pure home,

which is above, and dwell in the purer earth." The few who
have purified themselves by philosophy "Kve henceforth

altogether without the body, in mansions fairer far than these,

which may not be described, and of which the time would fail

me to tell." ^

^ Phcedo, 113, 114 ; and Jowett, ut sup. L pp. 494, 496. "While others,"

says Grote,
'

' in their conceptions of posthumous existence, assured the happiest

fate, sometimes even divinity itself, to great warriors and lawgivers—to devoted

friends and patriots like Harmodius and Aristogeiton—to the exquisite beauty

of Helen—or to favourites of the gods like GanymMes or Pelops—Plato claims

that supreme distinction for the departed philosopher. The Philosopher, as a

recompense for having detached himself during life as much as possible from the

body and all its functions, will be admitted after death to existence as a soul

pure and simple, unattached to any body. The souls of all other persons,

dying with more or less of the taint of the body attached to each of them, and

for that reason haunting the tombs in which the bodies are buried, so as to

become visible there as ghosts, are made subject, in the Platonic Hades, to

penalty and purification suitable to the respective conditions of each, after

which they become attached to new bodies, sometimes of men, sometimes of

other animals. Of this distributive scheme it is not possible to frame any clear
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But while Plato adapts himself to the current modes of

thinking of the future, and develops his argument in terms of

popular mythological ideas, he recognises the measure of these

things. He does not claim that the souTs future will be

exactly as he describes it ; but he is confident that, if the

soul is immortal, something of the kind that he imagines for

it must be before it. His concern is to affirm the moral

principles which are imperfectly expressed by these ideas and

figures. The real grandeur of his doctrine is this quick,

moral interest with which he animates all its parts. It is to

the judicial issues of the earthly life, and the moral significance

of the soul's immortality for the present existence, that he

directs the full strength of his argument. " If the soul is

really immortal, what care should be taken of her, not only in

respect of the portion of time which is called life, but of

eternity ! And the danger of neglecting her from this point

of view does indeed appear to be awful. If death had only

been the end of all, the wicked would have had a good

bargain in dying, for they would have been happily quit, not

only of their body, but of their own evil together with their

souls. But now, inasmuch as the soul is manifestly immortal,

there is no release or salvation from evil except the attain-

ment of the highest virtue and wisdom," ^

With all necessary abatements Plato's discussion of his

great theme is worthy of the honour in which it has been

held. It is not too much to say of it that it is " intrinsically

the greatest contribution drawn from philosophical specula-

tion upon the question . , . the noblest single offering that

human reason has yet laid upon the altar of human hope." ^

It is easy at the same time to exaggerate its importance.

The Platonic doctrine has very mixed and peculiar elements.

It depends for its main support on the theory of the pre-

existence of the soul.^. It is entangled with the dogma of

idea. "Nov is Plato consistent witli himself, except in a few material features
*'

{Plato, vol. ii. pp. 201, 202).

^ Fhcedo, 107. Jowett, ut sup. p. 488.

^ Geddes, The Fkcedo of Plato, pp. xxvii, xxviii.

* Sinunias at once accepts the position that the soul must have had a prior

existence, but is not so readily convinced of the truth of a future existence.
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metempsychosis.^ It is connected with other strange and

dubious notions on the subject of human souls, to which at

least occasional expression is given—the number of souls, the

work of the Demiurgus in the formation of souls, the place

assigned to each soul in its own peculiar star,^ the relation of

man's soul to the world-soul,^ the single or tripartite nature

of the soul,* its distribution in the body,^ its visible, spectral

form,^ its retributive attraction to the bodies of beasts, birds,

and insects.^

At its best the hope which it offers is a hope for the

philosopher rather than for the man as such. The intellectual

interest overmatches the moral, and affects the whole concep-

tion of purification. Even at death there is no perfection for

the souls of the non-philosophic. Above all, it is the doctrine

of an immortality for only the half of man. It depreciates

and degrades the body. It makes the body the source of all

the evils and defilements which mar man's life, the impedi-

Cebes also sees that the soul was in being before it became connected with the

present body ; his doubt is whether, though it is capable of outlasting many
bodies, it is eternal a parte post {Phc&do, 86-95). '*In fact the reference to an

anterior time," remarks Grote, *'is more essential to Plato's theory than that

to a posterior time, because it is employed to explain the cognitions of the mind,

and the identity of learning with reminiscence " (PlatOj vol. ii. p. 191).

^ The place which the doctrine of metempsychosis had in Plato's thought

is seen from such passages as these, among others, Fhcedo, 70-81; 403, 425;

FhcedriiSj 428; TimceuSj 42, 92; Meno, 81. Plato's argument "being founded

in great part on the Idea of Life," observes Grote, *' embraces everything living,

and is common to animals (if not to plants) as well as to men ; and the metem-

psychosis—or transition of souls not merely from one human body to another,

but also from the human to the animal body, and vice versd^ is a portion of the

Platonic creed " {Plato, vol. ii. p. 191).

2 TiTTiceus, 41, 42. » Timceus, 37-44.

* Single in the Phcedo, 78, etc.; tripartite in the Republic, iv. 439, 441, 422,

and the Timceus, 69. See Grote's Plato, ii. p. 159, etc.

s Timceus, 69-73.

^ Phcedo, 81; where the craving after the corporeal is said to drag the soul

down again into the visible world, and keep it "prowling about tombs aud
sepulchres, in the neighbourhood of which, as they tell us, are seen certain

ghostly apparitions of souls which have not departed pure, but are cloyed with

sight, and therefore visible." See Jowett, ut sup. i. p. 458.

' The gluttonous, the wanton, the drunken pass into asses and animals ol

like nature ; the unjust, the tyrannous, the violent, into wolves, hawks, and

kites; the temperate and the just, into bees, wasps, ants. Phosdo, 81.
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ment and prison of the soul, the hindraiice in the way of

virtue and knowledge. It is the duty of the sage to dishonour

the body. Death is to be welcomed as the release of the

soul from the oppression of the body. Purity is attainable

only by the separation of the soul from the body. To behold

the full light of truth, men must be rid of the body. The

heaven of man's highest aspiration is a bodiless condition.

This was the best which the world had to offer when
Christianity came. Ideas of many different kinds had

possession of the human mind; some of them of a nature

appalling to the general sense of mankind, the offspring of

terror; others clouded, gloomy, faltering, the children of

uncertainty, bringing no strength or inspiration to life. The

conception of a retributive future established in perfect

righteousness was fitful, and the dread of hell was stronger

than the joy of heaven. The highest that was reached did

not rise to the rank of a permanent contribution to man's

faith and hope. It failed to take hold of the common mind.

It did not even address itself to the mass of the people. The

great advance made by Plato reckoned for little in the heavy

tides of traditional opinion and counter - speculation. His

arguments did not convince. The interlocutors in the Phcedo

have their doubts as the argument proceeds step by step ; and

when at last they profess themselves satisfied, Simmias must
still say that he feels, and cannot but feel, uncertain in his

mind when he thinks of the magnitude of the subject and the

littleness of man.^ Socrates himself lapses into meditative

silence in the height of his reasoning, and confesses that there

are "many points still open to suspicion and attack—if

anyone were disposed to sift the matter thoroughly." ^

Profound as has been its intellectual interest and far-

reaching its influence, few have been satisfied by the Platonic

doctrine. It made but scanty conquests either at the time or

in later schools of Greek and Eoman thought. It was not

accepted even by Plato's own immediate disciples. It does

not appear to have obtained any place with Aristotle, in

whose writings the whole question of the immortality of the
^ Phcedo, 107. 2 phcedo, S4 ; Jowett, ut mp. i. p. 461.
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soul is ignored ; or, if not ignored, it is left so indeternoinate

by the great Stagirite that Origen ^ classes him with Epicurus

in this matter, and modern scholars, not a few, have concluded

that he did not believe in the soul's after-life.^ The Stoics,

notwithstanding the sympathy which might seem natural in

their case with the moral purpose of the Platonic doctrine,

continued to think of the soul of man as destined to im-

mediate reabsorption into the great world-soul after death, or

as surviving, if it survived at all, only till the world's periodic

conflagration.^ Thinkers like Galen, otherwise among Plato's

most appreciative students, could not go with him in this.*

Even Cicero, who accepted Plato's doctrine, and reproduced so

much of Plato's reasoning, seems never to have got beyond

conjecture and probability, and never to have followed more

than the uncertain speculative arguments derived from the

nature of the soul.^ At one time, with a confidence which

^ Contra Celsu7)i, iii. 75.

2 What is known of the EvdemuSf a lost Dialogue belonging to Aristotle's

youth, seems to show that then, at least, he could not have held the soul to be

mortal. But it is very different with his extant writings. Dollinger under-

stands the doctrine which appears in the Ethics and elsewhere to amount to

this, that *' the really human in the soul, that which has come into being, must

also pass away," and that "only the divine reason is immortal" {The Gentile

and the Jew, i. pp. 238-340). Grote regards Aristotle's definition of the soul as

involving a negation of the soul's survival after death. He adds that Aristotle

"admits as credible the separate existence of the rational soul, without indi-

viduality or personality." See his Plato, ii. pp. 203, 204. The doctrine found

in the De Anima and other writings, in which Aristotle speaks of the varieties

of souls—the nutritive soul, the sentient soul, the movent, appetitive, imagina-

tive, noetic souls,—means, according to Grote, that individuality and immor-

tality are things incompatible. The Nous is individualised in each person, and

the Nous remains. But the intellectual life of the man dies out no less than

the sentient life. See Grote's Aristotle^ ii. pp. 193, 233, 234. Sir Alexander

Grant thinks that Aristotle does not pronounce on the matter, but passes it

by as a question of theology ; that if he believed in immortality at all, it could

only have been an immortality like the Buddhist Nirvana, death destroying

the ivipyeta that makes liappiness ; that in any case he did not connect man's

moral nature with the idea of a future life, and probably had no clear opinion

on the whole subject. See his Ethics of Aristotle, i. pp. 299-302.

2 So apparently Seneca, Consol. ad Marc. 26. See Dbllinger's The Gentile

and the Jew, ii. p. 140.

^ On this see especially Grote's Plato, ii. p. 204,

^ Tusculan Dii'-jnit. i. 27, 31, v. 13, etc.
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seems to soar above all doubt, he can speak of a future life in

which he shall join the society of the gods, and can protest

that, if he errs in thinking the souls of men to be immortal,

he delights in his error, and will not permit it to be torn from

him so long as life lasts. But, again, when he has to face

sorrow and find consolation for himself or others, his con-

fidence wanes, he seeks comfort in insensibility, and he can

only say that " if there is nothing good in death, at least there

is no evil" ^

Even this is more than appears in the great mass of

Greek and Latin literature belonging to the century before

and the century after Christ.^ One despairing strain is heard

in the poetry of Eome, lyric, elegiac, philosophic, and tragic.

Horace sees nothing after death but weary night, endless

exile, that makes it wise to snatch the present hours for

pleasure.^ Catullus knows of nothing to follow the short

day of life but the sleep of an eternal night.* " When the

body has died," reasons the great thinker who sings of the

Nature of Things, " we must admit that the soul has perished,

wrenched away throughout the body, ... No one wakes up,

upon whom the chiQ cessation of life has once come." ^ The

same sentence upon man's hopes is uttered, whether we in-

terrogate poetry, prose, or sepulchral inscription. " We shall

soon fall asleep to wake no more," is the voice that recurs in

the Greek anthology. "Earth and ^tQ consume all that

remains after death,"—this or its equivalent is the writing on

the tombs.^ The immortality of the soul is to men like

Pliny a vain dream, the invention of folly or of mistaken

desire.

^ Tusculan Di^. i. 38 ; and especially his Letters, e.g. Ad L. Mescin. v. 21

;

ad ToTcm. vi. 21.

^ With reference to the Greek and Roman conceptions much useful matter

will be found in Schneider's Die Unsterhlichlceitsidee im Glauben imd in der

Fhilosqphie der Volker.

^E.g. Od. i. 14, 15, ii. 3, 27, iv. 9, etc.

^ Catullus^ V. 4.

5 Lucretius, De Iter, Nat. iii. 798, 799, 929, 930. See Munro's Lucretius,

ii. pp. 76, 79.

^ See, e.g., Anthol. i. 145 ; Murat. p. 1321 ; and the examples collected in

DbUinger, ut sup, ii. pp. 142-147.
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The voice of the literature is also the voice of the monu-

ments. " The wind which blows from the tombs of the

ancients," says Goethe in a familiar passage in his Italienische

Reise, " comes with -gentle breath as over a mound of roses.

The reliefs are touching and pathetic, and always represent

life. There stand father and mother, their son between them,

gazing at one another with unspeakable truth to nature.

Here a pair clasp hands. Here a father seems to rest on

his couch and wait to be entertained by his family. To me
the presence of these scenes was very touching. Their art is

of a late period, yet they are simple, natural, and of universal

interest. Here there is no knight in harness on his knees

awaiting a joyful resurrection. The artist has, with more or

less skill, presented to us only the persons themselves, and so

made their existence lasting and perpetual. They fold not

their hands, gaze not into heaven ; they are on earth, what

they were and what they are. They stand side by side, take

interest in one another, love one another ; and that is what

is on the stone, even though somewhat unskilfully, yet most

pleasingly depicted." Much has been done, since Goethe

visited Verona, in collecting and interpreting Greek and Eoman
epitaphs and sepulchral reliefs. But the witness of the

tombs is only seen the more clearly to be what he recognised

it to be. It is of the earthly life and the happiness of the

past, not of the future and the hope of a larger existence,

that they speak. They show us how dumb the Greeks and

Eomans were before the mystery of death, how small a place

the anticipation of an after-life had even in the thoughts of

sorrowing Athenians.

The belief was not extinguished. The cold criticism of

the philosopher, the gay scepticism of the court poet, the sneer

of the satirist, could not quench it. It outlived the present*

worldliness of the Epicurean, the proud fanaticism of the

Stoic, the reasoned negations of Lucretius, the matter-of-fact

denials of Pliny, the bitter arrows of Lucian's scorn. There

were at least some, of whom Plutarch is perhaps the best

among the later instances, who continued to hold it with

conviction. Even the jibes of a Lucian speak to the fact that
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the mass of the people had not wholly forsworn the ancient

faith in an after-existence, with it& happy fields for the good,

and its torments of the Furies for the evil.^ And that this

was the case is otherwise made good. The tombs, which so

generally ignore the future, at times reveal other thoughts.

Among those of Sparta and Northern Greece in especial a

sentiment is found which shows incidentally, but with suffi-

eient clearness, that the old belief in the persistence of life,

and the view of the future which meets us in the historical

beginnings of Greek civilisation, as seen in the Homeric

poems, had continued to live.^

But if the belief survived, it was only in inconstant, hazy

form—a tradition, a surmise, a faltering hope, a wish or a

conjecture such as is uttered by Tacitus, that there might be

something beyond the grave, at least for the souls of the

noble few.^ The most significant of all the tokens of its

feebleness and futility is the fact that, even when it was most

definite it had lost its moral meaning, and had parted with

its moral connections. The Athenian tombs have nothing to

say of a blessed immortality. They are silent on the whole

subject of the rewards and penalties of the future. Until we
reach a period late enough to admit of the introduction of

Egyptian ideas and acquaintance with Egyptian art, we find

no representations of the judgment of the soul among the

funeral monuments of Athens. Cicero sees nothing more

than a poetic fancy or ancient superstition in the idea of

a retributive future, and in all that he writes so eloquently

on the subject there is no recognition of the moral grounds

for the hope of immortality. Plutarch, too, who holds it

unreasonable to suppose that a thing like the soul of man
should be made to live but for a day, speaks of the question

of rewards and penalties in the after-life as one into which

it is useless to inquire.*

^ Lucian, De Luct. 7-9.

^ See Professor Percy Gardner's chapter on Spartan Tombs and the Cultua

of the Dead, New Chapters in Greek History
j p. 339, etc.

^ Agricolaf 46.

* Nee sucbv. viv. posse, 1104, 1105.
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When Christ came Hellenic thought ruled the world, and

the world was a Eoman world. What might have been had

He not come, may be judged by what we see of Grseco-Latin

belief and disbelief, and by what the Platonic Dialogues show

us of the last attainment of reason in its efforts to interpret

and confirm sentiment. " A future state, it has been said,

was discovered by the ancient world, like the Copernican

system, as one guess among many. Eather say it was a

shadow, a thought, a hope, a poetical fancy, to which the

tradition of ages had given a sort of reality." ^ To make the

hope of immortality man's sure and permanent possession,

One was needed who could speak with a higher authority

than that of the philosopher, One in whom was manifest the

power of an endless life.

^ Jowett, SL PauVs I^istleSf etc., i. p. 81.
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The free elevation of a people towards tlie divine grace, "which is in

reality ever coming forth to meet man, but yet at favoured moments calls

to him with especial power, and the fruitful co-operation of human action

with divine truths and powers, are the sources of all true nobility of

character among men, and therefore in an especial degree of the nobility

of the Mosaic age. So, perhaps, the most beautiful idea concerning this

age is that of the great prophets of the eighth century : that Jahveh found

Israel young and helpless in the desert, and in pure love adopted him as

His son ; and Israel responded to this great and prevenient love of Jahveh,

and willingly submitted to His guidance.

—

Ewald.

In that age, however, the soaring hopes of the youthful community

had only looked for the perpetuity of the pure Theocracy ; but now the

noblest expectation could not help being directed to the coming of the

true human King through whom the Theocracy would be consummated

;

and thus the development of all Messianic hopes was enabled to make an

important step in advance. . , . He is to be looked for, to be longed for,

to be prayed for; and how blessed it is simply to expect Him devoutly,

and trace out every feature of His likeness ! To sketch the nobleness of

His soul is to pursue in detail the possibility of perfecting all religion;

and to believe in the necessity of His coming is to believe in the perfecting

of all divine agency on earth. Before the lightning flash of this truth in

Israel's soul, every lower hope retreated.

—

Ewald.
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CHAPTER I

NEGATIVE ASPECT OF TEE OLD TESTAMENT PEEPAEATION

THE ideas which were current in the ancient world on

the subject of a futnre life are of enduring interest,

historically and philosophically. They are a witness to the

living instinct of the human heart. They are a record of

the endeavour of the human mind to find for that instinct

a rational basis and an intellectual expression. They show

the direction in which the deep craving of sentiment and the

high argument of reason moved, and where they both stopped

short. They point at the same time to a completeness and a

certainty which were to come from beyond themselves.

But beside the Ethnic preparation there was a prepara-

tion of a more positive kind, without which Christianity

could not be ; and beside the ideas and beliefs of the
" nations " there were the thought and the faith of another

people, to whom we owe the most vital pre-Christian con-

tribution to the hope of immortality. The doctrine taught

by Christ and His apostles cannot be historically interpreted

apart from the ideas of the time, especially the Jewish ideas

which are reflected in the non-canonical literature. Still less

can it be separated from the faith and thought of the Hebrew
Scriptures to which it constantly attaches itself. Christianity

had a creative power of its own, and brought new elements

of truth into the world. That is a fact of the highest con-

sequence, which has to be emphatically reasserted in face

of present tendencies to allow too little for it. But, on the

other hand, it is not to be overlooked that even in its most
original contributions to faith and knowledge Christianity

had a preparation, and that the forms in which its message

9
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to humanity was conveyed had been long making. It is in

every way of essential moment, therefore, to study the beliefs

of which the Old Testament gives witness, the relations in

which these stand to the teaching of the New Testament,

and the influence which the faith of Israel had upon the

substance and the form of the Christian doctrine. In this

the Old Testament prophets have a specially important place.

In them we touch the point of issue for much that is seen

in larger and more definite form in the New Testament.

Now, as regards the Old Testament view of immortaUty,

it must be said at the outset that, while there are many

difficulties connected with it, in fixing the meaning of par-

ticular statements, in tracing the line of the transmission of

thought, in determining the chronological relations of beliefs

and forms of expressions, the most formidable and most con-

tinuous difficulty is the first difficulty—that of transporting

ourselves into a world of ideas, on the present and on the

future, on good and on evil, on what makes life and what

makes death, which are singularly unlike all that the Western

and modern mind is accustomed to. We have to place

ourselves outside a vast environment of intellectual habit

—

the late result of the thoughts of men as for many centuries

they have been directed to the problems of the future. We
have to unlearn those philosophical conceptions and distinc-

tions which rule our modern thinking. Above all, we have

to retire behind those specifically Christian views which have

become a second nature to us. We have to divest ourselves

for the time of this entire mental equipment, and transfer

ourselves back to the position of thinkers and believers on

whose horizon such things had not risen, and whose own ideas

were entirely different, though prophetic of those later forms

of thought and faith and contributory to them.

In this everything is difficult. It is most difficult to

recede for the occasion from the Christian standpoint and

avoid reading into the familiar terms of the Old Testament

meanings which are not theirs, but which have been made

over to them almost beyond recall by the long force of devout

association and the instinct of practical piety. It is not less
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difficult to do justice to the positive side of this essential

preparation, and accommodate ourselves to a consistently

historical use of the Old Testament. The original and

intended sense should surely be the most edifying sense

;

and if so, the historical sense of the Old Testament must be

sought and valued as the most profitable sense. Yet there

is strong temptation to deal otherwise with the Old Testa-

ment, and to find in its institutions and in its words of hope,

in its promises and in its prophecies, a wider range, a less

immediate and temporal application than, they historically

possess. Religious phrases have often a very different mean-

ing, and familiar figures a very different point, in the histo-

rical situations in which they lie in the Old Testament, from

what they have^ when they reappear in the New Testament.

This is apt to be overlooked. Neither is it easy to adapt

ourselves, in studying what is said on the subject of man's

future, to the larger and more distinctive ideas of the Hebrew
Scriptures—ideas of man which ignore our partition of him
into body and soul, ideas of life which turn essentially on

the relation to God, ideas of the individual which sink

him characteristically in the nation, and link his personal

interest and hope with the corporate interest and hope of

the community.

There is the further difficulty, that the terms in which

the Old Testament expresses itself on the future are for the

most part figurative terms, and that the imagery varies to

some extent with the period and the mind. Men of God,

inspired by the faith in a divine order in human affairs, and

by the sense of a divine work in the world with a certain

goal before it, looked through the confusions of the time to

a great future for Israel, and for the world through Israel.

Their forecasts of this future became more vivid and more
concrete as the circumstances of the time seemed the more
to contradict them.^ Truths of eternal moment, principles

of more than temporary application, gleam through the

^ On this see Ewald's Die Lehre. der Bibel von GoU, B. iii., Zweite Halfte,

p. 424 ; also his Old and New Testartient Theology, translated by Goadby,

p. 363. Ewald makes some just remarks on the imagery of the Old Testament,
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strong colours and localised imagery in which these prophetic

visions are cast. But it is easy to drive the figures too far,

and impose on them more than they were meant to bear.

The difficulty is increased by the circumstance that the words

on the Last Things are fragmentary, occasional, and not

always easy to harmonise. This is the case even with the

New Testament. But it is much more the case with the

Old Testament, in which God spake on this subject as on

others " by divers portions and in divers manners." Nowhere,

therefore, is greater caution needed than in interpreting the

teaching of the Old Testament on immortality. After all is

done, it will be with us as it was with the students of the Heb-

rew Scriptures before Christ. They did not succeed in drawing

from the Old Testament a conception of the Messias that

was found entirely to correspond with the reality when He

came. Neither may we expect to gather from the prophetic

pictures of the consummation such a view of the Last Things

as shall prove, when seen in the light of the event, to have

been wholly true and adequate.^

It must be added that any statement of the origin and

development of Old Testament doctrine which can be made

at present, must be given subject to the correction of a pro-

gressive historical criticism as from time to time it estabhshes

its conclusions. In the present position of things only a

provisional acceptance can be claimed for any chronological

classification of the Old Testament writings. This might

seem to render any construction of the order and the way

in which any doctrine is delivered uncertain, and at the

best but tentative. And no doubt our way would be clearer

and surer were it practicable to put each particular writing

which is now included in the Canon in its own particular

place in the historical order of the books, and in the his-

torical presentation of the doctrine. But less depends on

where the "sphere of knowledge extends into the sphere of anticipation" ; and

on the question of the abiding truth conveyed by figurative passages in which

the colouring differs ''as the age or the mind differed to which their origin may

be traced."

^See Jahrhh. ficr deutsche Theologie, 1856, p. 381,
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this than at first appears. For while it may not be possible

to ^x the date of each separate writing, it is possible to

determine, in large outline at least, certain periods in the

history of the literature, and to associate the less or more

developed forms of religious belief with these. But what is

of more consequence is the fact that the Old Testament faith

was a thing of the life more than of the literature of the

people. It does not follow, therefore, that the place occupied

ia the Hebrew writings by any of the beliefs of Israel

necessarily indicates the actual position of these beliefs in

the history of the people.^ It will also be seen, in the

course of the inquiry, that the uncertainties of criticism do

not disturb our view of certain marked stages in the pro-

gress of Hebrew faith and Old Testament teaching on the

subject of immortality.

It will be convenient to refer at first to certain ideas

which are foreign to the Old Testament. The idea of

Extinction is one of these. It is true that sometimes we
come upon things which appear to point the other way.

There are voices in the Book of Psalms which speak as if

the end of man's earthly history were the end of his whole

history ; spare me {look away from me), ihat I may recover

^ "Israel's Religion," says Professor Hermann Seluiltz, "ist im Leben^

nicht in einer Literatur entstanden und gewachsen." See the Prefaoe to the

fourth edition of his Alttestatnentliche Theologie. He is content with a large

general distribution of the writings and the beliefs, and declines to attempt a
detailed historical classification, such as would involve the fixing of the date

of each particular book. He adopts this plan, not only on account of the
state of suspense in*which important findings of criticism remain at present,

but because the other course might mislead. It might make it seem as if in

the Old Testament we had the ancient religious literature of Israel in approxi-

mate completeness, and as if we could infer from their appearance in a par-

ticular prophetic writing, that certain religious ideas were peculiar to that
writing, or specifically of its date. In his Oritical ffistory of the Doctrine .of a
Fidure Life in Israel, in Judaismj and in Cfhristianity, Professor Charles takes
a bolder course than Professor Schultz. He attempts to place the writings in
their strict historical order, placing not only the various prophetical books,
but the Psalms that are most relevant to the inquiry, and the larger and
smaller sections of which Isaiah is held to be made up, each in its due position
in the historical succession. But the dates are in many cases too hypothetical
to furnish an assured basis for the construction of a view so particular and
detailed of the historical development of ideas.
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strength, hefore I go hence, and he no more (xxxix. 13); Kk

lyreath goeth forth, he returneih to his earth ; in that very day

his thoughts {purposes) perish (cxlvi. 4). A similar strain is

heard with a more mournful distinctness in the sublime

book in which we have " our first, oldest statement of the

never-ending problem, man's destiny and God's ways with

man here in this earth." ^ In the swayings and tossings of

sentiment and argument which make the drama of the Book

of Job we come upon utterances like these : Now shall I lie,

down in the dust ; and thou shalt seek me diligently, hut I

shall not he (vii. 2 1 , E.Y.) ; there is hope of a tree, if it he cut

down, that it will sprout again, and that the tender, hramh

thereof will not cease. . . . But man dieth and wasteth away-;

yea, man giveth up the ghost, and where is he ? As the waters

fade from the sea, and the river decayeth and drieth up ; so

man lieth down, and riseth not : till the heavens he no more

they shall not awake, nor he roused out of their sleep (xiv.

7-12, E.Y.).

The same note is struck again, and with a heavier

melancholy, in the book which has the saddest tone of all

the Old Testament writings, and preaches most loudly the

defeat of every way of seeking the happiness of life apart

from God. Koheleth reflects " the gloom of the soul van-

quished by the anomalies and mysteries of human life " ^ in

sentences like these : That which hefalleth the sons of men

hefalleth heasts ; even one thing hefalleth them ; as the one dieth,

so dieth the other ; yea, they have all one hreath (or, spirit)
;

and man hath no pre-eminence above the heasts: for all is

vanity. All go unto one place ; all are of the dust, and oil

turn to dust again. Who knoweth the spirit of man whether it

goeth (or, that goeth) upward, and^ the spirit of the heast

whether it goeth (or, that goeth) downward to the earth ?

Wherefore I saw that there is nothing hetter, than that a man

should rejoice in his v)orks ; for that is his portion : for who

shall bring him hack to see what shall he after him ? (Eccles. iii

19-22, RV.).

^ Carlyle's Heroes and Hero. Worship, in the chapter on "Mahomet."
^ Dean Bradley's Lectures on EcclesiasteSy p. 39.
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Passages like these, in which the Old Testament speaks

of man's end in strange and absolute terms> have induced

some to say that, in certain books at least, and at certain

stages of its faith, it recognises no kind of future for man,

but regards him simply as ceasing to be when he dies. But

these incidental utterances are far from justifying such a

conclusion. They can be made to do so only by divorcing

them from their immediate occasion and purpose, and ignor-

ing the whole tenor of the Old Testament, which is obviously

anti-materialistic. They form no part of its general thought

or belief, far less of its teaching. They reflect moods of

feeling, sinkings and fluctuations of hope, which may come at

times on any mind in the dark and painful things of life.

Or they express what death means when for the moment it

is looked at simply from the side of nature, as the removal

of the individual from the engagements, possessions, and

activities of the familiar earthly scene.

The idea of death, it is true, is sometimes connected with

the Nephesh or soul, as in Balaam's wish :
" Let me die {%e,

let my soul die) " the death of the righteous "
; and in the

phrase " they die " {i.e. their soul dies) " in their youth." ^

There are even cases in which the soul appears to be identi-

fied with the corpse, as when it is said, " Neither shall he

go in to any dead body " {i.e. to the soul of one that is dead).^

But these are merely instances of the use of the word soul

as an equivalent of the personal pronoun, or in the sense of

person, as we speak of so many souls perishing,—a use due

to the fact that the Nephesh or soul is regarded as the centre

of the personality.^

^ Num. xxiii. 10 ; Job xxxvi. 14.

2 ni? 1^33, Lev. xxi. 11. So Num. vi. 6 : "He shall come at no dead body "

{i.e, at no soul of one dead) ; and xix. 13: ""Whosoever toucheth the dead

body of any man that is dead" {i.e. a dead one, the soul of the man who
dieth).

^ Delitzsch refers to Num. xix, 11, 13; also to Lev. xxii. 4; Hag. ii. 13,

and other analogies. He compares the Talmudic and Syriac employment of

Ttaphsko {nafscho) in the sense of a monument erected over the dead, and cites

the idea extensively entertained in antiquity, that the soul retains a certain

association -with the corpse. This latter id£a is also found in the Talmud,

which speaks of the soul as hovering about the dead body for twelve months,
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That the idea of extinction is foreign to the Old Testa-

ment needs no arguing. The mention of the arts of the

necromancer, which are forbidden by the Law and derided

by the prophets, indicates the hold which the belief in an

after-existence of some kind had upon the mind of the

people.^ The instances " of the restoration of the dead to

life, and the prophetic anticipations of a resurrection, how-

ever understood, show at least that at the time to which

these records belong death was not supposed to be absolutely

and irremediably an end to man.^ The thought of annihila-

tion is inconsistent with the general conception of a realm of

the dead, distinct from the grave, which pervades the Old

Testament. It is at variance also with the whole Old Testa-

ment doctrine of God and man. Where there is no belief in

a God, disbelief in a life beyond the grave is natural. But

Israel's faith in God was the guarantee of Israel's faith in a

Hereafter, and all that the Old Testament has to say of what

God and man are to each other forbids the thought of

extinction.

The problem which pursues the mind of Israel is not

the possibility of a future existence, but the nature of that

existence. That there is a Beyond of some form, is one of

the things most obviously presupposed all through the Old

Testament, in the Pentateuch and the Book of Job not

less than in the Prophets. Even the doubts of Ecclesiastes

do not negative it. Looking at things as nature presents

He thinka, therefore, tliat the explanation of such terms as those in Num.
xix. 11, 13 is to be sought in the impression "gloomy, spiritual, phantom-

like," which is made by the corpse, and in the feeling that the connection

between the body and the soul is not entirely neutralised by death. See his

System, of Biblical Psychology, pp. 522-525 (Clark's trans.). For the simpler

view see Bottcher, Delnferis, etc., § 127 ; Schultz, AUtestamentliche Theologu^

p. 628 ; Knobel and Dillmann on the relative passages (Kurzgef. exeg. Handbuch

zwm A. T.)\ Oehler's Old Testament Theology, pp. 150, 169, 172 (Day's

edition) ; Eiehm's AUtestamentliche Theologies p. 190. Perhaps what underlies

those expressions in which the soul is spoken of as dead or dying is simply, as

Riehm suggests, the idea that the continuance of existence in the under-world

meant, not the continuance of real life, but the reduction of the personality to

a shade.

^ Lev. xix. 31, xx. 6 ; Deut. xviii. 11 j 1 Sam. xxviii. 7 ; Isa. viii. 19,

^ 1 Kings xvii. 21 ; 2 Kings iv. 34 ; Isa. xxvi. 19, etc.
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them, the Preacher may be unable to say whether a man
has any pre-eminence over a beast,—whether the spirit of

a man goes upward, and the spirit of the beast downward.^

But he knows that God has put into man's heart, not only

the consciousness of his limitations, but something that takes

him beyond them and speaks of the eternal.^ How differently

the Old Testament would have spoken, had it thought of the

death of man as the extinction of the being of man, will at

^ Eecles. iii. 19-21. The sentiment is so far like that in Prov. xv. 24.

It is suggested, indeed, that this passage may have heen in the writer's mind.

A closer parallel is Ps. xlix. 14, 20, only that in Ecclesiastes "the thought is

generalised in the tones of a half-cynical despair, all the more striking if we

assume that the helief in immortality, as afterwards developed in the creed of

Pharisaism, was at the- time gaining a more definite form among the writer's

countrymen " (see Plumptre's Ucdesiastes, in ioc). If the question in ver. 21 is

taken to be (as the ancient Versions put it, and the context requires) the

sceptical question whether there is an *' upwards" for the spirit of man, in

contrast with the "downwards " of the spirit of the beast, it is still something

different from positive denial. It is a dilemma which, as Delitzsch observes,

makes it *' no surprise if Koheleth finally decides that the way of the spirit of

a man is upwards." Mr. Tyler, who affirms the composite nature of the book,

thinks this is one of the passages in which Epicurean sentiments are expressed.

On the other hand, he admits that in ix. 5-10, another passage which he

regards as essentially Epicurean, there may be the idea of an after-existence

for men, at least in the condition of inert shades ; and further, that the idea

of individual immortality may underlie chap. iii. 17. See his Mcclesiastes, pp.

64, 65 [74, in new edition, 1899].

2 Eecles. iii. 11. The rendering of the A.V., and also of the R.V, in its

te^j has undoubtedly strong support in the LXX., Aquila, the Vulgate, and in

interpreters of the rank of Knobel, Ewald, etc. Professor Oheyne also adheres,

accepting Lord Bacon's paraphrase : "God has framed the mind like a glass,

capable of the image of the universe, and desirous to receive it as the eye to

receive the light" (see his Joh and Solomon^ p. 210). The use oi" Olam,^*

however, both in the Old Testament generally, and in Ecclesiastes in par-

ticular, is too weighty an argument to permit the rendering "eternity" to be

readily set aside. It is obvious, too, that neither rendering can be taken with-

out further explanation. Mr. Tyler, who adopts " set the world in their heart,"

makes it mean that men are "moved by an internal impulse to occupy them-
selves with its pursuits." Dean Plumptre, who takes the other view, finds in

the words, not the hope of immortality itself, but rather "the sense of the

infinite which precedes it, and out of which it grows." It is the sense of some-
thing beyond the limitations of earth, the instinct of a more enduring exist-

ence, the certainty of which cannot be made good by reason. See also

Delitzsch, in Ioc, who adds that "it is not so much the practical as the in-

tellectual side of this endowment, and this peculiar dignity of human nature,

that Koheleth has here in view."
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once appear if we compare it, in its • gloomiest and most

doubtful passages, with the words of the great Latin genius

who "devotes his poetical rage to representing the clear

philosophical conception of total annihilation." ^

But if the Old Testament doctrine is opposed to the

materialistic explanation of man's origin and end, it is no

less opposed to the Pantheistic view of his future. The coa-

tinued life which it presupposes or teaches is not a life merged

in any world-soul or abstract deity. The notion of an after-

life which involves the loss of personal identity, the thought

of an immortality reserved for the intellectual dite who are

capable of realising the connection of their existence with that

of the universal Spirit or Substance, has no place in the Old

Testament. This may seem remarkable, when one considers

the natural aptitude of the Eastern mind for pantheistic

speculation, and the departures which were made in that

direction by later Judaism. It may seem the more remark-

able when it is remembered that, in its doctrine of union

with God as the highest object of attainment and the secret

of life, the Old Testament has something which seems to be in

affinity with that order of thought.

Some who think that the later books of the Hebrew

Canon betray the influence of Greek thought, are disposed to

find at least incidental traces of pantheistic ideas in these

writings. In particular, the Book of Ecclesiastes is supposed

to reflect the doctrine of Stoicism on the subject of man*fe

end ; not only the current doctrine, that souls survive for a

certain period,—those of the virtuous till the great world-

conflagration, and those of the wicked for a limited time in a

penal condition in the under-world,—but the less usual

doctrine, that at death the human soul mingles with the

eternal world-soul.

An instance of this is thought to be furnished by the

^ Canon Mozley notices how Lucretius shows us "what language that Ib

which does express this latter idea, and . . . how different it is from that of

the Old Testament description of the phenomenon of death " {Lectures and

other Theological Papers^ p. 53). See also Wright's Ecclesiastes in Relation to

Modem Criticism and Pessvmismy p, 192.
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Preacher's declaration at the close of his dark thoughts on

life :
" Then shall the dnst return to the earth as it was, and

the spirit shall return unto God who gave it." ^ " If we

understand the last clause," it is argued, " to denote the re-

absorption of the soul into the Deity, there is then a con-

gruity with the first clause, which points to the dissolution of

the body, and to its particles mingling again with the earth." ^

But the introduction of this philosophical idea would be

strange indeed in a passage which speaks in simple, natural

terms of the transiency of life and the weariness of age, and

of nothing else. It would be inconsistent, too, with the

general conception of Sheol, which appears in this book pre-

cisely as it does in others. The whole Old Testament view of

man, which is a broad, non-philosophical view, asserting from

its beginning to its end both the personal life of man and the

^ Eccles. xii. 7.

'^ Tyler's Ecdesiastes, p. 65 [p. 75 in new ed., 1899]. Enobel, Hitzig, War
burton, Le Clerc, are among those who find in this passage the ideas of the loss

of personality and the reabsorption of the soul. Bottcher notices, however,

the difference between a verse like this, in which it is the Ruach that is spoken

of, and such a passage as Ps. xlix. 15, in which the NepTiesh is in view. He
thinks that Eccles. xii. 7 gives nothing beyond a general statement of the fact

that at death the vital principle goes back to God from whence it came. De
InferiSj p. 247. Ewald connects the sentence closely with the preceding

figures, and takes its point to be simply this : that the spirit can no more

return to the body, when once it has gone back to God at death, than one can

get at the deep water in the well when once the wheel is broken. See his

Salorn. Schriften, p. 326. Professor Cheyne regards the verse as a "direct

contradiction of iii. 21," and inclines to deal with it as an interpolation. He
admits, however, that if the word Ruach means the "personal conscious side

of man " in iii. 21, it should have the same meaning here. Job aiid Solmnon^

pp. 227, 228. The Targum understands it of the return of the spirit to stand

in judgment before God ; and this is held by Plumptre and others to be sub-

stantially correct. Dr. Wright, being of opinion that the judgment which
is mentioned in iii. 17, viii. 10-15, xi. 9, means more than the judgment which
takes effect in the present world, thinks it unnatural to explain the passage as

"signifying a mere yielding back to God the vital breath of life which He has

bestowed on man" {EcclesiasteSj ut sup, p. 174). Delitzsch concedes that it

expresses in the first instance only the fact that "the component parts of the

human body return whence they came." But his view is, that the question

left unsettled in iii. 21 is here answered in the affirmative, and that what is

said both of Sheol and ofJudgment makes it clear that the return of the spirit

upwards to God, which is here asserted, cannot be "thought of as a resumption

of the spirit into the essence of God" (see his Commentary^ in loc.).
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dignity of man, but never speaking of the soul as a portion .

of God, stands far apart from the pantheistic explanation of

man's future, whether in its Stoical form or in any other.

The intimation of an after-existence which is given in the

general thought and teaching of the Hebrew Scriptures, may

be indistinct and incomplete. But the future to which ifc

points is not of this abstract and impersonal kind. It is an

existence which has lost the warm colours of life. But it is

one in which the self subsists, though it be in the reduced

measure of a shade.

Neither has the Old Testament anything in common with

the dogma of Metempsychosis. In the course of time that

dogma did obtain a considerable place in Judaism, but not in

any definite form till a very late period. The Karaite Jews

seem to have held it from the seventh century of our era

onwards. It is inferred from Saadia's assaults upon it that

it was in favour with certain Jews of the ninth century. It

has a distinct position in the Kabbalah. In the Book of

Zohar all souls are regarded as subject to transmigration.

Men, it is said, are " ignorant of the many transmigrations

and secret probations which they have to undergo, and the

number of souls and spirits which enter into this world and

do not return to the palace of the Heavenly King " ; , . .

" they do not know how the souls revolve like a stone which

is thrown from a sling ; as it is written, * And the souls of

thine enemies, them shall He sling out, as out of the middle

of a sling' (1 Sam. xxv. 29)"i

A statement made by Josephus has led some to think the

dogma was accepted by the Pharisees of our Lord's time. He

speaks of them as holding that " every soul is imperishable,

but only those of the righteous pass into another body, while

those of the wicked are, on the contrary, punished with eternal

torment." ^ But elsewhere he gives another and more exact

account of the opinions of the Pharisees. In this he explains

their belief to be, that " an immortal strength belongs to

1 See Ginsburg, The Kahhalah, its Doctrines^ Development^ and Literature^

pp. 42, 43.

2 BelL Jud, ii. 8. 14.
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souls, and that there are beneath the earth punishments and

rewards for those who in life devoted themselves to virtue or

vileness ; and that eternal imprisonment is appointed for the

latter, but the possibility of returning to life for the former." ^

If the less definite statement is read in the light of the more

definite, it will appear probable that in the former Josephus

simply gives a Greek philosophical form to the ordinary

doctrine of the resurrection, which is ascribed in the New
Testament to the Pharisees.^

It has also been inferred from one or two passages in the

Gospels that this doctrine of transmigration was a common
Jewish belief in our Lord's time. The passages referred to

are those in which Herod the Tetrarch in his dismay speaks

of Jesus as a reincarnation of the Baptist ; ^ those in which

both Christ and John are reported to have been taken by the

people for reappearances of some of the ancient prophets ;
^

and that in which the disciples put to Jesus the question

about the blind man, " Master, who did sin, this man, or his

parents, that he was born blind ? " ^ But these passages are

not sufficient for the purpose. It is doubtful whether the last

is more than the statement of a difficulty, with no very definite

notion of the answer to it. If there is more in it, it may be

the idea of ante-natal sin.^ The others speak, not of a re-

^ Antiq. xviii. 1. 3,

^ See Bbttcher, Ve InferiSj p. 552 ; and Schiirer's History of the Jeicish

People in the Time of Jesus Christ, Div. II. vol. iii. p. 13 (Clark's trans.).

Delitzscli also takes it to be nothing more than the Biblical doctrine of resurrec-

tion maintained by the Pharisees in opposition to the ^adducees, "on which

Josephus, that it might not be used to put him to shame before the Romans,
puts this Pythagorean-Platonic judgment" {System of Biblical Psychology

,

p. 545, Clark's trans.).

2 Matt. xiv. 2 ; Mark vi. 16 ; Luke ix. 9.

^ Matt. xvi. 14 ; Luke ix. 19 ; John ix. 21. » j^j^^ ^^j.^ 2.

^ Bishop Westcott observes " that it is perhaps most natural to suppose that

the question, which in itself belongs to a Jewish mode of thought, was asked

without any distinct apprehension of the alternatives involved " (see his Com-
TYienta/ry, in loc), Godet, remarking on the fact that the doctrine of metem-
psychosis was never popular in Israel, says: "It would therefore have been
necessary to admit that this man's misfortune was either a chastisement

inflicted in anticipation of his future sins, or the punishment of some sin

committed in the embryo state (Ps. xl. 7),—both very improbable explana-

tions "
; and the disciples, he thinks, perceiving no reasonable solution, asked
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embodiment of the soul, but of a reappearance of the person,

and imply nothing beyond the belief that " one and the same

man may emerge at several times under different names in

the current history of the world." ^ In the New Testament,

therefore, there is little or nothing to show that the Jews to

whom Christ's teaching was addressed, were familiar with the

idea of transmigration.

There is even less reason to say that there is any indica-

tion of it in the Old Testament. Some of the Fathers, it is

true, did connect it with the Hebrew Scriptures. Origen,^

for example, used it to explain the passages which speak of

Jeremiah's sanctification from the womb and Jacob's struggle .

with Esau.^ But it was only by allegorical methods of inter-

pretation that this could be done. This freedom from all

connection with the dogma of transmigration is a remarkable

fact in the history of Israel's faith. It would be a still more

remarkable fact if we could say that, during the periods of

Israel's most intimate connection with Egypt, this dogma had

the place in Egyptian thought which used to be asserted for

it. Apart from that, it is also significant that there is no

trace in the Old Testament even of that belief in the power

of the justified to transfer themselves from place to place and

from body to body, which is so prominent in the Book of the

Dead.^

Its detachment from this whole range of thought, too, dis-

tinguishes Israel's faith decisively, not only from the beliefs

which dominated the distant East on the subject of man's

Jesus to decide. Calvin finds the idea of transmigration here ; De Wette and

otliers, that of the pre-existence of souls ; Tholuck, that of suffering as a

punishment in antici^jation of sin. But even if we had better reason for

believing that these philosophical doctrines had found their way into Jewish

thought at this period, we should require, as Meyer rightly suggests, very

strong evidence to entitle us to say that they had become popularly known

among the mass of the people.

^ Delitzsch, System of Biblical Psychology^ p. 545. He refers to the Eab-

binical idea that Beor, Oushan-Rishathaim, and Laban were one and the same

person.

2 De princ. i. 1, c. vii. j Contra Celsum^ 1, 3 ; and Ginsburg's Kabbalah,

p. 43.

2 Jer. i. 5 ; Gen. xxv. 26 ; Hoa. xii. 3. * See above, p. 53.
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future, but from the Hellenic thought which touched it so

closely in its later stages. The idea of metempsychosis

obtained such a position in the doctrines of the Pythagoreans

and the Orphic brotherhood, in the systems of Empedocles

and Plato, and in other varieties of Greek speculation, that

Nemesius goes so far as to say that all those Greeks who

believed in the immortality of the soul held also the dogma

of Tmntensomatosis or transmigration.^ There was much to

commend the latter to the Greek thinker. We can under-

stand, to some extent, the tremendous grasp which it has had

upon the human mind, and how it should have had the assent

of the great Platonist teachers on to the third century of our

era. It seems to meet in a large and reasonable way the

natural craving for continuance of being. It suggests a form

of existence which makes an indefinite prolongation of being

easily conceivable. It allies itself with the great conception

of the unity of life.^ It deals with the problem of the

origin of evil in a manner which appears to solve it, by

removing it to a measureless distance. Above all, it pro-

fesses to give an explanation of the anomalies of existence,

and the lack of accord between desert and fortune. It

accounts for what is by what has been, and furnishes at the

same time motives for the righteous use of the present by

hopes and fears drawn from the future.®

^ Koivy fj^v irdvTes "EWijues, ol ttjv ^vx^v dOdvarop &Tro^T]pd{ievoif i^v /terec-

ffiOfuiT0j(Tiv doyfiaTl^ovtn {De Natura HominiSf ii. p. 50).

^ **If a man," says Professor Max Miiller, "feels that what, without any
fault of his own, he suffers in this life can only be the result of some of his own
former acts, he will bear his sufferings with more resignation, like a debtor who
is paying off an old debt. And if he knows besides that in this life he may by
suffering, not only pay off his old debts, but actually lay by moral capital for

the future, he has a motive for goodness, which is not more selfish than it

ought to be " {Three Lectures on the Vedanta Philosophy, p. 165).

^ In the Virgilian vision of the Under-world man and beast, winged things

and the monstrous forms bred in ocean, all have their life from the soul or

spirit that inly sustains "heaven and earth, the liquid fields, the shining orb

of the moon, and the Titanian star." The soul of the individual is of divine

birth. It is a part of the universal soul, but is clogged and dulled by the

body to which it is attached. Hence its fears and sorrows and infirmities.

Hence, too, when death comes, there must be a schooling in punishment, that

"the forfeit of a lifelong ill may be paid," and the "taint of guilt washed out
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The terrors of the future, it is true, in point of fact over-

bore all else that the dogma offered, darkening the life of the

people, and cutting the nerve of such belief in the soul's

immortality as the ancient world could reach. But theoreti-

cally regarded, it seemed to provide the necessary background

to the present life, and to furnish a solution of its moral

riddles, which showed, not only that right will be done in

some distant future, but that right is being done here and now.

These moral enigmas and incongruities haunted the mind of

Israel, as they haunted the mind of other nations. We see

by the Old Testament how the Hebrew saint wrestled with

them under a weight of pained perplexity which was possible

only where there was such faith as his in a Divine order.

But a doctrine which accounted for the maladjustment of

things by affirming a previous condition of being of which

men had no recollection, was too remote and intangible to

satisfy Israel's sense of the intimacy and immediacy of the

relations between God and His people. In their cries for

light upon the ways of God which coupled calamity with

righteousness, the Hebrews did not fall under the spell of

this dogma ; nor in their darkest thoughts did they become

victims of the terrors with which it burdened existence.

The soul-wandering which explained life, also poisoned hfe,

and robbed it of its zest. But the Israel of the Old Testa-

ment knew nothing of the misery of existence which trans-

migration meant to the Hindu, and nothing of the longing for

the extinction of individual existence as the true beatitude.

As it is with the dogma of transmigration, so is it with

that of the Fre-existence of souls. The attitude of the Old

Testament to the former is also its attitude to the latter.

They are related dogmas, and both are connected in ancient

belief with the dogmas of emanation and absorption. The

beneath the dreary deep or burned away in fire." Thereafter the shades are

"sent to the broad spaces of Elysium, some few of us to possess the happy

fields ; till length of days completing Timers circle takes out the ingrained

soilure and leaves unstained the ethereal sense and pure spiritual flame."

After a thousand years they drink of the river of Lethe, "regain in forgetful-

ness the slopes of earth, and begin to desire to returs again into the body"

(^neidf vi, 723-731, Mackail's translation ; and Conington's Virgilj ii. 418, 419).
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theory of metempsychosis supposes a prior existence for the

soul as well as an after-existence ; and in the great systems

of thought its underlying principle is, that all finite souls are

parts of the Divine or Universal Soul, separating from it,

passing into bodily forms, incurring contamination, bearing

penalty, doing penance, undergoing purification, and merging

again in that from which they came. There is an intimate

and natural connection between these things in ancient

speculation on the soul and its destiny. And the reason is

evident. " The ancient mind," says Canon Mozley, " was

imprisoned within the vice of that old axiom, that whatever is

generated must decay ""^ This meant that if the soul is

imperishable it must ' be ungenerate ; that if it is eternal a

'parte post, it must be eternal a parte ante ; that the individual

soul must have its life in the Universal Soul, and come as an

emanation from it.

If it was characteristic of ancient speculation to regard

the pre-existence of the soul as implied in the immortality of

the soul, the same mental habit, it has been thought, must

have appeared in the case of the Hebrews and their ideas of

the future ; and certain passages in the Old Testament have

been imagined to bear this out. But the evidence utterly

fails. At the most, only three or four passages—particularly

Job i. 21 and Ps. cxxxix. 15, 16 ; sometimes also Deut. xxix.

14,15 and Job xxxviii. 19—21—are cited; and only artificial

interpretations can lend even these sparse instances any

semblance of relevancy.^ Traces of the same belief have also

' Lectures a/nd other Theological Papers^ p. 36.

^ In Job i. 21, J. D. Michaelis and one or two more take tte allusion to be

to the earth as the first mother of all, so that the idea becomes that of a prior

existence in the deep bosom of earth. Others understand the "thither" to

refer to the condition of non-existence out of which existence comes. So
Hupfeld substantially. In Ps. cxxxix. the idea of pre-existence is supposed to

lie especially in the 15th verse. But ver. 13 indicates what the Psalmist has

in view when he uses the phrase the " lowest parts of the earth." Both in Job
and in this Psalm there is a comparison, somewhat broken in form, between

the earth and the womb as the " laboratory of the origin of existence," and all

that is said in the Psalm is said with respect to the Divine omniscience and

omnipresence, to which nothing is secret or remote. In Job xxxviii. 19-21

the rendering of the Septuagint is appealed to. See the commentaries, especi-

10
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been detected by some in the New Testament writings. It

has been supposed, for example, to be latent in the passage

already referred to in the narrative of the man born blind.^

But the words prove belief in the pre-existence of the soul as

little as belief in transmigration.

Outside the Canonical books the case is different. The

dogma appears in the Apocryphal literature. The Wisdom of

Solomon, like as it is to the Hochma books of the Old Testa-

ment, betrays the influence of the Greek philosophy in this

as in other things. With its Alexandrian conception of the

soul as the proper self, and its Alexandrian idea of the body

as a burden, an earthly tabernacle weighing down the mmd,^

it seems to hold the soul to be a pre-existent thing, which in

time enters a body adapted to what it had been in the pre-

temporal condition. " Now, when I considered these things

in myself," says the Speaker, " and pondered that immortahty

is in the alliance of wisdom . . . I went about seeking how

I should take her to myself. For I was a goodly child (a

youth of good, or comely parts), and obtained a good soul ; or

rather, being good, I came into a body undefiled." ^ Similar

opinions are ascribed by Josephus to the Essenes. He

reports them to have taught not only thatj in contrast with

the perishable body, the soul is immortal, but that souls exist

originally in the subtlest ether ; that descending from that,

drawn by a kind of natural yearning, they become united

ally Delitzsch's, on Ps. cxxxix. ; also Oehler's Old Testament Theology (Day's

edition), pp. 151, 152 ; Deane's The Booh of Wisdom, p. 158 ; Scliultz, AlttesU

Tkeol., p. 632.

^ John ix. 2. De Wette, Briickner, and others found the doctrine of pre-

existence here. But, iper contra, see especially Meyer, in loc.

^ ix. 15 : <pQapThv ykp a-wfia ^ap6veL ^vxhv, koI ^piQei rh yeuides (TKTJvoi vovP

iro\v<ppovTiSa.

3 Chap. Yiii. 17, 19, 20 : 7ra?s 5^ ijfJiijv ed^v^s, ypvxns re ^\axov Ayadijs, fiSXKoy

S^ dyadbs dv ^\9ov eb awfxa d/xlavTov. The words might not imply more than

that souls come from God, or that they have a pre-existence in the Divine

mind and purpose. It is generally admitted, however, that they point to

some kind of real pre-existence. At the same time, it is not a pre-existence

quite the same as that affirmed by the Neo-Platonists or by Philo. The idea

of matter as necessarily evil is not expressed here ; nor have we the distinctions

which are found in Philo. See Deane's The Book of Wisdom, p. 158 j
also

Appendix, Note G.
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with bodies as with prisons ; and that when freed from the

fetters of flesh, they rejoice and soar aloft as if delivered

from a long bondage.^

It is also one of the points in Philo's system in which

his Platonism most distinctly asserts itself, though with

characteristic Jewish modifications. To him the body is the

source of evil, the corpse, the coffin, the tomb of the soul.

The sensitive animal soul in man rises by generation, but

the reasoning spirit or rational soul comes to him from

without, being an emanation from Deity. These divine

powers or emanations have their original seat in the air,

and are of different ranks. Some of them reside in the

higher regions of the atmosphere, and act as the media of

the Deity in His intercourse with the world. Others dwell

nearer earth, and under the spell of sense descend into

mortal bodies. This distinction of orders appears to be

original. Those of the former order are incorruptible, have

divine thoughts, and are known among the Greeks as heroes

and dsemons (Scti/xoz^ey, in the early, good sense of the word),

but are called angels by Moses. Those of the latter are

corruptible, not in virtue of their intrinsic nature, but in

consequence of their connection with bodies, from which,

however, it is possible to obtain release in time. The souls

of men are of this second order, emanations pre-existing in

the air, and drawn by sense into the prison-house or grave

of the body, in which their true life is dormant.^

The same doctrine attains large dimensions at a later

^ Bell. Jud. II. viii. 11. The bearing of the statement is not quite clear, neither

is it certain that it is altogether correct. It runs as follows :

—

koI yh.p ^pptorat

Trap a^ots ijde i) 86^a, <p6apTcL fikv etvai ret aibfjutra Kal t^v VXtjv oif fi6vifA0P a^oi?,

7"As 8k ^vx^s ddavdrovs del §La/j^veiVf Kal (rufXTrXiKecrdat fiivj iK rod "KeirrbrdTov

ipoiTtxfffas aldiposj &<nrep elpKrais rots (ruifiaffiv tvyyL tlvi <^v<nK% KaraffTra/i^pas.

iiretdav Sk dve6Cj<Ti rdv /caret <rdpKa BeaixCbv, oTa d^ fiaKpa$ dovXeias dirifjWayfiijfaS)

r6T€ xa^petv Kal fiereibpovs <pip€<x6aL. See Schiirer's History of the Jewish People,

ut sup. Div. II. vol. ii. p. 205 ; Deane's The Booh of Wisdom, p. 157 ; Fritzsche

u. Grimm's Kurzg. exeg. Handbuch zu den Apocryphen, 6th Lief. p. 177.

^ Among other passages, see De Somniis, i. 642 ; De mundi opijkio, i, 15
;

Be inigratiom Ahrahami, i. 438; De Gigantilms, i. 268. See also Zeller's'

Philosophic der Griechen, iii. 2, pp. 319-402 ; Gfrorer's Philo, i. 373-415
;

Schtiret, ut sup. Dir. II. vol. iii. pp. 377, 378 ; Druramond's Philo Judoeus^
i. pp. 336, 337.
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period in the history of Jewish thought. In the Talmud

we find the idea of the Holy One taking counsel with the

choir of souls, when He is about to create the world. Human
souls are also represented as dwelling in the seventh heaven

before they are born on our earth, and as quitting the divine

storehouse of souls from time to time in order to people the

world. These ideas appear in forms still more pecuUar and

more developed in the Kabbalah. The Book of ZoTiar teaches

that when God purposed to create the world, He had it be-

fore Him in idea, and that He then made all the souls of

the race of men that were to be, having them before Him

in the forms which they were to take in the body, and

foreseeing that there were some among them who would

" corrupt their way upon the earth."

In this late outcome of Jewish thought all the souls that

are designed by God to occupy human bodies and live for

a time on earth, pre-exist in the invisible world of emana-

tions. In that world the souls of righteous men are higher

in dignity than the angels ; and there is a reason for their

descent to earth. The question why souls Uving thus on

high should come down into the imprisonment of the earthly,

bodily life is left unanswered, or vaguely dealt with by Philo.

But in the Kabbalah it is distinctly put and definitely

answered. Their descent is not of their own choice, but

by the will of God, who sends them for a time into this

world, as a king sends his son into the country for a period,'

to grow up and be educated, and learn the customs of the

court.^

So it is in the lengthened range of Jewish thought outside

the Old Testament, and the survey is instructive. Within

the Old Testament we are in another world. The doctrine

of the soul's pre-existence has been accepted by Christian

philosophers like Henry More as the most rational explana-

tion of some of the great mysteries of being. It has been

used in Christian interests by theologians like Origen in

ancient days. Divines like Julius Mliller have applied it

1 On tlie doctrine of the Talmud and the Kabbalah, see Ginsburg's ThA

Kabbalah) pp. 30-34 ; Delitzsch's Biblical Pyschology, pp. 43-45.
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in much more recent times to the exposition of the Biblical

doctrine of sin. It need not carry with it the disastrous

connections and consequences which it had in the later

Jewish writings. But it does not exist even in its purest

form in the Old Testament. And how naturally it allies

itself with what is repugnant to Christian truth, and in

particular with what impairs the hope of a real immortality,

is seen by the associations in which it stands in these Jewish

books.

Its affinities are with the doctrine of emanations and with

a pantheistic view of the world. Even in Plato it approaches

that. In the Platonists and the Stoics it is that. To them

the human soul is not a work of God, but a portion of God.

It was a just observation of Warburton, that while the

thinkers of the ancient world spoke of God and Matter as

self-existent, they knew no thii'd self-existence, and could not

but hold the human soul to be a part of God in holding it

to be eternal.^ But in the Jewish philosophies the doctrine

of pre-existence is even more fatally entangled in these

meshes. Man is indeed the microcosm, an epitome of the

universe ; and his soul lives m the celestial world before it

appears in its earthly tabernacle. But that celestial world

is the world of emanations, and man is not the immediate

work of God, but owes his existence to Intelligences ^ who
are themselves evolutions of Deity. The God to whom
man's soul is related is an abstract Deity, the Boundless

One, who contains all within Himself ; and man's world,

which comes into being after the destruction of previous

worlds, is not the creation of God, but a further expansion

of God, the evolution of Intelligences who are themselves

emanations from God.

But the Old Testament stands utterly aloof from those

speculative notions and all their complications. It recognises

an ideal pre-existence, but no other. It expresses in many
significant statements a doctrine which appears in its full

magnitude in the New Testament, the doctrine that man
and his history are present to the eternal foreknowledge and

1 JHvine Legation^ iii. 4* * Tiie ten Sephiroth,
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purpose of God.^ But it knows nothing of an actual exist-

ence of souls previous to the creative act that makes man
at once body and soul, and nothing of a pre-temporal origin

of souls that makes them of God's substance. Had it gone

in the direction of those later ideas, it could not have fur-

nished the basis for the hope of a real immortality. These

ideas, whether Hellenic or Jewish, struck at the roots of that

hope, and took from the dignity of man while seeming to

exalt him. They did so by stripping man of his real per-

sonality. Absorption is the end where emanation is the

beginning. A being originating of the substance of God
merges at last in the essence of God.

This aloofness of the Old Testament from ways of thinking

of a future life, which are familiar to us in other literatures,

demands the first attention of the student. It is a thing of

the utmost moment, and it is by no means limited to the

instances already given. It extends to others of different

degrees of importance. The Old Testament is clear, for

example, of the idea of circles of the under-world, of which

much is made in some of the Ethnic religions. Occasional

passages have been grasped at as if they implied this ; but

mistakenly. The one which is supposed to be most to the

purpose, is Prov. ix. 1 8. But the mention of the " depths

of Sheol" there is only a metaphorical description of the

deep destruction, the death in life, that is in the house of

lasciviousness. Neither do we find any recognition of the

notion which was common to so many nations, that the

repose of the soul is dependent on the burial of the body.

The section in Isa. xiv. 15—23 simply states that the Baby-

lonian monarch will not have the honourable burial of a king,

nor be laid with his regal predecessors in the ancestral tomb.

The Old Testament is no less free from those exaggerated

conceptions of the hody which have been congenial to ancient

faiths and philosophies. In one aspect Egyptian thought

and later Greek thought stood at opposite extremes in this

matter ; as the Homeric ideas and the Platonic speculations

^ Gen. i. 26 ; Jer. i. 5 ; Ps. cxxxix, 16 ; Acts xv. 18 ; Eph. \, 4 j Rom.
viii. 28-30 ; 1 Pet. i. 1.
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were also far apart from each other. But the Old Testa-

ment has nothing in common with either extreme. On the

one hand it knows nothing of the Platonic degradation of the

body into the mere cell, shackle, or sepulchre of the soul.

In the whole compass of the Hebrew Scriptures there are

not more than one or two phrases which can with any

plausibility be said to approach the Greek philosophical

idea.^ On the other hand these Scriptures have as little

affinity with that exaltation of the body which belongs to

the idea of life in the great Greek epics, or with the con-

ceptions which gave force to Egyptian customs in the dis-

posal of the dead. These customs were connected, as we

have seen, with the belief that the continuance of the body

and the survival of the soul were somehow dependent on

each other ; that the corpse had to be preserved and the soul

retained in its old associations, if in the after-life the de-

^ The passage mainly in question is the one in Dan. vii. 15 :
" I, Daniel, was

grieved in, my spirit in the midst of my body, and the visions of my head

troubled me." The word rendered "body" is nJiJ= a sheath. The spirit of

the prophet is compared to a sword, and his body to the scabbard in which it

is laid. Ewald translates thus : ''Pierced through felt the heart of me. Daniel

in the midst of its sheath, and the visions of my head confound me." That is

to say, Daniel's soul is agitated, and cannot be at rest within him under the

pressure of the terrible scenes which are presented in his dream. "As the

sword remains quiet in its sheath so long as it is therein," says Ewald, '*so

a man usually feels his spirit quietly within him as long as he feels it enclosed

by the coarse covering of the body ; but there are moments when it becomes

too disturbed for the spirit in the midst of this coarse covering, when it longs

to burst the covering from impatience, and to dare everything. The seer felt

himself at that time in such a moment, and so he advances boldly to one of

those who were still standing there from the scene just witnessed, one of the

thousands of angels, to request from him the reliable interpretation, of all that

had been witnessed" {Prophets of the Old Testament, v. pp. 252, 253, F. Smith's

trans.). On the occurrence of the same figure in the Rabbinical literature, see

Buxtorf's Lexicon, sub voc. The same idea is supposed by some to underlie the

very difficult sentence in Job iv. 21 : "Doth not their excellency which is in

them go away?" But the more probable rendering is that adopted by the

Revisers in their text: "Is not their tent-cord plucked up within them?"

The body is compared to a tent, and the soul to the tent-rope. As the tent

collapses when the cord is pulled out, so the body is wrecked when the soul is

removed from it. It is probably the same figure, certainly not the Greek idea,

that is expressed in the sentence in Job xxvii. 8; "When God taketh away

(literally, dniweth out) his soul."
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parted was to resume his faculties in their integrity, have

his " body complete," and " see God in his flesh." ^ But of

all this there is no trace in the religious beliefs of Israel, no

mention in the teaching of legislator, psalmist, and prophet.

The absence of Egyptian ideas is one of the most notable

characteristics of the Old Testament. The natural presump-

tion would be that a people who lived for a long time in

Egypt, under the influence of a race so dominant, of such

attainments in civilisation and science, so devoted to re-

ligion, with so large a doctrine of the future life, and so

capable of impressing themselves upon others as the historical

masters of the Nile Valley were, would carry much away

with them when they secured their liberty, and could

scarcely fail to take with them some definite conception of

an after-existence. It is not strange that this presumption

should have been thought to be made good in point of fact

;

that support should have been sought for it in the Pentateuch

—in such things as the priestly vesture, the atoning sacrifice,

the adornments of the tabernacle, the teraphim, and the

golden calf ; or that the divine names, El Shaddai and / am
that I amy should have been taken to be of Egyptian origin

or Egyptian colouring. But the resemblances are not of a

kind to prove derivation ; and even those students who have

made most of them have been unable to carry them into

that region of thought and faith in which the Egyptian mind

expatiated with so large and impressive an insistence—the

mystery of the future life. Advancing inquiry more and

more confirms the conclusion that neither the institutions

nor the religious beliefs of Israel were sensibly affected by

those of Egypt, far less borrowed from them. "I have

looked through a number of works," says one distinguished

Egyptologist, " professing to discover Egyptian influences in

Hebrew institutions, but have not even found anything

worth controverting. Purely external resemblances may,

no doubt, be discovered in abundance, but evidence of the

transmission of ideas will be sought in vain." ^

^ Book of the Dead^ Ixxxix. 27, cxlv. 6. See also Tacitus, ffist. v. 5.

* Kenouf, See his Sibbert Lectures, pp. 244, 245. He notices the remark-
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It may be that the Old Testament has a dim and frag-

mentary conception of immortality. It may be that in it,

for the most part, piety has its field in this world, and faith

its satisfaction in present relations to God. It may be that

it has little in the form of a doctrine of the future life. But

what it has is something that was its own from the first, an

independent doctrine, if doctrine it may be called, equally

free from the gross and extraordinary ideas with which the

hope of an after-existence was overlaid in some races, and

from the refinements of philosophy by which it was mis-

directed in others.

able fact that the Israelites left Egypt without taking with them even the

Egyptian length of the year. Nothing can be infen-ed from the similarity

of sense between El Shaddai and nutar nutrat the idea expressed being in

no sense peculiar to Egypt and Israel. The argument from the resemblance

between the / a7n that I am of the Pentateuch and the nuJc pu nuh of the

Booh of the Dead also fails. The Egyptian words, as M. Renouf shows, do

not contain any mysterious doctrine about the Divine nature.



CHAPTER II

POSITIVE ASPECT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

PREPARATION

THE Old Testament doctrine of the future life was a

doctrine of few and simple elements, but elements

which gave it, from its beginnings, the promise of a purer

and more convinced faith than was possible elsewhere. By

slow degrees it grew from little to more, from surmise to

certainty, from obscurity to clearness, until its light kindled

into the luminousness of the New Testament revelation.

This it achieved, too, not by reasoning, but by experience;

not by the application of logic to the problems of existence,

but by reflection on what the heart felt and possessed ; not

by the chill and doubtful way of speculation, but by the

impassioned and assured way of personal acquaintance with

God, communications of God to the soul, unmistakable in-

spirations of hope and conviction from God. The meaning

and message of the Old Testament in this matter, can be

understood only by following the gradual illumination of the

idea of a future life, and observing how the hope of immor-

tality advanced from simple, elementary form to magnitude

and distinctness, and at last became a definite belief, yet one

not complete enough in itself to be final. The point of issue

for this doctrinal process lay in certain distinctive doctrines

of the Old Testament, with which the belief was vitally con-

nected, and in certain general ideas underlying the belief, on

which the Spirit of God operated. What were those doctrines

and ideas ?

Among the former, the first place must naturally be

given to the doctrine of God. The possession of a definite

161
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and ethical doctrme of God—a doctrine proclaiming Him
not only to be one God, but a God of grace entering into

personal relations with His people and making Himself

known to them by deeds of love and power, is a possession

peculiar to one people among all the nations of antiquity.

The Accadian hymns, the Zoroastrian books, the poetry and

philosophy of the Greeks, show us how moral ideas grew in

other races, how the Ethnic belief in the Divine was purified

and elevated, and how it made a nearer approach to Mono-

theism as the thought of evil deepened into the sense of sin.

But before Israel there is no instance of a people with a

distinct and consistent faith in one God, the Creator of all

;

righteous in Himself and caring for righteousness; above

the world, yet in it ; visiting men, and coming into fellow-

ship with them. And outside of Israel there is no instance

of a Monotheism growing steadily through the various stages

of the people's history in purity and completeness, and in

access to the national and the individual conscience. " The

monotheistic movement in Israel," says Professor Flint, " was

one of continuous progress through incessant conflict, until a

result was reached of incalculable value to humanity. That

result was a faith in God singularly comprehensive, sublime,

and practical,—a faith which rested, not on speculation and

reasoning, but on a conviction of God having directly re-

vealed Himself to the spirits of men, and which, while

ignoring metaphysical theorising, ascribed to God all meta-

physical as well as moral perfections; a faith which, in

spite of its simplicity, so apprehended the relationship of

God to nature as neither to confound them like pantheism,

nor to separate them like deism, but to assert both the

immanence and the transcendence of the divine ; a faith

in a living and personal God, the Almighty and sole Creator,

preserver, and ruler of the world ; a faith, especially, in a

God, holy in all His ways and righteous in all His works,

who was directing and guiding human affairs to a destination

worthy of His own character; and therefore an essentially

ethical, elevating, and hopeful faith." ^

^ Bncyclqpcedia ^rUannica, vol. xxiii. p. 239,
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The difference which this makes between Israel and

other ancient nations is incalculable. Its significance is

seen less in the case of the ruder religions than in that of

the higher. It is best seen in those faiths which included

the beliefs in transmigration and a Divine judgment after

death, or otherwise had a comparatively definite doctrine of

the future. Those beliefs promised much ; but, in default

of a pure doctrine of God, they failed miserably. They

seemed to furnish a strong confirmation of the soul's demand

for continuance, and to give a certain dignity and gravity to

life. But they suffered from the fatal want of alliance with

the belief in a living God, and with the faith in a moral

purpose fulfilling itself on earbh.

There is no more impressive instance of this than the

religion of Egypt. Its doctrine of a future existence, large

as it was, lay apart from the recognition of a moral order of

God moving on through the present to a Divine end. The

result was that it became a doctrine of slavish fear. It

transformed the religion of Egypt into what Ewald calls a

" religion of the dead, such as nowhere else found so firm a

settlement in all antiquity." ^ But where the religion of

Egypt was a religion of death, a religion remote from the

active, responsible interests of the present, that of Israel was

a religion of life, a religion that heard the glad sound of

Divine footsteps on earth, and felt the strength and joy of

existence in the consciousness of a Divine order in history.

It was its doctrine of God, the living God who revealed

Himself to men and was present in the nation, that saved

Israel from that entanglement of the thought of a future

life with superstition and decaying morality which took place

in Egypt. It was this, too, that made the Hebrew hope of

immortality what it ultimately came to be. The belief in a

living, personal God was the deep foundation for the belief

, in the personal continuance of man ; and the belief in a God

of absolute moral perfection who, in the present course of

human affairs, gives witness of His zeal for righteousness,

^ Lehre der Bihel von Oott, B. iii, zweite Halffce, p. 431 j History of Israel^

ii. p. 134 (Martineau's trans,).
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insured in due time the belief in a future life with moral

distinctions.

But the second place in the account of the Old Testa-

ment idea of immortality belongs to the doctrine of Man^ his

origin, constitution, and destination. The Hebrew Scriptures

give us only a broad and general view of man's constitution.

They regard him as a being related on the one hand to God,

and on the other hand to the lower creatures ; and they

express the former side of his nature by different terms, soulj

spirity hearty and others, according to the particular aspect

under which it comes for the time.^ They commit themselves

to no theoretical division of his constitution, tripartite^ or

other ; neither do they contain anything like a formal or

consistent psychology. But on the subject of man's origin

they have a clear and congruous doctrine. In their account

of the beginnings of things they start with a view of man
which implies a distinction in kind between him and the

lower creatures. Each of the primary documents in the

Book of G-enesis expresses this in its own way, the one in

terms of a creation in the image of God,^ the other in terms

of a distinct Divine act of communication.^ But the idea

is the same in both, and it is adhered to throughout the Old

Testament.

On the one hand, man is on a level with the inferior

animals. Like them, he is flesh ("i?*?), with all the weakness

^ On the distinction between soulj spirit, hearty etc., see Schultz, Alttest.

Theol, utsup. p. 630 ; Riehm, Alttest. Theol. pp. 188, 189; Oehler, Theologie

des Alien Testaments^ dritte Auflage, pp. 232-244 ; also the relative sections

in Laidlaw's The Bible Doctrine of Man ; "Wendt's Die Begriffe Fleisch UTid

Geist im hihlischen Sprachgebrauck ; Dicl^son's St. Baul's Use of the Terms
*' Flesh" and " SpiHt" ; etc.

'^ Later Jewish thought accommodated itself to a strict trichotomy, which,

however, was a Greek idea rather than a Hebrew. It does not appear in the

Old Testament. The exchange of the main terms, soul and spirit, is sufficient

proof of this. See such passages as 1 Kings xxi. 5 ; Ps. xlii. 11 ; Isa. xxvi. 9.

It is more than doubtful whether it is to be recognised in any measure in the

New Testament, even in the few passages like 1 Thess. v. 20; Heb. iv, 12;

1 Cor. ii. 14; Jas. ii. 26, in which traces of it are supposed to be found. See

Schultz, ut sup. p. 630 ; Laidlaw, The Bible Doctrine of Man, pp. 60-74 ; and
the books on Biblical Psychology.

3 Gen. i. 26. * Gen. u. 7.
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and limitation which that involves. In himself, therefore,

he is dependent as they are. He is not inherently sinful ; for

the Old Testament does not speak of the flesh as necessarily

evil. But the same constituents meet in his being as in that

of the lower creatures, namely, matter (dust, earth, "iSV, HDIS)^

and the Divine spirit of life (Cl"*). In both cases it is by the

entrance of this spirit that the soul (t^^3) rises, and the flesh

is animated.^ On the other hand, there is a distinction

deeper than all this physical kinship. These two orders of

being do not come into existence in the same way, although

they consist of the same elements. The lower creatures,

with the life or soul that belongs to them, emerge as the

direct product of the earth by the Divine command.^ They

are the immediate offspring of matter under the operation of

the Divine spirit or principle of life. But man's life or soul,

and man himself as a living being, are the result of a special

and immediate act of God Himself,^ a direct Divine com-

munication of the "breath of lives"* (D^^n mm).
The lower creatures and man, therefore, are placed in

different relations to the Fountain of life, the beast in a

mediate relation, man in an immediate. Life is not the

same thing to the one and to the other. There is a sacred-

ness in man's life which is not in that of the brute—

a

sacredness expressed in the permission given to man to shed

the blood of the beast, and in the penalty connected with

the shedding of man's blood.^ Man is the special work of

God, created in His image, and so made a free personality,

superior to nature, called to dominion over the creatures, and

to fellowship with God. As such he is qualitatively dis-

tinguished from other creatures of earth.

But this specific difference between man and beast in

their origin implies a like difference in their end. There is

^ That the spirit or nn is the principle of life in brute as well as in man

appears by comparing the terms used in such passages as Gen. i. 30, ii. 7, with

those in Gen. vi. 17, vii. 15. See also Ps. civ. 30.

^ The Elohist and the Jehovist coincide also in this, Gen. i. 24, ii, 19.

^ So the Elohist, or Priestly Narrative, Gen. i. 26,

* So the Jehovist, or Prophetic Narrative, Gen. ii. 7»

" Gen. ix. 3-6.
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a destiny for the one which is not for the other. This is

contained in the Old Testament doctrine of Life and Death,

It is not the way of the Old Testament, in its general thought

and teaching, to attach man's characteristic life exclusively

to the soul, neither does it speak of the soul in our modern

way. But its doctrine seems to be that the soul, or nepheshj

which rises by the union of the Divine spirit of life with the

bodily form, and which in man is the centre of his indi-

viduality, retains its capacity of existence only so far as that

spirit remains ; that the distinctive life which comes to man by

God's immediate gift of the " breath of life " depends for its

continuance on the continuance of that gift ; that whatever

weakens its connection with the Fountain of life weakens its

powers, and whatever breaks that connection destroys its powers.

This dependence on God, however, is not merely a physical de-

pendence, but a moral dependence, and the moral connection

is the first and determining thing. What makes life in the

ease of man is not simply his physical being in the tmity of

body and soul, but that together with this moral relation to

God. Life, therefore, is identified with God's favour and with

righteousness. Nothing that wants this spiritual element of

fellowship with God is real life in the Old Testament sense.

The Old Testament view of Death is analogous to this.

Death is in every case the withdrawal of the Divine spirit of

hfe.^ But in man's case it is not that alone. It is not an

event of nature, but a moral effect, the consequence of siu.

In the first pages of the Old Testament it is connected, not

with nature or necessity, but with a breach of the moral

relation to God. In the day that man entered on the path

of disobedience he entered on the path of death.^ This

penal sense of death colours all that the Old Testament says

of man's end. It is in its thoughts where it is not in its

words. It is the background of pathetic passages in which

the immediate subject is the misery or the transiency of life,

rather than death itself. It gives to the thought of death as

it is expressed, for example, in the Ninetieth Psalm, and to

those lamentations over man's frailty and the grave's rapacity

1 Pa. civ. 29, 30. ^ Gen. iii. 14,
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which recur in the Psalter and in the Prophets, in Ecclesiastes

and in Job, a meaning and an elevation which such things

have not in Ethnic literatures, the best of which know death

only as a thing of nature, and know it not in its relation to

sin and to the wrath of God.^

So death is not cessation of being, but penalty and

reduction of being, carrying two results with it—removal

from the fellowship of the living on earth, and reruoval from

the fellowship of God. The dead man does not cease to be.

He passesinto a condition of being inferior to that enjoyed

here, and impoverished of all that makes real life. But the

Old Testament means that the end designed for man by God

is not this, but continuity of life in the full sense of the

term. It looks on man as made for life, and it looks on

the life with which he was inspired at creation as meant to

persist. This is man's normal condition. A change in it

is contemplated only in the event of something arising to

separate him from God, the Fount of life. Existence in

God's presence, in conscious dependence on Him, is that

for which man is made, and the interruption of this is

death.

But if the person does not wholly cease to be when he

dies, where does he exist, and in what condition ? The reply

is, in an under-world and as a shade. The idea of a subter-

ranean gathering-place of the departed appears in the Old

Testament much as it does among the Babylonians and the

Greeks. It is described by a number of terms. It is the

pit ;
^ the lower or nether parts of earth ;

® Abaddon or BestruG'

^ See Oehler's Theology, lit sup. pp. 557, 558. Piepenbring finds a twofold

view of death in the Old Testament,—on the one hand the idea that it ia some-

thing natural, on the other hand the idea that it is the consequence and penalty

of sin. This twofold view can be recognised, he thinks, "even in thefirsb

narratives of document A " ; and it is reconciled by the writer showing tliat

"man would have been able to rise to a higher and eternal life by the special

grace of God and obedience to His will (Gen, ii. 9, 16, iii. 22 ff.)." See his

Theology of the Old Testament^ Mitchell's trans, p. 263.

2 113, Ps. xxviii. 1, XXX. 4 ; Prov. i. 12 ; Isa. xxxviii. 18, etc, ; noB', Job

xxxiii. 24 ; Ps. Iv. 24, etc. On the use of ii3, see Bottcher, De lififeris, ut su^>

§ 165,

^ n«"nV;?»;iCi, Isa. xliv. 23 ; nVi:ii;ici"nN, Ezek. xxvi. 20, etc.
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tion ;
^ the pit of destruction ;

^ the place of silence ;
^ the land

of darkness and of the shadow of deaths Other occasional or

poetical designations are applied to it. Eut its stated name

is SJieolj a term not confined to any one part of the Old Testa-

ment, but found alike in the Pentateuch, the Poetical books,

the Prophets, and the Hochma writings, expressing probably

the idea of the Hollow, and distinct in sense from the grave.

The idea of Sheol and that of the grave are so much

akin, it is true, that they are easily interchanged, and expres-

sions which are properly applicable only to the latter are

readily transferred to the former.® Hence the distinction is

occasionally sunk in the Old Testament, and it became con-

fused in the later usage of the Targums. But that Sheol

denotes a definite realm of the dead, and is not identical with

the grave, appears from the usage of the term, and is recog-

nised by the ancient Versions. It is to Sheol that Jacob

speaks of going, to join the son whose death he mourns, but

of whose burial he knows nothing.^ It is Sheol that swallows

up Korah and his company ahve.^ That a common habita-

tion of the dead, like the Sullu of the Babylonians, the Hades
of the Greeks, the Orcus of the Eomans, is meant, is indi-

cated also by the fact that the expressions to be gathered to

one's people, or to one's fathers, to go to one's fathers, to sleep

with one's fathers, are used in cases like those of Abraham,
Jacob, Aaron, Moses, David, and others, where the temporary

or permanent resting-place was far removed from the ancestral

graves.^

In contrast with the upper realm of light and life, Sheol

is the under realm of gloom and death. It is described as in

the deeps of the earth, in the deepest deep, in the land oi

^ Job xxvi. 6, xxviii. 22 ; Prov. xv. 11.

2 nng? ![<?, Ps. Iv. 24 ; or, "depth of the pit," according to Hupfeld, Ewald,
Delitzsch, etc.

* now, Ps. xciv. 17, cxv. 17. * "1°^^! ^^'n px, Job x. 21.

® But even in cases like Isa. xiv. 11, Ezek. xxxii. 23, etc., the distinction,

as Oehler points out, is still discernible.

® Gen. xxxvii. 35. ^ j^^m, xvi. 30, 33.
s Gen. XV. 15, xxv. 8, 17, xlix. 33 ; Num. xx. 24, 28, xxxi. 2 ; Deut. xxxii.

50, xxxiv. 5. See Bottcher's discussion, De Inferis^ ut sup. % 112, etc. ; also

Kahle's Biblische Theologie, p. 37, etc.

II
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deeps, lower than the earth and its denizens; it is the place

of desolations, as far beneath earth as earth is beneath

heaven.^ As the under-world, it is the land of darkness,

where chaos reigns, and even the light is as darkness ; ^ and

—last horror in the old Semitic feeling toward the world' of

the dead ! it is the land of dust—dust that speaks of the

waste of things and the barrenness of the scene, that deepens

the dread stillness and chokes the creeping light.^ Personifi-

cations such as the monster with open mouth,* figures like

that of the prison with its gates and bars,^ bespeak the sense

of its unwelcomeness and terror. It is conceived to be a

locality, but no topography of it is attempted. It is simply

all that the world of the living is not—the land of silence,

gloom, cessation,® destruction, disorder,'^ unvisited by God's

wonders,^ wrapped in a sleep lasting as the enduring heavens.^

It is the man himseK that descends at death into SheoL

It is hey not his disembodied spirit as we think of it, that

continues to exist there.^® The Old Testament does not

speak, as books of later date do,^^ of the souls or spirits of

the dead. The spirit (Euach) is not said to go to Sheol, but

to return to God. The soul (N'ephesh) is not said to return

to God, and yet the Old Testament seems to avoid saying

directly that it passes into Sheol. It is the soul, however,

that is said to return to the child whom Elijah restores ;
^^ it

is the soul that is brought up from Sheol,^^ that is delivered

from the lowest pit,^* that is rescued from dwelling in silence.^^

^ Num. xvi. 30 ; Deut. xxxii. 22 ; Prov. xv. 24 ; Ps. Ixiii. 9, Ixxxvi. 12

;

Job xxri. 5 ; Ezek. xxvi. 20, xxxi. 18 ; Isa. xiv. 13-15, etc.

^ Lam. iii. 6 ; Ps. cxliii. 3 ; Job x. 22.

^ Job vii. 21, xvii. 16 ; Isa. xxvi. 19.

^ Isa. V. 14. ^ Job xvii. 16, xxxviii. 17.

*• Isa. xxxviii. 11, if such is the ap[)licatioii of ^in.

' Job X. 22. 8 pg^ Ixxxviii. 10. ^ Job xiv. 12.

1** It is superfluous, therefore, to offer any defence of the Old Testament way

of speaking of Sheol and its inmates, as is done, for example, by Delitzsch, on

the ground that, "although the spirit is not an extensunij it can be locally

restrained." It does not involve itself in any such question as that of the

ascription of locality to bodiless souls.

^^ Book of Wisdom iii. 1 ; Heb. xii. 23 ; Rev. vi. 9.

12 1 Kiugs xvii. 22, ^^ Ps. xxx. 3.

14 Ps. Ixxxvi. 13. ^^ Ps. xciv. 17.
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What survives death, therefore, and descends into the under-

world, is the soul or Nefhesh, with which the personal life is

connected. But it is separated from the quickening spirit

(Buach) ; consequently it is bereft of its intellectual, emotional,

volitional energies, and is reduced to a shade.^

So the living person becomes in the Beyond a dead

person, retaining a negative existence, a weakened edition of

his former self, his faculties dormant, without strength,

memory, consciousness, knowledge, or the energy of any

affection. The identity continues ; the form persists, so that

he can recognise and be recognised; the consciousness is

capable of waking up in some degree out of its deep slumber.^

But all in a way so indigent, that love and hatred and envy

alike are forgotten ; work, device, knowledge, wisdom equally

fail.^ There may be a continuance or repetition of the

circumstances and pursuits of earth. Kings may remain

kings, and occupy thrones in Sheol. But it is the shades of

kings on shadowy thrones, with the empty semblance of

former dignity.* The colour is gone from everything; a

washed-out copy is all that is left. The thin, spent, languid,

void subsistence, which is aU that is possible there, finds

expression in the characteristic name that is given in Job,

Proverbs, and Isaiah to the denizens of Sheol—the Eephaimj^

shades, the feeble ^ flaccid folk,

^ Cf. Eiehm, Alttest. Theologies pp. 187, 190 ; Oehler, Theologie des AIL
Test.j ut. sup. p. 265.

2 Isa, xiv. 10 ; Ezek. xxxii. 21 ; 1 Sam. xxvii. 15.

^ Eccles. XV. 5, 6, 10. ^ Isa. xiv. 9.

** So the HephaiTiif or Shades, '' tremble beneath the waters" (Job xxvi. 5)

;

the paths of the strange woman "incline nnto the Mephaim" (Prov. ii. 18);

the "congregation of the Bephaim" is the resting-place of the man who
wanders out of the way of understanding (Prov. xxi. 16) ; Sheol is said to "stir

up " the Mephaim, and the Bephawi are declared to be incapable of rising (Isa.

xiv. 9, xxvi. 14). The word corresponds so far to the Greek a-Kiaij efffwAa

KftfihvTuv, The same form also appears as the name of the giant races of

Canaan generally, or of a particular trans-Jordanic race of ancient Canaanites
;

Gen. xiv. 5, xv. 20; Deut. ii. 11, 20, iii. 11, 13; Josh. xiii. 12, xvii. 15;
2 Sam, V. 18, 22 ; cf. also 2 Sam. xxi. 16, 18 ; Isa. xvii. 5. For the etymo-

logical connection of the two, see Bottcher, De InferiSy § 193 ; Ewald, History

of Israel, i. p. 227 ; Kahle, Bib. £!schatologie, p. 199 ; Oehler, Theol. des Alt
Test. p. 268 ; Schultz, AUtest, Theol. p. 702 ; Hupfeld on Ps. Ixxxviii. 11.
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This Sheol existence is heavy with chill and painful

negations. Knowledge of men on earth, intercourse with

them, return to them, are gone for ever. The notices of

necromancy have been thought to furnish proof of a belief in

the possibility of at least a temporary return. They have

also been supposed to show that the people imagined the

dead to have some acquaintance with human affairs. It may

be that the necromantic superstition, to the vitality of which

the denunciation and the scorn of the Old Testament bear

witness, indicates the prevalence of another and perhaps more

ancient view of the dead as the "mighty dead," to whom

things are open which are hidden from the living.^ But,

except in the case of Samuel at Endor (and, however the

narrative is to be understood, it is the man himself in his

familiar form that is seen there), the Old Testament knows*

nothing of the revisiting of earth by one who is once dead,

nothing of the appearance of shade or spirit.^ It nowhere

speaks of the " wise dead " ; and the idea of any return of

the departed to the life of earth, whether finally or for the

moment, is generally strange to it, if not absolutely so. The

current thought is, that "as the cloud is consumed and

vanisheth away, so he that goeth down to Sheol shall come

up no more." ^

Nor does this existence in the world of shades mean only

the loss of earth's interests, and separation from the fellow-

ship of living men. It means also deprivation of the oppor-

tunities of worship, and separation from God Himself. In

Sheol there is no enjoyment of divine things, no remembrance

1 So Riehm, Alttest. Theoh p. 190.

2 Job iv. 15 is no exception. When Eliphaz says, "Then a spirit passed

before my face ; the hairs of my flesh stood up : it stood still, but I could not

discern the form thereof," he describes how the revelation came to him in

stealthiuess and terror at the dead of night. Kot that an apparition surprised

him ; but that he had the sudden sense of something,—a movement of the air,

touching his face, and a dim figure, a formless image standing before him

;

which made him tremble, and gave him the token of a divine communication.

The "spirit" here is the breath or stirring of the wind that fanned his face and

intimated the revelation. What is implied is "a rapid gliding motion, like

wind over grass" {Speaker's Oommenta/ry, m he),

' Job vli. 9.
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of God, no adoration of His name. The capacity and the

occasion aUke fail in that realm of vacancy and dumbness.

Who can give thanks to God in Sheol ? ^ In its darkness

who can know His wonders ? ^ The earth is the portion He
has given to the children of men, and they that go down to

the silence of the under-world cannot praise Him.^ " Sheol

cannot praise Thee," is the cry of chastened Hezekiah, " death

cannot celebrate Thee."* The plea which His people urge

with God when they cry for deliverance from death is this,

that to suffer them to go down to the solitude and silence of

Sheol, is to deprive Himself of their service and their praise.

" What profit is there in my blood, when I go down to the pit ?

Shall the dust praise Thee ? shall it declare Thy truth ? " ^

Worst of all the miseries of Sheol, darkest of all fears in

the anticipation of Sheol, is the loss of God's fellowship. His

omnipotence reaches that dire realm of the dead ; His eye

searches it. Sheol and Abaddon are before him;^ Sheol is

naked before him, and Abaddon hath no covering.^ If one

makes his bed in Sheol, God is there.^ Yet in Sheol there is

no revelation of His grace, no access to Him, no continuance

of His visitations, far less any heightening of that experience

of His presence which makes the joy of His servant's life on

earth. To be in Sheol is to be shown nothing of His

wonders, to know nothing of His loving-kindness. His faith-

fulness, or His righteousness.® To go into the gates of Sheol

is to "behold man no more with the inhabitants of the

world." But, bitterest thought of all, it is not to see Jah.^^

Sheol is the gathering-place for all mankind. It is the
" house of assemblage for all the living." ^^ All go down to

it, without respect to rank or character. It is of the things

that are never satisfied, and never say, Enough.^^ "What
man is he that shall live and not see death, that shall deliver

his soul from the power of Sheol ? " ^^ Rich and poor are

^ Ps. vi. 5. 2 pg_ ixxxviii. 12, » Ps. cxv. 16, 17.

^ Isa. xxxviii. 18. » Ps. xxx. 9. « Prov. xv. 11, R.V.
"^ Job xxvi. 6, R.V. ^ Ps. cxxxix. 8. ^ Ps. Ixxxviii. 10-12.

^" Isa. xxxviii. 11. ^^ Job xxx. 23. ^^ Prov. xxvii. 20, xxx. 16.

^3 Ps. Ixxxix. 48.
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there, kings and vassals, the master and the slave, the just

and the unjust, the circumcised and the uncircumcised. Nor

is it only that all are there. All are essentially in the same

condition there. The wicked and the weary, the servant and

his lord, the prisoner and his taskmaster,^ meet together.

Men are there according to their families, their tribes, their

nations. They are " gathered to their people," and " to their

fathers " ; in Ezekiel's dirge of scorn over Egypt's fall, the

dwellers in Sheol are enumerated by their nations.^ But all

are on a level there. There is no effectual distinction of

condition according to character, no separation of the just

from the unjust. Or if anything occurs which seems to

attach a moral meaning to the existence in Sheol, and to

imply the distribution of lots according to merit, it is only as

an occasional suggestion and in rudimentary form.

The Old Testament speaks, it is true, not only of Sheol,

but of the lowest SheoL^ But, in distinguishing now and

again between the abyss itself and its farthest deeps, it makes

no definite application of the distinction to differences of

moral award. In the prophetical books, it is true, there are

some descriptions of a more detailed order, which rise, as

some think, above the general view. But they are few, and,

perhaps with a single exception, none of them are quite

relevant.

In Isaiah, for example, it is said of the righteous man

who perisheth, that " he entereth into peace ; they rest in

their beds, each one that walketh in his uprightness." But

this goes little, if at all, beyond the general idea of the grave

as a place of quiet and deliverance, in contrast with the

trouble and suffering of evil times.* In the stinging song or

^ Job iii. 17-19. 2 Ezek. xxxii.
s Dcut. xxxii. 22 ; Ps. Ixxxvi. 13, of. Prov. ix. 18.

* Isa. Ivii. 2, R.V. Professor Cheyne inclines to the opinion that the grave

or under-world is itself called "Peace" here, as elsewhere it is termed "Still-

ness." The contrast is between the reckless living of worldly rulers and the

fate of the pious prematurely cut off, and again between the fact that there is

"no peace for the wicked," while the suffering righteous, if they perish, have

peace in their death, and lie at rest in their graves. " Here is a glimmering of

the consolation of the New Testament," aays Delitzsch, "that the death of the
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parable, again, which is flung out by the prophet against the

pride of the Babylonian king, there is the taunt that the

Day-star, the Son of the morning, shall be " brought down to

hell, to the sides of the pit." But this need not mean that

in Sheol there is a separate place or darker prison for

offenders of this degree. The " sides of the pit," the " utter-

most parts of the pit " (R.Y.)> simply describe the depth of

the fall as equal to the height of the arrogance. The

thruster of nations, who aspired to seat himself with the gods

on the Mount of Assembly, the residence of the Babylonian

deities, which lifted its crest to the silver sky in the recesses

of the North,^ is himself thrust down into Sheol, into the

recesses of the pit. When we come upon the further an-

nouncement that he is not to be with those who go down to

" the stones of the pit," ^ we are still far from the vision of a

special place of penalty. What is meant is, that instead of

being laid with those who receive honourable burial in vaults

of stone, this proud monarch is to be tossed out like a carcase

to be trodden under foot.

Neither is it very different even with the bitter, mocking

funeral dirge, in which Ezekiel bids Pharaoh and his throng

sink dishonoured and unpurified into Sheol. The sting of

this scornful grave-elegy is in the contrast between the death

that comes in peace and is followed by respectful burial, and

righteous man is better than the present life, because it is the entrance into

peace." So far as " compared with the unrest of this present life," the grave is

peace. See also Marti's Jesaja, sub loc.

^ On the Babylonian idea, see above, pp. 70, 71.

^ Isa. xiv. 15, 19, 20. The reference in the "stones of the pit" is otherwise

taken to be to an unkingly burial in the rough grave along with the common
** throng of bodies from the battlefield." "He comes to be," says Delitzsch,

"in a common grave, deep below other bodies gathered from the battlefield."

Jeremias, although he admits that no division of Sheol into distinct compart-

ments can be made out in the Old Testament, thinks that this passage points

to a separate place for the most abandoned. See his Bahylonisch-Assyr. Vor-

stellungen, pp. Ill, 112. But the Massoretic order is now generally departed

from in vers. 19, 20, and the clause
* ' that go down to the stones of the pit " is

connected with ver. 20 instead of ver. 19. In which case the idea seems clearly

to be that the king is not to be laid with "those who are buried in a costly

tomb built of hewn stones," See Dillmann and Cheyne, in loc.y and Professor

Smith's Isaiah (The Expositor's Bible), i. pp. 413, 414,
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the death that comes by violence and dismisses the slain to

the under-world, without the sacred ceremonial and the rites

of purification and honour. It is Egypt's doom to join the

unhappy host of the uncircumcised, and the herd of wretched,

lawless warriors and oppressors of the nations—Assyrians,

ElamiteS; Scythians, Edomites crowned ones of the North.

These are regarded as in the " uttermost pit," and as in a

sense the most miserable. But even in this case the superior

misery of those inmates of Sheol is not distinctly described

as incident on the descent to Sheol. It is rather the re-

flection of the dishonour which is connected with the mode

of their death on earth. It is this shame that they bear

to Sheol.i

Where Sheol itself, therefore, is expressly named, or is

immediately in view, it appears in the Old Testament almost

entirely without moral interest or colour. How the thought

of the after-existence ultimately rose above this we shall

afterwards see. But at present it is enough to say that in

the Old Testament we get little more than a few uncertain

hints of anything like reward or punishment in Sheol. The

dead prophet expects the king who is rejected of God to be

to-morrow with himself.^ That " the dead know not any-

thing, neither have they any more a reward," is the testi-

mony, not of the Preacher only, but of the Old Testament

generally.^

When it is set over against the present life, indeed, Sheol

is not always a neutral place or a wholly indeterminate

destiny. It is rest for those who are weary of earth. " Why
died I not from the womb ?

" cries Job ..." for now should

I have lien down and been quiet ; I should have slept ; then

^Ezek. xxxii., particularly vers. 18-32. Ewald thinks that the Assyrians

are represented as in "the sides of the pit," or deepest hell (ver. 23), because

they are the guiltiest. Smend recognises a distinction here between two places

in Sheol, one for the uncircumcised who are not purged of their sins, and another

for the relatively happy. His opinion is that we have here the germ of the

idea of a separation between the blessed and the condemned in Sheol. See his

Der Prophet Ezechielj p. 257. Keil takes the point of the expression to be

simply, *'the higher on earth the deeper in the nether world."
^ 1 Sam. xxvii. 19, * Eccles. ix. 5.
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had I been at rest." ^ In the world of the dead " the wicked

cease from tronbhng ; and there the weary be at rest." ^ In

a remarkable passage, the exact import of which will after-

wards appear, Job even prajs that G-od might hide him in

Sheol as in a shelter, and keep him secret there till His

wrath be past.^ On the other hand, to those who are cast

down to it suddenly or prematurely from the quick enjoy-

ment of life, Sheol is misery with a heavier measure and

intenser meaning. To such also it is penalty in the sense

that premature committal to its gloomy deeps is one of God's

ways of punishing offenders ;
" Let death come suddenly upon

them, let them go down alive into the pit ; for wretchedness

is in their dwelling, in the midst of them."^

But of itself, and in reference to a life which is neither

exceptionally wretched nor unusually favoured, it is neither

blessedness nor penalty ; and it is the same to all, with no

paradise for the righteous and no hell for the unrighteous.

" Who among us," the prophet demands, " shall dwell with

the devouring fire ? Who among us shall dwell with ever-

lasting burnings ? " ^ But the fire which he has in view is

not that of a judgment after death. It is the fire of the

Divine wrath which flames among men now, and searches

the sinners in Sion no less than the world's wasters ; and the

everlasting burnings are those of the righteousness of God,

eternal as Himself, before which earth's evil ones, whether

they be the reprobate of Jerusalem or the brutal of Assyria,

cannot stand here and now. The words of terror closing the

second Isaiah's prophecies of grace, speak of the judgments

of God which take effect on earth, bringing destruction on

His enemies, and making them a perpetual abhorrence to all

Uobiii. 11, 13, R.V.
- Job iii. 17. The idea seems to be that the wicked cease from knowing

trouble themselves, from the unrest of their own wickedness. "Vers. 17-19

pontain the two main ideas," as Professor A. B. Davidson remarks, ''first, that

all, evil and good, great and small, are the same in the place of the dead ; and
second, that this common condition is one of profound rest. Even the wicked
there are no more agitated by the turbulence of their passions, ' See his Com-
mentary, in loc.

^ Job xiv. 13. * Ps. Iv. 15. » Isa. xxxiii. 14.
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flesh. The vengeance which they intimate is not one that

waits men in the other world, but one that seizes them in

the present world, in miserable overthrow, in the abandon-

ment of their corpses to the wasting worm and the consum-

ing fire in irretrievable dishonour.^

The retributive action of God is sure. !N"owhere is it a

more confessed fact than in the Old Testament. But its

field is above, not below. It is in this life, not in the other,

that lot apportions itself to merit. There is no clear and

certain indication that reward and punishment pass over into

Sheol, far less that Sheol is their proper scene. The punish-

ment executes itself here in the sinner's fortunes, name, and

family. The reward also fulfils itself here, and in corre-

sponding forms. Balaam's wish ^ is not for a life of

^ Isa. Ixvi. 24. If this passage is of too early a- date, as Dillmann tliinka,

to admit of a reference to the horrors of the Valley of Gehinnom, the double

figure of the worm and the fire may be due to the two ways of disposing of the

dead, by interment and by cremation. The immediate object of the description

of the worm as never dying and the fire as never being quenched, appears to be

to mark the destination of those men as a perpetual witness to the consuming

judgments of God, and one which all flesh may see. The incongruity of the

idea of a fire burning a dead body and never going out, is supposed, however,

to point to something more. Canon Cheync, for example, while admitting

that the "context naturally leads us to suppose that the reference is to the

bodies of the slain lying xinburied on the ground," thinks at the same time

that the "details of the description suggest by their obvious inconsistency that

the terms are symbolic of the tortures of the soul in Hades." He proposes to

reconcile the two things by supposing that the Hebrews shared the belief held

by some other races in a double consciousness, of soul and body, in virtue of.

which pain and dishonour inflicted on the latter were imagined to be felt by

the former. But the evidence for this is wanting. The passages appealed to

—Isa. Ivii. 2 ; Job xiv. 22 ; Ezek. xxxii. 25—are too general and too imagina-

tive to establish the contention, or to prove that the Hebrews had such ideas

and practices as those connected with the Egyptian K6,. It may be that the

dead body is poetically conceived to be conscious of the pains of the worm and

the fire, as Dillmann supposes. But even that goes beyond the immediate

object, which is to present the men in question as 9. perpetual spectacle of shame

to all beholders. The passage had its later applications and associations, and

became the starting-point for the Jewish doctrine of everlasting punishment, as

Dillmann points out. But all this is outside the historical interpretation.

2 Num. xxiii. 10. "Without doubt," says Ewald, "there breathes in this

expression the most joyful feeling of immortality in the midst of what is

mortal ; somewhat similar to that which breathes in the oft-cited saying

concerning Abraham, John viii. 56 ; but the glance of expectation is directed,
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1

ness beyond earth's measure, and attainable only in another

world. It is that, when his hour comes, he may die as a

righteous Israelite, in a green old age, in peace and honour,

satisfied with length of days. The things of the future,

which are the solace of godly men when they are about to

" go the way of all the earth," still remain things of this Hfe.

Even to a Jacob and a David they are the continuance of

generations of their posterity, the blessing upon their children,

the fulfilment of God's promises to their house and nation.^

This is what the Hereafter means for man, according to

the general sentiment of the Old Testament. If it is not

extinction of being, as little is it elevation of being, the

emancipation of the soul, or a blessed immortality. The

great conception which occupies the mind of historian,

psalmist, and prophet is that of a kingdom of God estab-

lished upon earth, and it is within that kingdom that the

reward of good and the punishment of evil are expected.

The dark view of Sheol, with its universal penury of exist-

ence, was occasionally transcended, and it became so far

mitigated, as we shall see, by other beliefs and anticipations.

But the Book of Ecclesiastes shows us how it asserted itself

again, even in the later stages of Israel's faith. Eor the

mass of men and through most of the Old Testament, Sheol

is this dull negation, this dead colourless level, with no

retributive conditions, with nothing for the righteous to look

for. So long as Sheol was this to Hebrew thought, even

those whose rest was in the Lord, believing that He could

suffer no evil to befall them, saw nothing to welcome,

nothing to hope for, in the future existence. The men of

simplest piety and quickest faith shrank from the prospect

of it, spoke of it in terms of terror and recoil, and praised

God for deliverance from it. The land of the limng was the

as here and in Gen. xii. 1-3, chiefly to posterity ; and this best suits the

context, and gives exactly the drift of the saying and of the whole of Balaam's

words." He translates

—

" that my soul may die as the righteous.

That my after world may be as Israel's."

See his Old and New TestaTnent Theology (Goadby), p. 366.

^ Gen. xlix. 1-27 ; 1 Kings ii. 1-4.
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place where even the tried faith of a Hezekiah looked to see

God ; and when the king turned his face to the wall to die,

he thought of the descent into Sheol as the withdrawal into

an exile in which the countenance of God and the face of

man were both lost to sight.^

* Isa. xxxviii. 11.



CHAPTEE III

THE NOTES OF THE OLD TESTAMENT PREPARATION

IN much that is said on the subject of a future world the

voice of the Old Testament is the voice that is heard in

other ancient literatures. The resemblance between the

Hebrew Sheol, the Homeric Hades, and the Babylonian

Arallu is unmistakable. The under-world of the Accadians

and Babylonians is like that of the Hebrews, a world of

unsubstantial existence, with no certainty of moral distinc-

tions, a world shut off from the land of the living by its

gates and bars, repellent with its characteristic terrors of

darkness and dust. There is nothing to surprise us in these

similarities of idea and phrase. There is much in both

instances that is only the natural reflection of the appear-

ances of things. There is the kind of sentiment and

language that might easily occur to different peoples, with-

out contact with each "other or dependence one upon another.

The Hebrews may to some extent have been directly indebted

to the Babylonians. And apart from this, if the Hebrew
view and the Babylonian were both derivatives of the primi-

tive belief held by the Semitic stock previous to its dispersion,

their relations will be sufficiently explained.

In any case the Hebrew ways of thinking and speaking

of the future were also the ways of other Ethnic peoples,

both Semitic and non-Semitic. They were much older, too,

than the books in which they have come down to us. Some
of the most significant terms which the Old Testament uses

have the appearance of survivals from a more ancient time,

and seem to be in the process of giving place to others. The

thought, the sentiment, the language of the Old Testament
173
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on the subject of an after-world are to a very large extent

popular, inherited modes of thinking, feeling, and speaking,

common to it and other ancient literatui'es. So far from tihe

Old Testament having any pre - eminence, the advantage

might seem to be on the side of the Ethnic faiths. There

are those who think that the Accadian conception of the

after-existence, sombre as it may be, is less dreary than the

Hebrew. The Homeric shades are felt to have more anima'-

tion than those that people the under- world of Israel And

some do not hesitate to assert in behalf of certain Gentile

religions,—the Egyptian, the Zoroastrian, the Hellenic,—

that they had a more special mission than can be claimed

for the Hebrew faith, in the preservation and transmission of

the truth of a future life.

Is this all that can be said of the Old Testament in

relation to the doctrine of Immortality ? Is it only on the

same plane with other great religions of the ancient world?

Is it even beneath the level of some of these, less tolerable

than the Greek, less ethical than the Egyptian, less adequate

and certain than the Persian ? Has it any distinctive note ?

What is there to differentiate it from the Ethnic faiths?

Where does the presence of Eevelation make itself felt in it ?

How and in what measure was it a preparation for the

Christian doctrine ?

The answer is, that the Old Testamient view of the future

had that at its foundation which these Ethnic beliefs had not,

and that the light which was in it, unsteady as it was at first,

and shadowed even to darkness, moved on in a course of

enlargement and advance toward the perfect day. This was

its distinction ; this was the witness to a special operation

of God in it.

There were, in the first place, the limitless potentialities

contained in the doctrine of God which has been noticed as

distinctive of Israel. This spiritual doctrine, which made

the measureless difference between the religion of the Old

Testament and other religions of the old world, also formed

the point of issue, as we have said, for the whole Old Testa-

ment belief in a future life. The first thing and the last in
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Israel's faith, the reason for Israel's attitude to the future

and the root of Israel's hope of immortality, was this belief

in One God, the Creator of man, distinct from the world and

sovereign over it, a God of all natural and moral perfections,

above all a God of condescending grace, communicating Him-

self to His people, giving testimony of Himself as a covenant

God who was to be found of them, and could never fail them.

His fellowship, in its immediacy, its joy, its constancy, was

their mightiest and most certain experience, and the guarantee

of all that concerned them. He was the hving, the eternal,

the omnipotent God. Could the shelter of His wings be the

place for change or destruction ? He gave token of His

interest in His people, and of His desire for their praise and

worship. Could it be but for an hand-breadth of days ?

He came into relations of love and grace with men. Could

these be limited to earth ? The Eock of Israel was He who
could say, '' There is no god with me : I kill, and I make
alive." ^ The earnest of a living hope was contained in the

belief in a living God. The potency of a personal immor-

tahty was deposited in the faith in a personal God. The

promise of a moral Future lay in the recognition of the

moral action of a righteous God in the present.

There were, in the second place, the kindred potentialities

of the other doctrine which we have instanced as at the basis

of the Old Testament view of the after-life—the doctrine of

Man
J
the way in which and the end for which he was

created. The Old Testament thinks of man as the creature,

not of nature or necessity, but of God, receiving his exist-

ence by God's free and immediate act, made like Him, and

so constituted a free, personal being, distinct in origin and
in end from the beasts that perish. It takes it for granted

that he is meant to live, because he is placed in a relation

to God which is not ascribed to the brutes.

It has two ways of speaking of man, it is true, ways so

unlike that they seem almost inconsistent ; and the con-

clusion has been drawn by some, that it has two distinct

and irreconcilable doctrines. It describes him now as akin

^ Deut. xxxii. 38.
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to the brutes, mere " flesli" like them, weak and perishable

in his nature^ dust and ashes, without the power of Kfe k
himself. Again it represents him as akin to God, with the

notes of life, and royalty, and supremacy over the creatures.

But it is not that the Old Testament has two antagonistic

views of man, one attaching mortality to him in the same

sense as to the brutes, regarding death as appointed for him

by a simple necessity of nature on the completion of his

appointed period, and thinking of it as a strange thing or a

penal thing only when it surprises him before his time ; and

another, taking him to be immortal, and dealing with death

as a thing alien to him, invading his nature only as a penalty.

It is simply that it speaks of man now as he contrasts with

God, and again as he contrasts with the lower creatures.

Neither does it engage itself with the quasi-philosophical

questions which enter into the theology of later days. The

question of a natural or a conditional immortality is not

directly within its ken. It is not with the philosophy of

man that it deals, but with his relation to God ; not with

what he is, but with what he is to God. It says nothing

either of an essential immortality or of an essential mor-

tality of nature. It does not ascribe hfe to him as a thing

inherent in his nature, apart from the gift of God. But it

certainly does not regard him as made by God inherently

mortal, in the sense that under the primary conditions of

nature he could not but cease to be, except for a special

gift of the Spirit superadded to the endowments of creation*

It regards him as made for communion with God and for life

therein ; not merely as destined to reach the communion and

the life in the course of his history, but as having them from

the beginning, and as gifted with the capacities for retaining

them and for entering into their larger enjoyment. The life

would have continued to be his had he continued in the com-

munion, and death could have come in upon him only in the

train of a moral event destroying his relation to God. In

short, man's normal condition, according to the Old Testament,

is not mortality, with the possibility of attaining immortahty

by a later gift ; but life in God's fellowship, with the possi-
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bility of losing it and falling into a condition of existence

which is not life.^

This is the view of man which the Old Testament gives

when it speaks of his origin and primeval estate, and which

is implied in all that it afterwards says of God's ways and

purposes with him. There is no difference in this between

Elohist and Jehovist, Priestly and Prophetic narrative, earUer

and later doctrine. If the one sets the distinction of man's

nature before us in terms of a special and more immediate

act of God in the communication of life at man's creation,

the other gives it, as we have seen, in terms of a likeness to

God Himself, which makes man a copy within creaturely

limits of the free personal nature of God.^ The same idea of

man is contained in the statement of the test to which he

* In his Voraussetzungen der christUchen Lehre von der Unsterhlichkeit, and

in his AUtestamentlicJie Theologie, Professor Schultz regards man as naturally

mortal in the view of the Old Testament. He says that even the Jehovist

represents man as in himself a purely animal existence, in whose natural

development immortality was not included. See especially the latter work,

p. 634. But he grants that immortality belongs, according to the Old Testa-

ment, to the idea of man, though not to his riature. He admits that both the

Jehovist and the Elohist speak of man as designed for immortality, and that

what is said of the tree of life means, that if man had not sinned he would

have reached immortality. He allows, too, that the same is implied in Gen.

vi. 1-4, the passage indicating that the Divine Spirit might have ruled for

ever in man, in which case he would have lived ; and that, as far back as we
can go in the Old Testament, we find the presuppositions of immortality, and

the view that life belongs to the idea of man. See pp. 641-645.

2 That what is meant by the "image of God " in the Old Testament is not

a mere moral quality, but something inalienable, belonging to man's distinc-

tive constitution, appears from the fact that in Gen. ix. 6 it is ascribed to man
in his present condition. Schultz points out that the Elohistic narrative, in

the forefront of which is placed the creation of man in the image of God, says

nothing of man's Fall. Many Protestant theologians have erred in limiting

the "image of God" to an ethical character, a condition of moral perfection

which was lost by the Fall. The Biblical view has been happily restored of

late. Calvin defined it well when he said :
" Patere Dei eflSgiem ad totam

prsestantiam, qua eminet horainis natura inter omnes animantium species'*

{iTistit. Bk. I. ch. XV. 3). So Oehler describes it as the ** whole dignity of

man, in virtue of which human nature is sharply distinguished from that of

the beasts." See Laidlaw's The Bible Doctrine of Mem, pp. 99-112 ; Schleier-

macher, Der christUche Glauhe, i. 326 ; Hofmann, Der Schriftbeweis, i. pp. 287,

288; Thomasius, Christi Person u-nd Werk, i. pp. 221-243; Kiehm, Altt.

Tkeol. p. 170 ; Piepenbring, Theology of the Old Testanient, p. 170.

12
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was subjected. The words, *'in the day that thou eatest

thereof thou shalt surely die/' ^ taken in connection with the

possibility of living for ever which is connected with the

continuance in Eden,^ are not the announcement of a doom

which was to consist only in the hastening of an inevitable

event of nature. Neither is this idea of man contradipfced

by the terms of the judgment on his disobedience. The

words, "dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou retiu:n,"*

do not describe death as a thing inherent in man's original

constitution, but state why the sentence on his sin was to

fulfil itself in the way of a dissolution of -the body.

The same view of man's being and destiny is expressed

in other forms in other parts of the Old Testament,—in the

association of righteousness and life, which is characteristiG

of the Book of Proverbs ; in the dignity which is celebrated

in the eighth Psalm, making man only a little lower than

God ; * in the rule of God's Spirit in man ; * in instances

iGen. ii. 17. « Gen. iii. 24.

^ Gen. iii. 19. Oehler, Theologiedes Alien Test,, dritte Aiifl. p. 246.

^ The idea is essentially the same as in Gen. i. 26-28. Hence Ps. viii. 5-8

is described as a "flash into the darkness of creation," a commentaiy on the

Elohist's aocouiit of the formation of man in God's image, a lyric eclio of the

Mosaic narrative of his origin. A single thought inspires the whole music of

the paalm. It is the marvel that man, insignificant as he is and so distant

from God as compared with the heavens, has received a nature and a sovereignty

which make him little less than divine and show him to be a higher revelation,

a better representative of God, than sun, or moon, or stars. The R.V. rightly

follows Aquila, Symmachus, Xheodotion, and Jerome in adopting the rendering,

"little lower than God," instead of the "little lower than the angels" of ths

LXX., the Syriac, the Vulgate, the Targum, the A.V. For, apart from 1 Sara,

xxviii. 13 (where the word Elohim niay beused of supernatural beings generally,

or may express simply a " divine God-like form "), the angels are nowhere called

"Elohim,"but " sons of Elohim " (never " sonsof Jahveh"), or "sons of gods"

{Elifn)' Hupfeld thinks that in the Elohim of Ps. viii. we have an instance of

the common employment of plural fovras to denote abstract ideas, and would

renderit, "little lower than the G'o^AeacZ or the Dm?ie." But the queationis

whether this i)articular plural is ever used elsewhere in this abstract sense.

Here, too, as always in the Old Testament, the dignity of man is introduced,

not as a ground for boasting, but as a reason for humility, wonder, and praise,

^ Gen. vi. 1-4. Professor Hermann Schultz attaches great importance to

this passage, which he calls "die erstc Geschichte des Eindringens des Tpdes.

He proposes to change the position of the Zakkeph, and to drop the '?. Th«

aense then would be, "My Spirit shall not always rule in man in their ening;
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like those of Enoch and Elijah, which indicate that life is

guaranteed by a perfect walk with God, and that death and

Sheol are not inseparably connected with man's nature.^

It was the operation of these two great doctrines of

Revelation, as they were applied to the consciousness of Israel,

as they came in contact with the popular, inherited notions

of the future, as they were fortified by the personal experi-

ences of pious men, and as they were confirmed in course of

time by the positive teaching of the prophets, that enlarged

and illumined the Old Testament view of an after-life. In

he is flesli, and so his days shall be au hundred and twenty years " (see his AltL

Theologiej ut sup. pp. 691, 692). The transposition of the D^w^ is favoured also

by De Wette and Bunsen, But it is inconsistent with the emphasis which

seems to rest on the term. The rendering of the LXX., the Peschitta, the

Vulgate, and the Targum, "because he also (like other earthly creatures) is

flesh, therefore his days shall be an hundred and twenty years," gives a good

sense, and is adopted, not only by Jewish interpreters of note, but by the A. V.,

Dehtzsch, Hofmann, etc., and is retained in the text of the R.Y, But, apart

from the doubtful application of the "also," this presupposes that the proper

vocalisation is dsb'^, and that the £^3 stands for n^ss ; which is perhaps to anti-

cipate later usage. The difficulties of the exegesis are well understood. See,

in especial, Dillmann's careful statement, in loc. Some points, however, are

tolerably clear. The phrase, **My Spirit," refers to the Divine spirit, or prin-

ciple of life communicated by God. The pn; cannot well be rendered "dwell,"

"abide," as the ancient versions put it, but must mean either "judge," "rule"

(Dehtzsch, Schrader, Schultz, etc.), or "humble itself," "be abased" (Dill-

mann, Tuch, Ewald, etc.)- The dsbJ^ is to be taken as in the margin of the

R.V., "in their erring." The most probable rendering, therefore, is, "The
spirit of life given by Me shall not for ever be abased in man ; by reason of their

offence (or erring) he is flesh, so shall his days be an hundred and twenty
years." According to Dillmann, the idea is, that the conditions under which
God placed the human race at creation are broken by the sin referred to in

ver. 1 ; that God's purpose is to arrest this, and not suffer the spirit of life that

He gave to man to be subjected for ever to the service of sense and sin to which
man debased it ; and that, by the withdrawal of this spirit of life, man's powers

are to be weakened and his existence limited to an hundred and twenty years.

The important point is, that whatever the difficulties of the interpretation may
be, it is fully recognised by Schultz, as well as others, that in this passage

death is represented as a judgment, a thing opposed to man's real personality,

and connected with a perversion of his intended course.

^ Piepenbring regards the translations of Enoch and Elijah as indicating that

"man was not necessarily subject to death." He finds the same idea in "the
prophetic declaration that foretells the abolition of death under the reign of

the Messiah" (Isa. xxv. 8 ; cf. xxvi. 19). See his Theology of the Old Testa-

meoU, p. 264.
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this way the truth that was latent was brought to view, and

was carried forward from stage to stage, until it became a

permanent contribution to man's hope. These two doctrines,

with all their potentialities, made an essential difference

between the Old Testament attitude to the future and the

Ethnic. It is a difference that existed from the beginning,

that discovered itself in many things, and became deeper and

more patent as Israel's history advanced toward the fuhiess

of time.

It is seen, for example, in the conception of Sheol itself.

Much as the Hebrew idea resembled the Babylonian and

Greek conceptions, it stood apart from them at certain points,

and one of these was of great significance. The Ethnie

faiths had separate deities for their under-world. The Baby-

lonians had their AUat or Nin-ki-gal, the Greeks their gloomy

Pluto and Persephone. But the absolute monotheism of the

Old Testament recognised no special deity for Sheol, no with-

drawal even of the dark under-world from the presence and

the rule of God. There is no approach to the heathen view.

*' Thou wentest to the king with ointment," says the prophet,

" and didst increase thy perfumes, and didst send thine am-

bassadors far off, and didst debase thyself even unto Sheol."
^

^ Isa. Ivii. 9. Looking to what is said of the fear of man in ver. 11,

Delitzsch thinks that verses 9, 10 speak of Israel as making mighty efforts

to obtain allies, travelling to the king with oil and abundance of spices, send-

ing messages to distant courts, and bowing not only to earth but to Sheol

itself in the extremest servility, in order to court favour and help. Cheyne,

too, Orelli, and others, prefer to take the phrase as a figure for abject servility.

There are eminent names, however, on the other side. Bottcher {Ve Inferis,

§§ 449, 452) holds that there is more than a metaphor here. He indicates three

things which may be referred to—the service of infernal deities, like Nibhaz

and Tartak, of whom the Avites made themselves gods (2 Kings xvii. 31) ; the

worship of strange gods in subterranean caves, of which there was an instance

in the rites of Mithras ; or the wailings for the dead, noticed by Aelian and

Plutarch, which were conjoined with certain idolatries, and were practised in pita.

Ewald, who regards the whole section as quoted from another prophet of

Manasseh's time or thereby, thinks that what is in view here is the offering of

costly gifts to all kinds of foreign and remote gods, to Moloch, and to the gods

of the under-world. Dillmann also rejects the metaphorical interpretation of

the clause, "Thou didst debase thyself even unto hell," and the reference to

political alliances. He does this on the ground that h'*$t^n does not mean to

hoio doton or stoop low, and that vers. 5-8 deal with idolatrous service. He
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These are words, it is true, which have been supposed to

betray the existence of the Gentile sentiment. But even

this solitary passage, if it speaks at all of the service of

infernal deities, speaks of it as something foreign to the

faith -of Israel. It is doubtful, besides, whether the words

amount to more than the expression of a servility which is

ready to stoop to the lowest depth.

There is a king of terrors ; there is a shepherd that

herds the wicked dead, who are said to be " appointed as a

flock for Sheol." ^ But it is death personified. It is Sheol

itself that is moved to meet the Babylonian monarch, and

that " stirreth up " the great dead to greet the new-comer.^

Sheol is God's domain. His presence penetrates it ; if one

makes his bed in it, God is there.^ His eye sees through it

;

Sheol is naked before Him, and Abaddon hath no covering.^

His power fills it or empties it ; He bringeth down to Sheol,

and bringeth up.^ His hand searches it ; though the idolater

and the oppressor dig into Sheol, that hand shall take them

thence.^ His righteousness reaches it ; the fire of His wrath

bmrns to the lowest Sheol.'^

The difference is seen again in the idea of the good of

exkteTice, whether for the individual or for the nation. In

the view of the Old Testament, life and good are one and

the same thing, as are also their opposites, death and emL^
" Life " (D''!n) is the sum of all earthly blessings, and nothing

concludes that the passage contains a denunciation of efforts to win the favour

of heathen gods, even those of the most distant lands ; and not such efforts

only, but others equally vain to secure the help of the deities or denizens of

Sheol itself. This interpretation has its own difficulties. It takes the ^^d, not

in the sense of a king among men, but in the sense of a great god, a king

among gods,

—

Belt according to Knobel; Moloch^ according to Ewald ; Anam^
tmUTch, according to Hitzig ; the supreme heathen god, according to others. In

any case, it is not a native Hebrew practice or belief that is in view, but a

heathen practice to which corrupt Israel yielded.

^ Job xviii. 14 ; Ps. xlix. 14. ^ jg^. xiv. 9.

^ Ps. cxxxix. 8. ^ Job xxvi. 8.

^ 1 Sam. ii. 6. This remarkable sentence expresses the power of Israel's

God over life and death, the power to grant or to deny deliverance. Whether

it is Hannah's word, or part of an ancient ode or war-peean, as Stade and
others fancy, it expresses nothing more than this.

^ Amos ix. 2.
'^ Deut. xxxii. 22. ^ Deut. xxx. 15.
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makes "life" that is not "good." But both "life" and

" good " are moral or religious ideas. " Good " is not mere

temporal prosperity, although the one thing is associated

with the other. Neither is " life " mere existence, how-

ever favoured, if the favour is limited to material enjoyment

and success.

" Life " or " good " means for the individual man a career,

like that of the patriarchs, the sum of such desirable things

as length of days, the gift of children, the possession of one's

heritage, fertile fields, corn and wine in abundance, a green,

old age, the expectation of the continuance of one's name

and the blessing of one's house. " Death " or " evil " means

for the individual the opposite of these—a shortened exist-

ence, childlessness, unfruitful seasons, exile, the extirpation

of one's name, the misfortune of one's house. For the nation

the one means a people dwelling secure, in the enjoyment of

peace and plenty, victorious over their enemies; and the

other means famine, disturbance, defeat, bondage, dispersion.^

It is never these things in themselves, however, that make

the good of existence or life in the large Old Testament

sense, but these things with the grace of God. Neither

nation nor individual, however prospered, sees good that does

not also see God and have experience of His favour. Those

desirable things of earth are the seals of His favour; but

" life " and " good " are in the favour, not in the mere seals.

That God Himself is the life of man and nation, that apart

from Him there is no good, that happiness is found only in

His nearness, is the teaching at once of Law-book, Psalm,

and Proverb.^ This association of all weal with God Himself

could not but carry the Hebrew belief in an after-existence

beyond its own initial stage, and far beyond what was possible

in rehgions which knew not a God like Israel's God.

The difference shows itself further in the Old Testament

view of the Ethics of life, its moral order and its moral

adjustments. There is an order in life working to righteous-

ness, and the secret of that order is the will of God. Eeward

1 Deut. xxxiii. 26-28.

2 Deut. XXX. 20 ; Ps. xvii. 2 ; Lev. xxvi. 11 ; Prov. iii. 2, iv. 10, vii. &5.
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for the righteous according to their righteousness, and punish-

ment for the unrighteous according to their unrighteousness,

are assured. It is a fundamental principle of the theology

of the Old Testament, that God is to man as man is to God.

It is of the essence of the Law that God will " walk contrary

unto those " who " walk contrary unto Him " ; that if His

people " move Him to jealousy with that which is not

God," and "provoke Him to anger with their vanities," He
also will " move them to jealousy with those which are

not a people," and " provoke them to anger with a foolish

nation." ^ It is the teaching of the Psalmist ^ that with

the merciful God shows Himself merciful, that He is per-

fect with the perfect man, pure with the pure, froward with

the perverse.

This moral equation completes itself on earth. The man
who is in fellowship with God looks for good here ; while the

man who estranges himself from God has his punishment

here, in the disasters that pursue his life, or in the stroke

that suddenly terminates life. The adjustment of fortune to

merit may not be immediate. Wickedness may run its

blind career with impunity for a time, and piety may suffer.

But at last the moral return comes to each, and it comes in

the events of the earthly existence, or in its end. Good

obtains its perfect reward, and evil its just penalty. But it

is before the man goes down to Abaddon, where piety and

folly meet on equal terms.

This doctrine of retribution takes its form from the

central idea of a kingdom of God established upon earth.

It has been grievously misunderstood. Men of different

schools, looking at it especially as it appears in the positive

and unqualified statements of the Mosaic books, have made
it one of their strongest reasons for an unfriendly judgment

of the Hebrew religion. The authority of the Old Testament

was seriously impaired, as the old Socinians thought, by its

ignorance of the doctrine of future awards, and its failure to

give the promise of eternal life. The morality of the Old

Testament was repudiated as selfish and utilitarian, destitute

1 Lev. xxvi. 23, 24 ; Deut. xxxii. 21. ^ Ps. xviii. 25, 26.
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of any higher inspiration than the hope of earthly reward;

and the dread of earthly loss. Even men like De Wefcte

spoke of the Pentateuchal doefcrine of retribution as an

infatuation of the Hebrew nation, un unwholesome, narrowing

idea of life, in which the Jew contrasted unfavourably with'

the Greek. The English Deists fixed upon it as the vantage

ground for their assaults upon the religion of the Old Testa-

ment. Thomas Morgan charged Moses with worldly designs;^

and the silence of the Mosaic books on the subject of future

awards was a stock argument with the Deistical school. We
gather from Warburton's statements, indeed, that this was

more the case than the extant writings of the Deists them*-

selves indicate.

This peculiarity of the religion of the Law was made so

much of by these writers, and caused such difficulty to the

Churchmen of those days, that a special defence was felt to

be needed, and Bentley's " man of monstrous appetite and

bad digestion " undertook to furnish it in his Divine Legation.

Warburton's Apology aimed at turning the contention of the

assailants of the Mosaic rehgion into a demonstration of its

truth. Assuming that the doctrine of a future state of

rewards and punishments is in itself, and in the general

sense of mankind, vital to the welfare of society, and allow-

ing further that it has no place in the Mosaic system, he

argued that only the supposition of a divine origin and

supernatural sanction^ could account for the phenomenon

known to history as the Jewish dispensation,—a defence

^ Moral PhilosopJieTj iii. 111.

2 Warburton throws his argument into this form :

—

I. Whatever religion and society have no future state for their support,

must be supported by an extraordinary Providence.

The Jewish religion and society had no future state for their support.

Therefore the Jewish religion was supported by an extraordinary Providence.

II. It was universally believed by the ancients, on their common principles

of legislation and wisdom, that whatsoever religion and society have no futui'e

state for their support, must be supported by an extraordinary Providence.

Moses, skilled in all that legislation and wisdom, instituted the Jewish

religion and society without a future state for its support.

Therefore Moses, who taught, believed likewise that this religion and

society was supported by an extraordinary Providence.
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rightly described as an "attempt to support one gigantic

paradox by a whole system of affiliated paradoxes." ^

Nor was it by any means only among the English Deists

that this peculiarity of the Mosaic religion was misunder-

stood and turned to hostile use. Kant stumbled at the

same singular fact, and refused to allow the name of Eeligion

to the Jewish faith, so far as it lacked the essential element

of belief in a future life. He thought, at the same time,

that Moses himself had the belief, while he withheld it from

the people.^ Others, including even rigid, orthodox theo-

logians like Hengstenberg, followed Kant in his view of the

case, and in the attempt to meet it by the hypothesis of a

secret doctrine known to the great men of the Old Covenant,

but not communicated to the people.^

But this is to miss the spirit of the Old Testament,

and to look only at the shell of the Mosaic system. It is

not because there was little or no religion in the Jewish

dispensation, as Kant imagined, that the moral awards of a

future life were so surprisingly ignored. It is because there

was so much religion, and because the religious interest so

absorbed the Jewish mind. The revelation which came from

Sinai, from " the secret place of thunder," bore witness of a

God whom no eye could see, and who was to be worshipped

in His pure spirituality without the aid of sign or likeness.

It seemed to the polytheists of the nations a religion without

a God. Eut it was a religion all God. To the Hebrew
people it became the intuition of a God who was so real

although invisible, so near although unapproachable, that

they felt His goings to be among them, and saw that His

^ Leslie Stephen's English Thought in the Eighteenth Century^ i. 355.

^ Kant expresses himself thus :
'* Da ohne Glauben an ein ktlnftiges Leben

gar keine Keligion gedacht werden kann, so enthalt das Judenthum als ein

solches in seiner Reinigkeit genommen gar keinen Religionsglauben." On the

second point he writes thus :
" Dieser Glauhe drangt sich kraft der allgemeinen

moralischen Anlage in der menschlichen I^Tatur Jedermanns von selbst auf. Es
ist also gewiss absichtlich geschehen dass der Gesetzgeber dieses Volkes, ob er

gleich als Gott selbst vorgestellt wird, doch nieht die mindeste Riicksicht auf

das klinftige Leben habe nehmen wollen " {Eelig. imierh. d. Grenzen der hi.

Vemunft, p. 178).

* Beiir. iii. 574.
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righteousness was shaping their lives. All else was sunk in

the overmastering consciousness of the immediacy of God

and the sense of His just work on earth. The silence of

the Old Testament, especially in the Law, on the subject of

an after-life has its reason in this. " Not from want of

religion," says Dean Stanley, " but (if one might use the

expression) from excess of religion, was this void left in the

Jewish mind. The Euture Life was not denied or contra-

dicted; but it was overlooked, set aside, overshadowed, by

the consciousness of the living, actual presence of God Him-

self. That truth, at least in the limited conceptions of the

youthful nation, was too vast to admit of any rival truth,

however precious." ^

Nor is it that the morality of the Law or the Prophets

was a mercenary morality, and the motives of obedience mere

earthly hopes and fears. In this theory of rewards and

pxmishments administered in the limited form of temporal

good and temporal evil, all began and ended with God. At

the heart of the Mosaic doctrine of retribution there was an

idea which was older than the doctrine itself, and gave it its

meaning, an idea which the sacred history carries back to

Abraham and to Noah—the idea of a covenant between

Israel and God. A view of duty, ruled by this great concep-

tion of present personal relations and mutual engagements

between God and His people, was something far removed

from a narrow utilitarianism. A view of life, in which the

first thing was the recognition of God's claims, the sense of

God's grace, the confession that His fellowship was the secret

of all good, and His hand the explanation of all success, made

the doctrine of a temporal retribution a new thing. It en-

nobled the very patriotism of the Hebrew, and purged it of

the passion of national glorification. " In the history of

other nations," says Herder, " there are indications that they

designated here and there a small piece of their soil as made

sacred by the presence of their God ; but I know no people

whose poetry, like theirs, has made the poverty of their

country exhibit the fulness of God, and consecrated its narrow

^ Lectures on the History of the Jewish Churchy i, pp. 154, 155,
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limits as a theatre for displaying the majesty of Jehovah." ^

The doctrine of retribution which referred all to God, and

confessed Him as the Author alike of the triumphs which

enriched and the disasters which chastened, rose high above

any mere Hedonism, and was certain to enlarge its bounds.

The enlargement took place, and we can so far follow its

course. We can see the ripening of the seeds of a living

hope which were in the soil of the Old Testament revelation

from the first. We can understand how the religion which,

in the form given it in the historical books, has been stig-

matised as the rudest of all religions, on account of its com-

plete disregard of a future life,^ proved nevertheless to be the

only rehgion that moved on to a vital and enduring faith in

immortality. The potentialities of that faith lie open to the

eye even in the oldest sections of the historical records ; and

the other books enable us to follow the process by which,

"by divers portions and in divers manners," it gradually

asserted itself. We see how the primitive conception of the

state of death was re-shaped in the course of ages by the

secret energies of the thought of God and the experience of

His converse with men.

Two things contributed to the transfiguration of the

popular ideas of Sheol, and to the discovery of the better

hope that was in the heart of the Old Testament religion.

On the one hand, there were the intuitions, ventures, and

forecasts of devout souls in moments of deepest experience or

keenest conflict; and, on the other hand, there were the

deliverances of the great spiritual teachers of Israel. These

are not to be thought of as entirely distinct. The assured

communication of the teacher came often out of the sanctuary

of the wrestling soul. Neither can it be said that they issued

in a complete doctrine. But each added something, and together

they gave what hope could hold by until Christ came.

^ 2%e Spirit of the Hebrew Poeii-y, by Marsh, i. p. 236.

'^ Speaking of the Jewish religion, as it appears in ''Genesis and all the

historical books to the end of Chronicles," Schopenhauer characterises it as

"die roheste aller Religionen, well sic die einzige ist, die durchaiis keine

tJnsterblichkeitslehre, noch irgend eine Spnr davon hat" {Faral. i. p. 137).
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These things have a history which can be read with some

measure of certainty. It has many points of interest. One

of them is the influence which was exerted by events,

especially by national disasters and the defeat of national

expectations, upon the development of the belief. Another

is the gradual displacing of the larger unit of the nation by

the smaller unit of the individual, in the Old Testament view

of the future. In primitive reUgions generally the deity

worshipped was the deity of the tribe or people. This was

the case in its own way with the religion of Israel. The

first relation of God was with the community rather than the

individual. The first thought was that of the kingdom of

God and its fortunes. The first principle was that of

national privilege, national responsibihty, national reward or

punishment. The individual life was not distinct from the

social Hfe. The promises and threatenings of the Law were

addressed to collective Israel, and had regard to national

obedience. The God of Israel was the God of the Israelite,

and the individual had his reward in the prosperity of the

nation. So the hope of the Hebrew was in the first instance

a hope for the community, for the visible Theocracy. The

future which he looked to was a future for the nation, rather

than for himself or his own soul. It was the perpetuity of

the people that he inferred from the eternity of God. The

saint who fainted under his own pain sank his own case in

the larger thought of the afflicted community, and made the

changelessness of God an argument for the continuance of

the children of His servants, and for the establishing of their

seed before Him.^

But the time came when the thought of the individual

asserted itself, and the sense of personal responsibility

sharpened, aud the principle that " the soul that sinneth, it

shall die " ^ was placed alongside the proverb which spoke of

the fathers eating sour grapes, and the teeth of the children

being set on edge. The doctrine of a divine retribution

which fulfilled itself in judgments falling primarily on the

nation, and on the individual as a part of the nation, obtained

1 Pa. cii. 27, 26. - Ezek. xviii. 20.
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a new extension. In this the teaching of Ezekiel marks an

era. The responsibility of the individual was not wholly

overlooked, indeed, in the earlier period. There are passages

all along the line of the Old Testament writings in which it

comes more or less clearly into view.^ But it forms no very

distinct or prominent- element even in the counsels of the

eighth century prophets. The great ideas remained those of

corporate guilt or merit, corporate reward or punishment ; and

the instructions of the prophets continued to be addressed to

the house of Israel as such, until the preacher of the Chebar

asserted the personal responsibility of the Israelite over

against the collective responsibility of Israel.

As this truth penetrated the conscience of the people,

new thoughts of the Future arose ; and as at the same time

their experience of fellowship with God became the subject

of reflection with devout souls, there came the presenti-

ment of individual immortality. Various influences, instruc-

tions, and changes of fortune, no doubt, had their part in

this. But nothing did more to forward the alteration and

advance than the great event of the Exile, which broke the

nation and shattered the national hope.

^ In the historical and legal books the instances referred to are chiefly

these : Abraham's plea in Gen. xviii. 25 ; Jehovah's answer to Moses in Ex.

xxxii. 33 ; the cry of Moses and Aaron on the occasion of the punishment of

Korah and his company—"shall one man sin, and wilt Thou be wroth with all

the congregation?" (JSTum. xvi. 22); the Deuteronomic statement of the

principle of the Second Commandment (Dent. vii. 10) ; the further principle of

the Deuteronomic legislation
—"The fathers shall not be put to death for the

children, neither shall the children be put to death for the fathers : every man
shall be put to death for his own sin" (Deut. xxiv. 16) ; David's confession and

appeal, "Lo, I have sinned, and I have done wickedly ; but these sheep, what
have they done?" (2 Sam. xxiv. 17) ; Joash's recognition of the principle that

every man shaH suffer only for his own sin (2 Kings xiv. 6). In the prophetic

books the passages mainly in question are these : Isa. iii. 10, 11, xxxiii. 15

;

Jer. xii. 1, 2, xvii. 5-10, xxxii. 18, 19. Stade thinks there are no traces of

anything but corporate responsibility and collective retribution in the pre-

Exilic literature. But this is an extreme opinion. Stade questions the

genuineness of Jer. xii. 1, 2, xvii. 5-10, xxxii. 18, 19. Euenen affirms their

genuineness, and holds Isa. xxxiii. 15 to be pre-Exilic. While Wellhauaen
and Stade deny the pre-Exilic date of Deut. vii. 10, Kuenen maintains it.

See also Mr. 0. G. Montefiore in the Jeioish Quarterly Review, October 1890.



CHAPTER IV

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE POETICAL BOOKS

THE Poetical books help us to understand bow the first

of the two contributions which have been named was

made, and what it amounted to. They bring us into the

laboratory of the personal, spiritual life, when they introduce

us to the cries and conflicts of faith,—a faith distracted by

the inequalities of things and by the difference between the

,

expected working of the divine righteousness and stern,

obtrusive fact. The contradictions of existence may not

have made themselves felt at once. The first attitude of

the Hebrew mind to the enigmas of life and the mystery

of death may have been childlike and unquestioning. Primi-

tive Hebrew piety may have been able simply to accept

death, satisfied with life as it was lived when it saw its

natural length, content with the experience of God's fellow-

ship which was enjoyed in the land of the living, craving

nothing beyond but the continuance of family and people.

But it could not rest there long.

Faith had to face the problems of life which met it in

the nation and in the individual. It was disconcerted by

the thought that, on to the end of the active earthly career,

the righteous might miss the reward of their righteousness,

and the wicked escape the penalty of their wickedness, and

then sink both together to the same dead level of Sheol.

As faith wrestled with the questions forced upon it by the

failure of correspondence between the Mosaic doctrine of

retribution and intractable fact, its horizon widened, it had

its visions, it drew its inferences, it stretched dim bands

beyond Sheol. In moments of rare elevation things came to

100
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it which enriched it and expanded it, things which were the

inspirations of that Spirit who makes " groanings which cannot

be uttered " the prophets of truth and the ministers of hope.

The enlargement of the perceptions of faith to which the

Poetical books bear witness, follows more than one direction.

At times it takes the form of an anticipation of relief from

Sheol, a half - articulate assurance that the blank under-

world which cuts man off from the presence of God cannot

be meant for the godlj. The fact of Sheol, with all that it

implies according to the common belief, is acquiesced in,

while the thought that this can be the end of God's saints,

even His afflicted saints, is banished for the time. In the

fateful crises of life the soul has its ecstasies, and becomes

prophetic. God's holy ones have their moments of rapt

experience when their converse with God, the living God, is

felt to be incapable of being cancelled by death, and the

presentiment rises of something better than Sheol. The

pressure of the dark enigmas of existence, the terror of

unlooked-for dangers threatening life, bring such moments

with them ; and faith has its forecasts.

These forecasts, it is true, are not always large or certain.

Often the feeling does not go beyond the immediate occasion,

and all that comes to utterance then is the anticipation that

there will be deliverance from the impending peril, that God
will avert death until His servant's time is finished and his

vocation is fulfilled. Thus it is, for example, with the

martial psalm, the Huguenot " song of battles," which cele-

brates the victorious ascent of the God of Israel with the

train of captive enemies of His people, and magnifies Him as

the "God of deliverance," to whom belong the issues from

death." ^ So it is, too, with the psalm in praise of the " city

^ Ps. Ixviii. 20. The verse is variously rendered, e.g. "God wlio is our God
to show help; and Jahve the Lord has for death ways of escape" (Ewald) :

"He, God, is a God of deeds of deliverance, and Jahve the Lord hath ways of

escape from death " (Delitzsch) ; "God is unto ns divine in saving acts; yea,

unto Jehovah belong escapes from Death " (Cheyne). An inference is drawn, as

is rightly observed, from what God is to Israel. But it does not go beyond the

thought of God's ability to rescue from the descent to Sheol even those who
seem in instant peril of death.
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of the great King," inviolable through Jehovah's presence,

when it closes with the note of confidence in the everlasting
'

guidance of this G-od who is " our God for ever and ever." ^

But it appears to be different with the assurance which is

expressed in the Sixteenth Psalm. There we have a plea for

preservation, and that because of a relation with God which

gives the pleader a claim to the Divine protection. The

suppliant makes his confession to God that in this relation he

has found all his weal, and has seen that apart from God he

has no good. He declares his delight in Jehovah's saints,

the true nobles of the land, and disowns association with

those who change the glad service of the Lord for the vain

offerings of strange gods. He avows anew the pure satis-

faction which has been his in Jehovah his Portion, who gives

him practical guidance and counsel in converse with Himself.

From this quick sense of the security which is found in

fellowship with God he looks into the future, and rises to the

conviction that there, too, he shall be safe with a Covenant

God; that there, too, soul and flesh, himself in his entire

living being, shall continue secure ; that he shall be shown

the way in which life is found, and shall have in the presence

of God a joy both full and everlasting.

He seems to be face to face with some dire peril, due

perhaps to the enmity of a recreant, idolatrous party in the

land ; and the terms in which he pours out his heart, taken

in the letter, might not convey more than a confident ex-

pectation of rescue from that peril. But the danger, if such

^ Ps. xlviii. 14. Ewald, following the LXX., renders, " He is God our God

for ever and ever: He will guide ns into eternities." Others (Mendelssohn,

Stier), following the Syriac, and overlooking the usage of the preposition %
translate it, "He will be our guide beyond death." The niD-^, however, is

perhaps only a musical note occupying an unusual position at the end of the

psalm. So Delitzsch renders it, "That such an one is Elohim, our God for

ever ; He will us guide" ; and Professor Oheyne, "That there is Elohim, our

God, He it is that shall lead us for ever and ever." There is nothing more

definite here than trust in the unfailing guidance of God. In Ps. iv. 8, too,

Oehler finds at least a transition to the larger passages in which faith negativea

death and Sheoi. But the closing sentence of that reposeful evening prayer

expresses nothing beyond the thought that the man who has Jehovah's favour

and protection can lie down without guard or companion, and sleep at once

secure, unharassed by care or fear.
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;is at all what is in view, is in the background. The sense

^:of it is lost in the deeper sense of life secure in commiinion

S with God ; and the singer's faith is lifted to the heavenlies

!fwhen it assures itself that God will not give his soul to Sheol,

\\jiov suffer his flesh to see the pit.

^ There is more here than the expectation of deliverance

tfrom the terror of a particular occasion. There is not so

i much, however, as the distinct and definite belief in a blessed

I

immortality, far less the hope of the resurrection of the body.

i
The principle of that hope, no doubt, is in the far-reaching

' words. But it is not in the Psalmist's ken. His thought is

;

not of the leaving of his soul in Sheol, nor of the fate of the

, disembodied spirit, but of the surrender of his soul to Sheol,

; in the sense of dying. When he speaks of his " flesh " also

; dwelling "in safety" (R.V.), he thinks of the living body and

, the possibility of its becoming the tenant of the grave, not of

the dead body and its subjection to decay. But there is the

intuition of a security in God which nothing in the threaten-

ing present or in the unknown future can touch. Hope
stretches for the moment beyond its limit, and mounts to

assurance. There is the sense of a joy and energy in the

Hfe hid in God, which must be stronger than death and all

that destroys. This fellowship with God, in which his heart

is glad and his glory rejoices, is felt to guarantee its own
continuance, and to be incapable of being dissolved by the

destructions of Sheol. The Psalmist has sight of the truth

that life with God cannot sink to the measure of the under-

world existence, which is not life ; that Jehovah cannot but

make some way of escape for His " beloved one " from the pit

in which His face is unseen and His praise is silent.^

^ The interpretation whicli limits the words to the confident expectation ot

deliverance from some impending mortal peril, is not unreasonable. Each of

the rich sentences in which the Psalmist's hope is expressed, if taken by itself,

will suit that interpretation sufficiently well. It is favoured also by the

general level of faith seen in the Psalter, and by the fact that terms equally

mystical and far-reaching are elsewhere used of occasions which are plainly of

temporal interest. In one form or other it has been accepted, therefore, by
Riehm, Hoftnann, Piepenbring, and others. Hofmann, for example, con-

nects the psalm with David, and understands it to express his assurance that

13
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The Seventeenth Psalm probably furnishes a similar in-

stance of the far perceptions of faith, although the point and

range of the terms are by no means certain. It has a

general affinity with the Sixteenth Psalm, and a particular

resemblance to it in the lofty strain of hope with which it

closes. But while in the one case the sense of the danger

is lost in the assurance of security in Jehovah's fellowship,

in the other the danger is in the foreground, and the hope is

the final note. In this psalm one speaks who is in mortal

peril. His danger is from men in whose thoughts there is

no place for God and the things of God. Conscious of his

righteousness, he looks painfully at the mystery of a righteous

God permitting himself and his fellows to be driven to the

death by rancorous enemies. On the ground of the justice

of his cause and the sincerity of his prayer, he appeals to the

loving-kindness of the Lord for a way of deliverance, and

cries for Jehovah's sword to overtake these pitiless foes. But

at last his thoughts rest on a contrast deeper than time.

These " men of the world " have their portion in this Hfe, in

its treasures, in its children, and have nothing beyond. But

as for him, Jehovah Himself is his possession, and there is

God will not suffer death, to overtake him before his mission is finished, and it

is made certain that the kingship wiU not die when he dies. See the SchiJU

heweiSf ii. 607. Most interpreters, however, including those of very different

schools, agree with Hupfeld in thinking that so to limit the psalm is to empty

it of its highest meaning. Whether the psalm is to be referred to David (Hitzig,

Delitzsch, etc.), to the Exile (Ewald), or to post-Exilic times (Cheyne, etc.),

the interpretation is not materially affected. The question of the date of the

psalm, and the question of the ideas of the psalm, are sometimes mixed up,

but they are in the main independent of each other. The allusions to religious

dissensions, to libations, to the *' excellent," and the "holy ones," are enough,

in Professor Cheyne's opinion, to prove it to be post-Exilic. He takes it,

therefore, to be "the fruit of that long weaning from the world begim in

Babylon, and perfected under another foreign yoke in Israel's recovered home

{The Origin of the Fsalter^ p. 197). It is true that if the doctrine of the re-

surrection of the body were definitely taught in it, that might be a weighty

argument for placing it later. But, as Delitzsch observes, the idea of a future

for the body might appear as a "bold postulate of faith" even in a Davidic

psalm. In point of fact, however, the Psalmist's antithesis, as Professor

Cheyne puts it, "is not this world and the next, but life with God and life

without God." See also Kirkpatrick's The Psalms, Book I. p. 78 ; W. It-

Smith's article in the ExpositoTj 1876, vol. iv. etc.
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)i presence of God which comes by righteousness. In this

he knows a higher and more lasting satisfaction. His hope

soars to the enduring joy of a fellowship in which Jehovah

3peaks mouth to mouth with His servant, and gives him to

behold His face. He is assured of the beatitude of a vision

of God, which outlasts life and outweighs earth's fulness.^

On other occasions the same enlargement of faith

^assumes the form of an overpassing of the common doom,

a denial or ignoring of the prevailing idea of death. Sheol

'is taken to be something else than the popular belief makes

it, or it is simply negatived. This current of thought is best

seen in the Forty-ninth and Seventy-third Psalms. These are

among the great passages of the Old Testament which

struggle with the unexpected and anomalous in the moral

order of the world. The latter psalm, Savonarola's psalm,

and that of many a large and burdened soul, is the voice of

one of God's holy ones, who has been stung into doubt and

^ In this psalm, as in tlie preceding, the idea of immortality is implicit

rather than explicit. The main thought lies in the contrast between two kinds

of good—an unreal and fugitive good apart from God, and a real and enduring

good in His fellowship. The beholding God'sface seems to express the idea of

a real vision of God, a communion with Him as actual and as familiar as that

enjoyed by Moses according to Num. xii. 6-8. The question of the magnitude

and definiteness of the hope depends largely on the sense of the phrase ** when
I awake," which is unhappily so disputable. It is variously taken to express

the experience of the morning after the natural rest of night (Ewald, etc.;

a "lean and hungry sense," according to Perowne) ; deliverance from the night

of calamity (Calvin, etc.) ; the joy of daily communion with God (Kirkpatrick,

etc.), or ''every morning when I awake," as H. Schultz puts it; the waking
sight of God, as contrasted with the dream or vision, which is supposed to be

suggested by the passage in Numbers ; the waking out of the sleep of this life

{"when life's short morningis past," as Professor Cheyne gives it) ; the waking
out of the sleep of death (Delitzsch, Perowne, etc.). Most of these renderings

obviously limit the thought to an experience of God on earth. The last of

these interpretations has most to commend it, although the Psalmist's prayer

in vers. 8-14 looks to deliverance from the death then threatening, not to

anything beyond death. Even taking the sense, however, to be that of an
awaking out of the sleep of death, it does not follow that the doctrine of a re-

surrection appears here, or that there is anything more than the " postulate of

faith" for which Delitzsch contends, an anticipation which "flashes upon his

consciousness of fellowship with Him." In this consciousness death is not

contemplated as final. The certainty of a satisfying relation to God which must
continue beyond death is grasped for the time.
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driven to the verge of apostasy by the insolent prosperiti^of

the wicked, a prosperity which seems in painful conflict with

the Law's doctrine of God, the righteous Judge, who does

justice on earth. It is the problem which is faced elsewhere,

in the Thirty-seventh Psalm and the Book of Job,—a pro-

blem staggering beyond measure to the Hebrew mind. For

the Hebrew, knowing nothing of laws of nature, but referring

all things to the sovereign will of God, looked for direct

interpositions of His hand, and felt baffled when He did not

intervene in the interest of righteousness.

In this noble Asaphic psalm that problem is disposed of

in two ways. The first solution which is offered is the one

which is given in the Thirty-seventh Psalm. It is the

patience of faith. It is the thought that it is only for a

time that God allows the triumph of the wicked, and that at

last He will in each case establish righteousness on earth.

The Psalmist looks for the swift destruction which shall be

the recompense of the ungodly, and he looks for it on earth.

But, instead of speaking of any compensation for the godly in

the shape of material prosperity, he rises above his first

solution, and grasps a second and worthier. His hope

mounts higher than earth and its inequalities. He recalls

how God has holden his right hand even in the discontent

and terror of his doubt. He gives himself anew to Jehovah's

guidance, and expresses the certitude that He will '' receive

him to glory " (or " take him in honour "), and will be his

rock and portion when nature fails.

His theodicy stops far short of the New Testament

doctrine of the compensations of an "eternal weight of

glory " in the heavenly life. Neither the world beyond the

grave nor the moral mystery of earth is made clear to him.

But it does become clear to him again that the presence of

God makes the blessedness of existence, whether on earth or

in heaven. The revived sense of this presence gives wings to

his hope, and bears it above the dark contradictions about

him. Heart and flesh, all that makes the living man, may

seem to perish. But he has a life in God's fellowship which

must endure beyond death, and have a future other than
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Sheol. Faiuh makes its bold venture, negativing the thought

of severance from Jehovah, overleaping the inane under-

world, and looking to God to " take " His saint, as He " took
"

Enoch, who " walked with " Him.^

The hope which finds expression in the Forty-ninth

Fsalm is of the same order. The theodicy of this rich

Korahite psalm, which is given in terms as remarkable for

I their difficulty as for their bold vigour, amounts to a sharp

statement of the parting of the ways between the man who

trusts in his wealth and him whose confidence is in God.

With different fortunes they go the common way of existence

upon earth. But at last they part at death, and they part

absolutely there. The end of the boastful rich is that they

perish like sheep, and leave their abundance to others. The

thought of such men is that their " houses are for ever."

But Sheol waits them, their inevitable habitation ; death

becomes their shepherd, and pens them within its drear

vacuity. No redemption opens for them from the desolate

under-world, no escape for their proud forms from the

wasting of the pit But the righteous man looks for a better

end than to become the prey of Sheol. God ransoms him

from its hold, and " takes " him above it to Himself. The

iirst answer of this great didactic psalm to the vaunting

confidence of the godless rich, is the impoverishment to

which they are doomed, the penury of death and Sheol.

^ Most interpreters infer from the use of np) in this psalm (ver. 24), as also

in Ps. xlix. 15, that the speaker has in view the case of Enoch's translation

(Gen. V. 24). Professor Cheyne finds the point of the verses in Ps. Ixxiii. to

be this, that the Psalmist's " experience of that loving-kindness, which was

better by far than what men call life, being incomplete, he postulated a fuller

communion with God after death" [Origin of the Psalter, p. 389). "The
future," says Delitzsch, "is dark to him, but it is illuminated by the assured

confidence that his way beyond the grave will lead, not downwards, but up-

wards (Prov. XV. 24 ; cf. xii. 28), and that the issue of his earthly existence

will be a glorious solution of the riddle. . . . Here, as elsewhere, it is faith

that breaks through not only the darkness of his present life, but also the

night of Hades. In these days there was not yet extant any divine word
regarding the triumph in heaven of the Church militant here below ; but for

faith the name of Jahveh had already a profound yet transparent depth of

meaning, which carried the thoughts of the poet away beyond Hades into

eternallife."
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But its second is the anticipation in behalf of the righ

of a home with God Himself. Here, too, hope, grasping its

present experience of Jehovah's fellowship, and sustaining

itself on the recompense of Enoch, reaches the assurance of a

way upward through death to God. It is still hope, however,

the expectation of an illumined faith. It is not inculcation,

doctrine, or certain knowledge.^

These are the clearest and most relevant passages in the

collection of Israel's praises and prayers. Others are some-

times cited, which are of doubtful application. The mystic

psalms in general, and the " Guest psalms " in particular, are

interpreted by some as witnesses to the hope of immortality.

The expressive terms which speak of " beholding Jehovak's

face" (Ps. xi. 7), of being "set before His face for ever"

(xli. 13), of His "right hand upholding" one (Ixiii. 9), of the

"fountain of life" being with Him (xxxvi. 9), of "abiding in

His tabernacle" (xv. 1), of "dwelling in His house for ever"

^ The idea in ver. 14 is understood by most to be that of the wasting of the

rich, with the whole beauty and bravery of their outward man, in Sheol,—the

decay that reduces their *' form " to a shadow, for which there is no habitation,

So Jerome renders it figura eorum conteretur in inferno^ and the R.V., ** Their

beauty shaU be for Sheol to consume, that there be no habitation for it"

Delitzsch, too, gives it so, "Their form, falling a prey to the wasting of Sheol,

becomes without a habitation." The D^is and 'p^n^p, however, of this verse are

among the great difficulties of the psalm, Ewald renders it, "Soon—so must

their beauty rot, hell becomes their abode "
; and Professor Cheyne, "Death is

their shepherd, and their form shall waste away ; Sheol shall be their castle

for ever." Wellhausen and Furness render vers. 14, 15 thus—" Death is their

herdsman, their form soon falls to decay, Sheol is become their dwelling. God

alone can redeem my life from the band of Sheol when it seizes me" (see their

version of the whole passage in The Booh of Psalms, in the Polychrome Bible).

The 15th verse is given thus by Professor Cheyne, "Nevertheless, God shall

set free my soul ; from the hand of Sheol shall He take me "
; and Ewald

renders it, " God will redeem my soul from the hand of hell when it seizes

me." But if the case of Enoch is allowed to be in view, the ordinary rendeiing

is most in point. The unj?; is best understood of a taking to God, not a taking

out of Sheol. It may be added that in ver. 11 Professor Kirkpatrick, looking

to the ol Td<pot, ah-Qv of the LXX., and to the witness of the Syr. and Targ.,

proposes to substitute Diap for omp. Instead of "Their inward thought is i/iof

their houses shall continue for ever," as the R.V. gives it, we should then have

some such rendering as this :

*

' Graves are their houses for ever, the dwelling-

places for all generations of those who called lands after their own names.

See the Expositor, April 1896, pp. 276, 277.
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(xxiii. 6), of " ascendiBg into His hill " (xxiv. 3), are under-

stood to transcend the thought of the earthly house of the

Divine presence, and all earthly experiences of God's near-

ness, and to rise to the conception of the eternal life and a

heaven beyond earth. But this is to give them a definiteness

which does not originally belong to them. They mean that

in converse with God the saint found the fulness and

certainty of life ; that the highest and most enduring joy

conceivable to him was in the access to God of which he had

experience in the sanctuary. They mean that the loftiest

and securest hope which he had for his own future took the

form of an anticipation of the continuance of that access.

But to make them express a more distinct and articulate

conception of immortality, is to read our own ideas into them.^

The same enlargement of belief, however, took a third

form, that of the suggestion or surmise of a restoration from

Sheol. This is seen particularly in the Booh of Joh. In this

book, in which all the great enigmas of piety seem to be

touched, we come upon the thought of the possibility of the

dead being brought up out of the under-world into a larger

Hfe. Faith ventures the desire, it leaps even to the con-

clusion, that the stay in Sheol may be only temporary, and

that the righteous may return from it in their righteousness.

One of the most notable passages of this kind, a passage

remarkable at once for the abruptness of the utterance, its

momentariness, and the height to which it soars, is the one

already referred to in Job xiv. 13—15. "Oh that Thou
wouldest hide me in Sheol/' cries the distracted sufferer,

" that Thou wouldest keep me secret, until Thy wrath be past,

^ Ou these psalms see especially Professor Oheyne's Origin of the Psalter,

pp. 385-388, 429. He admits that in passages like Ps. si. 7, xli. 12, the idea

may simply be that of enjoying God's favour, but contends that it may also be

the idea of a fuller communion with God, implying "everlasting life," He
pleads for a deeper mystical meaning even in expressions like those in xxi. 4,

xlv. 3, Ixxii, 4, although he allows they may be only hyperboles. He le

disposed to regard the "fountain of life" in Ps. xxxvi. as denoting more than
the source of prosperity and happiness,—as meaning, indeed, the fountain of
** immortal life," and as approaching the figure of the "water of life" in Rev.

xxii. 1. So with the words "by Thy light do we see light," and other phrases

of these "inward " psalms.
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that Thou wouldest appoint me a set time, and remember

me ! If a man die, shall he live again ? All the days of my

warfare would I wait, till my release should come. Thou

shouldest call, and I would answer Thee; Thou wouldest

have a desire to the work of Thine hands " (E.V.). The sense

of his feebleness, the impression of the frailty, misery, and

shortness of his life, the thought of the irreparable loss

brought by death, oppress him. Before the terrible power

of G-od he is like a driven leaf or dry stubble. Can God

exert His awful might to add to the sadness and mockery of

a life which is already so helpless and painful ? Might He

not at least give him rest for the few days which are his ere

he flee away like a shadow ? The tree, though its stock dies,

scents the quickening waters, and sprouts again. But man

sinks swiftly into Sheol, and till the eternal heavens be no

more there is no return for him, no knowledge of the upper-

world, no manifestation of his innocence.

The heaviest thought is this, that when he dies all is

over with him for ever, not only with his life, but with his

righteousness. His heart rises in revolt against the anticipa-

tion. He breaks away from it with a passionate cry to God

that it may not be so, but that He may make Sheol a tem-

porary hiding-place for him, and cover him till the wrath

exhausts itself which has broken the Divine fellowships

wherein is life. The wish that Sheol might prove to be

this prompts the conclusion that, though a man die, he may

live again. The possibility of this relieves his gloom, and

all is seen in a new light. How patiently would he then

endure the time of his warfare ; whatever its pains and its

mysteries of suffering rectitude ! How joyfully would he

answer when God, in the language which He has for His

child, at last calls him back to His fellowship

!

This takes us higher than anything we have hitherto

had. In the great passages from the Psalms we had an

appeal against the finality of death and Sheol from men who

enjoyed God's fellowship on earth, and who drew from that

the inferences which faith and feeling were capable of drawing.

Here we have the same appeal from one who felt himself cut
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off from that fellowship, one to whom the calamities by which

he was smitten in spite of his conscious rectitude were wit-

nesses to that awful fact, and who yet rose to the demand

for release from death and Sheol, and to the intuition of a

future of restored life with God. It is only an impassioned

cry ; it is but a momentary vision which has darkness behind

it and before it. But it is a foregleam of the light of eternal

Hie}

The same idea, in somewhat broader form, comes to

expression again in Job's reply to Eliphaz (chap. xvi. 18—

xvii. 9). The estrangement of God is followed by the

^ "The thought," says Ewald, "which here first suddenly comes to light

takes its place in the imagination as merely a distant wish, there to be fully

recognised and realised in the first place. In this its first conception in the

imagination, it does not attain to full certainty. The speaker who is surprised

by it, at first simply considers how beautiful and glorious the case would be if

it were reality. But inasmuch as the thought contains a truth which has really

its proper place here, it can never be lost again, but when more closely followed

must become increasingly certain.'* See his Job, in loc. This is the key to the

passage. It is the new idea that Job's rectitude, for which there seems no pros-

pect of a vindication in this life, may perhaps be destined to secure its acknow-

ledgment in another life. So there is the cry to be hidden in Sheol as a shelter

for the time that God's wrath endures. Behind this is the demand to be judged

and vindicated, and this prompts the thought, here put in the form of a ques-

tion without reply (ver. 14), of an after-life. In the words which follow in vers.

16-20, and which recall the pitilessness of God's dealings with weak man on

earth, and the blankness of the under-world in which the dead man is left,

ignorant of his kindred, and alone with his own pain and mourning, Ewald
thinks that Job "falls back from the bright picture, which had suddenly come
as from another world, and suddenly vanished again into the dark valley."

Others (Dillmann, Davidson, etc.) take them to be spoken in support of the cry

in vers. 14, 15, the things of terror being mentioned anew in order to give force

to the plea for an after-life. "We should be wrong," remarks the latter, " to

say that he contemplates a purely spiritual vision, and further wrong to say

that he contemplates being invested with a new body when he shall see God.

Neither thought is present to his mind, which is entirely absorbed in the

thought of seeing God. The ideas of Old Testament saints regarding the condi-

tion of man after death were too obscure to permit of any such formal and precise

conception as that which we call a spiritual sight of God. Besides, as the kind
of half-ecstasy under which Job here speaks has fallen on him when a living

man, it is probable that, like all persons in such conditions, he carries over

with him his present circumstances into his vision after death, and seems to

himself to be such a man as he is now when he sees God " {The Booh of Job,

Cambridge Series, pp. 295, 296). See also Dillmann's discussion, Riob, pp.
175-179.
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estrangement of man. The faces of his friends are turned

away from Job ; the sympathy and the pity which he craves

are denied him. Nothing is left him but his own rectitude.

He can hope for no restoration of his life, for no justification

of his cause on earth, though his friends vainly speak of that.

He looks death in the face,—death certain and near, death

looming in its most awful aspect, with the reprobation of

God and the moral condemnation of men. But that this

should be God's lot for him is again a thought intolerable to

his conscious innocence. His soul appeals against it; he

carries his case from man to God ; he carries it beyond even

that : he takes it from God back to God, from the God who

is to the God who shall he, from the God whose wrath now

overwhelms him to the God whose longing shall again be

to the work of His hands. He adjures earth to leave his

innocent blood uncovered, that it may call unceasingly for

reparation (ver. 18). He lifts his despairing face above, and

discovers a " witness " for himself in heaven when he fails to

find one in this world. He looks to a " Sponsor " on high

who will see that right is done him (ver. 19). At last he

names this " Sponsor." It is God Himself, the God of the

after-time, when His wrath is overpast. To Him he cries

with tears for justice, entreating Him to become his Surety,

and making the fewness of his years, the sorrows of his life,

the provocations of his friends, the arguments for an answer to

his piercing appeal. What Job's eye fastens on here is not

some adjustment that may possibly appear before he dies.

He expects not merely to die, but to die in the midst of those

inflictions which are the seals of God's wrath. Out of his

abandonment and despair he reaches for the moment beyond

wrath to love, beyond a reparation denied before death to a

reparation which is possible after death.

The venture of faith which has expressed itself so far ae

a wish rising almost to a demand for another and completer

life, comes to its highest certainty in the memorable words,

in the heart of Job's reply to Bildad, which make at once the

most difficult and the loftiest passage in the book (xix. 23-27).

A double crisis is reached in this reply, the crisis of
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despair, and the crisis of rapturous conviction. A strangei

to his own kindred, condemned and cast off by his friends,

Job turns finally from man to God, from the dark finalities

of the present to the possibilities of the future. One thing

remains to him—the sense of his rectitude. To that he

clings with the intenser passion, and from that last refuge he

looks out beyond. He has protested his innocence, and

craved the recognition of his friends. But they continue

incredulous and apathetic. Men of other times may prove

more generous judges, and his longing is to hand down his

cause to them. He cries for an imperishable record, of book

or rock, to preserve his protestations for later generations

—

" Oh that my words were now written I

Oh that they were inscribed in a book 1

That with an iron pen and lead

They were graven in the rock for ever !

"

(Vers. 23, 24, RV.)

But the publication of his innocence to an audience of

the future is cold and distant comfort. He reaches anxious

hands after something better, and it comes to him in an

inspiration which lifts him above the cold imputations of

friends, and above the strange wrath of the God of the present,

into the clear vision of the God of the future, his Vindicator

and Eestorer. The " witness " whom he looked for in heaven ^

is seen. The pledge of a future life, which he sought when
he prayed God to " put him in a surety " with Himself,^ is

given him. He had had the fear that the reparation which

he could not imagine to be refused for ever, might come too

late, when he was dead and incapable of knowing it.^ The
terror that God might delay His righteous act until it were

vain to seek Him
,
on earth and vain to think to witness the

vindication which must come, gives place to the wish that

there might be a way out of Sheol, a life and a judgment

after it. The desire that Sheol may be but a transient

sojourn, the surmise that there may be a life after death,

leaps now into assurance; and the vindication which has

* Job xvi. 19. 2 Job xvii. 3. ^ j^^ vii. 8, 21.
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been sought with painful insistence, and sought in vain, from

God and from man, becomes a prophetic intuition.

" But I know that my Eedeemer liveth,

And coming after me, He shall stand upon the dust;

And after this my skin is destroyed,

Yet without my flesh I shall see God

:

Whom I shall see for myself,

And mine eyes shall behold, and not another.

My reins consume within me."

At last Job can speak with the note of certainty. He

knows that there is a Eedeemer for him. He himself must

die ; but he has sight of One who lives after him, and with

whom he is safe. A Defender is revealed who will make his

cause good by Himself appearing and doing him justice.

His Deliverer comes after him,^ and though not now, yet in

the after-time He will stand forth for him ' upon the dust,^ in

which he shall be laid. Skin shall perish, flesh shall waste,^

he shall himself vanish from earth. Yet after the destruction

of the grave he shall see his Vindicator. For that Vindicator

^ Ewald and H. Sckultz give |nqf< the force of N'achmann, Aflerman, making

it synonymoas with the Goel or Vindicator. But it is truer both to usage and

to the idea of the verse, to render it "one who comes after"; not, indeed, in

the sense that God is the Last as He is the First (for Job is not looking to tbe

end of all things), but simply in the sense of coming after another, and so acting

after the other is gone.

^ Of the various meanings and shades of meaning given to the isj;, the choice

must be between the broad sense of earth and tliat of dust. The former has the

support of Gesenius, Hitzig, and others, and is followed by the R.V. in its

text. The objection is that the word seems never to occur in the book (except

in chap. xli. 25—A.V. xli. 33) in the sense of earth as contrasted with heavsn.

The latter interpretation gives by much the better sense, is most in harmony

with the idea of the jinqx, as well as with that of the following verse, andis

accepted by Ewald, Delitzsch, Dillmann, Davidson, and many more.

^ The difficult and broken terras in -which skin and Jlesh are spoken of in

ver. 26 probably mean nothing more than "when skin and flesh no longer sub-

sist," " after disease and death have done their worst with me." The nxt makes

a special difficulty, both in itself and in its position. The sense is given, no

doubt, with sufficient fidelity by "this my flesh." But the term is probably

best taken 5et/cri/ca)s
— "and after my skin is destroyed— even this!"—the

speaker being understood to point to his body. The R. V. (margin) favours the

rendering, "after my skin has been destroyed, this shall fie," which seems to

have no support in usage. Some, including Delitzsoh, prefer the rendering,

" after my skin has been thus destroyed."
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is God.^ Him he shall see ! The God who has hidden His

face, the God whose presence he can no more expect to enjoy

before death—this God his own eyes shall behold after death,

,
this God he shall at last see then in His grace, doing right

for him, estabhshing his innocence. The sudden hope, the

vivid vision, overmasters him. He faints at the transporting

prospect. His " reins consume " within him.

The poetical books rise to no loftier height or steadier

hght than this. It is the clear foresight and irresistible con-

viction of a life beyond death. But it is this in large and

undefined form, without the distinctness, the precision, or the

permanence of the later faith. It is the undeveloped thought

of a future for the man. It is neither the reasoned idea of

an immortahty for the souly nor the distinct conception of the

rising of the body. It knows nothing of an " undying soul

"

or a " spiritual vision " of God, as we use such terms. It

knows as httle of a " resurrection of the body." The Jiow of

the after-hfe, the relative futures of the soul and body, are

not in view. All begins and ends with the great assurance

of a vision of God after death—a vision which the sufferer

himself shall enjoy, though he knows not hoiv and does not

pause to ask.

This is the vision of a moral adjustment, but not one that

implies a grasp of the Hereafter as the scene of moral awards.

It looks to an adjustment which the dead sufferer is to see,

but it is an adjustment which takes effect on earth, in the

^ Only at this point does Job name God as his Vindicator. The point of the

seeing is, of course, in the fact that to see God is to know Him to be gracious.

To hope to see Him, therefore, is to hope for the removal of what comes between

Him and His creature, and for the cessation of His wrath. The sight of God
presupposes the vindication of Job. K'ot a few, and among them Gesenius,

Reuss, and H. Schultz, strangely take the words " and not another" to refer to

God—"whom, and not as one estranged, mine eyes shall behold." But the

point is Job's rapture at the prospect of a direct vision of God, and of witness-

ing his vindication with his own eyes. In a review of this book contributed to

the Revue de TMologie at des Questions Beligieuses, Neuvieme Annie, No. 3, M. C.

Bruston contends for the view that Job speaks not of what he shall see after-

wards, but of what he sees at the moment of his speaking. He translates

"Mais de ma chair je contemple Dieu, Que moi je le contemple pour moi." See

Appendix, Note H.
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restoration of his honour in the sight of men who scorned it.

It is not a permanent possession. It makes its impression,

and that impression is seen, perhaps, in the greater calmness

of Job in all that is said after it.^ But at a later stage he

speaks again of Sheol as if the old ideas reasserted themselves.

It is a sublime, sudden, rapturous faith. But it is a dim,

unformed faith. It is not "immortality brought to light,"

Far less is it the " sure and certain hope of a joyful resurrec-

tion."

* So Dillmann.



CHAPTER V

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PEOPHETS AND ECCLESIASTES

THE poetical books, therefore, carry us so far. But another

section of the Old Testament literature takes us beyond

what we find in them. The deliverances of the prophets

supply the more positive contributions which are wanting in

the sublime visions and rapt experiences of Job and the

Psalmists. It is in the prophetical books that we best see

how the thought of an after-Hfe, which lay from the first in

the heart of the Old Testament revelation, came to unfold

itself, and how it advanced to the magnitude of a distinct

faith,—a faith not only in a future life, but in a resurrection.

It was connected with the Messianic hope, and this connection

was the most effectual aid to its confirmation and increase.

The Messianic hope was the great stay of righteousness in

Israel, the mightiest support of confidence in the sure march

of Grod's work on earth and in its final triumph. It threw

the eye of faith forward more and more to the long future of

the people of God, to the certainties of that future, to its

satisfactions and its righteous adjustments.

The Messianic hope, however, contained two things, the

hope of the establishment and triumph of the kingdom of

God, and the hope of a Messianic kiag. Of these two con-

stituents of the hope, the former is the earlier and the larger.

This fact is the very hinge of the attitude of the Old Testa-

ment, and scarcely less of that of the !N'ew Testament, to the

things of the future. Hebrew faith looked for the realisation

of the kingdom of God upon earth. It was to be seen in a

regenerated world. There was to be a transformation of the

seat of Jehovah's worship and the abode of Jehovah's people.
207
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There should be neither hurting nor destroying in all His

holy mountain.^ Nature was to be regenerated when Israel

was restored. Jehovah was to create new heavens and a new

earth. The times of patriarchal longevity and the primeval

bUss of life were to be renewed.^

As Israel's day waned more and more, faith was taught

to cling with an intenser grasp to this expectation of a con-

summation of the Divine kingdom, and to the prospect of a

coming of Jehovah Himself to reign on earth. The message

of prophecy became in increasing measure the announcement

of a future which God had for the theocracy, in which right

should finally be done to His people, justice executed upon

His enemies, and hope fulfilled. As the vision of the

Messianic era became larger and clearer, the whole conception

of the future shared in the expansion and illumination. The

thought of the destiny of the individual rose upon that of the

nation. The hope of Israel carried with it the hope of the

Israelite. The idea of a fellowship with God enduring

beyond death grew into the idea of a destruction of death,

The large hope of being continually with God and seeing His

face, became the more definite hope of a waking out of sleep,

a rising to life, a going into His presence. A restoration was

to be effected at last by the work of Jehovah's righteous

Servant, and by the descent of Jehovah Himself to earth.

In this all must have their part, the dead members of the

theocracy no less than the living.

In this way the occasional intuitions which flash out in

other books of the Old Testament, became the steadier con-

victions and more certain deliverances which burn in the

words of the prophets. Above all, it was in this way that

the ideas of a Eesitrrection and a Judgment came to be pro-

claimed. These two great truths stand in intimate relation

to each other ; and they are both closely connected with the

Messianic hope. To what do they amount ? To what extent

can the Old Testament be said to have a doctrine of resur-

rection and judgment? In what sense can it be said to

1 Isa. xi. 9 ; cf. ii. 2 ; Zecli. xiv, 10.

- Isa. Ixv. 17-26 ; cf. Ixiii. 19, li. 16.
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reveal these things, or to exhibit them as matters of belief ?

What are the limits of the Old Testament faith on these

^subjects ? These are questions of great interest and no little

'difficulty. But they are not without an answer. We can

follow so far the course of prophetic belief and teaching on

^these topics. We see how these truths came above the

horizon. We can also see how far they remained short of the

magnitude and the elevation of the New Testament revelation.

The idea of a Eesurredion attaches itself first to the nation

as such. In its simplest form it is the idea of a revival of

Israel. This appears in those words of Hosea/ in which the

I people acknowledge their chastisement to be from their God,

and express their conviction that, if they come back to Him
from their erring ways, they shall live again in His sight.

They are the words, perhaps, in which we have the basis of

Ezekiers allegory of the dry bones. Here Israel's encourage-

ment to return to the Lord expresses itself as springing from

the assurance that He is the Healer who will bind up, after two

days reviving them, and in the third day raising them up.

The same idea appears again as the annihilation of Death

and the abrogation of Sheol. So it is in the great chapter in

which Israel, the wayward Baal-worshipper who was drifting

to death, is met with the promise of deliverance from the

band of the grave, and Sheol is challenged as an ineffectual

power :
" I will ransom them from the power of the grave ; I

will redeem them from death. death, where are thy plagues ?

grave, where is thy destruction ? " ^ It is the same in the

sublime hymn in which the prophet of Isaiah xxv. magnifies

Jehovah for His judgments. On the completion of these judg-

ments the Messianic consummation enters, and it means the

^ Hos. vi. 1, 2.

^Hos. xiii. 14 (R.V.), where **grave" is, of course, Sheol, and death and

Sheol make one idea. The rendering according to which the declaration of

ransom from Sheol is followed by a challenge addressed to Sheol, is superior,

both in point and in grammar, to the rendering of the Vulgate, which is adopted

by the A.V., Gesenius, etc. ; and still more to the rendering, "from the band
of Sheol should I ransom thee, from death should I redeem thee?" Slieol is

represented as having the hand filled with plagues and pestilence, which have

become powerless.

14
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destruction of the veil of mourning and mortalitywhich is spread

over all nations, and the swallowing up of death for ever.^

The thought becomes more definite in EzekieFs vision of

a new hfe for Israel. The prophecies of restoration, which

occupy one of the main sections of the bookj begin with the

place of the prophet and the ruler in the preparation for that

event.^ They pass on to the anticipation of the rescue of the

land from the heathen hands that had held it.^ They close

with the prospect of a reawakening and reconstruction of the

people, in which Judah and Ephraim shall be one> The

sublime scene with which the thirty-seventh chapter opens

shows us the final stage in the promised restitution. It

is the reanimation of the nation itself. The national life

is extinct, the national hope gone. The people confess it.

" Our bones are dried, and our hope is lost ; we are cut off for

our parts." The mass of bones, bare and bleached, which

Ezekiel sees scattered over the face of the valley, is the

natural image of a people dead beyond all possibiHty of

revival. The prophet has no answer to the question, whether

such can live. But at the word of the Lord he speaks to

them, and, as he prophesies, behold a rushing I ^ The bones,

so many and so dry, come together ; sinews and flesh return

;

skin covers them ; the spirit of life is breathed into them

;

^ Isa. XXV. 7, 8. Professor Cheyne renders it, *' And He shall annihilate in

this mountain the covering which covereth all peoples, and the web: which is

woven over all nations ; He shall annihilate death for ever." It is possible that

the individual may be in view here as well as the nation. The "individualis-

ing reference " in the last clause, " and the Lord Jehovah shall wipe away tears

from all faces," leads Professor Cheyne to conclude that this promise "belong^

not only to the Jewish nation (as Hos. xiii. 14) as a community, but to all it?

believing members." See his Prophecies of Isaiah^ in loc. Dillmann notices

how this promise goes beyond all other prophecies regarding death. Others,

e.g. Isa. Ixv. 20, 22, Zech. viii. 4, speak only of length of lifelike the patriarchal

measure. This one speaks of the final, everlasting cessation of death.

2 Ezek. xxxiii., xxxiv. ^ Ezek. xxxv., xxxvi. * Ezek. xxxvii.

® The idea in this clause of ver. 7 is probably that of the rushing sound of

the bones coming together. The R.V., which gives the word the sense of

rushing in chap. iii. 12, renders it here less fitly an earthquake. The form of

the .vision no doubt may be suggested by the word that was in the peoples

mouth, "Our bones are dry, and our hope is lost" {ver. 11)* But, as Smend

observes, it is still intuition^ not refiection^ that we have here. See his Trofi^

EzeUel, p. 287.
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the dead live. It is a vision of a resurrection, but not the

resurrection of the individual. It is the resurrection of a

dead people. It is a nation, once destroyed and dissolved,

now raised from its grave and reconstituted. " These bones

are the whole house of Israel."

Still greater definiteness and certainty are reached in the

subhme prophecy, a prophecy, however, of unsettled date,

which is given in the Twenty-sixth chapter of Isaiah. The

allegory of Ezekiel becomes here the more direct expression

of a great and joyful hope. The vision of a resurrection for

dead Israel becomes the proclamation of a resurrection for

departed Israelites. The passage is an extremely remarkable

one, not only by reason of the imaginative force of its terms

and the abruptness of its introduction, but also on account of

the loftiness of the hope to which it rises, and the individual-

ising direction which it takes. Two things are set over

against each other—the natural fate of the dead, as the

people had pictured it from immemorial times, and the

triumph of deceased members of the Israel of God over that

fate. There is first the stern finahty of death. It is

declared as an absolute, irremediable fact. The dead live

not ; shades rise not I The sentence of God is upon the dead.

The Lord Himself has visited and destroyed them, and made
all their memory to perish?- Dead men are dead, and remain

dead for ever. Yet God has promised a future for Israel, an

increase for His nation, an enlargement for His land ; and

His chastenings have brought the people, over whom other

lords have reigned so long, to own Himself alone as King.^

Can it be that the deceased members of His nation shall

know nothing of that glory ?

So there rises this second thing over against that other

—

the thought, the wish, the assurance, of a resurrection for the

^ Ewald and Hitzig understand tlie fate of idolatrous Israelites to be in

view. Others take the verse to be an expression of sadness or resignation with
reference to the many Israelites who fell hy the heathen sword. Dillmann's

opinion is that these dead are the heathen kings who, as he interprets ver. 13,

long lorded it over Israel, but with whom it is now all over by the visitation of

Israel's God.

^ This seems the general drift of the difficult line of thought in vers, 15-18,
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dead members of Israel, to complete the restoration of tbe

nation, and share in its future. Death is the endless doom

of others. But these, Jehovah's people, Israel's members,

must live. " Thy dead shall live ; thy dead bodies shall

arise." ^ This is the proclamation of restored Israel, who in

the rapture of her faith calls upon her dead children to

awake and sing. The power of her God will perform the

impossible. Like the dew which comes from the supernal

world of light and bears increase with it, His creative might

wiU bring life out of the sapless dust of Sheol, and make the

pit give back its spent and hapless ones to joy and energy.

Awake and sing, ye dwellers in the dust. For a dew of ligMs

is thy dew, and the earth shall bring forth the shades I
^

The theme of this great passage, therefore, is a personal

resurrection, not a corporate. The national resurrection is

accomplished, and this is the restoration of her dead members

to revived Israel. There is nothing to match this in the

post-Exilic prophets. Zechariah's vision of the Messianic age

holds by the ancient conception of a return of the patriarcM

fulness of life and length of days.^ Malachi connects the

idea of a return of the departed to earth with the advent of

the " day of the Lord," but only in the form of a reappear-

ance of the translated Elias.^ Even this memorable testimony

^ Dillmann takes ver. 17 to be tlie expression of a wish, and that on the part

of the people. Professor Cheyne understands it as a promise on the part of the

prophet. Delifczsch and others interpret it as the word of the people, but a

word of confident hope. As regards the change of pronoun, *^Thy dead,'

*'My dead bodies," it is perhaps best (with Dillmann) to understand the first

to refer to Jehovah as addressed by Israel, and the second to Israel as the

speaker.

^ This is substantially Dillmann's view of the passage. The idea, according

to him, is that of Jehovah's omnipotence, which creates life in nature, and can

restore life as well to the dead. Schwally gives up the phrase rendered "dew

of lights " as hopeless. He rejects, at the same time, the attempt to explain

it by Persian ideas. For the Persian Jiaoma is not dew, bat a drink ;
and the

haoma-plant is not something of heavenly nature or origin, but something

which grows in the deeps of the sea Vourukasha. See his I)as Lehen nachdem

Tode, p. 115. " The wonder of dew, " says Professor G. A. Smith, " is that it

is given from a clear heaven, and that it comes to sight with the dawn. If ai*

Oriental looks up when dew is falling, he sees nothing to thank for it between

him and the stars " {Isaiah, i, p. 448).

8 Zech. viii. 4. * Mai. iii. 23, 24 (iv. 5, 6).
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of Isaiah to the hope of individual immortality does not

^affirm a universal resurrection. It leaves it uncertain,

indeed, whether the resurrection is for all who are of Israel,

or only for the righteous in Israel.^

But in a book which belongs to the apocalyptic literature

rather than to the prophetical, a larger extension still is

^given to this truth. Daniel speaks of those in Israel who in

the terrors and profanations of the future "do wickedly

^against the covenant," and of those who in the same crisis

I" know their God," and "shall be strong." 2 The fates of

those two classes of Israelites in the distress of the end, when

Michael stands for the people of God, are declared in terms

which go beyond anything else in the Canon of the Old

iTestament. " And many of them that sleep in the dust of

the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to

shame and everlasting contempt (abhorrence ^ K.V.). And
they that be wise {the teachers, E.V.) shall shine as the

brightness of the firmament ; and they that turn many to

righteousness as the stars for ever and ever." ^

This is the most definite, the most Kteral, the largest

expression of the hope of a resurrection. It is the resurrec-

tion of the individual; it is the resurrection, not of the

righteous only, but of the just and the unjust. It is a

resurrection with distinct moral issues, and a resurrection to

an everlasting lot. Large and lofty as it is, however, it is

still a hmited hope. It is attached to the anticipated over-

throw of Antiochus, and if it embraces all Israel, it is at

least confined to Israel. It is not the doctrine of a resur-

rection wide as humanity itself.^

^The more limited application must be recognised, if the "dead" men-

tioned in ver. 14 are understood to be either idolatrous Israelites, or the

heathen oppressors of Jehovah's nation.

3 Dan. xi. 32. ^ Dan. xii. 2, 3.

* That the resurrection of Gentiles is not in view, appears from the way in

which all is connected with Israel's consummation, and from the context gener-

ally. So it is understood by Ewald, Schultz, and Old Testament scholars

generally. "Whether all Israel is included depends, of course, on the view

taken of the "many." This is understood by some to limit the universality of

the statement even as regards Israel. It is supposed, e.tj,, to refer only to the

"many" who are particularised in chap. xi. 33, or to those Jews, on the one
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The passage of Daniel, however, presupposes a Judgm&n^

In the faith and teaching of the Old Testament this great

idea has a history like that of the belief in a resurrection,

and one not less interesting. Like the latter belief, too, the

belief in a Judgment is intimately connected with the

Messianic hope, and finds in that connection the chief

stimulus to its enlargement. It remains to ask how it

stands with this truth.

On the one hand, the Hebrew Sheol, as it has appeared,

is not a scene of moral distinctions and moral judgments;

There are at the best only meagre suggestions of reward or

penalty within it. On the other hand, the idea of retributioii

pervades the Old Testament from beginning to end. But for

the most part it is a retribution which marks the distinction

between the good and the evil in this life. Further, the Old

Testament speaks largely of a Judgment. But for the most

part it is a Judgment which is pronounced on earth and

takes effect on earth.

A day of Divine decision is one of the most constant

themes of the prophets. They predict a " day of the Lord,"

the day of His anger. His " great and terrible day," a day

of " trouble and distress," a day of " darkness and not light."
^

It is a day of judgment and sifting for Israel, and a day of

judgment and destruction for the Gentiles. The judgment of

Israel is sometimes represented as taking place together with

the judgment of the heathen, sometimes as anticipating it.^

The judgment of the nations, however, is the most frequent

hand, who should die staunch, and to those, on the other, who should prove

faithless in the great conflict of the end. But probably no contrast is meant

between "many" and "all.'* As Schultz suggests, all that is expressed is

the general idea of the multitude of the risen.
*

' Those who are here intended,"

says Ewald, "are spoken of as many only in comparison with the still more

innumerable heathen." He adds that the queation of a resurrection also of the

heathen to judgment is not touched on here, "the only tiling that has here to

be insisted on " being that "in the case of Israel a resurrection will certainly

not fail to come, yea, will be general in its case."

1 Joel i, 15, ii, 1 ; Mai. iv. 5 ; Zeph. i. 15 ; Amos v. 18, etc. See also

Driver, The Boole of Daniel, pp. xcii, xoiii, 201.

2 The former seems to be the case in Zeph. i. ; the latter, in Ezeldel's vision

of a judgment which begins with the sanctuary {chap, ix.), in Amos's prophecy

of the judgment of the ten tribes (chap. ix. 8, etc.), and in other passages.
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subject. It is the great theocratic judgment, which means

the triumph of the kingdom of God, It is a judgment in

the future, a final judgment, a world-judgment. But it is

always expressed in terms of the immediate terror or par-

ticular oppression of the time,—Edomite, Assyrian, Baby-

lonian, or other. It fulfils itself in event after event, and is

still looked for. When Babylon is judged, the judgment still

proceeds ; for the Day of Jehovah covers a series of judicial

acts.^ It is a judgment executed by Jehovah, the scene of

which is earth, the form of which is the overthrow of the

enemies of His kingdom. Even in the large terms of later

prophecy it is a shaking of " the heavens and the earth,"

in which Jehovah is to "overthrow the throne of king-

doms," and " destroy the strength of the kingdoms of the

heathen," and " overthrow the chariots and those that ride in

them." 2

The idea of a Judgment is also a familiar idea in the

Book of Psalms, and it is essentially on the same level as the

prophetic doctrine. It appears in different forms, and in

some cases it is not easy to say whether it is a present

judgment or a future that is meant. The Psalter opens with

the assertion of a judgment in which sinners shall not stand.

In the Fiftieth Psalm we have a judgment in connection with

a Theophany. Whether psalms like these express the Divine

judgment which fulfils itself from time to time in the career

of nation or individual, or point to a conclusive judgment in

the future, in either case it is a judgment which is realised

on this side of death in external rewards and punish-

ments.^ Most frequently the judgment is the theocratic

judgment, expressed in terms of a coming of Jehovah to

overthrow. It has then its largest sense as a judgment of

the earth, a judgment of " the world with righteousness,'

and of " the people with His truth." * But if it is a world-

^ So especially in Joel. ,
^ Hag. ii. 6, 21, 22.

^ The "judgment" spoken of in Ps. i, 5 is understood by some to be the

world-judgmentj by others [e.g. Professor Kirkpatrick) to be "every act by
which Jehovah separates between the righteous and the wicked, and vindicates

His righteous government of the world."

* Ps. xcvi. 13, xcviii. 9. . .
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judgment, it is a judgment in the world, and specifically a

judgment in the form of a destruction of Jehovah's enemiesi

" He shall judge among the heathen." ^ It cannot be

said -with certainty that expression is given anywhere in

the Psalms to the idea of a judgment of all men after

death.2

The Book of Ecclesiastes occupies a different, though

somewhat obscure, relation to this question. In the midst of

its uncertainties and blank negations it perhaps marks an

advance towards the larger and more spiritual faith. That

advance may be only doubtfully indicated in the Preacher's

reflection, " I said in mine heart, God shall judge the

righteous and the wicked ; for there is a time there for every

purpose and for every work." ^ For the words affirm the

certainty of a judgment, but leave its nature and its time

unexplained.* The same may be said of the counsel in

which Koheleth urges a sober enjoyment of the spring-tide of

life, in view of the judgment to which all are brought

—

" Eejoice, young man, in thy youth ; and let thy heart

cheer thee in the days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of

thine heart and in the sight of thine eyes ; but know thou

that for all these things God will bring thee into judgment." ^

The setting, however, which these statements have in the

reflections of the book on the moral enigmas of life and on

the delays or failures of the Divine righteousness in this

^ Ps. ex. 6, etc.

^Professor Cheyne thinks it not unlikely that *'some of the greater

psalmists had a real, even if somewhat vague, presentiment" of a "judgment

of individuals both good and bad after death." He appeals to such psalms as

the Forty-ninth.

^Eccles. iii. 17, R.V.
^ As to chap. iii. 17, the sense is substantially the same, however the o^ is

taken, whether as verb or as adverb, whether as a note of the future time or as

pointing to the past. Ewald understands the idea to be, that there is a time

for everything, and also a judgment for everything therSj i.e. in the past.

Delitzsch also takes it to be the general idea of the certainty of a Divine

judgment, late or soon. " God will judge the innocent and the guilty ; it shall

be done sometime, although not so soon as one might wish it and think

necessary ; for God has for every undertaking and for every work its fixed time,

also its judicial decision."

^ Eccles. xi. 9.
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world, may make them of larger purpose than the terms

in themselves express.^

Still more is this the case with Koheleth's final reason

for a righteous life, " This is the end of the matter ; all hath

been heard : Tear God, and keep His commandments : for

this is the whole duty of man (or, this is the duty of all men).

For God shall bring every work into judgment, with (or,

concerning) every hidden thing, whether it be good or evil." ^

The Preacher's conception of the period and the order of this

judgment may still be indefinite. But it is the conception of

a personal, individualising judgment, a final judgment solving

those moral contradictions of earth which have formed one

great subject of reflection in the book. The probability,

therefore, is that it is a judgment after death.^

* This passage, which is strangely interpreted by some as the counsel of an

asceticism which speaks in irony, and by others as a caution against asceticism,

is best described by Delitzsch as an "advice to enjoy, with a nota bene."

Though it says nothing of what the judgment is, yet the things dealt with, the

unequal distribution of lot, and the assertion of a judgment alongside the

admission of the fact that wrong does not appear to be always punished on

earth, lead not a few interpreters to the conclusion that Koheleth has here in

view, however indistinctly, a moral adjustment in the far future, even beyond

death. So Plumptre, VP'right, etc.

aEccles. xii. 13, 14, R.V.
3 Those who hold that Ecclesiastea is radically sceptical, the book of the

bankruptcy of all belief in a future life and a personal retribution, naturally

regard all three passages (iii. 17, xi. 9, xii. 14) as late additions to the text.

So Schwally, Decs Leben nach dem Tode, p. 105. Professor Cheyne agrees with

Renan in questioning the originality of xii. 14. He is also of opinion that the

sentence, "But know that for all these things God will bring thee into judg-

ment" (xi. 9), is an insertion, "Rabbinic in expression as well as in thought."

He admits, however, that to take the judgment as one after death gives the

better meaning. See his Job and Solcmionj pp. 224, 234. Professor Driver

thinks all three passages capable of being interpreted of temporal judgments.

The choice, according to him, is between this interpretation and the view that

all three verses are additions to the text. His argument is, that if the truth of

a final judgment after death had been a "certainty to Qoheleth ('and know

that for all these things,* etc.), as it was, for instance, to the author of the

Book of Wisdom, it seems impossible but that the allusions to it would have

been more frequent and distinct, and, indeed, that the general tenor of the

book must have been different"; see his Introduction to the Literature of the

Old Testarmnt, 5th ed. p. 448. Delitzsch, on the other hand, speaks of the

certainty of a future, personal judgment as the "Ariadne-thread by which at

last Koheleth brings himself out of the labyrinth of speculation." He sees
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munion of the Eternal. And with this we have seen the

gradual emergence of a more positive and constant belief,

given in the deliverances of the prophets, and rising at last

to the hope of a resurrection to life.

We might have looked for something much clearer and

more definite than this. It is contrary to all our natural

expectations that darkness should prevail so long and in such

degree over the problems of an after-life ; thafc immortality

should not be more distinctly taught and more certainly

anticipated ; that from the beginning to the end of the Old

Testament there should be so httle that can be called a

doctrine of the Last Things. It cannot but seem strange at

first that, even far on in the long march of Eeyelation, the

attitude to death and the future should be what it is in

Ecclesiastes or in Hezekiah's elegy; that the belief in a

resurrection should appear only at a late stage ; and that

even in the last period only an approach should be made to

the faith in a general Judgment.

This is all so strange, that because of it the higher

religions of the Gentiles have sometimes been pronounced

superior to the religion of Israel. But the strangeness is due

to our imperfect ideas of God*s methods of education and

inspiration. It is according to the Divine plan of a pro-

gressive Eevelation that these things are so, and the difference

between the Hebrew religion and the Ethnic faiths remains

a radical difference. The views of life which are characteristic

of the one and of the other are sufficient to make this plain.

In the one case life is clung to for itself, and for what it

yields of pleasure and action. In the other case, life, whether

it be here or hereafter, is prized for the converse which it

offers with God. And beneath the surface of the Old Testa-

ment great and fertile principles, different from those of the

Ethnic rehgions, are everywhere at work, which are at once

the earnest of an enlargement of faith and the safeguard of

its purity. Christ's own use of the Old Testament is a witness

to this. He discovered the spirit in its words, the law of life

in it that looked to be fulfilled ; and when He had to speak

to the cavils of the Sadducee on the resurrection of the dead,
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He referred him, not to the occasional sayings which seemed

most direct and explicit, but to words of more ancient date

and ampler scope, which bore the answer in their heart, not

on their face.

It is true that the eye of the Old Testament is fixed on

the present and looks clear into it, while it is clouded and

unsteady in its vision of the future. Yet the faith of the Old

Testament is a faith that rises to hope—a hope gradually

enlarging its reach and increasing its strength. Other religions

live fondly in the past, in a golden age lost in dim antiquity.

The Hebrew religion makes so little of its vanished Paradise,

that some have stumbled at the fact. It is so essentially a

religion of hope, that it scarce glances back upon its Eden,

but looks steadily forward to a future which is ever extending

its limits.^

If the doctrine of the Old Testament is a limited doctrine,

it must be said again that it is an original doctrine. Its

independence has been challenged, as its unique worth has

been disputed. The little that it has of a doctrine of im-

mortality has been taken over, it is asserted, from Ethnic

faiths which were in advance of it. In this it is a heavy

debtor, it is said, to Egypt, Babylonia, Persia, Greece. But

this goes far beyond what the facts at present in our possession

warrant. The ideas of one religion are not to be pronounced

borrowings from another religion, unless there are unmistak-

able lines of derivation, and unless the characteristic principles

and ancient thoughts of the religion are insufficient to explain

its later developments. But in the case of the Old Testament

we find enough within itself to account for all that is most

distinctive in the various stages in which its sentiment and
its teaching on the subject of an after-life appear.

A Persian origin is claimed for the mystical hopes and

^ " The lost Paradise lying in the past," says Guatav Baur, "is not further

regarded by the religion of Israel, which forgets what is behind and reaches

forward to what is before, pursuing the aim of a.future and blessed coramunion
with God, which is placed before it ; instead of idly mourning over the lost

golden time, it rather strives, filled and prompted and strengthened by the
Spirit of God, to regain Paradise." See Oehler's Old Test. Theology (Day's
edition), p. 157.
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assurances of the Psalms ;
^ and the later Hebrew doctrine of

a resurrection is referred to the same source.^ The Old

Testament ideas of the soul, everlasting life, and judgment,

are traced back to Egyptian, Accadian, or Hellenic ^ thought,

But nothing amounting to certain derivation has been estab-

lished. Coincidences—in some cases remarkable coincidences!

—undoubtedly occur. But coincidence and dependence are

very different things. The ideas of other nations that Israel

came to know may have acted in some degree in stimulating

and directing the Hebrew belief, and foreign influences may

have told to some extent upon its form. But alike in its

foundation and in the essential points of its development, it

has the stamp of originality. The Old Testament doctrine of

God is of itself enough to explain the entire history of th&

Old Testament conception of a future life.^

With this all begins in the Old Testament, and to this all

comes at last. Its faith is a faith in a living God, and

therefore a faith in everlasting life. It came far short of

-a final revelation of immortality. But its limitations were

not altogether loss. There was strength in its weakness.

It caught but occasional flashes of the light of an after-life.

But it had the more vivid vision of God in the present life.

1 So Reville, D'Eichthal, etc.

^ So Mills and others.

^ E.g, by Lieblein, etc., as regards Egypt ; by Halevy, etc., as regards Baby-

lonia ; by Montet, Pfleiderer, etc., in the case of Hellenism.

^ "We ought never to assume," says Professor Cheyne very justly, "that

ideas of an advanced religion have been altogether borrowed, until we have done

our best to discover any germs of them in the native religious literature." He

discounts the Greek influence, of which so much has been made of late. He

denies that any direct historical connection has been proved between the

religion of Egypt and that of Judah. He recognises the difficulties that are in

the way of an affirmative answer to the question. Did the Jews borrow their

' ideas of the future life from Babylonia ? And with respect to the Zoroastrian

faith, he admits that for a large part of the Persian period the relations of Israel

- to Persia did not favour the acceptance by the former of the views of the latter.

He holds that the spirit of the Psalter is independent of Parseeism, and that

the germs of the later Hebrew doctrine were in the earlier. He does not regard

them, however, as sufficient in themselves to explain the development of the

Old Testament view of the future life, and holds that Zoroastrian influences

assisted that development. See his Origin of the PsaUer, pp. 268-272, 281-284,

423-431.
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[t brought men only momentary gleams of eternal life. But

It was not without its heaven—a heaven no less real than

that for which we hope, and one nearer at hand. In the

magnitude which the Christian Eevelation has given to the

future life, our temptation is to look to a remote heaven, and

to have a slacker hold of the immediate heaven which is

found in the fellowship of God here. In the scantier light

of the earUer revelation of everlasting life, the believer clung

with the intenser faith to the God who was found on earth,

and he had his heaven in that. He looked for the perfection

of life in this world, and his expectation turned less to the

other world.

In this lay the limitation of Hebrew faith. In this, too,

lay the imperfection of the Old Testament Eevelation—an

imperfection that the Old Testament gradually moved beyond,

and which was finally done away in Christ. But there were

compensations for it, and the gain was not altogether on the

side of the faith to which the completer truth was given.

The heavenly blessedness which the New Testament has un-

veiled was hidden from the Old Testament believer. But

the earthly blessedness of the Divine presence was under-

stood and realised by him, perhaps, in greater measure. The

Old Testament knew not the place which Christ went to

prepare. The things which are unseen and eternal, the in-

heritance of the saints in light, the transcendent glory of

the heaven to which Christ has risen, were not among its

certainties. But God, His nearness, His fellowship, the joy

of life and the highest weal in Him, were its first and most

assured realities. In these is eternal life. And the Old

Testament revelation of these things was a revelation of

immortality and heaven, though its heaven was on earth.
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It is therefore tlie motlier speech of religion which Jesus uses. And

He uses this speech with a purity and perfection that makes His mode of

communication quite incomparable. It is distinguished not only from all

speech of science, but also from that speech of religious contemplation

which meets us in the writings of the apostles. It is distinguished from

it, as the living source is from the fresh and clear flowing brook ; it is all

directness, living perception, pure genius ; everything in it flows, not

from any mediated or artificial world of ideas, but from native spiritual

wealth, from the fulness of His inner life. . . . His word is therefore

in the highest sense testimony, viz. testimony to the Divine which lives

and moves in Him. " Verily I say unto you " is the constant expression

of an inward certainty which can count on the willing or unwilling

inward assent of His hearers.

—

Beyschlag.

He varies His teaching without end to suit the particular class of

hearers. It is sometimes the briefest and most reserved, at others it

flows forth in calm fulness and wealth, entering into details and proving

every point at length ; sometimes it presupposes nothing but a knowledge

of the everyday world, and a sound understanding on the part of the

hearer, teaching by a gradual ascent from the things closest at hand

;

while at other times it touches on the deepest mysteries of things without

reserve, and solves the most tangled questions ; now it is merely suggestive

and highly stimulative of further thought, and then again it teaches

absolutely and asserts with the force of authority ; or it is now the

most gentle and crushing. But in every kind and style it is uniformly

perfect, telling, and exhaustive. ... It is the perfect, true religion which

here at last makes itself understood to men in their own language with

such directness and such persuasiveness, and yet with such mighty force,

that nothing superior to it can be conceived.

—

Ewald.

829



CHAPTER I

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

THUS far we have been engaged with the twofold pre-

paration for the Christian doctrine of Immortality.

Ethnic thought and Hebrew faith had each its contribution

to make, the one furnishing the contribution of sentiment

and reason, the other that of experience and inspiration.

Following the historical course of those two contributory-

tides, we found that in each there was a gradual increase in

the volume of the stream. In the Ethnic religions we saw

how the simple belief in some sort of continued existence was

the point of departm^e for great and varied developments,

as the quenchless instinct of life continued to assert itself

against the mystery of death, and as intellect strove more
strenuously to sustain the prophetic voices of the soul. We
discovered, too, that in most cases the belief in a retributive

future in any adequate sense was comparatively late in

coming into view.

We found that the belief had run a similar course in

the instance of Hebrew faith ; with the material difference,

however, that from the earliest period known to us from

historical records the Hebrew people possessed the unique

gift of the knowledge of one God, a living, personal, righteous

God, who entered into relations of grace with men, and along

with that a doctrine of man which held him different in

origin and end from other ci^eatures, the bearer of God's

image, a being made for fellowship with God, and for life

in the deepest sense. We noticed in what way and to what
result those truths operated on the common conceptions of

an under-world and a shadowy after-existence which was not
227
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life. We saw what gain came to humanity from the positive

revelation contained in the Old Testament, and in what sense

the foundations were laid there for a doctrine of immortality,

higher than was possible in Ethnic religion, as regards purity,

completeness, certainty, and moral power.

We proceed now to the 'New Testament doctrine. And

here we have first to satisfy ourselves as to what Christ's

own teaching on the subject was. " There is no study of

theology," it has been well said, " which is likely to exercise

a more elevating influence on the individual, or a more heal-

ing one on divisions of opinion, than the study of the words

of Christ Himself. The heart is its witness to them ; all

Giiristian sects acknowledge them ; they seem to escape or

rise above the atmosphere of controversy. The form in

which they exhibit the gospel to us is the simplest and also

the deepest ; they are more free from details than any other

part of Scripture, and they are absolutely independent of

personal and national influences. In them is contained the

expression of the inner life of mankind and of the Church;

there, too, the individual beholds, as in a glass, the image of

a goodness which is not of this world." ^ When we ask,

then, what Christ's own teaching on this subject was, we

approach the question on which all others must turn. This

being so, it is of vital moment that the inquiry be made in

accordance with the historical conditions of the case; not

under the influence of the theological ideas of later times.

There are considerations of a general kind, therefore, which

requu'e to be noticed at the outset.

Allowance must be made, for example, for the fact that

the form in which our Lord's teaching on the subject of the

future is given is, to so great an extent, not only figurative,

but figurative in the sense of the large, hyperbolical order

which is so much more natural to the Eastern mind than

to the Western. The imagery which He uses, whether

simple or of richer order, is always imagery embodying

living ideas, but ideas which are not to be reached by follow-

^ Jowett's The ^islles of St. Paul to the ThessalonianSj Bomans, mid Gala-

ticms, ii. p. 556.
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ing the methods that are in point with professed didactic

discourse. It is to be read in the large free way that is

appropriate to all popular, parabolical speech. The key to

much of it, especially in the descriptions of the Second

Coming, the Judgment, and the final moral issues, is to be

found in the bold, pictorial phraseology, and the terms, often

too large, as we might deem them, for the event, which are

characteristic of the Old Testament prophets in their an-

nouncements of calamity or judgment. There is nothing of

the language of the metaphysician or theologian in our Lord's

discourse on the things of the end. He speaks of life and

death, of the everlasting and eternal, of heaven and hell. But

He gives no definition of these terms. He leaves them to

tell their own tale and make their own impression. His

words are never of the school. They are not for science in

the first instance, but for faith ; not for the Eabbi, but for

mankind.

Eegard must also be had to the way in which Christ's

teaching comes to us. As the Gospels do not follow the

plan of a continuous history, and contain only a selection of

our Lord's words and works, they furnish no complete or

symmetrical statement of His teaching. They nowhere pro-

fess to provide us with a constructive account of it. Neither

does it appear from them that it was Christ's object, in any

circumstances, to give an orderly or finished statement of the

great questions of the future life. He spoke words of limit-

less fulness, and our debt to the evangelists is incalculable

for preserving the record of these matchless sayings. But

we have them just as they were uttered on the promptings

of different occasions, without the connection and proportion

of systematic discourse. It is never claimed for them that

they give an exhaustive disclosure of the last things. On
some of the graver issues of the future our Lord said but

little. It was seldom that He spoke of the resurrection of

the unjust. The entire sum of His recorded teaching on the

problems of the other world is a comparatively small part

of the whole. Even what He did say was communicated

little by little, with regard to the capacities of His hearers,
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in a certain methodical adaptation to circumstances, the

partial and incipient revelation gradually becoming larger

and more adequate as men were found able to receive it. Ifc

was misunderstood at first hj His most intimate disciples,

and the fact should be a counsel of modesty to us.

It is even more necessary to understand that all that

Christ said or taught on the subject of the Last Things was

given in practical relation to present life and duty. It has

often been objected to the Christian doctrine that there is a

certain remoteness in it which makes it incapable of exerting

a direct and effective influence on the conduct of life. Bub

however true this may be of some of the theologies into

which Christ's words have been cast, it is not true of those

words themselves. It was with a view to immediate prac-

tical questions and to the regulation of life that they were

spoken. It was of the very essence of our Lord's teaching

to bring the future and the present into relation. He made

it everywhere plain that the object of the Divine revela-

tion of another life was not to satisfy curiosity, or answer

all the questions that might be put, whether by head or by

heart, but to enforce the vast responsibilities of the life

that now is. His teaching did not concern itself specifically

with the after-existence, neither was it characterised by the

other-worldliness with which it is sometimes mistakenly

charged. On the contrary, one of the chief things which it

did was to take from the current ideas of immortality the

vague futurity and remoteness which made them ethically

feeble, and to give them the reality and moral force of the

immediate and actual. We shall approach the consideration

of it wrongly, therefore, if we expect to find in it answers to

the many questions of speculative interest which belong to a

philosophy of the Future.

While in much it has a reserve which makes it stand

out in the strongest possible contrast to the unbridled,

dogmatising propensities of the Judaism of the time, it has

the note of certainty which was everywhere lacking, as well

in the theorising of the Jewish Eabbi as in the speculation

of the Greek philosopher. There is that in it which compels
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and constrains. Nothing is more characteristic of it than its

authority, the power with which it makes itself felt and

obtains assent. It is the teaching of One who knows the

Hfe of which He speaks, and has it in Himself. " That

which gives it its right and its power over us," it is observed,

" is that, coming from without, it seems to be the voice of

all that is purest within, that the truth which it declares is,

in fact, our own truth, the truth which we are longing to

find and to utter, the truth that we need. It was this

* Divine voice ' for which a Socrates was seeking, that upon

it as a * secure vessel ' he might make his journey without

peril, and for lack of which he was obliged to content him-

self with the ' best of human words/ trusting to it, as to a

raft, for the voyage of life." ^ It went home to the minds of

those who first heard it in a way unknown to the doctrine

of the scribes. It goes home to men's minds still with the

same power, because it seeks its witness within ourselves

and finds it there.

Like every other form of teaching, however, it must be

taken in connection with the beliefs of the age and the

country. Its originality has been challenged. Some have

been bold enough to profess to account for it by the environ-

ment of opinion and phraseology within which it appeared

and took shape. Elaborate attempts have been made to

explain it simply as the finer product of Eabbinical thought.

But one of its most obvious characteristics is its antagonism

to the dominant Judaism ; and whatever external resem-

blances may be recognised between our Lord's words and

those of other Jewish teachers, the spirit and purpose of

His teaching are wholly alien to the genius of Eabbinism.

The source of much that is found in our Lord's discourses

has also been sought in Hellenic thought, especially in its

Alexandrian form and as represented by Philo. But evidence

is yet wanting that Greek ideas penetrated into Galilee and
Judsea to an extent to make this a reasonable assertion. On
the contrary, most things go to show that the natural ex-

clusiveness of the Palestinian Jew was too rigid to admit of

^ Perowne's Sulsean Lectures^ pp. 93, 94.
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any infusion of Gentile thought large enough to materially

affect his religious life, or seriously colour his religious belief.

Nor have those been more successful who have thought

to prove our Lord a debtor to the Essenes. Imperfect as

our acquaintance yet is with the history, the opinions, and

the practice of those mysterious solitaries of the Dead Sea,

we know enough to be able to say that there could be little

or no affinity between Christ's teaching and the strange

mixture of severe Pharisaism, rudimentary Gnosticism, and

foreign mysticism which seems to have been the peculiar

note of Essenism. What likeness is there between the

words of Christ on this life or on a future life and those of

the Essene with his esoteric doctrine, his sun-worship, his

stringent asceticism, his stupendous angelology, his magical

charms, his theory of the malignity of matter, his affirmation

of a bare immortality of soul, and his denial of the resurrection ?

In point of fact, capable inquirers make short work of

this supposed connection between Christ's teaching and the

Essene ideas. Hausrath, for example, reduces it to little or

nothing, and shows how radically our Lord's whole view of

the world separated Him from it. " This world," as he puts

it, " was not to Him impure, but the perfected creation of

the heavenly Father, and therefore He did not think of

escaping its contact by prudent solitariness and anxious

asceticism, and compensating for its contamination by still

more frequent washings, still stricter fastings, and for this

purpose adding a new order to those already existing. In

the great market-place of life was the gospel to be preached,

for the light had not been given in order to be put under a

bushel. Thus, too, He had no secret doctrine to communi-

cate, like the masters of the Essenic Covenant ; no long

registers of angels and strange revelations of the other

world, which were confided to the adepts as secrets under

the seal of awful oaths. His fundamental principle was

the exact contrary ; that which had been heard in the dark-

ness was to be spoken in the light ; that which had been

spoken in the ear was to be proclaimed upon the house-tops

;

for the light ought to be set on a candlestick, and not put
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under a bed. All that can be truly said of any friendly

relations to the Essenes, of whom the rationalistic age had

so much to narrate, is, that whilst the Sadducees and

Pharisees are directly attacked by Jesus, towards the Essenes

He observes a benevolent silence, and indirectly, perhaps, He
recognises some of the principles by which they lived. . . .

But this exhausts all His relations to the Essene Covenant." ^

But while the originality of Christ's teaching remains,

and all attempts to account for it simply by its environment

fail, it has its points of contact with the beliefs of the time.

Its source, so far as it has a source outside Himself, is the

earlier revelation in the Old Testament. But its form owes

something to the current Jewish thought and to the religious

vocabulary of the time. This is true of His words on the

Last Things to a larger extent than of any other section of

His teaching.

Between the period when the last of the Old Testament

prophets spoke and the Christian era opened, there had been

a remarkable development of belief. The conditions under

which this took place are only partly known to us. But

the results are seen in the Hterature of the period. Erom
that it appears that, though Jewish thought was far from

uniform, the point at which the things of the end had been

left by the psalmists and prophets had been passed. On
some subjects belief had become more positive ; on most it

had wandered into rash and fruitless speculations entirely

unknown to the Old Testament. Along with this some of

the famihar Old Testament terms had undergone a change

of meaning, and new modes of speech had been introduced.

Christ's teaching had a necessary relation to this. It took

its form and its colouring so far from it. It cannot be

understood apart from it. One of the most difficult tasks

of the interpreter and the theologian is to determine what
this relation was, and to distinguish the accidental from *the

essential, the vehicle of truth from the truth itself.

But while we speak of Christ's teaching on the subject

of immortality, it is not to be overlooked that, divinely

^ Kew Testament Times: The Titne of Jesus, ii. p. 163, Eng. trans.
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authoritative as it is, and of worth beyond estimate, this

teaching is not all. It has been justly observed that " the

truth He came to reveal is to be found in His history as

well as in His teaching "
; that " the life of Christ may con-

tain revelations of truth and revelations of infinite value, to

which He Himself never gave definite form in language." ^

In this, as in aU. else, He is Himself the supreme Revelation.

His deeds make that Revelation no less than His words.

He is Himself the Resurrection and the Life. In Him the

life which is above all life, the life which is from the begin-

ning, the Hfe which is behind all that is phenomenal, " the

eternal life which was with the Father," ^ was manifested.

The final reply to our demand for immortality is this his-

torical manifestation of God and of life in the person and

work of Christ. His teaching unfolds the significance of

His own appearance in history. It is upon this that the

whole doctrine of the New Testament proceeds. It is this

that produced the new faith, the new life, the new attitude

of mind to this world and to the other world, of which the

Gospels and the Epistles are the record and the result. The

manifestation is prior to the doctrine. Christ's teaching is

His own exposition of the Divine life which was historically

revealed in Himself. For this reason, were there no other,

we should go first to that teaching, and study it in its most

original form.

Criticism, however, has much to say about this most

original form, and how and where it is to be found. Critical

questions confront us which are very variously answered.

Different theories of the origin and the relations of the Gospels

are current. Different tests are proposed of what is primary

and what is secondary, and different critical methods are

followed. The methods and the tests necessarily differ

according to the theory. Some scholars account for the

phenomena of the Synoptical Gospels by supposing that at

the foundation of these records there is an apostolic writing,

the Logiay a collection of Christ's words, or of His words and

deeds, which is the most faithful representation of the earliest

^ Dale's The Atonement, Isfc ed. pp. 45, 47. ^ 1 John i, 1-3,
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tradition ; that Mark is the oldest of the three, depending on

direct apostolic tradition, and used by both Matthew and

Luke ; that these latter two are independent of each other,

both founding on the Logia, but each in its own way ; that

Matthew's Gospel uses the Logia more literally and completely

than Luke, and -ie made up of this writing along with the help

of Mark ; and that Luke is made up of the Logia, Mark, and

other reliable sources referred to in the opening verses of the

Third Gospel. If we accept this theory, as it is applied by

Professor Bernhard Weiss, the critical process will take a

corresponding form. We shall have to say, with its chief

exponent, that where Matthew and Luke agree apart from

Mark, we possess the very words of the Logia or " apostolic

source " ; that where they differ, we verify the original by

applying the principle that " that form is secondary the

motive for which is still recognisable " ; and that where all

three agree, regard must be had to the circumstance that

" the form in Matthew, as well as in Luke, is often owing to

that of Mark." ^

Others explain the phenomena of the four Gospels by

affirming three main sources for the evangelic narratives

:

the Gospel of Mark, from which both Matthew and Luke
have drawn,—a Gospel based on earlier narratives which

were not composed on a strictly chronological plan ; the

Logia of Matthew, to which also the first and third Gospels

are indebted; and another written source, proceeding from

the hand that wrote the First Epistle of John, and forming

the groundwork of our Fourth Gospel. If we adhere to this

theory as it is stated by Professor H. H. Wendt, we shall

have to follow a somewhat different method ; and, among
other things, we shall have to recognise Mark's report as

the more original in all those passages in which Matthew
and Luke, separately or in concert, form parallels to Mark.

It is needless to enter into the endless intricacies of these

things. It is impossible to have respect to all the com-
plicated criteria which are proposed for distinguishing

between the earlier and the later in the records of our

^ Weiss, Biblical Theology, i. p. 55, Clark's trans.
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Lord's words. In point of fact, it will be found that the

result is in the main the same, whichever of the critical

theories now in the ascendant may be favoured, and which-

ever of these tests may be used. The substance of Christ's

teaching remains the same, and the gravest of His declara-

tions on the things of the future come back to us at the end

of any one of these critical operations. There is enough, it

is admitted, that is critically certain, enough to test and

generally to guarantee what remains.^ Even as regards the

version of our Lord's discourses in John's Gospel, with all its

peculiar stamp and impress, it is acknowledged that there is

" no reason to doubt that the substance and spirit of what

Jesus actually said are essentially preserved." ^ The marked

difference, however, between the form given to Christ's teach-

ing in the Fourth G-ospel and that which it has in the iSrst

three calls for separate treatment of the two. We shall

therefore take the Synoptical account of His teaching by

itself as presumedly the earlier, and shall compare it with

the report given in John's Gospel.

Now, in the Synoptical Gospels Christ's teaching moves

for the most part round the great idea of the kingdom of God.

This is emphatically the case with all that He says on the

problems of the Last Things. His whole disclosure of the

future has its central point in His doctrine of that king-

dom and its consummation. In this He attaches Himself to

the Old Testament, and speaks as one who came to fulfil the

law and the prophets in this as in other things. He takes up

the Old Testament way, too, and carries it further.

We found that, so far as the Old Testament has a doc-

trine of immortality, it is a doctrine confessedly incomplete,

and pointing beyond itself. But we saw it also to be a doc-

trine which is best described as felt out, rather than reasoned

out or definitely stated. It takes much for granted, and it

has largely the form of presentiment, intuition, anticipation,

the inference of faith, the prophetic vision of the triumph of

the Divine kingdom. It knows nothing of arguments like

^ Weiss, ut sup. i. p. 56.

2 Wendt, The Teaching ofjeatis, Clarlc's trans., i. p. 26.
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those of Plato. It never attempts to philosophise. It has

nothing akin to those ways of thinking to which it was con-

genial to speak of the soul as indivisible and therefore

immortal. It does not draw its conclusions from the consti-

tution of nature. It is only in a broad sense that it recog-

nises even the moral arguments for a future life, and it

employs them in another way than ours. It makes small

use of the analogies of natural things. It follows the

logic of the heart, the reasoning of experience. "What it

offers is not a dogma of immortality, but the expression of a

communion with the living God which involves immortality.

Instead of speaking of endless life or the after-existence of

the soul, it speaks of a relation of the man to a Covenant God,

which implies not only the survival of the soul, but the final

perfection of the whole man. Above aU, it links its doctrine of

the future with the Messianic hope, and that hope was, first, the

hope of a kingdom, and second, the hope of a Messianic King.

Christ follows the same way. He passes by all theoretic

questions regarding the soul's endlessness. He gives no

proof of the certainty of a future existence ; He presupposes

that existence. He does not speak of immortality, but rather

of lif6y as man's destiny. He dwells upon the broad truths,

the foundations of hope, the certainties, which are contained

in man's relation to God the Father, the new birth, the union

with Himself. He communicates His doctrine of the Future

neither in the way of reasoned statement nor as something

which can be taken apart from other truths, but by unfolding

the issues of that Divine kingdom, the expectation of which
had been the strength of the Old Testament hope.

This kingdom is presented in different aspects in the

Gospels and throughout the New Testament. Christ Himself
offers no definition of it. He deals with it as a thing

familiar to those among whom He moved. In His parables

He exhibits it in its ideal, while He illustrates also its

nature, its laws, its history, and its goal. He frees it from
the coarse material notions which had become connected with
it. It had been secularised, externalised, and debased. He
rescues it, and calls it back to its Old Testament idea, and
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having brought it thither, He carries it beyond even the Old

Testament vision. It is a dominion or authority which is to

be fully and effectually recognised. But it is also a realm or

a society in which that recognition is to take place. Under

the Old Testament it would have been impossible to think of

it except as taking concrete form, and on Christ's own lips it

seems to have essentially the same meaning, It is an ideal,

yet never to Him a mere ideal, but one that has a realisation.

" To an actuality which even partially corresponded to the

idea," says Dr. Stanton, " He will give the name of the

Kingdom, but never merely to the abstract idea. Again,

connection with the Old Testament preparation and Jewish

hopes furnishes a complete answer to those who would trans-

late ' Eeign,' instead of ' Kingdom of God.' Kingdom includes

both ideas, that of His royal authority, and that of the realm

over which He rules; and both should be included. The

conception to which the whole previous history led was that

of a realm of men in which God's will would be done, and

upon which His blessing would rest. It must, at the same

time, be always borne in mind that Jesus never speaks of the

kingdom as something which men could constitute for them-

selves ; it must come to them." ^

This kingdom is a present thing, and that in a twofold

sense. It is present, in so far as Christ brings it with

Him, and embodies it in Himself ; and it is present in so far

as it has a true, though partial, realisation in those who

attach themselves to Him, and in their lives give instance of

the righteousness which makes the kingdom. The first gains of

the kingly rule, the beginnings of the society, are seen in them.

But it is also a thing of the future. In its present form

^ The Jevnsh md the Christian Messiah, pp. 217, 218. The term ^affCKela

may express either of two ideas which are near akin and always apt to shade

the one into the other, the abstract idea of kingly rule and the concrete idea

of the kingly sphere. Both occur in the Gospels, the former, e.g.j in Luke xxii.

29, xxiii. 42; the latter, e,g., in such phrases as "least in the kingdom of

heaven," "inherit the kingdom prepared." Beyschlag, while admitting that

in many passages it is difficult to say which idea is in view, concludes that the

abstract sense is the rarer, and that the concrete is so much the more usual

sense that it should be preferred in doubtful cases {New Testament Theology^ I

p. 41, Clark's trans.).
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it has but a partial and relative realisation, one which looks

to a consummation. Now it is in the process of enlargement

;

hereafter it will come to its goal.^ A double aspect is given

to the kingdom, which has caused some needless difficxilty.

Two classes of sayings lie side by side in the Gospels, even

in the Synoptists, one representing the kingdom as a thing

of gradual growth, and another representing it as established

by a great catastrophe. Some of these sayings seem to take

us into a world of ideas very different from the ethical view

of the kingdom which is given in others. Even critics like

Keim make much of this, and there are many who exaggerate

the contrast between the two forms of expression.

But the idea of a gradual extension and the idea of an

ultimate triumph identified with some signal event, are surely

^ "The whole life of the discourses and thoughts of Jesus with regard to the

perfected kingdom of God," says Ewald, "centres in the profound unity and

certainty of the two propositions, that it is already with Himself present on

earth, and that it will come with Himself: two propositions which appear at

first sight irreconcilable, but both of which He incontestaHy maintained from

the first beginning of His Messianic or public labours, and in the inner unity

of which lies the whole great new truth which He brought into the world "

{History of Israel^ vi. 201, Smithes trans.). It is impossible to limit the

"kingdom" in our Lord's teaching to the esehatological idea, as is attempted,

e.g.j in Schmoller's Vie Lehre vo-m Meiche Gottes in den Schriften des N. T., and

J. Weiss* Die Predigt Jesu vom Beiche Gottes. "While it is a future thing in

such passages as Matt. vii. 21, xxv. 34, sxvi. 29, Luke xxi. 31, it is certainly

a thing of the present in such passages as Matt. xi. 11, xii. 28, xx. 21, Luke
xvi. 16, xvii. 21, as well as in the Mustard Seed, the Leaven, the Seed Growing
Secretly, and other parables of the kingdom. Neither is the existence of these

two views of the kingdom to be explained by supposing a development of the

subject in Christ's own mind, or by saying that He began with the idea of the

kingdom as at hand, was encouraged by the first success of His ministry to

think of it as present, and again was led by the pressure of His rejection to

think of it as future. Neither class of passages is confined to any one period

of His ministry. The idea of the kingdom as present "breaks out," says

Ewald, "as it' could not otherwise be, precisely at the beginning with the

greatest depth and strength, but remains in the later period of this earthly

career of Christ always the same ; and even amid the pains of death it is still

testified to by Him as the most certain tiuth of His whole life " {lut sup. p. 202).

To the Old Testament prophets the kingdom of God was something that was to

come in the future, and to come then all at once. Its progressiveness is recog-

nised along with its inner ethical nature in our Lord^s teaching, and this per-

ception, as Beyschlag remarks, carried with it the distinction of a present and
a future kingdom (New Testament Theology, ut sup. i. 53).
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not contradictory ideas ; and there is no inconsistency in

describing the kingdom as the subject of both these fortunes.

Neither in the parables, nor in any of the non-parabolic

sayings in which Christ speaks of the future of the kingdom,

is it affirmed or even suggested that in the orderly march of

the progress of the kingdom all evil shall be overcome, and

every wrong righted, and no place left for any final act of sift-

ing or overthrow. On the contrary, several of the parables

clearly indicate an extension which is to be followed and

finished by a conclusive judgment and a decisive separation.

And the co-operation of continuous inner development and

sudden outward event towards one great end, is surely nothing

so abnormal or unheard of. " Our actual experience of the

general history of human society shows how the two may be

combined. Por the most part, there has been a slow but real

improvement in the condition of human society. But the

world has passed also through great crises, and, on the whole,

that which was sound and good in human institutions has

been preserved through these crises, and has in consequence

of them attained to a freer development." ^

This idea of a new order in which God should be

sovereign, and His holy will perfectly honoured, was the

central point in Christ's teaching. It was not a new idea,

but one taken over from the Old Testament. It was not an

idea strange to the Jew, but one with which he was most

famihar, although in a form miserably debased. In speaking

of it Christ used the terms to which the people were accus-

tomed, and the object of much of His teaching was to raise it

from the degradation into which it had sunk, to purify and

elevate the popular conception of it, and to carry it beyond

the point at which it had stood in Old Testament prophecy.

The old idea thus became transfigured ; the current Jewish

idea thus became an essentially new thing in His teaching.

With this central doctrine of the kingdom He connected all

that He communicated to His disciples on the subject of the

Future—His Eeturn, the Judgment, the Kesurrection, the

Intermediate State, and the Final Issues.

^ Stanton, The Jeioish and the Christian Messiah^ p. 223.



CHAPTER II

DOCTRINE OF THE RETURN

THE first point in Christ's teaching on the Future is the

doctrine of His own Return. In the Old Testament

the erection of the Divine kingdom was made dependent on

God's descent on earth. In certain prophecies it was also

connected with the appearance of an ideal king, the agent

of Jehovah. So Christ teaches that the completion of the

kingdom which He proclaims and founds requires a new
interposition, and that for this He is Himself to come again.

The time of His Keturn is not declared. The day and the

hour of that event are known only to the Father. But as in

Old Testament prophecy the institution of the kingdom and

the completion of the kingdom had been given in conjunction,

and the former had been realised by Christ's first Advent, so

in His announcements of the future, the consummation of the

kingdom is connected with His second Advent. He accepts

the term used by the disciples in their inquiries about the

coming of the Son of Man and the end of the world, and

speaks of His Return as a Parousia, a Presence or Coming.^

He describes it as an event, a visible manifestation. It is to

be of the nature of a sudden, decisive occurrence. Yet the

times must first be ripe for it, and certain events must first

take place before it can come to pass. In the Old Testament

the Coming of the Lord is often represented as heralded

by portents, and in the Apocalyptic literature of the Jews
these things occupy a large place. In a similar way Christ

speaks of His Return as intimated by certain prelusive

tokens, while yet it is near. His declarations on the subject

^ Matt. xxiv. 3, 27, 37, 39.

i6
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are given on several occasions, and it is impossible, by the

application of any of the great critical tests, to separate

their main burden from the most primitive reports of His

teaching.

Above all, the solemn event with which the whole issues

of the future are connected, obtains a large space in the great

eschatological discourse which occupies Matt, xxiv., xxv.

Criticism has raised questions of no ordinary moment regard-

ing the construction of this discourse and its unity. It is by

no means an easy task to interpret it consistently throughout.

One of the chief difficulties is the circumstance that the

destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world seem to be

described as coincident events, and that Christ speaks of both

as certain to be witnessed by the men of His own generation.

Mark and Luke, it is true, are less definite on this point in

their version of Christ's prophecy of the end. But they, too,

record the saying, " Yerily I say unto you, This generation

shall not pass till all these things be done " ;
" Verily I say

unto you, This generation shall not pass away till all things

be accomplished." On other occasions, too, words of similar

meaning are reported, as when He says to the Twelve, " Ye

shall not have gone through the cities of Israel, till the Son

of Man be come " ; and to the disciples, " The Son of Man
shall come in the glory of His Father, with His angels, and

then shall He render unto every man according to his deeds.

Verily I say unto you, There be some of them that stand

here, which shall in no wise taste of death, till they see the

Son of Man coming in His kingdom." ^

Some admit that these announcements came from Christ's

own lips, and simply conclude that He was mistaken. This

is the explanation which comes easy to men like Strauss and

Eenan. It is also given by some, such as Keim, Weizsacker,

and Dr. Samuel Davidson, who have a different regard for

the mental and moral stature of the Christ of the Gospels.

But it raises the serious question of the kind and measure

of nescience or misconception which may consist with moral

1 Mark xiii. 30 ; Luke xxi. 32 ; Matt. x. 23, xvi. 27, 28 ; cf. Mark viii. 38,

ix. 1 ; Lukeix. 26, 27, R.V.
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perfection.^ Others meet the difficulty by asserting that

Christ's words were misimderstood and misreported, or that

there has been some confusion in the connection in which

they appear in the narrative ; so that these predictions have

come down to us not quite as they were spoken by Him, or

have been wrongly grouped, or have had a meaning given

them apart from His intention.^ But this is to save Christ's

credit by sacrificing that of the evangelists. Eecourse has

also been had to the theory of a double Coming, one near and

invisible, taking effect in the destruction of Jerusalem ; and

another remote and visible, realising itself at the judgment of

the world. There is nothing impossible in this, so far as the

words go. In the language of the Old Testament, great

national calamities are described in terms of a Coming of the

Lord. But it is difficult, if not impossible, to break up the

discourse into parts, so as to be able to say where the one

event is in view and where the other. Various verses are

selected as the point of transition from the one to the other.^

But the result does not satisfy. Neither is the case met by

assuming that there is but one subject throughout, and that

subject the destruction of Jerusalem. The language, especi-

ally in chap, xxv., is too large for that. Both events appear

to be in the discourse ; and they lie together in it in a way
which defies their formal disjunction.^

' See Piinjer's discussions in Hilgenfeld's Zeiischrift, 1878.

^ So Baur, Colani, De Wette, Holtzniann, etc.

^ Kg. xxiv. 13, 29, 36, 43, xxv. 14, 31. The most reasonable of all is xxiv.

29. But there is still the difficulty of the eiiOiojs. See the Commentaries in

loc, especially Meyer's,

* The different forms in which Christ's eschatological discourse ia given in

the Synoptical Gospels, the resemblance between parts of it and the known
methods and style of the Jewish apocalyptic writing and the special difficulties

caused by the way in which the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the

world seem to be connected, have led not a few to question its unity. Colani

suggested that it included a Jewish-Christian Apocalypse, and that a possible

key to it might be found in the statement made by Eusebius about the warning
given to the Christians to leave Jerusalem. (See his J^sus-Ohrist et Us croyances

messianiques de son temps. The passage in Eusebius is in the Hist. Ecd. in. 6.

3.) In various ways the theory of a Jewish-Christian Apocalypse has been

favoured by Keim, Pfleiderer, Wendt, Vischer, Weiffenbach, etc. The last-

named attempts to make out three distinct parts in this supposed original.
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But this is only in accordance with the nature of Biblical

prophecy, and in this our Lord again attaches Himself to the

Old Testament. Events which history shows to have lieen

widely separated, are brought together in what is described as

prophetic perspective or "timeless sequence/' or in causal

connection, or as if the one formed part of the other. In the

great prophecies of judgment, and in those also of deliverance,

distinct and separate occurrences are often given in one

figure. In the eighth and ninth chapters of Isaiah, for

example, the deliverance from the Assyrian invader and the

rise of the great light or the Prince of Peace are described as

if they were synchronous or one and the same event. In the

announcements of judgments which are made by Zephaniah

and Obadiah, the final judgment and the preliminary partial

acts of judgment appear to be identified. The deliverances

and chastisements of the near future are interpreted as the

Coming of Jehovah or the advent of His kingdom, and are

regarded as embracing all future deliverances or judgments.

The end of Israel's history was the establishment of the

kingdom of God upon earth, and at every stage in that

history that kingdom was coming. In the long procession of

(See his WiederTcunftsgedanTce Jesu.) Weizsacker suggests a Jewish Apocalypse,

belonging probably to a lost section of the Book of Enoch {Untersuckiongenj pp.

121-126). These are attractive, hut uncertain conjectures. The resemblances

to the Jewish Apocalypses can be explained by the fact that such discourse on

the things of the end would naturally take its form from the prophetic and

apocalyptic passages of the Old Testament, especially the Book of Daniel, and

make use of the current Jewish modes of thought and speech. The difficulties

of the exegesis are best met otherwise. Beyschlag holds that, in speaking of

His Coming, Christ has in view His return to His own and a presence with

them which was to begin at the Eesurrection, to be deepened at Pentecost, and

to continue in spiritual effect for ever [Lehcn Jcsu, i. pp. 357-364). Those who
hold that our Lord's words about His Coming were made good in connection

with the fall of the Jewish state, naturally regard the Parousia as in itself a

dispensation or spiritual presence, not an event (so, e.g., in Warren's The

Parousia). In England, Dr. J. S. Eussell's The Parousia is the best exponent

of the view which limits all to the destruction of Jerusalem. Dr. Briggs, who

admits that the term **this generation " must betaken in its ordinary sense,

meets the difficulty of the "immediately " by taking €i)9im in the sense of the

prophetic anp, indicating that ''the event was certain, but the time uncertain"

{The Messiah of the GospelSf pp. 155, 156). See his whole discussion, i^p.
132-

165, on the Apocaly23se of Jesus; also his Messia/nic Prophecyj pp. 52 ff.
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redemptive and judicial acts which made up that history, the

prophets recognised in each such act a real and relatively

decisive advent of God and His kingdom. In His eschato-

logical discourses Christ recognises, as Old Testament prophecy

did, the partial and preliminary manifestation of the kingdom

as involviag the final. He speaks of the two as one, and

declares before the council that henceforth, from the then

present time, they should " see Him sitting at the right hand

of power, and coming on the clouds of heaven " (E.V.).^

In their scope and form, therefore, Christ's announcements

of the future resemble those of the great prophets of the

eighth century and their successors. Those prophets preached

the hope of a new order of things, in which Israel was to be

at one with its King, and the glory of life was to be

given to it, and through it to the Gentiles. They also

preached the necessity of a withdrawal from the unworthy

past, implying a great act of judgment and chastisement.

They set forth this hope, as in different ways it touched both

Israel and the nations, in a rich imagery, which varied

according to the occasion. And in this imagery they con-

nected the institution of the new condition, the judicial work,

and the final restoration, with the things of their own time

—

with the Assyrian invasion in the case of Isaiah, with the

Babylonian exile in that of Jeremiah, with the fall of the

Greek kingdom in that of Daniel.^ In the same way, Christ's

predictions of the future combine the end of the theocracy

and the end of the world. Both events belong to the Eeturn

or Coming of which He speaks. And that Eeturn or Coming
is an objective event of the future. The terms in which

Christ speaks of it, according to the Synoptical records,

cannot be resolved into imaginative descriptions of a triumph

of principles merely, or into elaborate figures of the passing

away of old forms of rehgion. Nor is this the case only with

the Synoptical Gospels.

^ Matt. xxvi. 64, 6.ir' dprc—henceforth, not merely hereafter.

^SeeOehler's article, ''Messias," in Herzog's Meal-Eticycl. ; W. E. Smith's

article, "Messiah," in the Ency. Brit. ; Kuenen's Jleligion of Israel, cliap.

xii.; etc.
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It is essentially the same with John. The Eeturn, it is

true, is a less prominent subject in the Fourth Gospel, where

the coming of the Spirit has a larger place. But it is there.

When Christ speaks, for example, of going to prepare a place

for His disciples, He speaks of that act as if it were itself but

a preparation for His return to take them to Himself.^ The

same idea of His Coming appears in the appendix to the

Fourth Gospel ; ^ and in the great Epistle, which admittedly

^ John xiv. 3.

2 John xxi. 22. It cannot be said that success has attended the attempt

to establish a difference between the Synoptical Gospels and the Fourth Gospel

on the subject of Christ's Coming. Names of the highest eminence, no doubt,

are found on the side of those who hold that the Fourth Gospel recognises only

a dynamical Coming. But even where that Gospel speaks of the sendiug of the

Paraclete, it distinguishes between the Paraclete and Christ ; and a just exegesis

can scarcely fail to admit that, in the passages referred to above, Christ speaks

of His own Coming, and of that in the same way as in the Synoptists. Neander

and Lucke restrict the sense of xiv. 3 to Christ's spiritual return and the

reception of His own into His full spiritual fellowship. Scholten sees in

it only a statement of the fact that Christ's Spirit will remain, though

Christ Himself departs. Ebrard restricts the sense here to Christ's resurrection.

The analogy of the vision of the martyred Stephen leads others to say that what

is in view is Christ's coining to the believer at death. Even Godet concludes

that the **I come again" refers to His Coming in the Spirit, and the "will

receive you to Myself" to the union of the believer with the glorified Christ,

which is effected by the gift of the Spirit. Forgetting the analogy of Old

Testament prophecy, he conies to this conclusion on the ground that the

promise here spoken by Christ is made not to the Church generally, but to the

disciples personally, to comfort them in their present trouble. Others, for

example Alford, and, in a less extreme way, Bishop Westcott, embrace under the

one statement in xiv. 3 all the different events—the resurrection of Christ ; the

work of His Spirit in the life of His disciples ; His reception of the believer at

death ; and His glorious judicial return ; all which may be described as Comings

of the Lord. "Christ," says the latter interpreter, "is, in fact, from the

moment of His resurrection ever coming to the world and to the Church and

to men as the Kisen Lord " {SpeaJcer*s Oommenfary, m loc). But however true

this may be, it is apart from the question of the immediate sense of the passages

in view. That these refer to His objective Second Coming is recognised by the

best of the Fathers and Reformers, and in more recent times by Meyer, Hof-

mann, Luthardt, Holtzmann, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, and many more. Those who,

like Dr. Samuel Davidson, think that Christ's words have been misrepresented,

admit that, as we have them, they mean an objective, and not a simply

dynamical Return. '*DerWeggaug,"says Holtzmann in his exposition of John

in the E'cmdcommentar, "ist eine Vorbedingung der "Wiederkunft. Letzere

selbst scheint bier zunachst noch rein eschatologisch." Meyer remarks that,

in ver. 2 of the 14th chapter, Christ has "provided beforehand for the words
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gives us the same reflection of Christ*s life and teaching as is

found in the Fourth Gospel, the Lord's Parousia or Coming is

again presented as a definite event, and as the very centre of

Christian expectation.^

The first point in Christ's doctrine of the future is thus

the announcement of the great, objective event of His Eeturn

;

an announcement given under the analogy of the Old Testa-

ment anticipations of the consummation of the kingdom of

God, and under the condition of His own express declaration

that '' of that day or that hour knoweth no one, not even the

angels in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father." ^ But

while this is the case, there is a wide difference between His

teaching on the subject and that with which the Jews of His

time were familiar. We know what the popular ideas of the

Jews of that period were by the literature which was current

among them, the curious literature of pre-Christian Judaism,

including such products of Jewish thought and Jewish

theology as the Booh of Enoch, the Assumption of Moses, the

Sibylline Oracles, the Psalms of Solomon, and others.^ The

grasp which these ideas had of the Jewish mind may also be

(in ver. 3) being understood of His actual return, arid of local fellowship witli

Him."
^ 1 John ii. 28.

^ So it is in Mark xiii. 32, E.V. It is the same in Matt. xxiv. 36, even in

the T.R., where the Son is not expressly mentioned indeed, but the knowledge
is limited to the Father. But the R. V. gives the true text.

^The Book of Enoch is generally admitted to consist of several distinct

pieces of different dates, and to be coloured to some extent by Christian views
and phraseology, even in its oldest sections. But the bulk of it may be ac-

cepted as of pre-Christian origin. A few (Hofmann, Philippi, Weisse) have
held it to be throughout a Christian composition. Most agree that a lar^e

part of it belongs to some period in the second century B.C., the earlier Mac-
cabean period, the time of John Hyrcanus, or that of Alexander Janneeus. The
section which is of greatest interest as regards Messianic beliefs, that known as

the '* Similitudes " or ''Allegories," is ascribed by some to a Christian author,

by most to the later pre-Christian period. The Assumption of Moses is re-

ferred to dates ranging from the very beginning of the Christian era to the
second century. Of the Sibylline Oracles the most reliable portion is the
Third Book, which is assigned to various points within the Maccabean period.

Its most probable date seems to be about 140 B.C. The Psalms of Solomon are
referred by some to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, by others to that of Herod
but by most to a date shortly after Pompey's conquest of Jerusalem.
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gathered from the place which they continued to have in the

Jewish literature of the early Christian period, in the Fourth

Booh of EsdraSy for example, and the Apocalypse of Bariwh?-

The eschatology of these books is detailed, highly coloured,

often grotesque. It is largely occupied with mystic numbers.

It tarries among the " signs " of the end, and painfully

elaborates the prelusive portents. It makes Jerusalem the

centre of its future, and enlarges in literal descriptions of the

gathering of the scattered Jews to their native land. But

in Christ's words there is nothing of the forced chronologies

which meet us in the Assumption of Moses, with its two

hundred and fifty " times " or weeks of years, as they may
mean ; or in the Book of Bnoch, with its seventy shepherds,

its binding of the angels under the hills for seventy genera-

tions till the last judgment, its division of the first age into

ten weeks. There is nothing of the adoration of stones, the

worship of unclean spirits and demons, the casting forth of

the fish of the Dead Sea, the salt found in fresh water, the

blood trickling from wood, and the other omens and woes

which made the Rabbinical doctrine of the " birth-pangs " of

Messiah.^ There is nothing of the setting up of the " new

house " ; nothing of the destruction and renovation of Jeru-

salem ;
® nothing of the monstrous story of Leviathan and

Behemoth ; ^ nothing of the many similar eccentricities which

appear in the earlier literature of Judaism, and run, in course

of time, into the wildest extravagances of the Eabbis.

These things were the Jew's refuge from the relentless

^ It appears to be certain that both the Fourth Book of Esdras and the

Apocalypse of Baruch could not have been written before the conquest of

Jerusalem by Titus. The former, which seems to have been the most popular

of all the Jewish Apocalypses, is referred by some (Ewald, etc.) to the time of

Titus, by others (Hausrath, Kenan, etc.) to Nero's time, but by most (Dillmann,

Reuss, Schiirer, etc.) to the reign of Domitian (a.d. 81-96). The latter may,

perhaps, be most safely referred to a date not long after the fall of Jerusalem.

2 See, e.g,j Book of Enoch xcix. 4-9 ; Fourth Esdras v. 1-13, 54, 55, vi.

7-28, viii. 63-ix. 6.

3 Book of Enoch xc. 28, 29; Fourth Esdras ix. 23 -x. 55; Apoc. of

Baruch iv.

^ On this see Drummond's The Jewish Messiah^ chap. xxi. ; Hilgenfeld's Jvd,

Apok, p. 178 ; Gfrbrer's Jahrhundert des Heils, ii. 33, etc.
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pressure of the law. His religion had become a work, the

work of painful, scrupulous attention to the complicated,

formal prescriptions of the law. The lofty and gracious

idea of Israel's relation to God, which had been taught by

the prophets, had given way to that of a hard and entangling

legal covenant. Everything in the Jew*s life was directed to

making him a servant of the law, and the law itself had

become a vast casuistry. Jurisprudence had usurped the

place of morality, and duty had become an endless chain of

minute external observances. The Jew's motive for obedience

was the hope of reward ; and as the scantiness of his present

recompense for all this heavy work of the law became more
painfully evident to him, he looked more and more away to

the future. " At every step," says Professor Schiirer, " at

the work of his calling, at prayer, at meals, at home and

abroad, from early morning till late in the evening, from youth

to old age, the deadening formula followed him. A healthy

moral life could not flourish under such a burden ; action was
nowhere the result of inward motive ; all was, on the con-

trary, weighed and measured." ^ The work of the law and

the hope of the future were the two things which made up
his religion, and the one was his retreat from the other. As
the former became more rigorous and emptier of human
reward, he turned more fondly to the latter, and snatched

an unhealthy satisfaction from elaborate speculation on future

things, their nature, their portents, their material compensa-

tions. Christ's purpose was to redeem the hope of the

consummation of the Divine kingdom from these ineptitudes

;

and to arrest the propensity to eschatological dreaming, which

meant a decay of the moral life. In His teaching there is

a significant reserve at the very points where popular fancy

and the finesse of the scribes ran riot.

His doctrine lies no less apart from the Ghiliastic idea

of the Future. The dogma of a Millennium, which took

possession of Christian thought at so early a date and with

so strong a grasp that it has sometimes been reckoned an

^ History of the Jewish Peo;ple in the Tinne of J&sus Christ, Div. II. vol. it

p. 125, Clark's trans.
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integral part of the primitive Christian faith, had its foun-

dations in Jewish notions. The secular imagination of

Judaism fastened upon the Old Testament prophecies of the

final triumph of the kingdom of God on earth, and out of

them wove the dream of a material dominion for Israel and

a visible reign for the Messiah. The Old Testament spoke

of the Messianic kingdom as an everlasting kingdom. But

Jewish reflection, distinguishing between Jehovah's dominion

and Messiah's, proceeded in course of time to assign a limited

duration to the latter. In the Psalms of Solomon and in the

Sibylline Oracles, the Old Testament conception of the end-

less duration of Messiah's kingdom continues.^ But in the

Fourth Book of Esdras a definite space of four hundred years

is allowed to Messiah's reign ; ^ and later Eabbinism, inter-

preting the words of the prophets in its own peculiar way,

revelled in curious calculations of the duration of Messiah's

kingdom. Forty years, sixty, seventy, three hundred and

sixty-five, four hundred, seven thousand, and other terms of

years, were given as the limit of Messiah's days.^ Among
these figures the period of a thousand years has a place, but

only a late and subordinate place. On the principle that

with the Lord one day is as a thousand years, it was inferred

from the sentence in Isa. Ixiii. 4, " The day of vengeance was

in mine heart" (E.V.), that Messiah's reign was to be for

a millennium. This reign, too, though of universal extent,

was believed to have its seat in Jerusalem.* And founding,

perhaps, on the statements in the Book of Daniel regarding

the destruction and restoration of the city,^ the idea arose

^ E.g. "He wiU smite the earth with the word of His mouth for ever," Ps.

xvii. 39 ; "Then will He raise up a kingdom for ever over all men," Sibyll.

iii. 765-776. So, too, the Apocalypse of Baruch, chap, xl., "His dominion

shall stand for ever, until the world of corruption be ended."

2 vii. 28.

^ See examples of these calculations, and the principles on which they were

made, in Drummond's The Jewish Messiah^ pp. 315-318.

^ In the Psalms of Solomon, e,g. xi. 6, 7, Jerusalem is the centre of the

Messianic future. In the Book of Enoch, Messiah, under the figure of the

white bull or steer, is said to live " in the house of the Lord," which appears

to be Jerusalem. In other books, Mount Sion is Messiah's seat.

" Dan. ix. 24-26.
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that a new Jerusalem was to be built upon the ruins of the

old, as the home of the returning Jews and the centre of

Messiah's rule.

These ideas passed over into Christian thought, and took

the definite form of belief in a visible reign of Christ on

earth lasting for a thousand years, ending in a great apostasy,

and to be followed by the final consummation. The roots

of this millennial doctrine He in the Jewish soiL But even

in Judaism the ideas in question are neither universally

prevalent nor of very early date. The general view seems

not to have recognised any considerable interval between

the Messiah's Advent and the final Consummation. The

doctrine of Messiah reigning for a definite period before the

end of the world does not emerge distinctly till the Christian

period, as in the Fourth Book of Esdras. It is not found

in the Old Testament. Still less does it form any part of

Christ's teaching.

Our Lord adopts certain vivid apocalyptic figures, which

were probably in common use among the Jews when they

spoke of the end. He speaks of sitting at the table with the

forefathers of Israel, sitting on thrones judging the tribes,

drinking of the fruit of the vine, eating of the Passover

in the kingdom of heaven.^ But it is for another purpose

than to take over any Jewish or Chiliastic definition of His

kingdom that He employs such imagery. The whole strain

of His teaching is inconsistent with the millenarian concep-

tion of the Future, both in its terms and in its spirit. He
gives no hint of a millennium or any measured period between

His Advent and the Consummation. He speaks of an apos-

tasy, but of that as preceding His Coming, not at the close

of a thousand years. He says nothing of a limited duration

for His kingdom, nothing of a personal reign on earth for

a definite period, nothing of a literal restoration of Israel

to its ancient land, nothing of a new Jerusalem in which

the kingdom has its seat. He speaks only of one Coming
in the future, and the object of that is never said to be the

gathering of His saints around Him in an earthly dominion.

* Matt. viii. 11, xix. 28, xxvi. 29 ; Luke xxii. 16.
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that a new Jerusalem was to be built upon the ruins of the

old, as the home of the returning Jews and the centre of

Messiah's rule.

These ideas passed over into Christian thought, and took

the definite form of belief in a visible reign of Christ on

earth lasting for a thousand years, ending in a great apostasy,

and to be followed by the final consummation. The roots

of this millennial doctrine lie in the Jewish soil But even

in Judaism the ideas in question are neither universally

prevalent nor of very early date. The general view seems

not to have recognised any considerable interval between

the Messiah's Advent and the final Consummation. The

doctrine of Messiah reigning for a definite period before the

end of the world does not emerge distinctly till the Christian

period, as in the Fourth Book of Esdras. It is not found

in the Old Testament. Still less does it form any part of

Christ's teaching.

Our Lord adopts certain vivid apocalyptic figures, which

were probably in common use among the Jews when they

spoke of the end. He speaks of sitting at the table with the

forefathers of Israel, sitting on thrones judging the tribes,

drinking of the fruit of the vine, eating of the Passover

in the kingdom of heaven.^ But it is for another purpose

than to take over any Jewish or Chiliastic definition of His

kingdom that He employs such imagery. The whole strain

of His teaching is inconsistent with the millenarian concep-

tion of the Future, both in its terms and in its spirit. He
gives no hint of a millennium or any measured period between

His Advent and the Consummation. He speaks of an apos-

tasy, but of that as preceding His Coming, not at the close

of a thousand years. He says nothing of a limited duration

for His kingdom, nothing of a personal reign on earth for

a definite period, nothing of a literal restoration of Israel

to its ancient land, nothing of a new Jerusalem in which

the kingdom has its seat. He speaks only of one Coming
in the future, and the object of that is never said to be the

gathering of His saints around Him in an earthly dominion.

1 Matt. viii. 11, xix. 28, xxvi. 29 ; Luke xxii, 16.



CHAPTER III

DOCTRINE OF JUDGMENT

THE second point in Christ's teaching on the Future is

His doctrine of a Final Judgment. He gives this as

the object of His Coming, and it has a large place in His

recorded words. It is important to understand how His

teaching on this subject is related to the Old Testament

and to the Jewish ideas of His time.

We have seen how far and in what form the Old Testa-

ment has a doctrine of Judgment. The general conception

of the Hebrew Scriptures on this subject is that of a triumph

of God's kingdom, expected on earth, and taking effect in

an overthrow of the enemies of Jehovah's cause and people.

To this was added the idea of Jehovah Himself sitting as

Judge.^ A judgment is predicted for Israel. More, fre-

quently a judgment is announced for the nations. But it

is one that is finished upon earth. There is the large and

definite conception of a world-judgment. But it is a judg-

ment which takes place in the world, and is executed on

the living adversaries of God's people and kingdom. The

doctrine of a judgment after death has but a small and

uncertain place in the Old Testament. It is an occasional

postulate of faith, as in Job ; or an occasional inference of

reflection, as, perhaps, in Daniel. ISTot till near its close

does the Old Testament revelation rise to the conception

of a personal judgment after death. The loftiest surmises

^ JoeFs prophecy of the valley of Jehoshaphat, the "valley of decision,"

is of interest in this respect. There Jehovah Himself is Judge. Judah and

Jerusalem are to abide, but Egypt is to be a "desolation," and Edom a

*' desolate wilderness" (Joel iii. 9-21).

252
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of faith affirm the certainty of a judgment, but leave its

nature and its date indeterminate. For the most part, too,

the subjects of the judgment are nations, not individuals.

When at last Old Testament faith and teaching attain to

the expectation of an individual judgment beyond the present

life, they still limit it to the Israelite. Nowhere have we
the clear intimation of a personal judgment of all men, Jew
and Gentile, quick and dead, at the end of things. Only

the preparation for it is laid in the broad conceptions

of the responsibility of Israel to a Covenant God, the

righteousness of that God, and His sovereignty over the

nations.

The doctrine of a judgment is a frequent subject in the

non-canonical literature of the Jews. In some of the books

it is taught in immense detail, and with many novel and

fantastic elements. The general Old Testament belief is

continued. But there is also an advance to the conception

of a universal, individual judgment. The Old Testament

idea of a judgment in the form of a destruction of living

hostile powers appears in the Assumption of Moses'^ and the

Book of Enoch?' It retains its position at a later date, as

is seen from the Apocalypse of Baruch ^ and the Fourth Book

of Esdras,^ and it persists even to the time of the Targums.

The judgment is usually placed at the beginning of Messiah's

reign. But in those books which ascribe a limited duration

to that reign, the judgment is placed at the end of the

Messianic period. The Messiah is the agent in the judg-

ment or overthrow, according to the frequent, though not

the universal, testimony of the literature.^ But a forensic

character is given to the judgment, and the idea of an

overthrow of enemies passes over into that of a solemn

^ Chaps, iii., iv. ^ xc. 18, 19.

^ Ixxii. 6. ^ xiii. 14, etc.

^ This is the case, e.g.^ with the oldest section of the Sibylline Oracles, iii.

652. The same view is given in the Psalms of Solomon, in Philo, in the

Apocalypse of Baruch, in the Fourth Book of Esdras, and in the Targums.

See Schiirer, lit sup. ii. 2, pp. 166-168, who notices also the Talmiidic doctrine

that the destruction of the hostile powers was the task, not of the Messiah

proper, but of a subordinate Messiah, the Son of Joseph.
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act of adjudication ; while the judgment is extended to

embrace all men, and not men only, but angels.

The Booh of Enochs both in its earlier and in its later

sections, speaks largely of a final judgment in this forensic

sense, although the other idea of the destruction of hostile

powers is not altogether strange to it.^ It uses a number
of terms in describing it :

" The great day," " the righteous

judgment," " the great judgment," " the great day of judg-

ment," " the day of the great judgment," " the last judgment,"
" the judgment for all eternity." ^ It is in the oldest section

of this book that we find what is probably the first distinct

statement of a general, individual judgment after death.

The statement is given with large forensic detail in the

later portion of the book. A throne is set ; it is occupied

by the Lord of the sheep ; the sealed books are opened

;

the wicked angels, represented by the figure of the fallen

stars, are placed before Him, and sentence is passed; the

shepherds or heathen powers (as the figure is usually under-

stood, though the interpretation is not free from doubt) are

next sentenced ; the bhnded sheep or apostate Israelites are

also judged; while the faithful who suffered are brought

into the New Jerusalem. The names of the righteous are

written in heaven; the evil of the wicked is also open

there, and every sin is recorded daily.^ The same ideas

of heavenly books of record, a universal judgment, and a

final decision pronounced in each man's case according to

his deeds, appear in the later literature.^ In what form,

then, is the doctrine of a future judgment given by Christ

Himself, and how does it stand related to all this ?

There are few subjects on which He speaks more fre-

^ In chap. xlvi. 4-6, lii. 4-9, tlie Son of Man is represented as breaking the

teeth of sinners, thrusting kings from their thrones, etc.

2 X. 6, 12, xvi. 1, xix. 1, xxii. 4, 11, xxv. 4, xc. 20-27, xci. 15, xciv. 9,

xcviii. 10, xcix. 15, c. 4, ciii. 8, civ. 5.

3 xlviii. 7, 8, liv. 7, xcviii. 6-8, civ. 4, 7, etc.

* E.g.y Apocalypse of Baruch li. 4, 5 ; Fourth Book of Esdras vi. 2 ; Book

of Jubilees iv., v., ix., x., xxiv. ; and in the Rabbinical literature, for which

see Weber, AUsyn, -palasL Theologie, p. 371, etc., [Judische Theologie, pp.

394-397].
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queutly, or at greater length. He employs many of the

terms which were current, while He relieves the popular

beliefs of all that was gross, fantastic, or trivial. He brings

to the Old Testament conception the extension and the

certainty which it needed. The spiritual principles of His

teaching, and the things which it adds to the Hebrew faith

on the subject, make the old doctrine a new one.

The position which is claimed for Himself in the Judg-

ment is perhaps the first thing that arrests attention. He
is Himself the Judge. In this His teaching goes beyond

that of the Old Testament, and beyond the general, if not

universal, conception of the Judaism which prevailed before

His time. The judicial office, in the sense of a final arbitra-

ment of men's lives, is not ascribed to the Messiah or ideal

King in the Hebrew Scriptures. The Messiah, it is true,

appears as the agent of God in the Consummation and in

the preparation for it, and the expectation of a great Davidic

King is connected with the hope of the triumph of the

kingdom.^ But while this is a frequent combination of

ideas in prophecy, it is by no means the general doctrine.

In many of the prophecies the expectation of the glory of

the latter days stands quite a^Dart from the anticipation of

a Messiah or Davidic King. No mention is made of the

figure or the function of this King by Amos, Hosea, Zeph-

aniah, Joel, Haggai. The same is the case with the distinct

prophecies in Isa. xxiv.—xxvii. and Zech. xii.—xiv. In the

Second Isaiah we have the figure of the Servant of Jehovah.

In Malachi, Jehovah Himself is still the God of Judgment,

and Elijah is Jehovah's forerunner.^ Nor is it certain that

it is otherwise even with the great passage in the Book . of

Daniel. For the sublime figure of a " Son of Man," which is

introduced in the seventh chapter, is perhaps most correctly

interpreted, not of a single Messianic person, but of the people

or kingdom of God as contrasted with the great world-powers.^

^ So it is in Isa. ix., xi., etc. ; Micah v. ; Jer. xxiii., xxxiii,, xxxiv.,

xxxvi. ; Ezek. xxxiv., xxxvii. ; Zecb. ix.-xi.

2 Matt. iii. 1, iv. 3. ,

^ That this is the original intention of the Davidic figure, -whatever applica-
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It is only in certain prophecies, therefore, that the hope

of the future kingdom is definitely connected with the hope

of a future King. The work of the Davidic Prince or Messiah

occupies a frequent, but by no means a constant, place in the

vision of the Consummation of the Divine kingdom, and

nowhere in the Old Testament is His work represented as

that of Judge in the final Judgment. Judgment in the sense

of rule or administration is ascribed to Him, but not in the

sense of final judicial decision. In Daniel's pictures of the

thrones, the setting of judgment, and the opening of the books,

it is still God Himself, the "Ancient of days," who sits as

Judge.^

We have essentially the same ideas in the non-canonical

literature. The general doctrine is that Jehovah Himself is

Judge, whether the judgment in question is the overthrow of

living enemies or the great decision of the last day. Where
Messiah is introduced, it is as Jehovah's instrument. Where

judicial functions are assigned to Him, it is in connection

with the former order of Judgment, never, as it seems, with

the latter. In the Assumption of Moses, Messiah does not

appear. In the older section of the Booh of Enoch, Messiah

does not come till after the judgment, and the judgment is

given by God Himself after He has overthrown the heathen

nations.^ More usually Messiah is represented as coming

lefore the judgment, and as executing it.^ But the judgment

is still the overthrow of the hostile powers in existence at

the time. It has been supposed that a different conception

distinguishes the Psalter of Solomon. The Seventeenth and

tious came to be made of it in later Judaism or in the New Testament, is

suggested by the connection in which the emblem of a "Son of Man " is placed

with the emblems of the beasts, which are shown to mean kingdoms. It is

confirmed by the explanation given in vii. 27. That the figure is to be under-

stood of a personal Messiah, is strongly argued by Hengstenberg, Oehler, Hilgen-

feld, and others. A detailed statement and examination of the reasons given

in support of that interpretation Avill be found in Drummond's Th& Jeiuish

Messiah, vii. See also Wcndt's The Teaching of Jesus, i. pp. 61, 62 (Eng.

trans.); Stanton's The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, pp. 109, 110.

^ Dan. vii. 9, etc. " xc. 18, 19, 37.

2 So, e.g., in the earliest Sibyllines, iii, 652 ; and later in the Apocalypse of

Baruch xxxix.-xl,, etc.
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Eighteenth Psalms of this remarkable book are of the utmost

interest^not only for the description which they give of the

Messianic kingdom as both a destroying and a restoring

power, but also for their testimony to the expectation of a per-

sonal Messiah.^ In these Psalms much is made of the quality

of justice in the rule of the Messiah. When He administers

judgment Hie words will be " as the words of angels." But

the judgment in view seems still to be limited to that which

takes effect in the overthrow of hostile powers. His mission

is to subvert the power of unjust rulers, and to destroy the

ungodly nations with the word of His mouth.^ It is only in

the latter section of the Book of Enoch, that of the Parables

or Similitudes, where Christian influence may have been at

work, that we see the Messiah assuming anything like the

character of Judge at the last day. Even there the descrip-

tion of the office is somewhat indefinite.

It appears, therefore, that in the pre-Christian literature

of the Jews, Messiah is not looked to as the Arbiter at the

great day ; while the whole conception of a Final Judgment

is deficient in certainty, completeness, and spirituality. In

Christ's own teaching on the subject all is different. Not
only does He declare the fact of a future Judgment with

solemn and emphatic reiteration, but, adopting the title " Son

of Man " which is used in the Book of Enoch,^ He announces

Himself as the Judge, the absolute and final Judge of men.

It is among the most stupendous of His claims, and it is of

scarce less moment that it should have been accepted by

others than that it should have been made by Himself.

^ "Here for the first time in Palestinian literature the idea of a personal

Messiah is unequivocally stated. The passage in Daniel {chap, vii.), which offers

a possible exception, is of much disputed interpretation, and the only other

Palestinian writing of a date anterior to our Psalms that makes any reference to

a personal Messiah [i.e. the First Book of Enoch (chap. xc. 37, 38), a document

written perhaps about 120 B.C.], employs in its description the vague mythic style

of apocalyptic language " (Eyle and James, The PsalTHs of the Pharisees^ p. Ivi).

^ xvii. 25-51. Even Keim (ii. p. 298, Eng. trans.) seems to miss the dis-

tinction between the two judgments.

3 In passages which proceed at least from a Jewish writer, if not from the

original author. So Schiirer and others, as against Hilgenfeld, Keim, etc., who
ascribe them to a Christian interpolator,

^7
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The New Testament writings abundantly show that, though

the Messiah is not known as the Judge of the quick and the

dead, either on the soil of the Old Testament revelation or on

that of the popular Jewish belief, this tremendous office was

attributed to Christ by His disciples.^ Their proclamation

of Him as the Judge of the world confirms the narrative of

the First Gospel,^ in which this Divine prerogative is asserted,

and witnesses to the uniqueness of His personality—a per-

sonality which, instead of being influenced by the ancestral

prepossessions of those around Him, or making its impression

by yielding to their inherited ideas, cut athwart all their most

rooted and venerable notions, and remodelled their whole

belief and life.

The judgment which He declares to be in His hand is

a universal and individual judgment. The individualising

operation of the judgment is implied, not only in the great

prophecy of the end in the First Gospel, but elsewhere.

When, for example, in the parable of the Marriage Supper,^

Christ speaks of the king coming to see the guests. He seems

to have in view the scrutiny of the last day, though perhaps

other sifting judgments may also come within the scope of

His words; and the singling out of the man without the

wedding garment indicates in the most pointed way the-

personal character of the judgment. The universal sweep of

the judgment seems implied in the teaching of those parables,

whieh draw the broad distinction between the righteous and

the unrighteous,* and in the statement that He " shall reward

every man according to his works." ^

These truths, however, are taught most distinctly in the

eschatological discourse in Matthew's Gospel. In this prophecy

all is depicted " with a simplicity and beauty eo original " it

is well said, " that there is the less reason for imagining that

this discourse about the judgment is the product of the

apostolic period." ^ Here " all the nations " are represented as

" Acts X. 42, xvii. 30, 31 ; Rom. ii. 16 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; Jas. v. 8, 9, etc.

2 Matt. XXV. 31, etc. ; cf. Jolin v, 22, 27. « Matt. xxii. 1-11
4 Kg. Matt. xiii. 36-42, 47-50. ^ Matt. xvi. 27.

^ So Meyer, who justly criticises the views of Hilgenfeld, Keim, and others.
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gathered before the Son of Man,^ and a separation is made

into two classes. It is true that the interpretation of this

section of the discourse is by no means free of difficulty.

Some see in it only an extended period of judicial administra-

tion.2 Others understand only the judgment of Christians to

be in view.^ Others restrict the judgment to those who
shall be alive at Christ*s advent. But it is scarcely possible

to escape the impression that a judgment of all mankind is

meant, especially when the whole discourse is read in con-

nection with the preceding parables. Even those who limit

the assize which is here announced to the case of Christians,

admit that the universality of Christianity, or of the preaching

of the gospel, is presupposed.^ Even should the words " all

the nations " be limited to the Gentile peoples (for which

much can be said), the note of universality remains. For

if the judgment of the heathen is specially affirmed in

this section of the discourse, that of the Church in its

various members, worthy and unworthy, with large or small

opportunity, and with all degrees of responsibility, is set

forth in the associated parables of the Virgins and the

Talents.

It is alleged that the representation of Christ's teaching

on this subject, which is given in the Eourth Gospel, is essen-

tially different from that of the Synoptists. In this more

spiritual Gospel, it is said, Christ seems to express Himself

in another strain, when He uses such words as these, " God
sent not the Son into the world to judge the world ; but that

the world should be saved through Him. He that believeth

on Him is not judged ; he that believeth not hath been judged

already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only-

1 Matt. XXV. 31, etc. 2 _g,^, BusIj.

^ Jerome, Grotius, Meyer.
* So Meyer says of the words '

' all tlie nations, " that they are
'

' not intended

to limit the reference expressly to the Gentiles," but "are to be taken as assum-

ing the realisation of the universality of Christianity by the time of the advent,

when all the Tuitions of the earth . . . will have heard the gospel and (to a

proportionable degree) received Christ." Some place the judgment at the end
of the millennial period. But while there may be two scenes in the judgment,
there is nothing here or elsewhere in Matthew's Gospel about two distinct

judgments separated by a millennial interval.
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begotten Son of God." ^ A view of judgment quite unlike

that of the Jesus of the first three Gospels is implied, it is

thought, in such declarations as these :
" And if any man hear

My sayings, and keep them not, I judge him not : for I came

not to judge the world, but to save the world. He that

rejecteth Me, and receiveth not My sayings, hath one that

judgeth him : the word that I spake, the same shall judge

him at the last day." ^ Here, it is explained, " the process

is not a solemn outward act which Christ performs at His

second coming, but a subjective one, developed within himself

by each individual." ^

There is undoubtedly a difference between the two methods

of statement ; but there is no inconsistency. The Fourth

Gospel certainly speaks of the judgment more as a present

proeess, and looks to its spiritual aspects and relations. The

judgment which is in view in the first of the two passages is

a probation of character which each man is experiencing now,

a subjective judgment he is passing upon himself.^ But this

present judgment which is ascribed to Christ in John's

Gospel does not preclude the future judgment which is

ascribed to Him in the Synoptical records. In the second

of the two passages quoted mention is made of " the last

day " ; which, indeed, is a phrase peculiar to John. The

sayings refer to two distinct prerogatives claimed by Christ,

and they state that the prerogative of judgment is not the

primary one. They speak also of the word of Christ as the

principle and ground of the judgment, and of the heart or

conscience as the witness to the justice of the judgment.

But in all this there is nothing inconsistent with what He
says of the Judge and the assize as His words are given by

Matthew; and in another Johannine writing^ we have a

doctrine which is clearly the same as that in the Synoptical

1 iii. 17, 18, R.V. 2 xii. 47, 48, R.V,
^ Dr. Samuel Davidson's The Doctrine ofLast ThingSf p. 98.

4 "Though judgment was not the object of Christ's mission," says Bishop

Westcott, in loc, "judgment is, in fact, the necessary result of it. This

judgment is self-executed, and follows inevitably from the revealed presence of

Christ."

» I Johii ii. 28, iv. 17.
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report—a doctrine connecting the judgment with Christ's

Second Coming.^

A just exegesis finds no contradiction between Matthew
and John in this matter, nothing in the more subjective view

of judgment in the latter that is necessarily exclusive of the

more objective view in the former. It does not permit us to

say that Christ limits Himself to the inward, continuous

judgment which proceeds in life and in conscience, and that

He makes no announcement of a future, final, open judgment.

It may be difficult to imagine this decision of the last day,

and difficult to interpret Christ*s words on judgment. But

these words, as they come to us in the four Gospels, are

more than a large symbolism for the verdicts of history and

men's moral consciousness.

^ Meyer rightly points out how such terms as those in chap. v. 27, 28 make
it impossible to say that in the Fourth Gospel the judgment is always an inner

fact. "The saying, *The world's history is the world's judgment,'" he adds,

" only partially represents John's view ; in John the last day is not without

the last judgment, and this last judgment is with him the world-jndgment"
See his Commentary on John v. 28-30. Professor Charles disposes of these

declarations in John v. 27, 28, as also of the words "at the last day" in John

vi. 39, 40, 44, 54, xii. 48, by the simple expedient of pronouncing them inter-

polations. See his CriticaZ Sistory of the Doctrine of Futwre Life in Israel^

etc., pp. 370, 371.



CHAPTER IV

DOCTRINE OF THE EESUERECTION

THE third point in our Lord's teaching on the future is

the doctrine of the Besurrection. This is essentially

connected with the former. That all may be judged, there

must be a restoration of the dead to life. This seems to be

the connection in which the doctrine is given in the Book of

DanieL Judgment appears there as a moral postulate in the

instance of the heathen nations. It takes effect in their

destruction, and the prophet pursues their case no further

than their fate on earth. But what of the dead members of

suffering Israel? Is there no reward for the faithful who
perished in the cause of the Divine kingdom ? And is there

no punishment for the false who died in their infamy?

These questions make the occasion for the final announce-

ment of the book, that Israel's dead shall come forth from the

dust of earth in order to receive the awards of righteousness.

The doctrine of a bodily resurrection, we are sometimes

told, is not an integral part of Christ's own teaching. It is

said to be a borrowed conception, foreign to" the spirit of

Christian truth. Its source is sought in Mazdaism.^ It

certainly appears in that faith, at least in its later stage.

It has but a doubtful place in the Avesta,^ but it is found in

^ Graetz, e.g.j takes this position, as he also refers the doctrine of immor-

tality to the influence of Neo-Platonism, Geschichte, ii. 2. Dr. Mills pronounces

for the dependence of the Hebrew doctrine on the Zoroastrian.

2 It may be implied in the prayer in Tasna Ix. 11, "In order that our minds

may be delighted, and our souls the best, let our bodies be glorified as well,

and let them, Mazda 1 go likewise openly (unto heaven) as the best world of

the saints." In one of the Miscellaneous Fragments this sentence occurs, ** Let

the dead arise (unhindered by these foes), and let bodily life be sustained in
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developed form in the Bundehesh. There we find the belief

that a great crisis awaits the world, when iniquity shall be

dominant for a season ; that a great prophet, Sosioch, shall

arise as the conqueror of death and the judge of men ; that

the dead shall be raised, first the protoplast Xaiomorts, and

then all mankind ; that it shall be given them to drink of

the Haoma juice, by which comes immortality ; and that the

joy of recognition will be followed by the pain of separation,

when Sosioch passes sentence on just and unjust.^ This is

the later Zoroastrian conception of the future, which is said

to have been taken over by the Jews during the period of

their contact with Persia. In this way, it is argued, a dogma

which was alien to Hebrew thought, and still more alien to

Christian thought, passed from Zoroastrianism iato Judaism,

and through Judaism into Christianity.

But this doctrine, as we have seen, instead of being

foreign to the genius of the Old Testament revelation, is

related to its fundamental principles, and contained in its

distinctive teaching on God, man, and life. Along the

course of that revelation things appear which indicate that

the conception of a restoration to life was not strange to it.

In the psalmists and the prophets there are intimations of a

limitation of the power of death, an annihilation of death, a

return from Sheol, a life superior to death ; and at last in

Isaiah and Daniel there is the declaration of an individual

resurrection. And as regards the alleged dependence upon

Persian beliefs, it may be said that positive statements are

at least premature in the present condition of our knowledge.

Scholars are by no means agreed as to the period in the

history of Zoroastrianism to which the dogma of a resurrec-

tion belongs, or as to the date and integrity of the documents

in which it appears.^ The dogma itself, too, is of very mixed

these now lifeless bodies." The Zamyad Yost (xv. 89) speaks of the time

"when the dead will rise, when life and immortality will come, and the world

will be restored at its wish." Dr. Mills thinks there is "some indication of the

doctrine even in the Gathas." See Sacred Boohs of the Eastj xxiii. p. 307,

xxxi. pp. 32, 312, 391.

^ See above, pp. 88-90.

^ Professor Oheyne holds it open to little or no question that the doctrine
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character. It contains noble elements j but mingled with

these are things gross and puerile, which make it very

different from what we have either in the Old Testament or

in the l!^ew.^ At the most it may have had some influence

on the form and development of the Biblical doctrine.^ But

there is no reason to say that the Biblical doctrine is derived

from it.

In the Old Testament itself the hope of a resurrection,

which took first the form of a belief in the reanimation of

the dead nation, and then that of a belief in the return of

deceased individuals to life, did not go beyond the case of

Israel. It did not become the expectation of a universal,

personal resurrection. In the period between the close of

canonical prophecy and the Christian era, the belief had a

varied and interesting history. It underwent certain enlarge-

ments, and became more established. But it developed at

the same time some doubtful elements, and remained subject

to some uncertainty.

The Booh of Enoch, for example, furnishes evidence of

the activity of the belief. The faith is definitely expressed

in terms like these, " The righteous shall rise from sleep "
;
^

and it is presupposed in what is said of the judgment. In

comparison, however, with the large place which is given to

the general doctrine of a future life and a judgment, the

doctrine of a resurrection is much in the background. It is

doubtful, too, whether there is anything in this book that

goes beyond Daniel's statements.^ The same is the case

of a resurrection is as old as the Achsemenid period of Zoroastrianism. Hq
thinks Jewish beliefs cannot have been uninfluenced by the Persian doctrine,

but that their essential originality is left untouched. See his Origin of the

Psalter, p. 401, etc. ; also Mcpository Times, vol. ii. p. 244, etc. Professor Graetz

referred the Persian influence to a later date, M. Harlez denies the high

antiquity of the Persian dogma.
^ See above, p. 90.

2 " The germs," says Kuenen, "which lay hidden in Judaism were fertilised

by contact with a religion in which they had arrived at maturity " {Mistory of

the Mdigion of Israel, iii. p. 63).

8 xci. 10, xcii. 3.

* Whether it is a resurrection of Israelites only, or of all mankind, turns

largely on the view which is taken of the seventy shepherds in the vision of
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with the Psalms of Solomon. These Psalms repeatedly afRriD

the/ac^ that the righteous shall rise again at the time of

" the visitation of God," but they say little or nothing beyond

that.^ The Second Booh of Maccabees,^ again, dwells with

special frequency and distinctness on the hope of the resur-

rection. " The King of the world," says the second of the

seven martyred brothers, " shall raise me up, who have died

for His laws, unto everlasting life." The fourth brother

expresses his belief thus :
" It is good, being put to death

by men, to look for hope from God to be raised up again

by Him ; as for thee, thou shalt have no resurrection to life."

And the mother speaks of the Creator of the world as certain

to give to her sods " breath and life again of His own
mercy." ^ In another section it is said of '' that noble

Judas," that he was " mindful of the resurrection," and that

" if he had not hoped that they that were slain should have

risen again, it had been superfluous and vain to pray for the

dead." ^ By our Lord's time this doctrine had become one

of the chief tenets of the Pharisees, and the accepted belief

of the majority of the Jewish people. It is continued in the

Sibylline books,^ the Apocalypse of Baruch,® the Fourth Book
of Esdras,'' and the later Jewish literature.

It was not, however, the universal belief. In some of

the apocryphal books the negative view prevails, and the old

popular conception of Sheol still asserts itself. This is the

voice, for example, of Ecdesicisticiis :
^ " Who shall praise

the Most High in the grave, instead of them which live and

give thanks ? Thanksgiving perisheth from the dead, as

from one that is not: the living and sound in heart shall

judgment. In the first part of Enoch we find tlie idea that the righteous are

to rise, and also the idea that certain sinners shall not he raised ; see xxii. 12,

13, etc. Schodde {The Book of Enoch, p. 139) thinks that a universal resur-

rection is meant in li. 5, and is not excluded in Ixi 5. This is also the opinion

of Schultz, Altiest. Theol. p. 756.

^ iii. 16, xiii. 9, etc.

^ Dating before the destruction of Jerusalem.

3 vii. 9, 14, 23. * xii. 43, 44.

5 i. 440, ii. 274, 275, iv. 228, 229, etc.

8 XXX. 1-5, 1. 1, li. 6. 7 vii. 32.

^ Dating, perhaps, about B.C. 190-170.
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praise the Lord " ;
" Why art thou against the pleasure of

the Most High ? there is no inquisition in the grave,

whether those have lived ten, or an hundred, or a thousand

years." ^ The Book of Baruch ^ belongs to the same order of

thought :
" The dead that are in the graves, whose souls are

taken from their bodies, will give unto the Lord neither,

praise nor righteousness." *

The Booh of Wisdom, again, witnesses to the existence of

another type of belief, in which the resurrection of the body

gives way to the immortality of the soul. It is said, indeed,

that there is no reason to infer that the doctrine of the book

is limited to the survival of the soul ; * and it may be allowed

that there is nothing in it positively excluding belief in

a bodily resurrection. But the latter doctrine is nowhere

expressed, and the atmosphere of the book is certainly un-

favourable to it. On the other hand, the former is taught

in terms remarkable at once for their beauty and for the

strength of conviction which they breathe :
" God created

man to be immortal, and made him to be an image of His

own eternity (or, peculiar nature) " ;
" But the souls of the

righteous are in the hand of God, and there shall no torment

touch them : in the sight of the unwise they seemed to die,

and their departure is taken for misery, and their going from

us to be utter destruction : but they are in peace ; for though

they be punished in the sight of men, yet is their hope full

of immortahty " ;
" He being made perfect in a short time,

fulfilled a long time ; for his soul pleased the Lord ; therefore

hasted He to take him away from among the wicked"; "But

the righteous live for evermore; their reward is with the

Lord, and the care of them is with the Most High " ;
" To

know Thee is perfect righteousness
;

yea, to know Thy

power is the root of immortality." ^ The doctrine of immor-

tality thus nobly expressed appears to be that of a spiritual

1 xvii. 27, 28, xli. 4.

2 Of uncertain date ; but later than Daniel, and referred by some to

Vespasian's time, more generally to the later Maccabean period.

sii. 17.

^ So Ohurton, The Uncanonical and Apocryphal ScHptv/res^ p. 226,

^ ii. 23, iii. 1-4, iv, 13, 14, xt. 3.
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immortality. It is also connected, as it seems, with the

theory of the pre-existeuce of the soul.^

The doctrine of an incorporeal immortality is also found

in the Fourth Booh of Maccabees? which repeats the praises of

the seven martyred brethren and their mother. It speaks

of the brothers as " running in the way of immortality " ; of

the mother as " again giving birth to the entire number of her

sons for immortality " ; and of them and her as " assembled

together to the company of their fathers, having received

again pure and immortal souls." ^ The same idea of a simple

immortality of soul seems to be all that is in view, or at

least all that is actually expressed, in the Book of Jubilees.^

This was the condition of belief when Christ came. The

doctrine of a bodily resurrection was denied by the aristo-

cratic party of the Sadducees. It was displaced by the

doctrine of a bare immortality of soul among the Essenes,

according to Josephus,^ and among the Jews who were in-

fluenced by Alexandrian ideas. The old belief in Sheol also

continued to some extent to hold its ground. But the

doctrine of a rising out of Sheol had entered into the thought

of the mass of the people. To what extent and at what date

the conception of a resurrection of Israelites had widened its

limits, it is not easy to say. Opinion seems to have varied

on certain questions, including those of the subjects, the pur-

pose, and the period of the resurrection. The older and more

general belief looked to a resurrection only of the just ;
® the

later belief embraced the rising of the just and the unjust."^

The object of the resurrection, according to one view, was

participation in the glories of the Messianic kingdom

;

according to another, it was judgment. The time of the

resurrection was thought by some to be immediately before the

^ viii. 20 ; see above, p. 146.

2 Dating, perhaps, about the time of Josephua.

* xiv. 3, xvi. 12, xviii. 23.

^ Belonging, perhaps, to the middle of the first Christian century. Cf.

Drummond's The Jewish Messiah^ pp. 373, 374. But see also Preface above,

^ Antiq. xviii. 1. 4 ; Bell. Jiid. ii. 8. 11.

® So in the Psalms of Solomon iii. 16, xiv. 2, etc.

^ As in the Apocalypse of Baruch xxx. 1-5, etc.
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Messianic era ; by others to be at its close.^ How did Christ

deal with the subject in relation to this condition of belief ?

He gave the doctrine a distinct place in His teaching,

and one in harmony with the great principles of the Old

Testament revelation. In the Synoptical Gospels He says

less of it than we should, perhaps, have expected. There is

no direct mention of it in the eschatological discourse in

Matt, xxiv.—XXV., although it is presupposed in the announce-

ment of the Judgment. But it is affirmed in His reply to the

entangling question of the Sadducees ; and the report of

the words spoken on that occasion belongs to the stream of

narrative which is common to the three Gospels.^ Others

of His sayings, read in the light of current Jewish opinion,

will be found to imply it ; as when He describes the many
who shall come from the east and west and " sit down with

Abraham and. Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven."^

The doctrine of a resurrection, therefore, forms a real

part of Christ's teaching in the Synoptical Gospels, and it is

the doctrine of a bodily resurrection. He never speaks in

terms of an Essene or Hellenic immortality of soul. He
describes the life of the risen, it is true, as being like that of

the angels. But by that He means nothing more than that

they shall be lifted above the conditions which are created by

change and death in the earthly existence. His words make

it clear that, in harmony with the Old Testament conception

of man and of life, He does not think of a purely incorporeal

existence as real life in man's case. When He reasons with

the Sadducees that God " is not the God of the dead, but of

the living," He points, in the way of the Old Testament

faith, to the relation between God and man as guaranteeing

the continued Hfe of the latter, and that in his entire self,

not in a half of his personal being.

There is nothing in the Synoptical Gospels to limit

Christ's words to a purely spiritual resurrection. Kor is the

^ The Book of Euocli U. represents the former view ; the Apocalypse ot

Baruch and the Fourth Book of Esdras the latter.

2 Matt. xxii. 23-33 ; Mark xii. 18-27 ; Luke xx. 27-40.

8 Matfc. viii. 11 ; Luke xiii. 28, 29.
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case essentially different with the Fourth Gospel. The

spiritual aspects and immediate relations of the doctrine,

it is true, are the main subjects in John's report ; and our

Lord's words to Martha have a meaning which goes beyond

the resurrection of the last day which she has in view.^

Hence it is thought that when He says, " Verily, verily, I

say unto you, The hour is coming, and now is, when the

dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God ; and they that

hear shall live. For as the Father hath life in Himself,

so hath He given to the Son to have Hfe in Himself," ^

His words may be only a hyperbolical description of a

spiritual renovation, an Eastern way of expressing the rise

of a new life under the power of His truth. But these

words cannot be taken apart from the still more definite

statement which is immediately connected with them

;

" Marvel not at this : for the hour is coming, in the which

all that are in the graves shall hear His voice, and shall

come forth ; they that have done good, unto the resurrection

of life ; and they that have done evil, unto the resurrection

of damnation." ^ Impartial interpreters, even those who

1 John xi. 21-26. 2 joi^n y. 25, 26.

^ It can scarcely he said that, in speaking of the "greater works " in John
V. 20, Christ has the literal resurrection and the judgment of the last day in

view throughout the paragraph, v. 21-29, although Ewald agrees with the

Fathers in thinking this to be the case. This is inconsistent with the

present tenses in vers. 24, 25. On the other hand, the language in vers.

28, 29 does not fit the purely ethical interpretation which Schweitzer, Reuss,

and a few more endeavour to continue there. There is a remarkable agreement
of opinion, therefore, among modern commentators in recognising both the

ethical sense and the literal in the passage. Meyer's view is that Christ speaks

first of the operation of His power in the ethical sense, but that at vers. 28, 29,

He "subjoins the actual and universal awakening of the dead as the completion

of His entire life-giving and judicial work as the Messiah." Westcott finds in

ver, 24 a re-statement of the *' general ideas of all life and all judgment in con-

nection with the Son "
; in vers. 25, 26, an application of these to the present

order; in vers. 28, 29, an application of them to the future order, "the partial

spiritual quickening and judgment" being "consummated in a universal

quickening and judgment." See his Comment, in loc. Holtzmann {Hand-
commentar zum N.T. iv. p. 81) thinks that the terms *'in the graves" and
"shall come forth," etc., show that the idea of an actual eschatological resur-

rection is intended. Substantially the same view is taken by Lechler, "Weiss,

Hilgenfeld, Godet, etc.
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contend that the whole Church has been in error in con-

necting the New Testament term for " resurrection " with

the future of the body, and hold that nothing more is ex-

pressed than the rising of the soul or shade from the

under-world of the dead, admit that the writers of the

Gospels had a bodily resurrection in view, and that the

idea of a purely spiritual renovation or restoration, will not

satisfy all the conditions of the exegesis, even in the Johan-

nine passages.^

Is the doctrine limited, however, in Christ's teaching to

a resurrection of the righteous only ? It is said that the

mention of the " elect " in the eschatological discourse in

Matthew, the comparison with the " angels of heaven " in the

answer to the Sadducees, and the express mention of the

" resurrection of the just," ^ are the key to His meaning, and

that in aU that He says, whether directly or indirectly, on

the subject of a resurrection, He limits Himself to the future

of the righteous. This is certainly the case, it is affirmed,

with the Synoptical report of our Lord's teaching. Even

the passages which speak of the possibility of the whole body

being cast into Gehenna, and of soul and body being de-

stroyed in Gehenna,^ it is thought, do not warrant the

inference that the unjust shall be raised in order to suffer

the penalty of their impiety. It is admitted that there are

words which seem to make for the larger view. But these

are supposed to be accounted for by " the fact that the final

judgment which is to be held at the return of the Messiah,

will fall upon the present generation even during its life-

time."^ But this is surely a far-fetched explanation. The

Synoptical record of Christ's doctrine of a future judgment

implies a general resurrection, and the very phrase, the

"resurrection of the just" suggests its own antithesis. lu

the Pourth Gospel, moreover, He expressly contrasts a

" resurrection unto hfe " with a " resurrection unto con-

demnation," and speaks of a reawakening of the dead in

^ So, e.g.j Dr. Samuel Davidson, The Doctrine of Last Things, p. 39.

2 Luke xiv. 14. ^ Matt. v. 29, 30, x. 28.

^ So Weiss, Biblical Theology, i. p. 157 (Clark's trans.).
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connection with the final judgment, in terms which imply

the universality of both. And this resurrection of good

and evil He refers to the last day. Neither in the Synop-

tists nor in John does He speak of the resurrection of the

Just as an event distinct from that of the unjust, and

separated from it by any space of time.^

This is the measure of Christ's own teaching on the

subject of the resurrection. In His words we have the

seminal doctrine which was to grow to larger dimensions in

the teaching of the Apostles. Aspects of the doctrine, which

are shown in their completeness in the writings of Peter and

John and Paul, are seen only by glimpses in the Gospel

records of Christ's own words. Things which are afterwards

given in explicit statement and developed form in the teaching

of the Apostles, are not indeed excluded by our Lord's own
teaching, but are left unexpressed in it.

The nature of the resurrection body, for example, seems

to have been a subject of curious interest, often debated.

We can infer this, not only from the New Testament itself,

but from the non-canonical literature. The Apocalypse of

Baruch^ for instance, discusses the question of the condition

of the risen,—whether they shall receive again the bodily

form they had on earth, or undergo some physical change

;

and there is no reason to suppose that these questions were

new to the time when that book was written. But Christ

gives no doctrine on the nature of the resurrection body and
kindred topics, beyond what is impHed in the comparison

between the condition of the risen and that of the angels.

The same is the case with the question of the transformation

of those who shall be alive at His Coming. Nothing is said

^ Meyer thinks that Christ's own teaching on the subject is in harmony
with the Jewish idea of a twofold resurrection, and that when He speaks of

those who have done good coming forth "unto the resurrection of life," He
refers to the^rs^ resurrection. He admits, however, that in the passage in the
Fourth Gospel the universality of the resurrection is expressed. ** No doubt,"
he adds, " the sinners of the past ages are also to receive their final sentence in

the Messianic judgment (Matt. xi. 22, 24 ; Luke z. 12, 14) ; but since their

souls are in Sheol, and it is the fate of souls which is in question at this final

decision, a resurrection of these does not by any means follow."

xlix.-li.
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of that ; no hint of it even is given, unless it be in the state-

ment regarding the gathering together of the elect " from the

four winds, from one end of heaven to the other." ^ The

question of the renovation of the world, which had so large

a place in Jewish belief, is similarly dealt with. It is

referred to in what is said of the " world to come," as dis-

tinguished from "this world." It is also recognised in the

mention of " the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall sit

on the throne of His glory." ^ But there is nothing more

definite or circumstantial on this aspect of the Messianic

hope.

1 Matt, xxiv. 31

^ Matt, xix. 28. The iraXiyysvea-ta is the making old things new, the

restoration of the world to its perfection, the restitutio ad integrvm, as Meyer

puts it, which was to be one of the effects of the coining of Messiah.



CHAPTER V

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE

THE fourth point in Christ's teaching on the Future is His

silence on the subject of the Intermediate State. The

Old Testament, as we have seen, is pervaded by the belief in

an under-world, a belief having many points of contact with

the ideas which prevailed among the Ethnic peoples, especi-

ally the Babylonians and the Greeks. But the Sheol of the

Old Testament is not an intermediate state. Those who go

down to its dreary depths have no hope of release from its

darkness, its reduced existence, its severance from living man
and from God. Eundamentally it is the final abode as well

as the common meeting-place of men.

But this belief passed through a change. The faith of

saints at times negatived the existence of Sheol, or overleaped

it ; and at last Old Testament prophecy taught the hope of a

resurrection to real life. The non-canonical literature also

shows us how the idea of Sheol became modified. It gives

us at the same time some insight into the unfixed condition

of opinion on the subject.

The Apocryphal books do not speak with one voice of

the condition of the dead. In the majority the old popular

idea of Sheol survives in one form or other. It is seen

perhaps with least alteration in Ecclesiasticus.^ Much the

same is the case with Baruch ^ and Tobit ; ^ while the First

Book of Maccabees adopts the Old Testament phrases,
* gathered to his fathers," "added to his people."* But in

others of these books a different view presents itself. The

1 See xvii. 28-30, xli. 1-4. 2 ji, ^7^

^iii. 6, 10, xiii. 2. *
ii. 69, xiv. 30.

18
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Wisdom of Solomon, for example, in which the lot of the

righteous is described not as a resurrection to life, but as

immortality or incorruptiMlity, seems to regard Sheol as a

place of punishment for oppressors of the people of God.^

The Second Book of Maccabees, too, in which the resurrection

to life is the reward of the pious, and the loss of the resurrec-

tion the penalty of the impious, appears to have a similar

idea of Sheol as a place of relative moral recompense.^

In the Apocalyptic literature the process of change is

more distinctly seen, while it is also evident that opinion

continued to vary. At times, though at a comparatively late

period, we come upon the idea of an immediate entrance into

glory after death, at least in the case of exceptional saints.^

But the common conception of Sheol in these books is that of

an intermediate state, with a relative reward for the good and

penalty for the evil. In the Book of Enoch, for example,

Sheol is a temporary abode in which both the righteous and

the unrighteous have a foretaste of their final condition. The

fallen angels are represented as bound under the hills for

seventy generations, until the day of judgment.^ The souls

of dead men are described as in " a long sleep," ^ and as

occupying abodes in the west until the final decision. These

intermediate abodes are of four distinct kinds, destined for

four different classes of men ; one for the righteous who die

of oppression, and a second for the rest of the pious dead;

one for sinners who have not been judged by injustice or^

persecution in their lifetime, and another for' those who upon

earth have paid in part the penalty of their offences.^ In

similar terms the Book of Jubilees, a book of uncertain date,

but belonging, as we have said, probably to the middle of the

1 Compare such passages as iii. 1-10, v. 1-14, vi. 18-20, xvii. 13, etc., with

others like iii. 7, 18, which speak of the "day of visitation," the "day of

trial."

3vii. 9, 11, 14, 29, xii. 43-45, xiv. 46, 30.

8 So apparently in 4 Esdr. xiv. 9.

4x. 12, 13. ^c. 5.

® See especially chap, xxii., also c. 5, ciii. 7, etc. In the section of tho

Parables wicked men and angels are both condemned. But it is to destruction

by fire, and there is no Gehenna, See Schodde, The Book of Miochj p., 65.
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first Christian century, speaks of the fallen angels as bound

in the depths of the earth until the day of the great judg-

ment ; and of a realm of the dead in " the darkness of the

deep," which is a place of punishment for the wicked.^

In the Fourth Book of Esdras and the Apocalypse of

Baruch it is said of the souls of the wicked that between

death and judgment they know and understand the punish-

ment which is reserved for them at the last day. " Why do

we mourn," it is asked, " over those who die ? Or why do

we weep over those who depart into Hades ? Let our

lamentations be reserved for the beginning of that future

torment, and our tears be laid up for the coming of that time

of destruction." ^ In these books, too, we have the idea of

storehouses or ^promptuaria of souls, in which the departed

are kept till Messiah*s coming. In the former book the

inquiry is addressed to " the sovereign Lord," whether the

dead are " guarded in peace " until the renewal of creation,

or are tormented from that time forward ? The reply is that

for seven days after their death the souls of those who have
" kept the way of the Most High " shall be at liberty ; that

they shall then be gathered into these storehouses ; and that

they shall see the glory of the Most High, and rest in seven

ways until the judgment at the end of the world. But those

who are of the number of the scorners, and who have not

kept the way of the Most High, shall not enter these store-

houses, but shall be in punishment, and suffer affliction in

seven ways.^ In the latter book it is said that the souls of

the pious are guarded until Messiah's return in glory ; that

the storehouses in which they have been kept shall then be

opened ; that they shall come forth together, and " the earlier

shall rejoice, and the later shall not be sorrowful " ; while the

souls of the impious, when they see these things, shall " pine

away the more." *

^ V. 243, vii. 248, xxii. 21, xxiv. 27, xxxvi.

2 Apoc. of Baruch lii. 1^3 ; cf. 2 Esdr. ii. 16-31, 34-45, vii. 31-35, 36*-38*

61*, 75*-101*, etc. (Churton).

3 See chaps, iv. 35, 41, vi. 49-76, vii. 32, 75*-I01* (Churton).

* Chap. XXX. See also Drummond's The. Jewish Messiah, pp. 375-380.
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In the Eabbinical literature we have a similar variety

and development of view, but in a more pronounced form.

Sometimes the dead are represented as all going down to

Sheol, and as all destined to rise hereafter ; sometimes the

pious are described as ascending at once, while the souls of

the wicked wander about their graves, and find no rest for

twelve months, and then go to the place of the uncircum-

cised. The belief in an immediate entrance of the perfect

few into heaven continues. But the dead in general are

regarded as unripe for heaven, and in this connection there

comes in the conception of an intermediate purgatorial state,

between death and eternal life. But that is for Israel only.

The theology of the Talmud and Midrash does not appear to

teach a universal resurrection. It concerns itself with the

case of Israel, and with the resurrection at the beginning

of Messiah's reign. So it speaks of the resurrection as a

privilege of God's people. The godless are regarded as dead

in the under-world. The judgment of the heathen, and that

of Israelites who have made themselves heathen, are repre-

sented as taking effect in their descent to Gehenna, and their

endurance of penalty within Gehenna. In this theology there

seems to be no clear distinction between Gehenna and Sheol

;

and the abode which is called by these two names is a place

of punishment for the heathen and of purification for sons of

Israel. At a later period Sheol came to be regarded as con-

sisting of two distinct sections, a place of preliminary reward

and a place of preliminary woe.^

It appears, then, that the idea of Sheol had become

different from what it had been. New ways of thinking of

it had sprung up in course of time. No single conception of

it, indeed, obtained universal acceptance ; but it had come to

be regarded as a definite stadium between death and judgment,

with preliminary penalties, and, in some forms of thought, with

moral processes. The idea of an intermediate state took a

larger and larger place in Judaism, and in this matter Christian

theology to a great extent served itself heir to Jewish theology.

^ On this see especially "Weber, System, der altsyn. palast. Theologie, pp.

323-330, [Judische Theologie, pp. 341-344, 368].
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But all this is in the strongest possible contrast to Christ's

own teaching. His words fix our thoughts on the present

life and the final issues. They know nothing of the specula-

tions of later Judaism on the condition between death and

the resurrection. They know nothing of the immense struc-

ture of doctrine which certain schools of Christian theology

have erected on this infirm foundation. They give Uttle or

no place to the thought of an intermediate state.

The question whether it is recognised at all in His teach-

ing turns mainly upon the use of the two terms Hades and

Paradise, The former, which in classical Greek means, first,

the king of the invisible world, and then the nether realm

over which he rules, is adopted in the New Testament, but is

not of frequent occurrence there. In our Lord's own recorded

sayings it is found only thrice, and in two of the cases it is

obviously employed in a metaphorical sense. He declares of

Capernaum, that, as it is " exalted imto heaven," so it " shall

be brought down to Hades " ;
^ which is simply a figurative

expression for an overthrow or humiliation, corresponding in

the measure of its completeness to the measure of the previous

pride and greatness. Again, He says of His Church, that

" the gates of Hades shall not prevail against it " ; ^ in which

a familiar figure taken from Oriental city custom is used to

express the idea of security. Peeble in its beginnings, the

Church shall yet be strong enough to defy the most invincible

power, and shall remain proof against death and destruction.

The third instance, that in the parable of the Eich Man
and Lazarus, is the only one which is applicable to the inter-

mediate state. The imagery of the parable in some respects

resembles the description which the Book of Enoch gives of

the place of souls between death and judgment, with its

terrors and its impassable divisions. It has been thought to

• teach the existence of two distinct compartments within

Hades, in which the righteous and the unrighteous exist near

each other, and yet absolutely apart, experiencing in some
degree the happiness or the misery earned by their career on
earth, and waiting the final award. But this is to be too

1 Matt. xi. 23. 2 Matt. xvi. 18,
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precise. It is uncertain to what date the conception of such

a division of Hades can be assigned in the history of Jewish

thought.^ To suppose it to be our Lord's object here to give

a doctrine of the intermediate state, is entirely to misunder-

stand the parable. As is the case with the parable of the

Unjust Steward which precedes it, the purpose of this dis-

course is a certain moral lesson ; and that moral lesson is one

touching the meaning of conduct in the present existence, the

broad and simple lesson of the penalty of a selfish life. This

is -the real interest of the parable, to which everything else is

subordinate. Our Lord's words about Lazarus in Abraham's

bosom and the rich man in torment in Hades, occurring as

they do in a parabolic discourse, and not belonging to the

central purpose of the parable, cannot be charged with a

distinct doctrinal meaning. If they teach anything on the

subject of the interval between death and the resurrection, it

is only the broad lesson that the Divine righteousness pursues

men after death, and that the estimates of men here and the

conditions of men here may be reversed by the moral decisions

of the hereafter.

The term Paradise, again, expresses an idea which appears

in many Ethnic faiths—the idea of an earthly home of

innocence and peace. The Arabs have had their dream of

the garden of bliss in the East on the summit of the hill of

jacinth. The Indians have their vision of the golden mountain

of Meru, the abode of Indra, the seat of the tree and the

river of immortality. The Chinese, the Iranians, and ruder

races have had similar concepts of a terrestrial Eden, The

^ Eisenmenger holds the Rabbinical belief to have been that Sheol was

divided into two compartments, Gehinnom and Paradise, the latter being dis-

tinguished as the lower Paradise from the heavenly Paradise. This was certainly

a view of Sheol which prevailed in the later Judaism, and it is the view of

mediaeval Judaism ; but how much further back it reaches is not clear. Accord-

ing to Weber, the old doctrine knew only a Gehinnom for the wicked, and a

Gan-Eden for the righteous. It is customary to credit the Jews of Christ's time

with the later opinion, and most interpreters suppose it is reflected in the parable

of the Rich Man and Lazarus. But Weber questions this, and points out the

difference between the impassable gulf in the parable and the kind of separation

which the later Judaism supposed between the two sections of Sheol. See his

System der altsyn, paldst. Theologie, p. 327, [JUdische TkeologiCj p. 341].
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word Paradise itself has a somewhat indeterminate sense

in the few passages of the New Testament in which it

occurs. It is probably of Median origin,^ meaning originally

a " park," such as was the delight of Persian kings, and then

a pleasure-ground or garden generally. In its Hebraised form

it is found in the later ' books of the Old Testament with

this sense of a park or garden ; ^ and it was selected by the

Septuagint translators as their term for the Hebrew garden

of Eden.

Thus it came to mean the home of the blessed life for

man, but with apphcations wavering between the lost Eden

of the past and an Eden looked for in the future, between an

earthly Eden and a heavenly. In the Book of Enoch mention

is made of Paradise ; but it seems to be the literal garden of

Eden, to which Enoch himself was translated, and in which

some few exceptional souls tarry till the great day. It is

something distinct from the general abode of righteous souls

in the period between death and resurrection.® The Fourth

Book of Esdras names the Paradise which the right hand of

God planted for Adam " before ever the earth came forward "

;

and probably it has the Paradise of the future in view, in its

vision of the " twelve trees laden with divers fruits,*' and the

fountains flowing with milk and honey, and the "seven mighty

mountains whereupon there grew roses and HHes," whereby

Jerusalem's children were to be filled with joy.^

In the Rabbinical literature the term has various senses,

and much is made of it. Sometimes it is the general abode

^ A Babylono-Assyi'ian origiE is proposed by some. See especially Delitzsch's

Wo lag das Paradies? pp. 95 ff. But Schrader thinks we have no evidence

that the Assyrians formed parks like those laid out by the Persian kings in

Palestine, and considers it impossible that the word was brought to the Holy
Land "by an Israelite engaged in commercial pursuits at Nineveh." He
adheres therefore to the theory of a Perso-Indogermanic origin, and holds

that "hitherto neither a Semite-Assyrian nor an Akkado-Sumiriau etymology

for the name has been made out." See his Cuneiform Iiiscriptions of the Old

Testament, ii. p. 71, Eng. trans.

2 Neh. ii. 8 ; Eccles. ii. 5 ; Song of Sol. iv. 13,

3 Enoch Ix. 8, Ixi. 12, Ixv.

* 4 Esdr. iii. 6, ii. 16-19. But chap. ii. belongs to the portions which are

generally considered to be additions by a Christian hand. '
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of the righteous dead ; sometimes the happy side of Sheol

;

sometimes the home of the specially privileged few, the abode

of those who have never seen death, the place where Messiah

Himself waits for the time of His manifestation. Sometimes

it is located in the distant East; sometimes it is identified

with the third heavens ; sometimes a distinction is drawn
between a heavenly Paradise for the perfect and a terrestrial

Paradise for the imperfect. In later Judaism a complete

topography of it was attempted ;
" Abraham's bosom " was

defined to be the place of highest honour in it ; and strongly

coloured descriptions were given of its gates of rubies, its

sixty myriads of angels, the 800,000 kinds of trees which

flourished in it, and the way in which every one who entered

it was renewed during the three night-watches.^

The ideas, therefore, which the Jewish mind associated

with the word Paradise seem to have been various and

uncertain. The refinements of the Eabbinical schools, how-

ever, probably meant little for the people generally. The

broad popular conception prevalent at our Lord's time may
have been something like that which Josephus ascribes to the

Essenes—that of a happy abode vaguely regarded as lying

beyond the ocean, where was neither rain nor sun nor cold to

trouble the life of righteous souls.^ In any case, it is to the

popular idea, rather than the Eabbinical speculation, that we

have to look in interpreting the Biblical applications of the

term. In the New Testament it is found only in figurative

or apocalyptic passages, never in professedly didactic con-

nections. Its exact sense, therefore, is difficult to determine.

Paul's employment of it leaves it uncertain whether it is to

be identified with or distinguished from " the third heaven." ^

As it occurs in the Epistles to the Seven Churches it is

understood by some to refer to the heavenly Paradise, by

others to reflect the idea, which is adopted by some of the

1 Weber, System der altsyn. palast. Theologie, pp. 326, 330-333, [Jildische

ITieologie, p. 344 ff.] ; Stanton, The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, p. 382

;

Gfrbrer, Das Jahrhundert des Seils^ pp. 43-49 ; Hamburger, Real-Encycl, ii.

892-897 ; the present writer in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bibles sub voce.

2 £ell. Jud. II. viii. 11, ^2 Cor. xii. 2.
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Fathers, that the Eden of the Old Testament still exists

somewhere beyond and above earth.^ There is the greatest

possible difference, however, between the sparing and restrained

employment of the word in the New Testament, and the

inordinate use which fancy makes of it in the Apocryphal

Gospels, especially the Gospel of Nicodemus.

Christ Himself never employs it in His public teaching

or in His intercourse with His own disciples during His

ministry. The material associations connected with it per-

haps made it unsuitable. He selects the great term "the

kingdom of God," or phrases like the "marriage supper,"

where the word Paradise might have been in point. He
uses it only in His promise to the penitent robber on the

cross,^ and the nature of the case perhaps explains this one

departure from His usual practice. It was probably the

word with which this rough criminal was most familiar, and

which was most level to his understanding ; and Christ adopts

it as the one best fitted to give him the hope which he

needed and could understand in his despair—the hope of

rest, the hope of a translation to a scene of life and peace

hke Eden.^ Whether Christ thought of it as the heavenly

Paradise or as the better side of Sheol, is beside the question

here. It cannot be pressed beyond the large and general

sense which His purpose then required, and which alone was

appropriate to the occasion.

These two terms, therefore, Hades and Paradise, each of

them occurring only in a single relevant instance, give us no
ground for saying that Christ taught any doctrine of an

Intermediate State. Neither is there any other saying of

His that either expresses it or certainly involves it. It has

been thought to be latent in one or two of His largest words

—those which speak of Him as come to " seek and to save

the lost," as going " to prepare a place " for His disciples, as

^ Rev. ii. 7 ; Bleek, e.g.^ takes the latter view.

^ Luke xxiii. 43.

^ See the articles on Paradise in Smith's DictioTiary of the Bihle^ Herzog's
JReal-Encydopddie, Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon, etc. ; of, also Jeremias, EolU mid
Parodies hei den Babyloniem,
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declaring that there is no forgiveness for a certain sin,

" neither in this world, neither in the world to come." ^ But
the words are too large to justify the inference. His teaching

rather overleaps that period in man's story which intervenes

between death and the risen life. He speaks of those who
have entered it as in sleep. But He uses the word for pur-

poses of hope and comfort, not to indicate a space of uncon-

sciousness. Tar less does He give any intimation of a

detention of souls in an intermediate state.

On the other hand, some of His words point rather to

the hope of an immediate entrance of the righteous dead into

His Father's glory. Of this order are the words, " In My
Father's house are many mansions ; if it were not so, I would

have told you. For I go to prepare a place for you. And
if I go to prepare a place for you, T will come again and

receive you unto Myself; that where I am, there ye may
be also." ^ To the same class belongs His prayer, " Father,

I will that they also whom Thou hast given Me be with

Me where I am ; that they may behold My glory, which

Thou hast given Me."* Words like these, it is true, do

^ Luke xix. 10 ; Jolin xiv. 2 ; Matt. xii. 32.

2 John xiv, 2, 3. The point is that in the dwelling-place of God, which is

spoken of in terms of the earthly temple with its many chambers, there is room

for all the disciples. ThQ ^preparation of the place is introduced as a confirma-

tion of this. The hest supported reading, ^^ For I go to prepare a place for

you," makes this plain. The fact that He goes for such a purpose is a proof

that there certainly is a home for them in that future which is open to His eye.

It presupposes the existence of the "many mansions"; the idea being, as

Meyer puts it, that " having Himself attained the fellowship of the Divine

glory, He purposes to prepare the way for their future glorification with God."

The coming of which He speaks is clearly His return in glory. But this bears

as little upon the question of an intermediate state as the mention of the

"many mansions" bears on the doctrine of different degrees of glory in heaven.

The one thing in view is the certainty that His disciples shall have a place with

Himself in the glory of the heavenly sanctuary. This He affirms for their

comfort in the prospect of His departure, "Christ reminds His disciples,"

says Bishop "Westcott, "that as He has told them tidings of sorrow, so He

would not have withheld anything from them. But as it is, His departure in

fact carries with it the promise of their reception."

^ John xvii. 24. Even Godet supposes that the intermediate state may be

at least partly in view here. But Meyer rightly concludes that it is the com-

pleted fellowship in glory that Christ intends in this prayer.
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not positively exclude the idea of an intermediate state.

They do not declare the time, whether it be at death or at

the judgment, when the righteous shall enter the place pre-

pared for them and see His glory. But they say nothing of

an intermediate state, nor do they suggest such a state.

Kather do they indicate that there is nothing between the

pious departed and the immediate presence and glory of their

Lord. They give us no reason to say that He who spake

these words had anything in His own vision of the future

but the final home of His disciples. However it may be

with the condition of men and the ways of God between

death and the last judgment, Christ Himself gives no doctrine

of an Intermediate State. To this undeclared passage in

man's story, and to all the questions of curious or of solemn

interest to which the religious mind has fondly turned in

connection with it, His attitude is one of significant reserve.



CHAPTER VI

DOCTKINE OF FINAL DESTINIES

THE fifth point in Christ^s teaching on the Future is His

doctrine of the final destinies of men. What do His

words convey as to the things which follow the resurre,ction

and the judgment ? Do they indicate that men enter then

upon a fixed and final condition, or on a terminable condition,

capable of change ? In speaking of the last issues does He
point to the restoration of all, the annihilation of some, or the

everlasting punishment of any ?

The answer to these questions turns, first, though by no

means exclusively, on the use of the word Gehenna, Sell,

This word, which has become one of such solemn moment,

is originally the Ge Hinnom, the valley of Hinnom, a deep,

narrow gorge near Jerusalem, of old the place where idolatrous

Israelites offered their children in sacrifice to Moloch; an

object of horror to the Jews after Josiah's pollution of it, and

used as a receptacle for refuse, the bodies of animals and

criminals, bones, and all unclean things.^ The fires which

are said to have been kept burning in it perpetually, in order

to consume the foul and putrid mass, made it a ready figure

of dire evils or dreadful punishments. In this sense it may

be in view, though it is not mentioned by name, when the

^ Ge Hinnom^ " the valley of Hinuom " (Neh. xi. 30) ;
" the valley of the

son of Hinnom " (Josh. xv. 8, xviii. 16 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 3 ; Jer. vii., 32) ;
*' the

valley of the children of Hinnom " (2 Kings xxiii. 10, according to the Kethih).

It is interpreted by some as the "valley of howling," or "the valley of lamen-

tation," the Chaldee form heing Djna, and the D:n being taken from onj, or from

an obsolete \'^7^* But the common opinion is that the Hinnom is a personal

name. See Bottcher, De Inferis, p. 80, etc. ; Dillmann, Das Buck Henoch^ p.

131, etc.; Hamburger, Ilcal-Encycl,, article "Holle."

284
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Second Isaiah says of the returning Israelites that they " shall

go forth " from Jerusalem " and look upon the carcases of the

men that have transgressed against Me ; for their worm shall

not die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and they shall

be an abhorring unto all flesh." ^ This is the picture at least

of an absolute overthrow, an irreversible punishment over-

taking the rebellious. At a later period the word was used

to designate the place of future retribution. The Talmudic

theology, indeed, spoke of the mouth of hell as being in the

valley of Hinnom. " There are two palm-trees," it was said,

" in the valley of Hinnom, between which a smoke ariseth

. . , and this is the door of Gehenna." ^

What was the exact sense home by the term Gehenna in

this lust transference ? In the Jewish Apocalypses it appears

to be apphed to the place of punishment at the great Day of

Wrath. So far as these books speak of a separation of the

just from the unjust between death and the resurrection, they

think of it as a preliminary separation. They speak, there-

fore, of the place of a final punishment in the case both of

angels and of men. The Book of Enoch, as we have seen,

represents the fallen angels as " bound under the hills for

seventy generations." But it also refers to the place of their

final punishment as ready. Enoch sees it, and describes it as

a " great abyss in the earth, with columns of heavenly fire , . .

the place of the consummation of heaven and earth ... a

prison for the stars of heaven and for the host of heaven."^

The same book gives an account of another journey of Enoch,

in which he is shown the place of punishment in reserve for

men. His course takes him to the middle of the earth, where

he sees a blissful region of mountains and valleys. But be-

tween those holy hills, which make it evident that Jerusalem

is in view, his eye is arrested by the vision of an accursed

valley, where " shall be gathered together all those who speak

with their mouths unseemly words against God, and speak

impudently of His majesty."

^ Isa. Ixvi. 24, E.V.
^ Barclay's City of the Great King, p. 90.

SxviU. 11-16.
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The description points to Gehinnom, and it is said of it

:

" Here shall they gather them together, and here is their

place of punishment. [N'ow in the last time will the spec-

tacle of a righteous judgment upon them be given before the

righteous for ever and ever." ^ In another section of the

same book we read of the blinded sheep being all judged

and found guilty ; and the place of punishment into which

they are cast is described as a deep '' in the midst of the

earth, which was full of fire." ^ These passages in the Book,

of Enoch are probably the first in which Gehenna occurs

in the sense in question. To the same effect, but in more

explicit terms, the Fourth Book of Esdras speaks of the.

Most High as calling on the peoples who are raised from

the dead on the Day of Judgment to witness the joys and

delights that are before them on the one side, and the fire

and torments on the other. And this is prefaced by the

statement that "the gulf of torments shall appear, and

opposite to it the place of rest " ; that the " furnace of

Gehenna shall be revealed, and opposite to it again the

paradise of pleasure." ^

In the Kabbinical literature the usage is more variable.

In the theology of the Talmud and Midrash, as already

stated, Gehinnom and Sheol seem to be so far identified.

Gehinnom has seven names in that theology, and the first

of them is Sheol.* In the later theology, certainly in the

mediaeval Kabbalism, Gehenna is the penal side of Sheol.

Further, in certain sections of Eabbinism, earlier and later,

it became at once a place of punishment for the heathen

and a place of detention for the imperfectly righteous, where

they suffered purgatorial pains, and did expiation for longer

or shorter periods. In this phase of Jewish behef Gehinnom,

strictly speaking, was not meant for Israel. If Israelites, by

reason of the imperfection of their legal obedience, came into

it, it was in order that they might come out of it again. It

1 xxvii. 2, 3. ^ xc. 24-26.

3[vi. 1-4] ;
vii.* 36, etc. (Churton).

^ AVeber, System der altsyn, ^paldsL Theologie, p. 327, [Judische Theologie,

pp. 341 fif., also 368].
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was not to be supposed that those who had the mark of the

Covenant with God could be separated for ever from the great

body of His people. Gehenna could be but a purgatory for

them, and their circumcision would ensure deliverance from it.^

Though in later usage, therefore, the word meant some-

times a temporary purgatory, and sometimes a place for the

wicked at death, the older idea, the one represented in the

class of literature which brings us closest to Christ's time,

was that it was the scene of retribution after Judgment.

How is it used then by our Lord Himself ?

It is not found in John's Gospel. But in the Synoptical

Gospels it occurs eleven times, and in these different phrases

:

" in danger of the Gehenna of fire " ;
" to cast into Gehenna "

;

" to go," or " be cast," " into Gehenna " ; "in Gehenna " ;
" the

damnation of Gehenna " ;
" the child of Gehenna." The

word is common to all the three Synoptists, and on one of the

occasions of Christ's use of it we have the parallel narrative

of Matthew and Mark.^ Criticism will not easily negative

its claim to belong to the original report of Christ's words

;

and the connections in which it occurs make it clear that

the final condition is in view. To be " cast into Gehenna "

is contrasted with to " enter into life " ; and the latter

phrase, as Dr. Stanton rightly observes, " according to all

analogy, must describe, not the condition of the blessed dead

in Hades, but participation in the bliss of the world to come
after the Messiah's appearing." ^ Further, in the Discourse

of Judgment in the First Gospel, though the word Gehenna
is not used, the thing itself is suggested by the imagery of

the " everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels." *

There can be no doubt that, attaching itself to the older usage,

Gehenna means on Christ's lips the final retributive scene or

condition, not any intermediate place, whether of penalty or

of purification, between death and the resurrection.^

^ "Weber, ut S2ip, pp. 327-331, [Jiidische Theologie, p. 344].

.
2 Matt. V. 22, 29, 30, x. 28, xviii. 9, xxiii. 15, 33; Mark ix. 43, 45, 47;

Luke xii. 5. Matt, xviii. 9 and Mark ix. 45 are parallels.

^ The Jewish and the Christian Messiah^ p. 331. * Matt. xxv. 41.
^ Some take Gehenna to refer simply to the penal side of Hades. So, e.g.,

in Grimm's Wilhii Clavis, Preller is more correct in saying that "it is used
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In pointing, however, to the retribution which follows

the last judgment, does this word Gehenna^ in itself or in

its associations, express the permanence of the penal con-

dition ? A question of such awful moment demands the

most careful consideration. In the discussion of the subject

an important place must naturally be given to the testi-

mony of Jewish thought and Jewish usage in our Lord's time.

We have first to ask, therefore. What light comes from this

source ?

The question as to what was the prevalent Jewish belief

on the subject of the nature, and more particularly the

duration, of the final recompense of the wicked, has been

greatly disputed. Its difficulties are not to be concealed.

But it has been confused by inattention to the dates of

certain developments of thought, by neglecting to distinguish

the speculations of individuals or schools from the current

popular belief, and by overlooking those established ideas of~

the under-world and the condition of things there, which

underlie all forms of Jewish opinion on the final destinies of

man. The broad facts, however, are sufficiently clear ; and

they are of great, if not decisive, significance.

One thing which at once appears is, that the class of

literature which is the most relevant witness to the state of

Jewish belief in Christ's time, shuts us up to a choice be-

tween annihilation and penal continuance as the prevalent

conception of the future of the impenitent. In certain cases

the words may be of somewhat doubtful construction as

between those two alternatives ; but they have no place for

the idea of a universal restoration of the perverse. In the

Apocryphal books the passages which speak most clearly of

in distinction from Hades when either the torments of hell itself or the idea of

a hellish torment are to he expressed." He adds that "the passages of the

Kew Testament show plainly that the word * Gehenna ' was a popular expres-

sion for 'hell,' of which term some of the apostles made use ; but it would he

erroneous to infer that Jesus and His apostles merely accommodated themselves

to the popular expression, without believing in the actual state of the lost."

See the article in Herzog's Meal-Encyd. So Meyer concludes that the name of

the hated locality on the south of Jerusalem was "transferred to the subterranean

abode of the damned," and has always this sense in the New Testament. See

on Matt. V. 22.
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the final lot of the wicked, affirm its permanence, not only

unambiguously, but at times, indeed, in the harshest terms.

•' Woe to the nations that rise up against my kindred
!

"

cries Judith in the thanksgiving which she sang in all

Israel ;
*' the Lord Almighty will take vengeance of them

in the day of judgment, in putting fire and worms in their

flesh ; and they shall feel them, and weep for ever." ^ In

the Fourth Book of Maccabees two of the martyred brethren

thus contrast their lot with that of the tyrant whose tortures

they bear :
" For we indeed, through this suffering of evil

and patience, shall obtain the reward of virtue, and shall be

with God, in whose cause we are suffering : but thou, for thy

foul and tyrannical murder of us, shalt undergo from the

Divine vengeance eternal torture by fire." ^ In the same

book the third brother, on his way to death, addresses his

persecutor in similar terms :
" Thou, for thy impiety and

bloodshedding, shalt undergo interminable torments." ^ In

the Second Book of Maccabees the statement is more general.

The tyrant is declared to have no resurrection to life.^ But
elsewhere in this section of literature we come upon state-

ments which, either in express terms or in their context,

convey very definite ideas. Thus in the Fourth Book of

Esdras, not only is the " furnace of hell " contrasted with

the " paradise of delight," but it is said of those who have

been despisers of the Most High, that at death "their

spirits shall not enter into dwelling-places, but shall wander
about, and be henceforth in torments, always in pain and
anguish of seven kinds." ^

Subject to the abatements which his alleged Hellenising

disposition may demand, the testimony of Josephus may be

said to be to the same effect. He affirms, both of the

Pharisees and of the Essenes, that they believed in everlast-

ing punishment. The former, he says, taught that the souls

of bad men are " subject to eternal punishment," and that

^ Judith xvi. 17. 2 i^. 8, 9.

^ X. 10. 4 vii. 14.

^ vii. 36, 79, 80 ; these verses forming part of tHe section omitted in the
old Latin version, and recovered by the late Professor Bensly.

19
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they who have lived viciously in this world are to be " de-

tained in an everlasting prison." He speaks of the latter as

believing that the souls of evil men go to a certain dark and

cold cave, full of ceaseless punishments.^

Nor is it different with the Fseudepigrwphic books.

Occasionally these books may seem to speak with a doubt-

ful voice. But it is more in seeming than in reality. In

the Psalms of Solomon, for example, there are some things

which are thought to convey the idea of annihilation.

There are statements such as these: "The destruction

(or, perdition) of the sinner is for ever"; "Whoso doeth

wickedness is guilty of his own soul to destroy it " ;
" But

sinners shall be taken away into destruction (perdition), and

the memorial of them shall no more be found " ;
" Let the

sinners be destroyed from before the face of the Lord to-

gether "
;

" The sinners shall perish in the day of God's

judgments for ever." ^ Much is made of these passages. But

they are to be taken along with others in which Hades is

expressly mentioned ; as when it is said of those " who

remembered not God," that "therefore is their inheritance

hell and darkness and destruction (perdition) " ; or that

" the inheritance of sinners is destruction (perdition) and

darkness ; and their iniquities shall pursue them as far as

hell beneath." ^ The words in question are to be read in the

light of the popular ideas of Sheol. So read, they mean

that the godless have no real life in the after-world, but not

necessarily that they have no existence. They may express

the belief that sinners have no deliverance from Sheol

;

they do not necessarily imply belief in the absolute ex-

tinction of sinners. This is confirmed by the contrasts in

which the lot of the wicked is placed with the " inheritance

of life in gladness," and the remembrance of the good in the

day of mercy with the fact that sinners shall then be for-

gotten.^

^ Bell. Jud. II. viii. 11, 14 ; Antiq. xviii. 1-3.

2 iii. 13, ix. 9, xii. 8, xiii. 10, xv. 13. ' xiv. 6, xv. U.
^ In their valuable edition of the Psalms of Solomon, Bishop Kyle and

Mr. James express the opinion that the terms leave us in doubt whether a
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The same is to be said of the Book of Enoch, and with

less reason for any difference of opinion. At times it uses

terms which might not express more than the ancient

Hebrew conception of a temporal retribution ; as when it

says of " the chosen," that for them *' there will be light and

joy and peace," and they shall "inherit the earth," while

" for the impious there will be a cui'se "—an " everlasting

curse." ^ There are also occasional phrases which, taken by

themselves, might not mean more than extinction ; as when
it speaks of turning and destroying as the condemnation of

sinning angels and impious men,^ or when it describes the

wicked as " killed in hell." ^

But such expressions are to be measured by others

which are more positive and more explicit. The terms, for

example, in which the condition of souls between death and

the judgment is described, imply the continued existence of

the dead. It is said of the wicked who are in Sheol, that

those who have so far been judged on earth shall be left in

Sheol, while others shall come forth and suffer a greater

doom. The statement is made, with regard to those who are

detained in their appointed places in the under-world, that

the last day will be a " day of judgment and punishment

and affliction upon the revilers to eternity."* Michael is

instructed to announce to " Semj^z^ and to the others who
are with him," that " in the days of judgment they shall be

led to the abyss of fire," and that " in torture and in prison

they shall be locked for all eternity." ^ It is said again of

"the watchers of heaven who have left the high heaven,"

that they " will petition to eternity, but mercy and peace

will not be unto them." ^ The " accursed valley " is declared

to be for those " who will be cursed to eternity," and there

doctrine of annihilation is intended. They would infer that ** religious opinion

on this subject was probahly not yet fully formed." But they add, as we think

with good reason, that "perhaps we should he right in concluding that our

Psalmist denied * a resurrection to life ' in the ease of the wicked, though he
did not call in question the continuity of their personal existence" {PsalTns of
iJie Pharisees, p. 51).

1 V. 5, 6. 2 X. 13, xc. 24, 25, xcviii. 3. » xcix. 11,

* xxii. 4-11. '' X. 11-U. 6 xii. 3-6.
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" in the latter days there will be the spectacle of a just

judgment upon them in the presence of the just, in eternity

for ever." ^ These things and others of like kind belong to

the groundwork of the book. The impression which they

produce is that the writer viewed the destiny waiting the

impenitent after judgment, not as extinction of being, but as

lasting, conscious retribution.^

The language of the later apocalyptic books is sometimes

indeterminate, so that it is possible to interpret it as pointing

now to annihilation, and again to a punishment limited in

duration. The Fourth Book of Esdras, for example, says of

the day of judgment that " its duration shall be as it were a

hebdomad of years, " ^ and describes the wicked as doomed to

be destroyed^ The Apocalypse of Baruch in like manner

says of the souls of the impious, that they know that their

" punishment is come, and their destruction has arrived." ^

But here, again, the " destruction " is to be taken in connec-

tion with the Hebrew view of Sheol, and alongside these

expressions we have others which are more definite. Gehenna

is the doom of the unrighteous, as Paradise is the reward of

the just ;
® and the Apocalypse of Baruch teaches that in the

judgment and after the mutual recognition the aspect of the

wicked shall become worse, and they shall see the exaltation

of the righteous and languish grievously, and then shall

depart to be tortured.^

^xxvii. 2, 3.

2 '* It is throughout implied," is Mr. Drummond's conclusion, "that the

judgment introduces the final and unalterahle condition of things, and no hope

is held out to the wicked when once they have passed from their mortal life
"

{The Jewish Messiah, p. 337).

3 vii. 30-(vi.) 16. * viii. 52-62.

^ Chap. XXX. « 4 Esdr. vi. 1-3, 59.

^ See chap. xliv. 15, and the section xlix.-li. On the whole subject consult

also Pusey's What is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment ? Gfrorer's Das

Jahrhundert des Reils, etc. Schiirer's conclusion is that the condemnation to

Gehenna "is, as a rule, regarded as everlasting" (The Jetoisk People, ut sup,

ii. p. 183, Eng. trans.). Dr. Stanton admits the force of Dr. Pusey's argu-

ment, but thinks he quotes many passages "as if they necessarily meant ever-

lasting punishment, which are (to say the least) compatible with the idea of

annihilation" {The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, p. 356). We are not

concerned to defend Dr. Pusey's interpretation in the case of every passage
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The testimony of the Eabhinical literature occupies a

somewhat different position. But this holds good rather of

the later centuries than of our Lord's own time. An
uncritical use is often made of this literature, and a stress

is laid upon it which is warranted neither by the kind of

thought it represents, nor by the date to which so much of it

belongs.^ Extreme statements are given about its tenor by

men who have a name for Eabbinical learning, and who are

followed too readily. The late Mr. Deutsch, for example, in

his famous article on the Talmud, gives this version of the

case :
" There is no everlasting damnation, according to the

Talmud. There is only a temporary punishment for the

worst sinner. ' Generations upon generations ' shall last the

damnation of idolaters, apostates, and traitors. But there is a

space of only two fingers' * breadth between hell and heaven/

The sinner has but to repent sincerely, and the gates of ever-

lasting bliss will spring open. No human being is excluded

from the world to come. Every man, of whatever creed or

nation, provided he be of the righteous, shall be admitted into

it." 2 But, like much else to which this ingenious scholar and

brilliant writer gave his name, this means less than it seems

to mean. It begs the question as to the sense of such

phrases as " generations upon generations." It is not con-

sistent with things to which we shall have to refer in the

Eabbinical books. It is at once too sweeping and too vague.

It is true that " the sinner has but to repent sincerely, and

the gates to everlasting bliss will spring open." It is true

that " every man, of whatever creed or nation, provided he be

of the righteous," shall be admitted into the world to come.

But these are not the points at issue.

The language used by the Eabbis is often open to more
than one interpretation, and opinion undoubtedly varied con-

whicli he advances. But it seems to us that in this matter he is more in the

right than Dr. Stanton, whose careful statement takes too little account of the

common Jewish conceptions of the under-world and of existence as distinguished

from life.

^ This must be said of the use made of it by Dean Farrar in his Mercy and
Judgment.

^ Literary Remains^ p. 53.
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siderably among them. But it is easy to understand how
this might be the case with the theories of dogmatic schools

and professional theologians. So far as the evidence at our

disposal goes, and as it is interpreted by experts in Eabbinical

literature, it shows that these divergent views belong mostly

to times later than our Lord's ministry. The conception of

Gehenna as a purgatory ; the theory that all shall at last be

restored; the deliverances which seem to imply that anni-

hilation is the final destiny of sinners like those of Sodom

;

the statements that after the great judgment the heathen

shall be swept out of existence, and earth made the dwelling-

place of the righteous alone, are all of this kind. Even most

of these are subject to qualification. If there is a purgatory,

it is limited to imperfect Israelites. To the Gentiles Ge-

hinnom is a place of punishment. Even certain classes of

Israelites, adulterers, those who injure their neighbours, and

the like, are excluded from the hope of rising out of Gehenna.

Even when different views were taken of the judgment of the

heathen, everlasting punishment seems still to have been

thought to be the destiny at least of some.^

It was perhaps in the second century of the Christian era

that the most peculiar opinions circulated. There were at

least some at that time who taught that it was the fate of

the godless to be consumed by an external or internal fire,

and that there was no hell. In the third century we find

the doctrine of punishment, not simply of extinction, again

prominent. But as regards the first century the evidence

goes to show that the generally, if not universally, accepted

belief was neither restoration nor annihilation, but eternal

retribution. The words of the great Eabbis of the period

bear this out. Eabbi Jochanan ben Saccai, for example, " the

light of Israel, the right-hand pillar, the mighty hammer,"

when he was on his deathbed, contrasted the wrath, the

^ The passages collected by "Weber appear to show that at least at a certam

period in the history of Rabbinism both views of the lot of the heathen, ex-

tinction and everlasting punishment, were taught. "Where the last judgment

and the renewal of the world are specially dealt with, the heathen are described

as destined to be destroyed that the earth may be left for the righteous {System,

utsup. pp. 371, 380, [Judische Theologic, p. 390 ff.]).
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fetters, the death which are in the hands of an earthly sover-

eign with the eternal wrath, the eternal fetters, the eternal

death which belong to God and His final judgment. What is

known of the teaching of the two great schools of Shammai

and Hillel, belonging to the time immediately preceding the

Christian era, points to the same conclusion.

The latter school, it is true, magnified the mercy of God,

and made much of a temporary punishment in Gehenna.

Hillel taught that sinners of the heathen and apostate

Israelites go down to Gehinnom, and are punished for the

limited space of twelve months ; after which body and soul

are consumed, and the wind scatters their ashes beneath the

feet of the righteous. But there were certain classes of

sinners for whom a different fate was thought to be reserved.

The Minim, the Epicureans, who deny the Divine origin of

the Torah and the truth of the resurrection, those who sin

hke Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and all such, "go down to

Gehinnom, and are punished there to ages of ages."

The former school taught that there is an intermediate

class of men who " go down to Gehinnom, and moan, and

come up again "
; but that the fate of all others is sealed for

ever at the judgment. The perfectly righteous are "im-

mediately written and sealed to eternal life " ; the perfectly

wicked are " immediately written and sealed to Gehinnom."

The great proof passage cited in support of this is Daniel's

prophecy of the resurrection, when some shall come forth to

" everlasting life," and some to " shame and everlasting con-

tempt " However they differed, therefore, in their ideas of

the mercy of God and the number of the condemned, both

schools affirmed eternal punishment as the doom of certain

sinners.

This is borne out in particular by the passage referred to

above from the Bosh Hashanah, which is held by all parties to

be of great value, and is described as the " classical passage of

the Talmud " on the subject.^ It is as follows :
" The sinners

of Israel in their body, and the sinners of the nations of the

world in their body, go down to Gehenna, and are punished

^ So by Dean Plumptrc, Th& Spirits in Prison, p. 52.
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there for twelve months; after twelve months their body is

consumed, and their sonl is burned, and the wind scattereth

them under the feet of the righteouS; as it is said, ' and ye

shall trample on the wicked, for they shall be dust under the

soles of your feet' ;^ but heretics (i.e. Christians), and traitors,^

and Epicurus,^ who have denied the law, and who have

denied the quickening of the dead, and who have departed

from the ways of the congregation, and who have put the fear

of them in the land of the living, and who have sinned and

caused others to sin (as Jeroboam, son of Nebat, and his

companions), go down to Gehenna, and are punished there to

all generations, as it is said, ' and they shall go forth and

look on the corpses of the men who have sinned against me/

Gehenna faileth, and they fail not, as it is said, * and their

beauty shall consume in the grave from their dwelling/ " *

There is nothing inconsistent with this in any of the

Eabbinical sayings which are oftenest quoted in modification

or denial. There are some which speak as if all men were

certain to return from Gehenna. But the most positive of

them expressly except certain classes from the promise of this

restoration. The one that is cited perhaps with the greatest

confidence gives a list of the excepted, naming the adulterer,

the man who puts his fellow-man publicly to shame, and him

who gives an evil name to his neighbour.^ The teaching of

1 Mai. iv. 3.

2 The Minim, explained byRashi to be "the disciples of Jesus the Nazarene,

who have turned the words of the living God to evil."

^ Used, as it seems, as a name for Christians.

^ The passage is quoted according to the rendering given by Pusey, JFhat is

of Faith as to Mverlasting Punishment ? p. 92. It is cited by Dean Plumptre

{ut sup. p. 52) in the translation given in M'Caul's Old Paths, p. 410. See also

Farrar's Mercy and Judgment, p. 201, and especially Weber, System, ut sup. p.

375, [JUdische Theologie, p. 393], and Edersheira's The Life and Times of Jesus

the Messiah, ii. pp. 440, 791. The last-named writer says of this passage,

that "it proves, beyond the possibility of gainsaying, that both the great

schools into which Rabbinic teaching at the time of Christ was divided, held

the doctrine of Eternal Punishments, This, of course, entirely apart from the

question, who—how many, or rather, how few—were to suffer this terrible fate ?"

^ On the passage in question (Baba Mez. 56&), see "Weber, System, id sup. p.

320, [Jiidische Theologie, pp. 344, 393], and Edersheim, The Life and Times of

) the Messiah, ii. p. 791.
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Eabbi Akiba is also appealed to, sometimes as if it were

enough of itself to decide the question. His system seems to

have had the charm of novelty, and his influence appears to

have been remarkable. Accounts which have come down to

us speak of the number of his hearers as twelve thousand,

or twice twelve thousand. Discounting such half-mythical

exaggerations, we have probably still enough to bear out the

statement that he had many disciples,^ and that the theo-

logical ideas which were taught first by himself and afterwards

by his successor, the celebrated Eabbi Meir, gained extensive

acceptance. But an altogether exaggerated importance is

claimed for Akiba's doctrine ; and his words are made to

cover much more than they were intended to mean.

One of his characteristic sayings, we are told, was about

five things which lasted for twelve months: " The judgment

of the generation of the Deluge twelve months ; the judgment

of Job twelve months ; the judgment of the Egyptians twelve

months ; the judgment of Gog and Magog in the time to come

twelve months; the judgment of the wicked in Gehenna
twelve months ; as it is said, ' And from one new moon to

another.' "2 In another equally fantastic passage,^ which

some, however, greatly belaud,^ he is represented as speaking

of the wicked being " delivered out of Gehenna on account of

the Amen which they answer out of the midst of Gehenna"

;

and of Michael and Gabriel as going and opening the forty

thousand gates of Gehenna, and bringing them out of the

midst of it, washing and anointing them, healing them of the

wounds of hell, clothing them in good garments, holding them
by the hand, and bringing them before the Face of the Holy
and Blessed One in the presence of all the righteous.^

^ One of these was Aquila, tlie Greek translator. The connection between
Akiba and Aquila makes itself felt in tbe latter's version of the Old Testament.

2 Isa. Ixvi. 23.

^ In the Othjoth ; if, indeed, it is rightly ascribed to him.
** Especially by Dean Farrar.

^ See the passage as given by Pusey {What is of Faith, etc., ut sup. pp.
83-85), with all its fanciful details about the Holy One sitting and preaching in

the Garden of Eden, and about each Gehenna being *' 300 long and 300 broad

and 1000 farsa's thick, and 1000 farsa's deep," etc.
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Bat, apart from the question whether all this is new

doctrine, dating not earlier than seventy or eighty years after

our Lord*s Ascension, as Dr. Pusey contends, and, apart also

from the artificial character of Akiba's system generally,^

there is nothing to show that these sayings have regard to all

mankind. It seems clear that in the former Akiba looks

only to the case of Israel, and proceeds on the principle that

circumcision assures salvation, early or late. In the case of

the latter, two classes of men appear to be in view, but only

two, " the wicked of Israel," and " the righteous of the nations

of the world." Whether the latter include righteous Gentiles

generally, or only proselytes to Judaism, may be doubtful.

But nothing is said of the unrighteons heathen.^ It is

understood that their doom is fixed and endless. Akiba him-

self is stated to have added to the list of those who were

^ He followed his teacher, R. Nachum, in interpreting the law on the

principle that nothing is form, but everything essence in the sacred language,

and, consequently, that the ^ow^iWes in the text were a chief source of doctrine.

See Graetz, Geschichte, iv. p. 22, etc.

2 Those words of Rabbi ^kiba, and similar Rabbinical statements, are

naturally appealed to by writers who favour the doctrine of annihilation, or

that of terminable, purgatorial punishments. Dean Farrar makes an extreme

use of them in his Mercy and Judgment. He looks at them too much in the light

of the views of mediseval and modern Jews. It may be useful to quote the

opinions of Dr. Pusey and Dr. Edersheim, who were students of Rabbinical

literature at first hand. Of the one passage Dr. Edersheim says :
" If on the

other side the saying of Rabbi Akiba should be quoted (Eduj. ii. 10), to the

effect that the judgment of the wicked in Gehenna was one of the five things

that lasted for twelve months, it must be remembered that, even if they be

taken seriously (for it is really only a/ew d'esprit), it does not necessarily imply

more than the teaching of Hillel concerning that intermediate class of sinners

who were in Gehenna for a year, while there was another class the duration

of whose punishment would be for ages of ages" (The Life and Times of Jesus,

ut sup. p. 791). As to the passage given by Eisenmenger (ii. 361, 362) frorii

Othjoth R. Akiba, Dr. Pusey concludes that "instead of contradicting," it

"implies the belief in everlasting punishment for all the wirighteous heathen,

all those of whom St. Paul speaks in his terrible description in the first chapter

of the Romans "
( What is of Faith, ut sup. p. 86). Schurer and others also see

that in the statement which is supposed to be most explicit it is only Israelites

that are in view. Dean Farrar's object is to prove that the Jews themselves

never held that "an entrance into Gehenna was necessarily identical with an

endless doom." He admits, however, that Jewish opinion varied, and was "at

liberty, if it chose, to hold the doctrine of annihilation, or even of endless

torments" {Mercy and Judgment, p. 214).
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excluded from the world to come. All that are of Israel

have a portion in it, except him who denies the quickening of

the dead, him who says there is no law from heaven, an

Epicurus, and, as this Rahbi taught, him also " who readeth

foreign books and who muttereth Exodus xv. 26 over a

wound."

Little need be said of the testimony of the Targums.

Even those of Onkelos and Jonathan B. Uzziel are assigned

by most modern critics to a comparatively late date.^ This

holds good of the form finally given them by their presumed

editors, and leaves it uncertain how far back much of their

contents may go. They employ the term " Gehenna" as the

name of the place of " everlasting burnings " after the great

judgment. They contrast the casting of the wicked into

Gehenna with the gathering of God's own people, and the

descent to Gehenna with the vision of the glory of the

Shekinah. They also make frequent use of the phrase, " the

second death," setting it over against " life eternal," and

interpreting it as the death of the soul in the world to come.

The late date of the Talmud makes it still more pre-

carious to rely upon it as a witness to the beliefs which were

euiTcnt in Christ's time.^ But, even as regards it, the

doctrine of a limited punishment in Gehenna does not appear

to be given as the general belief, or as a doctrine concerning

all mankind. In it no less than in the earlier literature, two

classes, and only these, are in view when restoration from
Gehenna is in question, namely, sinners of Israel, provided

they do not apostatise, and righteous Gentiles. In it, too, the

old doctrine is taught, that for those who apostatise, and for

others who are guilty as against the Jewish reKgion, there is

no deliverance from Gehenna. The broad conclusion to

which the evidence most pertinent to the question of the

^ Mr. Deutsch, e.gr., ascribes the former, as we have it, to the end of the
third century, or the beginning of the fourth ; the latter, to a date a little later

than that of Onkelos, or about the middle of the fourth century, a.d.
^ Luzzato has the credit of establishing the fact that the contents of the

Talmud must have existed for a length of time in oral form, and were not
brought together in one written collection till the sixth centuiy a.d. Luzzato's
date, about 550 a.d., is accepted by Graetz and others.
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Jewish belief in Christ's time carries us is this : that while

there may have been certain variations of opinion, especially

in the direction of annihilation, and while exception was made
of certain classes as classes assured of restoration from

G-ehenna and of entrance into " the world to come," or into

" eternal life," the belief prevailed in an irreversible retri-

bution in Gehenna for the wholly wicked, the unrighteous

among the Gentiles, and those of Israel who became like

them.^

With this in view, then, we have to ask what Christ's

own words on this grave question mean. His teaching is

not to be measured by the opinions of His time. In most

cases it was the corrective of these opinions, if not their

confutation. Even if Jewish ideas were different, it would

not necessarily follow that His words did not intimate the

perpetuity of the penalties of the after-life. But the condi-

tion of belief, and the import of the terms in use among the

people to whom His message was addressed, are things that

cannot be overlooked in the interpretation of His doctrine.

If, with this before us, we study His teaching where it

touches the things of the end, it will be difficult to avoid

the conclusion that it points to a future without hope for

the sinner who passes in perverse sin into the other world.

^ Dr. Stanton, who inclines to find the idea of annihilation in passages

which do not bear it out, when it is remembered that the hereditary Jewish

conception of "destruction" was by no means the same as absolute extinction

of existence, thinks the evidence too scanty to justify any positive conclusion.

He admits, however, that at least by our Lord's time the belief in a general

future punishment of the wicked of all generations was " acq^uiring definiteness."

He is of opinion that the doctrine of everlasting punishment was "never held

with that clearness and consistency among Jews which it has assumed among

Christians." But, again, he admits that " no prospect was held out that the

punishment for those who were consigned to it at the judgment-day would be

a temporary one," the only question being whether annihilation might be the

end of all {The Jeioish and the Christian Messiahj p. 338), Dr. Edersheim's

conclusion is that ''since the schools of Shammai and Hillel represented the

theological teaching in the time of Christ and His apostles, it follows that the

doctrine of eternal punishment was that held in the days of our Lord, however

it may have afterwards been modified"; and further, that the same doctrine

"seems to have been held by the Synagogue throughout the whole first century

of our era " {The Life and Times ofJesus, ut sup. p. 789),
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If we have regard to the sense attached to the term Gehenna

by the ordinary Jew of His time, and to the fact that no

Jewish party spoke of deliverance from Gehenna for the

utterly wicked, can we say that, in the solemn declarations

of the Sermon on the Mount on murderous and adulterous

dispositions, He places before men's view nothing more than

a terminable, purgatorial pain ? When He speaks of the

malignant anger which brings the danger of the hell of fire^

or of the offence which may cast the whole body into

Gehenna, does not the awe of His words lie in the fact that

they point to an issue which is penalty, and penalty from

which there is no release ? ^ Can He mean less when He
takes upon His lips the stern word of the Baptist,^ and

demands of the Pharisees—whom He describes as " serpents,"

" a brood of vipers "—how they can escape the judgment

which condemns to Gehenna ? * Is it otherwise when He
warns His disciples to fear Him who is able to commit both

body and soul to the destruction of Gehenna, or when He
condemns the proselytising zeal of the Pharisees, as making

its subject twofold fitter for Gehenna, and more certain to

come to it ? ^ Or if it is felt to be possible to retreat from

the awful suggestions of these sayings, does the possibility

remain when He identifies the hell of fire with " the eternal

fire," and contrasts being cast into this " eternal fire " with

entering " into Hfe," ^ and speaks of going into Gehenna as

going into " the unquenchable fire," ^ and describes it as the

^ Matt. V. 22. The application of the commandment forbidding murdei
had been limited to the aM. Christ carries it back to the disposition, and
teaches the guiltiness of the feeling, especially as expressed in harmful speech.

He appears to speak of three degi'ees of guilt, with three corresponding degrees

of penalty, when He mentions first the jvdgmentj then the councilj and at last

the hell of fire—in other words the local Court, the Sanhedrin, and Gehenna.

Whether we understand all three terms to express temporal punishments, here

used as figures of different degrees of future punishment, or take the first two to

denote Divine judgments in temporal form, and the third to refer to the Divine

judgment of the future, the GehenTia of fire here is a final penalty—one, as

Holtzmann puts it, "daraus es kein Entrinnen giebt." See his Scmdcorri'

mentar, in loc.

2 Matt. V. 29, 30. s jj^^^^ ^^ 7^

* Matt xxiii. 33. ^ jy^^tt. x. 28 ; cf. Luke xii. 5.

« Matt, xviii. 8, 9, R. V. 7 jjark ix. 43.
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place " where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not

quenched "
?

^

It is argued, no doubt, that the phrase " eternal fire "
is

not conclusive, because the Greek term rendered eternal does

not mean endless. Of the use of aidavio^, and the attempts

to strip it of the notion of duration, or to restrict it to the

expression of limited duration, we have afterwards to speak.

It is enough at present to say that the phrase, however

understood, conjures up a sufficiently appalling picture of

the retributive future, and that in using it Christ Himself

gives no hint of a termination of the penalty meant by it.

It is urged, too, that His reference to the undying worm
and the quenchless fire, taken as it is from Isaiah's picture of

the carcases of the vanquished enemies of Jehovah left to

dishonour and waste in the valley of Hinnom, does not go

beyond the idea of a temporal punishment, and comes far

short, awful as it sounds, of suggesting an endless retribution

beyond the grave.

But, though the terms carry us back to the terrible con-

clusion of the prophecies of the Second Isaiah, it does not

follow that they are limited to the use which is made of

them there. The subject in connection with which they

are used by Christ is so different that their application is

necessarily and essentially different. They become figures

of a retribution of another order than any that takes effect

on earth.2 The enigmatical words, " For every one shaU be

salted with fire," which follow in Mark's narrative, confirm

^ Mark ix. 48. According to the Textus Meceptus, Christ repeats this in-

expressible woe three times over. But the R.V., following the best textual

critics, rightly eliminates vers, 44 and 46, The sentence therefore is intro-

duced as the climax of the entire statement of the peril and retribution attaching

to the offences in question.

2 Mark ix. 48. "A figurative designation," says Meyer, "of the extremely

painful and endless punishments of hell (not merely the terrors of conscience),

in accordance with Isa. Ixvi. 24." He refers also to Ecclus. vii. 17 and Judith

xvi. 17. So Holtzmann takes the terms as *' Bilder der Hbllenstrafe." The

words, however, are not to be pressed beyond this broad and general sense.

There is no reason to say that Christ meant by the "worm" the pangs ot

conscience, and by the "fire" the punitive righteousness of God, or anything

so specifiCt
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this. They indicate the ground on which the certainty of

this retribution rests. It is the relation of God to Israel.

That covenant-relation must assert itself in the case of the

offending, no less than in that of the righteous. In it lies

the assurance of reward for the obedient; in it, too, the

assurance of judgment for the disobedient.^

There are some words of Christ which it is strange to

see appealed to as witnesses to the doctrine of a terminable

penalty. They are words which are wholly irrelevant to

the question, or which make for the contrary conclusion.

One of these is the declaration that the " servant, which

knew his lord's will, and made not ready, nor did according

to his will, shall be beaten with many stripes ; but he that

knew not, and did things worthy of stripes, shall be beaten

with few stripes." ^ It is said of this that the phrase " many
stripes" is a feeble description of an endless punishment,

and the " few stripes " a form of speech entirely incon-

sistent with a judgment so awful. But the question in

view in this passage is not the duration of the final judicial

awards, but their righteous adjustment to different degrees

of culpability.

Another is the saying about the prison, out of which

^ In the face of the documentary evidence the second clause, "and every

sacrifice shall be salted with salt," cannot be retained. The words, "for every

one shall be salted with fire," stand alone, therefore, in all their sententious

brevity, and they are introduced in support of the preceding statement. Baur,

Hilgenfeld, Weizsacker, and others, give different reasons for discrediting the

entire verse. But, though there is nothing like it elsewhere in the Gospels,

"its enigmatical peculiarity," as Meyer allows, "tells in favour of its origin-

ality." It is needless to mention the various explanations which have been
proposed. Most of them are unsatisfactory, making the sentence a mere figure

of the purifying process of self-surrender, or otherwise reducing its significance.

The idea probably is, that to every one who passes into Gehenna its fire will be
what the salt was to the Jewish sacrifice. The salt was the sign of the binding
obligation of the covenant, and the covenant-relation had its terrible side to

the faithless as well as its gracious side to the faithful. "It was precisely

because of the unalterable relation of the Jew to Jehovah that he might suffer,

and even perish, if he rejected the kingdom of the Messiah ; and, in the broader
field, it is precisely because of the eternal and necessary relation of man to God
that he must suffer without end if he finally rejects God from being his God

'"

(W. N. Clarke, Commentary on the Gospel of Mark, in loc),

2 Luke xii. 47, 48.
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no deliverance is possible until the last farthing is paid. It

occurs in the Sermon on the Mount, in this form :
" Agree

with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art with him in the

way ; lest haply the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and

the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into

prison. Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means

come out thence, till thou have paid the last farthing." ^ It

occurs a second time in a different connection and with a

slightly different form in Luke's Gospel :
" For as thou art

going with thine adversary before the magistrate, on the way

give diligence to be quit of him ; lest he hale thee unto the

judge, and the judge shall dehver thee to the officer, and the

officer shall cast thee into prison. I say unto thee. Thou

shalt by no means come out thence till thou have paid the

very last mite." ^

This passage, which is used by Eoman CathoHc theo-

logians in the interest of the dogma of purgatory, is thought

by others to favour the Restorationist doctrine, or at least

the idea of a terminable penalty. The reason which they

give for so construing it is, that it contemplates reparation

or the discharge of the debt as a possibility. But if these

grave words are applicable at all to the question at issue,

their point surely is the helplessness of the man when once

in the prison, the finality of his condition there, the hope-

lessness of discharging his debt. On both occasions, and

perhaps even more unmistakably on the second than on the

first, oui' Lord's intention in giving this is to throw into

relief the responsibility of the individual and the man's

inability to dehver himself after a certain stage. It points

to a position which he can never reach. It speaks of a

justice which is inexorable, a law of retribution which he

cannot avert, a peril which cannot be stayed.^

1 Matt. V. 25, 26, R.V. ^ l^^^q xii. 58, 59.

2 The way in -whicli this saying* as given in Matthew's Gospel, is connected

with the wbrds on the danger of the Gehenna of fire, and the necessity of re-

conciliation, is the main reason for recognising in it a wider meaning than that

suggested by the immediate occasion. In any case, the great idea conveyed by

it is that of danger, the certainty and absoluteness of a final reckoning. Its

terms point to a '* tragic closing act," as Meyer rightly reads them, "the
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A third saying which is cited in this interest even more

frequently and with a still more surprising confidence, is the

one on the sin for which there is no forgiveness. The

genuineness of this saying is guaranteed, not only by the

place which it has in each of the three Synoptists, but by its

own peculiar tenor, and its appropriateness to the several

connections in which it stands. In Matthew it is reported

to have been spoken by Christ with reference to the attitude

of the Pharisees to Himself and His works. There it is

given with this solemn reiteration and fulness of statement

:

" Therefore I say unto you, Every sin and blasphemy shall

be forgiven unto men ; but the blasphemy against the Spirit

shall not be forgiven. And whosoever shall speak a word

against the Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him ; but who-

soever shall speak against the Holy Spirit, it shall not be

forgiven him, neither in this world, nor in that which is to

come." ^ In Mark it appears in briefer form, but with the

remarkable definition of the sin as an " eternal sin." " Verily

I say unto you, All their sins shall be forgiven unto the sons

of men, and their blasphemies wherewith soever they shall

blaspheme ; but whosoever shall blaspheme against the Holy

Spirit hath never forgiveness, but is guilty of an eternal

sin." ^ In Luke, where it is introduced in connection with

the duty of confessing Christ and with the warnings against

hypocrisy, it takes a still shorter, though not less positive

form :
" And every one who shall speak a word against the

Son of Man, it shall be forgiven him; but unto him that

blasphemeth against the Holy Spirit, it shall not be for-

diroSi86vatj that is, the removal of the guilt of sin, is for him who is in this

^vXaic^ an impossibility." Dean Plumptre {The Spirits in Prison^ p. 60) says

of this passage that the words "could not fail to seem to those who heard

them to be almost an echo of those which taught that some sonls might descend
into Gehenna, and remain there for a time in mourning for their evil deeds,

and then rise up again." But in his Commentary, in loc.j he takes the *'till

thou hast paid " to exclude the thought of staying " the full action of the law
of retribution," and observes that '*the whole tone of the passage is that

of one who seeks to deepen the sense of danger, not make light of it ; to

make men feel that they cannot pay their debt, though God may forgive it

freely."

1 Matt. xii. 31, 32, R.V. 2 u^rk iii. 28, 29, R.V.

20
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given." ^ It is a word which seems to have been spoken on

more than one occasion. Is it possible to mistake the im-

pression which it must have produced, and was meant to

produce ?

It is said that the idea in the phrase, " neither in this

world nor in that which is to come," is only that of termin-

able periods, and that, while the words exclude the possibility

of forgiveness in the ceons or ages named, they do not carry

us to final issues.^ The circumstance, too, that " the world

to come " is mentioned as it is in connection with the denial

of the possibility of forgiveness for a single specified sin, is

thought to authorise the inference that, in the case of other

sins, remission missed before death may be hoped for after it.

But the expression cannot be so handled. To the Jew before

Christ the terms " this world " and " the world to come

"

meant the age before and the age after the Messiah's advent.

On Christ's hps they meant the period before and the period

after His Parousia.^ They naturally took an extended sense

in accordance with the change in circumstance.* But they ex-

pressed in each case the entire history of the kingdom of God.

The phrase in question is an absolutely exclusive phrase.

Ifc means that neither in the present nor in the future, neither

in this dispensation nor in what follows it, neither before nor

after Christ's Coming, is there forgiveness for this sin. It

is difficult to see how the irremediableness of the condition

could be more distinctly expressed. Even if it were possible

to reduce the sense of Matthew's terms, even if they could be

made to yield inferences so foreign to the occasion, there

would still remain Mark*s description of the blasphemer as

having never forgiveness, and as being bound by an eternal

sin.^ The words are uttered with reference to the demerit

^ Luke xii. 10.

2 Some attempt to limit the. expression "world to come" to the period between

death and judgment—a sense foreign to the term, whether in Hebrew or in Greek.

8 Of., e.g., Matt. xiii. 39, 40, 49, xxviii. 20 j Mark x. 30 ; Luke xviii. 30,

XX. 35.

^ So, e.g., in the question of the disciples, Matt. xxiv. 3 ; and, in the apos-

tolic writings, Eph. i. 21, etc.

•* Mark's oifK ^xet d^e(nv els rbv alwva is as distinct a negative as can well
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of the sin which at present obtrudes itself upon the notice of

the Speaker. Their purpose is not to be extended beyond

that, in one interest or another. They are not spoken with

regard to the heathen, the ignorant, the irresponsible, or those

of imperfect opportunity. We cannot draw conclusions from

them touching things beyond their immediate scope. But

with regard to the sin which occasions them, they give an

unequivocal negative to the question of its pardonableness.

They mean that there is no point at which forgiveness is

possible for that sin.^

It cannot be said, therefore, that our Lord's own teaching

be uttered. The displacement of the Syrian reading Kpiaetos by the d/ta/>r^-

/«tros of N B LA and other very ancient authorities, is of interest as indicating

the reason why there is never forgiveness for this sin, namely, that the sin itself

persists eternally. The act becomes a state, and the state of final hardening is

a state of final guilt and penalty. Holtzmaun interprets the phrase h^vox^s iariv

alavlov oLfxapT-^fiaTos a,s=''ist schuldig . . . eines niemals zu siihnenden, iiber

den Tod hinauswirkenden Vergehens " {RandcomvieTUar, in loc). Of the sen-

tence in Matthew, Meyer observes that 'Hhe thought of endless punishment

must not be in any way softened down."
^ Omitting the grosser misapplications of these sayings, we may take Dean

Plnmptre's interpretation as an example of the better order, which, neverthe-

less, goes beyond the historical and exegetical occasion. *'Our Lord's words,

it may be noted," he says, " clearly imply that some sins wait for their full

forgiveness, the entire cancelling of the past, till the time of the 'age to come

'

which shall witness the great and final advent. Does this imply that repentance,

and therefore pardon, may come in the state that follows death ? We know
not, and ask questions that we cannot answer, but the words at least check the

liarsh dogmatic answer in the negative. If one sin is only thus excluded from

forgiveness in that ' coming age,' other sins cannot stand on the same level, and

the darkness behind the veil is lit up with at least a gleam of hope" {New
Testa/mentfor English Headers, on Matt. xii. 32). But is there aught to suggest

that Christ Himself has anything in view here beyond the case immediately

before Him, or that He intends those whom He addresses to have anything else

in view ? And is it not His purpose to make the terror and hopelessness of that

case unmistakable ? Dean Plumptre himself admits that, at least as regards the

particular sin spoken to, there is no forgiveness here or hereafter. He under-

stands it to mean " the ultimate stage of antagonism to God and to His trutli,

when the clearest proofs of the Divine power and goodness are distorted into

evidence that the power is evil" ; and of this he says that "human nature in

that exti-eraest debasement has identified itself with the devil nature, and must
share its doom." But this is all the question. It is not what or how many
sins may be adjudged to endless punishment, but whether there is such a thing

as a character past repentance and beyond forgiveness—such a thing as an
*' eternal sin," and ao an eternal retribution.
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favours the doctrine of a terminable penalty for the worst of

sins, or a final recovery of all sinners. On the contrary, it

is in His teaching that we find the most absolute and un-

ambiguous statements of the retributions of the future life

which the New Testament offers. It throws into the fore-

ground the large and unmistakable principles of the penalty

of sin in the after-world, man's individual accountability, the

summing - up of the Hfe of mankind in a final crisis of

judgment, the determination of the eternal lot by the exist-

ence in time. If it were the fact (as it is not) that the

Jews of Christ's time believed in the release of all from

Gehenna, it would only add to the decision and awe of Hie

words.

The finality of destiny could scarcely be more unequivocally

expressed than it is when Christ concludes His discourse of

judgment with the last contrast :
" And these shall go away

into eternal punishment : but the righteous into eternal life."
^

With this He sums up all that He says of the end of things

and the moral issues of life. The sense which this last an-

nouncement bears upon its face, and which it must have

conveyed to the common understanding, cannot but be the

true sense. Christ's words never entangle themselves with

niceties in the use of nouns or adjectives. Least of all is

it conceivable that ou an occasion like this He could have

made His meaning turn upon distinctions in the application

of the term " eternal," or upon ideas attaching to the term

for " punishment " in the G-reek philosophies. To say that

the adjective alcovco^; has one sense in the first half of the

sentence and another in the second, is the counsel oi despair.

There is no real analogy between this case and things which

are sometimes quoted as parallel to it. Sayings like " Let

the dead bury their dead " are examples of what is neither

uncommon nor unintelUgible—the employment of the same

word in its literal sense and in its figurative sense in the

same connection. But gnomic sentences of this kind at once

declare themselves as such. In the present case, on the other

liand, we should have the same word used first in a qualified

1 Matt. XXV. 46, R.Y.
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or secondary sense, and then in its unrestricted or primary

sense, and with nothing in the form of the sentence to give

warning of the change. Could Christ, speaking not to theo-

logical or linguistic experts, but to the untaught men who
formed His audience on the occasion, have intended by one

and the same descriptive term to affirm one thing of the

" punishment " and another thing of the " life " ? If the word

expresses duration, can it be that the " punishment " is de-

scribed by it as of measured continuance and the " life " as of

unmeasured ?
^

Neither will it avail to plead that the noun fcoXaac^

means something else than " punishment." That can be

urged only on the basis of etymology ; or on that of classi-

cal precedent.^ But in the life of words, usage rules, not

^ Canon Row frankly confesses tlie difficulty, and takes another way of

surmounting it than that of making the same term speak with two voices in

one breath. ''I fully admit," he says, "that the word aldivios, when united

with fw97, life, must have the same meaning as it bears when it is in the same

sentence united with the words KdXaa-is or irvp. But there is this difference be-

tween the two cases. When the £eon or seons, denoted by the word aluivios, are

coming to a close, all holy beings will still be able to look up to Him who is,

and who was, and who is to come, the Almighty, as the unchangeable Father

of mercies and the God of all comfort, and as, in His essential being, love j and

their ^abiding in lovc,^ causing them to abide in God and God in them, affords

the strongest ground for trust that their life with God will never end." He
goes on to speak of the righteous dead as living through the seons of the future

in the state of hope and trust in which the saints of Old Testament times had
to live, and did live, not a few of them, in assured faith. He asks why the

inheritor of the perfected kingdom of God should not be "satisfied with the

same assurance as supported his Jewish brother during the age in which he

lived, that God, who is unchangeable in His perfections, will never desert

them that love Him throughout all the ages of the future, when, to use

the words of the apostle, *God will be all in all.' This is an assurance on
which we may rely with far more fulness of convictiou than on a word
which varies so greatly in meaning as the word alibvios, 'eternal'" (Future

Metribution, pp. 266, 267). Whatever one may think of placing the "inheri-

tors of the perfected kingdom " thus on a level with Old Testament believers,

the admission that the term must be identical iu sense in the two clauses is

worth notice.

^ The chief passage is the well-known one m Aristotle's Mketoric (i. 10)

;

8ia<pipet 8k Ti/xiopia Kal K6\a(ris' i] fiiv yb.p KbXaats rod irdaxovros 'iveKd icrtv' i] 5k

TifjLUjpla rod irotovvros, tva a.Troir\T]pu)dT}. Of. Ethic. Nicom, iv. 5 ; Plato's Fro-

'tagm-as, 323 E, 324 A, etc. The distinction is so far valid, that even in the

Biblical occurrences, as Trench acknowledges, "inK6Xao-ts the relation of the
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etymology
J
and classical precedent, even if admitted, holds

but in part. It is true that the Greek philosophers dis-

tinguish KoKaat<i from rifjioypiaj understanding the former to

relate to the case of him who suffers, and thus to be disci-

plinary or corrective ; the latter to relate to the case of him

who inflicts, and thus to be penal or retributive. But the

distinction is not absolute, even in non-Biblical Greek ;
^ and

the usage of classical Greek is neither our only nor our surest

guide to the usage of New Testament Greek. Its use in the

Apocryphal books and elsewhere makes it clear that in

Hellenistic Greek fcokaa-t^ denoted punishment] and it has

the same meaning in early Christian literature.^ The anti-

thesis to " life " confirms the penal sense of the saying, which

carries with it the solemn and deliberate emphasis of the

last word in the parable of judgment.

But this is by no means the only word which a faithful

exegesis finds it impossible to relieve of this awful signifi-

cance. In the same discourse " the kingdom prepared from

the foundation of the world " has for its contrast " the eternal

fire which is prepared for the devil and his angels."^ It

is but to play with the words to say that it is the fire^not,

the punishment, that is described as eternal. The " fire " is

bhe figure of a punishment undefined, and it is this that is

said to be eternal. Could there be any more absolute ex-

pression of the fate of the " cursed " than this, which makes

it one with that of demons ? Is there anywhere in our

Lord's recorded teaching any hint that in the case of the

punishment to the punished, in rifxwpla to the punisher, is predominant" {New

Testament Synonyms, p. 24), See also "Webster, Syntax and Synonyms of tlve

Greek New Testament, p. 218.

^ Plutarch uses the noun in the retributive sense, and the verb of the

penalties of the after-life ; De sera num. mnd. §§ 9, 11, 25.

2 See, e.g., Wisd. xi. 14, xvi. 2, 24, xix. 4 ; 2 Mace. iv. 38 ; Philo, Ve Vita

Mffys. i. 16 ; Clem. Eom. 2 Cor. vi. 7 ; Justin, 1 Apol. 43, 2 Apol. 8 ; Testam.

XII. Patr., Reuben 5, Lev. 4. Alcin to this is its use in the LXX. (sbS^qfendi-

culum) Ezek. xiv. 3, 4, 7, xviii. 30, xliv. 12. Compare also the use of the verb

KoKd^etv in Wisd. iii. 4, xi. 5, xvi. 1, xviii. 11, etc.; 1 Mace. vii. 7 ; 2 Mace. vi.

14 ; 3 Esdr. viii. 27. In 2 Pet. ii. 9, KoXa^of^ivovs clearly refers to those who

are in a penal state, in reserve for final judgment.

3 Matt. XXV. 41, R.V.
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latter the fire is a limited, purifying fire, any hope of a final

recovery of Satan or Satanic spirits ?
^

The same impression of finality is conveyed, more or less

distinctly, by all Christ's sayings on the issues of God's king-

dom and of man's life. He turns the eye of hope to the

perfection of the kingdom, but He speaks of that as coming

by the way of a decisive separation at the end, as well as by

the process of a gradual development. The tares and the

wheat grow together for a period, but at last there is the

time of harvest, when the former shall be bound in bundles

for the burning, and the latter shaU be gathered into barns
;

and the parable is explained by Himself to mean that at " the

end of the world " they who do iniquity shall be cast into

" the furnace of fire."
^

In Christ's own words the last issues of life are given

with a notable frequency, in different forms of discourse, and

sometimes in outline, sometimes in larger representation.

They have a significant place in His more direct utterances,

as well as in His parabolic teaching. In speaking of them

He uses a remarkable variety of terms, adapted to the

^ Some interpreters have much to say of certain differences between the

terms in which the two classes are respectively addressed. Little can be made
of any difference which turns upon the anarthrous KaTijpa/jLivoi, in face of the

uncertain reading. Something is suggested by the unqualified "ye cursed," in

contrast with the *'ye blessed of My Father," and by the fact that the kingdom
is said to be prepared for those blessed ones themselves, while the fire is said to

be prepared, not for these cursed ones, but for the devil and his angels. The
effect of all, however, is not to soften the announcement of doom, but to

represent that doom more positively, as inevitable and of the men's own
determining.

2 Matt. xiii. 24-30, 37-43. The originality of the parable itself is surely

beyond question. The originality of the explanation in vers. 37-43 is chal-

lenged by some (including Weiss), particularly on the ground of some supposed

difference between it and the parable. But there is nothing in the explanation

that Is not in substance, and almost in terms, In the parable. The phrase

(rvvTiXeia rod aKavos, "the consummation of the age," which Is peculiar to

Matthew's narrative, points to the Second Coming and the Judgment ; as in

4 Esdr. vil. 43 we have the statement, "dies enim judicii erit finis temporis

hujus et initium futuri immortalitatis temporis." It is an apocalyptic phrase.

The " furnace of fire " and the "weeping and gnashing of teeth," figurative

expressions as they are, surely denote a penal condition, and that condition is

connected here with the end of the whole present order of things.
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different kinds of sin which are immediately in His view.

Exclusion from the kingdom, banishment from Himself, is the

end of those who have the language of faith but not its

fruits ;
^ repudiation is the sentence of those who deny Him

before men.^ Inability to enter the kingdom of heaven is the

judgment of the merciless and the ambitious ;
^ weeping and

gnashing of teeth, that of the selfish.^ The doom of the unfaith-

ful is to be cut asunder and have a portion with unbelievers ;
^

the outer darkness is the destiny of the unprofitable.®

The terms are many. They differ according to the occa-

sion ; but they all carry with them the sense of finality, and

suggest nothing beyond the issues which they state. Nor is

this confined to sayings which are associated more or less

definitely with the thought of the future judgment. The

same impression is conveyed by many of His words which

are of larger and more general meaning—those which speak

of losing one's soul or forfeiting one's life,^ of perishing,^ of

dying in one's sins,® of its being good never to have been

born;^^ those, too, in which, leaving the exclusion of the

opposite class to suggest itself, He declares eternal life to be

for him who believes ;
'' and those in which, giving both

aspects of the spiritual condition, He says of him who

believes, that he " is not judged," but of him who beUeves

not, that he " hath been judged already." ^^

Christ's own teaching, we must conclude, gives the sig-

1 Matt. vii. 21-23. ^ ]y[a,t;t. x. 33 ; Luke ix. 26.

3 Matt, xviii. 3, 35. * Matt. xiii. 43. ^ Matt. xii. 40.

6 Matt. xxy. 30. ^ Mark viii. 36, « John iii. 16.

9 John viii. 21, 24.

^'^ Matt. xxvi. 24; Mark xiv. 21. A popular or proverbial saying certainly,

and to be taken vrith the limitations proper to all such sayings
;
yet pointing to

a position terrible enough to make non-existence preferable to existence.

1^ John iii. 15.

^2 John iii. 18. "Wie also," says Holtzmann (Ifandcommentarj m loc),

"das cwige Leben schon gegenwartiger Besitz, so das Gericht gegenwartiger

Vorgang, innere Thatsache." The last judgment is the revelation and con-

lirmation of this present moral judgment, which the rejector of Christ practi-

cally passes upon himself. There is no inconsistency between the two ideas

of judgment, nor any lack of harmony between the different statements of

the Fourth Gospel on the subject. Christ speaks here to a teacher in Israel,

who knew how Old Testament prophecy connected judgment with the Day of
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nificance of finality to the moral decisions of the present life.

If there are possibilities of change, forgiveness, relaxation of

penalty, or cessation of punishment in the future life, His

words at least do not reveal them. He never softens the

awful responsibilities of this life even by the dim adumbration

of such possibilities. His recorded sayings nowhere suggest

the provision of ministries of grace, whether new or con-

tinued, in the after-existence. They nowhere speak of a

place of repentance unto life in the other world. They no-

where open the prospect of remedial discipline in the dis-

embodied state, or of terminable award in the condition which

follows the great day. They bring the two events, death and

judgment, into relation, and give no disclosure of an inter-

mediate state with untold potentialities of Divine love and

human surrender. They never traverse the principle that

this life is the scene of opportunity, and this world the theatre

of human fates.

The truths of the judgment, the resurrection, and the

last awards, by which faith has held through all the Christian

centuries, are all recognised in their broad features in Christ's

own words. Much that is adventitious has been associated

with them. They have been subjected to a hard literalism

of interpretation, in which the spirit has sometimes been lost

in the letter. They have suffered at the hands of a high

mysticism and a forced spiritualism which have negatived all

that is objective in them. Extravagant applications have

been made of them ; ruthless conclusions have been wrung
from them. Theology has often mistaken the proportion

which is assigned to the different parts in the Gospels them-

selves, and given an exaggerated prominence to the more
sombre aspects of these truths. But the truths themselves

are in Christ's teaching.

This is the testimony which an unprejudiced exegesis has

the Lord and tiie fulfilment of Messianic hope. " Nicodemus is to know,"
says Lnthardt, "that this judgment is to remain a thing of the future. The
presence of the Son is for the salvation of the world. Yet that future judg-
ment is already decided internally by the relation which each man assumes
towards the person of Jesus and towards His self-revelation" [Commentary^
in toe, Clark's tians.).
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to offer, as it examines His words in the light of our present

knowledge of Jewish beliefs and ideas. Theologians have

tried many ways of mitigating the awe of His declarations on

the retributive order of the future life and the finality of its

awards. They have xirged that even His most decisive

sayings put only a hypothetical case ; that they are spoken

only for regulative purposes, with less behind them than they

seem to imply ; that they point to penalties which may be

eternal, but which will lessen in degree as sin lessens and

character changes in the other world ; that the most solemn

of them are uttered with a view to conditions which precede

the last arbitrament of lives,^ But these are vain expedients.

The testimony of the Gospels, read with an open eye in the

^ Rothe, e.g., attempts to show that most of those words of our Lord whicK

are usually understood to bear upon the final recompense of the wicked, speak

only in general terms of the retributions falling on those who die outside the

pale of grace, or on those who are found alive at His Parousia, without reference

to the last judgment and the conditions subsequent to it. He admits, however,

that there are passages which cannot be thus disposed of. He confesses there

are some which certainly deal with what follows the judgment ; although he

thinks little can be made of these, because they are largely tigurative, or have

classes and generations of men in view rather than individuals (Matt. x. 15, xi,

22-24, xii. 41, 42 ; Luke x. 12-14). He makes the further acknowledgment

that there are also some (of which John v. 28, 29 is an unambiguous example)

to which even these qualifications do not apply. He supposes, however, that

these last speak of penalties which work themselves out in the gradual extinc-

tion of the existence of their subjects. See his Dogmatik, Zweiter Theil, Zweite

Abtheil. § 47 ; Theologische Ethihj iii. § 596. Professor H. H. Wendt, again,

does not indeed deny that the doctrine of a final judgment appears in Christ's

words ; but he limits the application of what Christ says of His own judicial

function in Matt. xxv. to those who shall he found on earth at His return {The

TeacM-ng of Jesus, ii. p. 279, Clark's trans.). Dr. Samuel Davidson thinks

that much must be allowed for the fact that we cannot be certain whether in

each case we have the genuine saying of our Lord, the writers often attributing

to Him their own conceptions of things. His words being also subjectto modi-

fication as they were rendered from Aramaic into Greek. He acknowledges,

however, that these and other "apologetic remarks are insufficient to expel the

idea [of the eternity of future punishment] from Christ's words.'* Unable to

dissociate the doctrine from Christ's teaching, he explains it away as an

accommodation to popular ideas, a thing which formed no part of His "funda-

mental conceptions "
; and, with regard to the broader question, he pronounces

it "inconsistent with His loving spirit to limit the possibility of salvation to

the few years of this life" {The Doctrine of Last Things, pp. 113-116). The

conclusions reached by Professor Beyschlag in his NeutestamentUche Theologie

(i. pp. 201-211) may also be noticed. He denies that Matt. xxv. 31-46 is the
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light of the history of Jewish thought, remains what we ha^-e

found it to be ; and there are but two ways of disposing of it,

short of frank and reverent acceptance. One way is to take

it as the record, reliable so far as that goes, of imperfect

recollections of Christ^s words, and honest but partial and

mistaken apprehensions of Christ's meaning—a record of the

mind of the evangelists as ascribed to Christ, rather than of

Christ's mind as reported by the evangelists. The other is to

take it as a true account of Christ's words and a just repre-

sentation of His meaning, and seek relief from it by assuming

a philosophical superiority to it, and treating it as a pro-

visional form of truth, or an accommodation to the limited

ideas of the period and the country. Either way is a con-

fession that Christ's teaching, as it comes to us in the

evangelical narratives, contains those solemn truths of the

Divine judgment of men and the eternal awards.

Yet Christ's words are words of grace, and His doctrine

is a revelation of life. If the voice of the Old Testament

was the voice of hope, much more are hope and the grace of

life the primary, message of Christ. To set the crown of

completeness on the partial and measured revelation of the

future which came by the Old Testament, to give certainty to

the dim aspirations, the glad surmises, the far anticipations of

psalmist and prophet, to iUumine and justify the witness

which man's life bears within itself to its own immortality,

—

this is the burden and the purpose of His doctrine. " The

belief in a future life," it is said, " is not derived from revela-

picture of a final, universal judgment of mankind, and takes it to be simply a

larger statement of the general principle which is expressed in Matt. x. 42, that

no deed of love done to Christ's disciples in men's service of Him in this world

shall lose its reward. He speaks of the accepted doctrine of the things of the

end as an impracticable doctrine, and argues that many of our Lord's words
favour the idea of limited penalties, the continuance of opportunity, the possi-

bility of change of character after death. But he confesses that all this fails to

eliminate from Christ's teaching the doctrine of a final determination of men's
destinies. He admits, also, that our Lord never affirms an ultimate restoration

of all ; that however His words regarding the worm that dieth not, the man
for whom it would be good that ho had not been born, and the sin against the

Holy Ghost, may be qualified or explained. He regards it as possible that

freedom may be so used and sin so indulged as to result in a final rejection of

grace, a final incapacity to yield to tlije Divine love.
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tion, though greatly strengthened by it. It is the growing

sense of human nature respecting itself. . . . And this

sense of a future life and judgment to come has been so

quickened in us by Christianity, that it may be said almost to

have been created by it. It is the witness of Christ Himself,

than which to the Christian no assurance can be greater. He
who meditates on this Divine life in the brief narrative which

has been preserved of it, will find the belief in another world

come again to him when many physical and metaphysical

proofs are beginning to be as broken reeds. He will find

more than enough to balance the dif&culties of the manner
' how * or the time ' when

'
; he will find, as he draws nearer

to Christ, a sort of impossibility of believing otherwise." ^

This is true. Yet it is not the sense of a mere meta-

physical immortality that Christ has created. It is the

assurance of eternal life. His gift to men is not the inculca-

tion of the truth of an endless existence, not any dogma of the

soul's deathless perpetuity, but the revelation of a higher life,

and the inspiration of a hope stronger than aU speculation, •

sacredly governing conduct, and accessible to the humblest

soul. He has made this ours by His teaching. But He has

made it ours in larger measure by the historical manifestation

of Himself. In Himself, in His life and in His resurrection,

aU that Ethnic thought and Old Testament faith reached

after has become real. His Divine life on earth is the final

evidence of immortality, and not of that only, but of a per-

fection of being for man in that immortality. The certainties

of being, the light of eternity, the completions of the future,

the achieved ideal of the Divine kingdom, the recompense of

service, the vision of God, the pleasures at His right hand, are

the primary and immediate purpose of His teaching. Life,

eternal life, the great reward, the kingdom, the existence like

the angels, the inheritance, the throne, the glory, the treasure

in heaven, the joy of the Lord, the place prepared, the

Father's house,—this is that of which all His words, whether

of hope or of awe, are meant to give assurance.

^ Jowett's St. PauVs £ipistles to the ThessalonianSf GalatianSj Romans, i. pp.

122, 123.
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The doctrine of Christ was not to be given to man as a stiff and dead

letter, in a fixed and inflexible form, but, as the word of the Spirit and

of life, was to be proclaimed in and by its life in living variation and

variety. Men enlightened by the Divine Spirit caught up these doctrines

and appropriated them in a living manner, according to their respective

differences in education and life. These differences were to manifest the

living unity, the richness and depth of the Christian spirit according to

the various modes of human conception, unconsciously complementing

and explaining each other. For Christianity is meant for all men, and

can adapt itself to the most varied human characters, transform them

and unite them in a higher unity. For the various peculiarities and

fundamental tendencies in human nature are designed to work in and

with one another at all times for the realisation of the idea of humanity,

the presentation of the kingdom of God in humanity.

—

Neander.

The Holy Spirit prej)ared these men to receive the truth of God,

purified their desire for the ministry of the word, and thus prevented

errors of thought and action, which might have compromised the cause

they were called to serve ; they, on their part, placed at the service of

this same cause their natural faculties, and the peculiar powers of their

mind, their understanding, learning, eloquence. . . . Even among the

writers, one j)ossessed a more practised pen than another, and there were

among them marked differences of style. One rose into the region of

speculation, while another found his sphere in popular and practical

exhortation. The various phases under which the inexhaustible treasure

of the gospel presented itself were not all discovered at once, nor were

all appropriated with equal readiness. The pole which attracted the

magnet of the conscience or the reason did not occupy, in relation to all,

the same point in the circle of revelation. All these influences gave a

distinct individuality to each of the sacred writers. Systematic theology

may be under the necessity, and may have the right, of seeking above all

these shades of difference the unity of the ray of Divine light of which

they show the various hues as in a prism ; but historic theology has

quite another task ; it is bound faithfully to note and record every

varying shade that characterises the apostles as men, as writers, and as

thinkers.

—

Eeuss.
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CHAPTER I

THE APOSTOLIC DOCTRINE AND THE NON-CANONICAL

LITERATURE

FEOM Christ's own words ou the Future we proceed

natui'ally to those of His Apostles. The Pauline

doctrine, however, requires separate treatment. Its magni-

tude and its comparative completeness make that necessary.

We speak at present, therefore, of the Apostolic doctrine

generally, meaning by that the truths to which expression is

given in the various New Testament writings, exclusive of

the records of our Lord's words and the discourses and

Epistles of St, Paul. Christ's own teaching is the primary

fount of all Christian theology. But that teaching does not

stand absolutely alone, apart in its own Divine authority and

originality, and unrelated to aught before it or after it. It is

in living connection both with what precedes it and with

what follows it, the fulfilment of the one and the inspiration

of the other. If its roots are discovered in the thought of

psalmist and prophet, its increase is seen in the teaching of

evangelist and apostle. It gives a new form to the ideas of

the Old Testament, and furnishes the point of issue for the

doctrine of Gospel and Epistle.

"It is hard to imagine," says Professor Jowett in his

well-known essay on " Atonement and Satisfaction," " that

there can be any truer expression of the Gospel than the

words of Christ Himself, or that any truth that is omitted by

Him can be essential to the Gospel. ' The disciple is not

above his IMaster, nor the servant greater than his lord.' The

philosophy of Plato was not better understood by his followers

than by himself ; nor can we allow that the Gospel is to be
319 .
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interpreted by the Epistles, or that the Sermon on the Mount

is only half-Christian, and needs the fuller inspiration of the

Epistle to the Hebrews. There is no trace in the words of

our Saviour of any omission or imperfection ; there is no

indication in the Epistles of any intention to complete or

perfect them. How strange it would have seemed in the

Apostle St. Paul, who thought himself unworthy ' to be called

an apostle, because he persecuted the Church of God,' to find

that his own words were preferred in after-ages to those of

Christ Himself ! " ^ So is the case put by the late Master of

Balliol when, pointing to the inconsiderable place which the

idea of "sacrifice" has in Christ's own words as compared

with the use made of it by Paul, he argues that the confes-

sional doctrine of the Atonement is an unchartered doctrine,

or a dogma possessing merely a rudimentary and provisional

value. And the principle involved in this is given as one of

universal application.

But this is to take a very partial view of Christ and His

words. There is a distinction between Christ's teaching and

that of His Apostles, the distinction between the original and

the derived ; and the student has to inquire whether the

latter is in complete accordance with the former. But Christ

was not a mere teacher. His primary mission was not to

publish so much new truth ; neither are His words the only

things to be taken into account in interpreting His gift to

mankind. His miracles, His sufferings, all the deeds that He

did, the things to which He submitted, His personality, His

life, His death, His resurrection, and not His teaching alone,

make the revelation we have from Him and express the truths

He communicated. His words themselves, too, if on some

subjects they are few in number, are of such limitless reach

that those of the Apostles are in part a disclosure of what

is implicit in them, and in part an application to particular

circumstances of the principles which are embodied in them.

There is a sense in which the Apostolic doctrine is supple-

mentary to Christ's. We have no reason to suppose that our

Lord's entire teaching is contained in the words which the

^ The Epistles of St. Paul to the Thessalonians^ Galaticms, Romans, ii. p. 555.
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Gospels have preserved for us. It was one of the primary

objects of His active ministry to train the Apostles for their

future work ; and it is the testimony of Luke that this was

not confined to the time before His death, but was continued

duriag the period between His resurrection and His ascension.

In these forty days—days which must have been rich beyond

all our imagining in results giving shape to the future—He
was engaged in " opening their mind that they might under-

stand the Scriptures " and in " speaking the things concerning

the kingdom." ^ But the terms in which He did this are left

almost wholly untold. His own teaching was also limited by

regard to His audience. He had to accommodate Himself

and His words to the capacities of His hearers, for whom a

large preparatory education was necessary. His teaching

was further Hmited by the fact that the things which made
the revelation of life given by Him, did not all fall within

the space of His active ministry in Galilee and Judsea. There

was an advance in His communication of truth, which moved
accordant with the several stages of His work. The complete

doctrine of what He was, what He taught, and what He
brought to humanity, could only be given when that work

was finished, and when the whole revelation of grace and

truth in Him was crowned by His resurrection. The Apostles

base their teaching on the knowledge which they had of the

person and words of Christ. They base it also on the com-

munication of the Spiiit, who had been promised to " teach
"

them all things, and to " bring to their remembrance " all that

He had said to them.^ Under these conditions their doctrine

is in some things a more developed doctrine.^

There is this first difference, therefore, a difference due to

^ Luke xxiv. 5 ; Acts i. 3.

2 John xiv. 26 ; Acts i, 22, 23 ; 1 John i. 1 and ii. 27,

^ On this see "Weiss, Biblical Theology of the New Testament^ i. p, 47, Eng.
trans. He points out how inadmissible it is '*to measure the truthfulness of

the niore fully developed apostolic teaching by its being already found in the
teaching of Jesus." This is true, so far as one may say that to "measure the
truthfulness" of every point in the doctrine of the Apostles by the question

whether it is found in definite cumL expressed form in Christ's own recorded

teaching, is to subject it to a mistaken test.

21
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the historical conditions under which Christ's mission was

accomplished and His teaching given. There is a further

difference, due to the circumstance that His doctrine of the

kingdom was addressed to the Jews, while that of the Apostles

was directed to audiences of other types, Gentile more than

Jewish. There is something, too, in the form that distin-

guishes the teaching of the Apostles from that of Christ—the

more reasoned method of the former, the more intuitive order

of the latter. " The more the personality of the Lord was

unique in its kind," it is well said, " the more unique also His

mode of teaching. . . . Hence in all His many-sidedness of

expression, there is no analysis, no mere conceptions, no use

of subtleties ; all is concrete and intuitive. This form of

teaching could not pass on to the Apostles ; they were com-

pelled to adopt a more conceptional and argumentative line

of teaching ; and hence the individual differences, which all

the illumination of the Divine Spirit failed to remove." ^

But these differences do not imply any lack of harmony

between the Apostolic teaching and Christ's ; neither do they

mean that the developed doctrine of the other New Testament

books goes beyond the principles of the doctrine of Christ, as

these are gathered from the record of His sayings in the

Gospels. His teaching is the " light which breaks forth in

different colours," in that of the Apostles.^

It is not necessary to entangle our inquiry with the many

questions of literary criticism which are connected with the

Apostolic writings. It is enough to look at these writings

broadly, as representatives of different types of New Testa-

ment teaching, and of different stages in the history of those

types. Apart from all questions of authorship, some of these

writings may be fairly taken as reflections of the earlier type

of Christian doctrine ; others, of the later. Some wiU repre-

sent the form that is most characteristic of Peter and the

Petrine circle ; others, the form peculiar to John and the

Johannine circle; others, a form still more distinctively

Jewish. There are differences to be recognised between dif-

^ Schmid, Biblical Theology of the New Testament^ p. 332, Clark's trans.

2 Oosterzee, The Theology of the New TestaTneTity p. %Qj Eng. trans.
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ferent groups of writings, differences arising from the indivi-

dualities of the writers. But these do not imply the existence

of contradictory, or even of heterogeneous, elements in these

writings. There are critical questions, too, affecting the

Apostolic literature, to which regard must be had in their

proper place. But there are books, sufficient in number and

rich enough in contents to form a satisfactory basis for our

inquiry, which are practically outside the surge of criticism.

Others, for which the same certainty of date and origin cannot

be claimed, are so far in harmony with these, that they can

be dealt with as of the same Apostolic circle and the same

type of teaching.

The Apostolic doctrine, as it lies in these books, is seen at

a glance to have many points of affinity with the ideas of the

Old Testament. But it is also seen to have much to distinguish

it from these ideas. In the case of some of the books, the

Epistles of John, for example, and the Epistle to the Hebrews,

there is a difference which makes itself felt at once, between

their style and that of the prophets. In these writings

generally there is much that speaks of the modification of

ancient Hebrew faith and phraseology which had taken place.

It is of the utmost consequence that we should know how far

this modification went, and what the popular ideas had come

to be after the close of Old Testament prophecy. In the case

of our Lord's teaching we have found it necessary to get at

the behefs, opinions, and forms of expression which were

current in His time, and which made the basis of His doctrine

or the medium through which it had to be given. In the

case of the Apostolic teaching, it is even more necessary to

understand the beliefs and opinions of those days, and the

Jewish ways of speech, Eor the impress of these things is

deeper there.

Fortunately, we have a considerable body of literature

bearing more or less directly upon the process of change, and
making us acquainted with the ideas with which the people

were conversant. It is not so complete as we could wish,

when we think of its original extent. One of the later

products of the pseudonymous Jewish pen speaks of seventy
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books of its own order.^ Statements of this kind are obviously

rhetorical exaggerations, which must be taken with great

abatements. But they point at least to the existence of a

very large literature, much of which has perished. Most that

remains of it requires more exhaustive study than it has yet

received. This literature not only colours the Apostolic writ*

ings, but is at times quoted in them. We have made frequent

use of it in interpreting our Lord's teaching. It must be

kept no less carefully in view in interpreting the teaching of

the Apostles.

It must be used, however, with discretion, and with due

regard to the fact that it is neither all of one piece, nor all

equally relevant to our present purpose. Excluding the

writings of Josephus and Philo, from which less is obtained

than might have been expected, this literature falls into three

distinct divisions, the Babbinical, the Ajpocryphal, and the

PseudepigrapMc,

There is a disposition to turn first to the BahUnical books

—Mishna, Talmud, Midrash, and Targums. But these are in

the main only of secondary value. The Mishna, the oldest

extant collection of Jewish tradition, gives the pronounce-

ments of men belonging to the period from about 70 a.d. to

200 A.D. It does not appear to have been put together till

near the end of the second century. The Tosephta, another

compendium of legal tradition, is the work of the third

century. The Palestinian and Babylonian Gemaras are re-

ferred, the one to the middle of the fpurth century, the

other to the middle of the sixth. The older commentaries

or Midrashimy MecMlta, Siphra, Siphre, do not go farther

back than the second century of our era. The oldest Tar^

gums, those of Onkelos on the Pentateuch and Jonathan on the

Prophets, have been thought to belong to the beginning of

the Christian era. But it is now seen that, in their revised

and edited form, they cannot be earlier than the third or

fourth century. All these books embody older traditions.

But it is difficult to separate the older from the more recent,

and to say how far back their contents carry us. Top muQb
* 4 Esdras xiv. 46 (Latin text), xiv. 51 (Etliiopic),
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is made of this literature. It is a literature of a scholastic

rather than a popular character. In its present form it must

be assigned to a comparatively late date. An undue con-

fidence is placed in it, when it is appealed to as a primary

witness to the Messianic beliefs in general, and to the eschato-

logical ideas in particular, which were current among the

Jews when Christ and His Apostles taught.

The Apocryphal literature, again, has the disadvantage of

reflecting less the conditions of opinion and beHef which were

common to the Jewish people as a whole, than those which

were characteristic of one great division of the race. Written

as it is in Greek, or by Grsecising Jews, it represents Hebrew
faith as modified by Hellenic thought. Its earlier books are

coloured by the Platonic philosophy ; its later betray the

influence of Stoic ideas. In it, too, the Messianic hope

retreats into the background. Nevertheless it is always of

interest, and often of great value, in relation to our subject.

One of its most remarkable pieces, the Wisdom of Jesus the

Son of Sirach, rather creates new problems, it is true, than

helps us to follow out the course of the enlargement of

Jewish faith. Written originally in Hebrew, and belonging

to about the period 190—170 B.C., it has a singular place in

the literature of the Jewish sages, and no less singular a

position in the history of the doctrine of a future existence.

It lay so near the religious life of those early days that it

has been described as " the ' Church Book,' first for the Jews

and then for the Christians, their 'Whole Duty of Man,'

their ' Imitation.' " ^ Yet it cannot be called more than the

book of acquiescence in man's mortality. A few things in it

'—certain references to Samuel, Elijah, and Enoch—have

been supposed to suggest more than this ; and one or two

passages have even been thought to point to the hope of a

resurrection.^ But it is extremely doubtful whether any
such meaning belongs to them. In what it sayS of the

future, the book, as a whole, is of the spirit of Ecclesiastes

^ Stanley's Lectures on the History of the Jewish Churchf iii. p, 267.

^ These are xlvi. 12, xlviii. II, xlix. 10. The late Professor Graetz thought

it possible that xlviii. 11 might refer to the resurrection.
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rather than of the spirit of Job or the Psalms. There is

nothing in it that speaks of an objective immortality, far less

of the hope of the resurrection. The immortality which it

looks to is the name which the departed leave behind them,

and the life which they live in their children.

This is the burden of Een Sirach :
" death, how bitter

is the remembrance of thee to a man that liveth at rest in

his possessions, unto the man that hath nothing to vex him,

and that hath prosperity in all things
;
yea, unto him that is

yet able to receive meat ! death, acceptable is thy sen-

tence unto the needy, and unto him whose strength faileth,

that is now in the last age, and is vexed with all things, and

to him that despaireth, and hath lost patience I Fear not

the sentence of death, remember them that have been before

thee, and that come after; for this is the sentence of the

Lord over all flesh. And why art thou against the pleasure

of the Most High ? there is no inquisition in the grave,

whether thou have Kved ten, or an hundred, or a thousand

years." ^ The absence of the note of faith in an after-life on

the part of a Jew of this period, who was instructed as the

writer of this book appears to have been, is certainly a

singular fact. It is all the more so because he represents

himself as giving rather the wisdom of those who preceded

him, than anything of his own.^

It is different with the Hochma book, which we owe to

a devout Jewish sage, belonging to the period between the

Son of Sirach and Philo. The faith in a future life, which

gives character to the Wisdom of Solomon, it is true, is in

many respects unlike that which inspires the ApostoUc

writers. It is abstract and reasoned. It sustains itself on

argument rather than on experience of God and the divine

1 xli. 1-4 (Churton).

2 "If Ben Sira was sucli a student of Scripture," asks Professor Cheyne,

"how is it that the higher Scripture teaching On the future did not penetrate

him ? " This is the difficulty which he thinks is created by Ecclesiasticus. He

solves the difficulty by supposing that if any of the Psalms or other parts of

the Old Testament, which expressed the higher view, were in existence when

the book was written, they were either not known or not interpreted in the

fulness of their sense {Bampton Lectures, ut sup. p. 410).
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life, and it lacks the concrete form of a future for man in the

complete integrity of his being. But the definiteness of its

faith in immortality, the strength of conviction with which

the doctrine of an after-life is expressed, the Hebrew and

Hellenic elements which meet in it, the lofty assurance of

the final reward of righteousness which beats in it, give it an

exceptional value. There are other things which add to the

interest of this remarkable product of Alexandrian Judaism.

There is the Messianic faith, which is to some extent recog-

nisable in it. There are also remarkable resemblances which

appear at certain points between it and the ApostoHc books,

especially the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of John,

and the Epistle to the Romans. Ewald thinks it entitled to

a place in the Messianic literature, and not to be classed

merely with the Greek imitations. He calls attention to the

" magic words and thoughts heard for the first time out of

this Greek book, which reminds us strikingly of the New
Testament " ; and speaks of the " deep glow which, with all

its apparent tranquillity, streams through its veins." " But

for such books," he says, " there are many things which it

would be difficult to understand in a Paul, a John, and their

contemporaries. In the nervous energy of his proverbial

style, and in the depth of his representations, we have a

premonition of John, and in the conception of heathenism a

preparation for Paul, like a warm rustle of spring ere its

time is fully come."^

Of equal or even greater interest are the Boohs of Mdcca-

lees, which give so vivid a view of the beliefs and aspirations

of the Jewish people in the period between the middle of the

second century before Christ and the first century after

Christ. Important as the First Book is for the light which

it casts upon the history of the years 175—135 B.C., it has

not the value of the Second Booh as a witness to the faith in

immortality. Where the former is silent, the latter is

eloquent on the certainties of immortality; rich in the

expression of a faith in the blessedness of a future life, which

made men and women superior to the terrors of . the most
^ History of Israel^ v. pp. 484, 485, Carpenter's trans.
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cruel martyrdom. This Second Book surpasses all the earlier

Apocryphal writings, not only in the magnitude which is

given to the belief in a resurrection and a judgment, but in

the distinct and enlarged form in which these truths are

exhibited. Its spirit reappears in the so-called Fourth Booh

of Maccabees, a composition of a rhetorical style and a more

scholastic method, which belongs probably to about the time

of Josephus, and seeks, by its glowing descriptions of the

compensations and felicities of the after-life, to fire the Jewish

people with courage to suffer for their Law.

It is no inconsiderable contribution, therefore, that is

made by these books to our knowledge of the condition of

belief. They are an important aid to the interpretation of

the Apostolic writings. A still richer field, however, and a

more pertinent testimony, are furnished by the Pseudonymous

or Fseiidejoigraphic literature. Of this literature the section

which yields us most is that which includes the various

Jewish Apocalypses. Among these, special importance be-

longs to the Book of Enocli^—the curious composition so fre-

quently referred to in early Christian writings, and so strangely

lost sight of till Bruce's discovery of the Ethiopic version in

Abyssinia in 1773; the Fourth Booh of Fsdras, written

possibly at Eome near the end of the first century of our

era, and known to us now in a number of versions, Latin,

Ethiopic, Arabic, Armenian, Syriac, and fragmentarily in Greek;

and the Apocalypse of Baruch, a book almost wholly unknown

^ Much has been done of late to help lis to understand this curious book,

and more may be looked for at no distant date. Mr. Joseph Hal6vy is under-

stood to have in hand a new critical Hebrew translation on the basis of Dill-

mann's text. Considerable fragments of the Greek text, discovered in Egypt,

are published by M. Bouriant in the ninth volume of the M^moires ;pubU4s par.

Us memhres de la Mission arcMologique fran^aise au Caire. "We have an

amended edition by the late Professor Dillmann in the SitzungsbeHchte d. KgL
Pr&uss. Acad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin, 1892. Dr. Goldschmidt attempts a retrans-

lation of the book in his Das Buck Henoch aus dem JSthiopischen in die.

ursprilnglich hehrdische Abfassungssprache zii^riXckiXbersetzt, 1892. Pastor Lods

has given us a useful edition under the title, Le Livre d'S'^noch', Frag-'

mcnts grecs, dScouvcrts d AJchmim, publics avec les variantes du text dthiopient

traduits et annotis. The very complete and valuable edition by Mr. R. H
Charles, M.A., of Exeter College, Oxford, issued by the Clarendon Press in

1893, is the best for the English student.
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till Ceriani's publication of it little more than a quarter of a

century ago.

Other writings, more or less akin, also deserve notice.

Among these is the Book of Jubilees^ which founds upon the

historical books of the Old Testament, as the Apocalypse of

Baruch follows the pattern of the prophetical. It is Pharisaic

in spirit, with an extravagant doctrine of the Sabbath, and

with an eschatology which dilates on the doom of rebel angels,

and their detention in the depths of earth until the day of

judgment. Another, the Assumption of Moses, is of interest for

its doctrine of the four hours which precede the end of things.

A third, the Ascension of Isaiah^ in which the Lord's Second

Coming seems to be regarded as impending, has the special

interest of being perhaps the oldest non-canonical Christian

writing. With some probability it is referred to a date a little

before the destruction of Jerusalem. A fourth, the Testaments

of the . Twelve Fatriarchs, belongs to a somewhat later period,

perhaps to the first decade of the second century A.i).

But of much greater interest are those curious Jewish-

Christian productions, the Sibylline Oracles, which are quoted

so often and with such reverence by early Christian writers.

The oldest section of these remarkable poems is probably

that extending from line 114 to line 807 (Greek text) of

the third book; and it happens that the part which exhibits

the Messianic hope, and is therefore of most value in relation

to our subject, is included within the last few hundred lines

of this third book. Unfortunately, these Sibyllines have

come down to us only in the most confused and uncertain

form. " The curse of pseudonymous authorship/' says Pro-

fessor Schiirer, " seems to have prevailed very specially over

these oracles. Every reader and writer allowed himself to

complete what existed after his own pleasure, and to arrange

tlie scattered papers now in one, now in an opposite manner.

^ To Mr. Charles, who has done so much for the Book of Enochs -we are

indebted for a translation of the Book oj Jubilees (contributed to the JewisU

QimrUrly Review) ; for an important edition, published in 1895 under the title,

The Etkiopic Version of the Sehrew Book of Jubilees, containing Texts, Documents,

cmd Extracts, chiefly from MSS. in the Bodleicm and other Oxford libraries;

and for a Commentary, The Book of Jubilees, 1902, See also Preface above.
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Evidently, much was at first circulated in detached portions,

and the collection of these afterwards made by some admirer

was a very accidental one. Hence duplicates of many por-

tions are found in different places. And the manuscripts

which have come down to us exhibit great discrepancies in

the arrangement." ^

To these must be added the Psalter of Solomon, although

it is a prophetic rather than an apocalyptic composition.

This interesting collection is in many respects one of the

most important memorials of Jewish belief during the period

in question. It has had a strange history, " It is a singular

irony of fate" it is justly said, "that, while the Book of

Baruch should be received into something like canonicity,

the Psalter of Solomon has never been placed even in the

position of quasi-canonicity assigned to First and Second

Esdras."^ Although it was printed by the Jesuit De la

Cerda early in the seventeenth century, and has been pub-

lished several times since, it is only of late years that it has

obtained the attention which it deserves.

Important additions may be expected to this curious

but instructive literature. An earnest of this is the recent

discovery of a large portion of the A;pocalypse of Feter. This

book, which was foimd only a few years ago in an ancient

burial-place at Akhmim, in Upper Egypt, by the French

Archaeological Mission at Cairo, may belong, it is thought,

to the end of the first century of our era, and may thus rank

as the oldest, with one exception, of the Christian Apocalypses.

Hitherto it has been known only by occasional mention made

of it in the Muratorian Fragment (if we can trust the text),

and in the writings of Clement, Methodius, Eusebius, and

others on to Nicephorus. , Now that it is in part recovered,

it is seen to have many points of interest,—in the influence,

for example, which it seems to have had upon parts of the

^ The Jewish PeqjU m the Time of Jesus ChHst, iii. p. 276, Clark's trans.

Professor Milton S. Terry has recently furnished us with a complete English

translation of the Sibylline Books in heroic blank verse. He has thus supplied

a long- felt want, Floyer's imperfect version having been for a length of time

inaccessible.

^ Thomson's Book which influenced our Lord and His Apostles, p. 423.
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Sibylline Oracles, the Apocalypse of Esdras, the Apocalypse

of. Paul, and through this last upon Dante's Divina Corn-

media ; in the use which it makes of certain sections of the

Synoptical Gospels ; and in the coincidences between it and

such writings as the First Book of Clement or the Testa-

ment of our Lord Jesus Christ, the History of Barlaam and

Josaphat, the Acts of Thomas, the Apocalypse of the Virgin,

and the Apocalypse of Zosimus.

But it also treats largely of the last things. It has an

eschatological discourse, a vision of Paradise, and an Inferno.

It paints in glowing colours the position of the righteous in

the great space outside our earth, illumined by radiant light

and blooming with unfading flowers, which makes the world

of their glory. It describes in terrible terms the place of

squalor over against this, in which different classes of the

wicked pay the penalties of their several sins, the blasphemer

hanging by his tongue, the perverter of righteousness tor-

mented in the lake of flaming mire, the murderer stung by

reptiles, the false witness rolhng fire in his mouth, the

pitiless rich tossing on red-hot pebbles sharper than swords

or than any spit.^

This pseudepigraphic literature, so far as it is relevant to

the present question, extends over a space of about a century

and a half before Christ and a century after Christ. Large

use has been made of it in connection with Christ's own
teaching, No less regard must be had to it in studying the

Apostolic doctrine. Of all our witnesses, it is the one that

is most occupied with the Jewish eschatology, and that takes

us most directly into the heart of the ideas on the end of

things which were current among the Jewish people in

Christ's time and in that of the Apostles.

^ M. Bouriant*s transcription of the text in tlie Mdmoires publics ;par Us
memhres de la Mission arch4ologiquefrangaise au Cairey tome ix"^% V^ fascicule,

has already been followed by a number of publications. Among these we may
refer to Harnack's BruchstucJce des Mvangeliums wnd der ApoJcalypse des Petrus

;

the two lectures by Messrs. Robinson and James on *'The Gospel according to

Peter," and **The Revelation of Peter" ; Gebhardt's Das Evangeliv/ni %, die

Apokalypse des Petrus. Much curious matter is given in Albrecht Dieterich's

Nekyia : Beitrdge zur Erkldrung der neuentdeckten Petrvsapohalypse,
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It is not possible here to examine the Apostolic doctrine

in all its details. The field which it covers is too extensive

and varied for that. It will be found, however, that the

same large truths appear, though in different degrees of

magnitude, in all the writings ; while certain books exhibit

aspects or applications of these truths which are more or

less distinctive. It must be enough to touch rapidly on the

general character of the forms in which the Apostolic

doctrine is given in the different writings, and concentrate

attention more particularly on the few things which are

pecuh'ar to certain sections of the literature, and most

disputed.



CHAPTER II

THE TEACHING OF JAMES, JUDE, HEBREWS, AND THE
: APOCALYPSE

THE Epistle of James comes first to our hand, as the wort

of the head of the mother-Church of Jerusalem, and an

unmistakable expression of Jewish Christianity. Its claim

to be the earliest of the writings in question would be in-

disputable, were it certain that its statements on the subject

of justification and its mention of the " assembly," ^ carried

it back to a period before the Pauline doctrine was known to

its readers, and before the Church was definitely separated

from the synagogue. So far, however, as concerns our pre-

sent subject, the interpretation of the teaching is unaffected

by the question of the date of the Epistle. The letter is

remarkable for its sententious style, the simple vigour of its

imagery, the frequent echoes of the Sermon on the Mount
which are heard in it, the entirely practical view which it

takes of faith and of religious service, its conception of the

gospel as law, the " perfect law of liberty," the " royal law
"

of love, and many things else.

But it is comparatively silent on the whole subject of

immortality. It has but a few allusions to the things of the

end. These suffice, however, to indicate its agreement with

the general Kew Testament doctrine. It moves within the

circle of simple Christian duty. It finds the truth of wor-

ship in practical charity and personal unworldliness.^ It

regards the grace of the gospel as a salvation or a life which,

by the will of God, becomes ours by regeneration with the

word of truth.^

iChap. ii. 2, M. 27. 8i. 18.

833
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It does not limit its view of that grace, however, entirely

to the present. It looks to a future for the life which

comes by the new birth. It points to a crown of life which

shall be the reward of temptation endured,^ and to a kingdom

promised by God to them that love Him, of which the poor

of this world, rich in faith, are the heirs.^ It speaks of a

hell from which the tongue has its fatal, inflammatory power.^

It has repeated references to the Divine judgment, the

equivalence of its awards, their certainty and their nearness.

There is a Judge who already " standeth before the doors." *

His judgment will be without mercy to the merciless, but to

the merciful it will be tempered with mercy,^ That judg-

ment will be heavier where there is larger responsibility.®

Its retributions are for the warning of the oppressive rich

;

its recompenses are for the encouragement of the Christian

brother in endurance.^ The closing words of the Epistle

point to the eternal penalty of sin.^ But the truth which it

states most definitely is the " coming of the Lord." This

Parousia of Christ is represented as "nigh at hand." All

judgment is associated with it. The expectation of it is the

ihotive for patience, and the argument against all murmuring.^

In no section of the New Testament do we find so many
exceptional phenomena crowded into narrow space as in the

Epistle of Jude, It is assigned to various dates between

54 A.D. and 80 A.D. But it may most reasonably be placed

earlier at least than 70 a.d. Though in all probability the

M. 12. a
ii. 5.

^ Chap. iii. 6. The only instance of the occurrence of yievva in the Epistles.

In speaking of the tongue as " set on fire by Gehenna," James means, as Huther

expresses it, that "as ^irt.du/j.la (or more precisely 6py^)j whose most direct

organ is the tongue, has its origin from the devil, it is thus from hell."

4 V. 9. 5
ii, 13, 6

iii, 3, 7 V, 5^ 7.

^ In the sentence "shall save a soul from death," the term death cannot be

limited to its ethical meaning. The distinction between the tenses {^in(rrp4\l/as,

(TtSo-ei) indicates that the savingfrom death is not identified with the conversiorij

but is regarded as the issue of that. The ddvaros appears to have the large

sense which it has in chap, i.' 15, and in such Pauline passages as Rom. vi. 23

—

"the opposite of the fw?} which God has promised, and will give to them who

love Him, eternal death " (Huther). It is the deprivation of aU that makes

the reality and joy of life, here and hereafter,

»v. 8.,
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composition of the younger brother of James, it is singularly

imlike his Epistle. On the other hand, there is an affinity

between the ideas of Jude and those of Second Peter, which

makes it natural to take the two Epistles together. One of

the most peculiar things in these writings is the place which

they give to the judgment of angels. This is a prominent

subject in the Apocalyptic literature ; in which literature it

is founded on the Old Testament paragraph relating to the

" sons of God " and the " daughters of men." ^

It appears, for example, in the Eook of Jubilees,^ and in

the Apocalypse of Baruch,^ where the fallen angels are de-

scribed as "tormented in chains." But it is treated at

greatest length in the Book of Enoch. There the fall of

the angels, the destruction ordained for them by God, and

the purgation of the earth, are described.* A commission is

given twice to Enoch to go and announce their impending

judgment. He is shown the places of theii' punishment, the

" void place, awful and terrible," in which they are confined,

and the place more terrible, " bounded by a complete abyss,"

which is " the prison of the angels ; and here they are held

to eternity." ® They have a leader, Azazel, who is doomed

to be bound hand and foot in darkness, to have rough and

pointed rocks laid upon him, and to be covered with darkness

until the great day of judgment, when he will be cast into

fire. The penalty of those who have followed him is to see

the destruction of their loved ones, to be bound for seventy

generations, and at last to be locked in the abyss of fire for

ever.^

The New Testament has nothing comparable to those

amorphous inventions of the apocalyptic imagination. It

makes but the scantiest reference to the fall or the punish-

ment of angels. The Epistle of Jude, however, gives three

examples of Divine judgment, and evidently mentions them

as things with which the readers are familiar. The second

of these typical instances of the retributions of God is a class

of angels who " kept not their own principality, but left their

1 Gen. vi. 1-4. ^ ^. Mvi. 10-13.

* vi.-x. ** xxi. ** X.
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proper habitation." Their punishment ig that they are kept
" in everlasting bonds under darkness unto the judgment of

the great day." ^ With exception of the corresponding state-

ment in Second Peter, this is the only passage in the New
Testament in which fallen angels are described as at present

in bonds.^ This doom is only the prelude to something still

more awful, the final'judgment. But it is described as one

from which there is no release, and as having its scene under

the densest, blackest darkness.^ The Petrine passage, which

also includes the case of fallen angels among its three signal

Bxamples of the Divine judgment, speaks of the punishment

of those angels in similar terms ; but with this peculiarity,

that it uses the heathen term for hell and applies it to the

intermediate scene or condition of penalty.^

Otherwise, both books look to the return of Christ as the

decisive event of the future at once for the righteous and for

the unrighteous of men. They speak of " the promise of His

coming," of " the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,"

of " the presence of His glory," as the hope of the former.^

On the one hand, they proclaim the future recompense of

iVer. 6, R.V.
2 A fate jprejoarcc? for the devil and his angels is mentioned in Matt. xxv. 41,

On the question of the offence which is in view in our Lord's words there and

in Jude here, see the writer's exposition of the Epistle of Jude in The B.ulpit

Commentary.
^ The fact that these are bonds from which there is no escape, is eixpressed

by the peculiarly strong adjective dtdios. This adjective occurs but once again

in the New Testament, viz. in Rom. i. 20, where it designates the ^'eternal

power" of God. The "darkness" is also expressed by a term of peculiar force,

i^6(po5j a word which is rare so far as the New Testament is concerned, but' which

is applied both in Homer and in the Apocryphal hooks {Wisdom xvii. 2) to the

darkness of the nether world.

* 2 Pet. ii. 4, The E.V. renders it, "for if God spared not angels when

they sinned, but cast them down to hell, and committed them to pits of dark-

ness, to be reserved unto judgment.'* It might be given with even greater pre-

cision thus : "for if God spared not angels when they sinned, but casting them

into Tartaros committed them to pits of darkness in reserve unto judgment."

Tartaros in Homer is the dark abyss, as deep beneath Hades as heaven is high

above earth, into which Zeus cast Kronos and the Titans. Later it is used of

the nether world generally or of that section of it to which the grossest offenders

were consigned. See the writer's exposition of Second Peter in Schafifs Popular

Commentary.
« Jude 24; 2 Pet. i. 16, ii. 4.
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the good, describing it as " eternal life " and an " eternal

kingdom." ^ On the other hand, they declare with large

insistence the certainty and finality of the doom of the evil,

pointing to Sodom and Gomorrah " as examples, suffering the

punishment of eternal fire." They recall at the same time

the words of the Book of Enoch on the Lord's coming to

"execute judgment upon all," and describe the unrighteous

as " kept under punishment unto the day of judgment." ^

The ultimate doom of the errorists who make the special

subject of these Epistles is expressed by the terms destruction

and darkness,—" swift destruction," a destruction that " slum-

bereth not," "the blackness of darkness," a darkness "re-

served for ever." ^ The statement of the doom which is thus

reserved takes its form, no doubt, from the figure of the

"wandering stars," which is used of the men themselves.

But it marks that doom as inevitable, hopeless, irreversible.

In the lUpistU to the Hehreios we have a form of doctrine

in affinity with PauFs, as also with much that is found in

Luke's Gospel and in the Book of Acts, but in still closer

affinity with the older Apostolic type of teaching. Ideas and

phraseology which are familiar to us in the Pauline writings

appear again in this great Epistle, but with other shades of

meaning. Old Testament doctrine is the basis of its teaching,

but that doctrine has now a new and more developed form.

Methods of reasoning and representation are followed, both

on Old Testament topics and on Pauline ideas, which are the

writer's own. The whole composition has the distinct note

^ Jude 21 ; 2 Pet. i. 11. In the latter passage, this "eternal kingdom of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ " is the final expression of the future reward
of the man who carefully adds grace to grace and makes his "calling and
election sure," The passage is remarkable as being the only one in the New
Testament in which this "kingdom" has the adjective "eternal" (a^wi/tos) ap-

plied to it. "When it speaks also of the entrance " ministered abundantly " or

"richly supplied " into this " kingdom," the idea is not exactly that of different

degrees of reward in the future life (though not a few take it so), but rather

that of the kind of entrance—an entrance certainly assured, richly granted,

joyously accomplished, the opposite of what is meant by being "saved
; yet so

as by fire."

3 Jude 7, 14 ; 2 Pet. ii. 6, 9, R.V.
8 2 Pet. ii. 1, 3, 17 ; Jude 13, R.V.

22
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of originality. The place and the treatment which are given

to the things of the end have this quality of originality.

Addressed to a body of Jewish Christians of the second

generation, who belonged perhaps to some section of the

Eastern Dispersion, and whose conversion had taken place

many years before, this remarkable Epistle is not a dis-

tinctively eschatological Epistle. The large-minded, though

unknown Hellenist who writes it, reasons with men who once

had been strong in faith, though subject to persecution in the

form of reproach, loss, and imprisonment. The heavy hand

of trouble is again upon them, apparently from their own
countrymen. But they have no more their old constancy,

and are in danger of falling away. The glory of the Christian

faith, the superiority and finality of the covenant under

which they live, are urged as the irresistible incentives to

steadfastness.

The majesty of that which they have, therefore, rather

than the glory of that which they look for, is the subject of

the Epistle. A contrast is drawn between two ceons or dis-

pensations, and Christ is the Heir and Head of the " world to

come."^ A "rest" is provided for the people of God; a

*' sahbatismos " remaineth for them.^ But neither the " world

to come " nor the " rest " is presented distinctively as of the

future. The things of the future, nevertheless, have their

place. They are dealt with as things familiar to these

Christians, things in which they were instructed from the

beginning. The doctrine of " resurrection of the dead " is

once mentioned, and it appears to be the doctrine of a general

resurrection. The doctrine of " eternal judgment " is also

introduced. But both these articles of belief are described

as belonging to "the first principles of Christ," of which

it should be unnecessary to speak. ^ The judgment again

is represented as coincident with Christ's return,* and the

thought of " the day drawing nigh " is given as a reason

for provoking one another to love and good works, an in-

centive to study fellowship and mutual edification.^ But the

Mi. 6, vi. 6 8iv. 1, 9 s vi. 1, R.V,

* ix. 28. = X. 24, 25,
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Judge is God Himself, not the Son. When Christ appears

the second time it is to " them that wait for Him," and His

object then is " salvation." ^ But God is " the Judge of all,"

to whom we come ; the Epistle to the Hebrews agreeing in

this with the general Old Testament view.^ The destruction

of death, the bringing to nought him that has its power, is

one of the purposes of Christ's death.^ In this and other

things the same supreme significance is ascribed to death in

this Epistle as in the Pauline Epistles.

In connection also with the great idea of a covenanty a

large doctrine of recompense is delivered. A comparison is

drawn between the " just recompense of reward " under the

.Mosaic dispensation and that which is given under the

Christian.^ The penalty of the unrighteous is described as

" judgment," " fierceness of fire," " perdition." ^ The eje of

these tossed and wavering believers is directed to a heaven

which is made real to them as the place into which their

High Priest and forerunner has passed.^ The hope of the

righteous is "that which is within the veil."^ It is an
" eternal inheritance," an " enduring substance," " the promise,"

a " better country," a " city prepared " of God, a " kingdom

which cannot be moved," which also is received in measure

now.^

It is impossible to launch out upon the deep sea of the

Revelation of St John, a book which has suffered many things

from the strained ingenuity of the dogmatic interpreter. The

difficulties of the literary and critical questions which are

connected with it are confessed. Yet the intractable ob-

scurity which has been supposed to overhang its purpose and

its meaning, vanishes to a very large extent when the under-

stood principles of historical exegesis are applied to it. With
the exception of the opening section which gives the Epistles

to the Churches, it is consistently apocalyptic in form and

purpose, and the well-known analogies of apocalyptic com-

position are the key to its interpretation. But while it is

^ ix. 28. 2xii. 23, X. 30, 31. ^ ii. 14.

* ii. 2, 3, X. 28, 29. ^ x. 27, 39. « iv. 4, vi. 20,

' VI. 19. «ix. 15, s. 34, 36, xi. 18, xii. 28.
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constructed on the usual plan of the ancient Jewish Apoca-

lypses, it is very different in tenor. It has the accents of

certainty and definiteness, which are less audible in these.

The Messiah to whom it looks is the Messiah of history, the

Messiah who is known to have suffered, died, and risen.

Jewish ideas and modes of expression are everywhere trans-

figured by Christian faith.

The combination of these two things, the Jewish form

and the catholic belief, makes one of the most remarkable

peculiarities of the book. There is the Jewish way of regard-

ing the worl'd and the heathen world - powers. But the

legalism of the Jew does not assert itself in it. The ideas

and terms of the Hebrew Scriptures appear in it throughout,

and furnish the instruments of its counsel. But they are the

ideas and terms of prophecy rather than of the law. The

type of doctrine which it presents, therefore, is neither

Judaistic nor Pauline, but a remarkable fusion of the two.

The form is Jewish, the spirit is catholic. The Christ whom
it expects is more than the Messiah of Israel. It makes

nothing of the law, nothing of the old distinction between

Jew and Gentile, nothing of privilege for any people or class,

unless it be for the martyrs of Christ.

On the great doctrines of God, the person of Christ, the

sacrifice of Christ, the power of grace, its teaching is essen-

tially that of the Apostolic writers generally. But it is

distinctively the book of ^the future, and of the near future.

The figure of Christ possesses it from the beginning to the

end. But it is the figure of Christ in His kingdom, Christ

in His relations to the suffering Church and the guilty world,

rather than Christ in His personal relation to the Father.

It has a large eschatology, the central point of which is

Christ's coming. That coming is occasionally referred to as

an event in the course of history, a spiritual manifestation of

His power and presence.^ But generally it is the objective,

visible return, which is to mark the end of the world. Bound

this the entire doctrine of the book on the subject of the

Future moves. That doctrine recalls the visions of IsraeFs

1 ii. 5, iii. 20.
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ancient prophetic teachers, especially Ezekiel, Zechariah, and

Daniel ; and it has for its vesture the strange symbolism of

the Jewish Apocalypses. But its general import is not ren-

dered uncertain by the doubts which cling to the interpretation

of its darker signs and obscurer trains of imagery.

The decisive event of the future is still the Parousia. Its

date is regarded as unrevealed/ but it is looked for as nigh.

Christ's word is that He comes quickly, and it is the prayer

of the writer of the book that He may come even so.^ If

His living saints long for His coming, His dead saints are in

waiting for it. In the period between they are in life, in

conscious life, and in part possession of their reward. They

have rest and blessedness, and their works follow them. But
they wait for a final decision. That adjustment cannot come

until the sufferings of their fellow-servants are fulfilled.^ But

when Christ appears He brings His reward with Him, to give

every man his due ; and having the keys of death and Hades,

He can bring up His departed ones from the under-world.*

His Farousia is to be in glory, and for judgment. He
comes with clouds, and the people wail because of Him.^ The

judgment itself is at once Christ's and God's. The day of

Christ's return is the great day of His wrath, the wrath of

the Lamb.® But again God Himself is the Judge before

whom the dead, small and great, shall stand.^ The reward

of the righteous is described by a variety of figurative terms

due mostly to the Old Testament,—eating of the " tree of

life " in the midst of the paradise of God, the gift of " the

crown of life," the " hidden manna," the " new name," the

honour of a " pillar " in the temple, the reign with Christ, the

place before the throne, the inheritance of all things, the

entrance into the city, the vision of God's face.^ The re-

tribution of the unrighteous is expressed by varied terms of

terrible suggestion,
—"great tribulation," killing with death,

burning with fire, being " without." ®

M. 7. 2 ii. 17, iii. 11, xxii. 12, 20. s ^j^ g^j^^ ^iv. 31.

4 xxii. 12, i. 18. '^ i. 7. « vi. 16, 17. ' xx. 12.

8 ii. 7, 10, 17, iii. 12, 21, vii. 15, xxi. 7, xxii. 4, 14.

» ii. 22, 23, xviii. 8, 9, xxii. 15.
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Two terms, however, stand out among all others that are

used in this connection by the Book of Eevelation. These

are " the second death," ^ and " the lake of fire," ^ or, as it is

also designated, " the lake of fire and brimstone," ^ " the lake

that burneth with brimstone " ^ " the lake that burneth with

fire and brimstone." ^ They are peculiar to the Apocalypse

among the Biblical writings, though they have their points

of contact with Old Testament expressions. The idea of a

" second death " had a place in Egyptian thought ; and it had

probably been made so far familiar to the Jew of the Apos-

tolic age by its use in the Eabbinical theology. It has a

place at anyrate in the Targums as we have them. It is

applied to those who are adjudged to Gehenna. Onkelos

employs it as the opposite of eternal life. The Targumist on

Deut. xxxiii. 6 explains it as " the death whereby the wicked

die in the world to come." Jonathan, as Kimchi understands

him, means by it the " death of the soul in the world to

come." ® The companion expression, " the lake of fire," which

is also a Eabbinical phrase, has its foundation no doubt in

certain ideas and terms of the Old Testament. Those suggest

themselves, for example, which appear in the picture of the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,^ in the description of

the doom of Korah's company,^ and in Isaiah's figure of

Topheth as made ready for the Assyrian, " deep and large

:

the pile thereof is fire and much wood ; the breath of the

Lord, like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle it."
®

But the more definite idea of an " abyss of fire " finds

repeated expression in the Book of Enoch. In the vision

of the " prison for the stars of heaven and for the host of

heaven," Enoch sees a " great abyss in the earth with columns

of heavenly fire." The prison of the angels, in which they

are " held to eternity," is described as a " complete abyss

"

into which " great columns of fire " are allowed to fall. The

1 ii. 11, XX. 6, 14, xxi. 8. ^ xx. 14. » xx. 10.

4xix. 20, R.V. 6 xxi. 8.

^ See Wetstein ; Dlisterdieck's Offenlarung Johannis^ in loc. ii. 11 ; Pusey*s

Wlmt is of Faith ^ etc., ut sup. p. 69.

' Gen. xix. 24. ^ Num. xvi. 35. » Isa. xxx. 33, R.V.
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judgment of the " stars " (the fallen angels) is again declared

to be this—that they are " thrown into an abyss filled with

fire and burning and filled with pillars of fire." The seventy

shepherds (the Gentile rulers) are said to be cast into this

same abyss of fire; and the blinded sheep (the renegade

Israelites) are thrown into an abyss like this, opened in the

middle of the earth, and " full of fire."
^

The two expressions are so related that to taste the death

is to be cast into the lake. The pains dimly, but terribly,

imaged by the figure of the " lake of fire " make the " second

death." ^ In the Kabbinical literature the latter term may
not have had a perfectly fixed sense. It may have connoted

sometimes extinction, and sometimes continuous, conscious

punishment. But as it was synonymous with the doom of

Gehenna, it seems to have been used, like other phrases of

the same kind, to express the lasting retribution which the

Jewish theology affirmed to be in reserve at least for certain

classes of the godless.^ In any case in the Apocalypse it

means more than annihilation. The " lake of fire " in which

this " second death " is experienced, and into which the devil,

the beast, and the false prophet are cast, has its torments
" day and night for ever and ever." * It is exclusion from
" the marriage supper of the Lamb," from " the holy city,"

from the fellowship of God in His " tabernacle with men."

It is the death that is beyond all other death. " It means

existence without the resurrection of life and the crown of

life,^ the existence that is eternal loss and dying.®

In its anticipations of the future the Apocalypse follows

1 xviii. 11, xxi. 7-10, xc. 24-42. » ^x. iq.

^ See Weber, System, ut sup, pp. 374, 375, [Jildische Theologies p. 387 ff.].

* XX. 10. " ii. 10, 11.

8 "The second death, the intensified death," says Gebhardt, "is the coining

of sinners to the eternal death from which there is no resurrection, or to per-

dition (comp. xvii. 8, 11), which consists not in the 'destruction of the wicked,'

but in the definite loss of happiness, in eternally restless pangs, and perpetual

consciousness of consummated death" (The Doctrme of the Apocalypse, p. 291,

Clark's trans.). Trench observes that Philo, though he does not use the phrase

"second death," describes the punishment of the ungodly in terms of it,

thus— i^TJv dirodvi^ffKovTa del, /cat rpbirov rivb. ddvarov dddvarou iirofjAveLv koX

&T€\€&rr]Tov. See his Commentary on the Epistles to the Seven CliurcheSj p. 104,
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in most respects the Jewish view of the end of things. It

speaks in figures, pictures, and symbols which have a strong

Jewish colouring. But its doctrine is far removed at the

same time from the conventional descriptions, the gross

materialism, the insipid cii^cumstantiality, which astonish and

weary us in the ordinary Jewish Apocalypses and in the

Rabbinical literature. The restitution and compensation of

the righteous, the defeat of their enemies, the punishment of

the godless, are inculcated, as we have seen, not only very

definitely, but in terms as varied as they are strong and

suggestive. But all is given in a very different way from

that of the Book of Enoch or the Apocalypse of Baruch, and

in another spirit. John's Apocalypse dwells, like other pro-

ducts of the same class, on the signs and events preceding the

end. It keeps in the main by the usual Jewish order. It

speaks of tribulations for the servants of God, the overthrow

of their persecutors and troublers, and the coming of God's

Anointed One. It appears to give both views which prevailed

in later Judaism on the subject of the events which were to

follow Messiah's advent : on the one hand, the last judgment

and the final reign ; on the other hand, a limited reign, a final

outburst of evil, and then the last judgment. But it indulges

little in those calculations of the end, in many cases so

laboured and fanciful, on which the popular books of Judaism

spent their futile ingenuity.

The Book of Enoch describes the angels who defiled the

earth as bound for " seventy generations till the day of their

judgment and consummation, till the judgment which is for

ever and ever is consummated." It speaks of the world

lasting for ten weeks of seven generations each ; of which

weeks seven are referred to the past and three to the future.

The eighth in the succession is declared to be the week of

righteousness, when " sinners will be delivered into the hands

of the righteous "
; the ninth week is to be that in which the

" world will be written down for destruction " ; and in the

" tenth week in the seventh part there will be the great

eternal judgment . . . and the first heaven will depart and

away, and a new heaven will appear. After which
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there will be many weeks without number for ever in good-

ness and righteousness, and sin will no more be mentioned

for ever." ^

Other reckonings are given elsewhere. According to the

Assumption of Moses, for instance, the time from Moses to the

judgment is to extend over two hundred and fifty jubilee

periods.^ The Sibylline Oracles speak of eleven generations,

in the tenth of which the judgment is to take place.^ The
Apocalypse of Baruch employs the figures of a cloud of white

and black waters and a series of twelve floods. These floods,

of which eleven are past and the twelfth is coming, mark the

interval between the beginning of things and their end. So

the Fourth Booh of Esdras divides the whole period into

twelve parts, of which ten are past. Messiah's days are

reckoned to be four hundred. Then He dies and all men
with Him ; the earth is empty for seven days ; and thereafter

come the resurrection and the judgment.* In the Ascension

of Isaiah a reign of three years seven months and twenty-

seven days is given to Berial, the angel of the world. Then

the Lord is to come from the seventh heaven after 1335
days and cast Berial and his army into Gehenna ; after which

the dead are to be raised, and the fire is to consume the

wicked.^

The Talmudical books have many calculations of a similar

kind, all fantastic and differing greatly one from the other in

the numbers. The world or age is said to be destined to

endure six thousand years, and to be destroyed in a thousand.

It is reckoned to be waste in two thousand years. It is

stated to have passed two thousand years in emptiness and
two thousand years under the law, and to have two thousand

years of Messiah. Again, it is said to last not less than

eighty-five jubilees ; and the days of Messiah are declared to

be now forty years, now seventy, now three generations, and

•

* X. 12, etc., xci. 12-17, xciii. See Charles's edition, suh loc.

2 X. 29, etc.

3 iv. 47, the MSS. give the tenth. But Bleek and many others correct this

into the eleventh.

* xiv. 11, 12. 6 iv.
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again three hundred and sixty-five years, four hundred years,

six hundred, one thousand, two thousand, seven thousand, and

so forth.^ But the periods in John's Apocalypse are more

akin to the symbolism of the Old Testament,—the seventy

years of Jeremiah, and the seventy sacred weeks of Daniel-;

and the extravagance of these Jewish books is avoided.

The Apocalypse of St. John runs in the essential

antithesis between good and evil, in the eternal contrasts

between the Church and the world, between the kingdom of

God and the kingdom of Satan, between Christ as the final

expression of good and the world - forces as the final

expression of evil. It looks to the issues of the necessary

conflict between the Church and anti - Christian, Satanic

power. The coming of Christ is the expectation which beats

in it, the keynote to all its music, solemn and joyous. This

coming is not merely an event of the end. For to John

historical acts of judgment or of chastening, as in the cases

of the seven churches, are identified with the Lord's coming.^

But there is also a final objective coining, which has the

judgment of all in view. This is described in pictorial

language which recalls the imagery of the Old Testament

prophets.^

Along with the hope of a perfected society of men, there

is the hope of a perfected world or consummate order of

nature. There is the vision of the completed community or

church, the perfected city which needs no temple because it

is the scene of God's constant presence, of His immediate

fellowship, and of the rewards of His redeemed.* And there

is the vision of a new heaven and a new earth, in which

there shall be no more sea, the sea being " the strange deep

out of which the ungodly powers of the present are supposed

to arise." ^

1 See Briggs' "Origin and History of Pre - Millenarianism " {Lutheran

Quarterly BemeWj April 1879) ; Drummond's The Jewish Messiah, pp. 35, 144,

etc. ; with the references to the Babylonian Talmud^ Synhed.j 97a, 99a, etc.

2 ii. 5, 16.

^ E.g. i. 7 (cf. Zech. xii. 10), xiv. (cf. Isa. xiii.), xvi. 16, xxii. 7, 11.

4 xxi. 1-xxii. 5.

5 Beyschlag, New Testament Theology, ut sup. ii. p. 405,
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There are certain peculiarities in the doctrine of the

Apocalypse on the final destinies of men. It shows traces of

the influence of different readings of Old Testament prophecy,

and different views of the last issues, which were current in

Judaism. The figures which it employs are capable of more

than one interpretation, especially those which speak of the

penalties of the end. Hence it has seemed to some to be

indeterminate on that subject, or to give expression to two

distinct ideas which obtained a place in Jewish thought.

" The representation wavers," it is said, " between eternal

torment and complete annihilation." ^

On the other hand, it is thought to express two concep-

tions of the final reward of the righteous. When it is said,

in the vision of the beast which rose up out of the sea and

opened its mouth in blasphemy against God, that it was to

blaspheme not only God's name and tabernacle, but " them

that dwell in heaven," we seem to have the idea of an

immediate entrance into the Divine glory after death.^ When
again the " souls of them that were slain for the word of God
and the testimony which they held " are introduced as crying

beneath the altar and resting for a little season, they appear

to be represented as in the under-world, waiting for the time

when they shall have the full vision of God, and the joy of

His immediate presence.^ It has to be noticed, however, that

in the latter instance it is the special case of the martyrs that

is in view ; and, as regards both the penalties and the rewards,

the vivid imagery must be read as literature, not as dogma.

But there are other things in which the doctrine of the

end which pervades the Apocalypse has features of its own.

In the last issue it is God who appears as Judge, as we have

^ So Beyschlag, who speaks of it as "clinging to a twofold issue for human
life." He thinks that eternal retribution is aifirmed in such passages as xiv.

9-11, XX. 10 ; but that when it is said that "not merely the devil and Anti-

christ, but also death and Hades, which are not persons, are cast into the lake

of fire, that can only mean the abolition of death as a power, and the annihila-

tion of his kingdom, as in 1 Cor. xv. 26 " {New Testament Theology, ut sitjp. ii.

pp. 404, 405).

2 xiii. 6.

^ vi. 9-11. See Cheyne's Origin of the Psalter, pp. 416, 443, 444 ; and

Spitta's Vie Offenbarwng des Johannes, pp. 298, 372, as referred to there.
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found to be the case in the Epistle to the Hebrews.^ In

what it says of the final blessedness, the Apocalypse is also

remarkable for the strong Jewish cast of its ideas. These

are very different, however, from what we find in the ordinary

Jewish books. In the latter, the Holy Land appears as the

destined scene of the kingdom of God in its perfection;

Jerusalem is to be the centre of the kingdom; and extra-

ordinary descriptions are given of the way in which the Jews

dispersed in foreign lands are to be gathered again to their

country, and to reach the renovated city by underground

passages and otherwise. The Fourth Book of Esdras speaks

of the ten tribes as coming from the further region called

Azareth or Arzaph, and having the fountains of the Euphrates

stayed for them by God in order that they may pass over.^

There is nothing of this in the Apocalypse of St. John.

It speaks in one singular passage of " the beloved city " as

the centre of the millennial kingdom.^ As Isaiah^ pro-

phesied of the creation of new heavens and a new earth, and,

along with that, of the " creation of Jerusalem a rejoicing,"

so the Apocalypse has the vision of a new Jerusalem, but one

of a supernal order, one that comes " down from God out of

heaven." ^ Its last conception of the final blessedness, if it

still looks to earth as the scene, is that of a tabernacle or

fellowship of God Himself with men.

There is one section of the book that stands quite alone.

That is the famous paragraph in the twentieth chapter, which

has been the stronghold of the pre-millenarian dogma. It

speaks of a period of a thousand years during which Satan is

to be bound and Christ is to reign, in which also " the souls

of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus " are to

^ In the Apocalypse, howevei', it is only at that final stage. Beyschlag puts

the case thus: "Although Christ is marked out and glorified in our book as-

Judge of the world, in the last act of judgment He retires in God's presence,

who has reserved for Himself the last victory over Satan, and the final decision

about the destiny of human souls " {New Testament Theology, ut sup. p. 404).

2 xiii. 39-47. See Schiirer, The Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Ghristj

ii. 2, pp. 170, 171, Clark's trans.; and Driimmond's The Jewish Messiah, pp.

333-336.

3 XX. 9. * Ixv. 17-25. * xxi. 2, etc.
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live and reign -with Him. The kingdom of Christ thus

established on earth for a measui-ed time, however, is to be

followed by a last outbreak of Satanic power, and Christ is

then to enter with the final judgment. The Day of the Lord

is thus divided into two distinct parts. There is a double

resurrection ; there is also a double judgment. The first

resurrection is one in which only the saints, and indeed only

the martyred saints, share. The second resurrection is indi-

cated as an inclusive resurrection, when it is said that " the

rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years

were finished." The first judgment takes the form of an over-

throw and imprisonment of Satan. The second judgment is

expressed in forensic terms. The throne is set, the dead of

all classes stand before God, the books are opened, and men
are judged out of these records. This judgment is preceded

by the overthrow of the godless powers in earth's extremities,

these powers being given in large, shadowy outline under the

names of Gog and Magog. It results in the casting of death

and Hades, together with the devil, into the lake of fire, the

second death, from which is no deliverance.

The language of the passage is taken in part from the

Old Testament pictures of the destruction of Sodom and

Gomorrah, and in part from Ezekiel's description of the

judgment of the world-powers.^ Is the passage a prophecy

of a kingdom or reign of Christ which is distinct from His

continuous reign in the Church, and from the sovereignty

which is to be fully established at the end of the world ? Is

it that the earth itself is to be for a space of time, which is

described by the symbolism of a millennium as at once

lengthened and limited, the scene of a glorious visible king-

dom of Christ, in which the power of Satan is to be curbed,

Christ Himself is to be supreme, and His martyred saints,

raised by a resurrection in which the rest of the dead do not

share, are to reign with Him ?

For a certain period the literal interpretation was largely

accepted, and was often pressed to very extreme issues. This

was the case especially during the latter part of the second

^ Ezek, xxxviii., xxxix.
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century and the first half of the third, which marked the

flourishing age of the Chiliastic ideas. It was not favoured,

however, by the best of the Apostolic Fathers—Clement of

Kome, Polycarp of Smyrna, or Ignatius of Antioch. It is not

found in writings like the Shepherd of Hermas, the Doc-

trine of Addai, or the Epistle to Diognetus. Nor, with one

doubtful exception, does it appear in the works of the great

Apologists and writers akin to these—Athenagoras, Theo-

philus, Tatian, Hegesippus, Dionysius of Corinth, Melito, and

others. The doubtful exception is Justin Martyr, who seems

to keep by the ordinary eschatology in all but a single

passage. In the eightieth chapter of bis Dialogue with

Trypho, he speaks of himself and other right-minded

Christians as " assured that there will be a resurrection of

the dead, and a thousand years in Jerusalem, which will then

be built and adorned and enlarged as the prophets Ezekiel

and Isaiah and others declare." In the eighty-first chapter

he refers expressly to the paragraph in this twentieth chapter

of the Apocalypse, and to John as saying there that " those

who believe in Christ would dwell a thousand years in Jeru-

salem, and that thereafter the general, and, in short, the

eternal, resurrection and judgment of all men would likewise

take place." This is the only passage, however, of the kind

in Justin, and it may indicate perhaps that, while he held the

ordinary doctrine of the Second Coming, he saw that John's

words in this chapter were of a different import, and could

be fairly read only as thus explained. The Epistle of Bar-

nabas, again, speaks, it is true, of all things being finished in

six days, or six thousand years ; of the Son of God coming

for judgment in the seventh day ; and of an eighth day that

is to follow as the beginning of a new world.^ But the book

makes no use of the Apocalypse, and the idea which it

expresses under these numerical reckonings is that of a millen-

nial Sabbath, not a millennial kingdom intercalated between

two distinct resurrections.^

* Chap, XV.

2 See Briggs' " Origin and History of Pre-MlUenarianism " (LxttUrm Qua/r-

Meview, ut sup.), pp. 10, 11.
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On the other hand, writers like Irenseus and Tertullian,

following the crudities of Papias, who in his turn drew his

fantastic millennial notions in all probability from the Apo-

calypse of Baruch, interpreted the section in the Kevelation

of St. John in the most literal way. The former speaks of

the righteous rising and reigning in the inheritance promised

by God to the fathers ; of the judgment taldng place after

that ; and of John seeing the new Jerusalem " descending

upon the new earth . , . after the times of the kingdom,

when there will be a general resurrection and judgment of

the dead, great and small." ^ The latter speaks of a kingdom

premised upon earth, to be established after the resurrection,

and to last for a thousand years in the divinely-built city of

Jerusalem ; of Ezekiel having knowledge of this, and of John

beholding it ; and of the thousand years as the period within

which the resurrection of the saints is completed.^ This

literal interpretation, with the general millenarian doctrine,

was also adopted more or less by Hippolytus, Commodian,

and others.

Those who repudiated the millenarian doctrine were

naturally driven to other methods of interpreting this intract-

able section of the Apocalypse. Cyprian, for example,

,understood the first resurrection to refer to the immediate

ascent of the faithful dead out of afflictions and tribulations

into the presence of God and Christ.^ Victorinus of Petau

took the first resurrection to be the spiritual resurrection of

which Paul speaks in Colossians iii. 1, and the thousand

years to be the " completing of the number of the perfect." *

By the influence of the Alexandrian school the figurative

interpretation became current in ancient times, and it has

survived in different forms till our own day. Some of these

forms have the merit of ingenuity; as, for example, that

which explains the first resurrection to be the rising of the

saints to a second life in the life of the heroes of the

millennium.

But the figurative interpretation, it must be owned, can-

* V. 32-35. 2 j^^y^ Marc, iii. 24.

• Exh. ad Martyr,j xiii, * See Briggs, ut sup. p. 28, etc.
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not be made exegetically good even in its most plausible

applications. At this point the Apocalypse of St. John

attaches itself to a view of the things of the end which

we have seen expressed in some of the Jewish books,

and which is different from that elsewhere found in the

New Testament. Criticism has attempted to solve this

difficulty and to account for other singular and perplexing

passages in the book. It has addressed itself to the question

of the integrity of the composition, endeavouring to show

that the present is not the primary form of the Eevelation of

St. John. One acute critic propounds the theory that the

book was originally a Jewish Apocalypse, written in Aramaic,

rendered into Greek by a Christian hand, and worked up by

some one belonging to the school of Paul, so as to be suitable

for use by Gentile Christians.-^ Another elaborates a subtle

and somewhat far-fetched analysis of the composition, with

the object of proving that, as we now have it, it is the

result of a series of redactions, which added largely to its

original contents. In its first form it was an Apocalypse

belonging probably to Nero's time, to which form the disputed

paragraph may have belonged. But it was much extended

and in great measure made a new thing by a succession of

recensions which took place in Trajan's time, about 130 a.d.,

and about 140 A.D.2

Thus far at least the explanations offered by criticism,

though they have opened up some suggestive lines of inquiry,

have not been more than tentative. However the circum-

stance is to be accounted for, and however it is to be related

to the general teaching of the New Testament, it must be

admitted that this remarkable paragraph in John's Apocalypse

speaks of a real millennial reign of Christ on earth together

with certain of His saints, which comes in between a first

resurrection and the final judgment.

^ Eb. Vischer, whose theory is favoured also by his teachsTj Professor

Harnaek.
2 D. Vblfcer, Die Entdehung der Apocalypse. The composite character of

the book is advocated, with various modifications, by Fr. Spitta, K. Erbes,

G. J. Weyland, A. Sabatier, H. Schoen, etc.
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This peculiar anticipation of the end, however, has at the

best only a subordinate place. The paragraph certainly

speaks at least of two stages in Christ's Advent. But in

what it says of the first it has in view only the case of the

martyred saints. It speaks of a special recompense or privi-

lege for that class, and from this the book passes quickly

to its general theme—the anticipation of Christ's return to

judge all and reward His own, and the vision of the perfected

kingdom, in which God Himself shall dwell with His people

in a renewed world.

23



CHAPTEE III

THE DOCTRINE OF PETER AND JOHN

THE letters and discourses which are associated with the

name of Peter have an unmistakable individuality.

They bear the stamp of the strong, simple, eager, expectant

character which is the note of Andrew's brother in the

Gospels. There are certain points of resemblance of a

natural and intelligible kind between them and the words

and writings of James, John, and Paul. There are some

interesting links of connection, both in thought and in ex-

pression, in particular between Peter's First Epistle and the

Epistle of James. There are still more interesting points of

contact between Peter's great letter and the Epistles of Paul

to the Eomans and the Ephesians. These affinities are so

remarkable that some have been misled into pronouncing

Peter's Epistle in large part a compilation. But all that

bears Peter's name has a style of its own, and belongs to a

distinct circle of ideas. Peter has his own way of setting

forth the contents of the " true grace of God," his own way

of regarding the position of Christ his Lord, his own way of

looking at the future. His teaching and preaching constantly

reflect the thought, the language, the imagery of the Old

Testament. To him the Christian people are the " chosen

generation," the " royal priesthood," and the Church of Christ

is the Church of Israel emancipated and perfected. But

while James and Paul dwell largely on the Old Testament

law, Peter dwells more with the prophets.

Above all, his face is towards the future. With him

Christ is the Christ of history, whom Peter loved, and whose

words linger in his memory, giving colour to much of his

»54
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speech and writing. But he is much more the Christ of

glory, the risen, ascended, glorified Christ ; the Christ who

is to return. The Second Coming, the " appearing of Jesus

Christ," fills his view. His mind tarries with the things of

hope ; he sees everything in the light of the end, and the

end is at hand. The deep intuitions of John which read the

future in the present are strange to Peter. The profound

mysteries of sin and grace, the conflicts between good and

evil in the broken life which now is, are the themes of Paul

rather than of Peter. With the latter the present life of

the Christian is seen rather in the Hght of what it is to be

when Christ comes.

This is true of all Peter's words. It is especially true

of the First Epistle, which Luther and all minds of larger

and deeper order have felt to be one of the noblest and

richest of all the Epistles of the New Testament. It is an

eschatological letter ; it is an epistle of hope, watching, and

expectation. The present existence has only the value of

the passing existence of strangers and pilgrims. The real

magnitude is an inheritance of the future, which is subject to

no decay, to no tarnish, to no withering.^ The inheritance

which Peter looks for is no longer the kingdom found on

earth, to which the Jewish mind was content to turn, but

one "reserved in heaven." The inspiration of Hfe is the

hope, the living hope, of this heavenly consummation.

All things are looked at in their relation to the future.

Glory, honour, life, each in its prospective aspects, are the

great words of the Epistle. The reward of Christ's servants

is not any earthly blessedness, but a crown of glory, an

amaranthine crown, which is to be received when the Chief

Shepherd is manifested.^ The end of God's call is " His

eternal glory." ^ Judgment is within the horizon, God
Himself is Judge.^ Christ, too, is Judge, and His judgment,

which is ready, is a universal, final judgment, embracing both

living and dead.^ It begins with the house of God ; it makes
itself known in the siftings, separations, and trials of the last

M. 17. ^iv. 5.
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stage of man's earthly history, and by these it gives token of

the *' end" which it reserves for " the ungodly and the sinner."

^

Christ's Ketnrn, His Eevelation, His "Apocalypse" is the

central theme. The expectation of that event gives colour to

Peter's whole conception of Christian truth and Christian

duty. Salvation is a thing essentially of the future, a thing

that is " ready to be revealed in the last time." ^ The praise

and honour and glory which are the rewards of tried faith,

are to be found at " the appearing of Jesus Christ." ^ Grace

itself is the object of constant, perfect hope, something which
is being brought us, coming ever nearer as " the revelation of

Jesus Christ " draws nigh.^ The Christian who is partaker

of Christ's reproach and suffering looks to a glory of Christ

which is yet to be revealed, in which he shall share and be
" glad also with exceeding joy." ^

So far Peter's teaching on the subject of the future,

while it has a marked character of its own, both in the way
in which it is expressed and in the proportions in which the

things of the end are given, is in entire and obvious harmony

with all that we have hitherto had in the New Testament.

Has it, however, any peculiar elements ? Does it disclose

any truth or give any intimation on the subject of the inter-

mediate state, the future of the world, or the destiny of the

impenitent, that is not found elsewhere, or that goes beyond

anything that is found elsewhere, in definiteness and doctrinal

significance ?

We have already referred to a passage in the Second

Epistle which speaks of the doom of apostates in terms like

those used by Jude—terms which cannot be justly imder-

stood to point to less than a certain, perpetual, hopeless

doom.^ But, as in the New Testament Epistles generally,

the judgment of the impenitent is only a subordinate and

occasional theme with Peter. In his Eirst Epistle it is

touched on but once or twice, incidentally and in connection

with other subjects.^

^ V. 17, 18. 2 i. 6. s
i. 7.

^ i. 13. ^ iv. 13, V. 1, « 2 Pet. ii. 17.

7 1 Pet. iv. 5 V. 17, 18.
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The SecoBd Epistle, however, is remarkable for its doc-

trine of the conclusion that is to be put to the present

system of things. Into the question of the authenticity of

the Epistle and its claim to a place in the Canon, we cannot

enter here. Whatever view is taken of its authorship, the

paragraph in its third chapter deserves notice for the nature

and the fulness of its statement on the destiny of the world

;

for its connection with the Old Testament doctrine ; and for

its relation to other passages of a similar tenor in the New
Testament.

The subject of this paragraph is the promise of Christ's

Coming. In the first chapter the writer has spoken of

Christ's kingdom as an " eternal kingdom," a kingdom of the

future into which " the entrance shall be richly supplied " to

those who make diligent use of God's grace. He has spoken

also of *' the Power and Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ," ^

declaring it to be the last labour of his life to establish his

readers in the expectation of it. Here he admonishes them

that the hope of the Lord's Parousia will be assailed by the

keen shafts of ridicule and mockery. " In the last days,"

that is, in the times immediately preceding the Advent and

introducing the final Messianic age, scoffers will rise, pointing

to the unchanged aspect of things, and asking with scornful

incredulity, " Where is the promise of His coming ? " Such

questions can be put only in forgetfulness of the fate of the

old world, which perished by water. " But the heavens that

now are," he proceeds, "and the earth, by the same word

have been stored up for fire, being reserved against the day

of judgment and destruction of ungodly men." ^

This statement is the largest and most detailed of its

kind which the New Testament contains. In speaking of

fire as the agent in the dissolution of the world, it founds

upon the history of the cities of the plain as typical of the

destruction of the end, and on the Old Testament conception

of God as accompanied by fire when He comes forth to judge.^

1 2 Pet. i. 11, 16. 2 9 Pet. iii. 7, R.V.

^Ps. 1. 3, xcvii. 3 ; Isa. Ixvi. 15, 16, 24 ; Don. vii. 9, 10. The idea of a

world-connagratioii occurs also in tlie Sibylline Oracles. See, e.g-^ iii. 84-87.
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Other Old Testament passages speak in more general terms

of the passing away of the existing system.^ And as the

earlier Scriptures connect that event with the judgment of

Jehovah and the day of His recompense, Peter connects it

with the day which he designates the " day of the Lord," or

the Parousia of Christ.^

In the section which follows this,^ the writer, reasserting

the truth that the day of the Lord, although some deem it

so late of appearing that it will never appear, will come

certainly and suddenly, gives his doctrine of the consumma-

tion to which things are to be brought by that event. " But

the day of the Lord will come," he says, " as a thief ; in the

which the heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and

the elements (or heavenly todies, as in the margin) shall be

dissolved with fervent heat, and the earth and the works

that are therein shall be burned up (or discovered, as in the

margin). Seeing that these things are thus all to be dis-

solved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in all holy

living and godliness, looking for and earnestly desiring (or

hastening^ as in the margin) the coming (or presence) of the

day of God, by reason of which the heavens being on fire

shall be dissolved, and the elements (or heavenly todies) shall

melt with fervent heat ? But, according to His promise,

we look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth

righteousness " (E.V.).

This statement on the end of the world is given in a

strain as tender as it is solemn and pointed. It is intro-

duced not in a dogmatic interest, but with a view to certain

practical duties which are closely connected with the Christian

view of the end, and are here based in part on the terror of

1 Ps. cii. 26, 27 ; Job xiv. 12 ; Isa. xxxiv. 4, Ixvi. 22.

2 "The present world," says Weiss, "is protected by God's word of pro-

mise (Gen. ix. 11) against any returning flood, yet if it, too, is to perish, there

remains now only Jire as the element to bring about its destruction ;
and, as on

the ground of Old Testament representations, the wrathful judgment of God

is regarded as a consuming fire, it is easy to think that the destruction of the

world resulting from the day of judgment will be brought about by fire in the

special sense, for which the present form of the world is, so to speak, reserved
"

{Biblical Theology, ut sup. ii. pp. 246, 247).

8 2 Pet. iii. 10-14.
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the catastrophe which comes in the train of Christ's Parousia,

hut also on the brighter aspect which the Coming presents

to the Christian,—the new and holier system of things which

shall then take the place of the present. The interpretation

is not free from difficulty. It is not easy to determine

whether by the arovxeia we are to understand the elements,

that is to say, the materials of which the world is made np,

or the heavenly todies, the things of which the heavens

consist, as sun and moon and stars are introduced both into

the Old Testament descriptions of the day of the Lord and

into Christ's announcement of it.^ The word may be taken

perhaps in a large sense, covering the whole framework of

the existing system as conceived to be formed of earth and

heaven. The aTrevhovra^, again, may mean either earnestly

desiriTig or hastening. But there is much to favour the latter

rendering, especially the congruity of the idea with the

appeal made by Peter in Solomon's porch,^ where the re-

pentance of Israel is represented as a condition of the

entrance of the " times of refreshing." The point, therefore,

seems to be the accelerating of Christ's Advent, " causing it

to come the more quickly," as it is put by Trench, " by

helping to fulfil those conditions without which it cannot

come—that day being no day inexorably fixed, but one the

arrival of which it is free for the Church to help and hasten

on by faith and prayer and through a more rapid accomplish-

ing of the number of the elect." ^ That this idea, though

seldom expressed in the New Testament, was not unfamiliar

to the Jews, may perhaps be inferred from the occurrence

of such Eabbinical sayings as this :
" If thou keepest this

precept, thou hastenest the day of Messiah." To other

things that are doubtful or peculiar may be added the textual

difficulty, the choice between the readings burnt wp and

discovered, in the tenth verse,

^ Isa. xiii. 9, 10, xxiv. 23, xxxiv. 4, etc. ; Matt. xxiv. 29. Spitta under-

stands the (TTOLx^ia to mean not the material elements themselves that make
the "world, but the elemental spirits that were supposed to proceed from God
and animate the dead matter. See his Ber zweite Brief des Petrus, in loc.

2 Acts iii. 19-21, ^ On the Authorised Version, p. 131.
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But these things do not affect the general sense of the

paragraph. Its purport is, that the consummation which is

to take place at Christ's return is to embrace the reconstruc-

tion of the existing system of things. The present order is

to be dissolved, and its place is to be taken by " new heavens

and a new earth "

—

-fresh heavens and a fresh earth (fcaivov^

ovpavov'i fcal fyrjv KaLvrjv)^ in contrast with the corrupt and

exhausted condition that now is. This renovated world will

be the abode of righteousness, and the seat of the perfected

kingdom of God. According to Jewish ideas, this perfected

kingdom, which was to have its centre in the Holy Land, was

also to embrace the whole world; and the Old Testament

prophets spoke of a new heavens and a new earth which

Jehovah was to create.^ What prophecy and Jewish idea

had associated with the Advent of Messiah, this paragraph

associates with the Second Coming. Beyond this it does not

go. But it connects with the same event of the Parousia

the final fate of the ungodly, of which this Epistle speaks

throughout in the darkest and most absolute terms. The

present heavens and earth are " reserved against the day of

judgment and destruction of the ungodly " (RV.). The doom

of these " ungodly " is expressed as " destruction " or " per-

dition," the term being the nominal form of the verb rendered

" perished " in the previous verse. In that verse it is obvious

that the idea is not annihilationy but the breaking up of the

order of the old world. In this verse there is as little reason

to suppose that absolute extinction of being is intended.

The questions of most serious interest, however, regarding

the teaching of Peter are these : Does it anywhere include

the idea of a Universal Restoration ? And does it affirm a

ministry of Christ in Hades, with an extension of grace and

opportunity beyond the present life ? These are questions,

especially the latter, on the decision of which theological

issues of the largest moment have been made to turn. They

liave been long and anxiously debated, and much that is

connected with them is yet unsettled. The conclusions to

which they have been brought have differed greatly at dif-

1 Isa. Ixv. 17, Uvi. 22 ; cf. also Ps. cii. 26, 27 ; Isa. li. 6 ; Job xiv. 12.
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ferent periods. In the interpretation of Scripture, as in all

things else, there is a fashion which is induced by the general

thought of the time. The force of this has been felt in the

exposition of the obscure passages which have been thought

to bear upon these problems. At one time the general

tendency has been to give a negative answer; at another,

again, it has been in favour of an affirmative. These ques-

tions demand the most careful consideration.

The first may be quickly answered. Peter certainly

speaks of a restoration or restitution of all things. What does

he mean by it ? The words occur in his discourse to the

people who gathered round the two Apostles in Solomon's

porch, wondering at the cure of the lame man. " Eepent ye

therefore, and turn again," was Peter's address to the men of

Israel on that occasion, " that your sins may be blotted out,

so that there may come seasons of refreshing from the

presence of the Lord ; and that He may send the Christ who
hath been appointed for you, even Jesus ; whom the heavens

must receive until the times of restoration of all things

whereof God spake by the mouth of His holy prophets which

have been since the world began. " ^ This has been taken by

some to express, or at least to suggest, a final restoration of

all men. Even when it is admitted that, as the words stand,

nothing is said of an ultimate recovery of all the godless, it is

sometimes urged that there are principles in the heart of the

statement which furnish a basis for the hope of such a

recovery.^

But all this is foreign to Peter's intention. The object of

his discourse is to bring his Jewish hearers to repentance and
to the acceptance of Jesus as their Messiah. He has only

Israel's case in view. It was not, indeed, till a later stage,

after he had received the special enlightenment of the vision

which is recorded in the tenth chapter of the Book of Acts,

^Actsiii. 19-21, R.V.
^ Dr.. Otto Kiemann, for example, acknowledges that the words themselves

refer to another subject, but holds that the repentance and conversion which
are stated as the conditions of the d-TroKaTda-Taa-is here in view are conditions

applicable to restoration in the fullest sense, before or after Christ's return (Die

Lehre von der Ajiokaiasta^s^ pp. 23-26).
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that he looked beyond that. The "seasons of refreshing"

(fcatpol ava'y^v^eco^), therefore, are the Messianic times, the

times of rest and hfe which were promised Israel. These
" seasons " are now in the " presence of the Lord," in the

heavens which are Christ's present abode. They are con-

nected with the Parousia, and are ready to be sent when

Israel turns to God. So far all is sufficiently clear. But

what is to be understood by the " times of restoration of all

things " {')(^povcov airoicaraa'Tda-eco'i 'TrdvTcov)^ which are to come

when Christ leaves these heavens and revisits earth ? The key

to their interpretation is to be sought in the prophetic passage

to which they carry us back,^ and in our Lord's use of that

passage on His descent from the Mount of Transfiguration.^

The prophecy of Malachi closes with the promise that

Elias, the greatest of the prophets of the old dispensation,

was to be sent before the "great and terrible day of the

Lord." His mission was to be one of preparation for that

day. The preparation was to be made in the way of a

renewal of loyalty on the part of the people to the Divine

law. Of this renewed loyalty an essential requirement and

immediate token would be the restoration of piety and order

in the homes of Israel, the turning of the " heart of the

fathers unto the children and the heart of the children to

their fathers." These were to be the moral conditions of the

Lord's coming. On the ground of this word of the Lord in

Malachi, the expectation that Ehjah was to appear before

the Messiah became general among the Jews. It is found in

the Jewish books.^ There are repeated indications of it in

the Gospels.^ It was also a common, though not universal,

opinion among the Jews that the coming of Messiah Himself

1 MaL iii. 5, 6. ^ Matt. xvii. 9-13.

^ Along with other references, an important passage from the Mishna is

given by Schiirer, The Jeioish People in the Time of Jesus Christ, ut sup. ii. 2,

pp. 156, 157. See also Weber, System, ut sup. pp. 337-339, [Jiidische Theologie,

p. 352 ff.].

4 Matt. xi. 14, xvi. 14, xvii. 10 ; Mark vi. 15, viii. 28 ; Luke ix. 8, 19 ;
John

i. 21. Professor Schiirer {ut sup. p. 156) points out that it was "even trans-

ferred to the circle of Christian ideas," and that it appears in Commodian and

the Sibylline Oracles,
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was dependent on the repentance of Israel. In those reckon-

ings of the course of the world which divided it into three

periods of two thousand years each, the time for Messiah was

held to have arrived already, and His coming was believed

to be delayed by the nnrepented transgressions of the Jewish

people. " If all Israel," it was said, " would together repent

for a whole day, the redemption of Messiah would come." ^

This expectation was in the minds of our Lord's disciples

when He bade them tell no man the vision they had seen

of Moses and Elias, till after His resurrection. " Why then

say the scribes," they ask, " that Elias must first come ? " If

Christ forbids them to say anything of this appearance of

Elias, are not the scribes in error in speaking of his coming ?

Is not this manifestation on the Mount the fulfilment of

Malachi's word ? If not, is it all a mistake as to a coming

of Elias ? Christ replies that Elias " indeed cometh, and

shall restore all things," nay, that he has already come, al-

though the scribes knew him not. Here the words "shall

restore all things " {d'TroKaraa'Trja-eL iravra) are those which the

Septuagint employs in rendering the Hebrew of the prophet.

They express the restoration of order in Israel, the recovery

of the people to loyalty to the theocratic law, as the scribes

understood it, and the moral renovation preached by John, in

which Christ Himself saw the fulfilment of the prophecy.

In Peter's discourse, therefore, the " times of restoration

of all things," read in the light of our Lord's words and

Malachi's prophecy, can only mean one or other of two things.

They may be " times " distinct from the " seasons of refresh-

ing," and immediately preceding them-—times which were to

condition the advent of these " seasons." ^ Or they are

" times," coincident with these " seasons," the final Messianic

era in which the kingdom of God is to be brought to its con-

summation in a regenerated earth.®

^Schiirer, ut sup, ii. 2, p. 163; Weber, System, vt sup. p. 334, etc.,

[Jildische Theologie, p. 348, etc.].

^ So Meyer, for the special reason that these "times" are represented here

as liaving to come before Christ is sent from heaven.
^ So, among others, Holtzmann, who connects the Cjv not with the xp^^^^y

but with the -jravrcop {Handcfftnmentar, sub loc). Blass also refers the Sjv to the
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The restoration, consequently, which is in view is either

the moral renewal of Israel, the return of the people in

penitence to their proper spiritual relations, or the renova-

tion of the world, its return to a glorj such as it had in

the beginning. The idea of a universal recovery of sinful

humanity, or of all evil beings, is not only alien to the whole

scope of the passage, but is inconsistent with the application

of the terms in question. For that Christ, when He refers

to the words of prophecy which are also in Peter's mind,

speaks of Elias as restoring " all things " (jravTa), is sufficient

proof that the restoration which is here intended is a restora-

tion not of persons but of conditions.

But if it is clear that Peter has no doctrine of a Universal

Eestoration, is it equally clear that he has no doctrine of a

ministry of Christ in Hades ? Three passages come into

view here. One of these is in the Pentecostal Discourse.

The application which Peter makes of the Sixteenth Psalm,

when he says that David spoke of the resurrection of Christ,

that " neither was He left in Hades, nor did His flesh see

corruption," ^ has been held, when read in connection with the

passages immediately to be considered in the First Epistle,

to imply a visit of Christ to Hades, and a consequent activity

there. Of the meaning of the various terms ir^ the Psalm

itself, the kind of confidence which it expresses toward the

future, and the contribution which it makes to the faith in

immortality, we have already spoken.^ It is enough here to

add that, in Peter's use of it on this occasion, the resurrection

of Christ is the central thing, and that beyond the statement

that at His death He passed into the world of the departed

like other men, but passed thither only to rise again, nothing

is said either about Hades itself, about Christ's abode in it,

about any activity of His disembodied spirit, or about any

ministry of grace there.

The famous passages, however, in the First Epistle, on

the preaching to the spirits in prison, and the preaching of the

irdvrojv, but on the mistaken ground that the Greek would require oiJ?, if the

relative belonged to the xp^vwy [Ada Aposiolorum, in Joe).

' Acts ii. 31 (R.V.). ^ pp_ 240-241.
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gospel to the dead, cannot be so readily disposed of. They

are among the dark oracles of the New Testament, the un-

solved if not insoluble problems of its interpretation. On
the first of these a little hbrary has been written, only to

leave it almost as much the subject of debate as before. It

has been taken as one of the primary proof-passages for

the dogma of the Descent to Hell or Hades—a dogma to

which a place of extraordinary importance is given in some

systems of theology. Ideas involving theological issues of

novel character and far-reaching moment have been found

in it. Theories of the hberation and elevation of the saints

of pre-Christian times, of a penal endurance of God's wrath

by Christ as man's representative, of a purgatorial detention

and purification of souls, of a judicial manifestation of the

Kedeemer to the impenitent dead, of opportunities of repent-

ance and a proclamation of the gospel in the world of the

dead, have all been thought to obtain some warrant from it.

The most discordant constructions have been put upon its

general drift and its particular terms. These are too many
to enumerate, not to say to discuss, here. None, not even

the best and most cautious of them, can be said to have been

entirely successful. There are some scholars, indeed, who
have ventured to speak of the difficulties of the passage as

rather created by its interpreters than inherent in itself.^

But the greatest exegetes and theologians have been precisely

those who have felt those difficulties most acutely, and have

been least positive in their expositions. To Luther, for

example, it was so dark a saying that he confessed himself

baffled by it, and inclined to different views of its meaning
at different periods of his career. Those most versed in the

history of its exegesis, and most competent to grapple with

its grammatical problems, are the least certain about their

conclusions, and the first to confess that it remains at the

best a question of the proportion of difficulty that is left by
competing interpretations.

In order to judge on which side the balance of proba-
biUty lies, it is necessary to look with care into the con-

* So Steiger in his deposition of 1 Peter,
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nection in which the whole paragraph stands, the object with

which it is introduced, the syntax of its several clauses, and

the usage of its more remarkable terms. On none of these

things has opinion been anything like uniform. The object

immediately in hand, however, seems sufficiently obvious.

The writer's purpose is to arm his readers with a Christlike

endurance of wrongful suffering by motives drawn from

Christ's own case. He reminds those believers in Asia,

Cappadocia, and remoter territories, that Christ suffered, and

that theirs, therefore, is no singular lot ; that Christ suffered ^

the just for the unjust with a view to a great good for them,

and they, therefore, should be well content to bear any in-

jurious ill ; that, while He suffered unto death, His dying

issued in a quickened life, and for that reason they ought to

take heart to keep the good conscience in all persecution and

wrong. So far there is very general agreement. But the

agreement at once disappears when we come to the words

which follow the statement about Christ suffering or dying

" for sins once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that He
might bring us to God " (E.V.). Having spoken of Christ as

" being put to death in the flesh, but quickened in the spirit,"

Peter proceeds in this unexampled strain
—

" in which also

He went and preached unto the spirits in prison, which

aforetime were disobedient, when the long-suffering of God

waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was a preparing,

wherein few, that is, eight souls, were saved through water

:

which also after a true likeness doth now save you, even

baptism, not the putting away of the filth of the flesh, but

the interrogation of a good conscience toward God, through

the resurrection of Jesus Christ ; who is on the right hand of

God, having gone into heaven; angels and authorities and

powers being made subject to Him." ^

What is the point of those remarkable sentences ? Is it

to confirm these suffering Christians in patient endurance,

and to deepen the encouragement drawn from Christ's death

1 Or diedj as the R. V. gives it in the margin. The best critics prefer diridavev

to 'iiradev.

2 1 Pet iii. 18-22, R.V.
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in a righteous cause, by reminding them that He preached to

the dead in His disembodied state, and thereby gave proof

that His true life was not impaired, His gracious activities

neither interrupted nor impeded by His unjust death ? Or

is it to stimulate them to a Christlike attitude toward the

evil and the persecuting, by the mention of an antecedent

ministry of Christ, which bore witness to the doomed men of

Noah's generation of the long-suffering of God, and revealed

the constancy of His purpose in bearing with the most un-

worthy and doing good to the greatest wrong-doers ?

As the point of the paragraph is variously understood

and one or other of its clauses is taken to be the central

statement, di£ferent constructions are put upon its teaching.

The chief questions are these : Does it speak of a ministry of

Christ in any sense, a manifestation of Christ in the world

of the dead, or an experience of Christ ? If it gives any

indication of a ministry of Christ, is it a ministry of grace

or a ministry of judgment ? To what period also is the

ministry to be referred? Is it a ministry of the pre-

incarnate Christ, of the disembodied Christ, or of the risen

Christ ? And as regards the men of Noah's generation,

how are they introduced ? Is it only as examples of a general

class, or is it for themselves and in their proper historical

position ?

These questions are by no means easy to answer. There

are, however, certain general considerations which will be

allowed to have weight in the discussion. There is nothing

in the paragraph itself, obscure as it is, to suggest that it is

only a digression. It has all the marks of being an integral

portion of the larger statement. That interpretation, therefore,

which takes most account of this, should be preferred to those

which deal more loosely with the connection. Its title to be

preferred will become still stronger, if it is found also to be

most in accordance with the writer's immediate object, and

to furnish the clearest motives for a Christlike endurance of

wrong. It will be admitted, too, that the key to the ob-

scurities of the passage should be sought first in Peter's own
discourses or writings, and that the interpretation which
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succeeds in finding it there will have so far the advantage

over others.

Further, the section contains not only some obscure and

disputable terms, but others which are more definite and

more easily understood. There are certain references to

historical matters,—the times of Noah, the building of the

ark, the saving of some in the Flood. In point of fact, the

most definite thing in the most disputed part of the paragraph

is the mention of the " days of Noahr It is simply to reject

the guiding line which the section itself offers, when the

exegesis starts with the doubtful phrase, " the spirits in prison"

and allows that to rule its general view of the passage. The

reference to Noah's age is the clearest and most unambiguous

fact, the thing which is expanded and explained in the subse-

quent clauses. The introduction of the "long-suffering of

God" the " hitilding of the ark" and the " saving of the few"

must also be kept fully in view ; and any interpretation which

gives an adequate account of these outstanding conditions of

the case, will have a special claim on our regard.

But besides these general considerations there are matters

of syntax and linguistic usage on which much will depend.

In the first place, the force of the terms, the reading, the

balance of the two clauses, and the point of the antithesis m
the sentence heing put to death in the fleshy hut quieJcened in

the spirit, require to be noticed.^ The term ^(ooirotijOel^ can-

not have the sense " kept alive," which becomes necessary in

certain interpretations of the passage. Being the well under-

stood term which is used of raising the dead to life,^ it must

have the sense of " made ahve " or " quickened." The

definitions " in flesh " and " in spirit " (iv aapKi, iv irvev^ari)

are antithetical phrases, somewhat similar to others which

are elsewhere applied to Christ, such as " according to the

flesh " and " according to the spirit of holiness " (Kom. i. 3, 4);

"manifest in the flesh," "justified in the spirit" (1 Tim. iii.

16). They express the distinct spheres, natures, or forms of

1 dava.T<jideU fi^v <rapKl, ^uoTroLrjdels dk iryeiJ^aTt, documentary evidence being

against the ry before the Tcveifi^Ti,

2 John V. 21 ; Rom. iv. 17 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22, etc.
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existence to which the two things belonged ; the one taking

place fleshly-wise, or as regarded the conditioned, limited,

earthly side of His being ; the other taking place spirit-wise,

or as regarded the unconditioned, spiritual side of His being

;

the death, in the perishable, corporeal life, or as regarded the

earthly, dependent condition of existence ; the quickening, in

the incorporeal life, or as regarded the higher, independent,

spiritual order of existence. And the two are so balanced

that the former is given as preliminary to the latter, and the

attention is concentrated on the quickeniTig. With respect to

the one mode or order of existence, Christ did indeed cease to

live it by being put to death ; but the result with respect to

the other was, that He continued to live it, and to live it with

new power, being quickened.

This being the point of the antithetical statement, the

" in which " in the following verse can only mean " in which

spiritual form of existence "—the nature or form of life which

has been mentioned as the seat and subject of the quickening.

It is this and not the disemhodied soul or spmt that is in

view. The " preaching " which is affirmed being expressed

by the verb {iK-^pv^e), which is regularly used of preaching

the gospel or the kingdom of God, can only mean the preach-

ing of grace. It cannot be taken in the vague sense of a

proclamation, a mere manifestation of Himself, or a bearing

witness of Himself, much less in the sense of an announce-

ment of judgment, a concio damnatoria} The persons to

whom the preaching was addressed are designated "the

spirits in prison " ; in which phrase the term " prison

"

{(^vkaKYj) must be taken in the definite sense which it has

elsewhere,^ and cannot be reduced to mean either " safe-

keeping " or " the world of the dead " generally. The term
" spirits" (irvevfiaacv) is used here, as in Heb. xii. 23, of the

departed, designating them as they now are in the world of

the bodiless dead. These are said to have been " disobedient,"

and the participle (airecdija-aa-t), wanting the article as it does,

means more than " who were disobedient." It may describe

^ So Schott, von Zezschwitz, Hollaz, etc,

2 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Jude 6 ; Rev. xx. 7.

24
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them according to the conduct which made them " spirits in

prison/* or as of the character of the disobedient. Or it may
define the date of the preaching as coincident with the date

of the disobedience. It was when they were disobedient that

this preaching was addressed to them. The time of the dis-

obedience is further explained to have been the days of IToah,

when the ark was building.

It is also to be observed that all through the two verses

there is one and the same subject for the leading verbs. That

subject is neither IToah, nor the quickened Christ, far less the

disembodied Christ, but simply Christ The Person who was

'put to death and quichened is the Person who went arid

preached. Not the vivified Christ, nor Christ in the quichened

spirit, but the Christ who was put to death as regards one

side of His being and quickened as regards the other, is the

subject of the acts which are described as going and preaching.

This is a point of the utmost importance, many interpreters

dealing with the statement as if He who went and preached

were the Xpia-ro^ ^o)O7roL7]0€k or the Xpecrro? iv tg3 ^(oowoiri-

BevTL irvev^ari.

Having regard to these considerations, both general and

special, which belong to the essentials of the case, what shall

be said of the leading views which have been taken of this

great enigma of the ]!^ew Testament ? It is obvious that the

line of interpretation which may be called the Patristic, must

be set aside. Some of the Pathers, especially in the Western

Church, adopted the view that, in the period between His

death and His resurrection, Christ went and preached, or

manifested Himself, to the righteous dead of Old Testament

times, or to the patriarchs and fathers of Israel in particular,

in the intermediate place in which they were supposed to be

detained ; and that He did so in order to perfect their salva-

tion and raise them to heaven. This interpretation has been

connected by Eoman Catholic theologians with their idea of

a Limhus Fatrum and with their dogma of a Purgatory. It

has also been adopted in a very modified form and with a

different interest by certain Protestant theologians of note, in-

cluding Calvin, who have taken " the spirits in prison" to mean
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spirits " on the watch-tower in expectation of Christ." But

against this there is the decisive fact that the word " prison
"

{(^vKaKrj) cannot be made to mean a place of happy deten-

tion, expectant waiting, or gracious wardship for the good,

but denotes a prison in the proper sense of the word, a place

for the penal detention of the guilty or the condemned.

With the exception that it is used occasionally to denote a

watchy whether as the watch that is kept, the persons who
keep it, or the division of the night, this is the only sense

which it has in *the New Testament. In the Book of Eevela-

tion it is the prison in which Satan himself is bound.^

The same must be said of the idea which has the sanction

of a smaller number of names, including those of Grotius, Dr.

John Brown, and (to some extent) Archbishop Leighton,

namely, that the preaching in question is simply the preach-

ing which was addressed by the risen Christ, through His

Apostles, to the men of their own time, who were prisoners

of the law or of sin. This overlooks the fact that Christ

Himself, and neither the Apostles nor Christ by the Apostles,

is the proper subject of whom the preaching is affirmed. It

puts an extreme, metaphorical sense on the phrase " spirits

in prison." It fails to account for the prominence given

to the building of the ark, and it takes the disobedient of

Noah's time simply as types of the disobedient of the Apostles*

time.

Another line of interpretation which discovers in the

passage the statement of a triumphal or judicial manifesta-

tion of Christ in the world of the dead, is also wide of the

question. This has assumed different forms, and has been

favoured mainly by Lutheran theologians. With some it

has amounted to the simple affirmation that, between His

death and His resurrection, Christ presented Himself as the

victorious Eedeemer to the departed. Others have trans-

ferred the supposed manifestation of Christ to the dead

from the period between His death and resurrection to some
point in His risen life. Many distinguished Lutheran

divines have given it a more precise form, holding that

^ XX. 7.
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Christ went and proclaimed judgment, or made a judicial

presentation of Himself, to the impenitent in the world of

the dead ; that those of Noah's time are instanced either as

examples of such or as the worst of the class ; and that this

concio damnatoria was the ministry not of Christ in the state

of death, but of the revived Christ in the interval between

His quickening and His accomplished resurrection. But,

not to speak of other objections to this interpretation, it is

inconsistent with the usage of the word " preached " (itc^pv^e),

which expresses a message of grace, not one of judgment or

condemnation. It is equally inconsistent with the whole

purpose of the statement. For if that purpose is to recom-

mend a Christlike endurance of wrong, it would surely be

the strangest way of making it good, to refer the readers

to Christ's own example in visiting the under-world in the

character of Victor, with the express object of triumph or

judgment.

These interpretations, however, are now of subordinate

interest. Though once largely discussed and widely accepted,

they have given place to other two, between which the

choice now lies. Of these the one that is at present in the

ascendant is certainly that which finds in Peter's words

the assertion of a ministry of grace on the part of Christ

in the world of the dead. This construction of the passage

has seldom wanted supporters, though at times it has been

in the background. It has been advocated, too, in a variety

of forms. With some it has meant the provision by Christ

of a second grade of probation, open to all, righteous and

unrighteous, in the intermediate state. With others its

import has been taken to be, that after His death Christ

descended to Hades as the herald of grace to the men of

Noah's generation. Not to all, however, even of these, but

only to such as had repented in the crisis of their death in

the Deluge. Others, who find in the passage the same idea

of a ministry of Christ to the men of Noah's time in Hades,

imderstand it to be addressed to the whole generation, as

one to which some compensation might be made in the other

world for the shortening of their opportunity in this world.
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Bishop Horsley ^ thought it one of several passages in which

we may observe " an anxiety, if the expression may be

allowed, of the sacred writers to convey distinct intimations

that the antediluvian race is not uninterested in the redemp-

tion and final retribution " ; and he conceived that " the

souls of those who died in that dreadful . visitation might,

from that circumstance, have peculiar apprehensions of

themselves as the victims of the Divine vengeance, and

might peculiarly need the consolation which the preaching

of our Lord in the subterranean regions afforded to these

* prisoners of hope/
"

Usually, however, those who adhere to this general

interpretation of the passage give it a broader application.

They understand it to mean that the ministry of grace is

not limited to the present life, but extends into the after-

existence ; that Christ passed into Hades with a view to

preach Himself and His truth there ; and that in virtue of

that event there is a real and continuous proclamation of the

gospel in the world of the dead, conveying an offer of grace

to those who had it not on earth, or a renewal of grace with

continued opportunities of repentance and faith for all. So

it is appealed to by many as an unmistakable warrant for

cherishing " the larger hope." Men of high reputation for

Biblical scholarship expound it in the interest of " wider

and happier thoughts as to the state of the dead," and in

support of the belief that beyond the grave " the love which

does not will that any should perish, but that all should

come to repentance, proclaims evermore to the spirits in

prison, as during the hours of the descent into Hades, the

glad tidings of reconciliation." ^

In this the exegete has in many cases the support both

of the student of Biblical theology and of the student of

dogmatic theology. "From all the obscurities of this re-

markable utterance the bright thought stands out," says one

of the best representatives of the former class, " that the

^ See his discourse on Christ's Descent into Hell, and the Intermediate State, in

tlie volume of Sermons published in 1826, or in the collected edition of his works.
^ Plumptre. See his volume on The Spirits in Prison, p. 23,
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mercy of God revealed in Christ and Christ's death is not

limited to the world of the living, but reaches beyond it

into the qniet of that other world of the departed, and is

made manifest in it by Christ Himself." ^ Masters in con-

structive theology recognise in it the decisive witness to the

" universality of Christ's significance." Men like Strauss,

looking to the fact that multitudes have passed away, and

do still pass away, from earth without Christ being made
known to them, have argued that the Christian revelation,

lacking as it does the note of universality, cannot be neces-

sary to salvation.^ Their arguments are met by pointing to

this preaching in the world of the dead as the agency by

which Christ is made known to all, so that the judgment of

all shall proceed righteously on the ground of their attitude

to Him. This Hades-ministry is made all important as a

testimony to the fact that those " not laid hold of by Christ's

historic manifestation in their earthly life, still must and

may be brought into relation to Him, in order to be able to

accept or reject Him." It is the article of Eevelatiou to

which the dogmatic theologian of recent times often turns,

when he seeks to establish the " universal reference of

Christianity to humanity and the absoluteness of the

Christian religion."^

^ Beysclilag, New Testament Theology^ ut sup. i. p. 416. In his Nieder-

gefahren zu den Toten (Giessen, 1900), Dr. Carl Clemen, of tlie University of

Halle-Wittenberg, writes in behalf of the Article on the Descent to Hell

in the Apostles* Creed as understood in the literal, historical sense. He

takes the great Petrine passage to teach an actual descent of Christ to the

world of the departed and an extension of grace there, implying the presenta-

tion of the gospel message there to those who knew it not here, the possibility

of conversion after death, etc. He understands the "spirits in prison" to be

the unbelieving dead in Hades. Bishop Dahle also, in his Life after Deaths

takes the passages in Peter to mean that "the quickened Christ immediately

before His resurrection preached in the kingdom of death (Hades)." He thinks

it "at least probable that this preaching held good of the dead in general, and

was so far a preaching of the gospel that He preached Himself," and further,

that this was "to those not called during their earthly life, a call of grace

which made it possible for them to receive or reject salvation in Christ,"

although we do not know "how many or how few attended to this call." See

pp. 207 ff.

=2 Dogmatih, i. pp. 264-271, ii. 148.

^ Dorner, System of Ohristicm Doctrine, iv. pp. 130-132, Clark's trans.
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There are some things, it is admitted, which seem to

favour this view of the passage ; among which special weight

is given to the force of the statement that He " went " and

preached, and to the fact that the event in question is intro-

duced between the death and the resurrection. But with all

fchat can be urged in its support, on exegetical or on dogmatic

grounds, and with all the prepossession in its favour which

is furnished by the present trend of religious thought, this

interpretation is surrounded by difficulties—difficulties both

more numerous and more serious than its advocates are

accustomed to confess. It is not simply that it has little

to support it elsewhere, or that it runs singularly athwart

the general teaching of Scripture, which attaches such

moment to the present life as the theatre of human destinies

and the scene of opportunity and grace. It is at fault in a

number of things, contextual and grammatical. It dissoci-

ates the important relative "in which" (in verse 19) from

its antecedent, giving it the enlarged sense of "in which

quickened spirit," instead of its proper sense of "in which

spirit," or "in which spiritual mode of being." It thus

represents the Subject who preaches as the quickened or

disembodied Christ, whereas in Peter's statement the Subject

who preaches is Christ in a particular form of life and

activity. It fails to explain why the time of the disobedience

is given so specifically, or why the details of the building of

the ark, the Divine long-suffering, and the salvation of the

eight souls are introduced as they are. It gives no adequate

account of the remarkable fact that the men of Noah's day,

and only these, are mentioned.

The definiteness of this statement and the central place

which it has in the paragraph are hard to explain on any
view which transfers the preaching to the period between

Christ's death and resurrection. Some identify " the spirits

in prison " with the single generation of Noah's time ; others

think that they are meant to comprehend aU the dead, and
that the men of the Flood are named as a particular instance

of a class. Some say that the men of Noah's day are intro-

duced as specially excusable and as deserving of some com-
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pensation in the other world for the limitation of their

opportunities in this world. Others say that they are

introduced as pre-eminently wicked. But on any con-

struction of the passage which bears that these men are

brought in simply as examples or types of larger classes,

the difficulty remains. If the race is introduced as pre-

eminently evil, how should it be an incentive to the Christian

to live carefully in righteousness and endurance in this life,

to remind him that a second opportunity is provided in the

future life for the most perverse ? On the other hand, if

the race is singled out for notice as in some sense pecuharly

excusable, that must mean that their fate on earth was hard

and their opportunity limited. But the thing that is set

in the foreground in the paragraph itself is that God waited

for these men with much long-suffering, giving them un-

mistakable tokens of His will by the agency of Noah and

the spectacle of the ark, and ample opportunity of repentance

during the years the vessel of deliverance was a-building.

Further, if it is difficult to see the point of connection

between the exhortation which Peter addresses to these tried

Christians and the mention of a preaching to the dead of the

generation of the Flood, and more difficult to understand what

encouragement to a life of godliness and patience under injury

can lie in the statement that the disobedient children of the

Deluge, or men of kindred perversity, have the gospel pro-

claimed to them in Hades, the ministry itself remains one of

which nothing is said beyond the simple fact that it took

place at a certain time. No hint is given of its results.

What effect it produced then, why it took place at that time,

whether it continues now, and what its issues are to be,—all

this is left untold. The whole question, therefore, of a

ministry of Christ in Hades remains as vague and indefinite

in respect of the nature, the purpose, and the results of His

action there, as it is burdened with difficulties in the matter

of relevancy and grammatical probability.

There is, however, another construction of this dark saying

which deserves consideration. It is the one that has com-

mended itself as, on the whole, the most reasonable to a
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succession of interpreters extending from the early centuries

on to the present day. It has been accepted in one form or

other by men like Augustine, Aquinas, Hugo of St. Victor,

Bede, Beza, G-erhard, Turretin, Besser, Wichelhaus, Piiller,

Hofmann, Schweitzer. "We are indebted to the last two for

giving it a more scientific form than it previously had. It

refers the scene of the preaching to earth instead of Hades,

and the time of the preaching to Noah's day instead of the

period between Christ's death and the resurrection. It takes

the preacher to have been Christ Himself in His pre-incarnate

activity, and the preaching to have been in the form of the

Divine warnings of the time, the spectacle of the building of

the ark, and the various tokens of God's long-suffering.

The strain of the paragraph so understood becomes this

:

" Be content to suffer. There is blessing in so doing, provided

you suffer for well-doing and not for ill-doing. Look to your

Lord's example—how He did good to the most unworthy and

died for the unjust. Think what the issue of injurious suffer-

ing was to Him ; if He suffered even unto death as regards

the mortal side of His being. He was raised as regards the

spiritual to a new life with new powers. Look back on the

remote past, ere He had appeared in the flesh. Eeflect how
then, too. He acted in this gracious way, how He went

and preached to the guilty generation of the Flood, making
known to those grossest of wrong-doers, by the spectacle of

the ark a-building, the word of His servant Noah, and the

varied warnings of the time, His will to save them. And
consider that He has still the same graciousness of will—of

which baptism is the figure ; that He can still save oppressed

righteous ones as He saved the believing souls of Noah's

house ; that all the more can He now save such, seeing that

in His exalted life He has all the powers of heaven subject

to Him."

This interpretation has its own difficulties. It is objected

to it that it makes the phrase " the spirits in prison " mean
" the spirits tww in prison." But if on this view there is a

difference between the time of the preaching and the time

of the imprisonment, on the other view there is a difference
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between the time of the preaching and the time of the dis-

obedience. It is also alleged that the word " went " {iropev-

ffek), which expresses local motion, misses its proper sense on

this view. But the answer is found in the Old Testament

way of speaking of Jehovah as coming, going, ascending.

There is an analogous expression, too, in the Epistle to the

Ephesians, where it is said of Christ that He " came and

preached peace." ^ Besides, if the term " went " is in any

way inappropriate to the pre-incarnate Christ, it is not less

SO to the disembodied Christ.

On the other hand, there is much to recommend this

interpretation. It retains the natural sense for all the lead-

ing terms

—

-Jleshj spirit, quickened, preached, prison, etc. It

gives us the same Subject all through, namely, Christ as the

Subject put to death, Christ as the Subject quickened, Christ

as the Subject preaching, and Christ as the Subject exalted.

It accounts for the definite statement of the time of the dis-

obedience. It starts not with what is obscure in the paragraph,

but with what is clearest and least ambiguous, namely, the

historical reference to the Flood. It seeks the key to the

problem in Peter's own writings, particularly in what he

says of an activity of the pre-incarnate Christ, or the Spirit

of Christ, in the Old Testament prophets.^ It gives a sufficient

reason for the details about Noah's time, the building of the

ark being mentioned as one of the means by which Christ

preached and God's will was made known to the men of that

generation. It helps us to understand why Peter proceeds

to speak of Christ's present position of honour and power at

God's right hand. And it bears most directly and clearly on

the injunction to a Christlike behaviour under wrong. Per

it points these suffering Christians to the graciousness which

has always been seen in the case of their Lord, and which "has

always been exhibited even to the worst of wrong-doers.

The unexampled character of the paragraph has led some

to connect it with the obscure statement in the Book of

Genesis ^ on the sin between the sons of God and the daughters

of men, and to regard it as pointing to a judicial visitation

1 ii. 17. 2 1 Pet. i. 11. 3 vi. 1-4.
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which had its occasion in that unparalleled guilt. It has

induced Baur among others to seek its explanation in the

trespass of the angels referred to in the Second Epistle/ and

understood to have been committed previous to the Deluge,

or in the Jewish stories of the guilt and punishment of angels.

Some have thought that it may be taken from lost portions

of the Book of Enoch or some similar product of Judaism.

It would be in some sense a relief if it could be shown to be

a passage of the same order as those referring to the Book of

Enoch and the Assumption of Moses in the Epistle of Jude.

In that case it might have nothing more than the illustrative

value of a quotation. It is possible that the key to it may
yet be found in some ' recovered specimen of the pseudepi-

graphic literature of the Jews. But the terms are^ incon-

sistent with any explanation yet offered us which has recourse

either to the Jewish literature or to the obscure passages in

the Book of Genesis. The terms of the passage will not suit

such a case as that of the fallen angels, or that of the Nephilim

or giants? The description of the sin of the " spirits in

prison " as disobedience, and the idea of the preaching (which

as here expressed can only be a preaching of grace), are

obviously inappropriate to these instances. As things stand,

therefore, the most that we can say is that, while the question

remains one of the balance of probabilities, fewer difficulties

attach to the interpretation which places the preaching in

Noah's time, than to that which supposes a ministry of Christ

in the world of the dead. It is a question, however, for the

final solution of which we have yet to wait, and on which

modesty and a reserve of judgment most become the student.^

The second of the two Petrine passages ^ is little less of

a puzzle than the first. Some have felt it so intractable that

they have given it up in despair. Luther thought that some

corruption must have crept into the text, and others have

been inclined to regard it as the gloss of some scribe or

annotator.* But documentary evidence provides no such

1 ii. 4.

2 As advocated by Ewald, Siehen SendscTireiben, p. 47. ^ See !N"ote I.

^ 1 Pet. iv. 6. ^ ^•9-j Reichej Commentarius Griticus,
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method of relief. The passage occurs in a paragraph which

completes a series of counsels bearing on the attitude of the

Christian to heathen associates and heathen persecutors.

Christ's example in suffering is the keynote to all these

counsels. It has been used to point the blessedness of suffer-

ing for righteousness' sake. It is now used to enforce the

duty of absolute separation from pagan vices—a separation

as absolute as if one were dead to them. Christ has suffered

as regards the flesh. He has done so with the mind or

'purpose of doing good even to the worst of wrong-doers.

Christians, therefore, should arm themselves with the same

mind, and they should do so because thus to suffer according

to the flesh is to cease from sin, to be brought to an end as

regards sins.^ By suffering and dying Christ has done with

sin. And those who suffer with Him should recognise that

their old relation to sin is at an end, that they themselves

are done with sin. The heathen among whom they live

will think it strange, it is true, that they stand aloof from

" lasciviousness, lusts, wine-bibbings, revellings, carousings,

and abominable idolatries," in which they once walked. They

will speak evil of them when they refuse to " run with them

into the same excess of riot." But if they have to suffer at

the hands of these pagan slanderers, they know tliat there is

a judgment for all, a judgment which is certain and near, the

judgment of One who will give their rights to all, whether

alive or dead, whether heathen persecutors or Christian

sufferers.

It is in the train of this statement that the words in

question are introduced :
" For unto this end was the gospel

preached even to the dead, that they might be judged

according to men in the flesh, but live according to God in

the spirit." ^ The object which the writer has in view in the

paragraph as a whole is clear. It is to encourage those tried

Christians to keep themselves absolutely apart from pagan

vices, and unmoved by the blasphemous slanders of their

heathen neighbours. The precise way, however, in which the

mention of a preaching to the dead is linked on to this, is not

i 1 Pet. iv. 1, ii.
2 1 Pet. iy. 6, R. V.
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80 clear. It might be simply as a confirmation of Christ's

readiness to judge, there being no other ministry but Judgment,

as Bengel suggests, when once the gospel is preached to the

whole world. Or it might be in support of what is said of

the giving account} In which case the point would be this

:

" Fear not your blasphemers ; they shall all be judged, even

should they die before Christ's coming; the gospel was preached

to those now dead as it is preached to all who are alive, with

the object of bringing them to live according to God; and

those who frustrate that object have to give account for it."

The connection, however, may also be understood to lie

more immediately between the mention of the dead as the

subjects of the judgment and the mention of the dead as the

subjects of the preaching. In that case we have the idea

that it is obviously just and reasonable that the dead should

be judged as well as the living, because the gospel is preached

to all, those who miss it in this world having it announced

to them in the other world. Or it may be taken in a larger

way, the reference being rather to the main idea in the fifth

verse ; the fact that dead and living alike shall have the

judgment of righteousness pronounced upon them at Christ's

coming being the Christian's encouragement to a life accord-

ing to God's win now. The choice is between these last two

constructions of the relation in which the verse in question

stands to what is said of Christ being ready to judge, of

heathen slanderers having to give account, and of Christians

being evil spoken of.

The passage, then, which is introduced in one or other

of these connections, speaks of a gospel preached, of those to

whom it is addressed as dead, and of its purpose as this

—

that they might he judged according to men in the flesh, hut live

according to God in the spirit. Is this a gospel addressed to

the dead when dead ? or is it a gospel once proclaimed to

persons who are now dead ? The preaching itself is expressed

by the word evrjryyeXicrOT}, which always means to " bring

good news," to " publish the gospel," and can be understood

here, therefore, only in the sense of an offer of grace. The
' So Hoftnann and others.
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main points in dispute are the time, the scene, and subjects of

this gospel-ministry. The question is, Do the statements of

time, scene, and subjects permit us to understand Peter to refer

to an offer of grace made to all men. or to certain men, in

Hades ; an offer made in extension or in supplement of the

ministry of truth on earth, supplying defects or compen-

satmg for inequalities in the probationary arrangements of

the present life ? The answer turns to some extent on the

idea which is formed of the general strain of the paragraph,

but much more on the meaning of the more decisive words

and the force of certain grammatical considerations.

It has to be observed that the leading verb *^was

preached" (evijyyektadr)) is a distract past. The ministry,

consequently, is one already accomplished. Its time is in

the past. It is neither a thing of the present nor a process

that is to continue. The " dead " {veKpoh) who are the

subjects of the preaching must be understood in the usual

sense of the physically dead. No doubt the statement would

run easily if we could follow Augustine and some others in

taking the word to mean here the spiritually dead ; in defence

of which they quote the different senses given to the same

term by our Lord Himself in the saying, " Let the dead bury

their dead." ^ But there is no proper analogy between the

two cases, and the use of the word dead in the literal sense

in the previous sentence which brings the two great classes

of the quick and the dead together, is decisive for the sense

here.

In the same way the meaning of the word ^^judged"

(KpiOaxTL) is determined by its obvious use in the previous

mention of Christ as ready to judge. It cannot express mere

discipline or chastisement, still less mortification or penance.

It means literal judgment, judicial dealing, and seems best

understood here of physical death as the judgment or penalty

of sin. The fact that the word dead in both its occurrences

wants the article is also of some importance. The statement

in both cases is a general one, applying to classes. But,

while the absence of the article does not exclude the idea of

1 Matt. vii. 22.
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the totality of the dead being in view, it makes a more

limited application possible. In neither case is it " the dead,"

but " dead persons " as contrasted with living persons, that

are the subjects of the statement, and the context must

decide the extension which is given to the term. In the one

case it is said that Christ's judgment embraces all men, dead

and living alike. In the other case the preaching is said to

have been addressed simply to dead persons, not necessarily

to the dead universally. The relation of the two clauses as

marked by the "indeed" has also to be noticed. Expressed

by the familiar fiev—Se, it is a relation in which the one

clause is qualified by the other. So that the sentence has

this force
—

" that, although judged as regards the flesh, they

might live as regards the spirit."

These are the main data of the exegesis. The view taken

of the passage as a whole will also be influenced by the view

which is taken of the previous section on preaching to the

" spirits in prison." For it is difficult to resist the impression

that the two paragraphs belong more or less to the same

general idea. It is almost invariably the case, therefore, that

those who find the disclosure of a Hades-ministry in the one

find it in the other, and vice versd. To reason, however, from

the one to the other, is a thing to be done with caution.

The general resemblance is modified by important differences.

In the former passage the Person who preached is expressly

stated to have been Christ Himself ; in the latter the preacher

is left unnamed, and the simple fact that preaching did take

place is mentioned.^ In the former the persons to whom the

preaching was addressed are given specially as " spirits in

prison," and are connected with Noah's generation ; in the

latter they are simply dead persons, without explanation of

their number or their date. In the former, too, the time of

the preaching is defined-—according to one view as the time

between Christ's death and resurrection ; according to another

^ It is suggested indeed tLat e&riyyeKladT} miglit be taken as a Middle

Voice, and that thus a place might he found for the mention of the Preacher

{eiyjyyekiadT}, sciL 6 XpiffrSs). So Weiss in Studien und XritiJc&Tif 1872, p. 671.

But this is against the New Testament usage.
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as the time after Christ's resurrection ; according to a third

as the time when the disobedience took place, namely, in the

days preceding the Deluge. But in the latter, the preaching

is given simply as an event of the past, without further

explanation. Hence some who think that the former passage

af&rms a Hades - ministry, confess that the latter must be

understood in quite another way.^

These, then, being the main conditions of the exegesis,

contextual, linguistic, and grammatical, there are two inter-

pretations which seem to meet them better than any other.

One takes the heathen revilers to be the parties more

immediately in view, and the thing specially stated to be the

certainty that they shall have to answer for their slanders.

The force of the paragraph will then be this :
" Be neither

disturbed nor misled by your revilers ; they have theii^ account

to give to Christ Himself, all of them, whether alive or dead,

at His coming; for the gospel was preached to those now

dead as it is preached to the living, with the purpose of

bringing them to live in accordance with God's will ; and if

this purpose is mocked, judgment awaits them." ^

The other interpretation takes the slandered Christians

to be the persons first in view, and the thought of their

ultimate vindication by the Judge of all to be the point of

the encouragement. Thus understood, the statement amounts

to this :
" Have done for ever with the coarse, pagan life ; the

heathen will persecute you, and justify their persecution by

reviling your character ; but be not moved by that. Christ

is Judge, and the cause of all is safe with Him, the cause of

those who die, no less than that of those who survive. Your

brethren have died ; but their case is secure with Him. For

the very object with which the gospel was made known to

them was that, although in their bodies (or, fleshly-wise) they

met the doom of death which is common to men, yet in their

spirits (or, as regards their higher nature) they might have a

life like God's. And should you be called to suffer unto

death, it will be with you as it is with them." This is on

^ So, e.g.^ Usteri. See his Minahgefahren zur Hdlle, pp. 41-53.

^ So Hofmann,
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the whole the best construction of the paragraph. It fits in

with the view of the preceding verse, and with the tenor of

the paragraph as a whole. It does justice to the " life

according to God" as the great aim of the gospel. It

retains for the various terms their natural sense. It also

points to certain disquieting thoughts to which other pas-

sages^ show those early Christians to have been subject

—

the perplexity caused by the fact that Christians were as

little exempt as others from death, " the wages of sin," and

the fear that those who died before Christ's coming might

somehow suffer loss.

The interpretation, however, that is in the ascendant at

present, is certainly the one which understands the passage

to speak of an offer of grace made to men after they have

passed into the world of the dead. This interpretation is

favoured by many men of eminence as exegetes and theo-

logians. Some are so certain of its truth that they think

only dogmatic prepossession could lead any to the contrary

opinion. The influence of dogmatic prepossession certainly

is not all on one side. But, apart from that, it must be

admitted that this interpretation does meet at least some

of the requirements of the exegesis very fairly. It also

estabhshes an easy connection with the preceding state-

ment. For it gives the paragraph this form :
" Christ is

ready to judge quick and dead ; with justice will His judg-

ment embrace both these classes ; for His gospel is preached

to all—in the other world if not in this."

But, with all these allowances, it must still be said of

this view of the passage that great difficulties belong to it,

greater difficulties indeed than those alleged against the

interpretation which was last mentioned. On the one hand,

if this supposed preaching is identified with that which is

referred to in the other Petrine passage, it is open to the

objections already taken to the idea of a presentation of the

gospel by Christ in His disembodied or quickened state to

the disobedient of Noah's time in the world of the dead. On
the other hand, if it is supposed that Peter now states the

1 1 Thess. iv. 13-18 ; also Rom. viii. 10.

25
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general truth, of which the preaching to " the spirits in

prison '* was only a particular illustration, the passage is made
to teach that, by Christ's visit to Hades, the gospel is made
known to all, so that it becomes a just and righteous thing

that all, whether living or dead, shall be judged by Him.
But there is much to tell against this. It misses the definite

statement of the time of the preaching. It treats the his-

torical tense ''was preached" as if it meant ''is preached"
or ''shall he preached." It translates a gospel - ministry

which is distinctly declared to belong to the past into a

present act or a continuous process. It assumes that the

dead who are named here must mean all the dead, and that

what is given as the statement of a fact belonging to the

past is the statement of a general principle.

On this view an idea is introduced which is irrelevant to

Peter's purpose here, and to the whole series of counsels

which are given in connection with the mention of the

preaching to " the spirits in prison " and to the " dead."

The idea is that Christ shall judge all men, quick or dead,

because His gospel shall first have been made known to all

men, those who did not hear it on earth having it preached

to them in the world of the departed. But in all that Peter

says here is there anything to indicate that this is the idea

that is specially before his mind ? Is there anything to

show that he is thinking of any such questions as these:

What shall be the position in the future life of those who

have not heard the gospel in the present life ? How shall it

stand with them in the judgment ? On what principle of

righteousness and reason can Christ at His return judge

those to whom His truth has not been made known on

earth ?

What he deals with surely is no remote question of this

kind, but a plain case—a case where the gospel is known,

the case where Christian people are evil spoken of by their

heathen neighbom^s for their fidelity to the gospel and their

separation from all their old heathen vices. It is difficult to

see, too, how the statement, if it is the statement of a ministry

of grace in Hades, gives point to the exhortation in connec-
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tion with which it is introduced. How should the mention

of a gospel preached to the dead in the under-world bear

upon the position or duty of living Christians, who are mis-

represented and injuriously treated by living detractors in

this world ? What encouragement to a Christlike endurance

of heathen slander and wrong should it be to these tried

Christians, to tell them that their heathen persecutors are

assured of a new period of favour in the other world ? Or

how should the mention of the continued grace shown to

the unrighteous dead in Hades incite the righteous living

to a persevering dissociation of themselves from heathen

impurity ?

The conclusion to which we are led by a careful considera-

tion of the terms of these two paragraphs, the connections in

which they stand, and the purposes with which they are

introduced into this plain and practical Epistle, is that they

give no sufficient ground for ascribing to Peter the doctrine

of an extension of opportunity into the other world. With
the materials at present available for the exegete's task, it

may be fairly said that in both paragraphs the interpretation

which leaves most unaccounted for and does least justice to

the best understood terms, is that which finds in them the

disclosure of a ministry of grace in Hades.^

It remaias to say something of John's teaching. The

Book of Eevelation has already been examined. The peculi-

arities of that book, the fact that it is a distinctively eschato-

^For the questions connected with these difficult paragraphs the Commen-
taries hy Huther, Usteri, Johnstone, Keil, and Von Soden are of special value.

Reference may also be made to the writer's exposition of the Epistles of Peter

in Schatf3 Popular Commentary ^ and to three articles in the British and Foreign

Evangelical Review (July 1872, January and April 1873). For acute exegesis

nothing surpasses Schweitzer's Hinabgcfahren zur Holle. On the history of

these questions much curious and interesting matter will be found in Dietel-

maier's Historia dogmatis de Descensu Christi ad Ivferos littcraria\ Konig's

Die Lehre von Christi Hollenfahrt ; and Glider's Die Lehre von der JErscheinung

Jesu Christi unter den Todten. See also Hofmann's Schriftbeweis ; C. H. H.
Wright's Biblical Essays, and his more recent book on The Intermediate State

and Prayers for the Dead ; Dahle's Life after Death ; Von Zezschwitz's Petri

Apostoli de Christi ad Inferos Descensu sententia, and his System der christlich-

Hrchlichen Katechetik, vol. ii. ; Frank's System der christlichen Wahrheit.

vol. ii. ; Clemen's '^ Niedergefahren zu den Toten," etc.
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logical writing, and the relation in which it stands to a special

order of literature, the apocalyptic, make it convenient to

deal with it separately. The Fourth Gospel has also come

already under consideration as a record of Christ's teaching.

We have still to look at John's own doctrine of the Future,

especially as it appears in his Epistles. For our present

purpose the three Epistles, notwithstanding the doubts at-

taching to the second and third from an early period, may
safely be taken together. It is difficult to understand how
the two smaller Epistles could have come to be accepted, or

how they could have survived, except on the supposition that

they had the great name of the beloved disciple on their side.

Brief and incidental as they are, they appear to be of the

same mint as the larger Epistle. The various writings, in-

deed, which are associated with the name of John—at least

the Gospel and the Epistles— bear all the indications of

spmtual kinship, and present Christian truth in a way which

at once makes them a class by themselves, and invites us to

take them together.

In form, in the habit of looking at things, in the pro-

portions given to things, John's teaching differs as widely as

may be from Peter's. The one is mystical and intuitional,

where the other is direct and practical. With John the

distinctions between past and present, outward and inward,

fall away ; or rather the inward is seen in the outward, the

essential in the phenomenal, the ideal in the actual, the

universal in the particular, the eternal in the temporal His

teaching, therefore, is not eschatological as Peter's is. It is

ideal and essential. Its genius is not to look away from the

present to the future, but to bring the future into the present.

Yet John has his eschatology as well as the other New
Testament writers, and there is no real inconsistency between

his teaching and theirs. He speaks of the principles rather

than the externals of things. But he is not altogether silent

on the forms in which these principles work, or the issues to

which they tend. "All the synoptic and primitive ideas

about the consummation of all things are in John also, and

no preconceived critical view of the Johannine system can
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remove it."^ There are two orders of ideas in John's writings,

of which the eschatological is the secondary and the more

occasional. But the one does not exclude the other. They

are to each other as the Synoptical report of our Lord's

teaching is to that given in the Fourth Gospel.

John's own teaching as it is seen in the Epistles follows

Christ's teaching as it appears in the Gospel. The ideas

and the characteristic forms of expression are the same in

each. In each the central thought is life. In each this life

is life in the largest sense, and is antithetical to death or to

•perdition. In each it is exhibited in essentially the same

aspects and relations. In Christ's teaching the life has its

source and its seat in the Father, and is given by the Father

to the Son, so that it is in the Son and can be imparted by

Him to men.^ So in John's teaching the life is the reality

that is before all time and behind all phenomena. It is with

the Father in the beginning, and is historically manifested in

the Son, so that it has been seen and borne witness to.^ In

Christ's teaching the gift of life comes to us only through

the Son, by belief in Him, by union with Him.^ In John's

teaching the possession of it is so essentially connected with

our attitude to Christ, that " he that hath the Son hath the

life ; and he that hath not the Son of God hath not the

hfe."^ In neither is this life distinctly defined, but in each

it is so exhibited that we get the same idea of what it is.

In the Fourth Gospel it is given in relation to the knowledge

of God ; and Christ's words, " This is life eternal, that they

should know Thee the only true God, and Him whom Thou
didst send, even Jesus Christ," ® are thought by some to be

a definition of its essence. They are rather a statement of

the condition of its attainment or the way to its possession.^

^ Beyschlag, New Testament Theology, ut sup. ii. p. 472.

2 John V. 26, vi. 57, xiv. 19, etc.

3 1 John i. 1, 2. * John iii. 15, 16, vi. 35, 50-58, etc.

^ 1 John V. 12, E.V.; also ii. 12, v. 11, etc. « John xvii. 3.
"^ Meyer understands Christ's words in John xvii. 3 to refer to the subjective

principle of the life. "Weiss and many other interpreters take the words as a

definition which makes knowledge the essence of eternal life. But Beyschlag

is right \?hen he says *'it is evident that the intercessory prayer would be the
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In the Epistles it is identified in the same way with the

promise of God.^ But in each it consists in fellowship with

God as He is known in Jesus Christ. In each, therefore, it

denotes the highest good of existence, and expresses the

Christian completion of the Old Testament ideas of life and

good, as things found only in God and the experience of His

favour.

In John's teaching in the Epistles as in our Lord's in the

Fourth Gospel, this life is usually exhibited as a present

thing, and not only so but a thing which we may know to be

ours now.^ But in both it is also at times a thing of the

future.^ In both, too, the note of the eternal is attached to

it. In Christ's teaching, as given in the Fourth Gospel,

eternal life is one of the most prominent and characteristic

ideas. In that Gospel it seems to take the place which is

occupied by the idea of the kingdom of God in the Synoptical

Gospels. Proportionately it is even a larger element in John's

own teaching, the expression eternal life occurring some

seventeen times in the Gospel and six times in the Epistles.

In the Greek it appears in different forms, perhaps with

regard to different aspects in which it is capable of being

presented.* But the sense which this great term bears in

most unsuitable place for giving the definition of a concept, and especially of

one that had already been used throughout the whole Gospel without needing

such a definition." In his view, therefore, the words express "how and by

what means Jesus has hitherto fulfilled His commission to give eternal life to

all iiesh, namely, by making them know the Father as the only true God and

Himself as His ambassador ; and so the tovto iffHy stands here manifestly in

the sense of rest upon, or is procured by,—it does not make eternal life mean

simply the knowledge of God " {New Testament Theology^ ut sup. i. p. 268).

"Wendt also understands our Lord as stating not "wherein eternal life consists

as to its essence, but wherein lies the means of obtaining it" {The Teaching of

Jesus
J

i. p. 24:4, Clark's trans.). See also Stevens, The Johannine Theology,

pp. 814-322.

1 ii. 25.

2 1 John V. 12, 13 ; John iii. 36, v. 24, vi. 47, 54, xx. 31.

8 1 John ii. 25 ; John iv. 14, 36, v. 25, vi. 27, 54, xi. 25, xii. 25, xiv. 19.

^ The most frequent form is the anarthrous, fw^ alibvtos, " eternal life " (John

iu. 15, 16, 36, iv. 14, 36, v. 24, 39, vi. 27, 40, 47, 54, 68, x. 28, xii. 25, 50,

xvii. 2; 1 John iil. 15, v. 11, 13, 20). But we have also ij altbvios fwij, "the

eternal life " (John xvii. 3), and ^ ^w^ i] al<bvios (1 John i. 2, ii. 25). There is

also the verbal form, tyu ds rbv alQva, "to live for ever" (John vi. 51, 58).
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the Johannine writings admits of no dispute. The associa-

tions in which it appears, the statements which are given (as

in John xvii. 3) of the conditions or means of its attainment,

and the contrasts in which it is placed, make it clear that it

is the note of a kind or order of life, not of a length or

duration of life. The " eternal " is a qualitative term, not

a quantitative ; used not in order to add to the " life " the

idea of ^perpetuity, but to express more fully the quality

which belongs to the " life " itself. In John's writings
'' death " is an ethical condition, the condition of failure and

evil in which men exist by nature, and out of which they

are raised by Christ. The " life " is the new condition—the

spiritual order of being, the existence of fellowship with God
into which Christ brings men ; and the " eternal life " is

this " life " in its quality of the divine order of life, the life

which fulfils the whole idea of life, the good of life, the per-

fection of life, the satisfaction of life in God.^

But this qualitative or ethical conception of " eternal

life," which is characteristic of John, is not at variance with

the eschatological conception in which it appears elsewhere.

The quality of continuance or imperishableness is not ex-

cluded, but included. It lies in the nature of the " life " as

eternal, a life of the divine order, that it is superior to change,

decay, or extinction. The life of the believer is contrasted

with all that is transitory as a life which endures for ever

:

" The world passeth away, and the lust thereof : but he that

doeth the will of God abideth for ever." ^ And while this

life is a present possession, a life into which we have already

Bishop Westcott thinks that the form, -7 aldjvLos ^<ari, describes the ''special

Messianic gift brought by Christ {the eternal life) as distinguished from the

general conception (fu^ althvios, life eternal) "
; and that in the phrase ij fw?; ij

aldiiVLoSf *'t?ie life, even the life etemaly" the two elements in the idea are regarded

separately. He also recognises a shade of difference between ^arq and ^ojt?

altbvLos in John iii. 36. This is perhaps too precise. See his Epistles of St John

under 1 John i. 2.

^ Bishop Westcott identifies the "eternal life" of John with Paul's ^ Bvtojs

^u^, '*the life which is life indeed " (1 Tim. vi. 19), and 7} fw7? toO Beov, " the

life of God" (Eph. iv. 18), and defines it as "not an endless duration of being,

biit being of which time is not a measure " {The Ejjistles of St. John, p. 215).
=" 1 John ii. 17.
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passed by union with Christ, it also looks to a completer

future. In Christ's teaching the " life " which the believer

has at present is also an " eternal life " unto which he shall

keep the life that is hated for Christ's sake now.^ And in

John's teaching there is a manifestation yet to be expected of

what the children of God shall be.^

As it is with John's doctrine of " life," so is it with all

the truths which in his writings have their centre in this.

In each it is the inward, the essential, the present, that is

mainly in view, yet not to the exclusion of the prospective,

the consummate, the final.

John speaks of the " last hour/' ® as Peter speaks of the

" last time," or " end of all things." He has the doctrine

of an antichrist that cometli, and " antichrists " that have

already come.^ Whether this is to be understood as the

doctrine of a great anti-Christian principle, the personification

of an anti-Christian spirit which is working in individual

deceivers, or as the doctrine of a person who is to be the final'

embodiment of opposition to Christ, the presence of this power

is the sign of the end for which the Christian looks.^ John,

too, has the lofty word of hope, and the promise of a " full

reward." ® He, too, speaks of a supreme blessedness yet in

the future, which is to consist in seeing Christ as He is and

being made Hke Him.^

Nor is it otherwise with the great truths of the Second

Advent, the Besurrection, and the Judgment, In John's

writings the Lord's coming, it is true, is usually a spiritual

return, an advent in acts of grace, a coming in the life of the

believer, in the presence of the Comforter.^ But, as we have

seen, the idea of a literal, objective coming also has a place

in our Lord's own teaching in the Fourth Gospel.^ And the

1 John xii. 25. ^ j joi^ jii, % s i john ii. 18.

* 1 John ii. 18, 19, 22, iv. 3 ; 2 John 7.

^ Bishop Westcott thinks the former view the more natural. (See hia epistles

of St. John, in loc.) The analogy of Paul's Man of Sin, however, is in favour

of the latter.

6 1 John iii. 3 ; 2 John 8. ^ 1 John iii. 2.

8 John xiv. 18, 23, 28, xvi. 7, otc.

^ Especially in xiv. 3. In these words some indeed recognise a series of
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same is the case with John's teaching in the Pirst Epistle.

It speaks of an appearance or manifestation of Christ, which

is yet to be made—a manifestation of such a kind that we
shall see Him as He is.^ And not only so^ but this manifesta-

tion of Christ forms the subject of another statement, the

import of which is unmistakable :
" And now, my little

children, abide in Him ; that, if He shall be manifested, we
may have boldness, and not be ashamed before Him at His

coming." ^ In this instance John adopts the term which Paul

is accustomed to use in a very definite sense. The introduc-

tion of this well-understood term, Parousiaj puts it beyond

question that John has in view Christ's objective advent at

the end of things.

The doctrines of the Eesv/rrection and the Judgment have

also their place in John's teaching. In the other New Testa-

ment writings, as well as jn the Synoptical record of Christ's

words, these events are associated with the Farousia. In

John's report of our Lord's teaching, the Resurrection and the

Judgment are both in the main present conditions or spiritual

processes. The hour when the dead " shall hear the voice

of the Son of God " is an hour that " cometh, and now is." ^

When Martha speaks of her brother rising again "in the

resurrection at the last day," Christ points her to a present

resurrection and a present life in Himself, which death cannot

touch :
" I am the resurrection and the life : he that believeth

on Me, though he die, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth,

and believeth on Me, shall never die." ^ The judgment, too,

comings, or the idea that Christ " is, in fact, from the raoment of His resun'ec-

tion, ever coming to the world, and to the Church, and to men as the risen Lord "

(Westcott, in loe.) ; and others see only a spiritual advent, the descent of the
Holy Ghost, or Christ's s^nritual presence with His disciples. But the fact

that this "coming again" is associated herewith the going away to heaven
and preparing a place, seems decisive in favour of the objective advent at the
end. The same appears to be the sense of the coming of which Christ speaks
in John xxi. 22.

^ 1 John iii. 2. It is a question, of course, whether the rendering should he
"if he shaU be manifested" or "if it shall be manifested." The former,

however, is the more probable.

^ 4v T^ irapovaig, abrov ; 1 John ii. 28.

3 John V. 25. * John xi. 24-26, R. V,
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is one that takes place now. The light which comes with

Christ into the world, the truth which He proclaims, the

words which He speaks, are putting men at present to the

test and subjecting them to judgment ; so that " he that

believeth not hath been judged already." ^

Yet in John's report of Christ's teaching both Eesurrec-

tion and Judgment are also events of the future, though

more rarely. There is a " last day," at which it is God's

will that the Son should raise up all that the Father has

given Him, " every one that beholdeth the Son, and believeth

on Him," ^ In the great discourse in which Christ speaks of

the life that is in Him, and the power of that life both for

present and for future issues, both for soul and for body, the

two aspects of the resurrection are presented together. He
speaks at once of an hour that " now is," when they that

hear the voice of the Son of God sj:iall live, and of an hour

that " Cometh, in which all that are in the tombs shall hear

His voice, and shall come forth." ^ So, too, there is a final

judgment, of which He who declares that He " came not to

judge the world," says, " the word that I spake, the same

shall judge him in the last day." ^ As it is with these great

truths in the Johannine report of our Lord's words, so is it

with them in John's own teaching. The doctrine of the

Eesurrection, it is true, is not mentioned in express terms in

John's Epistles. But it is implied in what is said of the

future manifestation of the children of God and the judgment.

And in two remarkable passages the judgment is certainly in

view as an event of the future. It is so when John bids his

children abide in Christ, in order that they may " have bold-

ness, and not be ashamed before Him at His coming." ^ It

is so still more explicitly when he says, " Herein is love made

perfect with us, that we may have boldness in the day of

judgment."^

Some tell us that John's doctrine and that of the other

New Testament writers belong to entirely different planes;

1 John iii. 18, 19, R.V. ^ j^hn vi. 39, 40, R.V.

3 John V. 25-29, R.V, ** John xii. 47, 48, R.V.

» 1 John ii. 28. ® 1 John iv. 17, R.V.
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that those views of the future, which are prominent elements

in the latter, are not to be recognised in the former ; that, if

they appear at all, it is incidentally, and not as belonging to

the real thought or proper message of the Apostle."^ But it is

not the case that the eschatology of the Synoptical Gospels,

or that of James and Peter, is strange to John. Though

they occupy a smaller space in John's writings, and are

subordinate to other truths, the Second Coming, the Kesur-

rection, the Judgment, the Life Eternal appear in John's

teaching as they do in that of the New Testament generally.

They appear as events of the end, final acts or conditions in

which all previous manifestations of Christ, all previous acts

and gifts of His, come to their climax. They appear, too, all

in association with each other, with no note of an interval

separating one from the other, with no hint of a first resur-

rection and a second.

^ Reuss is of this number. " Of all the facts of eschatology, " he says, * * the

only one of which passing mention is made (by John) is the resurrection of

the dead." He thinks the First Epistle inferior to the Gospel, and charac-

terised by imperfectly developed mysticism, of which its mention of Christ's

Parousia is an evidence (see his History of Christian Theology^ ii. 498, 499,

Eng. trans.). But if so, how comes it that it is just in the Epistle that tlie

idea of a resurrection is left unexpressed f
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Strong as his instinct is to make the Christian faith a matter of

thought, and many as are the hints towards a theology which appear in

his writings, yet he never felt the need to express in rigid formulae the

peculiar but fluid conceptions with which he works, or to present in

systematic doctrinal form the magnificent view of the world which he

carries within him. He never gets beyond a struggle with his thoughts

and words ; when forced by some practical necessity he indicates a train

of thought, he does not pursue it, but when the occasion recurs he starts

afresh. Strong, therefore, as the theological elements are which his

system contains, the practical and moral aim is always dominant ; and so

it is the speech, not of theology, but of religion, which we hear ; and we

hear it with such power, fulness, and depth as, apart from Jesus' own

preaching, was never heard in words before or afterwards. That which

distinguishes it from the gospel of Jesus is evident, and lies in the nature

of the case. Jesus uses the simple, sublime speech of revelation ; Paul

in every tone utters the experience of salvation and of faith, of one

praising and confessing, struggling and fighting, reflecting and speculat-

ing.

—

Beysohlag.

It must be clearly understood that Paul was no philosopher of the

schools. The purpose or wish to construct a system, properly so called,

was wholly foreign to his mind. He was a missionary, who brought

everything to bear upon his work. He learned by teaching. In every

crisis of his life he looked for guidance from God. The solution of

difficult questions he sought in prayer ; and the answer came sometimes

like a flash of light, sometimes as the result of profound meditation, but

was always regarded by him as a Divine inspiration. He studied events,

he reflected upon past experiences ; he profited by his travels and his

reading. Everything, in short, furnished him with food for thought, and

with opportunities of discovering the practical or theoretical issues of the

faith that he incessantly preached.

—

Sabatier.



CHAPTER I

GENERAL STATEMENT

¥E have seen that the writings which are understood to

reflect the mind of the original Apostolic circle have,

with certain differences in method and proportion, substan-

tially the same doctrine of the Future. We have also seen

that that doctrine is in essential harmony with Christ's

own words on the things of the end. But we have still

to examine the teaching of one who, though neither belong-

ing to the original Twelve nor a child of Galilee, had a

special Apostleship, the wide Apostleship of the Gentile world,

and has left us a larger number of writings than any of the

immediate companions of our Lord. The deep and far-

reaching influence of Paul of Tarsus on the statement of

Christian truth and the history of the Christian Church is

recognised by all. So high is the estimate which some form

of this influence that they speak as if Christianity were simply

Paulinism, and as if Paul had been the first to proclaim in

clear and unmistakable terms the Christian religion as a

religion not for the Jew only, but for the whole world of

sinful men. This is an exaggeration which forgets the Master

in magnifying the disciple. But the fact remains that in

relation to our subject, as to Christian doctrine generally, a

place of the first importance belongs to Paul.

In him, too, we have a man so different from the other

New Testament writers in intellectual make, mental training,

and religious experience, that it is reasonable to expect from

him a very distinct type of doctrine. In his natural genius,

his dialectic faculty, and his peculiar education there is much
to suggest that in his case we shall have a more definite and
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reasoned presentation of Christian truth. We have to ask,

therefore, whether this is the case. What is that doctrine

of the Future which makes the burden of many of the loftiest

and profoundest passages in the writings of St. Paul ? Has
it those relations to the Old Testament hope and to Christ's

own teaching which we have found in the General Apostolic

Doctrine ? Or is it of another type ? Is it in general

agreement with the teaching of the other New Testament

writers? Or is it of a different character, distinctively

Hellenic where theirs is distinctively Jewish ? Is it a self-

consistent doctrine ? Or do its later forms differ materially

from its earlier ? Are there peculiar elements in it, and does

it make any special contribution to the Christian doctrine of

Immortality as a whole ?

These are questions of great interest, and men have been

by no means at one in the answers which they have given

to them. The materials which are at our disposal in investi-

gating these subjects are considerable. They consist of

numerous statements scattered over the Epistles which bear

Paul's name and the discourses which the Book of Acts re-

ports to have been spoken by him. They are neither so large

in number, however, nor so definite in tenor as we could

wish. They include not only deliverances given in relief of

difficulties of which Paul became aware in his churches, or

in reply to questions addressed to him, but to no small extent

also of sayings of a more incidental kind, prompted by his

habit of following out the suggestions of particular words

into directions beyond his main subject. While it is not

always easy to interpret his more direct statements, it is often

peculiarly difficult to determine the precise bearing of those

more occasional sayings, and the use to which they may

legitimately be put.

The discussion of these subjects is bound up to some extent

with well-known questions of literary and historical criticism.

How many of the Epistles which are ascribed to St. Paul

can be made good historically as his, is still debated.

Whether the integrity of the Epistles can be established at

all points, is also held by many to be uncertain. It is still
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asserted that not a few of them have a character widely

different from the genuine writings of the Apostle, or betray

ecclesiastical conditions and ideas which are of a later date.

These questions cannot be disregarded. They have their

interest in their own place. But, fortunately, they are of

subordinate importance in relation to what we have im-

mediately in hand. It is not only that the genuineness of

these Epistles is being vindicated more and more, so that

under the most rigid demands of scientific procedure we are

entitled to use more of them than the great founder of

the Tubingen school himself allowed. To the four primary

Epistles, those to the churches of Galatia, Corinth, and Rome,

most are agreed now that at least three should be added

—

First Thessalonians, Philippians, and Philemon. Some of the

acutest critics make important concessions even as regards

Second Thessalonians, Ephesians, and Colossians. Others

frankly admit that of the thirteen Pauline Epistles all but

the three Pastorals may be taken conjointly in any con-

struction of Paul's theology. Most allow that even those

writings which they are unable to assign to Paul himself are

at least trustworthy memorials of the doctrine of the Pauline

circle.

It is of consequence to see how the case now stands in

this respect. But apart from all this, it will appear, as we
proceed, that the question of the Pauline doctrine of the

Future is little affected by these problems of criticism. It

is precisely in the four primary Epistles that we have the

largest and most varied disclosure of Paul's mind as regards

the things of the end. If we were limited to these four

Epistles, we should have all the essential points in Paul's

eschatological teaching. If along with these we take the

three now generally added to Baur's list, we shall have more

detail on certain points. If we extend our investigation to

the whole thirteen, we shall find only one or two things that

can be called in any sense novel, and none that can be re-

garded as out of harmony with what we have in the four

primary Epistles. This will become clear as we proceed.

While we distinguish between the different groups of writings

26
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for the sake of scientific precision, it will be seen that no

injustice would be done, though from the first we dealt with

the whole thirteen Epistles and the discourses in the Book

of Acts as one collection of genuine Pauline literature.

The question is also raised whether we have not to re-

cognise a change of view in these writings. They fall easily

into four distinct groups, and attention is called to certain

differences between the groups, especially between the Thessa-

lonian Epistles and those of later date. These differences are

thought to indicate a difference in attitude towards the Last

Things. Those who assign the later Epistles to other hands

than Paul's, take these differences to be witnesses to an

advance and a modification which naturally occurred in the

course of years, in the form of doctrine which passed from

Paul to the Pauline school.^ Others whose criticism is more

moderate find in these differences the evidences of a growth

in Paul's own mind, an advance from a relatively imperfect

method of understanding and presenting Christian truth to

a relatively mature conception, in which Christian doctrine

was relieved of its original Jewish elements and exhibited

more distinctly in its spiritual forms. Some who think

that a change in Paul's view must be admitted, consider it

to have been completed at an early period, before the Epistle

to the Galatians was written.^ Others are of opinion that

an analysis of the Epistles reveals the fact that there was

a growth in Paul's doctrine along the line of the successive

groups into which the writings fall, and that, with respect

to his doctrine of the Future, there was an important change

in his view from the rudimentary eschatology of the Thessa-

lonian Epistles to the broader and more spiritual ideas of the

later Epistles.^

Of this it is enough to say at present that we see nothing

to indicate that Paul's mind on the subject of the Future

underwent any essential alteration between the time when

he wrote his earlier Epistles and the time when he wrote his

later. Some plausibility no doubt is given to the idea of

such a change, if the Epistles are read simply as so many

1 So Pfleiderer. ^ go M6n6goz. » So Sabatier.
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pieces of autobiographical writing or pyschological analysis.

It disappears so soon as they are read in the light of the

occasions which called them forth and the audiences to which

they were addressed. In what they say on the subject of

the Future they do not speak all with precisely the same

voice. They differ in so far as there are things which are

more prominent in one group of Epistles than in another.

They differ in the incidence of their statements, in the aspects

of the doctrine of the Future which they severally present,

in the more or less developed form in which the doctrine

appears. They differ in the way in which Paul speaks of

his own relation to Christ's Coming, and in the simpler or

more reasoned account which they give of the perfecting of

the kingdom of God, the more or less circumstantial account

which they give of the contents of the Christian hope. But

these differences are sufficiently explained by the different

circles of readers to whom he had to write from time to

time, with their different modes of thought, their different

anxieties, their different mistakes. It is unreasonable to

suppose that he would write in the same way or set forth

the same aspects of the truth touching the Future to churches

differing so widely from each other in needs, ways of think-

ing, and stages of experience as those of Thessalonica, Eome,

and Ephesus. It will be seen in the course of our inquiry

that, neither in the doctrine which he unfolds to his churches,

nor in the expectations which he expresses regarding himself

and the Parousia, is there any contradiction between his

earlier words and his later, any change in the principle of

his teaching. Development there may be, but not essential

alteration.

The difficulties, however, which meet us in getting at

the genesis of Paul's ideas and attempting a construction of

his teaching are neither few nor small. Even in him we
have nothing approaching a systematic statement of doctrine.

His Epistles, though more numerous than those of other

New Testament writers, are after all but a handful, and they

are entirely occasional compositions. They never give us,

not even in the case of the great letter to the Romans, any-
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thing like a complete or orderly exposition of doctrine. In

all their averments and explanations they are ruled by the

particular, limited occasion which called them forth. Nor
have we any reason to believe that we have all the materials

that might have been available for getting at Paul's mind in

its whole compass on these great questions. We cannot say

that we possess all the Epistles which he had to write to his

many churches. On the contrary, there are indications here

and there in his writings that he carried on a much larger

correspondence with his converts, and that letters of his, even

to churches of the importance of Corinth, are now lost.

It has further to be observed that his doctrine of the

Future is not his fundamental doctrine, and that there are

other truths which occupy a larger place than it in the

compass of his teaching. It is associated, however, with

other things which are more central in his order of thought,

especially his doctrine of sin, his doctrine of Christ's work,

and his doctrine of the Spirit ; and it is subject consequently

to all the difficulties which may be found to be connected

with these.

The peculiar character, too, which belongs to Paurs larger

doctrine belongs to some extent to his teaching on the subject

of the Future ; and the difficulties attending the interpreta-

tion of the one meet us also in some measure in the inter-

pretation of the other. The terms which he uses are drawn

from different sources, and in some cases are used in senses

other than that which they bear elsewhere. Their exact

connotation, therefore, is sometimes hard to define. The

same mixture of logical elements and mystical which is dis-

covered in his teaching on sin and grace is also found in his

doctrine of the end. It is this that gives their pecuKar

depth and magnificence to many of his statements, especially

on the Eesurrection. But it is this, too, that makes it

peculiarly difficult to grasp all that his words imply.

To understand the Pauline doctrine in its origin, its

connections, and the length and breadth of its significance,

we should have a great deal more than we yet possess. We
should have a larger acquaintance with the elements of his
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mental and religious education, with the ideas which made

his mental and reUgious environment, with the system of

doctrine and the theological vocabulary in which he was

educated, and with his experiences under the law. If we
had this we should appreciate better the new elements of

belief and thought which came in with his conversion, and

should see more distinctly how the old order of ideas and the

new were related to each other. But while we have some

information on these subjects, we have not enough. The

impression which we gather from his own writings and from

the accounts of him which are given in the Book of Acts is

that his training had been mainly Jewish. There are indica-

tions also that he had some acquaintance with Greek thought.

But how far that went, and to what extent it influenced his

ways of looking at things and stating truth, is difficult to

decide. The fact that he employs some of the ideas and

forms of expression which were current in the Greek schools,

suggests that he was not altogether a stranger to the popular

Hellenic philosophy, as other things may suggest that he had

some knowledge of Hellenic literature. And in a city like

Tarsus, a great centre of culture, there were abundant facili-

ties for instruction in the Hellenic learning.

Some make so much of these probabilities that they

assert not only that Paul must have had a Greek education,

but that Greek ideas form an essential element in his thought

and have to be recognised in his theology. They attribute

to him a considerable acquaintance with the mixed Hellenic

and Jewish wisdom of Alexandria, and refer us to Greek

thought for the origin of some of his characteristic terms,

such as flesh and spirit, and for the explanation of his con-

ception of immortality. Were this the case, it would

materially modify our interpretation of his doctrine. But
there is little to support so exaggerated a position in point

of fact. There is but a formal resemblance between Paul's

terms and those of the Greek schools. If he employs some

which are familiar to the Greek philosophy, he gives them
a new sense. It remains a moot point whether he was

acquainted with the writings of Philo or in any way in-
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fluenced by Philo's thought. It is almost equally doubtful

whether his Epistles reflect in any measure the ideas of the

Eook of Wisdom. It may also be said that, if he had been

trained in the Greek schools, his use of the Greek language

would in all probability have been different. After all

allowance is made for the effect which the rush and weight

and passion of his thought must have had upon his language,

his Greek remains least formed and most limited just at

those points, especially the syntax, of which most was made
in the Hellenic schools.

To seek the roots of Paul's doctrine of the Future,

therefore, in Greek thought is entirely fallacious. Its con-

nections are with Hebrew faith. But even as to these all is

not so clear as one could wish. It is obvious that, as he

was a pupil of Gamaliel, he must have been familiar with

the Eabbinical methods and ideas of the time, especially

those of the more moderate school. But it is less easy than

might seem to be the case to measure the influence which

the training of a Jewish scholar and scribe may have had

upon his doctrine. While we know something of the Pales-

tinian theology and the Eabbinical use of Scripture, our

knowledge of what these were precisely in Paul's time is still

far from complete.

Paul himself speaks of his gospel, with its characteristic

message, as a thing which he did not learn from others, but

received by revelation :
" Neither did I receive it from man,

nor was I taught it, but it came to me through revelation of

Jesus Christ." ^ That is the account he himself gives of it,

and he connects it all with the historical fact of his own

conversion. We shall not get far behind his own statement

of the origin of his "gospel"; and all the distinctive lines of

his teaching can be traced back to the impression which was

made upon him by the revelation of Jesus Christ to him and

in him at the time of his conversion. There we have the

laboratory of all Paul's doctrine, and in a very special way

of his doctrine of the resurrection.

But it may be shown at the same time that the most

J Gal. i. 12, R.V.
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characteristic points in his teaching on the Last Things are

in harmony with what we have found in the case of the

other ITew Testament writers, and that his most developed

statements are not only in agreement with the broad principles

of Christ's own teaching, but have their points of issue there.

Paul was certainly acquainted with the facts of Christ's

life and with many of His words. How he came by his

knowledge we are not distmetly told. He speaks of certain

things as things which he himself "received."^ He may
have got much from Peter and the other Apostles on the

occasions on which he met them. His intercourse with

Peter during his stay of fifteen days with him in Jerusalem

three years after the events of Damascus, may have been of

importance in this respect. He may also have learnt much
by his own observation at an earlier period ; for he was in

Jerusalem soon after our Lord's death, if not before it. But

however he came to know the words of Christ, the fact

remains that his writings show him to have been acquainted

with them and to have referred to them as authoritative.^

It will also be seen that in Paul's doctrine of the Future

there is nothing that may not be connected in principle with

Christ's teaching, nothing in its most reasoned statements

which may not be read as an exposition of some text fur-

nished by those words of Paul's Master which* are reported

in the Gospels. This is the case even with the more

occasional and peculiar points of his doctrine. We have

already referred to certain instances of this. There are, for

example, the doctrines of the resurrection-body, the trans-

formation of those who are found alive at Christ's Coming,

and the renewal of the world. On none of these subjects

have we explicit statements in Christ's teaching. But we
have the words in which He speaks of those of the resurrec-

tion being like the angels who neither marry nor are given

in marriage 5 of the gathering of the elect from the four

winds, from one end of heaven to the other ; and of the

" regeneration " in which His Apostles were to sit on thrones

1 1 Cor. XV. 3 ; cf. 1 Cor. xi. 23.

» 1 Cor. vii. 10, ix. 14 ; 1 Thess. iv. 15 ; cf. Acts xx. 35.
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judging the twelve tribes of Israel. In these words there

are suggestions of large moment, with which Paul's doctrine

may be connected. The same may be said of other parts of

his teaching. The most remarkable points in his elaborated

doctrine of the resurrection may be carried back to the brief

but creative words of the Lord Himself which are found in

the Fourth Gospel.

As in the case of the other New Testament writers,

Paul's doctrine of the Future is intimately related to the

doctrine of the kingdom of God. It is in Paul's Epistles

indeed, not in those of Peter, James, Jude, or John, that the

particular phrase " the kingdom of God " is found. In the

Pauline writings this phrase occurs eight times.^ In addition

to this, the idea is also expressed in other forms, "the king-

dom," " the kingdom of Christ and God," " the kingdom of -

the Son of His love," " His kingdom." ^ It appears, there-

fore, in all the four groups of Epistles bearing Paul's name.

In some of these occurrences the kingdom is certainly a

present kingdom, and one of ethical nature, a kingdom which
" is not eating and drinking, but righteousness and peace, and

joy in the Holy Ghost." ^ But usually it is a kingdom of the

future, an inheritance yet to be looked for. His doctrine

consequently is for the most part eschatological. The Christian

salvation is a grace by which we " shall be saved from wrath,"

" delivered from the wrath to come." ^

Though this great idea of the kingdom of God has not

the prominence in Paul's writings which it has in the

Synoptical Gospels, the consummation of that kingdom is the

eschatological centre in Paul's teaching as elsewhere. The

several truths which make up the General Apostolic Doctrine

are also found in Paul, and are placed in the same relations

to the large conception of the consummation. Nor can it be

said that these are confined to any particular section of the

1 Eom. xiv. 17 ; 1 Cor. iv. 20, vi. 9, 10, xv. 50 ; Gal. v. 21 ; Col. iv. 11

;

2 Thess. i. 5.

2 1 Cor. XV. 24 ; Eph. v. 5 ; Col. i. 13 ; 1 Thess. ii. 12 j 2 Tim. iv. 1, 18.

3 Rom. xiv. 7 ; cf. 1 Cor. iv. 20 ; Col. i. 13.

^ Rom. V. 9 ; 1 Thess. i. 10.
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Pauline writings, or that there is any radical difference in the

ways in which they are presented at one stage and at

another.

The doctrine of Christ's Second Coming, for example, has

a very large place in the Pauline writings. In word or in

idea it appears in most of the Epistles, and is expressed by a

remarkable variety of terms. In the primary Epistles it is

the " revelation " (airoKakvylns;) of Jesus Christ, His " day." ^

In the Thessalonian Epistles it is His " coming," His " day,"

His " revelation," His " Parousia." ^ In the Epistles of the

Captivity it is again His " day " ; and in the Pastorals it is

His " Parousia," His " day," His " appearing," the " appear-

ing of His glory." ^ It is the thought which underlies other

. statements in which it does not come to verbal expression ; as

when Paul speaks of salvation as " nearer to us than when
we fii'st believed," ^ of the time as being " shortened," ^ of the

" heaven whence also we wait for a Saviour," ^ of turning unto

God from idols " to wait for His Son from heaven." ^

It is sometimes said that by the Coming of Christ as we
find it in the Pauline Epistles we are to understand simply

Christ's kingship over the heart, or a purely spiritual presence

in which " He has come, is coming, and will come more and

more." It is also sometimes asserted that in his earlier

career Paul looked for an outward, visible coming, but that

the later Epistles show him to have given up that expectation

in favour of a more spiritual idea of the Future and of his

Lord, conceiving of Christ as within him and of himself as

sitting in heavenly places now.^ A comparison of the pas-

sages referred to will show at a glance how far this is from

being the case, and in what accord Paul is with the other

Apostles in his doctrine of the Parousia.

As it is with this doctrine so it is with those of the

Eesurrection, the Judgment, and the Final Awards. Paul's

1 1 Cor. i. 7, 8, V. 3.

2 1 Thess. ii. 19, ui. 13, iv. 15, v. 2, 23 ; 2 Thess. i. 7, ii. 1, 8, 9.

3 Phil. i. 10 ; 1 Tim. vi. 14 ; 2 Tim. i. 12, iv. 1, 8 ; Tit. ii. 13.

* Rom. xiii. 11, R.V. s 1 Cor. vii. 29, R.V.
« Pha. iii. 20, R.V. ?! Thess. i. 10.

8 So, e.g., J. Freeman Clarke, The Ideas of the Apostle Paul.
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teaching on the subject of the Resurrection is largest and

most explicit in the primary Epistles. But it is given also

elsewhere, and it is presupposed in much that he says on

other subjects all through his Epistles.^ The Divine Judg-

ment is a prominent theme in his earlier letters and in the

primary group. But it is equally prominent in the latest of

all the Pauline writings. It is a future, final judgment,

which comes with the day of wrath.^ It is the judgment of

God,^ the judgment of Christ,^ the judgment of God through

Christ,^ It is a universal judgment, embracing all, both

quick and dead ;
* a righteous judgment, which shall lay bare

the secrets of all hearts, and give to every man according to

his works.*^ The Final Awards which are the issue of that

judgment are a frequent theme. With what wealth of phrase

and figure is the recompense of the righteous set forth ! It

is salvation, a salvation from wrath, " the salvation which is

in Christ Jesus with eternal glory " ; ^ a prize, a crown, a

" crown of righteousness," an incorruptible crown ; ® a hope,

" the hope of righteousness," " the hope which is laid up in

the heavens " ;
^** an inheritance, " the inheritance of the saints

in light," an heirship of God;^^ the manifestation or revealing

of the sons of God ;
^^ the redemption of the body ;

^^ a glory, a

reign, a liberty, a life with Christ, eternal life,^^ " the life which

is life indeed." ^

The destiny of the unrighteous is a more occasional sub-

ject. In large measure it is rather left as a matter of awful

inference than made a subject of definite announcement. It

is expressed, however, by such terms as urrath, a " wrath to

1 See, e.g., Rom. iv. 7, viii. 11 ; 1 Cor. xv.; 2 Cor. i. 10, iv. 14, v. 1-5

;

Phil. iii. 11, 21.

2 Kom. ii. 5 ; 1 Cor. iii. 13. » Rom. ii. 3 (of. ui. 19), xiv. 11.

4 2 Cor. V. 10 ; 2 Tim. iv. 1. ^ Rom. ii. 16.

« Acts xvii. 31 ; cf. Rom. xiv. 11 ; 2 Tim. iv. 1.

7 Rom. ii. 5 ; 2 Thess. i. 5 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8.

8 Rom. V. 9 ; 2 Tim. ii. 10. » Phil. iii. 14 ; 1 Cor. ix. 25 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8.

10 Gal. V. 5 ; Col. i. 5. " Col. i. 12, iii. 24.

12 Rom. viii. 19. ^* Rom. viii. 23.

14 Kom. ii. 7, V. 21, vi. 8, 23 ; Gal. vi. 8 ; 1 Tim. i. 16, vi. 12, 16 ; 2 Tim.

ii. 1 ; Tit. i. 2.

IB 1 Tim. vi. 19.
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come," " wrath and indignation, tribulation and anguish "
;

^

deatJiy punishment, destruction^^ " eternal destruction from the

face of the Lord." ^ In each case also the destiny determined

by the judgment is a permanent destiny. The life of the

righteous and the destruction of the unrighteous are both

described as " eternal." And in 'the Pauline writings this

term alcovto^j while like other terms of well-understood sense

it is subject to certain modifications of its proper meaning, is

essentially a note of duration, expressing the abiding, the

unchangeable, as contrasted with the transitory, the mutable^

In its broad outlines, therefore, the Pauline doctrine is

the doctrine which we have found elsewhere in the New
Testament. Is this true of it, however, throughout? Or
does it contain peculiar elements, and does it at any point

separate itself from the general strain of New Testament

teaching on the Last Things ? These are questions which

demand careful consideration.

^ Eom. ii. 5 ; 1 Thes3. i. 10 ; Rom. ii. 8.

2 Eom. vi. 21 ; 2 Theas. i. 9 j Phil, iii, 19.

3 2Thess. i. 9, R.V.
* So, e.g., the eternal, unchangeable God from whom Paul's gospel cornea

;

which gospel, therefore, is no doubtful novelty (Eom. xvi. 26). So, too, the

house eternal in the heavens in contrast with the earthly house which dissolves

(2 Cor, V, 1), etc.
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PAKTICULARS OF PAUL'S DOCTKINE

AMONG the things which are reckoned strange and

exceptional are the statements on the Rapture of the

saints ^ and the Man of Sin.^ Much is made of them- by

some, as if they betrayed a departure from the general New
Testament doctrine, or belonged to an imperfect and pro-

visional stage in Paul's own view of the end. They have

been numbered with the things which are supposed to tell

against the Pauline authorship of the Epistles in which they

occur. In a certain sense they are peculiar to Paul, but not

in the sense that they have no points of contact with the

teaching of the New Testament elsewhere. The former has

a certain relation to John's prophecy regarding the two

witnesses. In the picture of the death by which they seal

their testimony and the resurrection which follows, the

crowning reward is their assumption into heaven. In the

apocalyptic vision " the breath of life from God " was seen

to enter them " after three and a half days " ; they " stood

upon their feet " ; they heard a voice inviting them to " come

up hither " ;
" and they went up into heaven in the cloud." ^

The foundations for the Apostle's prophecy may lie in Christ's

word touching the sending of His angels with " the great

sound of a trumpet " to " gather together His elect from the

four winds, from one end of heaven to the other," * and in

the report of His ascension, especially as it is given in the

" second treatise " by Luke, the companion of Paul.^ The

1 1 Theas. iv. 17. ^ 2 Thess. ii. 3-10.

3 Rev. xi. 11, 12, R.V. ^ Matt. xxiv. 31.

^ Mark xvi. 19 ; Luke xxiv. 51 ; Acts i. 9, 10.
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latter passage, the prophecy of the revelation of " tlie lawless

one," is akin to John's teaching on the subject of Antichrist,^

and to Christ's own announcement of " false Christs and false

prophets "
;
^ while it takes its particular form from Daniel's

predictions of "the one that maketh desolate," "the king

who shall exalt himself and magnify himself above every

God," and the setting up of " the abomination that maketh

desolate." ^

Neither statement is made for its own sake or in a

dogmatic interest, but with a practical purpose. The one

is introduced in order to relieve certain Thessalonian converts,

who were looking for Christ's immediate return, of the pain-

ful thought that their friends who died before the Parousia

might suffer some loss, and its object is to assure them that

deceased and surviving believers shall meet their returning

Lord together. The latter is introduced in order to correct

a precipitancy in the expectations of these Thessalonians

which was disengaging them from common duty. It does

this by reminding them, in accordance with the tenor of Old

Testament prophecy and Christ's own words, that, however

near and certain the Parousia might be, it could not take

effect until two prevenient events had occurred— a final

manifestation and personal embodiment of the principle of

lawlessness, and the removal of a restraining order and

authority.

It is said again that Paul diverges from the general

teaching of the New Testament and agrees with the excep-

tional doctrine of the Apocalypse on the subject of a mil-

lennial period. This turns on the interpretation of one

passage of acknowledged difficulty, in which he speaks of the

Son delivering up the kingdom to God. " Por as in Adam
all die," he says in the course of his argument on the resur-

rection, " so also in Christ shall all be made alive. But each

in his own order : Christ the first-fruits ; then they that are

Christ's at His coming. Then cometh the end, when He
shall deliver up the kingdom to God, even the Pather." ^

I 1 John ii. 18. 2 y^^^^^ ^^^^^ 24.

3 Dan. ix. 27, xi. 36, 37, yii. 11. n Cor. xv. 22-24, R.V.
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Here, it is thought, he has three distinct events in view,

—Christ's resurrection, the resurrection of those who are

Christ's, and the resurrection of those who are not His.

These events are supposed to be given in their order, and

the " end " is understood to mean the end of the whole pro-

cess of the resurrection in its three stages, or the end of a

millennial interval between the last two stages.

But this idea of a millennial period interposed between

two separate acts of resurrection, has no foundation either in

the general strain of Paul's teaching on the Future, or in the

terms of the passage in question. The resurrection of those

that are Christ's is connected immediately with His Parousia,

and nothing is said of another resurrection. In this great

argument Paul looks to the case of those that are Christ's,

and the position in which they would be placed were there

no resurrection. He says nothing of others, and, instead of

going on to speak of a subsequent resurrection of another

class, he passes at once to the end. His silence on the

subject of this supposed later resurrection is a difficulty

which is acutely felt. All the explanation offered is that

the event is not referred to in terms because it is understood

to be implied in the end. It is evident, too, that the interval

supposed to separate the two resurrections is not quite con-

gruous with the thousand years of the Apocalypse. For the

millennium which results from this interpretation of Paul's

words is one of which nothing else is said or hinted except

that during it Christ is to subdue all hostile powers.

But in point of fact the idea in the passage does not

refer to any question of chronological order, or to a succession

of events, embracing Christ's rising, the rising of the just, and

finally the resurrection of the unjust, divided from each other

by certain spaces of time. The term " end " is most naturally

understood here as elsewhere of the end of the world. To

restrict it to the end of a millennial interval, or a resurrection-

process, is not in harmony with its ordinary application. The

word rendered " order " ^ is also difficult to adapt to the in-

terpretation in question. It expresses order, properly speak-

^ riyiia., not rdfty.
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ing, not in the sense of successiony but in that of rank or

division ; and there is an obvious awkwardness in represent-

ing Christ as Himself forming the first of three great bands

of the risen. It is probable, therefore, that the matter which

Paul has in view here is not any question of stages in the

resurrection, but a practical difficulty of which we have hints

elsewhere.^ As it was not unnatural that those who ex-

pected Christ to return without delay should be haunted by

the fear that Christian friends who passed away by death

before that event might be put to disadvantage, so it was not

strange that the condition of the Christian dead should also be

to some minds the subject of doubtful thoughts. Must those

who die in Christ share the common doom of death ? Is

their resurrection not to follow immediately ? Have they to

lie like others for an unknown length of time under the power

of death in Hades ?

In relief of such difficulties Paul makes it known to these

Corinthians, among whom so many questions were rife, that

it is God's purpose not to raise His servants singly, but as

a collective, triumphant body. The individual is not to rise

in his own separate and solitary individuality, but as a mem-
ber of a great, redeemed company. First Christ rises in the

character of first-fruits of a vast harvest, and then in the

train and by the power of His resurrection all who die in

Him shall be raised at the last, on the completion of His

work, in one great muster of the living.

There are questions, however, of more serious moment
than these. They relate to Paul's teaching on the condition

between the two great events of death and the resurrection,

and on the final issues. Has he any doctrine of the Inter-

mediate State ? Does he say anything of Christ's own descent

to the world of the dead, or of any activity on His part there ?

Are there things in his Epistles which favour the belief in

a purgation of souls in the after-existence, or which sug-

gest that there is an extension of the gospel into the other

world, a prolongation of the opportunities of repentance after

death ?

1 Kg. Eom. viii. 7, 10, 11,
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In early Christian theology much was made of the doctrine

of a Middle State, with possibilities for the elevation of pious

souls and for the purification of the imperfect. These ideas

were at first of a simple kind, and the thought of a purga-

tion was connected with the sifting decision of the Last

Judgment. In course of time these ideas took other direc-

tions and larger forms. The fire of the Judgment became

a fire in the Intermediate State, and the idea of a moral puri-

fication which was attached to it grew into the dogma of

Purgatory. The Eeformers struck at the roots of the super-

stitious doctrine which had developed out of these ideas. But

of late there has been a disposition to go back from the

position of the Eeformers, to rehabiUtate the dogma of an

Intermediate State, and to advocate the theory of a modified,

purgatorial process. It is admitted by the more moderate

that Scripture offers at the best nothing more than hints on

these subjects. Dr. Newman Smyth, for example, concedes

that any intimations which may be gathered from the New
Testament are dim and uncertain, and in no degree calculated

to " alter the fact that the burden of the Scriptures is the

utter urgency of a right moral decision now before the Cross,"

and that they " hold up no promise of the hereafter to any

man who here and now determines himself against the Spirit

of Christ." But he thinks also that there are " parts of the

doctrine of the future " which " are left in obscurity, pur-

posely left it may be in the shadow of revelation "
; and that

so long as we have such things in Scripture our theology

ought not to be " over-confident that it has learned the whole

mind of the Spirit concerning G-od's work and purpose in the

interval—we know not how long it may be—between death

and the final judgment." " I feel," he adds, " that I have

a moral right—a right guaranteed by these Scriptures—to

take refuge from the perplexities of the final issues of evil

in my own ignorance and the silence of Scripture ; to find

peace, comfort, and hope in the merciful obscurities of

revelation."^ .

Many of those who do not see their way to accept the

^Thc Orthodox Theology of To-day, pp. ,115, 116, 125, 126.
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doctrine of a final restoration for all, but admit that with the

judgment there must be a conclusive determination of men's

destinies, yet cling to the " larger hope," and seek a basis for

it in the doctrine of the Intermediate State, They hold that

the New Testament warrants us to say that the effect of

Christ's appearance in the world of the dead was the institu-

tion of a new ministry of grace with continued opportunities

of repentance, and an enlarged, if not universal, recovery of

souls. Popular opinion is coloured by such speculations to

an extent that is perhaps not sufficiently recognised. They

are advanced in many of the publications which appear from

year to year on the subject of the Future Life. They find

much to favour them in the writings of theologians Hke

Maurice, Dorner, Farrar, and many more. The ancient

practice of prayers for the dead is often appealed to as a

witness to the existence in earlier times of larger ideas of

what is possible after death. With some the other world

becomes almost an exact parallel to the present world, man's

powers being supposed to be heightened, but his life being

thought to proceed in the same order of development, with

the same capacities for conversion from evil to good and

from good to evil; and Christ being understood to realise

a ministry of grace in the Intermediate State by personal

communication or by means analogous to the ordinances of

the Church on earth.^

The sanction of Paul's authority is sought for these

speculations. It is strongly asserted that there are elements

in Paul's system of doctrine which point to an affirmative

reply to the questions referred to above. The passages on

which aU this is founded are few in number, but of great

interest. One of them is the paragraph which has been the

locus classicus, so far as the New Testament is concerned, for

the dogma of a purgatory :
" But if any man buildeth on the

foundation gold, silver, costly stones, wood, hay, stubble ; each

man's work shall be made manifest ; for the day shall declare

it, because it is revealed in fire ; and the fire itself shall prove

^ See, e.g.^ Guder's position iu his Lehre der Erscheinung Jesu Chrisii unter
den Todten, and in Herzog's Meal- Encyclo^adie.

27
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each man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work shall

abide which he hath built thereon, he shall receive a reward.

If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss : but

he himself shall be saved
;
yet so as through fire." ^ Of this

it is enough to say that what is in view is the particular case

of teachers, who are compared here to workmen erecting a

structure on the foundation laid by Christ the Master-builder.

In their work they use different kinds of material. But the

value of all will be tested, because the day of Christ's Parousia

comes, and that is a day of judgment. The action in view is

a testingy not a purgation. The " day " in question is not the

day of death, but, as elsewhere, the day of the Parousia ; and

it is described as " revealed in fire," in accordance with the

usual Biblical way of associating fire with Theophanies and

Divine judgments. The passage, therefore, has no relation

to the Intermediate State nor to any process of purification

for human souls in the other world.

The Epistle to the Komans, however, contains a paragraph

that lies more directly to our subject. Speaking of Israel's

ignorance of " God's righteousness," and of Christ as " the end

of the law," Paul proceeds thus :
" For Moses writeth that

the man that doeth the righteousness which is of the law

shall live thereby. But the righteousness which is of faith

saith thus, Say not in thy heart, Who shall ascend into

heaven ? (that is, to bring Christ down) : or, Who shall de-

scend into the abyss ? (that is, to bring Christ up from the

dead). But what saith it ? The word is nigh thee, in thy

mouth, and in thy heart : that is, the word of faith, which

we preach : because if thou shalt confess with thy mouth

Jesus cts Lord, and shalt believe in thy heart that God raised

Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved : for with the heart

man believeth unto righteousness ; and with the mouth con-

fession is made unto salvation." ^

This is one of the passages in which Lutheran divines

seek a foundation for the peculiar theological ideas which

they connect with the doctrine of Christ's Descent to Hades.

M Cor. iii. 12-15, R.V,
" Rom. X. 5-10, K.V,
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It is also made much of by those who think that Paul teaches

an important and far-reaching doctrine of the Intermediate

State. But it will easily be shown that there is nothing in

this paragraph beyond the most general statement that

Christ was in the world of the dead and was raised from

it by God.

There is no difficulty with regard to the term dee-p or

dhyss {a^vdGoi). It is used elsewhere, indeed, of the hottom-

less jpity the place of torment, the abode of demons.^ But its

connection here with the bringing up /?^om the dead {iic veKpcav

avar/ayecv) shows clearly that it refers to the world of the

dead generally. The purpose of the paragraph is also

sufficiently clear. It is to show that the people of Israel

miss salvation, notwithstanding their zeal for God, because

they mistake God's righteousness, and go about to establish

a righteousness of their own. The pecuharity of the section

lies in the use which is made of the terms in which the Book

of Deuteronomy represents Moses to have spoken of the com-

mandment he delivered to Israel :
" For this commandment

which I command thee this day," he said, " it is not too hard

for thee, neither is it far off. It is not in heaven, that thou

shouldest say, Who shall go up for us to heaven, and bring it

unto us, and make us to hear it, that we may do it ? Neither

is it beyond the sea, that thou shouldest say, Who shall go

over the sea for us, and bring it unto us, and make us to hear

it, that we may do it ? But the word is very nigh unto thee,

in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it." ^

This description of the commandment of Moses is applied by

Paul, with certain modifications of its terms, to the righteous-

ness of faith. Of these modifications the most important is

the substitution of " descend into the abyss " for " go over the

sea," which is made with a view to the mention of Christ's

resurrection.

Paul's reason for introducing this passage of Deuter-

onomy appears to be the fact that it expresses a certain

characteristic of the "commandment" which suits his pur-

1 Luke viii. 31 ; Rev. ix. 1, 11, xi. 7, xviii. 8, sx. 1, 3.

2 Deut. XXX. 11-14, R.V.
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pose here, namely, its accessibility. Under both dispensations

God made known His gracious will by word. In the one,

indeed, it was by a word of command^ requiring certain

doings ; in the other it was by a word of faith, requiring

simply to be believed. But in the one case as in the other

it was something near and intelligible, and it is Israel's

fatal mistake to think of the righteousness of which that

word speaks as if it were so remote and impracticable that

they must seek out another of their own.

The questions, therefore, or sayings in the heart— Who
shall ascend into heaven ? and, Who shall descend into the

abyss ?—are shown to be inconsistent with the real nature

of the righteousness of faith. The parenthetical clauses—

-

" that is, to briTig Christ down" and " that is, to bring Christ

up from the dead"—refer to the two pillars of Paul's

doctrine, the incarnation and the resurrection of Christ.

The first bears simply on the fact that Christ has come from

heaven ; and it has nothing to do with His ascension

(although Calvin among others favours that idea) ; and the

second deals only with the fact that Christ has risen from

the dead, and it has nothing to do with a descent to hell

or Hades, beyond the general statement that Christ entered

the world of the dead and was raised from it. The terms

" heaven " and " the abyss " are antithetical simply to the

" near thee." The questions are introduced only as examples

of mistaken thoughts of God's righteousness. The first of

the explanatory clauses explains the intention of the ascent

to be to bring Christ down, but says nothing of the locahty.

The second explains the purpose of the descent to be to

bluing Christ u2J again from the dead ; but, while it mentions

the companionship, it says nothing of the place from which

He was to be raised. The object of the quotation from the

Old Testament, and of the paragraph as a whole, is simply

to exhibit the nearness and attainability of that righteousness

of God which Israel misapprehended and missed. To engraft

on the passage any doctrine of a localised Hades, an inter-

mediate state, or an activity of Christ in the under-world,

is justified neither by the particular terms, nor by PauFs
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immediate object. The meaning of the paragraph in brief is

this :
" Christ has come from heaven ; Christ has risen from

the dead ; the righteousness of God revealed in these facts

and preached in the word of faith, is so intelligible, so near,

and so attainable, that none need fail to understand it, none

need fail to reach it ; and it is Israel's sad mistake that,

notwithstanding their zeal for God, they have failed to see

it and seek it."

Another passage of which much use is made in the

interest of the same ideas, is the paragraph on gifts in the

Epistle to the Ephesians. " But unto each one of us was

the grace given," it runs, " according to the measure of the

gift of Christ. Wherefore he saith,

When He ascended on high, He led captivity captive,

And gave gifts unto men.

(Now this. He ascended, what is it but that He also de-

scended into the lower parts of the earth ? He that descended

is the same also that ascended far above all heavens, that

He might fill all things.)"^ Many of the Fathers, and

indeed most interpreters up to Calvin's time, understood

this to refer to Christ's descent to Hades. The great

majority of Lutheran theologians (with some notable excep-

tions, however, including Harless) take the same view of it.

Some think it implies a visit of Christ to Hades for the

purpose of liberating souls.^ Many English commentators

understand it to bear more or less definitely on the doctrine

of the Intermediate State and a presence of Christ there.

Dean Plumptre, for example, referring to Paul's citation of

the term ave^r}, says "that word ' ascended ' leads him to pause

abruptly. Men were not to think that the work of Christ

in the unseen world was limited to that which followed His

ascension. . . . Hades and the heaven of heavens had alike

felt the glory and the blessedness of His presence." ^

^Eph. iv. 7-10, R.V.
^ So Kbnig, Ghristi EdlUnfahrt, p. 26 ; cf. Delitzsch, Bib. Psychology, pp.

482-486, Clark's trans.

^ The Spirits in Prison, p. 20,
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How does the case then stand ? Panrs object is to

inculcate a spirit of unity and brotherly Christian service.

He reminds his readers that all their gifts have their origin

in Christ ; that each man receives in proportion to the

measure in which Christ bestows ; and that this should

prompt the receivers to withdraw from all division, jealousy,

and pride, and employ their several gifts in the spirit of

meekness and brotherhood for the good of the whole Church.

In illustration of this he appeals to the Sixty-Eighth Psalm,

and in quoting it he dwells upon the one significant word
" ascended" In that Psalm Jehovah is addressed as the God
of battles who in the times of Israel's depression went up in

glorious triumph over their enemies, carrying with Him a

train of prisoners taken from among their oppressors, and

rich spoils to be used in setting up on Zion the house from

which He should reign over the world. That triumph of

the God of Israel has its analogue in the triumph of Christ,

who has gone up as Conqueror, and has won spoils for the

setting up of His spiritual house. ' In each case the triumph

came in the same way. The God of Israel had to condescend

to His people in the wilderness in order that He might rise

as Victor over their enemies, and lead them gloriously to

Zion ; and Christ had first to come down from hea^^en before

He could rise to the seat of power and reign as the author

of gifts, with an all-filling activity. The Old Testament

passage, in being adapted to this purpose, undergoes certain

changes ; of which the most important is that the " received

gifts from {among) men" becomes ''gave gifts unto men" In

the Psalms the captives are the enemies of Israel, and the

gifts are the spoils taken from these conquered foes. But in

the Epistle the subjects in view are converts won for Him-

self by Christ, and the gifts in question are the spiritual

gifts which proceed from Him.

Does the paragraph, then, refer to Christ's descent to

Hades, or simply to His descent to earth ? And if it refers

to the former, what is the extent of its teaching on the

subject ? One of the chief arguments for the former view

is that the term " the lower parts of the earth " {ra icara>Tepa
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fiepT} T7]<; 7779) is equivalent to the Hebrew H^i? nisriPiri, and

denotes properly the parts under the earth. But, while it is

true that the Hebrew phrase is usually, if not invariably,

employed of Sheol/ the Greek equivalent in the Septuagint

is Ta KaTcoTUTa, not to, fcardorepa, ri]<; 7^9. It is also

urged that the large expression " far above all heavens

"

can be fitly balanced only by terms implying a descent

to the under-world, not a descent simply to earth. But

this phrase " far above all heavens " (virepdvo) Travrcov tmv

ovpavwv) is simply an expansion of the " on high " (et?

iJt^o?) of the Psalm, and there is no allusion there to Hades.

It is also thought that the concluding clause " that He
might fill all things " (tW TrXrjpcoa-r} ra 'jrdvrd) points to a

presence of Christ that includes heaven, earth, and the

under-world. But in any case the words do not go beyond

the general statement of the universal sovereignty, the all-

ruling activity, on which Christ entered by His ascension.

Much may be said on the other hand in favour of the

interpretation which understands the descent to refer to the

incarnation. The phrase ra Karcorepa fiepT) t^<? 777? may be

taken as a genitive of apposition instead of a genitive of

comparison, the sense being not the parts which are lower

than the earth, but the lower parts which are the earth.

The term " descended " (fcari^rf) is certainly used elsewhere

of the incarnation .^ The antitbesis in the Psalm which

Paul quotes is between Jehovah's descent to earth simply,

and His re-ascent to heaven. Further, it is to be observed

that it is the asce'iision, not the resurrection, that is im-

mediately in view, and the New Testament never speaks

of Christ ascending from Hades or from the dead. Nor is it

very obvious how Christ's power as the Dispenser of all gifts

to His servants has any special connection with His descent

to Hades.

Be it as it may with the claims of these two interpreta-

tions, the passage affirms nothing beyond the fact that Christ

' It has another sense in Ps. cxxxix. 15 ; perhaps also, as some good
exegetes hold, in Isa. xliv. 23

2 Kg. John iii. 13,
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did descend. If the descent was into a region lower than

earth, all that is stated is that He passed into the world of

the dead, and nothing is said of any work of His there or of

anything affecting the position of the dead.^

These passages, therefore, are wholly insufficient to show

that the Pauline Epistles give an important place to the

doctrine of the Intermediate State, or suggest an extended

probation in the world of the departed. But a larger ques-

tion still is raised. It is asserted by not a few that these

Epistles support the widest hope—the hope of a Universal

Restoration as the end of God's ways. In proof of this a

special appeal is made to some remarkable statements in the

First Epistle to the Corinthians and in the Epistles of the

Captivity.

Two of these are found in the great chapter on the

Eesurrection, and of these something requires to be said.

The first is the comparison between Adam and Christ, in

respect of what results from them to mankind—"as in

Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be made alive." ^

Paul has spoken of Christ as raised from the dead, not

for Himself only, but as " the first-fruits of them that are

asleep." ^ That His resurrection should have this power is

only consistent, it is next said, with the unmistakable fact

that in Adam death affected not himself only, but others.

This is stated first in the abstract form, " Since by man is

death, by man also is resurrection of dead men "
; and then

in the concrete form, " As in the Adam all die, so in the

Christ all shall be made alive." The former presents man

as the instrument {hi avOpwirov) both of death and of life to

men. The latter furnishes a reason for this in the fact that

^ The interpretation which takes the scene of the descent to be Hades is

supported, not only by many of the Fathers, but by Erasmus, Bengel, Riickert,

Olshausen, Delitzsoh, Lechler, Baur, Ewald, Meyer (in his later editions), etc.

The other interpretation has the sanction of Calvin, Beza, Eeiche, Grotius,

Winer, Grimm, Earless, De Wette, Schenkel, etc. Von Soden also takes the

genitive as an appositive genitive, and expresses himself in these decided terms

:

"DieDeutung auf eine Hadesfahrt hat voUends keinen Sinn im Zusammen-

hang " {Hand'Qommentar, in loc),

2 1 Cor. XV. 22. * 1 Cor. xv. 20, E.Y.
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men are generically or representatively in (eV) Adam and in

Christ,—the historical Adam and the historical Christ (eV tw

^ASd/j., iv ra> Xptar<p). So it is only consistent with the

Divine ordinance, as it is also consistent with fact, that as

by the one head death came, by the other Head life should

come. The question, therefore, is as to the extension to be

given to the word " all " in this connection. Some say that

it must be taken absolutely, in the sense that all without

exception shall at last be raised to the blessedness of life.-^

But with most the choice is admitted to lie between two

interpretations of another kind.

One of these takes the " all " in the universal sense, and

understands the thought to be that as in Adam all die the

physical death, so in Christ all shall be raised up out of it.

The point of the statement is thus the idea of the general

resurrection, not that of a universal restoration of the evil to

good and to God. This is in accordance with the fact that

Paul elsewhere speaks of a resurrection of the unjust as well

as the just,^ and also with the fact that in John's Gospel

Christ Himself speaks not only of those who have done good,

but of those who have done evil, coming forth from the

tombs at the voice of the Son of Man, the one class " unto

the resurrection of life," the other " unto the resurrection of

judgment." ^ The other interpretation takes the " all " to be

limited by the nature of the case to all those who are

Christ's. In favour of this is the fact that Paul's argument

seems to be concerned all through with the case of believers

in Christ. It is also supported by a variety of considerations

which have a strong cumulative force. There is the fact

that the idea of spiritual life, heightened life, the blessed life,

is so often associated with the verb which is used here for

making alive (^moiroLebo-dac).^ There is the difficulty of con-

^ So De "Wette, etc. ^ ^^ts xxiv. 15. » John v. 28, 29.

^ The fact that fwoTroteto-ffat is used here, and neither iyeipeadai nor dvla-Taa-dat,

is not to be overlooked. The verb i^woTroiela-dat, it is true, means simply to quicken,

and is applied both to spiritual and to natural quickening. But it does not

appear that it is ever used in the [New Testament except in a good sense. It

is important to notice, too, that in the passage in the Fourth Gospel which is

regarded as analogous to this one, while Christ speaks of the Father qtoicJcen-
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Btruing the " in Christ " in the same sense as the " in Adam,"

without a limitation of the " all." For without such limita-

tion we should have the idea that the unrighteous are raised,

and raised to condemnation, in virtue of their being mystic-

ally or representatively in Christ as their Head,—surely an

un-Pauline, not to say intolerable, idea. Further, it is

definitely of them " that are asleep " that Christ has just

been described as " the first-fruits." In the New Testament

that is an expression which is applied only to the pious dead.

It is of them, and of them only, that Christ is said to be the

airapyri. Paul does not represent Him as having that rela-

tion to any but those who are in Him. And the limitation

in the ruling sentence of the paragraph is naturally taken to

extend to these subsequent, explanatory, and dependent sen-

tences. Nor must it be overlooked that elsewhere, most

especially in the primary Epistles of St. Paul, the phrase " in

Christ " expresses not a natural but a mystical relation, a

relation of union with Christ by faith. Besides, the following

statement, which speaks of a subjugation^ not a conversion,

of the hostile, is inconsistent with the idea of a universal

restoration here.

Hence some who were at first disposed to found some-

what confidently on this passage as pointing to a universal

restoration, have ultimately admitted that it refers only to

the destiny of believers. Most interpreters, whatever their

doctrinal proclivities, now take it so. Even those who insist

on an equal extension of meaning in both the " all " clauses,

ing the dead and the Son quickening whom He will, He drops the ^uoTroteto-^at,

and uses the phrase " shall come forth " when He proceeds to speak of the two

kinds of resurrection—that of life and that of damnation (John v. 21, 28, 29).

EUicott and others, therefore, admit that the use of ^ojoiroieiffOat itself suggests

a limitation to those who are in Christ. Augustine, Grotius, and Bengel

interpret it of the righteous. Reuss, Heinrici, Hofmann, Holsten, Eiickert,

Edwards, and others also agree in thinking that Paul refers here only to those

that are Christ's. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Calvin were of another opinion.

They are followed by De Wette, Olshausen, and others, as well as by Meyer, in

including mankind as such in the Trdi'res in both cases. Godet also prefers the

latter view, especially on the ground that the limited sense which might be

admissible "if Paul were here treating of the means of resurrection," is less

so when he is concerned only about the one point of "the certainty of the

event."
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seldom press it into the support of that dogma. Meyer's con-

clusion is that it expresses the doctrine of a universal bodily

resurrection. He admits that it does not deal with aught else

than this single question of a resurrection for all, and thinks

that the idea of a universal restoration is contained neither in

this passage nor in any other doctrinal statement of the New
Testament.

Much the same is the case with the further declaration

in the same chapter, on the delivering up of the kingdom, the

subduing of all things under Christ's feet, the abolishing of

death as the last enemy, and the final consummation in

which God shall be all in all.^ This passage has already been

to some extent under consideration as one in which millen-

arian ideas, or ideas cognate to these, are supposed to be

implied. But it is also cited by many as a witness to Paul's

expectation of a restoration for all men, and this specially

on the ground of the statement with which it concludes

as to God being all in all. What is the real drift of the

paragraph ?

Its subject is the completion of the purpose for which

God committed to Christ His kingship {^aaCKeia) or special

Messianic rule, and the condition which is to follow when
that consummation takes place. The purpose is fulfilled

when all hostile powers, death being the last in the list, are

brought into subjection. The fate of these hostile powers is

expressed as a subjugation or a destruction. It is therefore

neither a final loyal submission to the Divine rule nor an

annihilation that is in view, but a destroying {KarapyelaOat)

of them in the sense of stripping them of their might,

rendering them inoperative, reducing them to a condition of

non-efficiency.^ When this is accomplished then comes the

end, and the Son gives back to the Father the Messianic rule,

the mediatorial administration, or, as perhaps it may be, the

special prerogative of Messianic judgment, and God becomes

the only Sovereign. The subjects to be subdued are all

1 1 Cor. XV. 24-28.

^ For examples of the usual force of Karapyelv, KarapyetaOat, see Luke xiii. 7;

Rom. iii. 3, iv. 14, vi. 6, vii. 2 ; 1 Cor. i. 28, ii. 6 ; Gal. iii. 17, v. 4 ; etc.
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" rule and all authority and power," all powers that are

opposed to God, not men ahenated from God and brought

back to Him in the gracious way of conversion. And the

final object is that " God may be all in all," that is, either that

God may be all in all things}- or better, all in them all.^ In

the former case, the idea will be like that of the "new
heavens and the new earth," or " the regeneration,"—the

idea of a condition of things in which the world in all its

parts answers to God*s will and reflects His mind. In the

latter, the meaning will be that God's will shall be recognised

as the one authority by all in His kingdom.^

The passage would thus refer to the complete subjugation

of every power outside the kingdom, and the complete re-

cognition of God by all whom Christ shall have gathered into

the kingdom. The thought of a restoration, if introduced

here, would imply the ultimate conversion of all creatures,

demons and Satan himself included—a thought which has

no foundation elsewhere either in Paul or in the New Testa-

ment generally. The meaning of the passage is simply this,

that the final object of Christ's mediatorial administration is

the restoration of a condition of things in which God shall

reign as unchallenged King. What that condition more

precisely is to which Paul looks as the end of the whole

economy of grace, may be either of two things, according to

the breadth of sense given to the " all in all." If these words

are understood to mean " all in them all," the condition in ques-

tion will be the completion of the number of the redeemed,

and the idea will be that the Son shall present to the Father

a kingdom of souls won by Himself, in which God shall be

honoured as sole and only Lord, with perfect loyalty and love

by all. If, on the other hand, the words are understood to

mean " all in all things}' the condition in question will be

a world in which all beings and all things shall bow, whether

^ So, e.g.f Hofmann. ^ So Meyer, etc.

^ The best reading is irdvra, not t& irdpra, iv iratxtv. I-Ieinrici, Edwards,

and others take waffiv as neuter ; Godet and "Weiss agree with Meyer in taking

it as masculine. Ellicott thinks it is best understood as the generalising neuter,

embracing all persons and all things.
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in love or by constraint, to the will of God as the sole and

absolute authority, and the idea will be that at last the Son

shall deliver back to the Father His mediatorial dominion in

all its compass, or His judicial prerogative in particular, when

His work of subjugation and judgment is finished, and God
Himself shall be universally acknowledged as the only King.

In neither case does this paragraph unveil an ultimate return

of all living beings in loving submission to God as among the

final issues.^

Another passage, which is much dwelt on in the same

interest, is the one in which the object of Christ's exaltation

is declared. It is " that in the name of Jesus every knee

should bow, of things in heaven, and things on earth, and

things under the earth ; and that every tongue should confess

that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father." ^

This gives the statement of a universal adoration which is to

be paid to the exalted Christ. The name of Jesus, Jesus in

the majesty of His manifestation, is to be the object of prayer

on the part of three classes, which are obviously meant to be

aU-inclusive. The terms in which this worship is expressed

recall certain words of Isaiah,^ which Paul also quotes else-

where.* The difficulty is in defining these classes. Ajcq they

^ Professor ¥. Godet, wlio agrees in the main with Meyer, understands the

passage to mean that "the goal of history and the end of the existence of

humanity are the formation of a society of intelligent and free beings, brought

by Christ into perfect communion with God, and thereby rendered capable of

exercising, like Jesus Himself wben on earth, an unchangeably holy and bene-

ficent activity." He takes the iv irda-Lp in the sense of ^'all in eacA," so that
" every member of this glorified society has no longer anything in him which

is not penetrated by God, as the transparent crystal is all penetrated with

light." It must be admitted that the interpretation of ii^ irda-Lv as a masculine

is strongly favoured by the parallel expression "Christ all in all" (Trdz'Ta iv

ird<nv XpLards) in another Pauline Epistle (Col. iii. 11), and by the relation in

which the entire statement stands to the "then shall the Son also Himself he

subject " {a^Tbs 6 vl6s]. Godet admits, at the same time, that the " in all " may
be applied "even to tbe reprobate in the sense that in them too the Divine

perfection will shine forth, in the twofold aspect of justice and power" (see his

OomTnentary^ in loc). Bishop Ellicott, who gives the €v iraffiv the most in-

clusive sense, puts it thus : "God will be all in all, but He will be so in all His
attributes, in His justice and His righteousness, as well as in His mercy and
His love " (see his St. PauVs First Epistle to the Corinthians, in loc).

2 Phil. ii. 10, 11. 3 Isa. xlv. 23, ^ Rom. xiv. 10, 11.
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the three great divisions of Christians, Jews, and heathen, as

some strangely think ? Are they angels, men, and devils ?

Or the souls of the blessed, the saints on earth, and souls in

purgatory ? Or angels, the living, and the dead ? Or are

the words a general designation of creation as such, in all

its parts, animate and inanimate ?

There is much to favour the last of these interpretations.

There are passages in early Christian literature which point

to the neuter sense

—

things in heaven, things in earth, things

under the earth.^ On this view the homage which is ren-

dered to Jesus is one of a larger universality than is the case

on any other view. And this is in harmony not only with

the Old Testament picture of the universe praising God,^ but

with the statement of the honour offered to the Lamb in the

visions of the Apocalypse,^ and with what Paul himself else-

where says of creation as such.* Hence Lightfoot, among

others, understands the whole universe, nature as such in all

its parts, to be represented as offering its worship and homage.

And this fits well with the broad generality and magnificent

sweep of the statement.

The only interpretation which can compete with this is

one which limits the adoration to living beings, and takes the

three classes to embrace angels, men alive on earth, and the

departed in the under-world. The expression which is ren-

dered " things under the earth " (KaTa^Oovicov) occurs only in

this passage, so far as the New Testament is concerned. But,

as it is used in classical Greek to denote those who dwell in

Hades, it is not unreasonable to conclude that it refers here

to the dead in the world below.^ But in what sense these

come into view here is far from agreed. Eoman Catholic

interpreters naturally identify those " under the earth " with

those who are in purgatory ; but there is no suggestion of

a fire or a purification here. Not a few are of opinion that

the passage bears upon Christ's descent to Hades. They have

1 Lightfoot refers to Ignat., Trail., 9, and Polycarp, PhiL, 2.

2 Ps. cxlviii. * Rev. v. 13.

* Rom. viii. 21, 23.

^ So Meyer, Alford, Ellicott, Lipsius, and most.
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to admit, however, that if that event is in the paragraph at

all, it is only in the form of a presupposition, and without

any hint of its meaning or result.^ Others decline to narrow

the universality of this homage by restricting it to dead men,

and hold that demons are included in the three classes. In

the Pauline writings, however, Satan and demons appear to

have their abode not in Hades, but in the air, or in super-

terrestrial places.^ The passage, therefore, is a broad and

general statement of the honour which is to be given to the

exalted Christ, describing it as a homage wide as universal

nature, or as an acknowledgment of His sovereignty made

by three great classes of living beings. Nothing is said of

a universal conversion, nothing of a work of Christ among

the dead, nothing of a restoration which shall bring back even

demons in loyal submission to God. The living beings who
shall bow the knee to Christ, if the homage is to be limited

to them, must be those who do it willingly—angels in heaven,

believers on earth, and the pious dead.

There remain two passages of somewhat analogous con-

tents which are thought to be of signal importance in the

same connection. They belong to two Epistles which have

remarkable affinities. The one, the largest and longest of all,

is the declaration in the Epistle to the Ephesians that God
has " made known unto us the mystery of His will, according

to His good pleasure, which He purposed in Him, unto a dis-

pensation of the fulness of the times, to sum up aU things in

Christ, the things in the heavens and the things upon the

earth." ^ From Origen's time there have been occasional

interpreters who have used this passage in support of the

doctrine of a universal restoration, and in our own day it is

appealed to somewhat vaguely by theologians who include

that doctrine in their system. Some who are less positive,

and among them Bishop Martensen, think this one of the

passages which bring us at least not far from the idea of a

universal restoration. But the thought of the passage does

not lie in that direction. It speaks of a gracious design or

^ So Meyer. 2 g^g Meyer on Eph. iv. 12.

3Eph. i. 9, 10, R.V.
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purpose of God, but says nothing of the result of that pur-

pose. What lies in that purpose is a summing up in Christ.

Whether the word expresses the idea of a gathering together

of things remote and dispersed, or that of a gathering to-

gether anew of things once in union but no longer so, is

immaterial.^ The thought of a former condition of harmony
which requires to be restored is in the context, if not in the

particular term. The objects embraced in this act are de-

scribed as " all things," their universality being further defined

by the specification of " the things in the heavens " and " the

things upon the earth." The terms are too wide to be re-

stricted to the two classes of angels and men, or even to

living beings in general. They embrace all creation, all

created beings and things.

The thought of the passage, therefore, is that it is God's

purpose to restore creation to the unity which it had origin-

ally, but which has been broken by sin. He is to bring back

all things into their normal condition through Christ, the

Kedeemer of sinful men. Christ is to be the point of unity,

the reconciling bond for aU things. The effect of His work

is to extend beyond sinful man himself, so that in Him
creation as such shall be re-established in the harmony in

which it originally stood. The idea of bringing back aU

hostile beings, unbeheving men and even demons, to love and

loyalty, is entirely foreign to the passage. The re-collection

or recapitulation is meant, as Meyer recognises, not of " every

single individual^ but of the whole aggregate of heavenly and

earthly things." ^

^ The dra in the 6.vaK€<pa\a.i(hffa(rd<xi has the force ot again in some of the

ancient versions, and is held by Meyer and many others to point *'back to a

state in which no separation as yet existed." Lightfoot, liowever, thinks the

ava has the distributive force, and implies the ''process of going over the

separate elements for the purpose of uniting them." He examines the different

senses which the verb has in Greek literature, and concludes that in none

"does it involve the idea of bringing back to a former state," See his Notes

on the Epistles of St. Fault pp- 321, 322.

2 It is, as Professor Findlay expresses it, "the rectification and adjustment

of the several parts of the great whole of things, bringing them into full accord

with each other and with their Creator's will ... in a word, the organisation

of the universe upon a Christian basis." And in this Christ is the "rallying
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The other passage is the one in the Epistle to the

Oolossians which speaks of Christ as the Head of the Church,

destined in all things to " have the pre-eminence." This

statement is confirmed, the reason for this pre-eminence is

assigned, in the sentence in question. " For it was the good

pleasure of the Father" it is said, " that in Him should all the

fulness dwell ; and through Him to reconcile all things unto

Himself, having made peace through the blood of His cross

;

through Him, I say, whether things upon the earth, or things

in the heavens."^ While this passage resembles in some

respects the former, there is yet a difference in the idea. In

the Epistle to the Ephesians it is a summing up^ a re-collection,

or a recapitulation of things that is in view. Here it is

a reconciliation. It is a reconciliation, moreover, to God

;

the reconciling Subject being God Himself, the Agent in

effecting it being Christ. Further, it is a universal recon-

ciliation. For the "all things," especially as defined to

embrace both " things upon the earth " and " things in the

heavens," are naturally taken in the full sense of " aU that

exists."

Here, then, it is not a bringing back of the constituent

parts of creation from a state of separation and disunion to

which they had fallen a prey, into a new harmony and unity.

It is a reconciliation of all things to God Himself. What is

to be understood by this ? Some say a gracious reconciliation

of all sinful men, or even of all sinful beings, to God. But

this is inconsistent both with the description of the subjects

of the reconciliation here, and with the general teaching not

only of the Pauline Epistles, but of the New Testament as

a whole. It is rather the restoration of creation to its primal

condition, the restoration of the aggregate of things to their

proper relation to God. This is suggested by the term airoKur-

aXkd^ai itself, which is a term of relation. It is the cos-

mical renewal which is to take place at the Parousia, when
the number of the redeemed shall be completed, aU hostile

point of the forces of peace and blessing . , . the organic principle, the organis-

ing Head" {The Epistle to the Ephesians, p. 47).

1 Col. i. 19, 20, R.V.

28
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powers subdued, the kingdom of God perfected, and the

whole system of things transformed. As in the former

passage, therefore, so here the work of Christ, which has for

its first object the redemption of sinful men and the com-

pletion of the Church which is His body, is shown to have

effects extending to man's world and to creation generally.

" This, and no less than this," remarks Bishop Ellicott, " it

does say—that the eternal and incarnate Son is the caum
medians by which the absolute totality of created things shall

be restored into its primal harmony with its Creator—

a

declaration more specifically unfolded in the following clause

:

more than this it does not say, and where God is silent it is

not for man to speak." ""^

It has been said that these Epistles of the Captivity,

which were written later in Paul's career, are freer, bolder,

and more hopeful as to the results of Christ's work than the

earlier letters. But this is an assertion which cannot be

made good in point of fact. The Epistle to the Eomans
contains passages" of as large import in relation to the effects

of Christ's work as anything found in the Epistles of the

Captivity; and Second Thessalonians, which is put so late

by many critics, contains one of the strongest statements

which are to be found in the N"ew Testament on the final fate

of the wicked. Of the series of passages which have been

under review, it may be allowed that, if they could be taken

by themselves, they might perhaps be construed to favour the

doctrine of a General Eestoration, at least in a large and

vague way. Not only, however, does a proper exegesis pre-

sent each of them in a different light, but they have to be

read in connection with the whole system of Pauline teaching,

^ Von Soden once went with those who regard the idea expressed in these

verses as an un-Pauline conception, due to an illegitimate extension of the real

Pauline idea of reconciliation as expressed in 2 Cor. v. 18, 19. He held the

paragraph, therefore, to be an interpolation. But, as Meyer rightly observes,

there is enough even in the Epistles which are accepted by the Tubingen school

{e.g. Rom. viii. 19-23) to show that the idea of cosmical effects of Christ's work

is not un-Pauline. And in his recent Handcommentar Von Soden admits that

further study of the Pauline doctrine convinces him that there is nothing un-

Pauline here.
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and in that connection such a construction of them ceases to

be possible.

There are some subordinate pomts in Paul's eschatology

which are of interest. One of these finds a place in his First

Epistle to the Corinthians in connection with the question of

litigation. He expresses his pained surprise that there should

be any among the members of the Corinthian Church so lost

to the sense of Christian duty and propriety as to go to law

before heathen tribunals and contend with one another, in-

stead of settling matters of difference in a brotherly way
within the Church itself, or bearing wrong with quiet patience.

He throws his feeling of the unworthiness and folly of the

conduct which he reprehends into a succession of indignant

questions—"Dare any of you, having a matter against his

neighbour, go to law before the unrighteous, and not before

the saints ? Or know ye not that the saints shall judge the

world ? And if the world is judged by you , are ye unworthy

to judge the smallest matters ? Know ye not that we shall

judge angels ? How much more things that pertain to this

life ? " -^ The passage recalls our Lord's words regarding " the

regeneration," in which those who have followed Him " shall

sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel " ;
^

and those concerning the "kingdom" which He appointed

to His disciples, in v^^hich they " shall sit on thrones, judging

the twelve tribes o'l Israel."^ The idea appears in some

degrefe also in John's vision of the thrones, and those that

sat on them, and the "judgment that was given unto them "
;

*

in occasional passages in the Jewish books ; ^ and in Daniel's

announcement of the Coming of the Ancient of days and " the

judgment " that was " given to the saints of the Most High." ®

In this last statement we may discover the prophetic basis of

Paul's declaration.^ The words are not to be explained away

as if they meant merely that the functions of magistracy

and the judicial bench were one day to be in the hands of

Christians, or that the life of Christians would make the guilt

1 1 Cor. vi. 1-3, E,. V, ^ M^tt. xix. 28, R.V. = Luke xxii. 30, E. V.

^ Rev. xxii. 4, R.V. ^ E.g. Wisd. iii. 8. ^ D^n. vii. 22, R.V.
' So Meyer.
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of the world the more evident, or even that the saints would

approve the sentence of Christ. They express the idea that

the saints are to be associates of Christ in the judgment of

the great day, united with Him in the exercise of a pre-

rogative which takes all beings, men and angels alike, within

its scope. The passage gives a special application of the

general truth everywhere inculcated or implied in the Pauline

writings—the identification of the believer with Christ, his

participation with Christ in reward as in obedience, in glory

as in suffering,^

^ "That angels themselves," says Meyer, "shall come within the sphere of

the judicial activity of glorified believers, is stated here as a proposition estab-

lished to the believing consciousness of the readers—a proposition the ground

for which is found in the fact that in Christ, whose glorified saints shall reign

with Hira, is given the absolute truth and the absolute right, and, consequently)

the highest judicial court of resort, even as regards the world of angels, from

the jurisdiction of which not even the loftiest of created beiaigs can be ex-

cepted." See his Oommentaryf in loc; also Edwards in his Commentary on

The First Bpistle to the Corinthians, in loc.



CHAPTER III

Paul's doctrine of the resuerectiok

PAUL'S whole teaching, however, on the subject of the

Future Life centres in his doctrine of the Eesurrection.

Nowhere is that doctrine so magnified ; nowhere is it pre-

sented with such definiteness, with such wealth of illustration,

or in so many relations of large and profound import. It is

in Paul's Epistles above all others that it is set forth as the

specifically Christian doctrine. In this lies his special con-

tribution to the Christian doctrine of Immortality. The

thought of a resurrection had existed elsewhere only in im-

perfect and uncertain forms. So far as it had a place at all

in Ethnic religion, it was a vague, inconstant conception,

associated with crude and puerile ideas or with beliefs which

gave terror to existence. Even in Hebrew faith it was a late

element and one not well understood. It had become an

article of Jewish belief in the period between the close of

Old Testament prophecy and the Christian era, and in

Judaism it assumed in course of time peculiar forms and

limitations. It had become a principal point in Pharisaic

faith by Christ's time, but it was repudiated by an influential

party among the Jewish people. Paul took it over with

him from his Pharisaic scheme of thought. But in taking

it over he made it a new thing, and gave it a place ^vhich

it never had before in men's thoughts of immortality. In

most respects Paul's doctrine of the Futui-e Life is given

only in occasional, discontinuous, undeveloped statements.

It is on the subject of the Eesurrection that he makes the

nearest approach to connected, systematic teaching. The
essential elements in his doctrine are not difficult to grasp,

437
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and they are of the deepest interest. What do they appear
to be ?

The most important and distinctive thing in Paul's

doctrine of the Eesurrection is the basis on which he places

it. In one sense that basis is twofold. It consists of these

two things—historical fact and personal experience. These,

however, are but the objective and subjective aspects of one

and the same thing. In their deepest truth the two are one,

while in their unity they form a basis which is sufficient to

bear aU the weight that is put upon it, sufficient at once to

make the hope an assured hope and to furnish the reason for

all that is in the doctrine. All else that is in Paul's doctrine

of the Piesurrection comes at last to find its centre in one

great event, the Eesurrection of Christ ; in one great con-

viction, the present life of Christ ; in one great experience,

the power of Christ, His resurrection-power, within the man.

And so the first reason and the last for Paul's own faith, the

first source and the last of Paul's teaching on the Eesurrec-

tion, are in a single word Christ Himself. This is the pulse

of Paul's living hope.

It is not meant that this is something entirely pecuhar

to Paul. Other Apostles followed the same way. All were

at one in making the death and resurrection of Christ the

foundation of their own faith and the principle of their

doctrine. To all, the death of Christ was the basis for their

proclamation of forgiveness and reconciliation, and the life of

Christ was the final argument for their immortality. All

found in the power of Christ within them here the assurance

of their life with Christ hereafter. But in Paul this common
faith and this common doctrine appear in dimensions, rela-

tions, and certitudes which make them almost new things.

It is true of Paul's teaching in all its parts that it has

its basis not in reasoning, but in experience. It is especially

true of his doctrine of the Eesurrection that it has its point

of issue in his experience, and takes its form from that.

There is much in it that seems to carry us back to Christ's

own words, and to find its explanation there. This is the

ease to an extent which is not sufficiently recognised. But
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there is much, that bears the impress of the crisis of Paurs

own life near Damascus, and that reads like a translation

into words of the revolution which took place within him

then. The event which made the remorseless Jew the

resolute Christian, gave shape to all his thoughts. It be-

came the fount of all his experience, the principle of all his

teaching. In the Greek philosophies, where all was matter

of speculation, no place was left for a conception of immor-

tality in which body went with soul. In the Eabbinical

schools and in the popular Jewish beliefs, the doctrine of

a resurrection was based on traditional interpretations and

theoretical arguments. Paul established it on the founda-

tion of historical fact and personal experience, on the fact

that Christ had risen and had been seen by himself and

others, and on the experience of what this risen, living Christ

was within him. In this way Paul's doctrine began and

ended with Christ,—the revelation of the living Christ to him

and the revelation of the same Christ in him.

In this he broke with the customary Pharisaic and

Rabbinical methods, and followed out the principles of the

Old Testament revelation. The deep experiences of the

saints of ancient Israel, the intuitions of the Psalmists and

the Prophets, revive in him, but with a new glory and a

more assured satisfaction. The Old Testament hope of im-

mortality had its roots in the consciousness of a personal

relation to God which could not be thought to break under

the shock of death. Its enlargement came in various ways,

but especially by its association with the expectation of

Messiah and the consummation of the kingdom of God. The

secret of Paul's hope was the consciousness of a personal re-

lation to Christ, the Christ whose voice he had heard, whose

power he had felt, who lives evermore. Hence the decision

with which he stands upon the resurrection of Christ from

the dead, and plants his personal hope and his doctrine in the

first instance, not upon instinct, not upon sentiment, not upon

argument, but upon the broad foundation of historical fact.

Yet this is but in the first instance and never without

something else. Paul always connects with this the deepest
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facts of the spiritual consciousness, the consciousness of the

energy of a new life in him in which immortality is already

incipient. It is not only that Christ rose from the dead, but

that He who was raised was the Son of G-od, the image of
, the

invisible God, the Second Man, the Lord from heaven, who
came from above and belonged to the heavenlies to which He
reascended.^ The rising of one man among many might not

ensure the rising of others. It might be an exceptional

event, with nothing in it to go beyond itself, a solitary

privilege bestowed upon a perfect man. But in Christ Paul

saw a Divine Person in fashion as a man,^ descending to earth

as the Second Head of Humanity, carrying our nature to

victory over death, no " living soul " merely as was the first

Adam, but a " quickening spirit," ^ having life in Himself

which He could impart to others. The historical fact of the

resurrection of Christ which makes the objective basis of

Paul's doctrine, is essentially connected with the experimental

fact which makes the subjective basis—the assured conscious-

ness of a power within, the power of Christ's resurrection,

which works to life and must ensure the final perfection of

the man as such.

In so reading his experience Paul again attaches himself

both to the Old Testament and to Christ's own teaching.

In the Old Testament God was the fountain of hfe, and hfe

in the sense of existence crowned by God's favour could not

be conceived to suffer, interruption or dissolution. Christ

spoke of a life given Him by His Father and bestowed by

Him on others, a life which brings those who receive it out

of death here, and makes them certain of life hereafter. And
this life, of which Christ declared Himself to be the source,

and to the energy of which Paul's personal experience bore

certain testimony, is shown to be imparted in two ways or to

two great effects. It is given in order to quicken the spirit

to newness of life; it is given also to quicken the spirit's

instrument, the body, hereafter. The future quickening of

the mortal body is the consequence of the present quickening

1 Rom. i. 3 ; Col. i. 13 ; 1 Cor. xv. 47.

2 Phil. ii. 8. » 1 Cor. xy. 46.
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of the living spirit. This is one of the chief notes in Paul's

doctrine—this vital relation of the present gift of life to the

future resurrection, the principle that the former is the pledge

of the latter and that the latter is implied in the former, the

principle that the life which we now live is a life hid with

Christ in God, a life for the whole man, which must triumph

over everything opposed to life, whether in the spiritual being

of man or in the physical nature through which that being

acts.

It is but another expression that is given to the same

truth when Paul brings the future resurrection into relation

to the present gift of the Holy Spirit. The new life quickens

the whole man, because it is a Divine life, the life of the

Divine Spirit within. The power that renews is variously

characterised in respect of its Divine order and energy. It

is Christ Himself, Christ that " liveth in me," ^ " Christ in

you the hope of glory." ^ It is the Spirit^ the Spirit who is

** the earnest of our inheritance." ^ And these two aspects of

the life are united in the statement of "the Spirit of life in

Christ Jesus" who sets us "free from the law of sin and

death." ^ It is with his profound doctrine of the inhabitation

of the Spirit, however, that Paul specially connects the

doctrine of the Eesurrection. In Christ we are " builded

together for an habitation of God through the Spirit," ^ and

in this Divine inhabitation is the secret of an enduring life.

This is the truth which is delivered in the profoundest terms

in the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Eomans. If

Christ is in us the body indeed may be "dead because of

sin," subject in the case of believers no less than others to

the doom brought on it in the beginning by sin. But the

Spirit is in us, and that " Spirit is life because of righteous-

ness," ® and the power which raised up Christ will also set us

free from the ancient law of death. " If the Spirit of Him
that raised up Jesus from the dead shall dwell in you, He
that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your

mortal bodies by His Spirit that dwelleth in you." ^ A pro-

1 Gal. ii. 20. 2 Col. i. 27. ^ gph. i. 14. * Rom. viii. 2.

*> Eph. ii. 22. « Kom. viii. 10. ' Rom. viii. 11.
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found declaration, in which every word has its own significance.

He who was raised up is first designated Jesus^ the fact that

the man Jesus who died was raised to life by God's Spirit

being the thing first in view. But when the event is referred

to the second time, the Person is described by His official

name Ghrist^ the idea being now the result for others. The
Jesus who was known in Galilee and Judsea was raised up

not for Himself alone, but as the first-fruits of a coming

harvest, the leader of a vast company. In His resurrection^

all was fulfilled which the Christ came to do. That which

took place in the case of the Head will take place in the ease

of the members, and by the same Divine Agent. God who
raised up Christ by His Spirit on the completion of His

work, will also by the same Spirit bring life again to the

mortal bodies of those who are Christ's. That Spirit ever

" dwelleth in us," and the body which He makes His residence

cannot have death as the end of all its story. The inhabita-

tion of the Spirit of life, which makes the body a holy thing;

works in the body to life.

But Paul carries his doctrine of the Eesurrection up

finally into his doctrine of the mystical union. The doctrine

of a union with Christ by faith has so large a place in his

Epistles that it is spoken of as a specifically Pauline point of

theology, and one of the Apostle's distinctively mystical ideas.

But in this, too, Paul only follows his Master, and interprets

the experience which he owed to his Lord. Nowhere is

stronger or more repeated expression given to this than by

Christ Himself, in the familiar allegory of the vine and the

branches, and in the fathomless figurative words of the

Pourth Gospel, in which He speaks of Himself as the living

bread of which a man shall eat and " live for ever," ^ and of

" eternal life " coming by the eating of the flesh and the

drinking of the blood of the Son of Man. The future

resurrection is made dependent upon a present participation

in Christ's life :
" Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man,

and drink His blood, ye have no life in you. Whoso eateth

My flesh, and drinketh My blood, hath eternal life ; and I

^ Christ Jesus, E. V. * John vi. 58.
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will raise him up at the last day." ^ The fellowship of God
^in which the Israelite found life, and life of a quality which

he felt must endure as God endures, becomes a fellowship

with Christ in which life cannot but be carried to its furthest

issues.

"With Paul, therefore, the doctrine of the resurrection of

the dead has its life-centre in the deep and varied witness of

Christian experience. It is not only that it rests on the

historical event of Christ's resurrection. It is vouched for

by the living and most certain facts of the spiritual con-

sciousness—the gift of life imparted now, the inhabitation of

the quickening Spirit, the union with Christ in standing and

in being. Eooted in the deep realities of the regenerate

existence and the spiritual consciousness, and having essential

associations with the inward things of grace, the resurrection

is with Paul not simply an objective event, a destiny to be

looked for, a new condition to be anticipated, but an attain-

ment, an object of aspiration and strenuous moral endeavour,

to be reached only by suffering loss, by being found in Christ,

by knowing Him in the power which He has over us and in

us in virtue of His resurrection, by partnership with Him in

suffering, by becoming conformed unto His death and dying

as He died unto sin.^

But Paul's doctrine reaches out into larger and further

issues still. It looks to the ransom of creation itself, and to

the transformation of the world. When the adoption for

which man waits is completed by the resurrection of the

body, creation itself shall be partner with him in his glory.

This is the burden of the loftiest and profoundest of all those

passages in the Pauline writings which give us visions of the

far-reaching purpose of God with regard to objects other

than man. Balancing the " sufferings of this present time
"

against the " glory which shall be revealed," Paul gives this

as his reason for reckoning the one " not worthy to be com-

pared " with the other—" For the earnest expectation of the

creation waiteth for the revealing of the sons of God. For

the creation was subjected to vanity, not of its own will, but

1 John vi. 53, 54. a ^^^^ m g_ii.
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by reason of Him who subjected it, in hope that the creation ^

itself also shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption

into the liberty of the glory of the children of God. For we
know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain

together until now." ^

The subject of this sublime paragraph is creation itself,

all that belongs to nature as distinguished from man ; and all

that is elsewhere said of the cosmical effects of Chiist's work

is here carried to its climax. The prospect of the restitution

of all things, the promise of the new heavens and the new
earth, the vision of the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming

down out of heaven, the apocalyptic assurance, " Behold, I

make all things new," ^ kindle with a new significance in the

light of these matchless words. The Hebrew Scriptures

spoke in large and uplifting figures of the new beauty with

which the whole face of the world shall one day be clothed,

of the time when there shall be neither hurting nor destroying

in all God's holy mountain, of the wilderness and the solitary

place being made glad, and the desert blossoming and

flourishing like the rose, of the new heavens and the new
earth which the Lord shall create, beside which " the former

things shall not be remembered, nor come into mind." * The

loftiest words of the prophets of Israel are uttered again

by Paul with a grander magnificence and a more universal

sweep.

The fire that burns in the paragraph comes from the

great thought that creation is linked with man, involved in

the consequences of his failure, but sharer also with him in

the glory that is to be revealed. Nature is in sympathy with

man, one with him in the doom, but one with him also in the

redemption. Man looks back upon a golden age which is

lost, and yearns for a larger future and a more perfect life.

Man's world, too, carries in its constitution and on its face

the intimation of its lapse from its original purpose, but also

the token that this is not a condition to which it shall be

^ Or, hy reason of Mm who subjected it in hope, because the creation, etc, as

in the margin of the K. V.
2 Kom. viii. 19-22. ^ Eev. xxi. 5. ^ Isa. xi. 6, Ixv. 17, etc.
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bound for ever. The presage is in it of a return to its

primal condition.

The doom which nature underlies is expressed by two

terms, the most significant that could well be found. The

creation is " subjected to vanity," and it is in " the bondage

of corruption." As man himself is under the curse, the

scene of his life is under the same. Creation is burdened

with a purposelessness which cannot be original to it, with

a decay and a limitation which cannot be its primal law. It

is tied to blight and baffled endeavour, to abortive effort, to

objectless, ineffectual action, to a strange inability to fulfil its

end. The doom which is upon it for man's sake, however, is

qualified by two things. The creation was not made subject

to vanity " of its own will." If it is involved in man's

sentence, it is not by its own act, but by the ordinance of

God, who laid the burden upon nature with a view to man's

training and future. And the subjection was made " in hope."

The attitude of creation is not that of final acquiescence, but

that of waiting expectation. It has the light of better things

on it, and points with prophetic finger to a change, a removal

of the burden, a reversal of the doom, an abolition of the

curse. The destiny to which it looks is emancipation. And
this is no dim, uncertain, indefinite possibility. It is the

goal to which all things are moving, an event linked with the

great day of the manifestation of the children of God. When
Christ returns and completes the adoption, the world itself

shall step forth from its prison-house and share in the

glorious freedom of the sons of God. The day of the reve-

lation of the heirs of God and joint-heirs of Christ,—that is

the one divine, intelligible event for which all nature tarries.

This is Paul's " evangel of the creation." It is introduced

not for its own sake, but to enhance the grandeur of the future

which is in reserve for the sons of God, and to mitigate the

pain and mystery of the present. So great is that future

that not only is man himself interested in it, but all creation

besides. The resurrection of the sons of God means also the

renovation of the world, the glorification of nature. So vastly

do the proportions of man's destiny expand.
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Such is Paul's doctrine of the Eesurrection in its broad

outlines. There are some special questions, however, which

demand notice in connection with it. It is to be observed

that Paul's doctrine is almost exclusively a doctrine of the

resurrection of those who are Christ's. He leaves the resur-

rection of the unjust almost unmentioned. There is but a

single passage in which he proclaims it in distinct and explicit

terms, and that is not in his Epistles. It is in his discourse

before Felix, when he declares his belief in the whole teaching

of the law and the prophets, and speaks of himself as " having

hope toward God, which these also themselves look for, that

there shall be a resurrection both of the just and the unjust." ^

Even the great statement on the " judgment-seat of Christ,"

and the certainty that all shall be made manifest there in

order " that each one may receive the things done in the body,

according to what he hath done, whether it he good or bad," ^

in Paul's immediate intention does not go beyond the case of

Christians.

It is asked, therefore, whether the Apostle does really

teach the doctrine of a universal resurrection ? The assertion

is often made that in his Epistles there is no hint of the

rising of any but the righteous. He thinks of the unrighteous

dead, we are told, simply as surrendered to the inane existence

of Hades for ever. But this is inconsistent with the definite

statement of his belief on the occasion reported in the Book

of Acts ; and, as Professor Godet justly remarks," Luke knew

St. Paul sufficiently to avoid attributing to him on this point

a declaration which would have been contrary to his view." *

It is inconsistent, too, with the fact that Paul proclaims the

truth of a general judgment ;
^ for a general judgment pre-

supposes a general resurrection. It is certainly the case that

in the Pauline Epistles the doctrine of the resurrection of the

unjust is not made the subject of explicit statement. But in

this Paul only follows the usual way of the New Testament,

In Christ's own teaching the " resurrection of damnation " is

1 Acts xxiT. 15, R.y. 2 2 Cor. v. 10, R. V.

* CoTiimentary on First Corinthians, ii. p. 37, Clark's trans.

* Kom. ii. 6 ; 1 Cor. vi. 2.
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but once mentioned in express terms. Both in Christ's words

and in Paul's the resurrection is usually connected with the

gift of eternal life, and exhibited as the reward of the believ-

ing, while the dark side comes seldom into view. But in

neither case does it follow that there is no place for the

doctrine of a resurrection of all mankind, or that Hades is

meant to be the final lot of the unrighteous.

It has also been made a question whether Paul's doctrine

implies that the resurrection of the righteous and the resur-

rection of the unrighteous are two distinct events, separated

from each other by a space of time. We have already

touched upon this question in speaking of the millenarian

ideas which have been ascribed to Paul. "We have to look at

it more particularly here. Por the opinion that Paul taught

the doctrine of two successive resurrections is widely favoured.

Some hold it, however, only in a cautious and tentative way,

admitting that nothing is said about the duration of the

interval or about what happens within it.^ The stronghold

of this view is the great paragraph already referred to, in the

First Epistle to the Corinthians, on Christ as the first-fruits,

every man in his own order, and the coming of the end.^

Here Bishop EUicott, while of opinion that the terms might

seem to suggest an interval, is not prepared to say that the

interval, if it is in the words at all, need be more than would

cover " all that may be immediately associated with the mighty

T6A.09 which is specified in the succeeding verse." And on

the general question he will not go further than say that

" neither here nor in 1 Thess. iv. 16 does the A^o^tle preclude

the conception of a resurrection of the just—possibly gradual

—prior to that of the general resurrection."*

But there are some who speak more positively. Among
others Meyer throws the weight of his great name on the side

of those who think that Paul regards the resurrection as a

great process running out in three acts, the first taking effect

^ So, e.g., Mr. Teignmonth Shore in the New TestaTnent Commentary for

English Readers^ sub 1 Cor. xv. 22, etc.

2 1 Cor. XV. 20-28.

^ St. PauVs First Epistle to the Corinthians, sub xv. 23.
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in Christ's own triumph over death, the second in the raising

of all Christians to be with Him when He returns to establish

His kingdom, and the third and latest in the rising of all non-

Christians, the " how soon, however, or how long after the

Parousia " being left unsaid. But it is seldom that Meyer is

so unlike himself as in his exegesis of this passage. The

same must be said of another of our best interpreters, the

venerable scholar of Neuch^tel. Professor Godet does much
more than accept the conclusion that an interval must be

supposed between the Coming of Christ and the " end," and

that a distinct resurrection must be understood to be asso-

ciated with each of these events. He is even convinced that

this paragraph in Paul's majestic argument on the resurrection

can be shown to be in entire harmony with the Apocalyptic

vision of a first resurrection at the beginning of the thousand

years, and a subsequent judgment with an implied resurrec-

tion of the rest of the dead at the end of the period.^

But there are objections to this interpretation which seem

to us to be unanswerable. In the first place, it utterly fails

to do justice to the sense of the word rendered " order," ^ on

which most depends. The idea which this word conveys, as

we have seen, is neither that of order in merit, nor that of

order or sequence in timej but that of hand or company. The

^ According to Meyer, Godet, and others, the interval is filled up by Christ's

conflict in putting down all hostile powers. Professor Godet addresses himself

to a great task, a task in which no one has succeeded, when he proposes to prove

that Paul and the Apocalypse are quite at one, not only as to the doctrine of a

first resurrection and a second, bxit as to the whole train of events which take

place in connection with Christ's coming and after it,—the binding of Satan,

the resurrection of believers, the millennial reign of Christ, the final outburst and

judgment of Satan, the end of the thousand years, the last judgment, and the

new heavens and earth with the tabernacle of God among men. Nor is he con-

tent even with this. He endeavours to show that this whole sweep of doctrine

is implied in Christ's own words regarding His advent, and is discernible in

other Pauline sayings. But how is the conclusion reached that Paul teaches a

double resurrection ? By taking it for granted, among other things, that when

he tells the Thessalonians that the dead m Christ shall rise first (1 Thess. iv,

16), it is implied that the rest do not rise. But we have already seen how far

Paul is from thinking of anything in that statement beyond the case of dead

believers as contrasted with those who survive till Christ returns.
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interpretation in question, therefore, as has been already-

shown, mistakes the real thought of the passage as it is

suggested by the use of this exceptional term. It is not

consistent with the fact that elsewhere the Parousia is asso-

ciated with the end of all things and the final judgment. It

overlooks the fact that there is nothing in the passage to

define the length of time separating the events, and that in

connection with the mention of the " end," and the delivering

up of .the kingdom, nothing is said of a resurrection of those

who are not Christ's. There is the further objection already

referred to, that if Paul has in view a series of successive acts

in a prolonged process of resurrection, Christ in His single

person is incongruously represented in the character of a rank,

the first of three ranks of the risen, of which the other two

are companies in the proper sense of the term. We conclude,

therefore, that there is no reason to ascribe to Paul the

doctrine of a first resurrection for the just and a second

resurrection for the unjust, divided by a real, though

undefined, interval of time.^

A further question has been raised with respect to the

destiny of the righteous. It is asked whether Paul does not

teach that in their case a new body is provided for the

existence between death and the resurrection, in preparation

for and distinct from the final glorified body ? This is a

^ Principal Edwards, who also favours tlie idea of three separate stages in the

dr£ima of the resurrection, admits that there is no example ofrdy/xa with the

sense of sequence in time. He lays much stress on the fact that death is said

to be destroyed "as the last enemy," inferring that it is not destroyed at the

Parousia when Christ's own are raised, and that there must be a second resur-

rection in connection with the '' end '* before it could be said, as it is said here,

that death is destroyed as the last of all the hostile powers. But surely this is

to introduce a matter of remote inference, and to overlook Paul's habit of

" insulating " his thought, as it has been called. Principal Edwards thinks this

doctrine of a double resurrection not inconsistent with Christ's words in Matt,

xxiv. 28-31, in which he sees a transition from the resurrection of the saints to

a later general judgment. But he admits that the duration of the interval is

not told. He also regards Paul's statement here as analogous to John's in the

Apocalypse (xx. 4, 5). But the only argument he offers for extending the appli-

cation of John's words beyond the case of the martyrs of Jesus, is that "the
OLTives introduces others." He gives rdyfia the sense oi placej the place belong-

ing to each of several in a series,

29
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question to which far too much importance is attached even

by some theologians and interpreters of high rank. It is

based upon a single passage, and that passage is one of quite

unusual difficulty. In opening his heart to the Corinthians

on the straits which he had to endure for their profit and for

Christ's sake, Paul speaks of the faith which kept him from

fainting under the pressure of decaying strength and a daily

dying. In lofty and moving language he then unfolds the

hope which gives him courage and confidence in all things.

" For we know," he proceeds, " that if the earthly house of

our tabernacle be dissolved, we have a building from God, a

house not made with hands, eternal, in the heavens. For

verily in this we groan, longing to be clothed upon with our

habitation which is from heaven : if so be that being clothed

we shall not be found naked. For indeed we that are in this

tabernacle do groan, being burdened ; not for that we would

be unclothed, but that we would be clothed upon, that what

is mortal may be swallowed up of life. Now He that wrought

us for this very thing is God, who gave unto us the earnest of

the Spirit. Being therefore always of good courage, and

knowing that, whilst we are at home in the body, we are

absent from the Lord (for we walk by faith, not by sight)

;

we are of good courage, I say, and are willing rather to be

absent from the body, and to be at home with the Lord."^

Much is made of this paragraph in various interests,

vastly more than it can bear. It is supposed by some to

disclose elements in Paul's doctrine which are of essentially

Hellenic character and in some measure akin to the concep-

tion of immortality found in the Booh of Wisdom.^ It is

thought by others to mark a vital transformation of Paul's

own view of the future. Hitherto he had confidently expected

to survive till Christ's Coming. But now, ifc is said, he sees

the prospect of death before him. Dark and painful experi-

^ 2 Cor. V. 1-8, E.V. In the margin the Revisers place the alternative

rendering, ** being burdened, in that we would not be unclothed, but would

be clotjied upon," in the fourth verse, and "appearance" for "sight" in the

seventh.

^ So Pfleiderer ; also Scbmiedel, ffandcommentarj in loc, etc.
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ences had come upon him at Ephesus and in Asia during the

interval between the two Epistles to the church of Corinth.

These things had driven him to look at the future with

another eye, and to seek another kind of hope. At last, with

the prospect of martyrdom at hand, he is carried beyond his

former ideas of the Parousia and beyond all the limitations of

his Jewish beliefs, to the more spiritual thought of an imme-

diate reunion with his Lord in heaven itself.^ Those who
regard the passage in this way understand it to mean that

the resurrection-body is to be received, not at an indefinite

resurrection-day in the future, but immediately at death.^

Others, taking the verb " we have " as a strict present, and

putting a very literal meaning on the phrase " clothed upon

with our habitation which is from heaven," conclude that Paul

speaks of an intermediate body with which the dying believer

is at once invested at his death, a body distinct from the

final resurrection-body, and suited for the intermediate state.

Even during the mysterious period between his death and his

resurrection, existence for the regenerate is not a bodiless

existence.

Among others. Bishop Martensen understands this to be

^ So especially Sabatier. See his Apostle Favl, pp. 179-184, English trans.

But this whole notion of a radical change in Paul's eschatology at this point

proceeds very much upon a false idea of the condition in which the dead are

represented to he when they are described as ''asleep." It is inconsistent also

with the fact that both in this Epistle and in later Epistles the conceptions of

the resurrection and the judgment which are given in the earlier Epistles still

appear ; cf., e.g., 2 Cor. iv. 14, v. 10 ; Phil. iii. 20, 21; etc.

^ So Beyschlag thinks that the passage proves that Paul no longer "places

the resurrection at the Parousia," but connects the possession of the glorified

body at once with the event of death. I^ew Test, Theology^ ii. pp. 270, 271.

Traces of such ideas are thought to be found in certain passages of the Ascension

of Isaiah f a book partly of Jewish, partly of Christian origin, containing much
curious matter on the Trinity, the doctrine of the Resurrection, the Antichrist,

Beliar, and JTeronic myths, etc. Professor R. H. Charles speaks thus of the view

of the Resurrection which appears in it : "This docti'ine is very spiritually repre-

sented on the later Pauline lines in iv. 15-17, viii. 14, ix. 17, 18. Immediately

after death the faithful receive their garments or spiritual bodies (as in 2 Cor.

V. 1-8); their 'thrones' and * crowns,' which signify the consummation of

their blessedness, they do not receive till after the ascension of Christ (ix. 17,

18)." See his The Ascension of Isaiah, pp. 1, li. Parts at least of the book
belong to the first century of our era. See pp. 329, 345 above.
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the purpose of the paragraph'. " We must necessarily

suppose," he says, " that some hidden development of nature

precedes and prepares the way for the future corporeity or

the resurrection of the flesh ; and the Apostle Paul expressly

teaches that, though we do not possess the complete fulness

and perfection of our being in the realm of the dead—because

in death we are unclothed, and shall not be clothed again till

the second coming of the Lord, yet that we are not entirely

naked in the intermediate state, but are clothed upon."

Eeferring to the verses in question, he adds: "We must,

therefore, entertain the idea of some sort of clothing of the

soul in the realm of the dead ; in that cloister-like (we speak

after the manner of men), that monastic or conventual world.

But, although we are thus obliged to conceive, in a vague way,

of some intermediate kind of corporeity in the realm of the

dead, this must not exclude the fundamental idea of that

realm as one of inwardness and spirit." ^

But what is the confidence to which Paul gives expression

in these remarkable words ? From the burdened life of

painful straits and heavy perils he looks out into the future.

He longs to be with Christ ; he is certain that he shall be

with Him; but he thinks of two possibilities. To survive

till Christ's return, and so to pass into the life of glory, not

by the stroke of death but by the transformation of the body,

that would be his highest joy. But he has to face the

possibility of dying before the great event of the Parousia,

and he is confident even in that prospect. For he knows

that what is reserved for him in the event of death is some-

thing better than what he now has, and not less than what he

should have if he lived to see Christ's return—not an un-

clothed, imperfect, naked condition such as nature recoils

from, but the complete, substantial existence of the resur-

rection-glory, in which all that is mortal in him shall be

^ Christian Dogmatics, pp. 460, 461, Clark's trans. Among others. Schnecken-

burger, Kitzsch, Goschel, Auberlen, Flatt take this view of the passage. Dr.

Briggs also thinks that Paul now looks for a new body to be given at death, such

a "heavenly body as the Messiah Himself has during His mediatorial reign,"

while " the body of the resurrection will be like the body of the glory of the

Messiah at His Parousia" {The Messiah of the Apostles, p. 130).
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swallowed up of life. He contrasts this with the bodily life'

of the present, and counts it great gain. He is assured that"

this is what the future means for him, and he finds in himself

the reason for this certainty. The longing which is in him

for a life which shall not be unclothed cannot be a deception.

It gives the assurance of its own realisation.

It is the hody, therefore, that is in view all through these

verses, the body which belongs to the present existence, and

the body which is in reserve for the future existence. For it-

is obvious that when he speaks of the " house which is from
heaven" his thought is not the general thought of heaven as

his future home, but the particular thought of the hody as his

possession in the life of heaven. In speaking of the body in

this connection he uses two figures, that of a house or taber-

nacle, and that of a robe—both simple figures, the latter not

unfamiliar to the later Greek writers as well as to the

Eabbinical literature.^ The present body is but a tent-house,

a temporary dwelling-place set up on earth (iiriyevo^), ready

to be pulled down. But its place is to be taken by another

of abiding quality, a building which comes from God, which is

^eternal, which belongs not to earth, but to heaven. What can

be in view here but the resurrection-body in the completeness

of the superiority and the permanence in which it contrasts

with the failing, transient body of earth ? The idea of an

interim body, with qualities intermediate between the earthly

/body and the glorified body, is, as Meyer justly observes,

^something entirely strange to the New Testament.

That it cannot be in view here is made plain by the

simple fact that the body of which Paul speaks is described

as eternal. If it is said that " we have " it, it is also said in

the same breath that it is " in the heavens." So that what

is meant is not that we assume it at once at death, but that

it is our certain possession, an inheritance prepared for us.

^ Dean Stanley suggested that the transition from the one to the other may
be explained by " the image which both from his occupation and his birthplace

would naturally occur to the apostle—the tent of Cilician haircloth, which
might almost equally suggest the idea of a habitation and of a vesture." See

his Epistles of St Paul to the Corinthians, p. 413 (4th edition).
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It is reserved for us in heaven now, and it will become ours

in actual possession hereafter. But that hereafter is not

identified either with the event of death or with the period

of the intermediate state. When fui^ther the longing, which

is the inward witness to the- certainty of the hope, is described

as a longing " to be clothed upon {iirevhvaaadai) with our

habitation which is from heaven/* and the new body is thus

represented as a vesture to be put on over something else, this

is due to the fact that Paul associates himself for the time with

those who live on to Christ*s Coming, and thinks of the change

which shall then be made upon the living body, the transfor-

mation {aXKayT]a-€<r0at) which he elsewhere declares for those

who shall not " sleep." ^

The one thing, therefore, which we find in the passage is

Paul's assurance that, even if death overtakes him now,

depriving him of the supreme joy of seeing Christ, and of

being transformed at His Parousia, he shall not be left to

the disadvantage of a naked bodiless existence, absent from

Christ. The resurrection-life and the presence of Christ are

before him. With this knowledge he can look with confidence

even to dissolution and to the defeat of his expectation of

witnessing Christ's return. The passage may bear upon the

hope of an immediate entrance into the joy of the Lord's

presence after death. It says nothing of a special order

of body for the intermediate state.^

Such questions about the Sow of the future life, whether

about the conditions of existence between death and tlje

resurrection, about the process of the resurrection itself, or

about the nature of the resurrection-body, have little or no

place in Paul's doctrine. His concern is much more with the

1 1 Cor. XV. 52.

2 speaking of the question Tvliether Paul refers here to the ** spiritual body"

of the resurrection or to some mediate form of corporeal heing, "such as poets

have imagined and schoolmen theorised about," Dean Plumptre remarks that

the answer is found **in the manifest fact that the intermediate state occupied

but a subordinate position in St. Paul's thoughts. ... He did not speculate

accordingly about that state, but was content to rest in the belief that, when

absent from the body he would in some more immediate sense be present with

the Lord." See his exposition in the iVeMJ Testament Commentary for English

Readers,
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fact than with the mode of the resurrection. The little that

he does say of the latter subject is limited almost entirely to

the case of the righteous. He notices the questions put by

some :
" How are the dead raised ? and with what manner of

body do they come ? " ^ But in his reply he does not go

beyond a few broad statements, a few large, general principles.

The very form into which he throws his reply :
" Thou foolish

one "—puts an arrest on the theoretical problems which theo-

logians have been apt to raise and the speculations in which

they have indulged. He uses one or two simple analogies,

the seed-corn and the waving grain, the different forms of body

provided for different kinds of creatures in the present order of

existence, and the different "glories" belonging to sun, moon,

and stars. He suggests that there may be continuance of

substance or preservation of identity in the personal subject

along with constant and far-reaching change in form. But

beyond this he does not go. Theologians have thought to

penetrate further. They have asked, "What is it that makes

identity ? How is the new body to be provided ? Out of

what material shall it grow ? What shall be its relation to

the present body ? How shall it preserve its sameness with

the body which we now have together with a difference which

seems essential ?

They have pointed to the fact that the body which we
know is like a mass of loose, moving particles in perpetual

flow, in which there are an unceasing passing away of the old

and an equally unceasing acquisition of the new, while the

sameness of the subject continues. They have reasoned

rightly that the identity must depend upon something else

than the persistence of the self-same matter or the same

stream of corporeal particles, and they have speculated on

what that something else may be. They have imagined that

through all the stages of existence, and in all that befalls the

body, some invisible germ of life remains, some indistinguish-

able point of elemental matter, which contains all the poten-

tialities of the future * that some organific principle of being

is lodged in the body at its first formation which continues,

1 1 Cor. XV. 35, R.V,
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preserving the identity of the body and securing its future.

They have held that the spiritual body which is to be exisfcs

already within the visible body of the present, and needs only

to show itself at death. They have imagined that the soul has

the capacity of weaving for itself out of its environment a

body suited to the circumstances of its existence for the

time,—a sensuous body for a sensuous mode of existence, a

spiritual body for a spiritual range of existence. They have

thought that the soul may obtain the power of making an

embodiment for itself by drawing to it the elements of the

higher world. Or, retreating from all these explanations,

they have come to the conclusion that the body of the future

is wholly a new creation, that at death soul sCnd body alike

perish, and are brought anew into being at the end.

But Paul neither furnishes any answer to such questions,

nor lends them any countenance. He gives us to understand

that the new body, will be our body, and yet will be different

from that of which we have experience, superior to it in

incorruptibility, in honour, and in power, in freedom from

waste, decay, and death, in the glory of perfection, in ability

to discharge its function. It shall cease to be a natural or

sensuous body, fit only for earthly, dependent conditions, and

it shall become a " spiritual body," the congruous instrument

of a higher order of life for which the limitations of sense and

time no more subsist. Or, as he elsewhere expresses it, it will

be a body like that of the Eisen Christ Himself, " conformed

to the body of His glory," ^ answering to new laws, the perfect

organ for a heavenly life. It is to be related to the former

body, and yet is to be different from it and superior to it, as

the golden grain with its rich increase is related to the buried

seed, yet different from it and superior to it. But how the

present body which is committed to its kindred earth is to find

itself again in the future body ; how the resurrection body is

to come from the earthly body ; how the identity is to be

preserved ; how the new corporeality is to be constructed

;

whether some formative activity is put forth by the soul or

some organific principle is retained by the body,—on these and

iphil. iii, 21, R.V.
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all like questions he has nothing to say. He is content with

those simple analogies of nature which serve so far to relieve

the idea of a bodily resurrection of the antecedent incredi-

biUty or irrationality which may seem to attach to it. He
states the broad and fruitful principle that " God gives to each

its own body." And for his last answer he refers us to his

great word " in Christ." Our union with Christ, the union

of our entire self with the Second Adam, the Lord from

heaven,—that is his final solution of all difficulties, his final

reason for the certain hope of a resurrection.

Lastly, the doctrine of the resurrection being the crown

of Paul's teaching on the subject of the Future, the immor-

tahty to which he looks is an immortality for the living man
as such. It is in essential harmony with Hebrew faith and

Hebrew hope, and in essential distinction from Greek thought

and Greek surmise. It rises on the foundation of the Old

Testament belief, and carries to its ultimate height the con-

sentient doctrine of man's nature on which the hope of Hebrew
historian, psalmist, and prophet, and the teaching of Christian

evangelist and apostle, from first to last proceed. It is in the

Pauline writings that the Biblical doctrine of a future life

is seen in its sharpest contrasts with the Hellenic. That

doctrine provides a continuity and permanence of life for

man as a whole, in the unity and integrity of his nature and

personality. It holds the golden mean between the old heroic

ideas of man which made the warm, corporeal life of earth the

true and substantial life, and the later philosophical ideas which

regarded the life of mind as the only real life and made man
himself ultimately only a soul. It agrees with the best pro-

ducts of ancient Hellenic wisdom in all that they said of man
as a spiritual existence, in aU that they did in establishing the

truth and unfolding the contents of his distinctive personal

being. But in other respects it stands absolutely apart both

from the speculations of the great Greek sages and from the

teaching of thinkers hke Philo, in whom Hebrew thought was

sunk in the wisdom of the Greek schools.

There is more of a seeming psychology in Paul than in

any other New Testament writer. But even Paul never
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bases the hope of a hereafter for man on psychological con-

siderations. He never contemplates a simple immortality of

soul ; he nevex__aTgues for man's sur^'v^^ iji ftrfiTjrnTi the

ground^thaji trh^^*^ ipi ?^ mind^or^ spirit in^him. He proceeds

upon the Old Testament view of man as a being made in

God's image, a free personality in the likeness of God's own

nature, destined for life because thus it is with him. This is

essentially different from the Hellenic idea which ruled the

scholastic theology, and has exercised a deep and unfortunate

influence on modern systems of doctrine. Those of the Greek

sages who taught the immortality of man, attached that

immortality to one side of his compound nature. Most of

them did so because they regarded the intellectual constituent

of man's being as of the nature of the gods, a part of the

divine essence, an emanation from the Soul of the world.

The Stoics believed the universe to be pervaded by a breath,

a fire, a reason, or a consciousness which was divine, of which

the soul of man was a derivative. They thought that at the

end of each great world-period the system of things which

had slowly been evolved was dissolved by a general con-

flagration, and became reabsorbed in Deity; and that the

soul of man, though it could outlive the body, was yet in-

capable of retaining its individuality beyond the cosmical

period to which it belonged, at the end of which it was

merged again in the Deity of which it was a portion.

According to Greek thou^ht^ thereforC
j
jnan was a dualism,

in one part essentially divine, in another wholly animal and

of earth ; in one part subject to decay and final extinction, in

another superior to these laws; in one part perishing of

necessity for ever, in another capable of a certain continuance

of being. Working out this distinction, the Greek looked on

immortality as a quality possible only to the soul, and

repudiated the idea of a new existence for the body or a

resurrection for the substantial man. The Hellenic sage

regarded the soul as in a state of weakness and loss so long

as it was connected with the body, and associated his entire

conception of the perfection of life with the idea of a bodiless

existence. Plato taught that, while the soul is of the nature
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of the gods, the body is an encumbrance which is to be cast

off that it may perish for ever, a thing from which all the

evils, imperfections, and impurities of man arise, a hindrance,

not a help to knowledge. It is for the philosopher to disown

and dishonour the body, for with it the purification of the

man and the vision of perfect justice, beauty, and goodness

are impossible. To Plato and the Platonists blessedness was

attainable only in an existence separate from the body, and

thinkers like Plotinus thanked God that they were not

created with an imperishable body.

But the Pauline hope is not the Platonist hope of a

release from the shackle and sepulchre of the body, not the

hope of the survival of an immortal principle in man, but'

the hope of the endurance of the man himself. It links

itself with higher and more assured thoughts than those of

the philosopher. Its kinship is with the Old Testament

doctrine of the unity of man's nature, the royalty of his

being, his affinity with God. It reveals a consummation

which is to be realised in the redemption of the whole man,

and in his elevation to a condition of existence in which he

shall live in the full integrity of his being, and his body,

transformed and glorified, shall be the perfect instrument of

a perfect life.
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In Greece, 'beyond the brilliant fantasies of the popular imagination,

we have met with the opinions of the sages. These sages have rendered

immortal service to the human mind ; they have proved some of the titles

of our noble origin ; they have demonstrated the spiritual nature of the

principle of thought ; but, in the presence of a precise affirmation of our

personal and conscious immortality, they have hesitated, and have kept

as a last resource the idea that life is of so little value, that should it give

place to annihilation it would be sweet to die. Socrates himself speaks

thus, and this has always astonished me. When I picture to myself the

life of the philosopher of Athens, an existence so full, so animated, passed

under the fair skies of Greece, charmed by the noblest discourse and

intercourse, I am astonished to find the possessor of so much good count

life of so little value. But nevertheless it is Socrates who declares that

few even of our best days are equal to a night's repose. Jesus Christ

appeared, and at His voice a profound and vital faith in an immortal

future took possession of the hearts of His disciples.

—

Naville.

Man is, properly speaking, based upon Hope, he has no other posses-

sion but Hope; this world of his is emphatically the place of Hope.

—

Carltle.

Now, the necessary mansions of our restored selves are those two

contrary and incompatible places we call Heaven and Hell. To define

them, or strictly to determine what and where these are, surpasseth my
divinity. That elegant apostle, which seemed to have a glimpse of heaven,

hath left but a negative description thereof ; which neither eye hath seen,

nor ear hath heard, nor can enter into the heart of man : he was translated

out of himself to behold it ; but, being returned into himself, could not

express it. . . . Briefly, therefore, where the soul hath the full measure and

complement of happiness ; where the boundless appetite of that spirit

remains compleatly satisfied that it can neither desire addition nor altera-

tion, that, I think, is truly heaven ; and this can onely be in the injoy-

ment of that essence, whose infinite goodness is able to terminate the

desires of itself and the unsatiable wishes of ours ; wherever God will

thus manifest Himself, there is heaven, though within the circle of this

sensible world.

—

Sir Thomas Browne,
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CHAPTEE I

THE CONTRIBUTION OF CHRISTIANITY TO THE HOPE OF

IMMORTALITY

¥E have completed the survey of the Christian doctrine

of Immortality as it lies in the Scriptures themselves.

We have seen how its foundations are laid in Hebrew faith,

in the experiences of Israel's saints and the messages of

Israel's prophets. We have seen, too, how it comes to its

magnitude in the New Testament, and how the words of

Christ Himself contain the elements of all that is given, in

various forms and connections and in different degrees of

developed statement, in the writings of apostles and evan-

gelists. It remains to notice the nature and measure of the

contribution which is made by the Christian doctrine to

man's faith in a future life, and to state the theological

conclusions on the final questions.

We have found that so far back as we can penetrate

there is evidence of the fact that it has been natural to

man to believe in some sort of existence after death. " Look-

ing at the religion of the lower races as a whole," says Dr.

Tylor, " we shall at least not be ill-advised in taking as one

of its general and principal elements the doctrine of the soul's

future life." ^ If any race might have been expected to be

destitute of such a belief, it is the natives of the New
Hebrides. Yet Dr. Paton tells us how different the case

proved to be from what he had expected. He found these

rude people believing in the existence of the spirits of their

ancestors and heroes, possessed of the thought of an invisible

world, speaking of a heaven under the symbol of the best bit

^ Primitive Culture, 3rd ed. vol. ii. p. 21.
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of earth they knew, and interested above all things in the

mention of a resurrection.^ The case of the Kew Hebrideans

is but a typical instance of what closer acquaintance with the

lowest races is every day discovering. In this sense, there-

fore, belief in a future life is both a primary and a primitive

behef of humanity. In most cases it has gone beyond the

mere idea of some sort of after-existence. It has imagined a

seat for that existence, sometimes on earth, sometimes beneath

earth, sometimes above earth. Many savage races have

pictui^ed a special land, of souls somewhere in this world

itself. Others, both of lower and higher culture, have placed

the residence of the departed in an under-world Hades.

Others still have looked for it in a heaven resting upon

the firmament or planted in the upper air.

From the very earHest times, too, and among the very

rudest peoples, there has been an attempt to conceive the

state of the dead in these new homes. There have been two

ruling conceptions. There has been the idea of the future

life as a reflection of the present life, the forms .and con-

ditions of earth being retained. There has also . been the

idea of the future life as a compensation for the present.

men's conditions being readjusted hereafter according to the

good and evil of their earthly life. But the belief in the

future, so far as it has been the creature of instinct and

imagination, has remained comparatively crude, uncertain,

and ethically inoperative, whether in the continuance-theory,

as it has been called, or in the more advanced retribution-

theory.

But from the earliest period of the awakening of man's

intellectual life, the belief in a future existence has also been

the subject of reasoned thought. The speculation of all the

ages has been at work upon it. It has done its best to

establish it. It has also done its worst to disprove it. New

philosophical methods have been applied to it from generation

to generation, new styles of reasoning, new scientific ideas,

the historical and comparative study of beliefs, new influences

^ John G, FatoTij Missionary to the Nqw Hebrides: An A^UoUograjpUj^ vol.

i. p. 119, etc.
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and new criteria. What has been the result ? At this date

the belief has still to confront ways of thinking which pro-

claim death to be the destruction of the man; and others

which rob the individual of his immortality in order to

enrich the abstraction called humanity; and others still

which set aside a personal immortality for an intellectual

immortality, consisting in the realisation of our identity with

the divine thought or the divine substance. Professor Huxley,

in one of his latest deliverances, showed us how much we
should have had if we had been dependent on the uncer-

tainties of speculation. " Eelatively to myself," he said, " I

am quite sure that the region of uncertainty—the nebulous

country in which words play the part of realities—is far

more extensive than I could wish. Materialism and Idealism
;

Theism and Atheism ; the doctrine of the soul and its mortality

or immortality—appear in the history of philosophy like the

shades of Scandinavian heroes, eternally slaying one another,

and eternally coming to life again in a metaphysical ' Nifel-

heim.* It is getting on for twenty-five centuries at least

since mankind began seriously to give their minds to these

topics. Generation after generation, philosophy has been

doomed to roll the stone uphill, and, just as all the world

swore it was at the top, down it has rolled to the bottom

again." ^

What, then, has Christianity done for the hope of

immortality ? It has translated a guess, a dream, a longing,

,
a probability, into a certainty. It has done this by inter-

preting us to ourselves, and confirming the voice of prophecy

within us. That there is a witness in man himself, in his

heart, his intellect, his conscience, is what the Ethnic faiths

attest. That there is a witness in the constitution of things,

is what is meant by the philosophies of the educated races.

The arguments of natural religion take up this double

witness. But none of these arguments, nor all of them
together, are logically valid. The very highest to which

they can carry us is a probability, perhaps a " subKme
probability," that there is a future for us. But Christianity

^ Science mid Christian Tradition, pp. 312, 313.
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lias brought out this witness in ourselves and in nature into

light and clearness as nothing else has done.

There is all the difference in the matter of certainty.

What makes the difference is that Christianity gives what

philosophy cannot give—the consciousness of a personal

relation to One who is akin to us, and who has carried

our nature in victory over death-—the consciousness of a

personal relation to a Eisen Lord. Because Christianity has

found a new basis for the hope of immortality in the fact of

Christ's resurrection, and a new centre for it in the personal

experience of a new life which is prophetic of its own

immortality, there is a certainty in the Christian hope which

distinguishes it from every other hope.

This is the first and most obvious thing in the contribu-

tion made by Christianity to man's faith in immortality.

But it is not the only thing. The words of Christ and His

Apostles have brought us light upon much that was dim and

vague in man's previous ideas of the nature of that immor-

tality. By them we understand, as neither sage nor poet

ever understood before, the conditions of the future life, its

activities, its essential connection with the present life.

They have endowed the hope with a grace, a constancy, an

intelligibility, a majesty previously unknown. They have

transformed it with all its new qualities from the doubtful

possession of the select few into the common and enduring

heritage of the many. They have given a new meaning to

the whole conception of an after-existence, by the disclosures

which they have made of the final judgment, the appointed

Arbiter of man's future, the standard of the judgment, the

order of the awards, the association of the universe with the

destiny of man, and the Divine consummation towards which

man himself and man's world are together moving.

The Christian doctrine has also made the contribution of

reserve where reserve has been most needful and most

salutary, the contribution of silence where the conjectures of

men have been least restrained and of smallest profit for the

practical conduct of life. It has vitalised and moralised the

whole thought of immortality. It has translated a remote
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surmise or ineffectual opinion into an ethical influence,

imperial in its range, touching and stimulating the con-

science, working mightily for righteousness. It has raised

the neutral, theoretical belief of other religions to the

splendour of an inspiration of goodness, a consolation in

sorrow, a stay in change and loss, an illumination of the

mystery of existence. It has given the individual an

importance to which he never attained in other faiths,

liberating his responsibility from that of the mass, and

disentangling his destiny from those deeps of impersonal

deity and those chains of becomings and ceasings to be, in

which other religions sank the personal self.

It has crowned its service to faith by giving humanity

the living hope of the resurrection in place of the philosophic

idea of a bare immortality of soul or the penurious belief in

a continuance of existence in an under - world of shades.

Other religions have included in their creeds some sort of

faith in a future for the body. But in most it has been a

confused and feeble faith, far removed from that of the New
Testament. The Persians had the definite idea of a resurrec-

tion. But even in their case much remains doubtful both as

to the precise nature of the belief and as to the date to

which it can be carried back. It appears in the Vendid^d,

as we have seen, but its presence in the Avesta is disputed,

and is at the best little more than discernible. There was a

time when scholars thought they discovered the full doctrine

of a general bodily resurrection in the ancient Zoroastrian

system.^ But the subsequent inquiries of careful students ^

threw a different light upon the case. It became a question

with some, whether the resurrection of which the Persians

spoke was really a bodily resurrection, and with others

whether the doctrine, so far as it was known to Zoroas-

trianism, was native to that system, or borrowed from

Judaism. These doubts have been revived in our own day,

and there are scholars of acknowledged authority who assign

the documents to a date so late that the Zoroastrian doctrine

becomes the derived doctrine and the Christian its original.

1 Du Perron, G. Moller, etc. 2 Burnouf, Roth, etc.
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As things stand, we probably come nearest the truth if we
say with Spiegel that the belief in a bodily resurrection is

not in the Avesta, the text in its present condition being

referred to a period later than Alexander the Great, but that

it existed in some form previous to that date. This seems

most in harmony with the broad facts of the case, and with

the statement on the doctrine of the Magi which has come

down to us from Theopompus. Be this as it may, the Persian

idea is the highest form which Ethnic thought reached on

the subject, and we have already seen how far short it came

of the Christian doctrine.

The belief has been ascribed to other peoples, to the

Peruvians, to some inferior tribes in America, to races in

Central Africa, the South Sea Islands, and elsewhere, but in

each case on wholly mistaken grounds. " To the philosophy

of the lower races," says Dr. Tylor, " it is by no means neces-

sary that the surviving soul should be provided with a new

body, for it seems itself to be of a filmy or vaporous corporeal

nature, capable of carrying on an independent existence like

other corporeal creatures." ^ Among these races there was

at least one belief which in some measure was a substitute

for the doctrine of a bodily resurrection. That was the idea

of the migration of souls into other bodies, the reappearance

of the soul of a dead kinsman in the body of an infant.

This idea of a return of ancestral souls in the bodies of

descendants had a great fascination for the human mind in

the infancy of thought. It is found diffused among the

North American Indians, the Lapps, the Esquimaux, the

Ahts of Vancouver's Island, the New Zealanders, the Mexi-

cans, the Khonds of Orissa, the tribes of Old Calabar, New
Caledonia, and other remote regions. In the higher races,

apart from the special case of the people of ancient Iran,

the nearest approach to the doctrine was made by the

Egyptian notion of the justified one's recovery of the different

constituents of his being, and by the various forms of the

dogma of metempsychosis, Indian, Orphic, Pythagorean, and

Platonic, with its conception of cycles of purifying and

^ Primiti/oe Culture, 3rd ed. vol. ii. p. 19,
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punitive re-embodiments of souls. Elsewhere, therefore,

there were dim adumbrations, distant approaches, some of

them of great significance and prophetic of what was to

come. But the completeness of life to which other religions

pointed is given in the Christian doctrine of a perfection of

being embracing body and soul, the Christian goal of a full

substantial life for man in the integrity of all that makes

him man here.

Christianity has its answer also to the last and gravest of

all the questions of the future existence—the final issues of

man's life. On all the other topics which belong to the

doctrine of immortality, the New Testament speaks with one

voice. No essential difference can be established between

Christ's teaching and that of the Apostles, nor any variation

in principle between different stages in the teaching of the

same Apostle. On the subjects of Christ's Eeturn, the

Eesurrection, and the Judgment, there is essential unity.

Is it so also with the great question of the last results of

life ? On this subject, what is the conclusion to which we
are led by the different voices which speak to us in the New
Testament ?

There are no questions of more solemn moment than

these. There are none that have urged themselves with

more persistence upon the mind of man. What is the end of

God's ways with human lives ? When the veil between the

visible world and the invisible is rent by death, what opens

for the individual ? Is it a fresh scene of probation, in which

the past repeats itself, or is it a condition morally fixed ? If

there is a life of permanent grace and blessedness for the

righteous, is there also a life of continuous retribution for the

unrighteous ? Is each man to eat the fruit of his doings for

ever, the righteous man reaping in mercy what he has sown
in faith, the wicked man holden by the cords of his iniquities ?

Beyond the great judgment is all possibility of change in

character and in condition at an end ? Is there in any of

the seons of an unmeasured Hereafter a spot bright with the

prospect of the triumph of Love over all perverse wills ? Or
are the retributive processes which we see in operation here
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to follow men into the other world and work themselves out

there, so that for some the issue may be a continued choice

of moral evil, bringing with it the blackness of darkness for

ever?

These are questions which refuse to be silenced. The

last of them speaks of possibilities of such awful moment
that to give it an affirmative answer may well demand the

most convincing evidence. The Church of Christ in all its

branches has been constrained to give that answer, and the

vast majority of those who have been most honoured as

theologians and as saints in all the Christian ages have felt

themselves shut up to the same conclusion, often with

trembling and against acutest natural inclination. Yet after

every period of quiescence the question has risen again

for fresh discussion. In our own time, not a few of those

who have just claim to rank among the leaders of Christian

thought, urge a change in the Church's attitude, and in our

whole way of construing the words of our Lord and His

Apostles on the destinies of men beyond the grave. Some

reach final unity in the history of God's ways with man by

asserting the ultimate elimination of all evil from G od's

universe by the rough-and-ready process of destruction.

Others come at the same goal by overleaping the realities of

a Divine judgment and the untold capacities of resistance in

the human will, and affirming a final conversion of all evil to

good. There are those, too, who limit their speculations to

the period which elapses between death and the judgment,

and seek relief in the supposition of a ministry of grace

continued into the world of the departed. And there are

those who take refuge in a restrained Christian agnosticism,

deeming the disclosures made by the New Testament too

figurative to be entirely intelligible, too fragmentary to

furnish the materials for any definite doctrine on the subject

of the moral issues of man's life.

It is not only Christian faith that has had to grapple

with these grave questions. They have filled a large space

in the history of Ethnic thought. Even in the rude be-

ginnings of religions, men's ideas of a continuance of being
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after death have been burdened with the awe of alternative

conditions. That awe has not become less heavy as the

rehgions have grown older. Eather is it the case that in

proportion as the belief in a future existence has become

purer, more reflective, more ethical, the foreboding of retribu-

tive contingencies has taken the more definite shape, and

there has risen in larger and more distinct form the anticipa-

tion of a shadow side as well as a light side, a hell of some

sort, no less than a heaven, in the after-existence.

With how pathetic an insistence the mind of man has

given itself to this perennial problem of the final destination

of souls ! What has it left untried in its painful endeavour

to adjust the fond wish of the heart to the stern suggestions

of the recognised action of moral law ? The answers by

which it has sought to satisfy itself are so many and so

various that they may be said to have made the full

circle of speculative possibility. We have seen in some

measure what they have been. Sometimes, though with

the few rather than with the many, the only conclusion has

seemed to be the one that is prompted by the first aspect of

the mystery of death—extinction as the end of all, extinction

of being for all or for the evil only, annihilation resulting at

once on death or taking effect later after judgment. Through

long stretches of time and among some of the greatest peoples

of the ancient world, the accepted solution has been the

simple one of transference—the translation of men into a

Hades with diminished conditions of existence for all, with

perchance an Elysium for the favoured few and a Tartarus

for the exceptionally wicked. From the early dawn of

Eastern speculation down to the imposing philosophies of

modern days, minds of more subtle faculty have turned for

relief to the idea of absorption, thinking at least to cut the

knot of the problem by assuring themselves that the fate of

the individual life is to be lost at last, with all that has

grown up around it, in the universal life of nature from

which it emanated. Vast masses of men have found a

strange mental contentment in the awful thought of per-

petual transmigrations— the intolerable thought of souls
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entangled in the iron chain of existence, passing incessantly

into different forms of being, into higher and lower grades of

life, into measureless heavens and hells, in the painful quest

for deliverance by surrender of the personal being. And the

refuge of others at once from the mystery of the moral issues

of life and from the thought of the ceaseless creation of souls,

has been the belief in the recurrence of souls, the belief that

there is a fixed number of human souls, and that ancestral

souls are reborn in the bodies of later individuals, to pursue

new careers, unconscious of the past, but with the imprint of

former deeds upon them.

In these and other ways the mind of man has wrestled

with the great questions of the far future of human lives and

the ultimate action of those retributive laws which pursue

men here. Of all the answers which have been given in the

long history of religious thought, only three are possible in

the light of New Testament teaching. These are the doctrines

of Annihilation, Eestoration, and Final Eetribution. Looking

at the results of our examination of the disclosures and

intimations given in the words of Christ and His Apostles,

we have now to review these competing Christian solutions of

the problems of the end.



CHAPTER II

DOCTRINES OF ANNIHILATION AND CONDITIONAL

IMMOIITALITY

THE doctrine of Annihilation is a doctrine of ancient date,

which is more germane to philosophic than to religious

thought. It had a large and well-understood place in pre-

Christiau speculation. It assumed different shapes and was

taught in different interests in the faiths and philosophies of

the old world. It has also been adopted by occasional

Christian thinkers, and has received more than one form at

their hands. In the sense that the incorrigibly wicked and

impenitent are destined to pass finally out of existence at

death, or shall cease to be after a certain period of penal

endurance in the other world, it has been taught now and

again by individual Christian theologians at least from the

beginning of the fourth century onwards.

Arnobius, the African Apologist, professor of rhetoric at

Sicca and teacher of Lactantius, whose conversion to Chris-

tianity is placed somewhere between 303 and 313 a.d., is the

first writer of note certainly known to us to have been of

this way of thinking. To him it seemed that the human
soul, with its imperfection and sin, could neither come

direct from God, nor be itself immortal. It might outlast

the body, but it could be immortal only by the special gift of

God. For unrighteous souls, he thought, there must remain

after death a second death, a Gehenna of unquenchable fire,

which gradually consumes them, and at last extinguishes

them.^

It has been attempted, indeed, lo connect this theory

^ DlnpniatiuTies contra. Gentes. ii. 15-54.
473
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with the oldest Christian writings, and with the teaching of

the earliest and most authoritative of the Fathers. The

Epistle of Barnabas, Clement of Eome, Ignatius, the Shepherd

of Hermas, Polycarp, the Epistle to Diognetus, the Teaching

of the Twelve Apostles, Justin Martyr, Tatian, Theophilus of

Antioch, Irenseus, Clement of Alexandria, Athanasius, are

marshalled as witnesses to the primitive belief in annihilation

or conditional immortality. It is admitted that after Athan-

asius the case is different. The doctrine " was drowned," we

are told, "in the rising tide of the Platonic theory which

was made to triumph in the Church by the false Clementines,

TertuUian, Minucius Felix, Cyprian, Jerome, and especially

Augustine."^ Echoes of the original faith, however, con-

tinued to be heard, it is said, in the writings of Lactantius,

Nemesius, and others of later date.

But the attempt to prove it to have been the primitive

Christian doctrine, that immortality is not an original gift of

man, and that the wicked finally cease to exist, must be

pronounced a failure. In most cases, if not all, the witnesses

speak with another voice. The statements relied on are

either incidental statements which have to be balanced by

others that are at once more definite and more continuous

;

or they are popular statements and mere repetitions of the

terms of Scripture ; or they mean that the soul is not

absolutely self-subsistent, but depends for its existence and

its survival on God ; or they have in view only the sensitive

soul as distinguished from the rational soul or responsible spirit.

Most of the writers referred to, while they may describe

the ungodly as perishing or being destroyed^ speak also of the

"unquenchable" fire (Ignatius), "the perpetual torment of

eternal fire " (Polycarp), " the way of eternal death with

punishment " (fiera rtfjumpiaf;, Barnabas), " eternal punish-

ments " (Theophilus), or some equivalent doom. In some

cases, as in that of Tatian, the terms employed are too vague

and mixed to found on. In others they are too brief or too

general for the purpose. The Didache, for example, speaks

of the race of men coming into " the fire of trial," and of

^ Petavel, The Problem of Immortaliiy, Freer's translation, p. 242.
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many being offended and perishing ; and of the resurrection

of the dead, which, however, is not of all men, but of the

saints. But it does not explain in what sense the many are

to "perish "; nor does it make it clear whether it refers to a

resurrection of some and a destruction of others, or to a first

resurrection and a second. In the same way Hermas says of

those who " do not repent, but abide in their deeds," that

they shall " utterly perish " ; the Epistle to Diognetus speaks

simply of a punishment that must " endure unto the end "

;

and Clement of Eome speaks generally of life in immortality

as a gift of God, and of the " struggle to obtain immortality."

Irenasus declares of unbelievers that they shall not " inherit

incorruptibility," and speaks of all souls and spirits as created

by God, and dependent on God for their duration. But he

speaks also of " immortal souls " and of the " eternal " duration

of punishments. Athanasius, too, however he may express

himself at times, deals with the unpardonableness of the sin

against the Holy Ghost, and declares that there are " none to

deliver those who in Hades are taken in their sins."

Much is made of certain words of Justin Martyr in which

he speaks of souls as " not naturally immortal " ;
^ of the soul

not being " for ever conjoined with the body "
;
^ and of God

delaying " the confusion and destruction of the whole world,

by which the wicked angels, and demons, and men shall cease

to exist." ^ Above all, great importance is attached to this

paragraph :
" I do not, however, say that all souls shall die,

for that would be too much to the advantage * of the wicked.

I say that the souls of the righteous remain in a better place,

but the evil in a worse, awaiting the time of judgment . . .

The righteous . . . shall not die any more, but the wicked

shall be punished so long as it shall please God that they

exist and be punished."^

Justin's words are not entirely consistent, and they are

popular rather than exact. But the inference drawn from

them in favour of Annihilation is beyond the mark. When

^ Dial, cum Tr^jph.^ v. 2 j^i^^^ ^i.

3 lxt}KiTi. Sia-tj Second Apol. , vii.

* Up/xatov, a happy chance, or stroke of luck. " Dial, cum Tryph., v.
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he speaks of the souls of men as " not naturally immortal,"

he refers simply to the fact that they are created and not

self-existent. When he speaks of the wicked as punished,.

" so long as it shall please God that they exist and be

punished," he says nothing of its being God's will that they

shall cease to exist at some late period in the future. On
the other hand, he speaks of " the eternal punishment through

fire "
; he describes demons and men as " sent to the judgment

and condemnation of fire, to be punished unceasingly " ; and

he sets the punishment which is eternal over against that

which is but for a thousand years.^

Erom the time of Arnobius, though sparsely and at

great intervals, there have been adherents of this doctrine.

Those who have held it in its full eschatological import

have not been many. But there have been others who have

accepted its fundamental principle, and made partial or

peculiar applications of it. The early Socinians, limiting the

image of God in man to the prerogative of dominion over the

creatures, denied that immortality was an original possession

of man, and spoke of Christ as the author of life and immor-

tality. Faustus Socinus himself taught that man was mortal

by nature, and capable of attaining immortality only by a

special act of grace. John Locke interpreted the death which

Scripture makes the penalty of sin in the sense of a literal

loss of life.^ In his Leviathan, Hobbes also propounded the

theory of final annihilation after temporary punishments.

One of the Questions put by Dr. Isaac Watts in his book

on the Ruin and Recovery of Mankind was " whether the word

^ On this see especially Donaldson's History of Christian Literature and

Doctrine, ii. pp. 316-322. This ia his conclusion: "Justin believed in the

eternity o^ the punishment of the wicked. He has not applied the word dtdtos

to punishment ; but he has so frequently used the word alibpios, and at the

same time varied it by equivalents, that there is scarcely room to doubt his

opinion. There are two or three passages which have been adduced to show

that he supposed the punishment would come to an end ; but they prove no

such thing. Thus the statement of the old man, in the Dialogue with Trypho,

that the wicked were punished only so long as God wished them to be punished,

is intended simply to affirm that punishment is dependent on God's will, but it

is not intended to declare what God's will is."

^ Eeasonxibleness of Christianity, % 1,
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death might not be fairly construed to extend to the utter

destruction of the life of the soul as well as of the body."

Among the writers belonging to the eighteenth century who
denied man's constitutional immortality, the most curious

position perhaps was occupied by Dr, Henry Dodwell, an ex-

treme Churchman and non-juror, who not only taught that

the soul " is a mortal principle," which " becomes immortalised

by the pleasure of God to punishment, or to reward by its

union with the divine baptismal spirit," but claimed further

that it belonged to the bishops as the true successors of the

Apostles to immortalise the naturally mortal soul.

It is in our own day, however, that this way of interpret-

ing man's nature and reading the mystery of his end has found

its flourishing period. Under the name of Conditional Im-

mortality the old idea of annihilation has been revived, re-

stated, and made a chief point in the programme of an earnest

and aggressive school of theology. The writings of Mr.

Edward White and Mr. J. B. Heard in this country, of

Dr. C. F. Hudson and Dr. W. K. Huntington in America, of

Dr. E. Petavel in Switzerland, and Eichard Kothe in Germany,

have raised it to a theological importance, and secured for it

a popular acceptance such as it never enjoyed before. A
numerous band of disciples, embracing men like the Eev. S.

Minton-Stenhouse and Prebendaries Constable and Kow in

England, the Eevs. L. C. Baker, L. W. Bacon, J. H. Pettingell

in America, Professor Secretan, Ch. Babut, and others on the

Continent of Europe,^ have contributed largely to the restora-

tion of the doctrine and to its completer theological statement.

Its hold upon the public mind has also been materially helped

by the occasional utterances or partial support of men like

Archbishop Whately, Bishop Hampden, Sir George G. Stokes,

Dr. Dale of Birmingham, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Professor

Sabatier, and other writers and preachers of importance on

both sides of the Atlantic.

It is not put in the same form by these writers. But they

are at one in the fundamental principle that man is not

inamortal in virtue of his original constitution, but is made
1 Most recently R. Kabisch, Die Eschatologie des Paulus.
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immortal by a special act or gift of grace. The general

position of the coryphaeus of the school is that redemption

concerns man's leing as well as his blessedness ; that man's

nature must be studied in its psychological and physical

conditions, if man's destiny is to be rightly understood,

as it is spoken to either by reason or by revelation; that

the dogma of the natural immortality of the soul is destitute

of all evidence from nature or from revelation ; and that this

idea, borrowed from the Greek philosophy, is the irpoyrov

^JrevSo^ which prevents us from understanding the Incarna-

tion and the glory of Christ as the life-giving Spirit. He
asserts it, therefore, to be the doctrine of the Bible that man
was created corruptible, but with the possibility and the purpose

of rising into incorruptibility of existence by eating of the

tree of life, and into nobility of existence by union with God

;

that when man fell, God intervened with a great act of

mercy, restoring the possibility and continuing the purpose

;

that this necessitated the Divine Incarnation and the gift of

the Spirit on the side of God and a new birth on the side of

man ; and that those who now become united with Christ

have the element of immortality communicated to them by

the indwelling of His Spirit, while those who reject Him
survive but a certain time, sufficient to ensure their judg-

ment, and then become extinct.

He explains the prevailing theology to mean that man is

" naturally mortal in the bodily part of his constitution, and

naturally immortal in the spiritual part " ; that his sin is the

" sin of a will destined to endless duration "
; that redemption

" contemplates no change in the quality of his nature or in its

durability "
; that " the ' resurrection of the body ' in glory is

a secondary and accidental accompaniment of salvation "
; that

" the true humanity is found in * the soul
'

" . . . and that

" redemption delivers it from a ' wrath coming ' for ever, on

a nature destined to live for ever." These notions he char-

acterises as " anti - scriptural, and part of the ' mystery of

iniquity.' " ^

He admits that the term " death," like the term " life,"

1 Life m Christ, pp. 127, 128, 2nd ed.
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has secondary associations, but affirms that its true idea is

that of the " breaking up of the human monads He rejects

the idea of annihilation of substance, and prefers to speak of

the destruction of life. But " when the complex man is dissolved

he is dead" he tells us, " no matter what may become of the

component elements of his being
;
just as water is put an end

to when the combining oxygen and hydrogen are separated." ^

He discusses the question whether every man has spirit as

well as soul, or whether spirit is " the production of the Holy

Spirit in regeneration, and therefore peculiar to the saved."

He is of opinion that the idea of " the non-possession of the

irvevfia " seems to be favoured by some important statements

of the New Testament, and that it accords well with the doc-

trine of man's natural mortality. But he sees great difficulty

in the way of this view ; he dissents from the position adopted

on this question by men like Prebendary Constable, who teach

that " the spirit which is part of a Christian man's 6\oK\7}pia^

or constitution, is the Holy Spirit " ; and concludes that the

" most considerable alleviation of the difficulty " is the

suggestion that " by spirit as produced in the twice - born

man by the Spirit of God, our Lord intended the spiritual and

eternal life evolved by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, not

the addition of a wholly new faculty to the humanity." ^

His argument proceeds at some points on an extreme and

mistaken reading of what the ordinary doctrine in reality is.

It is mixed up, too, with a number of doubtful statements and

curious speculations, the relevancy of which is somewhat

remote, on mind in animals, on sensibility in God, on the

serpent in Eden, on the activity of evil spirits, on the four

modes of justification, and other subjects. But the central

points of his system are sufficiently clear, and they give an

entirely new version of the teaching of Scripture. They

amount to this : that " the very object of Redemption is to

change our nature not only from sin to holiness, but from

mortality to immortality " ; that this " stupendous change,"

the bestowal of an incorruptible life instead of a corruptible,

is " conveyed to mankind only through the channel of the

1 Life in Christ, p. 106. 2 Md.y pp. 298-303.
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lucarnation " ; that " God still further unites the Divine

essence with man's mortal nature in the Eegeneration of the

Individual, by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit"; that the-

sentence of death on the first man, which would have meant,

if executed on the day of his sin, that " the human race would
never have been born," was suspended by an act of Divine

mercy, the existence of mankind now being " a boon beyond

the limits of law "
; that the existence of redemption " brought

in also new responsibilities upon mankind, involving fresh

penalties "
; that there will therefore be a resurrection and a

judgment of the unrighteous, and consequently that the spirits'

of the unjust will be preserved from dissipation at death,

while those of the 'just will be ''upheld in individual being

(in ' Sheol ' or * Hades ' under the old law, ' with Christ ' under

the new), with a view to the reconstitution of humanity in

the resurrection of glory." This survival is declared to be

due only to the " operation of Eedemption, with its graces

and corresponding penalties." Finally, it is stated that

Christ is to come shortly to receive the righteous into His

eternal kingdom, but to consign the " aerial " spirits of evil

to their tremendous doom in the " everlasting fire," and to cast

impenitent men into hell, there to suffer according to their

deeds, and at last to pass for ever out of being.^ With all

this Mr. White thinks at the same time that " it is reasonable

to entertain hopeful views of the final salvation of millions

whom we denominate ' heathens,' but whom God loves, and

has visited in His grace in every land," reserving to Himself

in all ages " a people who have ' feared Him ' and ' wrought

righteousness ' under a secret Divine inspiration." ^

Mr. Heard, again, proceeds upon a peculiar theory of

man's constitution as consisting of the union of three natures

—body or sense-consciousness, soul or self-consciousness, and

spirit or God-consciousness. Two tendencies, the flesh and

the spirit, resulted, he says, from the union of these three-

natures in one person; the soul or self-consciousness," as the

union point between body and spirit," having been created

" free to choose to which of these two opposite poles it would

1 Life in Christ, pp. 129-133. ^ j^^^^^ p_ 296.
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be attracted." The Fall, therefore, was " not a solitary act

of disobedience, but an inclination given to the whole nature

of Adam in the direction of the flesh, by which the spirit or

image of God was deadened in him." The descendants of

Adam inherit this bias, and are spiritually dead. The spiiit

is dormant in them. Yet it remains in germ, and the new
birth is the quickening of this deadened or dormant pneuma
by the Divine Spirit. The arguments offered by reason for

an existence after death " are either fallacious or prove too

much." The immortality of the soul is a fiction, a natural

and honourable fiction, of the Greek genius. " Of the soul or

the seat of self-consciousness we cannot say either that it is

mortal or immortal ... it can only exist through its union

with the spirit or God-consciousness." Hence our hope of

an existence after death must rest not on any " natural

immortality of the psyche, but on the gift of eternal life to

the pneuma, when quickened and renewed in the image of

God."i

Mr. Heard does not claim that Christian psychology as

he construes it explains Christian eschatology, but he thinks

it " raises at least a higher issue than the old one." For it

means that man's immortality lay in his receiving a spirit

made in the Divine image : that, this being lost, he is under

the law of the mortality of the lower animals ; that " the

penalty on Adam's sin was death, or gradual and entire

extinction, as life was withdrawn successively from spirit,

soul, and body " ; that all life, whether of weal or of woe,

beyond the grave comes from Christ ; that " heaven and htll

and the fearful alternative awaiting every human being, in

the one or in the other, are both the result of Christ's

work"; and that there are three degrees of sin, bodily,

psychical, and spiritual, all at last entailing extinction of

being, but punished first with degrees and durations of penalty

proportioned to their guilt.^

Prebendary Constable, again, speaks strongly of the

mistake and mischief of the idea that the soul is the true

1 The Trupartite Nat-L^rc of Man, pp. 351-353.
^ JUd., pp. 247-260.
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man,—an idea " brought in a mutilated shape into theology

from the philosophy of Plato." He tells us indeed that " no

dogma whatever can be named which has been productive

of one half the evil consequences that the dogma of man's

inalienable immortality has produced." He admits that man
was made in God's image ; that no small part of this image

consisted in freedom from the subjection to death by which

the lower creatures were bound ; and that " immortality was

given to man at his creation." But he holds that this was

an alienable gift, and that man lost it when he sinned; that

sinful man is now mortal like the brutes, and that if immor-

tality is to be his again it is only by a provision of grace, the

gospel of Christ which " reinstates him in the place he lost "

;

that "life" in Scripture means simply existence; and that

the existence of the wicked " after their resurrection to judg-

ment will but resemble their existence now; it will be

temporary and pass away." ^

Dr. Huntington's position is much the same. He holds

that a " never-ending existence is not the common heritage of

all men in virtue of their having been born into this world,

but is rather to be regarded as a gift bestowed on those who

seek it from the Eternal Himself " ; that " through the life-

imparting power of the Son of God . . . eternal life becomes

rooted, as it were, in those who, in St. Paul's phrase, 'by

patient continuance in well-doing, seek for glory, honour, and

immortality
'

" ; that being thus *' made a partaker of the

Divine nature, man ceases to be what he was before, a perish-

able creature, and becomes superior to the touch of death "

;

and that it is " more in consonance with the Divine methods

that the lost soul should simply die out, and, with more or

less retributive suffering, gradually perish, just as a plant

might do if carried into an uncongenial climate, or as a

fountain would waver and sink and finally cease as the water

in the reservoir above became exhausted." ^

Prebendary Eow, on the other hand, while agreeing gener-

ally with Mr. Edward White, remarks on the small part given

^ Duration and Nature of Future Punishment^ pp. ii, 21, 29.

2 Conditional Immoriality, pp. 81, 82.
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to the moral argument in his reasonings, and on the objec-

tionable nature of certain theories with which lie burdens

his main position. He presses the distinction between the

survival of man after death and the endless duration of that

survival. He holds that in order that God may be " all in

all " evil beings must have ceased to exist ; but that there is

also " reason to beheve that a state of things must await man
beyond the grave, in which those whose probation here has

been passed under unfavourable conditions will enter on one

hereafter where the conditions will be favourable." ^

It is, however, in the writings of Eichard Eothe of

Heidelberg that this doctrine obtains, perhaps, in briefest

terms its most scientific exposition. He is its principal

advocate among the theologians of Germany, and it is a

singular circumstance that a thinker of such rare insight as

Eothe could have committed himself to a dogma which we
should have judged a priori so little likely to satisfy him. He
admits the awful force of our Lord's words on the subject of

the destiny of the impenitent, but thinks that in most cases

He speaks only of the condition preceding the judgment.

He is of opinion that all those passages in which Gehenna

occurs belong to this class; that the few passages which

refer to the final state, such as Matt. x. 28 and Luke xii. 5,

do not mean more than that the impenitent will be gradually

deprived of sense and being; and that the same is the case

with the most important passages in the Apostolic writings,

such as Gal. vi. 8 ; 1 John iii. 15, v. 16, 17 ; Heb. x. 39, etc.

He admits, indeed, that the possibility of final impenitence

cannot be denied, and that, on the supposition of such con-

clusive sin, eternal punishment is suited to the guilt. He
also concedes that reformation is not the only end of the

Divine penalties, and that punishment, therefore, need not

cease although the recovery of the sinner is no longer in view.

But he adds that there is no apparent reason why the hope-

lessly obdurate should be kept in being. He denies that

either in Christ's own words or in the writings of Paul and

John is the doctrine of everlasting punishment expressed.

^ Future Retribution, pp. 408, 418, 420,
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He understands the passages pertinent to the question to

indicate rather the ultimate extinction of the condemned.

He attaches great importance to the doctrine of an Inter-

mediate State, on grounds both of Scripture and of reason.

In this Middle Condition the grace of God continues to reign,

he thinks, so that those who pass into Hades not united with

Christ have there the opportunity of entering into His fellow-

ship and into life
, by it. Death is not indeed the cessation

of existence. Not that the human soul is naturally imperish-

able, but that it is of the nature and the original idea of man
to acquire immortality. This imperishable being becomes his,

however, only in virtue of a moral process, creating in him

true and actual spirit. In Hades conversion remains a pos-

sibility, but only a possibility. Even there a man may per-

sist in sin till he becomes demonised. When the kingdom

of God has passed through all its stages and Christ returns,

the possibility of conversion is at an end, and the unreconciled,

destitute of the spirit in which is life, are given over to the

decay and dissolution which are the law of all material ex-

istence. The only satisfactory solution of the problem of the

destiny of those who finally resist the Spirit seems to Eothe,

therefore, to lie in the anticipation of a gradual waste and

wearing out of their existence.^

These are some of the forms in which this doctrine is

elaborated. It claims to give the most reasonable and most

Scriptural answer to the questions of the final issues. Does

it -fulfil the promise which it makes its boast ?

We must say of it in all its forms, in the first place, that

it has history against it. If it is what its advocates assert,

we should expect it to be the very earliest of aU ideas of the

future. It lies apparently so near to hand ; it corresponds

so fitly with the most obvious phenomena of life and death

;

it offers so short and simple a solution of the gravest of all

problems. But this is far from being its historical position.

It has as little claim to be the original belief of mankind, or

even one of very early origin, as it has to have been at any

period part of the general faith of humanity. The idea that

^DogmcLtihy iii. 133-169, 291-336 ; Theologiscke MhiJc, §§ 471, 596.
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man's life is extinguished by death is not the normal thought

of the race. History and witnesses which go behind history

show us how natural it is to man to think of himself as con-

tinuing to be after death. Even in his lowest and least

developed condition, however vague his notions of the future,

and however incapable he may be of the definite conception

of an immortal life, he looks for a survival after death. As
far as his imagination carries him, he thinks of himself as

continuing to exist.

It is not the higher and more civilised races alone who
are found to possess this belief, or to feel the idea of annihila-

tion intolerable. The reverse is rather the case. The natural

sentiment and reflection of man have always been on the side

of a continuity of existence. So much so that the belief in

a future existence of some sort has been peculiarly strong

and spontaneous in the most primitive peoples, while the idea

of a cessation of existence has been rather the product of the

thought of the more developed races. The place of the latter

has been with the philosophic observer, or with peoples who

have come to the stage of philosophic thought. Even with

a people of the rich civilisation and speculative capacity of

the Greeks, it has been the theory of the few rather than the

faith of the many. " The idea of annihilation," says Plutarch,

" was intolerable to the Greek mind. If they had no choice

left them between entire extinction and an eternity of torment

in Hades, they would have chosen the latter ; almost all, men
and women both, would have surrendered themselves to the

teeth of Cerberus, or the buckets of the Danaides, rather than

to nonentity." ^ The doctrine of Annihilation, therefore, must

be pronounced " logically the earliest, historically the latest,

view." 2 This is a consideration that tells heavily against its

claims.

But with this it has against it, in the second place, the

whole force of those ineradicable sentiments, quenchless con-

victions, profound cravings, large previsions, and persistent

1 Non pos. suav. viv. sec. Epic, pp. 1104, 1105. See also DoUinger, The
Gentile and the Jew, ii. pp. 142-146 (Dariieirs trans.).

2 Alger, A Critical History of the Doctrine of a FiUure Life, p. 54.
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reasonings which have made it natural for man, as history

shows, in all the ages and in every part of the world to overleap

in thought the incident of death and anticipate a hereafter.

All that within us which speaks of the superiority of the life

that beats in man to its present environment, the ideal world

which makes man's peculiar kingdom, the intellectual capa-

cities which have too limited an opportunity here, the emotions

which have too narrow a range, the moral sense which demands

completer moral adjustments than are witnessed in the present

existence,—these things are not in us in mockery or for nought.

The advocates of Conditional Immortality are not unaware

of the difi&culty in which these facts of catholic human nature

place their theory. Mr. Edward White admits that the force

of certain of the arguments of reason for a future life cannot

be withstood " if they are taken only for what they are really

worth, as morally probable evidence of survival or revival," ^

Prebendary Eow, who regards science as equally impotent to

say Yes or No to the question of man's existence after death,

and reckons all metaphysical arguments inept because of our

complete ignorance of the ontology of man, confesses on the

other hand that " reason furnishes strong grounds for believ-

ing, on the assumption that a G-od exists, who is all-powerful

and all-wise, that such survival is in the highest degree

probable ; and on the further assumption that He is the

moral governor of the world, renders such survival a moral

certainty." ^ How is this difficulty met ? By urging that

reason for believing that man will survive the dissolution of

the body is one thing, and reason for believing that he will

live for ever another thing. " This probable evidence of

survival," says Mr. White, " is far from carrying with it an
^

equal probability of eternal survival." ^

But granting this true as a matter of logic, it still fails

to meet^ the case. It overlooks the fact that the existence

which these mystic voices bid man anticipate is not one

to which he puts any limit. It is confessed by the best

^ Life in Christ, pp. 81, 82.

2 Future Eeirihution, pp. 407, 408.

^ Life in Christ, loc. cit. ; ef. Row's Future Retribution, p. 408.
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exponents of the doctrine of Conditional Immortality, that

there are moral and rational considerations which make it

impossible to think of man as ceasing to exist at the moment
of death. But do these considerations make it possible to

conceive of him as ceasing to exist at any point thereafter ?

" The notion of a soul immortal enough to live through death,

but not immortal enough to live on for ever/' says an acute

thinker, " is too childish to be entertained beyond the little

school of literalists who delight in it. The world outside

will be content to believe that that which proves its powers

to live through death claims its immortality." ^ The dissolu-

tion of death is the shock that seems to dash the crown

from man's head. The evidence for his survival of that is

evidence for much more. The recoil of his being from the

idea of extinction, the inability to think of himself as non-

existent, the stir of powers within him too vast for earth's

small scene and little hour, and all the deep instincts of his

soul, set him apart from the brutes, not by a temporary and

adventitious difference, but by one which is essential, and speak

of a future to which no bounds can be set. If they are vaKd

for the belief that man shall live after death, they are valid

for the belief that he shall live on.

But if this doctrine does injustice to the probable evidence

furnished by reason, it does greater injustice to the testimony

of Scripture to what man is. The Bible proceeds from first

to last on the view that man, the creature of God, is the finite

copy of his Maker's nature, different in origin and in destination

from the beasts put under his dominion, made like God and

for fellowship with Him, the bearer of a free, personal life, and

meant to Hve. This is its view of man as such, not of a

particular order of men ; of man as he was created and

continued to be, not of man at one particular stage of his

history, or in one particular condition. ISTowhere does it

speak of immortality as a gift added to nature, or as a later

bestowment of grace. Nowhere does it say of man that he

lost the Divine image which made his peculiar nature, and

^ Baldwin Brown, The Doctrine of Annihilation in the Light of the Gosjyel of

Love, p. 64.
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incorruptibility with it. Nowhere does it place the brute on

the same plane with man, or speak of the former as a creature

made in God's image and likeness. Everywhere it gives us to

understand that man is a being specifically distinct from the

beasts that perish, a creature made a little lower than the

angels, whose affinities are with God. The doctrine in ques-

tion takes his royalty from man, and reduces him to a creature

whose affinities are with the brutes, the heir of a constitution

by original make or present condition as perishable as theirs.

It ignores or mistakes at the same time the whole

conception of an after-world that lies at the basis of the

revelation recorded in Scripture. They to whom the revela-

tion was addressed did not think of man as ceasing to be when

he dies. The deeds and words which make the revelation

neither presuppose nor indicate that death is an end to man.

The dead man does not pass out of existence ; he passes into

another existence. The popular belief on which the experi-

ence of psalmist and the message of prophet worked was that

the dead went down into Sheol, not to become extinct there,

but to continue in a depleted condition of being. It was the

man himself that was conceived to descend to Sheol, and in

that under-world he was understood to be still himself. It was

not one class of men that went down thither, but all men,

rich and poor, good and evil, freeman and slave. All preserved

their identity there ; no end was set to their existence there.

The progress of Divine teaching lay not in the way of denying

the continuance of being which these popular ideas asserted,

but in the way of elevating the thought of the existence,

attaching moral meaning and colour to it, instructing men

that fellowship with God meant a higher being, unveiHng the

better future, and giving at last the assurance of the resur-

rection. But the resurrection was for all Israel, for some to

life and for others to shame. Nowhere does the Old Testa-

ment declare or suggest that the victory over Sheol, which

meant life for the righteous, meant extinction for the un-

righteous. Nor does the completer teaching of the New
Testament brealc away , in principle from that of the Old

Testament. It does not disavow its presuppositions. It
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does not pronounce the popular faith to have been wrong in

its assumption of existence for all men after death. The later

revelation pursues the same line as the earlier, completing

and confirming it, establishing its doctrine of a resurrection

and enlarging it into the doctrine of a resurrection, not for all

Israel, but for all mankind. As little in the !N"ew Testament

as in the Old is the annihilation of the wicked the correlative

of the resurrection of the good.

The doctrine under discussion misunderstands not less

fatally the ideas of life and death on which the Bible proceeds

all through. Life is nowhere represented as one and the same

thing to man and to beast. The Old Testament ascribes a

sacredness to life in man which it does not ascribe to life in

the beast. It speaks of man as dependent for life on God.

But in man's case the dependence is not a merely physical

dependence ; it is primarily a moral dependence, and life in man
is primarily a moral thing. Nothing that lacks the specific

note of God's fellowship and favour is " life " in the Old

Testament sense, "Life," therefore, is not identified with

mere existence, not even with existence under the conditions

of physical well-being and material prosperity. It is the good

of existence. And " death " is the opposite of this, not extinc-

tion of being, but existence apart from God and His favour,

removal from the fellowship of God, as well as from the fellow-

ship of the living on earth. These views of " life " and " death,"

which are distinctive of the earlier revelation and essential

to the understanding of the Old Testament, are not negatived,

but reaffirmed and completed in the later revelation. " Life
"

as the good of being, the content of a moral relation, a con-

dition of existence realised in conscious union with the Divine

Fountain of life, and " death " as the opposite of this, are

made known in their deepest nature and final meaning in the

revelation of God in Christ, and in the !N"ew Testament

mystery of Christ in man and man in Christ.

Hence the doctrine in question is nowhere weaker than

where it is most confident. It entrenches itself in the fact

that the Bible uses the terms, death, destruction, perdition, and
their cognates to describe the fate of the unrighteous. It
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insists on taking these literally, whether the destiny of the

body be in view, or that of the soul, or that of the man. It

admits that these terms have secondary senses, that the idea

of blessedness is often connoted with the idea of existence in

the word " life," and the idea of penalty or misery with that

of non-existence in the word " death." But it asserts that

even then the primary meaning is the proper meaning, and

it has much to say of the reasonableness of holding by the

original sense wherever it is possible. This possibility, how-

ever, is the point in question, and the answer is that neither

the word " death " and its cognates, nor the word " life " and

its cognates, can be confined within the limits of such

literalism, except by subjecting them to linguistic thumb-

screws. The process followed in this matter by the literalists

of the various forms of Annihilationism or Conditionalism, if

applied to the teaching of other books, would at once be seen

to end in a reductio ad dbsurdum. Under the pressure of

their theory men forget that in the history of all words the

etymological sense soon ceases to be the actual sense, and that

terms used for the expression of mental and spiritual pheno-

mena are first the notes of things sensible. They forget that

a new order of thought and faith like Christianity has to fill

old words with a new meaning for the expression of new

ideas. They forget that the terms must have a sense com-

mensurate with the objects to which they are applied. If they

are used of objects whose nature it is to cease to be, they will

have the literal sense. But if they are employed of objects

whose nature is the opposite, they will have a larger meaning.

In many of the passages which bear most directly on the

question, the terms " life," " death," and their cognates are so

obviously qualitative and not quantitative terms, that to

argue the matter should be superfluous. The connections

and contrasts in which they are placed put it beyond question.

When the Book of Daniel says of some that they shall rise to

everlasting life, and of others that they shall rise to shame

and everlasting contempt,'^ the antithesis shows at once that

life is not mere existence. When Christ says, "He that

^ xii. 2.
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heareth My word, and believeth Him that sent Me, hath

eternal life, and cometh not into judgment, but hath passed

out of death into life," ^ the contrast again shows that life

and death are not mere existence and non-existence, but

spiritual or essential states. So is it when He sets the

" resurrection of life " over against the " resurrection of judge-

ment," ^ and associates the not seeing of life with the abiding

of the wrath of God on men.^

Can it be seriously held that the primary sense of the

words, as understood by this school, is in any measure

adequate to our Lord's intention when He says to Martha,
" He that believeth on Me, though he die, yet shall he live

;

and whosoever liveth and believeth on Me shall never die " ;
*

when He declares of him "that believeth" that he "hath

eternal life," and speaks of Himself as " the living bread,"

whereof if a man eat he " shall never die " ;
^ when He

announces that if a man keep His word " he shall never see

death " ; ^ when He says of the corn of wheat, that " except

it die, it abideth alone ; but if it die^ it bringeth forth much
fruit " ; ^ when He defines " life eternal " to be this, " that

they should know Thee the only true God, and Him whom
Thou didst send, even Jesus Christ " ? ^ Is it otherwise with

similar contrasts and connotations in the teaching of the

Apostles, as when John says of the Word that " in Him was

life ; and the life was the light of men " : ® or speaks of the

love of the brethren as the sign that " we have passed out of

death into life" so that he who loveth not "abideth in

death" ?^^ And what is to be made of Paul's idea of " life"

and " death " as it appears in his most characteristic and

recurrent phrases ? There are his great theological terms,

dead unto sin, dead unto the law, dead through trespasses and

sins, alive unto God, and others. There are his great con-

ceptions of a death which means a " life hid with Christ in

God " ; a moral condition in which one is " dead while she

1 Jolm V. 24, R.V. 2 JqI^^ y_ 29, R.V. » joini iii. 36, R. V.

* John xi. 25, 26, K.V. ^ John vi. 47, 51, R.V. « John viii. 51, R.V.
7 John xii. 24. ^ Jq^^,^ xvii. 3^ R.V. ^ John i. 4.

101 John iii. 14, 15, R.V.
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liveth "
; a death which is one with the " mind of the flesh,"

and a life which is one with the " mind of the Spirit " ; a

* life " which is the correlate of " righteousness." How are

these expressions and others of kindred nature to be adjusted

to the accepted literalism of the Conditionalists ?
^

The restriction of the sense of "life" and "death" to

mere existence and non-existence is the stronghold of the dogma

of Conditional Immortality. But it is the weakest of all

defences, and its advocates betray at times an uneasy sense

of the fact. They have to admit that in a large number of

occurrences, especially in John's writings, the words have the

intensive sense. They make a painful effort to neutralise the

adverse testimony of the many passages which speak of a

present life or a present death by taking them in a proleptic

sense. When Paul, for example, describes the woman who

lives in pleasure as being " dead while she liveth," he only

means, they tell us, that death will one day be the end of

her ways. They are met by the fact that the New Testament

does not announce the " whole condition and destiny of the

good by such terms as happiness, blessedness, felicity." They

recognise this, and tell us that it " was enough for Christ to

talk about life" But if the word " life " is preferred in so

many cases for this purpose, is it not because " life " means

more than they allow, so much more that no other word

could be so suitable ?
^

As it is with these great terms, so is it with others on

which the Annihilationist and the Conditionalist rely. There

are the various expressions for destroying^ abolishing, being

lostj perishing, perdition, destrtcction. These represent different

originals <f)0€tpco, airoXKvfii, fcarapyeofiat^ with their cognates.

But none of them bear out the Conditionalist contention.

The idea conveyed by fcarapyeo/xat is not that of annihilating

or reducing to non-existence, but that of making inactive, null

and void, inoperative ; as when death is declared to be the

1 Eph. ii. 1-6 ; Col. ii. 13, iii. 3 ; 1 Tim. v. 6 ; Rom. vi. 1-11, 19, vii. 9,

viii. 6, 10, etc.

2 See Dr. Bartlett's Second Essay in The Future Life : a Defence of the

Orthodox View, hy the most Eminent American /Scholars, p. 10.
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last enemy destroyed or abolished,^ that is, utterly subdued

and rendered inefficient, when Christ has put all enemies

under His feet ; or as when it is said of Christ that by death

He was to destroy or bring to nought " him that had the

power of death, that is, the devil." ^ The terms (j)0€ipco and

a'jroWvfii also have the sense not only of physical dissolution,

but of ruin, the being undone, the deprivation of that which

makes not mere existence, but well-being, or life in the full

sense of the word. So in the Old Testament the people are

described as " destroyed for lack of knowledge," and Israel is

said to have destroyed herself.^ And in the New Testament

we have these words applied to objects and persons that

certainly exist though they are in a state of ruin or loss,

—

the lost sheep, the lost coin, the lost son, the lost soul, and the

like. These terms are also to be read in the light of anti-

thetical terms, which show that they express a destruction or

ruin consisting in the loss of life worthy of the name; in

exclusion from the kingdom of God; in missing salvation,

the good of life, the possession of the soul (TreptirotTjaLs- t?}?

i^^X^^)-^ When Paul contrasts the eternal life which God
will render to them "that by patience in well-doing seek

glory and honour and incorruption " with the "wrath and

indignation, tribulation and anguish" which are for them
" that obey unrighteousness," he gives us to understand with

sufficient certainty what he means by the perishing of which

he proceeds to speak.^

But beyond this whole range of things there are decla-

rations which, both in their terms and in the principles

underlying them, are in irreconcilable conflict with the Con-

ditionalist doctrine. Of this order are those which speak of

an " eternal punishment," of an " eternal sin," of a condition in

which one " shall not see life, but the wrath of God abideth

on him," of Judas going to " his own place." ^ How serious a

difficulty words like these are felt to be, appears from the

1 1 Cor. XV. 26. 2 He]3_ ^^ ^4^ 3 Hog^ ^y^ q^ ^^ 9^

4 Of., e.g., Phil. i. 28, iii. 19 ; 2 Pet. iii. 16 ; Rev. xiii. 8, 11, xix. 20, etc.

5 Rom. ii. 7-12.

« Matt. XXV. 46 ; Mark iii. 29 ; John iii. 36
; Acts i. 25.
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way in which they are treated. " I must admit," says one

pronounced adherent of the Annihilationist doctrine, speaking

of the apocalyptic "lake of fire" and the torment of the

beast and the false prophet " day and night for ever and

ever," " that no amount of manuscript, or other evidence,

would suffice to convince me of the genuineness of this text,

as it stands at present." ^ Prebendary Kow, too, confronted

by our Lord's mention of " an eternal sin," ignores the docu-

mentary evidence, and suggests that the word sin may have

been " inadvertently substituted " for another in the Apostolic

autograph.2 He feels the solemn announcement, " these shall

go away into eternal punishment," so embarrassing that he

snatches at the possibility of the original rendering having

been " eternal fire." " Inasmuch as the New Testament," he

says, " passed through more than fourteen centuries of tran-

scription before it was committed to the safe custody of the

printing-press, it is impossible to be certain that an isolated

expression was the word actually employed by the sacred

writer. It is true that all our existing Greek manuscripts

read the word Kokaa-iv, punishment ; but it is a singular fact

that the two most ancient, and several more modern manu-

scripts, of the Italic or ancient Latin version of the New
Testament, which dates as early as the second century, and

constituted the New Testament of the churches which spoke

Latin, in place of punishment read ' fire,' ignis" ^ Nor is Mr.

Edward White entirely superior to the desire to obtain relief

from this great difficulty by doubting the text. He admits

indeed that there is " absolutely no various reading of any

account in the most ancient surviving Greek manuscripts,"

and for that reason he will " found no argument on conjectural

criticism of the text respecting the genuineness of the word

Kokaa-iv" But he appends a long note on those manuscripts

of the Italic, and makes this remarkable statement :
" It is

seldom right even to hint bad faith in the early copyists, but

it is certain that the influence of the ever-growing opinion of

^ Barlow's Eternal Punishment <md Eternal Deaths p. 70, with reference tc

Rev. XX, 10.

2 Futwe Retribution, p. 254, * JUd,, p. 268.
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eternal suffering would unconsciously operate on ^11 copyists

to aggravate Scripture language whenever it was possible to

do so."i

But, apart from the argument from particular terms and

texts, the doctrine in question is burdened with many diffi-

culties. It divides mankind into two distinct orders of beings,

differing not merely in character but in constitution. It

makes the regenerate man a new creature, not in the sense

merely of a holy or renewed man, not in the sense of a

different species of creature in the essential elements of his

being. It assumes that it is the tendency of evil natures to

wear themselves out and at last cease to be. Eut does

experience favour the idea that the result of evil passion is

the waste of the passion or the extinction of the evil,

passionate self ? Is sin a physical thing, a poisonous virus

affecting the soul as disease affects the body ? Persistent

indulgence in sin certainly deadens feeUng and weakens the

will. But in deadening the moral feeling, does it also deaden

the immoral impulses ? In making the will feeble in the

choice of good, does it render it inoperative also in the choice

of evil? Do pride, hatred, envy, wrath tend to become

extinct as they have the rein given them ? If it is the nature

of sin and passion to waste and wear out, what is it that they

do waste and wear out ? Is it the evil will, the evil affection,

the evil consciousness ? These make up the evil self or the

evil nature. But have we reason to suppose that these tend

to obliteration under pressure of indulgence ? In the present

life at least the evil habit, the evil desire, the evil self do not

tend to extinction as they are the more indulged.

The Conditionalist doctrine involves conceptions both of

man's nature and of Christ's work which are inadequate and

unreasonable. Its idea of man is singularly poor. How
inglorious it is appears from the analogies used to explain

the extinction to which it dooms him. As water is com-

pounded of oxygen and hydrogen, it is argued, and the

separation of the two elements means that the water ceases

to be, so man is a compound of body and soul, and the dis-

1 Life in Christ, 2nd ed, pp. 427-429.
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junction of these constituents means that the man ceases to

be. And how inconsistent all this is ! For what manner of

being is man on this theory ? A creature with a constitution

capable not only of change, but of a complete reversal of its

conditions, as deficient of life as the brutes, perishable in soul

as in body, and yet possessed of the sovereignty of freedom

of will, animal and inherently mortal, yet conscious, moral,

responsible. And on this theory how much is left in vague-

ness or confusion ! What place is preserved for the continu-

ance of man's personality ? What becomes of his identity ?

At death man is at end. He disappears and ceases to be as

completely as water is at end when the oxygen and hydrogen

which make it are separated. But sometMng is supposed to

remain in order that man may be judged. What is this

something that remains of man ? In the analogy the elements

of the water remain, but only these. The water exists no

more. When man dies the constituents of his being exist

apart, each in its own separate nature, but the man himself

no longer exists. How is the personal identity preserved in

the interval, and where is the assurance that it is the same

self that is seen in the resurrection, that it is the self who
sinned here that is judged hereafter ?

Not less unsatisfactory and incongruous is the aspect

given to Christ's work. How is the Incarnation to be

attuned to a human nature set on so low a plane ? It is

natural to ask, as it has been asked, whether it is reasonable

to suppose that the Divine could have entered into union

with a nature of this measure, incapable even of continuous

existence, except by the introduction of an element con-

stitutionally strange to it. How could the Son of God have

identified Himself with a creature of this rank, and suffered

for him in order to impart to him the foreign constituent of

immortality ? The whole conception of redemption which

lies at the heart of this doctrine seems intrinsically faulty

and mistaken. It attributes to grace an efficiency which is

essentially physical. It makes it the primary object of

Christ's mission to change the structure of man, and im-

mortalise the inherently perishable. It involves at the same
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time an undue draft on the supernatural. It reduces man,

so that he is left incapable of immortality save bj a special

Divine intervention. The existence which he now possesses,

and the existence which maj be perpetuated to him, can be

his only contrary to nature. They come to him only by the

supernatural means of the Incarnation and the Spirit.

As it is usually expounded, this doctrine further assumes

an aspect of the terrible and the unreasonable which is

altogether its own. If man is not inherently immortal, why
should the sinful man subsist at all after death ? If all the

constituents of his being are equally perishable, why should

there be a separate state for his soul or for any undefined

something of him ? If the doom of extinction is the natural

and inevitable doom of the unrighteous, why should they not

sink at once into death, into the nothingness which is their

proper destiny ? Mr. Edward White and his followers tell

us that both reason and Scripture speak so certainly to the

fact of a future judgment and a Divine retribution for all

men, that the unrighteous must be supposed to survive for a

time and be raised to receive the verdict of the great Arbiter

on their deeds. Here is the terror of the doctrine. Here,

too, its awful and surprising incongruity. If beings who are

inherently mortal are thus made to survive for a time con-

trary to their nature, that they may be raised and judged, it

is because a plan of redemption has intervened which puts

the gift of immortality within their reach, bringing with it

also new responsibilities and new penalties. Hence the

misery of the condemned, their enhanced though measured

penalty, is referred direct to the mediation of Christ. He
becomes on this theory its very Author. Had there been no

Incarnation, sinful men, after a brief life of limited responsi-

bility here, would have passed at once into the non-existence

which is of their nature. But now that God's love has

spoken and Christ has come, the souls of sinful men are

made to survive by a special exercise of the Divine power,

and this not with a view to their reformation, but simply

that they may bear a certain punishment, and then sink into

their native nothingness.

32
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The justice of God is supposed in this way to be honoured

But is it so clear that this is the case ? If the sin which is

done on earth is bounded by the earthly existence, would not

the dissolution which ends that existence seem a sufficient

penalty ? And if the sin which is done on earth passes

beyond earth, at what period should the penalty righteously

cease ? Does not the sin of which man is guilty here belong

to the sinful subject ? Does it not pass with him into the

after-existence, and continue with him as long as he continues

to be ? If it does not so continue, the sin is conquered, and

the demand of righteousness would be freedom from penalty,

not the second death. If it does so continue, how can it be

consistent with the Divine justice to suspend penalty at any

point in the after-existence any more than to suspend it in

the present life ? And where is the equity of the retributive

action of God on this theory ? There are all possible

differences of degree in the demerit of sins. But on this

view all sinners have, besides the earthly retribution of sin,

the same penalty of perpetuated existence between death and

the judgment, and all at last have one common doom of ex-

tinction, a doom with no differing measures, meted out to them.

With all the improbabilities and incongruities which are

peculiar to itself, with its poor estimate of man and its awful

view of the relation of the Eedeemer to the penal suffering of

the sinner, it fails utterly in the relief which it professes to

give. The issue of things which it presents is not one

worthier of God or more satisfactory to reason than those

which the competing doctrines offer. It does not even touch

the real heart of the problem. It has nothing to allege

against the retributive action of God and the continuance of

sin and penalty hereafter, which may not be equally well

alleged against the existence of sin and penalty here. In

the days when his mind was grappling with the great

questions of human destiny, the late Mr. Froude said some

strong things on this subject, the logic of which he seemed

not to see. "I believe," he wrote in one of the remarkable

letters in his Nemesis of Faith} " that fallen creatures perish,

1 P. 16.
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perish for ever ; for only good can live, and good has not

been theirs. But how durst we forge our Saviour's words
' eternal death ' into so horrible a meaning ? " The idea that

penalty should last was so repugnant that annihilation must

be the end, and Christ's words, he thought, could only be

forged into any other meaning. But he had previously

written this sentence :
" Alas ! then, if Omnipotence could

not bring but wild grapes there, why was the poor vineyard

planted ? " That is the question of questions. Sin and

sinners are here. Their existence is the real problem, a far

greater problem than their continuance, and one which is left

untouched. All that Conditionalism says in favour of the

annihilation of the wicked may be said with greater justice

in favour of their never having been brought into being.

It does not meet the immediate difficulty, not to speak

of the further mystery which is left under all theories. It

means that in some cases the victory of sin over man and

God is so absolute that nothing remains for God but to get

rid of it by a coup de main. It has been characterised as the

" most wretched and cowardly of all theories "—a theory

which surrenders man's true nobility " in panic at an objec-

tion, and like all cowardice fails in securing its object."
*

This is a severe and peremptory judgment. It may be felt

to be too unqualified, and to be given in terms of undue

rigour. Yet it is not without its justification. Surely it is

more reasonable, more Scriptural, more reverent, either to

hope that God will find some better way of using sinful souls

than to extinguish them, or else to believe that man is so

great a work of God, a being endowed with capacities so vast,

that no limit can be put to the possibilities of his resistance

of the Divine will, and therefore none to the continuance of

the penalties of resistance.

* Quarry, Donellan Lectures^ p. 31.



CHAPTER III

RESTORATIONISM AND ALLIED DOCTRTNES

THE dogma of Annihilation or Conditional Immortality

has an influence with certain minds which is not to be

lightly regarded. In our own day it seems to satisfy not a

few earnest men. As it is usually presented, even in the

writings of its most authoritative exponents, it has the appear-

ance of a somewhat artificial and makeshift answer to the

questions of the end. It is capable probably of being better

stated than has yet been the case with it. But it is not

likely to commend itself permanently to many as a satis-

factory account of the ultimate issues of responsible lives.

;N: either in the court of reason, nor in the sanctuary of feeling,

can it compete with another theory, which resolves the moral

problems of life in a final unity consistent at least with the

triumph of a Divine plan and the victory of the Divine Love.

This is the theory of Universalism or Eestorationism, the

.

dreamland, the enchanted land of theology, " the cloudland

looming with rose-tinted peaks in the far ' seonian ' future." ^

It takes us back to the third century. But it has never been

more than the fond speculation of individual thinkers, some

of them, however, of great importance. It has been ascribed

to Clement of Alexandria. But he does not express himself

clearly on the subject ; neither does he seem to be quite con-

sistent. He speaks strongly of the corrective purpose of

punishment, the perfect love of God, which is clear of all

hate, and the power of moral freedom, which he would not

deny even to Satan. He thinks that if there be many ways

of repentance and purification in this world, there may be such

^ British Quarterly Eeview^ July 1878, p. 135.

600
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also in the otliei world. He is supposed therefore to favour

the idea of a probation extending into the other life, to which

he would assign no limit ; and his doctrine of the disciplinary

purpose of all punishment would point to a final recovery of

all. But, on the other hand, he speaks of an " unavailing

remorse with punishment " in the other world ; and a fragment

preserved from a lost work on the Soul runs thus :
" Immortal

are all souls, even those of the wicked, for whom it had

been better not to have been incorruptible ; for, punished by

a limitless infliction of unquenchable fire, and dying not, they

obtain no end of their misery." ^

But with Origen it is different. He taught in distinct

terms the possible restoration of every rational creature.

His doctrines of God, punishment, and free will led to this.

He did not recognise in God any properly punitive justice.

He held all punishment to be remedial, and freedom of will

to be an inalienable possession which made it possible for

every rational being, Satan and demons not excluded, at any

time to change themselves and turn to God. His doctrine of

the consummation of things was mixed up, however, with

certain peculiar speculations, on the pre-existence of souls, the

baptism of fire in the other world, the ministry of spirits in

the after-life, and the persistence of something in all rational

beings, even in wicked spirits, that is superior to evil. His

idea of liberty of will was so abstract and absolute that

it appeared to provide no place for a final, fixed determination

to good, but left it always possible for the righteous even in

the world of blessedness to choose evil. Hence his theory is

to be taken " not as the theory of a universal, irreversible

restoration, but the theory of a universal restoration which is

probably to be followed by new falls and new restorations." ^

Towards the end of the fourth century Origen's doctrine

was repeated by Gregory of* Nyssa, in whose hands it also

received a simpler, completer, and more positive form. While

he affirmed the ultimate abolition of evil and the restoration

1 Neander, History of Ghristian Dogmas^ p. 264, Bohu's trans. ; Sheldon

History of Ghristian Doctrme, i. pp. 153, 154,

2 See, e.g., Be Prindp., i. p. 6 ; and Sheldon, ut sup, i. pp. 154, 155.
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of all beings endowed with reason, and held this to be neces-

sary in order that God might be " all in all," he seems not to

have committed himself to any idea of free will which would

involve the probability of future falls on the part of the

recovered.^ Similar views appear in some measure in the

writings of Didymus of Alexandria, Diodorus of Tarsus, and

Theodore of Mopsuestia, and less distinctly in those of

Gregory of Nazianzus, and other less known theologians of

the Eastern Church. But although Augustine refers to some

who held the Eestorationist doctrine in his day, no promi-

nent divine of the "Western Church (not even Ambrose,

who has been misinterpreted in this matter) seems to have

accepted it.

Nor do we come across any certain traces of it again till

we reach Bar Sudaili in the sixth century, and more parti-

cularly John Scotus Erigena in the ninth. Even in Erigena's

case it was not unqualified. He came to it by the way of his

doctrine of Predestination, affirming that there is only a pre-

destination of good, and neither a foreordination nor a pre-

science of evil. He connected it also with the theory that evil

has no substantive existence, but is simply a deception of the

individual will. He taught that only the Divine goodness is

eternal and infinite ; that only well-being has real being; and

that, by slow stages of remedial punishment, sinful men and

evil spirits shall all be brought at last to the goal of resump-

tion into the infinite essence of God. But he also held that

while all wickedness shall finally disappear, the imaginations

of wickedness may remain for ever. " It is one thing," he

said, " that all wickedness generally in human nature should

be thoroughly abolished ; it is another thing that its fantasies

((fiavTuala^), in the consciences of those whom it has vitiated

in this life, should always be preserved, and in this way always

punished."^ This is taken to mean that he made future

punishment consist in " the disturbing fantasies of objects

or ends which the worldly have illicitly pursued in this life,

^ See especially his Sermo Catecheticus Magnus, cc. 8 and 35.

2 X>e Divis. Nat., v. 31. See Sheldon, iit sup, i. p. 408 ; and Neander, ut

sup. pp. 453, 454.
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and for the acquisition of which the future life offers no oppor-

tunity." ^ He seems indeed to have held in some way both

the ordinary view of the eternity of future punishments and
a particular form of Eestorationism.

Neither in the Middle Ages nor in the century of the

Reformation did the idea of a universal restoration take any
large place in religious thought. In the thirteenth century

the Brethren of the Eree Spirit naturally made it part of their

pantheistic scheme of theology. But mediaeval eschatology, as

a whole, retained the severe and terrible aspect in which it

appears in Dante. In the sixteenth century the dogma was
preached in a very extreme form by John Denk and other

Anabaptists ; and at a later date it was elaborately expounded

by Johann Wilhelm Petersen in connection with his millen-

arian ideas. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it

found some able advocates in South Germany, of whom the

most important were the Wlirtemburg pietist and theosophist,

F. C. Oetinger, and the devout and scholarly Bengel. Among
the English theologians of these centuries there were also

some who wrote in favour of it or exhibited leanings to it.

Peter Sterry and Jeremiah White, both of Cambridge, Bishop

Newton of Bristol, and William Law were of these, and, in less

pronounced or less consistent terms, Thomas Burnet, Which-

cote, Cudworth, Henry More, Jeremy Taylor, Tillotson, Barrow,

and others.®

But in our own century it has again risen into promi-

nence, and has obtained the adhesion of some eminent names.

It had an attraction for Olshausen, to whom we owe so much
in the revival of scientific exegesis. He felt it, however, to

have so indistinct a place in the New Testament that he

questioned the propriety of making it the subject of public

instruction. In America it had obtained some footing towards

the end of last century, under the influence of John Murray,

who taught it in the form of a doctrine of terminable punish-

ment ; and in the beginning of the present century it received

a great impetus from Hosea Ballon, since whose time a large

^ Sheldon, ut sup. i. p. 408.

2 See Plumptre's The Spirits in Prison, pp. 193, 204,
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TJniversalist Church has sprung up. It has been held, mainly

on broad, general grounds, by many modern Unitarians.

James Freeman Clarke, for example, puts it so :
" The power

of the human will to resist God is indeed indefinite, but the

power of love is infinite. Sooner or later, then, in the economy
of the ages, all sinners must come back in penitence and

shame to their Father's house." ^ Schleiermacher lent it the

weight of his great name, to the extent at least of deeming it

probable that all shall ultimately be restored. He based his

opinion partly on the word of Scripture, especially on Paul's

statements regarding the end, the subjugation of all things,

and the delivering up of the kingdom ; but more on psycho-

logical and moral considerations. He urged the difficulty of

supposing an activity of conscience to continue which should

be always and altogether without moral effect ; the kindred

difficulty of imagining the condemned to be capable of conceiv-

ing the blessedness of the redeemed and for ever incapable of

entering into it ; and the further difficulty of understanding

how the righteous in heaven can think of any of their fellow-

men as involved in hopeless doom and retain their own
felicity undisturbed.

In our own country the Eestorationist doctrine has found

strenuous advocates in the late Dr. Samuel Cox, Professor

J. E. Mayor, Mr. Andrew Jukes, and others. It appears in

different forms in the writings of these scholars. Dr. Cox,

for example, found in the New Testament an " under-current

of deeper teaching . . . which points to the ultimate recovery

of all souls." He made his argument " spring from the con-

viction that the Son of God must ' see of the travail of His

soul and be satisfied
'

; and that He who came to seek and save

the lost cannot be ' satisfied ' until He has recovered every lost

soul wandering in the wilderness of disobedience to His will,

or wrapt in dark mists of ignorance and unbelief which prevent

it from seeing what that will is." He thought that the very

extent and guilt of our sin only " magnify the redemption

which embraces the whole race, atones for every sin, and

transforms the very punishments which wait on sin into a

^ See his Orthodoxy : its Truths and its Errors, chap. xiv.
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saving discipline by which the power of sin is for ever broken

and overcome." He asked whether it may not be that " the

very pains of hell will prove to be the fire by which men must

be ' salted/ i.e. recovered from corruption to incorruption,

turned from death to life, delivered from the power of Satan

into the saving and recreating hands of God." ^

Mr. Jukes connects the doctrine with a peculiar theory of

his own, which he states thus :
" The truth which solves the

riddle is to be found in those same Scriptures which seem to

raise the difficulty, and lies in the mystery of the will of our

ever blessed God as to the process and stages of redemption

:

(1) First, His will by some to bless and save others; by a

first-born seed, ' the first-born from the dead,' to save and bless

the later born
; (2) His will therefore to work out the redemp-

tion of the lost by successive ages or dispensations, or, to use the

language of St. Paul, ' according to the purpose of the ages
'

;

and lastly, His will (thus meeting the nature of our fall) to

make death, judgment, and destruction the means and way to

life, acquittal, and salvation." ^ The " elect " therefore are

instruments for the salvation of others ; the whole creation is

to be saved by Christ and His Church ; and the " ages " of

which the isTew Testament speaks, are the periods, the " seonial

times " during which God works towards His own rest and

the complete remedy of all that resulted from the Fall.

Others, like Frederick Denison Maurice and Dean Farrar,

cling to the hope, while they refuse to commit themselves to

any dogmatic statement. Maurice himself neither disallowed

the retributive character of the Divine punishments, though

he strongly affirmed their reformatory purpose, nor allowed

himself to be classed with Universalists. But he affirmed at

the same time that God might use His penalties " at any time

or anywhere for the reformation of His creatures," and that it

was possible for souls suffering Divine punishment in the

other world to turn to God.^ Dean Farrar, not denying that

men may harden themselves against all repentance, and,

1 SalvatOT Mundi, 12t]i ed., pp. 229, 244.
a The Restitution of all Things, IStli ed., pp. 28, 57, etc.

^ See his Life, ii. p. 18.
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therefore, not denying the eternity of punishment, expresses,

nevertheless, his belief that " in the depths of the Divine

compassion there may be opportunity to win faith in the

future state," and that G-od's mercy " may reach many who,

to all earthly appearance, might seem to us to die in a lost

and unregenerate state." ^ A remarkable letter on the Final

Salvation of All shows how Thomas Erskine of Linlathen came

to be in sympathy with the Eestorationist doctrine. Eeason-

ing from the revelation of the Fatherhood of God, he

concluded that man was made not to be on probation, but to

be under education ; and this education, he thought, cannot

terminate with the present life, but must continue until each

individual human being fills the " particular place in the great

body of Jesus Christ" for which he was created. "I cannot

believe," he wrote, " that any human being can be beyond the

reach of God's grace and the sanctifying power of His Spirit.

And if all are within His reach, is it possible to suppose that

He will allow any to remain unsanctified ? Is not the love

revealed in Jesus Christ a love unlimited, unbounded, which

will not leave undone anything which love could desire ? "
^

There are others whose answer to these questions is that

both the Eestorationist doctrine and its opposite appear in

Scripture. This answer is given in two ways. Some say

that there is a progress of doctrine on the subject of the

final issues in the New Testament. They think that in the

earlier Pauline Epistles, those ,to the Thessalonians, there

is a simpler and more Jewish view of the future, in the form

of a rapture of the saints into final fellowship with Christ,

and an everlasting destruction of those who obey not His

gospel; but that in the later Epistles we get the more

developed doctrine of a perfected kingdom of God upon earth

and an ultimate restitution of all. ISTeander among others

held that it might have been with Paul on the subject of the

final issues as it was with Peter on the question of the

position of the Gentiles ; that he might have had an enlarge-

ment of illumination by the Holy Spirit, carrying him beyond

^ Mercy and Judgmmt, pp. 1, 483.

2 Letters of Thomas Erskine of Linlathe^i, pp. 237-244.
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bis earlier understanding and opening np to him " in the last

stage of his Christian development " the " magnificent prospect

... of the final triumph of the work of redemption." And
the " doctrine of such a universal restitution," he adds,

" would not stand in contradiction to the doctrine of eternal

punishment, as it appears in the Gospels ; for although those

who are hardened in wickedness, left to the consequences of

their conduct, their merited fate, have to expect endless

unhappiness, yet a secret decree of the Divine compassion

is not necessarily excluded, by virtue of which, through the

wisdom of God revealing itself in the discipline of free agents,

they will be led to a free appropriation of redemption." ^

There are some, again, and they are a growing number,

who find two distinct trains of teaching in Scripture, one in

the direction of universal salvation and another in that of

eternal retribution, and regard them as belonging, like the

twofold assertion of the sovereignty of God and the freedom

of man, to the antinomies of Scripture, the apparent contra-

dictions which are due to the inability of our limited

faculties to reach the higher unity. Thus Bishop Martensen

finds certain passages of the New Testament, 1 Cor. xv. 22,

25—28, Eph. i. 10, and others, which seem to contain the

idea of a final restoration of all. He finds others—those in

particular which speak of the everlasting fire, the worm that

never dieth and the fire that is not quenched, the sin unto

death, the sin that shall never be forgiven—which when taken

by themselves appear to him certainly to teach eternal punish-

ment. There is therefore an antinomy, he thinks, in the

New Testament. And there is the same antinomy in reason.

For on the one hand the teleology of the Divine love suggests

the idea of restoration ; while, on the other hand, anthropo-

logical, psychological, ethical considerations, the facts of life and

the liberty of man, point with equal force to " the dark goal

of eternal damnation." The theological idea leads to Eestora-

tionism, and that view was most congenial to the Eastern

Church. The anthropological idea leads to the opposite

doctrine, and that has been most in favour with the Western
^ History of the Planting of Christianity, ii. p. 531, Bohn's trans.
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Church. We cannot see the pomt of harmony. But each

side of the contrast " finds a point of correspondence answer-

ing thereto in the Christian consciousness," and the word of

God cannot contradict itself. There must be a solution " in

the depths of God*s word," and if it is not given us now
" while we are still in the stream of time and in the course

of development," we should " recognise Divine wisdom in the

fact." 1

Thus the doctrine of a Universal Eestoration is again pro-

claimed with great urgency by thinkers of different schools.

The heart cries out for it, and longs to make the Word of

God, the experience of life, and the deep things of reason

and the moral nature confirm it. The propension to find in

it, not a cloud castle, but the fortress of our hope, is so

natural and so constraining, that it becomes all the more

necessary to look narrowly at the foundations on which it

rests. Its strength is understood to lie more in certain

broad theological ideas, and in the inferences of the moral

consciousness, than in the definite teaching of Scripture.

But it makes use of all these witnesses, and it is with the

last of the three that we are more immediately concerned.

As regards the argument from Scripture, it is difficult to

conceal its weakness and uncertainty. So much is this the

case that even those who fall back upon the idea of an

antinomy or difficulty of thought which cannot be solved,

and was not meant to be solved, by our present faculties,

practically make very little of the Biblical proof. This is

the position to which Bishop Martensen finally comes. And
it is significant. " We teach with Lutheranism," he says,

"an diroKardaTaab^j a parte ante, i.e. the universal purpose

of God for the salvation of all; but as we hold that this

purpose is conditioned by the free will of man and its

development in time, we can teach an airoKarda-Taa-L^ij a parte

post, only so far as is compatible with the 'doctrine of the

possibility of eternal condemnation." ^ The Biblical argument

includes two things—the force of certain special announce-

^ Ohristian Dogmatics, pp. 474-484, Clark's trans.

^Ibid., p. 483.
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ments made by the New Testament on the subject, and the

conclusions suggested by the general scope of its teaching.

Of the two the latter is more relied on than the former.

There are certain words of Christ which the advocates of

the Eestorationist doctrine struggle hard to bring within the

sweep of their argument. They are such as those which

speak of the " many stripes " and the " few stripes " with

which different offenders shall be beaten ; the sin that shall

not be forgiven, " neither in this world nor in that which is

to come " ; and the " last farthing " which must be paid

before the man can come out of prison. But it is not

pretended that these words can be made to express more,

even under the most strained interpretation, than the idea

of a terminable penalty, and it is only by a tour de force

that they can be driven even that length. The first is

irrelevant, dealing as it does with the degree of penalty, not

with its duration, and far less with the possibility of all

penalty working itself out finally in the recovery of all

perverse wills. The others are in reality exclusive declara-

tions, the very point of which is the awful moment of this

life, the finality of the destiny which it shapes for us.^

The positive proofs drawn from the New Testament,

however, in support of the Eestorationist doctrine are mainly

those which follow. There are, first, certain words of Christ

which have an obviously universal reference of some kind.

Above most of this class our Lord's declaration on the

occasion of the visit of the Greeks is appealed to with a

curious confidence. This saying, " And I, if I be lifted up
from the earth, will draw all men unto Me," ^ is one of the

plainest of His words. Yet it receives the strangest treat-

ment. Notwithstanding the analogous statement on the Son

of Man being lifted up as Moses lifted up the serpent in the

wilderness ;
^ notwithstanding, too, the explanation, " This He

said signifying what death He should die," expressly attached

to the saying, there are some who, wiser than the evangelist,

instruct us that it refers to Christ's exaltation. And there

are others who, disregarding the nature of the principal term
1 See above, pp. 303-307. « John xii. 32. » John iii. 14.
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and the scope of the context in which all is set, tell us that

Christ gives here the assurance of a universal salvation. But

the universality of the saying is limited by the general New
Testament doctrine that the actual effects of Christ's work

are conditioned by the spiritual attitudes of men. It is

limited by the occasion, which suggests a ministry confined

no more to the Jews, but extending to all without distinction

of nationality. For this visit of the Greeks, the first-fruits

of a mighty harvest, opened up to our Lord's view the

destined turning of the Gentile world to Himself, And
there is the further limitation which lies in the nature of

the action here ascribed to Himself by Christ. It is a

drawing, not necessarily a hringiTig- in, not an irresistible

attraction. The words, in short, mean that by His death

upon the cross He is to exert over Jew and Gentile alike an

influence which will draw men to Him and, so far as men
yield to it, will gather them within His kingdom.

There are, in the second place, certain statements in the

Epistles which are thought to have the same universal exten-

sion. One of these is the representation given of God our

Saviour, " who willeth that all men should be saved and

come to the knowledge of the truth " ;
^ where, however,

nothing more is in view than the fact that the redeeming

purpose of God applies to all. Nothing is sa'id of the extent

to which it will be acquiesced in by men. The same is the

case with another of the general declarations which are given

in the Pastoral Epistles
—

" the grace of God hath appeared,

bringing salvation to all men." ^ Nor is it different with a

third saying of the same kind—" the living God, who is the

Saviour of all men, specially of them that believe";^ where

the idea is that God's purpose and desire are that all men

should be saved, while it is in them that believe that the

purpose and desire come to actual effect.^

1 1 Tim. ii. 4. 2 ^li. ii. 10. M Tim. iv. lO.

'' The idea in the first clause is like that in ii. 4 ; '*facnltativ zu erkliiren,

nach ii. 4" (Von Sorlen, Handcovxmeniavj in loc). The f^oXio-ra "gives suit-

able expression," says Huther, "to the thought that God is, and continues to

be, the o-wriip for all, whether they desire the o-wTrjpia or not ; Init in the

proper and special sense the ffoir-qpia is only for believers who really desire it*
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Our Lord's mention of a future " regeneration " ^ and

Peter's reference to the " times of the restitution of all

things " 2 are also interpreted in the same interest. But the

"regeneration" of which Christ spoke was the renovation

promised by the prophets, the restoration of the world to its

original perfection ; and the " restitution " to which Peter

pointed his Jewish brethren was, as we have seen, either this

final renewal of earth, or the conversion of Israel which was

to prepare for the consummation of the kingdom of God.

The stress of the argument from particular statements of

the New Testament, however, is made to rest rather on the

cluster of Pauline passages which run in the largest and

most universal terms. These have already been considered

at length, and have been found to be of another tenor.^

When Paul speaks of all being made alive in Christ,^ the

course of his argument, which concerns the resurrection of

the righteous, and the context, which defines the persons in

view as those who " are Christ's at His coming," have satisfied

most interpreters, even those predisposed to think differently,^

that the passage has nothing more within its scope than the

destiny of the Christian. Even those who insist that the

" all " who shall be " made alive " must be coextensive with

the " all " who " die," acknowledge that the statement does

not go beyond the idea of a universal bodily resurrection.^

When Paul speaks, again, of the subduing of all things under

Christ's feet, and the dehvering up of the kingdom that God
may be " all in all," "^ he looks not to the ultimate restoration

of all men in penitence and love, but to the completion of the

purpose for which the kingdom was committed to the Son by

the Father, in the subjugation of all hostile powers, and the

confession of the absolute sovereignty of God. The subjects

to be subdued are not specifically men alienated from God
and brought back to Him in penitence, but all powers and

{Commentary, in loc). Alford takes it as an argument from the greater to the

less
—"if God be thus willing for all to be saved, how much more shall He

save them that put their ti'ust in Him."
^ Matt. xix. 28. ^ ^^ts iii. 21. " Pp. 424-435.

* 1 Cor. XV. 22. 5 E.g. Keander, « E,g. Meyer,
7 1 Cor. XV. 24-28.
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influences opposed to God; and their future is neither loyal

acquiescence nor annihilation, but reduction to the condition

of non-efficiency. The issue of the Son's mediatorial adminis-

tration is to be the presentation of a kingdom in which all

opposition shall become null, and G-od Himself shall be

universally recognised as sole and absolute Sovereign.^

There remain those remarkable passages which speak of

" things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the

earth " bowing the knee " in the name of Jesus " ; of the

purpose of God to " gather together," or " sum up," all things

in Christ ; and of the pleasure of the Father by Him " to

reconcile all things unto Himself."^ Eut the first of these

passages declares the homage which all creation shall yet

render to the exalted Christ. The other two express, each in

its own way, the one in terms of a heading up or recapitula-

tion, the other in terms of a reconciliation, the same truth

that through Christ, who is the bond of unity and the recon-

ciling principle, all nature, the whole system of things as

affected by man's fall, is destined to be brought back to its

normal condition, re-established in its primal harmony and

beauty. What gives these passages their singular magnifi-

cence and unique interest is the fact that they are disclosures

of the cosmic relations and effects of Christ's work. But the

idea of bringing back all rebellious beings, men and demons,

in loyalty and love to God, is neither in these passages nor

in the Pauline thought generally. Nothing short of the

most strained ingenuity, careless of the whole sweep of Paul's

doctrine, can make him speak with the voice of the modern

Universalist. The best theologians of all schools give up the

attempt. They admit that the Pauline doctrine of predes-

tination, if nothing else, forbids it. Interpreters like Meyer

^ "A bringing back of the world of spirits hostile to God ... is as far

away from the Biblical view as is also a need of redemption on the part of the

angel world, and, therefore, the author felt no need to guard his expressions

against either of these thoughts. . . . Enough that they by their subjection to

Christ are stripped of any power which can hurt the absolute dominion of

Christ " (Weiss, Biblical Theology of the New Testament^ ii. p. 137, Clark's

trans. ).

2 Phil. ii. 10; 11 ; Eph. i. 10 ; Col. i. 20.
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confess that any seeming TJniversalism in the Pauline writings

leaves " the constant teaching of the New Testament concern-

ing everlasting perdition entirely untouched."^ Many of

those to whom neither the words of the Apostles nor those of

Christ Himself are authoritative, and whose sympathies are

with other views of man's future, recognise that the New
Testament is not on the side of a certain recovery of all

souls.

Hence serious and intelligent adherents of the Eestora-

tionist doctrine look rather to broader lines of proof in moral

considerations and in the general message of the New Testa-

ment. Many build largely on the unexpressed possibilities

of the mysterious space between death and the judgment.

Much is made of Christ's presence there. An extraordinary

importance is asserted again for the Article in the ancient

Creeds on the Descent to Hell or Hades. It is claimed for

that Article, even by those who do not commit themselves

finally to the doctrine of an ultimate Eestoration of all, that

it ought to have a large and recognised place both in the

teaching and in the preaching of the Church.^ The doctrine

of the Intermediate State is spoken of as one of the forgotten

doctrines of Christianity, which it has been given to our time

to recover. A breadth and a certainty of meaning far beyond

what can be claimed for them are given to the few passages

of the New Testament which bear upon that state. Large

speculations are hazarded on what takes place within it.

Processes of grace are supposed to be active in it ; equivalents

to the earthly ministry and Church are imagined to exist

within it; and these are thought by different theorists to

work to different results. Some are content to say that

opportunity will be given there to those who had it not on

earth or had it in insufi&cient measure. Others extend the

probation and the grace of the Intermediate State to all

souls. Some speak simply of the possibility that many who
knew not God's love in Christ on earth may come to know
Him and have forgiveness and life through Him there.

^ CoTnmenlary mi EpJiesiam and Philemon, p. 54, Clark's trans.

* So, e.g.f Clemen, in his Medergefahren zu den Toten, pp. 233, 234.

33
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Others contend with greater confidence that God's love and

Christ's grace must continue to follow men after death until

the most hardened are won back.

But we have already seen how little of a doctrine of the

Intermediate State is given either in Christ's words or in

those of the Apostles ; how disputable is the import of the

two Petrine passages from which so much is inferred ; how
precarious the foundation furnished by certain confessed

obscurities of Eevelation for a structure of doctrine of far-

reaching moment, and out of obvious relation to the general

teaching of Scripture. The New Testament says little of

the circumstances of disembodied souls. Theologians of one

school have wrung from its few simple statements some

dubious support for theories of after - death repentance.

Theologians of another school have drawn from them in-

ferences of large consequence regarding the existence, the

unconscious, dream-like existence, that is reserved for souls.

But with small warrant in either case. The New Testament

speaks of the condition of the righteous dead under the figure

of sleep, but in a way that suggests only the simplest of

ideas, those of rest and awakening. Its Apocalyptic pictures

represent the dead who die in the Lord both as resting from

their labours and as in active service. But its general habit

is to pass over the interval between death and resurrection

or judgment; and when it speaks more definitely of the

righteous dead, it does so in terms implying an immediate

entrance into the Divine fellowship and the Divine glory,^

On the condition of the impenitent dead it maintains a still

greater reserve. Not even in the case of Christ's great

Parable of the Eich Man and Lazarus is that reserve broken.

Hades is indeed the subject of that parable, and the veil is

lifted for the moment from the hidden abode of souls. It is

not, however, to reveal its secrets, but to give point to the

proper lesson of the discourse by showing how the penalties

of a selfish life and wasted opportunity pursue one beyond

death.

Conscious, therefore, that a better basis must be found

1 Luke xxiii. 43 ; 2 Cor. v. 8 ; Pliil. i. 23.
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for their doctrine than is furnished either by the particular

averments of Scripture, or by inferences drawn from the

untold possibilities of the Intermediate State, the advocates

of Kestorationism make their final and most confident appeal

to the broader teaching of the New Testament and the dis-

tinctive message of the gospel They urge that the God who
is made known to us in Christ is a philanthropic God,^ a God
of essential love ; that the message of the gospel is a message

of grace and mercy for all; that the Divine Fatherhood is

the very heart of Christ's revelation of God. They bid us

think how inconceivable it is that the Divine Father should

turn away finally from any of His children, that the strivings

of the Divine Spirit should for ever be ineffectual, that the

Divine will should be defeated at last by any perverse soul.

They say much, and it is impossible for them to say too much,

of those words of Christ which assure us that it is not the

will of our Father in heaven that one of His little ones

should perish, and of those parables of Christ which reveal

to us a heavenly love that cannot tarry till the one coin

missing from the ten is found, the one sheep recovered that

is needed to complete the hundred. Is it not meant, we are

asked, that this Divine love can never cease to follow us ?

And can it follow us for ever and never obtain its victory ?

Can it be thought to come to nought at last with any ?

The answers which these questions expect might be given,

but for two things. One is the majesty of love. Love is

imperial in its claim. In all love there is a fire, and the

Divine love is a just, holy, absolute love. A God incapable

of the energy of wrath were a God incapable of the sovereignty

of love. The other is the natiire of the human subject—the

limitless potentialites of mind and will in a being made in

God's image. These make that possible which such questions

are meant to negative. The awe of Christ's words and the

urgency of all the appeals of His gospel to men lie precisely

in this possibility, that a love so absolute in its claims, so

patient in its endeavours, so boundless in its resources, may
be withstood to the end.

1 Tit. iii. 5.
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In the positive proof which it presents from Scripture

the Eestorationist doctrine is weak at every point. It is

equally weak in its answer to the many things which gainsay

it. It has to change the primd facie aspect which the New
Testament presents, and persuade us that the impression

which its teaching as a whole naturally makes upon us is not

the impression which it is meant to make. It has to remove

out of the way some of the most solemn declarations and

most characteristic terms of the New Testament. The task

is too much for it. Men like Theodore Parker, who reject

the view of man's future which these declarations and terms

convey, have seen, nevertheless, that it is in the New Testa-

ment, and cannot be eliminated from it.

Among other intractable terms the word " eternal," which

is applied both in Gospel and in Epistle to the future of the

impenitent, has to be relieved of its obvious meaning. But

it cannot be thus disposed of. The New Testament aloivio^

and its cognate forms are ordinarily used to convey the idea

of the permanent and changeless. They are found in relations

in which other terms, strongly and unquestionably expressive

of perpetuity, are elsewhere used.^ They are placed in direct

antithesis to terms which denote the temporal.^ They occur,

in, short, so frequently in connections which at once suggest

the idea of the lastin^y or make that sense more certain by

explanation or by contrast with the transitory, that we should

require overwhelming reason for dealing in any exceptional

way with the particular series of passages in which the terms

are applied to the destiny of the wicked. These passages are

remarkable for their solemnity, their precision, and their

variety. In one it is the " fire " that is described as " eternal,"

in another the " punishment," in a third the " destruction," in

a fourth the " sin." ^ In none is there any qualification of

the language or any hint of a modified sense. The terms

which are regularly chosen to express the perpetuity or

^ Compare, e.g., the altHivtos in 2 Cor. v. ,1 with the d^dapros in 1 Pet. i. 23

and the aKardXvTos in Heb. vii. 16.

^Kg. 2 Cor. iv. 18.

3 Matt, xviii. 8, xxv. 41 ; 2 Thess. i. 9 ; Mark iii. 29.
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immortality belonging to God and to Divine things, to His

glory, His kingdom, His Son, His Spirit, and the permanence

of the blessedness He assures to His servants, are also the

terms which are selected to describe the final lot of the

impenitent. Is it reasonable to say that the language which

conveys the ideas of the changeless and lasting in the former

and most numerous class of occurrences,, expresses something

essentially, different in the latter and smaller class?

Behind the New Testament words, however, there are

certain Old Testament terms. The Hebrew Scriptures have

a remarkable variety of expressions for indefinite or unlimited

duration, of which the most important is the familiar ^T^V, a

word of frequent occurrence and well-understood meaning.

That it denotes duration admits of no question. It is not

even pretended that out of its four or ^ye hundred occurrences

in the Old Testament there are more than a passage or two ^

in which this is not its idea. It is often used indeed, as is

the way with other terms, in a modified sense where the

duration in view may be said to be indefinite rather than

perpetual.^ But there is a large number of occurrences in

which there can be no question that it has the proper sense

of the changeless or everlasting. It is a solemn designation of

God, His life, His dominion, His prerogative.^ It is the note

of a doom that is fixed and irreversible, as in the " everlasting

contempt" of which Daniel sppaks.^ In many passages the

idea of the endless or changeless is made still more certain by

the addition of amplifying and explanatory clauses.^ The

'New Testament terms are the lineal descendants of these Old

Testament expressions. The former come from the latter

through the medium of the Septuagint. The " eternal " of

the New Testament inherits the whole fulness of meaning

belonging to the " eternal " of the Old Testament, and adds

to it.

1 Ps. Ixxiii. 12 ; Eccles. iii. 11.

^ Kg. in the phrases "days of old," "days of ancient time," etc. ; in the

case of the "priesthood of Levi's house" (Ex. xxix. 9), the covenant with Noah
(Gen. vi. 12), the Sabbath (Ex. xxxi. 16), etc.

3 Kg. Ps. xc. 2 ; Isa. xl. 28 ; .
Gen. xxi. 33 ; Ex. xv. 1 8, etc.

* xu. 12. = Kg. Gen. iu. 22 ; Dan. vii. 14.
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It is said by some that the aldavto^ of the New Testament

with its cognates has nothing to do with time. It is said by

others that it has only to do with time and cannot get beyond

it. It was the well-known contention of Mr. Maurice that

aimvLoq is not a quantitative term, but a quahtative, having

regard to what is purely timeless, spiritual, essential, something

beyond our present categories of thought. This is no doubt

so far a just contention. In the writings of St. John the

term is usually, if not always, qualitative and ethical, express-

ing a hind rather than a measure or length of being. The
" eternal life " of which he speaks is a life of a divine order,

essential life, life realising the perfect idea of life.^ But

Maurice's mistake was in taking the ethical sense to be the

primary and proper sense, and in denying- that the idea of

perpetuity is in the word, except as a secondary sense or in

" so far as the qualities themselves which characterise that

life are vital, progressive, enduring." This is to read the

history of the origin and use of the term backwards. It is

the quantitative sense that is the primary sense. The idea

of duration is the original idea. It is also the proper idea,

and will be found to underlie most of the passages in which

the ethical sense appears.^

It is impossible indeed to carry the qualitative sense

through the New Testament. There are many passages which

it will not fit.® It is only when we take the quantitative

sense as the fundamental sense that the different uses of the

term explain themselves naturally. It is with the Greek

words just as it is with the English eternal, everlasting, eternity.

In both languages they express continuous duration, although

in certain connections they also convey other ideas. When
the future life is in view, the idea of its nature associates

1 John vi. 40, 47, 58, xvii. 3 ; 1 John ii. 24, 25, iii. 15, etc.

3 When Christ speaks, for example, of the man who eats His flesh as having

"eternal life" (John vi. 54), it is evident that whatever other quality He in-

tends to ascribe to that life, He means it to he an enduring life. For in ver. 58

He says of the same man that he *' shall live for ever." That the "eternal"

life of which He speaks in John x. 28 is also meant to be a permanent life is

made clear by the addition of the "shall never perish."

"* E.g,2 Cor, v. 1, iv. 17, etc.
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itself with that of its measure, and the term comes to express

the good as well as the permanence of the existence. What
Maurice forgot was that in such cases the adjective takes its

heightened sense from the object to which it is attached. It

is the "life" that gives its profound ethical sense to the

" eternal " ; it is not the adjective that raises the " life " to

that power. These terms only follow the fortunes of other

terms which rise through special associations into higher

meanings than the primary. But the greater includes the

less. If God's eternal life is a hind of life, an essential,

perfect life, it is also a Hfe superior to change. If the life of

the blessed is eternal in the sense of being a divine order of

life, security against loss, change, or termination is surely

one of the things which make its divine quality. And if

" eternal " death, punishment, or destruction means a hind

of future, it is also a future that abides.

Those, therefore, are in the right who say in reply to Mr.

Maurice that the word is bound up with the idea of duration.

But does it follow that it is tied to this in all its applications ?

It is argued that, because this word is used, as all words are,

in a restricted or rhetorical sense, and in many occurrences

expresses something far short of the everlasting, we are not at

liberty to say that, when it is used of future destiny, it means

more than an " age-long " destiny, a destiny realised in an age

or a series of ages, a lot lasting through a terminable period.

But are we to say that because the English " for ever " is

often used in a rhetorical or reduced sense, it cannot express

the really endless ? When Paul speaks of God as " blessed

for ever," ^ is it only a long, but not changeless or eternal

blessedness that is implied in the ascription ?

It is said by some that the New Testament terms for the

eternal are notes of a particular doctrine of seons, time-cycles,

or dispensational periods, in which God's purpose was con-

ceived by the Jews to work. The " eternal Spirit " becomes

the Spirit working in the age or aeon ; " eternal life " is life

in the seon ; and " eternal punishment " is a punishment

lasting through its seen, and therefore terminable. This is a
^ Rom. ix, 5.
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pious imagination. The popular terms of the Bible are far

removed from speculations of that kind, which have their

home rather in the Eabbinical schools. Even were it proved

that the Hebrews thought of futurity as an indefinite succes-

sion of aeons, nothing would result from that. Men in all

languages strive to express the idea of the everlasting much
in the same way. They try to picture it to the imagination

by thinking of it as period added to period in measureless

succession, and by using a multitude of heaped and re^

duplicated expressions, "unto the seon of the seons" "for

ever and ever," and the like. But this is due to the travail

of mind in the effort to understand, and the strain of language

in the effort to express, what is beyond them.

The linguistic argument has an interest of its own. Yet

it is little relevant and might be spared. It is nothing to

point us to the fact that the hills, the Davidic house, the

earthly priesthood, and other things of limited duration, are

described as everlasting or eternal. These uses do not prove

that the word means less than it seeins to mean. They have

their reason in the fact that for the moment the imagination

of the speaker or writer gives to the things the quality of the

eternal. We call the things eternal because for the time we
thinh of them as such.

Operations upon the terms will not efface from the New
Testament the truth of the finality of human fates.^ Those

who wish to succeed in this must have recourse to philosophy.

We come at last in all such matters to the theory of mind

and the theory of language. The ultimate questions are

these—Can the mind form any idea of the eternal, and can

language express it ? But these are questions not for the

doctrine of future retribution only, but for all our thoughts of

what is above sense. They are questions which will apply

with equal force to our thoughts of time itself, and the terms

^ It is sometimes said that some less ambiguous word than aliJbvLos would

have been used had it been intended to express the idea of the perpetuity of

future retribution. But in point of fact there is no word, whether in English

or in Greek, neither dtdios, nor diripavTosj nor any other, that is not subject to

the same variations and ambiguities, and liable to be dealt with as aW^ws is

dealt with.
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by which we express them. Whether it speaks of time or of

eternity^ the Bible uses the free, vivid language of common
life. Its popular terms give us a better representation of

unseen realities than the severe terminology of the schools.

They mean what they bear upon their face, nor can any
analysis of philologist or metaphysician make them else than

they seem.

But the New Testament view of man's future is not

dependent on any one term or series of terms. Even were

the Kestorationist doctrine more successful in impoverishing

or effacing the word " eternal," it would be but at the begin-

ning of its task. It would stiU have to grapple with the

general tenor of the Christian revelation, and the immediate

impression produced by it. The things of grace which make
the message of the New Testament, its offers, its warnings, its

appeals, are all addressed to this life. It speaks of utter loss,

of absolute exclusion from the kingdom of God, as a possibility

lying in time. It tells of a punishment which shall never

end, a great guK that is fixed, an outer darkness, a Too Late,

a night in which no man can work, an accepted time which is

now, a Divine Spirit who is sent for the conviction of this

world, whose ministry " in respect of sin, and of righteousness,

and of judgement," ^ is never said to be for another existence

than this, whose word is of a To-day in which He calls men
not to harden their hearts. It sets the present life so

definitely before us as the crisis of our fate, and gives the

aspect of decision so consistently to the spiritual choices of

earth, that many who disown the doctrine of eternal retribu-

tion confess that Gospel and Epistle alike leave the future of

the persistent sinner dark with unrelieved gloom. Ghiist's

own words are the most absolute of all on this grave subject.

They are so absolute that, if He taught the doctrine of an

ultimate reconciliation of all, or that of a new probation in

the after-world. He would seem to have done it in terms so

obscure that His immediate disciples and those whom He
patiently instructed for the purpose of continuing His message

to mankind, failed utterly to understand Him.
^ John xvi. 8, R,V.
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The words of Scripture are too definite, its general sense

is too obvious, to admit of easy adaptation to the belief in a

universal restoration. The last that can be said of this

aspect of the question is that the most absolute of the

declarations of the New Testament, its strongest averments

of the "judgment and perdition of ungodly men," the "tribula-

tion and anguish " which are reserved for " every soul of man
that worketh evil," ^ may at least be not inconsistent with the

ultimate recovery of all perverse souls after the fires of the

Divine wrath and the long pains of the Divine retribution

have done their work. But this is to push out into the

uncertain sea of speculation. The New Testament itself gives

no disclosure of any such result.

Are there, then, reasons outside this province which are

essential to the question, and give it another aspect ? There

are considerations of another kind which are strongly urged,

and to which regard must be had. But they are neither of

sufficient certainty nor of sufficient weight to alter materially

the conditions of the case, or counterbalance the poverty of

the argument drawn from the Christian records. The hypo-

thetical character of the Eestorationist doctrine becomes the

clearer the more closely these considerations are studied.

The witness of history is not on its side. It has no claim

to belong to the primitive faith of the Christian people. It

comes first into view perhaps a century and a half after the

Apostles received their great commission, and it emerges then

not as the belief of the Church, but as a Christian opinion,

the speculation of a great thinker which found very limited

acceptance. Neither can it pretend to any superiority over

the competing doctrines in moral leverage, in the seriousness

which it gives to life, or in restraining and elevating influence

upon conduct. The moral effect which it is calculated to

have upon the mass of men has seemed so doubtful to some

of its most eminent supporters, that they have been reluctant

to have it preached to all and sundry, and have preferred to

see it treated as an esoteric doctrine. It has all the weakness,

too, of the partial and one-sided. It concentrates attention

1 Rom. ii. 9,
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on one half of the case—on its Divine aspect, on the might

of the Divine purpose, the power and patience of the Divine

love, the limitless resource and inventiveness of the Divine

grace. But it looks less frankly at the meaning of man's

personal life, the prerogative of liberty, the imtold power of

will, the awful significance of Christ's " ye would not."

It is of its nature to proceed on diminished or mistaken

estimates of all the elements of the case on man's side. It

regards sin as mainly or essentially a corrosive which may be

counteracted, a malady which may wear itself out or be

conquered. It makes punishment a means of grace, a healing

remedy, a fire which must work out the renewal of character.

It puts the moral conditions of salvation into the background,

and gives it the aspect of a certain thing, an inevitable,

however remote, result. The idea at its heart is that in some

way and at some period, when sia and pain have run their

sufficient course, God will find the means to overcome the

one and dispense with the other. It fails to show how this

can be done, even with the infinite resource of Divine love

and Divine power, except at the cost of man's freedom, or

how a submission which is not spontaneous can have moral

value. It may be urged indeed in its behalf that the means

which it supposes God to have in reserve for the subjugation

of rebellious wills in the future life need not be of the nature

of force, but may be moral means, new motives, stronger

persuasives, unknown operations of the Spirit. Eut this,

again, is to pronounce the provision of grace which is made

in this life, with all the inducements and appeals which are

furnished by the supreme revelation of the love of God in

Christ, insufficient.

In order to establish its truth, the Eestorationist doctrine

has to prove that the conditions of the after-life will be more

favourable to good than those of the present life. But it can

do this as little on the basis of reason as on that of revelation.

Scripture certainly gives no hint that either in ourselves or in

our circumstances we shall be in a better position for good

in the other world than in this. Christ's word in His great

parable on the after-existence, " If they hear not Moses and
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the prophets, neither will they be persuaded if one rose from

the dead," ^ speaks to the opposite effect. Nor is the testi-

mony of experience less clear. Keasoning from man's moral

constitution, from the nature of sin, from the facts of

providence and from the order of life in which we are placed

here, it may rather be concluded that the conditions of

existence in the other world will be less favourable to

repentance, and that a second probation there would be less

accordant with the mercy of God than a single probation

completed here.

The ideas at the root of the doctrine in question have

little to sustain them in actual fact. They mean that suffer-

ing will somehow effect in the other world what neither pain

nor grace can effect in this world, and that men's hearts and

minds will be somehow more amenable there than here to the

persuasions of the Divine Love. But have we any reason to

suppose that suffering will be more certain there to change a

perverse nature into a loyal than is the case with it here, or

that it will ever become in itself a renewing grace ? If we

see it in many cases only hardening men here, are we entitled

to say that it will certainly soften and sanctify all impenitent

and obstinate souls there ? Is it not the tendency of sin to

grow stronger here ? Do we not see the evil disposition

stiffening in evil; act hardening iato habit and habit into

settled character; sin feeding on sin; each downward step

making return more difficult ; each defiant assertion of will

making restoration more hopeless ? And is it reasonable to

suppose that all this will be reversed there ? The witness of

experience, and the whole weight of the analogy of the

present order of existence, are against it.

iLukexvi. 31, R.V.



CHAPTER IV

THE ALTEENATIVE DOCTRINE

THE doctrine of Eestorationism fails, though not with the

same measure of failure, as the dogma of Conditional

Immortality fails. What remains but to recognise that the

voice of Scripture and the judgment of reason are, each with

its own measure of clearness, on the side of the last of the

three possible Christian answers to the great question of the

final issues of man's life ?

The doctrine that man's immortality is determined by the

spiritual attitude to which he commits himself here, that the

moral decision made in the brief opportunity of this life is

final, and that the condition consequent on it in the other

world is one of eternal blessedness or the opposite, is a

doctrine of almost unimaginable grandeur. It gives so

incalculable a value to the short opportunity of the earthly

existence, so measureless a dignity, so vast a power for

good or for evil to man's nature, so limitless a sweep

to the prerogative of will which makes his sovereignty.

There is at least nothing small or fallacious in it. It

is almost overwhelming in its magnitude. It answers best

to the teaching of Scripture. With all its solemn import

it is also truest to reason and to experience. To an extent

which can be claimed for no other view of man's future,

it grapples with the real problems of God's providence,

the dark enigmas of life, and the mysteries of man's moral

nature.

Much depends, however, on how it is stated. There are

unbalanced and misunderstood ways of regarding it, from

which ill suffers grave injustice. There are also alleviations
626
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of its awe which should not be overlooked. They belong to

the essence of its meaning.

The doctrine of the finality of life's spiritual decisions

has no necessary connection with ideas of punishment which

were once current, or with those realistic pictures of hell and

crude conceptions of the retributive awards of Divine justice

with which it has been burdened. The harrowing, material-

istic ideas of the pains of the lost which were natural to

times in which Kfe was rougher and more cruel, are a witness

to the deep sense of the perils and terrors of sin. But they

form no part of the doctrine itself. It has to be relieved of

all such accessories. It has to get the benefit of that finer

moral sense, those higher and purer ideas . of judgment and

punishment, those humaner feelings, that deeper insight into

the intrinsic nature of things, which are the results of the

gradual informing of men's minds with the spirit of Chris-

tianity.

It is not to be associated, again, with metaphysical ideas

of eternity. What eternity is it is impossible for us who
live under the conditions of time to understand. We cannot

do else than think of it in terms of time, and it is easy to see

that any conception of it which we thus form issues speedily

in logical contradiction. But it does not follow that our

ordinary ideas of eternity are wholly misleading because

they are inadequate, or that eternal punishment and eternal

blessedness must be something entirely different from what

^.they are naturally conceived to be. It is enough for us to

know that " eternity " is existence and continuous existence,

a future in which life goes on, a new condition of being into

which all that makes us what we are here, affections, beliefs,

dispositions, characters, will go with us, and in which they

will abide with us. The New Testament never pauses to

define and analyse the words " eternal " and " everlasting,"

or to reason about them as the philosopher does. It uses

them in the sense which they convey to the common mind

of man, and stamps that sense as substantially true. The

great disclosures of "eternal life" and "eternal punishment"

are not to be emptied of their meaning by metaphysical
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puzzles. They are not to be measured by the ideas which

the philosopher attaches to time, eternity, or duration. They

are intended to impress us with the magnitude of the moral

issues of the present existence, and to convey to our minds

the best and most practical conception we are capable of

forming of the realities to which they point.

It is obvious, too, that much depends on the relations of

things in this view of the final destinies of human souls. An
entirely fallacious aspect is given it when the essential thing

is taken to be the future well-being of men, the decree of a

certain measure of happiness or a certain measure of misery

and evil, instead of their future graciousness. The case at

issue is the probability or certainty of a change of life in the

other world. It is the question whether the human will

retains the ability of determining ritself to good under all

circumstances and at any moment of its history ; whether

man's freedom is something incompatible with any ultimate

arrival at fixed moral disposition ; whether the life of souls is

to be always an inconstant quantity, on the one hand reaching

at no period a position superior to the risk of lapse, and on

the other hand never settling into certain preference of evil.

Thinkers like Mr. Maurice, with all their intense craving for

the triumph of God's love and grace over all obstacles, have

seen clearly where the real nerve of the problem is placed.

To him the ultimate difficulty was how to reconcile the " two

great discoveries" which are made to us in an apparently
" boundless power of resistance in ourselves, and in God a

Love and Power which are Almighty." On this he saw

nothing but darkness. Whether that Love and Power would

triumph over all evil, he would not undertake either to

affirm or to deny. But he perceived that the primary

question is not the assignment of pain and punishment by

God, but the possibility of a persistent evil will making a

vitiated character which bears its own retribution in its

bosom.

It is essential, again, to the just consideration of these

great questions that we bring to them adequate ideas of sin

and penalty. Imperfect or mistaken views of these primary
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elements of the case have much to do with the difficulties of

belief in eternal retribution, and with the prepossession in

favour of other views. They are at the basis of much of the

reasoning in support of the doctrine of a universal restoration.

This is felt by its most discerning advocates, who endeavour

to place it on a better foundation and to give it a less super-

ficial aspect, by so stating it as to make the real question at

issue not the permanence of punishment, but the permanence

of sin. The perpetuity of moral evil, they tell us, is the

thing that is inconsistent with the love and power of God.

The cessation of punishment while sin continues would be

loss. It is through the punishment that the sin is to be

overcome; everlasting punishment and final restoration are

not incompatible. It may be by the former that the latter is

to be effected. So far the theory of Eestorationism is greatly

superior to that of Conditionalism. Yet all this does not

clear the former of its essential weakness. It means that

punishment is converted into penance, and the sinner changed

into the penitent. But this merely brings us back to the

old question, whether it is reasonable to suppose that punish-

ment there will be essentially different from what it is here

;

whether it will be in the other world the certain and efficacious

grace which it obviously is not in this world. Some, who

regard the triumph of the Divine love as necessary, but to

whom the ingathering of all erring souls seems too great, a

hope, take refuge in the idea that the final position of the

condemned will be one of acquiescence in their own con-

demnation.^

These are confessions of the difficulty felt to attach to

the doctrine of a final restoration, and partial approaches to

the other view. But apart from this the propensity to think

of sin as an act or series of acts, and of penalty as a pain

imposed from without, leads naturally to mistaken conceptions

of the doctrine of the finality of this life. Were this the

intrinsic nature of sin and penalty, it might seem strange

that a God of infinite justice and goodness should connect

such consequences with man's offences as the doctrine in

1 Birks, The Victory of the Divine Goodness,
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question supposes. But these are superficial and erroneous

ideas. Sin is not merely an act or series of acts. It is a

disposition, a cliaracter, a nature. Beneath all sinful acts

there is the sinful bent or principle, which gives colour to

each act and makes the essence of the question. And
penalty is more than a pain decreed and inflicted ah extra. It

may be that there are positive rewards for good and positive

penalties for evil ordained by God. But the place which

these occupy in Scripture, if they have a place at all, is

secondary. That there are such is thought to be implied in

the terms in which at times Christ describes the awards of

the Judge ; as when in certain parables He speaks of the

profitable servant as set over many things. But these

parables speak also of the joy of the Lord as the recompense

of the faithful, and unquestionably the general idea which

the New Testament gives of the reward of good is that it is

in the good itself, and of the penalty of evil that is in

the evil itself,—the harvest of corruption, the receiving

the things done in the body, the reaping of what one sows,

the eating of the fruit of one's deeds. The question is not

what God imposes on us in the other life, but what we take

with us into it. We carry ourselves into it; we can take

nothing else with us there. The penalty is inherent in

the pride, envy, selfishness, and all evil passion which con-

tinue in the surviving self. It will lie in the experience of

what these are in the conditions of being in that other world,

and in the discovery of ourselves which we shall make there.

Just ideas of human responsihility in a world of moral

order are no less necessary than adequate conceptions of sin

and penalty. Limited views of probation mean mistaken

views both of the seriousness of existence and of the basis of

the final arbitrament of men's lives. The case of the heathen,

it is sometimes argued, is of itself sufficient refutation of the

doctrine of the moral decisiveness of the present existence.

It is impossible, it is said, to bring it into relation to that

doctrine. Some other explanation is required. It is so

obviously inconsistent with the justice of God that the future

of the heathen, or that of those in Christian lands and times

34
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whose circumstances are essentially similar, should turn on

the meagre opportunity and vast disadvantage of the present

life. It is argued, too, that the universality of the gospel

demands some larger solution of the question. The Christian

doctrine is that God is to judge the world by Jesus Christ,

and this is thought to mean that no man can be finally

judged until Christ has been made known to him, and Christ's

grace so presented to him as to bring him to conscious

acceptance or rejection. Christianity is universal in its

nature and its demands. It is intended for all men. It is

to be the ground of the judgment of all. And from this it

is thought to follow that the present life cannot be decisive

of the future life in the case of any but those who have had

full opportunity of knowing Christ.

The problem of the heathen is a problem in providence.

It is also, though only in the second place, a problem of

revelation and theology. It seems to be the inference from

the evangelical doctrine of salvation through Christ alone

that the heathen, as they are known to us in this world, are

beyond the pale of salvation. It is the first inference from

the goodness and justice of God that none should miss salvation

without an opportunity of grace. The reconciliation of these

two positions, so as neither to make the heathen uncon-

ditionally unsalvable nor to represent salvation as possible

apart from Christ, is a theological question which has been

met in more than one way. The answer of some has been

that the heathen who have lived in good conscience may be

exempt from all the retributive inflictions of the future save

a pmna damni, a penalty of loss proportioned to the defects

in their efforts to walk according to the light of nature, and

that on the ground of Christ's work they shall have a felicity

only short of the Beatific Vision. Eeasoning from the case

of Israel, who were made heirs of grace through faith in a

Eedeemer who was yet to come, others have affirmed the

possibility of a redemption for many of the heathen in virtue

of the implicit faith seen in their feeling after God, if haply

they might find Him. Many more have sought a solution of

the problem in the opportunities of the Intermediate State.
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Clement of Alexandria found a reason for the judgment of

the heathen in the partial revelation which God gave them

in philosophy and in a proclamation of the gospel made to

them in Hades. Origen, Gregory, and others speculated

largely in the latter direction. In the Middle Ages thinkers

arose now and again, like Abelard, who spoke of hope for

such as Plato. The Jesuit Salmero regarded a ministry of

grace in the world of the dead as the necessary supplement to

the opportunities of the heathen in this world. Melanchthon

brooded at times over the question, and was inclined to say

that in a Hades ministry Christ may have instructed men
like Scipio ; and Zwingli had large ideas of the future which

God might provide for the nobler spirits of heathendom.

Those theologies which hold by the great principles of an

activity of the pre-incarnate Logos, a ministry of the Holy

Spirit working where and when He wills, and a salvation

ordinarily, but not absolutely, identified with the Church,

have in these enough to relieve, if not wholly to remove, the

difficulty created by the position of the heathen in providence

and by the New Testament doctrine of a redemption in and

through Christ alone. But, apart from that, much that is

said of the case of the heathen proceeds on inadequate ideas

both of the judgment of God and of the probation which

precedes it. The judgment is to be according to men's works,

but according to what a man hath, not according to what he

hath not. It is the judgment of One who judges not by the

externalities of the deed, but by the principle in its heart,

and according to law where law is, but without law where

law is not. And the probation on which the judgment

proceeds is not necessarily of one kind or one measure. The

probation which lies in opportunities of conscious acceptance

or rejection of the revelation of God's grace in Christ may
be the highest form. But it need not be the only form.

Probation, the testing of Hfe and disposition, exists wherever

moral law exists. It is inherent in a system of moral govern-

ment, and in such a system it may have many forms and

measures, as law is variously revealed and variously applied.

We need nothing beyond Paul's broad statement that those
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who have law shall be judged by law, and that those who are

without law shall be judged without law/

Further, the principle of degrees in reward and punish-

ment must be taken in all its breadth as an essential and

qualifying element in the doctrine in question. The idea of

reward proportioned to the measure of service and penalty

proportioned to the measure of failure, occupies a much larger

place in Christ's teaching and in the New Testament generally

than is usually recognised. If anything deserves to be

described as a lost theological principle which it concerns us

to recover, it is this. It is often alleged against the doctrine

of Eternal Judgment, that while sins differ through all

possible grades of difference, it seems in the end at least to

represent them as all punished alike. But it is the very

burden of a large part "of Christ's teaching and that of the

Apostles, that this final retribution will not be the same to

all ; that each shall receive according to what he has done

;

that it shall be more tolerable for some than for others in

the day of judgment ; that the servants shall be beaten with

many stripes or with few, according to the measure of unfaith-

fulness ; that the issue to each will be in equitable accordance

with possession, talent, opportunity, knowledge.

It is of the nature of things that there are vast

differences in the guilt of sins. The fact that in this world

we see all varieties of character and all possible gradations

of good and evil in men's lives, has been made a reason

for denying that in the other world there can be any

absolute line of demarcation or any final division of souls

into two classes of saved and lost.^ But conscience itself

is a witness that beneath all these varieties and grada-

tions there is something deeper, a drift of disposition which

parts men into righteous and unrighteous, into lovers of God

and the opposite. Yet this essential and final distinction in

kind is not inconsistent with infinite differences in the measure

of good and evil, and consequently in the reward and the

penalty. The New Testament recognises this and makes

provision for it. The judgment of which it speaks is a

^ Rom. ii. 12. ^ Greg, Creed of Ohristendomj p. 262.
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judgment which shall be with perfect knowledge, perfect

equity, perfect sympathy, the judgment of a Father who
knows our frame and remembers that we are dust, the judg-

ment of a Son who by experience understands man and man's

life. The doctrine of degrees is the relief given us by Christ

Himself in thinking of the maladjustments of the present

existence, the mystery of unequal circumstance, and the lot

of the lost. It provides for all possible gradations in the

punitive awards of the future. It does more to lighten the

problem than is done by the Roman Catholic theories of a

pmna damni and a variety of locahties in the other world, or

by the idea of a Protestant purgatory, and it does it more

simply and reasonably. It is the proper corrective to the

dogmas of a second probation and a universal restoration.

It gives all the alleviation which other views of the future

profess to give, and it gives it without doing violence either

to the power of man's will or to the sufficiency of grace here.

If to this we add the principle of progress according to

character in the other world, which also may be described as

a lost theological principle crying out for recall, we have the

last relief that is needed. The finality of life does not mean
that the future existence is a stereotyped or merely passive

condition. The fact that death marks the transition from

the probation to the judgment and seals the spiritual decisions

on which the future turns, does not mean that we are to be

simply what we have been. Life must Hve, and men must

act and grow, and character must deepen. The future will

be an existence in which we shall go on and grow on either

in knowledge, love, and power of service, or in their opposites.

But if so, the decisive matter is the trend of life with which

we enter that future. The mercy of God extends to the last

hour of life. The grace of Grod may be efficacious with many
as it was with the robber on the cross. Death itself may be

their purgatory. In multitudes of human beings, where we
see only ignorance, sin, or defiance, there may be in the crisis

of death, or in the valley of the shadow, the faint workings

of a change in the principle of their life, and what may thus

begin shall grow. If there be at the decisive point of life here,
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however late it may come, the tremulous mclination of the

soul to G-od, the feeblest presence of that which makes for

righteousness and faith in heathen or in Christian, it will be

recognised of the Judge, and under the conditions of the new
hfe it will grow to more in the power and in the blessedness

of good.

Finally, let it be said that a true theology will confess its

own limitations, and will not presume to give an answer to

every difficulty. It will recognise that the Christian Eevela-

tion is given, not to utter all the secrets of another world, but

to make God known to us and bring Him near. It will seek

to be positive up to Christ's word. It will not be ambitious

to be wise beyond it. It will be satisfied to be silent where

Christ's voice has not spoken, and it will leave much that is

dark in man's life, here and hereafter, to the Eternal Wisdom
that keeps so much in reserve. It will be content to see

that all is in the hand of a God of grace, and its assurance

will be that the farthest future can discover nothing that will

not be consistent with the perfect Love and Eighteousness

which are revealed in Christ.
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Note A, p. 31.

—

Nirvana and Arahatship

On the question of the nature of Nirvana, of which Buddha
himself does not appear to have given any definite explana-

tion, opinion continues to be divided. It is still in debate

whether the Buddhist conception of Nirvana is the negative

conception of annihilation, or the positive conception of eternal

blessedness and perfection. The term itself, like the term
Arah^, was borrowed by the Buddhists from the Brahmans.
It occurs in the Mah^bharata, in such passages, e.g., as

xiv. 543—" leaving behind in thought all bodily and mental
desires, he slowly obtains Nirvana, Hke a fire without wood."
It occurs also in the Maitreyopanishad, where it means
"absorption in the highest being, beyond which is neither

being nor not-being" (Max Miiller, Physical Religion, pp. 382,

383, and Sacred Books of the East, xv. p. xlvi, etc.). Professor

Max Miiller contended strenuously, although not always quite

consistently, that it means not the extinction of life, but the

completion of life; the result of his examination of a large

number of passages in which the term occurs beiag that in

none is annihilation the necessary sense, while in many it is an

impracticable sense. He interprets Nibbana as " annihilation

of human passion" {Physical Religion^ p. 381), and in his pre-

face to Buddhaghosas Parables he regards the popular view

as on the whole a better representation of the original idea

than any other. Nirvana may mean, he thinks, the extinction

of many things—of selfishness, desire, and sin, without going

so far as the extinction of personal consciousness. " It may
express the entrance of the soul into rest, a subduing of all

wishes and desires, indifference to joy and pain, to good and
evil, an absorption of the soul in itself and a freedom from the
circle of existences from birth to death and from death to a
new birth."

fi37
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Professor Paul Carus also supports the more positive view.
" The difficulty to a modern mind in the comprehension of the

term Nirv§.na," he says, " lies mainly in our habit of conceiving

the nature of the soul in the old Brabmanical sense of an ego-

entity as the doer of our acts, the perceiver of our sensations,

and the thinker of our thoughts. In ninety-nine cases out of

a hundred, he who denies the existence of that metaphysical

being is understood by people educated in our present modes
of thought as denying the existence of our soul itself." So he
says, " Mrv§,na is not death but eternal life, not annihilation

but immortality, not destruction but indestructibility. Were
truth and morality negative, Nirvana would be negative also

;

as they are positive, Nirvana is positive. The soul of every

man continues in what Buddhists call his Karma, and he who
attains Buddahood becomes thereby identical with truth itself,

which is everlasting and omnipresent, pervading not only this

world system, but all other worlds that are to be in the future
"

{The Monist, April 1894, pp. 438, 439). Professor Childers,

again, notices the fact that "many expressions are used of

NirvS,na which seem to imply annihilation," while "other

equally numerous and equally forcible expressions are used

which clearly point to bUssful existence," and concludes that

the word is "applied to two different things— first, that

annihilation of being which is the goal of Buddhism, and
secondly, the state of blissful sanctification called arahatta or

Arahatship, which terminates in annihilation" {Fali Dic-

tionary, sub wee Nihbdna). Dr. T. S. Berry, too, explains

the two different sets of expressions which seem to be used of

Nirv§,na in the Buddhist books as referring to two different

things—the one to the condition of the saint who in this life

has attained to freedom from the fetters which made blessed-

ness impossible, the other to the final goal, the real summwrn
honum, when freedom from existence itself is reached. Look-

ing to passages which speak, for example, of those who have
" perfectly conceived the state " and are "free from passion"

as " being completely extinguished," he concludes that absolute

annihilation was the original idea attached to the term Nirvana.

(Christianity and Buddhism^ pp. 88-90.)

Professor Oldenberg's view is that Buddha said nothing

positive on the subject of an after-life, because knowledge on

such a subject could not advance a saint's holiness. He is of

opinion that " orthodox teaching in the ancient order of Bud-

dhists inculcated expressly on its converts to forego the know-
ledge of the being or non-being of the perfected saint." He
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adds, however, that on the question whether the path led into

a new existence or into Nothing, " the Bnddhist creed rests in

delicate equipoise between the two. The longing of the heart

that craves the eternal has not nothing, and yet the thought
has not a something which it might firmly grasp. Farther off

the idea of the endless, the eternal could not withdraw itself

from belief than it has done here, where, like a gentle flutter

on the point of merging in the Nothing, it threatens to evade
the gaze" {Buddha, pp. 276, 284).

As to Arahatship and the connection between it and
Nirvana, Professor Childers thinks the two related to each
other as cause and effect. The latter is the goal, and is not
attainable but by the former. Further, the individual existence

of the Arahat ceases when he reaches Nirvana. "The doctrine

of Buddha on the subject," he says, " is perfectly explicit ; he
even predicted his own death. Now, to be the ultimate goal of

Buddhism, Arahatship must be an eternal state, for if it is not

eternal, it must sooner or later terminate, either in annihilation

or in a state which is not blissful ; in either case it is not the

goal of Buddhism. But since Arhats die the Arahatship is not

an eternal state, and therefore it is not the goal of Buddhism.
It is almost superfluous to add that not only is there no trace

in the Buddhist Scriptures of the Arhats continuing to exist

after death, but it is deliberately stated in innumerable pas-

sages, with all the clearness and emphasis of which language

is capable, that the Arhat does not live again after death, but
ceases to exist" (Pali Dictionary^ sub voce Nihhdna). With
this Professor Paul Carus, who gives the passage in full, agrees.

(The Monist, April 1894, pp. 430, 431.) Professor Oldenberg,

again, says that "if we are to indicate the precise point at

which the goal is reached for the Buddhist, we must not look

to the entry of the dying Perfect One into the range of the

everlasting—be this either everlasting being or everlasting

nothing—but to that moment of his earthly life when he has

attained the status of sinlessness or painlessness ; this is the

true Nirvana. If the Buddhist faith really makes the saint's

state of being disembody itself into nothingness .... still

entry into nothingness for nothingness* sake is not at all the

object of aspiration which has been set before the Buddhist.

The goal to which he pressed was—we must constantly repeat

this—solely deliverance from the sorrowful world of origina-

tion and decease. Eehgious aspiration did not purposely and
expressly demand that this deliverance should transport to

nothingness, but when this was taught at all, expression was
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merely given thereby to the indifferent accidental consequences
of metaphysical reflections, which prevent the assumption of

an everlasting, immutable happy existence. In the religious

life, in the tone which prevailed in the ancient Buddhist
order, the thought of annihilation has had no influence"

{Buddha, p. 265).

Note B, p. 35,

—

The Buddhist View of Identity

Students of the Indian rehgions differ in the views which
they take of the Buddhistic doctrine of Identity. The more
negative interpretation is favoured by Professor Ehys Davids.
" Strange is it and instructive/' he says, " that all this should

have seemed not unattractive these 2300 years and more to many
despairing and earnest hearts—that they should have trusted

themselves to the so seeming stately bridge which Buddhism
has tried to build over the river of the mysteries and sorrows

of life. They have been charmed and awed, perhaps, by the

delicate or noble beauty of some of the several stories of which

the arch is built ; they have seen that the whole rests on a

more or less solid foundation of fact ; that on one side of the

keystone is the necessity of justice ; on the other, the law of

causality. But they have failed to see that the very keystone

itself, the link between one life and another, is a mere word

—

this wonderful hypothesis, this airy nothing, this imaginary

cause beyond the reach of reason—the individualised and
individualising force of Karma" {Byddhism^ pp. 104-106).

Others think that this fails to do justice to the Buddhistic

idea, and give a more positive construction of it.

The question turns, it is obvious, on the sense of the terms

soul, self, conseioicsnesSj and upon the Buddhistic conception of

what makes the being of man. Man's being, says the Buddhist,

consists of samsMras, a term which Professor Oldenberg thinks

may be rendered " actions," if we understand it " in the wide

sense in which it includes also, at the same tune, the internal

actions, the will and the wish " (Buddha, Eng. trans, p. 242).

Professor Paul Cams, who explains a man's samsJcdrcts as

" certain forms and formative faculties, which, according to the

law of Karma, preserve his existence in the whirl of constant

change," criticises the ordinary view as expressed by Professor

Ehys Davids. He recalls the opening verse of the Dhamapada—"all that we are is the result of what we have thought, it is

founded on our thoughts, it is made up of our thoughts." In

the light of such definitions. Buddhism, he contends, may be
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said to have a very real place for soul and selfj if by these

we mean not a metaphysical substratum to our acts, or a meta-
physical agent of our acts, but the totality of our thoughts.

He grants that, according to the Buddhistic view of man and
things, we remain only as the accumulated result of our
actions ; but he holds that this is really we, the only real self,

and that what Buddhism has done is simply to tear down " the

imaginary fence which separates man's self from other selves."

So he concludes that, while Buddhism denies the existence of a

soul in the sense of an entity distinct from and behind our

mental acts, it believes in "the existence of mind, and the

continuance of man's spiritual existence after death." The
transmigration which Buddhism teaches is not a transmigra-

tion of soul in our sense, it is true, but a transmigration of

character. Yet as these " future incarnations of our Karma
iaherit our character, together with all its blessings and its

curses, in the same way as 'I' of to-day am benefited or

hampered by my actions from the days of my childhood,

it matters little," he says, " whether I choose to recognise the

identity of myself or not." The identity is, in his view, a real

identity, and one that obtains whether it be recognised or not.

See his article on " Karma and Nirvana " in The Monist, April

1894.

IsToTE 0, p. 54.

—

Opinion on the Question of Egyptian
Belief in Transmigkation

Bunsen regards the Egyptian doctrine of animal metem-
psychosis as the basis of the Egyptian zoolatry. " This

community between the human and the animal soul once

admitted," he says, " one can understand how the Egyptians
at last arrived at the idea of worshipping in animals a living

manifestation of the divinity" {Egypt's Place in Universal

History^ vol. iv. p. 641). Canon Mozley remarks that Bunsen
" could hardly have given a greater proof of the degrading

character of the doctrine, than that it involved the principle

of a ' community between the human and animal soul,' and
laid the basis for the revolting animal worship of Egypt."

But he ascribes the doctriue in its worst forms to Egypt, and
makes it the groundwork of his most adverse criticism of the
Egyptian religion. He argues that the doctrine of metem-
psychosis " was less in conflict indeed with the truth of human
personaUty, when it employed the brutes as its instruments,
and represented the souls of men as passing upon death into
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the bodies of animals ; for the man prevailed over tho lower
personality or impersonality of the brute and was safer from a

rival self." But he holds this doctrine to have been the bad
element in the Egyptian system, which dragged down the good.

"Animal metempsychosis," he says, "filled the whole fore-

ground of the Egyptian doctrine—it was the strong, coarse

material, which came in contact with the popular mind, and
made the impression; the eternal world was in the remote
horizon of the system." See Lectures and other Theological

Papers, by J. B. Mozley, D.D., pp. 301-303.

Professor Sayce, in the Essay on Egypt which he appends
to his edition of Herodotus, i.-iii. (p. 345), says of the con-

demned soul, that " it was sentenced to the various torments
of hell, or, to wander like a vampire between heaven and hell,

scourged and buffeted by the tempests, or else doomed to

transmigrate into the bodies of animals, and permitted to

regain its original body and undergo a fresh trial ; there were
cases even in which it might be annihilated." Maspero speaks

of " the sinful soul as being handed over to the cynocephalous

ape-assessors of the infernal tribunal who hunted and scourged

it, after first changing it into a sow or some other impure
animal" {Egyptian Archceology, p. 159). Erman thinks that

the ideas of the Egyptians varied from time to time on the

subject of the where and the how of that future existence of

man by which they held so firmly. " In some periods of thek
history," he says, " they believed that it was his special privi-

lege to appear' sometimes in one form, sometimes in another

—

one day as a heron, another as a cockchafer, and yet another

as a lotus-fiower in the water" {Life in Ancient Egypt, p. 306).

Tiele also speaks with some reserve. Eecognising that the

metamorphoses with which the Booh of the Bead deals all

take place " in the kingdom of the dead, not on earth," he still

thinks that " perhaps, too, at a later period there may have

arisen among the inhabitants of the Nile Valley a dogma of

the soul's incarnation evolved from the ancient eschatology

"

{History of the Egyptian Religion, pp. 70, 71). Eenouf agrees

with those who think that the Egyptians have been credited

with a belief in metempsychosis only by " a confusion between

Egyptian notions and either Pythagorean or Hindu notions

"

{Hihhert Lectures, pp. 182, 183). So Wiedemann thinks
*' there is no question here of souls being forced to assume

fresh forms in which their purification is gradually worked

out and their perfection achieved. To the Egyptian trans-

migration was not the doom of imperfect souls, but a privilege
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reserved for such as had akeady attained perfection" {The

Ancient Egyptian Doctrine of the ImmoTtality of the Soul,

pp. 66, 67). See also Sayce, The Religions of Ancient Egyiot

and Bahylonia, pp. 241-243.

Note D, p. 60.—The Apology of Aristides on the
Egyptian Eeltgion

" Now the Egyptians, because they are more evil and
ignorant than all peoples upon the earth, have erred more
than all men. Eor the worship of the Barbarians and the

Greeks did not suffice them, but they introduced also the

nature of beasts, and said concerning it that they were gods

;

and also of the creeping things which are found on the dry
land and in the waters, and of the plants and herbs, they have
said that some of them are gods, and they have become corrupt

in all madness and impurity, more than all peoples that are

upon the earth. . . . Now because the Egyptians are more
ignorant than the rest of the peoples, these and the hke gods
[i.e. Isis, Osiris, etc.] did not suffice them, but they also put
the name of gods on the beasts which are merely soulless.

For some men among them worship the sheep, and others the

calf ; and some of them the pig, and others the shad-fish ; and
some of them the crocodile, and the hawk, and the cormorant,

and the kite, and the vulture, and the eagle, and the crow

;

some of them worship the cat, and others the fish Shibbuta

;

some of them the dog, and some of them the serpent, and
some the asp, and others the lion, and others garlic and
onions and thorns, and others the leopard and the hke. And
the poor wretches do not perceive with regard to all these

things that they are nought ; while every day they look upon
their gods, who are eaten and destroyed by man, yea, even by
their own fellows ; and some of them being burned, and some
of them dying and putrefying, and becoming refuse ; and they

do not understand that they are destroyed in many ways"
{Texts and Studies, etc., edited by J. Armitage Eobinson, M.A,,

vol. i. No. 1, pp. 45, 46). Eor the Greek and Eoman estimate

of the Egyptian religion, see, e.g., Athenseus, Deipnos., vii.

p. 229, and Juvenal, Sat, xv. 1.

Note E, p. 86.

—

Persian Ideas on the Fate of
Souls

Yast xxii. describes how it fares with the soul of the

pious and with the soul of the wicked after death. The first
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three nights are spent in enjoyments or in pains. Ahura-
mazda is asked, "Wlien one of the faithful departs this Hfe,

where does his sonl abide on that night ? " He raphes that

on that night, and on the second, and on the third, " his soul

tastes as much of pleasure as the whole of the living world can

taste." Then at the end of the third night when the dawn
appears, the soul of the pious seems to be brought " amid
plants and scents " and to inhale a " wind blowing from the

region of the south" and "sweeter-scented than any other

wind in the world" . . . "and it seems to him as if his

own conscience were advancing to him in that wind, in the

shape of a maiden fair, bright, white-armed, strong, tall-formed,

high-standing, thick-breasted, beautiful of body, noble, of a

glorious seed, of the size of a maid in her fifteenth year, as

fair as the fairest things in the world." The maid being ques-

tioned answers, " thou youth of good thoughts, good words,

and good deeds, of good religion, I am thine own conscience."

Then it is added that " the first step which the soul of the

good man made placed him in the Good-Thought Paradise"

;

the second, " in the Good-Word Paradise "
; the third, " in the

Good-Deed Paradise "
; the fourth, " in the Endless Lights."

Of the soul of the wicked man, on the other hand, it is

said that it " rushes, and sits near the skull " ; that it tastes

for three nights "as much of suffering as the whole living

world can taste "
; that at the end of the third night, it seems

" to be brought amidst snow and stench " and " to inhale a

wind from the north," the " foulest scented of all the winds in

the world." In the Ard^ Viraf and the Minokhired, though

not in this Yast, the soul of the wicked is represented as

seeing in that wind his own religion and deeds, "as a pro-

fligate woman, naked, decaying, gaping, bandy-legged, lean-

hipped, and unlimitedly spotted, so that spot was joined to

spot, like the most hideous noxious creatures, most filthy and

most stinking." The first step taken by the soul of the

wicked lays him in the Evil-Thought Hell ; the second, in the

Evil-Word Hell ; the third, in the Evil-Deed Hell ; the fourth,

in the Endless Darkness. See Sacred Boohs of the East, xxiii.

pp. 314-323.

Note F, p. 95.

—

The Question of the Influence of Fokeign

Faiths on Greek Eeligious Thought

The tendency to limit or negative the influence of Egypt

upon the philosophy and religion of Greece, is seen in an
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extreme form in M. Renouf. Not only does he declare the

travels of Pythagoras and other sages to be " fabulous uiven-

tions/' not only does he hold that " every step in the history

of Greek philosophy can be accounted for and explained from
native sources," but he scouts the idea that Alexandria was
a seat of Oriental philosophy or anything like the medium of

an alliance between Eastern and Western thought. He de-

clares this to be "as unhistorical as the reign of Jupiter in

Crete." See his Hibbert Lectures, pp. 246-248. The positions

of older scholars like Matter who claimed so much for Alex-
andria, have given way before the criticism of Zeller and
others. On the other hand, Mr. Gladstone was of opinion

that " the researches of the last generation have suppHed
materials for proving that Homer was acquainted with
Egyptian and Phoenician ideas and has largely dealt with
them " ; and further, that *' yet more recently we have had
similar evidence produced with respect to Babylonian and
Assyrian records." See his Landmarks of Homeric Study,

pp. 84, 85 ; and for the grounds on which he makes his state-

ment, cf. pp. 127-160.

Welcker's Griechische Gotterlehre is one of the best repre-

sentatives of that way of construing the Greek religion, which
looks back to a monotheism more primitive than the nature-

worship. Dollinger also was of opinion that in the prehistoric

and properly pre-Hellenic period polytheism had arisen out of

a degradation of an original monotheism; that when men's
consciousness of God became darkened they deified the powers
of nature ; that an example of this is seen in the case of the

Cabiri ; that those old formless Pelasgian gods gave way to the

gods of the Homeric period, who are gods with human feehng

;

and that thus there arose the figure of Zeus with a mono-
theistic supremacy, but with a multitude of gods associated

with him who had been taken over from the old nature-

worship. (The Gentile and the Jew, i. p. 65, etc.) De la

Saussaye takes the opposite view. {Lehrhuch der Religions-

philosophie, ii. p. 76.) Among those who speak most decidedly

of the great superiority of the Greek religion over all the

kindred religions in the advance made from mere nature-

worship, Tiele may be specially named. He attributes this

superiority mainly to "the many-sided intercourse of the
several tribes both among themselves and with the representa-

tives of an older and very rich culture." In the Greek
religion he recognises the first fair fruits of the fusion of the
Indo-Germanic and Aryan with the Semitic and Hamitic

35
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elements,—the dawn of a new era. Again, he speaks of the

history of religion in Greece as "one of the most striking

examples of the great law, that the richness and elevation of

religious development are proportional to the opportunities of

intercourse on the part of one nation with others, and the

completeness of the fusion of races " {Outlines of the History

of the Ancient Beligions, pp. 205 and 207).

Note G-, p. 146.

—

The Doctrine of the Soul's Pre-
EXISTENCE AS FOUND IN THE Wisdom of Solomon

The interesting passage in chap. viii. 19, 20 has been
otherwise interpreted by some. Bruno Bauer took the idea

expressed in it to be that of a pre-established harmony between
the soul and the body, and others have attempted to explain it

in a way more consistent with Christian doctrine. But the

speaker appears to regard the soul as the true self, and the

point is that he came into a pure body because he was himself

good. The goodness, therefore, which is the condition of his

union with an undefiled body is to be understood as a good-

ness possessed in a state of existence previous to that union.

In some respects, however, the idea of a pre-existence as it is

put in the Book of Wisdom differs both from the Platonic

doctrine and from the Philonic. On this see Grimm's note in

loc. in the Kurzg, exeget. Randbuch zxt den Apocryphen des

Alien Testamentes. The import of the qualifying sentence,

fiaXKov h\ ayvhg a)v rfkkv i/g cchfia a[/.tavrm, is weU given by Dr.

Drummond. " Saying that ' I obtained a good soul ' is not

inconsistent," he remarks, " with the doctrine of pre-existence

;

strictly construed, it would rather seem to imply it. But the

writer here speaks as though his personality were distinct

from the soul, and belonged only to the compound human
organism. This is the point of view which he wishes to alter.

The body is no part of the personality, but only a temporary
dwelling which the soul, the real person, enters and quits. It

is not correct, therefore, to say that I obtained a soul ; I am a

soul, and came into a body without any change of my identity.

But, though its connection with the body is thus only a

transient phase of the souFs existence, yet the dwelling ought

to be worthy of the tenant. It is impHed by the statement

before us, that souls, prior to their entrance upon their earthly

life, might be divided into good and bad, and that the quality

of the bodies which they obtained was dependent on their

moral condition. If an undefiled body, one not swayed by
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brutal passions was assigned to a good soul, by parity of

reasoning a corrupt soul must have obtained a body fitted to

express and intensify its worst proclivities" (Fhilo Judmus,
or the Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy, i. pp. 200, 201).

Note H, p. 205.

—

The Inteepretation of Job xix. 23-27

Though it may be said that there has been at least an
approach to agreement among the best scholars of our day in

the interpretation of this memorable passage, opinion still

differs as regards both the sense of particular terms and the

range of the hope which is expressed. The difficulties of the

text are so great that some give it up in despair. " The words
are so unusual," says Dr. Hermann Schultz, " that we must
either admit an inextricable corruption of the text, or allow

a less strict observance of the laws of ordinary Hebrew lin-

guistic use" {Alttest. TheoL, p. 706). Siegfried removes verses

25, 26 from his text and transfers them to the foot of the

page. (The Sacred Books of the Old Testament: A Critical

Edition of the Helrew Text, etc., edited by Paul Haupt. The
Booh of Job, etc., by C. Siegfried, p. 12.) Strenuous attempts,

indeed, have been made to amend the text, but they have been

too violent to win much assent. Professor Bickell, for instance,

by an ingenious reconstruction of the Hebrew, gets the follow-

ing sense out of it :

—

"Ich weiss, es lebt raein Better,

Wird noch auf meinem Staub stelm ;

Zuletzt "wird Gott mem Zeuge,
Lasst meine Unscliuld schaueii,

Die ich allein jetzt schauen kann,
Mein Auge und kein andres."

Thus he entirely alters the point of verses 26, 27.

The terms, however, with all their difficulty and strange-

ness, suit the broken utterance of one in the agitation and
ecstasy of the speaker's position. Intractable, too, as some of

them are, they leave the broad idea plain enough. It is the

hope of a sight of God and an adjustment. The points in

dispute are the nature, time, and scene of the vision and the

vindication.

At one extreme stand those who empty the passage of all

reference to an after-life. Not to mention the eccentric

opinion, favoured by a very few, which sees nothing more in

these sublime verses than Job's expectation of a restoration

to his former health and prosperity, there is the view that the
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words express only the hope that when he is at the last

extremity, reduced to a skeleton by his wasting disease, he
shall then see G-od appear for the manifestation of his rectitude

before he dies. Scholars of the eminence of Knobel, Hitzig,

Von Hofmann, Eeuss, and Eenan support this interpretation.

Eenan, for instance, renders it thus

—

" Car je le sais, mno vengeur existe,

Et il apparaitra enfin sur la terre.

"Quand cette peau sera tombee en lambeaux,
Prive de ma chair, je verrai Dieu,

" Je le verrai pour moi-m^me
;

Mes yeux le contempleront, noii ceux d'un autre;
Mes reins se consument d'attente au-dedans de inoi."

What is thus meant is a Theophany, or a descent of God to

earth, for the honour of Job and the confusion of his accusers.

But, however true this is to Old Testament ideas, the words in

question seem clearly to go beyond it. This interpretation

involves a distinction between the term " skin " and the term
" flesh " which is not valid. It is scarcely in harmony with
the position indicated in passages like xxii. 3 ; and it sacrifices

the art of the poem, for it virtually brings on the ddnoiiment

when the drama is but half enacted.

In a different way, and less decidedly. Professor Cheyne
confines the hope within earthly limits, thinking that in the

main the passage is a repetition of what has been already said

in xvi 18, 19. He takes it to be the hope that "God will

avenge his blood, and make reparation, as it were, for his

death by testifying to his innocence," without the thought of

a " conscious renewal of communion with God after death

"

(Job and Solomon, pp. 33, 34). He speaks at the same time

(p. 104) of Job's " idea of a supra-mundane justice, which will

one day manifest itself in favour of the righteous sufferer, not

only in this world (xvi. 18, 19, xix. 25, xlii.), so that all men
may recognise their innocence, but also beyond the grave, the

sufferers themselves being in some undefined manner brought

back to life in the conscious enjoyment of God's favour (xiv.

13-15, xix. 26, 27)." Dr. Hermann Schultz also denies any
reference to a future life in the passage, and translates it

thus :
" Doch ich weiss, mein Eacher lebt—und ein Blutracher

wird aufstehen liber dem Staub-^und, nachdem meine Haut
zernagt ist diese, und ich entblosst bin vom Pleische—seh' ich

Gott (namlich als Blutracher auf dem Staub stehend),—ihn
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den ich schaue * fur mich ' (streitend), und meine Augen sehn
ihn— nicht inehr feindiich" (Voraussetzungen, pp. 219-223,
and Altt. TheoL, pp. 705-707). According to this, Job sees

now, with the eye of his spirit, God standing up as his Avenger
after his death, and with this prospect calls upon his perse-

cutors to be afraid themselves of the sword (ver. 29). But,

apart from other objections, this turns on the question whether
ntriK can possibly be taken in the present sense.

At the opposite extreme are those who find in the passage

not only the idea of an after-life, but the definite hope of a
resurrection. This interpretation goes back as far as Clement
of Eome and Origen. Through the influence of Jerome and
Augustine, it became the prevailing view in the Western
Church. It also obtained a new lease of life at the Eeforma-
tion through Luther's version. It can scarcely be said to exist

now, although Pusey and some scholars of strong conservative

leanings have done battle for it. It gives the '•"itop the legi-

timate rendering of "from my flesh," but imports into the

phrase the idea of the revived flesh, or the risen body. It

makes what is said of the " skin " and the " flesh " the main
thought of the whole passage ; and it establishes a distinction

or an antithesis between these two terms, where the genius of

Hebrew poetry points to their being parallel terms belonging

to one and the same thought.

The intermediate interpretation, which recognises in the

passage the simple idea of an after-Kfe, but not the precise

conception of a bodily resurrection, is most in harmony with
the force of the characteristic terms, "redeemer," "hveth," "he
who cometh after"; with the future "I shall see"; and with
the relation of the words " skin " and " flesh," these belonging

both to the expression of the one thought of waste and dissolu-

tion by disease. It gives the main idea, the seeirig God, its

proper place. It does justice to the art of the drama, bringing

the previous intimations of hope to their appropriate climax.

And, what is almost sufficient of itself to decide the question,

this interpretation is the only one which fully accords with
the fact that Job nowhere looks for any restoration to health

and prosperity in this life, but regards all that is said to that
effect as mockery, and speaks consistently of himself as dying
with his righteousness unrecognised. It is true that this inter-

pretation goes beyond the obvious force of verses 23, 24, which
point only to a subsequent vindication on earth, though one
which Job himseK shall not see. It is also true that it is not
on a level with the dark conception of Sheol, to which expres-
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sion is given elsewhere in the book. But in this respect it is

only in harmony with what is found in the Psalter, and it

belongs to the art of the poem, that, as the piety of the hero
wrestles with the enigma of conscious rectitude suffering from
the wrath of God and the calumnies of man, he should rise at

times above the whole circle of inherited ideas of death, and
struggle to at least momentary glimpses of higher things.

To say, as some strangely do, that this interpretation

makes the ddnoHment, which shows the suffering saint com-
pensated in this life, pointless and mistaken, is to misapprehend
the natm'e of the drama. For the poem is not meant to break
away from the ordinary Old Testament view of retribution.

This is no theoretical discussion, but a " fragment of Old Testa-

ment life," as it has been well described, moving within the

circle of usual Old Testament ideas. It states a religious

problem, the peculiar pressure of which is due to the fact

that that circle of ideas is not finally transcended, and it offers

glimpses of a larger solution. But it seeks its own solution

for the time being within that circle.

The temptation, nevertheless, is to make the hope which
is here expressed larger and more definite than in reality it is.

Even Ewald, to whose splendid insight we owe so much in

restoring the higher interpretation when the drift of scholar-

ship was toward a restriction of the hope to an earthly future,

yields to this temptation. He admits, indeed, that the hope

of immortality which is here expressed is only "in its first

fresh germination,!' more like a "germinating surmise and
anticipation" than a complete development. But he speaks

of Job as " becoming clearly conscious for the first time of the

immortality of the soul, and of the indestructibility of innocence

before God "
; as triumphing " over death and life, and all the

vicissitudes of time in a pure intuition of the future "
; and as

looking "joyfully beyond physical death into the immortality

of the soul" {Job, pp. 174, 210, 211, Eng. trans.). To attribute

to Job, however, this assured faith in the immortality of the

soul in particular, is to ascribe to him a definiteness and a

precision of ideas which are foreign bo the book and to the Old

Testament generally. It is of himself, not of his soul, that he

speaks, and his words point less to the condition in which he

shall see God than to the certainty that he shall see Him, and

in a measure also to the tivie when he shall behold Him.
" We should be wrong to say," as it is justly put by Dr. A. B.

Davidson, " that he contemplates a purely spiritual vision of

God, and further wrong to say that he contemplates being
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invested with a new body when he shall see God. Neither

thought is present to his mind, which is entirely absorbed in

the idea of seeing God. The ideas of Old Testament saints

regarding the condition of man after death were too obscure

to permit of any such formal and precise conception as that

which we call a spiritual sight of God. Besides, as the kind
of half-ecstasy under which Job here speaks has fallen on him
when a living man, it is probable that, Hke all persons in such

conditions, he carries over with him his present circumstances

into his vision after death, and seems to himself to be such a

man as he is now when he sees God" {The Boole of Job, pp.
295, 296).

Mr. E. J. DUlon, following Professor Bickell in his recon-

struction of the text on the basis of the recently discovered

Sahidic version, translates it thus

—

"But I know that my avenger liveth.

Though it be at the end upon my dust;
My witness wUl avenge these things,

And a curse alight upon mine enemies."

The passage thus becomes the expression of Job's conviction

that justice will yet be done him, though it will be too late for

him to see it. "His conscience tells him that inasmuch as

there is such a thing as eternal justice, a time will come when
the truth shall be proclaimed, and his honour fully vindicated

;

Shaddai will then yearn for the work of His hands, but it will

be too late." It may be added that Mr. Dillon also gets rid

of the interrogative in chap. xiv. 14 as an interpolation, and
renders the strophe in verses 13, 14 thus

—

" Oh that Thou wouldest hide me in the grave !

That Thou wouldest secrete me till Thy wrath be passed

!

That Thou wouldest appoint me a set time and remember me

!

If so be man could die and yet live on."

See The Sceptics of the Old Testamenty pp. 18, 51, 52, 54.

Note I, p. 379.—1 Petee hi. 18-22, and the Jewish
LiTEKATUKE

The idea that the key to the obscure passage in the third

chapter of Eirst Peter is to be sought in the non-canonical

Jewish books, is by no means new. Among others, Daniel
Heinsius, as we gather from Eosenmiiller's Scholia, looked to

the Book of Enoch for the explanation of the paragraph, and
understood the punishment of angels to be the thing referred
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to. Ill adopting this line of interpretation Baur was followed

by Volkmar, Ewald, and others. More recently the same idea

has been revived by Friedrich Spitta, who gives it also a new
form. He takes the preaching to be one of judgment, atid the

"spirits in prison" to be fallen angels. But whereas Baur
supposed the preaching to have occurred after Christ's death,

Spitta understands it to have taken place before the incarnation.

He agrees, therefore, with those who regard the Subject who
is in view as the pre-incarnate Logos ; and he elaborates his

interpretation with much acuteness, bringing it into relation

with other statements in the two Petrine Epistles, making large

use of the many passages in the pseudepigraphic books which
speak of the punishment of angels, and directing attention to

others which assign to Enoch characteristics elsewhere given

to Messiah. See his Ghristi Predigt an die Geister. On the

other hand. Dr. Charles Bigg, while holding it probable that

St. Peter is " here expressing in a modified form a belief which
was current in the Jewish schools," gives another direction to

the interpretation. He thinks that in the Book of Enoch and
elsewhere, there are passages which may mean that " the ante-

diluvian sinners, the giants, and the men whom they deluded,

have a time of repentance allowed them between the first

judgment (the Deluge) and the final judgment at the end of

the world " ; but that Peter " hmits this Jewish doctrine to the

special case of those who have not heard the gospel on earth."

See his Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles of

St. Peter and SL Jude, pp. 162, 163.
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The Baptist Magazine says :
' There is scarcely a phase of pastoral duty which is

not touched upon luminously and to good purpose.'

In post 8vo (630 pp.), price 12s.,

The Theology of the New Testament. By Professor

G. B. Stevens, D.D., Yale.
The Guardian says: * No less than an encyclopSBdia of the teaching of the New

Testament. Within the covers of a single volume we have not merely a summary of

Christ's teaching in the Gospels, but alimiinous analysis of each of the Epistles which
every clergyman will find of the utmost value. ... It is a work which no one of the

clergy can afford to neglect.'

In post 8vo (550 pp.), price 12s., •

The Ancient Catholic Church. From the Accession of

Trajan to the Fourth General Council [aIdT 98-451]. By
Principal R. Rainy, D.D., Edinburgh.

The Expository Times says: 'This work will give the intelligent reader more
insight into the heart of the situation than a dozen books more systematically planned,

and more laden with learned detail.'

In post 8vo (540 pp.)) price 12s.,

Old Testament History. By Professor Henry P. Smith, D.D.,

Amherst.
The Academy says ;

* The history of the little nation out of which was to arise the

Sun of Righteousness, is clothed with an added charm of actuality, as it is presented

in these sane and balanced pages.'

In post 8vo, Second Edition (550 pp.), price 12s.,

The Theology of the Old Testament. By the late Pro-

fessor A. B. Davidson, D.D., LL.D., Edinburgh.
The Bookman says : ' Contains the essence and strength of the whole work of one

whom the best judges have pronounced to be a leader in Old Testament learning.'

Just published, in post 8vo (540 pp.), price 12s.,

The Christian Doctrine of Salvation. By Professor G. B.

Stevens, D.D., Yale.
The Expository Times says : ' It is a great book upon a great subject. If preachers

want to fit themselves for a winter's work of strong, healthy, persuasive preaching,
this book will fit them.*

History of the Reformation. By Principal T. M. Lindsay,
D.D., Glasgow.

In Two Volumes—

-

Vol. I.—The Reformation in Germany, from its beginning
to the Religious Peace of Augsburg. Now Ready, price
10s. 6d.

YoL. II.—The Reformation in Ijands beyond Germany,
In the Press.

*it* A Prospectus giving fidl details of the Series, with list of Contrihutors, post free
on application.



T. & T. Clark's Publications.

Now Complete, IN FIVE VOLUMES

(Including the EXTRA Volume, which contains Important

Articles and complete indexes).

' In its five volumes we possess a splendid—nay, an unsurpassed-
thesaurus of biblical learning.'—^eco/'f/.

Dictionary of the Bible
Dealing with

3t6 Xanguage, Xiterature, ant) Contents,

Including the Biblical Theology.

WITH MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

Published Price
!

per Volume—
|










